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ORIGINAL ARTICLES.
With Plate A,

A Cloisonne Staff-head from Cyprus. By L. H. Dudley Buxton^ Stanley Casson, and J. L. Myres.

During a visit to Cyprus in 1925, under the auspices of the Percy Sladen Trust, my attention 4

was called by the Keeper of the C\T>rus Museum, Mr. M. Markides, to a very fine piece of ancient I

gold and enamelwork w^hich w^as transferred to the Cyprus Museumabout twenty yearsago The circum-

stances of the find were as foUows. A peasant digging in a field near the Church of Hagios Armerds
at Episkopi, the ancient Curium, discovered the object under discussion together with two bronze

tripods, the handles and rim of a circular vessel and fragments of a large bronze vessel, to which the

rim possibly belonged. That at least is the story. There seems no reason to doubt that the objects

came from Episkopi, whether they were found together or not is uncertain. Efforts w’ere made to

export the treasure, but it was seized by the police, and remained for some years in the Custom house

at Larnaka. Mr. Markides has shown that there is no reason to doubt that the bronzes are Mykenaean
in date. As, however, the evidence of the association of all the objects together is quite uncertain wn
cannot rely on this point for the dating of the staff-head. Peasants in Cyprus are often in the habit of

hoarding antiquities together of a widely different date until the opportunity comes of selling them
at a good price. I have seen such a hoard, in effect of no particular value.

The staff-head is about seventeen centimetres in total height. It consists of a hollow cylinder of

gold surmounted by a cloisonne sphere on top of w’^hich two birds, almost certainly haw^ks (but see

below) are standing. The point of contact between the cylinder and the sphere is ornamented by w^hat

may be described as two row^s of a fuUroiind turned moulding. The cloisons on the sphere are formed

by a series of semi-circular gold bands so arranged that the point of junction of tw o semi-circles in each

row is exactly at the highest point of a semi-circle in the row below. It is not certain w'hat the original

colours were, at present they seem to be alternating row^s of wliite, lilac, and green. The body feathers

of the birds are indicated by similar, but much smaller scales, the wing and other large feathers by
long parallel strips. The whole is a very fine piece of craftsmanship and indicates very considerable

skill both in working the gold and in the technique of enamelling. The gold technique is to me strongly

reminiscent of the " fly
'* necklaces from Arsos, although the smaller is of coarser work. These

necklaces can be dated with some degree of exactitude as belonging to the seventh century b.c., as

several statues were found on the same site wearing tw^o or three exactly similar necklaces. The
necklaces, however, are not enamelled, but are ornamented with pendants consisting of a semi-precious

stone set in gold. They are in the C\i)rus Museum, unpublished.

1 M. Markides : Animal of the British School at Athens, XVIII, 1911-1912.
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Xo other enamel work seems to have been reported from Cyprus. On the basis of the evidence
from CVprus alone there seem to be two possible dates, first Mykensean, if we accept the association
of the other finds with it, but for this the evidence is purely presumptive, and secondly, seventh centurv
or a little later on the grounds no less uncertain that the technique is more advanced than the Arsos
necklaces. L. H. D. BUXTOX.

From these facts it will be seen that the date at which this splendid work of art was made is

not easy to fix. We are forced to establish its period mainly from the internal evidence provided

by technique, colour, design and style.

Am' conclusions so reached must,

therefore, be su])ject to revision in

the fight of more satisfactory evidence

DAGGEB HILT OF GOLD INLAID WITH LAPIS-LAZULI AND CRYSTAL.
FROM MYCENAE, SHAFT-GRAVE IV. {Scale |.)

of a circumstantial kind. If, for

instance, a similar w'ork of the gold-

smith's art is discovered together

with concrete evidence show'ing its

date and origin, then any suggestions

made here must of necessity give

place to such scientific and systematic

information.

The only substantial reference

which w'e have been able to find to

this work is that in a footnote in 3Ir.

0. M. Dalton's ’ Treasure of the
'' Oxus " (1905, p. 25, n. 3). Here it is

described as ” a gold sceptre-head (?)

“ terminating in a globe surmounted

by two birds . . . Both the sphere
“ and the birds are ornamented with
“ fine imbricated cells containing what
appears to be true enamel in several

“colours." Mr. Dalton is of opinion

that it is " of extreme interest as an

instance of cloisonne enamel of the
“ finest kind at a period anterior to

“the sixth century b.c."

For the object as a whole there is

no parallel. The length of the gold

tube w'hich supports the sphere seems

too much for a sceptre, which could

more easily, on technical grounds, have

had a solid handle attached to the

sphere. The tube is clearly intended

to encase a long handle of non-metallic

material such as ivory or w'ood. It

w^ould, therefore, be wiser to consider

the gold ornament as the business

end of a staff of some length.

The birds upon the sphere are

almost certainly haw^ks. In any case

they are not eagles. The method by
which a clear distinction is made
betw'een the upper feathers on the

[ 2 ]
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shoulders and the lower feathers along the wings by means of contrasted horizontal and vertical lines is

a convention which is derived from the East and first appears in Hittite sculpture in a modified form,

as on the Sindjirli sphinxes. It is not found in Egyptian gold work, but continues into Hellenic art,

mainly in metalwork, and lasts down to Byzantine times, where it becomes a regular formula. Close

parallels can be found in a gold bird from the Oxus Treasure (Dalton, op. clt. Xo. 147), and in a

very fine sj)arrow-hawk formerly in the collection of Lord Carmichael of Skirling. (Burlington Fine

Arts Club Exhibition, 1924: subsequently sold at Sotheby's in 1926. Catalogue, June 8, Xo. 348).

From the stylistic point of view the clue to the date of the staff seems to lie in the enamelled

cloisonne scales. In shape and arrangement these scales resemble very closely the incised coloured

scales which are common on proto-Corinthian pottery of the seventh century B.c. ArybaUoi are so

decorated more than other vessels of this period and style. The colours on the enamelled scales also

resemble in their tones those used on the proto-Corinthian ar^balloi, where pale shades of mauve,

purple and brown are usual.

There is a still earlier parallel of some interest from Mycen^e. It is a dagger-hilt in the form of

a tubular haft surmounted by a dragon-shaped ornament in w'hich the blade was fixed. The tubular

haft is made of fiownrs whose petals held lapis-lazuli insertions, the spaces betw^een the fiownrs being

fiUcd in with rock crystal. The part which held the blade is decorated by a series of scales, graduated

in size, wLich w'ere similarly filled. This object comes from Shaft-grave IV (Xos. 294—405).

Schliemann fig. 451-2 ; Karo Athenische Mittlieilungen. xl, 1915. pi. xix. 3 : Die ScJiaclitgraeber

von Mykenai, 1931, pi. Ixxxvii - viii. But in ^[ycenann art there is no parallel for the hawks, nor yet for

the shape and general character of the stafi.

The bird from the Oxus treasure can hardly be earlier than 500 B.c. It is piobably Persian,

and in any case is certainly not Greek. The Carmichael sparrow -hawk is, on the other hand, Greek,

probably of the fifth century.

The application of enamel to cloisons or reserved spaces in gold jewellery was not uncommon
in the sixth, fifth and fourth centuries in Etruria and Greece, and the petals of flowers are often so

adorned (see B.M. Catalogue of Jewellery, p. xxxi and p. Ivi).

But this Cypriote example appears to be the earhest yet knowm, for, to judge from the enamelled

scales and their general proto-Corinthian character, it can hardly be later than 600 B.c. It must,

however, be remembered that the scale pattern persists into the 6th century in Corinthian

pottery. We must thus extend our possible dating to the early part of this century, and maybe
earlier. But what is chiefly remarkable about the stafi is that there is no element in its shape or

decoration which can be estabfished as un-Hellenic, and, wdiatever its purpose may have been, we
can at least be certain that it formed part of some royal regalia, perhaps that of the kings of Curium.*

S. CASSOX.

Mr. Casson's comparison with the “ contrasted vertical and horizontal lines of wings Q
in Hittite sculpture and Eg\q)tian gold work^ does not quite do justice to the treatment of the U
wings of these birds. For while their primary and secondary pinions are represented by bars (as

he describes), the wing-coverts, like the breast plumage, are rendered by scale-pattern, not so regular

as on the globe below^, but quite recognizable. On Phoenician monuments this rendering is normaP

;

it occurs also at TeU Halaf^, and sometimes in Hittite sculpture^ and also in Early Greek w ork.^ But
these objects are not precisely dated. On the Ximrud ivories, of the ninth century, scale-pattern

* Since the above was written 5Ir. H. Payne's book
Xekrocoi inthiu. (Oxford, 1930) has been published. I

read there (p. 19. n. 2) :
" The suggestion has often been

“ made that the incised polychrome patterns of this

“ style, i.e. late Proto-Corinthian, are imitations of

bronzework inlaid with enamel, and, although Greek
“ enamelling of this kind is almost unknown, it is at

least possible that the suggestion is conect." The
gold stafi-head obviously provides an example of the

w^ork presupposed by this theory of the origin of the

scale -pattern, S. C,

^ Compare also (^ar^tang. TJw HatiW Empire, 1929.

PI. xhx, 1. 2 (Sakje-Geuzi) and Bossert. Alf-Kreta,

1923. Xo. 3.32 (Sphinx of Raineses III).

“ S. A. Cook. T/te Pilifjwn of And nt Palestine.

1929. PI. viii, 1. (Ain-el-Hayat.)
3 S{p'ia. xii. 1931. P. ‘U. Fig. 2.

Pettier. Syrian. 1921. P.13. Fig. 44; PI. iv, 50, .31.

^ Brit. 51us. E.ec, Ep}iesit'<. P. 163, Pi. xxi, 4;
xxxi, 1; Brit. School Athens, Annual XIII. P. 79,

Fig. 18. 6; — Poulsen. Der Orient und die Fruh-
griechische Kunst, Berlin, 1912. Fig. 109, 189.
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coverts occur,® but are sometimes replaced by roundels or dots"^ : and this treatment goes back in

Sumerian art to the third millennium®
;

it also recurs in Phoenicia and on the bronze shields from

the Idalan Cave in Crete.® In Minoan art, on the other hand, wing coverts are usually rendered by

spirals.!® j omit detailed reference to the patternless coverts which are fairly common in aU these

styles except Minoan.

There is thus
: (1) nothing Minoan about the wings on this staff-head: (2) nothing specifically

Ass^Tian of the Ximrud phase
;

but (3) close correspondence with certain Hittite sculptures, with

Phoenician sculpture of uncertain dates, and vith Orientalizing Greek work, as Mr. Casson has

observed. On the whole, I am inclined to date this masterpiece rather earlier than he does, on the

ground of style, while admitting that this isolates it as a piece of enamel technique.

JOHN L. MYRES.

Sociology. Dowdall.

The Psychological Origins of Law. By His Honour Judge H. C. Doicdall. Summary of a paper

commvnicated to the British Association for the Advancement of Science. September 29, 1931.

4
The exact problem with which we are concerned is a special aspect of the general problem of the

relation of the individual mind to the group mind
;
and we cannot hope for any clear notion of the

nature or origin of law until the relevant problems of the individual and the group mind have been

at least clearly envisaged.

Every man lives in a world of ideas which—however strongly it may resemble that of others

—

is exclusively his own : for ideas are based on experience, and each man's experience is his own. We
can at best only approximately guess at what others are thinking and at what they mean to do.

This world of ideas includes agenda as well as data—projects as well as knowledge
;

it makes a man
what he is, and largely determines how he behaves as he does in the various circumstances of life;

for ideas are the organs of the mind by means of which a man appreciates the significance of

circumstances and by which he directs his conduct to the desired end.

It is necessary to dwell at once on the importance of circumstances, for not only is a man's world

of ideas in a sense circumstantial, but he is continuously confronted with a continuously moving
concrete physical situation in which he moves and which, by his ovm movements, he to some extent

moves. There is, however, this important difference between the world of ideas and the ph^^sical

world, namely, that, though attention is limited, a man's world of ideas is more permanently with

him and much more under his control. Interests abide ; action must await opportunity. A man
may nurse wrath against his enemy night and day

;
but he cannot knock him down until he appears

upon the scene.

The immediate requirements of physical fife and safety demand perpetual adjustments: but a

man soon acquires facility in dealing with a familiar situation, so that the claim made on his

attention in doing so may be very slight. He acquires a settled disposition to act in a certain way
whenever he judges that certain circumstances have arisen. Such dispositions are the bed rock of

law: for every law (whether of physical nature or of political institution) is a matter of ” If this :

then that.'’ Though each man's world of ideas is his ovm, no law could prevail in any society of

men unless the normal members of it possessed certain dispositions upon which reliance could be placed.

Such reliable dispositions are due partly to heredity and partly to education whereby a man is taught
to accept and, unless he is critical, does accept a certain current interpretation of facts and acquires

a habit of reacting in a certain w ay in certain circumstances whenever they occur.

Let us now^ turn to the group mind. It has often been observed that those wiio co-operate in

collective action ordinarily perform tasks which are not similar but complementary one to

® Layard. jSIon. Kineveh. II. PI. 62B
;
= Perrot- = King. Hist. Sumer and Accad. P.76. Fig. 29 (Tello.)

Chifiez. Uist.delArt.il. Fig. 219. ® Perrot III. Fig. 73; Halbherr-Orsi. Museo
’ Exc. Ephems. PI. xxviii, 2. Layard. Mon. lialiano II. 1888. Atlas. PI. i, vii, ix; = Poulsen.

Nineveh. I. PI. 90. Fig. 21 = Perrot. II. o35. Fig. 77, 78.

Fig. 249. Poulsen. Fig. 23, 29. io Bossert. Alt-Kreta. 1923. Xos. 76, 228-31, 261,
® Henzey. Decoiivertes en Chaldee. PI. 44, 2; 31U', 317c/, 320/, 321 6, /, 324e.
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the other. It is, however, generally assumed or stated that a common motive is necessary, although

obviously it is not. Of course, each must intend to play his part, but the motives may differ to any
extent. Soldiers, for instance, may do their duty, some for love of country, some for pay or booty,

some from fear of court martial, some from fear of making themselves ridiculous, and so forth.

What is involved in social action is not that men should act from a common motive, but that

their relevant interests should articulate in the social end. If their interest in the social end is direct,

I caU them fellotc members. If interest in performance of their social duties is induced by sanction,

whether of punishment or of some reward other than the accomplishment of the social end, 1 call

them subject members. But in either case a man has got to know what he has got to do before he

does it, and for this purpose, whenever collective action is involved, his task must be allotted to him
either by general law or by particular command, that is to say, either by general provisions which,

because they are general, must necessarily refer to types of occasion whenever they happen, or by
commands specially made on occasion as it arises.

The psychological question of the group mind is fundamentally identical with the question of the

reality ” of corporate personality which was so hotly debated by German, French, English and
American lawyers some thirty years ago, and which is still much discussed, tliough without any
accepted or orthodox conclusion. The failure to reach agreement is partly due to a failure to distinguish

the two opposite uses of the word person, namely, when it is used to signify an official position or

part played, as in iinus homo sustinet plures personas, and the use which has been predominant for

1,500 years where ' person ’ does not refer to the plures personas but to the unns homo. But if it is true

that the unity of a society lies in the articulation of interests to an end, then collective action is

collected at the end rather than the beginning, at the objective rather than the subjective end of

experience, and the attempt to make a real person out of a society is absurd. The answer is usually

made on these lines. “ We have agreed to call a society a person, and a society is a real entity:

therefore, it must be a real person.” I have suggested that it would be better to drop the ambiguous
word ' person ’ and to describe a society as an estate, because that is what it is, that is to say, a number
of interests subjected to a single government. A man governing his own ordinary legal interests

is called a ” natural person ”
: when he turns to the government of some official interests he is called

a juristic person or corporation sole; if he makes his business interests into a separate estate he is

called a juristic person or a one-man company : if he is governing the interests of an estate for others

he is called an executor, administrator or trustee. But, as a person in the ordinary sense of the word,
that is to say as a man, he is no more natural and no more artificial in the one case than the other

;

he is attending to different interests, and the unity of the legal entity is not in the man, but in the

interests subjected to a single government. A society knows men not as men, but only in their

relation to the particular society or estate. The State for instance, makes me pay my dentist's bill

and makes me pay for my place at a concert
;
but it cares nothing for my toothache or whether I

enjoy the concert or not.

Having briefly discussed the psychological nature of law in the light of legal theory I turn with
some diffidence to the anthropological aspect of origins.

When anthropologists speak of law they use the word in a wider or in a narrower sense. By
" law and order ’’ Dr. Malinowski means what Dr. Marett calls social organization ”

: for Dr. Marett
(no doubt basing himself on the orthodox Austinian theory of law) restricts ** law " to the establish-

ment of organized machinery for the enforcement of certain social obligations. As an English lawyer,

I suppose that I ought to side with Dr. Marett, for Austin is still much esteemed in the profession

and taught in the schools
;
but, in fact, my sympathy is in this matter entiiely with Dr. Malinowski.

There must be a social organization before you can protect it, and it is only by means of a social

organization that it can be protected. The ordinary connotation of the word law is regularity, and it

is going rather far to say, as Austin does, that it is
*’ improper ” to use it in accordance with the

perennial usage of civilized Europe. But however that may be, I take it that we are here to discuss
the psychological origins of law in the larger sense of the word, which I shall now proceed to do, not
omitting to discuss the special problem of law in the narrower sense.

If a small company of men is attacked by a pack of wolves, they are all of them interested in
repelling the attack : they need no imported sanction to persuade them to do their best to that end,

[ 5 ]
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and, if we regard them as a society for that purpose, I should call them fellow members. If the wolf

at the door is hunger the case is much the same. Problems multiply as numbers increase and, subject

to certain reservations, it is generally agreed that civilization develops with the size of the social unit

;

so that I imagine that the first problem with which an anthropologist would confront a lawyer would

be that of a small society fighting for existence, and the organization necessary to that end. The
beginning of language was not like the invention of Esperanto, and I imagine that the earliest forms of

social organization were discovered rather than invented. Ingeniously, but on the whole more by good

luck than by device, a system emerged by means of which a living was found for each through the

co-ordinated efforts of all. Everyone was interested in the results of the whole undertaking, but unable

to understand the relation of the parts to the whole or to discriminate what was essential from that

which was not. In Greece the meros of each was the moira appointed and sanctioned by fate. The
corresponding conception in the ancient Hindu civUization is that of dharma, derived from dhri^

to maintain : each man’s duty to society being his maintenance, and the sanction religious. The
scheme is not critically examined. The same point is observed by Malinowski in reference to the

customs of the Trobriand Islanders.

If we examine this from the psychological point of view the process will be found to be very

similar to that by which animals adapt themselves to their environment by means of subjective

selection. A particular reaction is found to give satisfaction and is therefore repeated, and the

exercise of the function in course of time carries an improvement of the structure with it. But, of

course, in the case of men the process is much more subtle and intelligent and is promoted by the

use of language and an educational tradition. The point is that the foundation of the law in such a

primitive society rests on acquired experience rather than premeditated experiment. The process

of legislation (so to call it) is the hardening of usage to a point at which by common consent definite

duties arise in definite circumstances. If this : then that.” There is not usually much difficulty

about evidence because the people live at close quarters and what everyone does is generally known
by all. If anyone fails or offends in his duty he is disliked, ostracized and possibly expelled. Magical

influence of a kind which frightens him is brought to bear on him, and if he offends so greatly as to

bring the wvath of the gods on his tribe he is liable to something like lynch law.

Law in the narrower Austinian sense seems to arise somewhat differently as the result of a more
or less dehberate effort to meet a certain requirement of the social life, namely, the settlement by
the community of private differences which disturb its peace

;
and the, perhaps unforeseen, result is

to secure private rights by the action of the community and so to throw open the way of civilization.

Everwhere the initial difficulty is the same, namely, to get the parties before the tribunal and
to bind them by the decision. Distraint and outlawry are common expedients. Sometimes the aggrieved

party adopts a procedure which will bring misfortune on his opponent unless he appears. He may
fast on him as in ancient Irish law, or sit dharma on him—a practice which till recently survived, and
I suppose still survives, in India

;
or he may lay hands on him as in the relatively late Roman law

of the Twelve Tables. When the parties have been got before the tribunal and pledges or oaths given

to abide by the decision, a decision becomes necessary. And here we have occasion for intelligence

in the full sense of the word, i.e., subjective selection not automatically based on hereditary

disposition or tradition, but a dehberate choice between exphcit alternatives. The decision may be
indicated by dike, and the chief or the wise men may have no doubt what it should be, but it is an
authoritative and dehberate choice between competing claims, and, in course of time, a tradition

will be formed, first in the tribunal and then among those whom its traditions affect. Thus we get

judicial legislation capable of adaptation to aU the new occasions and disputes which arise in an
increasingly complex social life, the decisions controlling the development and estabhshing the course
of civilization. In this way we arrive ultimately at elaborate legal systems such as those of Roman
or Enghsh law.

Lastly, comes the period of statutory legislation—thesmoi, nomoi, leges, statutes, etc. By
these, general provisions are made in terms of type for events which are apt to recur, and the duty of
the judge is to find out what has happened and to decide whether the particular event conforms to
the type provided for. The selection here used by the legislature is in the highest degree intellectual.

It is not merely the choice between two competing claims, but the selection in advance of a general

[ 6
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course of action. It is not like a habit of getting up late, but like a resolution to get up early, and it

is effective because those who make it are effective, and later, because, as is always the case, individual

interests vest in accordance with the established usage. For all human laws are merely an expecta-

tion that certain people will, in certain circumstances, intend to behave in a certain way, and this

expectation is based on the interdependence of their interests. H. C. DOWDALL.

Prehistoric. Elliot Smith.

The Industries of Sinanthropus. By Professor G. Elliot Smith, M.D., F,B.S.

In communications to the Geological Society of China on 3rd November, of which I have C
received advance reports, Professor Davidson Black and Mr. W. C. Pei announced the discovery ll

of cultural remains associated with Peking Man. In the second cave at Chou-Kou-Tien,

evidence of the use of fire and a large quantity of stone implements, said by Mr. Pei to be of quartz

and quartzite, have been found in a sand and clay layer on the surface of which have been recovered

actual fragments of mandible and parietal bones of the genus Sinanthropus. We now know that Sin-

anthropus actually lived in the cave in which his remains have been found, as it had been inferred

by Father Teilhard de Chardin and Dr. C. C. Young in 1929.

MR. W. C. PEI*S SECTIOX OF THE CAVES AT CHOU-KOtT-TIEX.

SA, the spot where in 1927 the tooth was fotmd, on the evidence of wdiich the genus Sinanthropus was created

by Professor Davidson Black.

SB, the site of the discovery of a fragment of jaw in 1928.

SC, SD and SE, where the important skulls were found in 1929, E being the place of the almost complete

brain ease.

SF, the spot where a fragment of jaw was found in 1930.

SG, the situation in the floor of Ko-Tse-Tang cave where two large jaw'-fragments and three pieces of brain

case were found in association wdth stone implements and large collections of pieces of ahen stones, worked and
umvorked (Q2 and in the roof Ql).

The possibility of finding human remains was first suggested by Professor Gunnar Andersson

when he found a piece of alien quartz in the fossiliferous bed, but until now the most thorough search

during the last four years had failed to reveal any evidence of the working of stone to make
implements.

[ 7 ]





QUARTZ FRAGMENTS FROM THE CAVES AT CHOU-KOU-TIEN. NATURAE SIZE.

Fro7n drawings supplied by Mr. ir. C. Pei.

When the excavations were resumed in the first cave in the spring of this year, Mr. Pei had

the good fortune to discover a deposit of quartz (Q. 1.) in the loose material accumulated on the surface

previously excavated. In July, another deposit (Q. 2. )
wasfound in the second (Ko-Tse-Tang) cavewhich

adjoins the site where the first remains of Sinanthropus had been found. In addition to a number

QUARTZ FRAGMENTS FROM THE CAVES AT CHOU-KOU-TIEN, NATURAL SIZE.

From drawings supplied by Mr. W. C. Pei.
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QUARTZ FRAGMENTS FROM THE CAVES AT CHOU-KOU-TIEN, NATURAL SIZE.

From drawings supplied by A/r. W. C. Pei.

of artefacts of bone and worked antler, more than 2,000 fragments of unworked quartz and other

alien stones have been recovered, together with charcoal and a quantity of ashes in the deposit of

fine sand and clay. Although only a relatively small number of the stone fragments had been

fashioned into implements there is no doubt that these had been deliberately worked, for they are

not crude eoliths but specimens of a flake industry including points, choppers and blades. Large

hand axes are apparently lacking. The line drawings here reproduced, which have been recently

received from Mr. Pei, suggest resemblances to Lower Palseolithic flake industries in Europe, but no

significant comparisons can be made until the actual material has been investigated. The Abbe

Breuil, who has recently returned to Europe, was impressed by the advanced character of the working,

and w'e hope that his opinions may be announced in the near future. G. ELLIOT SMITH.

Congress. Myres.

An International Congress for Anthropology and Ethnology. By Professor John L. Myres, D.Litt.,

B.Sc., F.B.A.

B
MTien the new International Congress of Prehistoric and Proto-historic Sciences was

estabhshed in May, 1931, it was obvious that, as its scope was deliberately limited, there was

room—and, indeed, need—for an independent alternative Congress for Anthropology and

[ 10 ]
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Ethnology : and there was some informal conversation on this project, during tne conference at Bern

(Man, 1931, 137, p. 133).

Accordingly the British Joint Committee for Anthropological Research and Teaching was informed

that, the question of an international organization for prehistoric studies being thus settled, the

Royal Anthropological Institute was making preliminary inquiries with a view to the establishment

of a similar International Congress of Anthropology and Ethnology, in the hope that it might be

possible to hold the first meeting of such a Congress in 1934. On 7 July, 1931, the Institute's Council

resolved (1) that immediate steps should be taken, by correspondence with leading anthropologists

and ethnologists abroad, to ascertain what support the Institute would receive, if it took the initiative

by summoning an informal conference with the object of establishing a new International Congress

of Anthropology and Ethnology
: (2) that such a C ongress should meet once in four years, with a

two -years' interval between its sessions and those of the new Prehistoric Congress, which is to meet
first in 1932

: (3) that the executive of the Americanist Congress should be consulted as to the extent

and mode of cooperation which is desirable between the new Congress and the Americanist Congress,

which it is hoped may meet in London in 1934. The Council further commissioned its new President,

Mr. T. A. Joyce, with Dr. C. G. Selignian and myself, to make preliminary inquiries as to the best

mode of procedure.

The Royal Anthropological Institute was, indeed, already committed to such an inquiry, by
agreement with the survivors of a former committee appointed after the Americanist Congress in

1912, the proceedings of which were published in Man, 1912, 71 and 103, and are summarized in

jNL^n, 1931, 94, §.x.

A chance visit of Dr. Eugen Fischer to London, during the summer of 1931, facilitated conversa-

tions as to the needs and wishes of German anthropologists : and Dr. Fischer has rendered to our

Institute the great service of discussing the whole question with his colleagues, with the result that

on 17 November, 1931, he wrote, on behalf of all the full Professors of Anthropology in Germany,
to express their concurrence in any arrangements which the Royal Anthropological Institute might
be able to make : so hgen icir also alles Welteres in Ihre Hand. In particular, they welcomed the

suggestion that a Congress should be established on the same international basis as the new Congress

for Prehistoric and Proto-historic Sciences
;
with similar statutes : organized in two sections, for

Anthropology and Ethnology : employing four languages in its proceedings
;
and meeting once in four

years, in those years when the Americanist Congress meets in Europe.

This last point is of some importance, because the new Prehistoric Congress is already arranged

to meet once in four years (at London in 1932 and at Oslo—it is hoped—in 1936), that is to say, in those

years when the Americanist Congress meets in America ; this alternation of dates best suiting the

convenience of American colleagues.

It happened also that the Royal Anthropological Institute had already invited Dr. Georg
Thilenius, of Hamburg, to deliver its Huxley Memorial Lecture in September, 1931. As this lecture

was given during the Centenary Meeting of the British Association, there was then in London an
unusually large concourse of British and foreign colleagues, and accordingly, an informal meeting was
held, at which the prospects of an International Congress were explained and discussed, and
Dr. Thilenius very kindly undertook to make inquiries among German ethnologists. He now writes

that most of those whom he has consulted favour the establishment of an International Congress

for Anthropology and Ethnology. A few have doubts, on account of the financial situation, and
others express the hope that the first session may not be so early as 1932, the year suggested in his

circular. Dr. Thilenius reports this result as thoroughly favourable {durchaus giinstig) and agrees

that the year 1932 which he had tentatively proposed, would not be convenient.

Encouraged by these preliminary inquiries, and by many other expressions of individual opinion,

the Royal Anthropological Institute now invites, formally, the collaboration of anthropologists and
ethnologists in all countries, to estabfish a new fuUy International Congress for Anthropology and
Ethnology, to meet once in four years, and normally in the years when the Americanist Congress
meets in Europe.

As the first such occasion will be in 1934, there is time enough to discuss, as thoroughly as will

certainly be necessary, the plan and scope of the new Congress
;
and for this purpose arrangements

[ 11 ]
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are already being made for a preliminary conference early in 1932, like the conference of Bern which

established the Prehistoric Congress last May. Invitations to this prehminary conference will be issued

as soon as the place of meeting has been determined.

Obviously, the first and most important business of this prehminary conference will be to discover

whether anthropologists and ethnologists are wfiling to co-operate in estabfishing a single Congress,

constituted so as to include aU the necessary sections
;
or whether the practical necessities of these

two groups of studies are so different that they would be better organized separately, in two distinct

congresses.

There is clearly much to be said on both sides. An overcrowded Congress fails of its primary

function, which is to make it easy for colleagues to meet and confer. If there are many sections,

difficulties arise as to accommodation and time-table. And, if the range of subjects is too wide, it

becomes difficult to provide topics for general discussion which wiU interest everyone.

On the other hand, a single Congress will certainly be less costly than tw^o, especially for those

wffiose studies attract them to both. And though Anthropology and Ethnology are admittedly

distinct sciences, in practical field-work the same explorers are concerned in both, and there are many
points where each illustrates and supplements the other. The fundamental question of their proper

relations to each other cannot be discussed at aU, unless both parties are present to explain their

own poult of v'iew'.

Our British colleagues have been, for many years, a '* happy family " within a single Institute,

and are accustomed, Like most of our countrymen, to a few' large composite congresses, divided into

several sections : and they w'ould probably prefer to support a single Congress for Anthropology and
Ethnology combined. Most of us, Indeed, w^ould have preferred to have only one Congress for

Anthropology, Ethnology, and Prehistory, But w'e realize that continental opinions and experience

are different ; and, further, that the separate establishment of the Prehistoric Congress has set a

precedent, and estabhshed a frontier, w'hich must be carefully observed. In our preparations for the

London Congress, this summer, we are already gaining valuable experience, and appreciate the greater

significance which is attributed abroad to these questions of system and grouping.

It is, therefore, in the hope that the Institute's initiative may in the first place encourage all who
have experience and opinions on these matters to express them freely in collaboration, that this

preliminary and quite tentative announcement is made. JOHN L. MYBES.

Kinship. Evans-Pritchard.

The Nature of Kinship Extensions. By E. E. Evans-Pritchard.

7
In Man, Nov., 1929, I wrote a paper on “ The Study of Kinship in Primitive Societies,” and
Mr. Hogbin took exception to the views expressed there in a letter to jVLan, June, 1930. I would

like, therefore, to return to the point which I had wished to emphasize since it appears that it was
not clear to everyone, certainly not to IVIr. Hogbin.

I pointed out the lack of attention paid to the complicated influences w'hich determine social

attitudes towards members of both the restricted famOy and the kindred. By attitude is meant
an enduring, stereotyped, and socially-compelled behaviour pattern, together with its concomitant
psychological processes both in the conscious (sentiments) and in the unconscious (complexes).

I suggested that when we want to understand a person’s attitude to a relative we must take
into consideration the attitude of other members of his family tow'ards this relative. I instanced
that the attitude of a youth towards his mother in Zande society could be understood in its entiretv
only by an understanding of the reciprocal attitudes of husband and w'ife, and of father and son,
in this community; and, again, that the attitude of a boy towards his mother's brother could be
grasped satisfactorily only by first knowing the reciprocal attitudes of brother and sister, and of husband
and wife’s brother.

Mr. Hogbin considers this view to be an incorrect one. He holds that the extension of intra-
family sentiments to persons outside the restricted family group is a simple and direct one. Thus
in Tonga, a sister’s son regards his mother’s brother as a sort of male mother,” while in Ongtong
Java, the father’s sister ''

is treated as a mother, with, of course, the distinction that she is not a real

[ 12 ]
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“ mother. The child has taken over the pattern of behaviour which he applied to a member of his

family and applied it to someone outside it, entirely uninfluenced by the behaviour of his parents.’^

Again, Mr. Hogbin writes : ‘'I think that the mother’s brother - sister's son behaviour has not been

influenced by either of the parents.”

Now, ]Mr. Hogbin’s point of view is quite as unintelligible to me as mine was, apparently, to him.

I am, therefore, going to state my ideas, based on field-work observation, about the manner in which

kinship extensions are actually made in savage life and I hope that He will do the same.

About the primary formation of sentiments within the small family group I propose to say very

little, since on this point we seem to be agreed. It will make the development of my thesis clearer,

however, if we consider the manner in which the intra-family sentiments are formed. A baby is not

born with them, but builds them up slowly. A new-born baby is conditioned by a stream of situations

in which its mother, and later, its father and brothers and sisters, satisfy its biological and psychological

needs. To the child these persons become intimately associated with the satisfaction of its needs

for food, warmth, movement, company, and play. Now, I hold that the first attitudes of children

tow^ards other relatives than those of its inner family circle are also built up by a process of situational

conditioning, which is largely dependent on the mode of social distribution, and that they are formed
under the purposive direction of members of their family. The formation of these attitudes is much
easier than the building up of the intra-family ones, because in the first place they are not so deep,

vital, and complex, and in the second place, they are derived from, and built up on, the already-

existing sentiments to father, mother, and other members of the household. I cannot for a moment
agree with JVIr. Hogbin that a child has taken over a pattern of behaviour w'hich he applies to a
* member of his family and applies it to someone outside it, entirely uninfluenced by the behaviour
" of his parents.” On the contrary, I am convinced that these extended patterns of behaviour are not

only influenced by parents and brothers and sisters, but that it is they who initiate and guide their

formation in the first place.

I w^ill illustrate this contention by quoting from my note-books tw^o passages in all their original

crudity which were taken down directly from a Zande informant in the field.

“ Next to the mother and possibly elder sister or grandmother, w^ho always carry it, the child
“ first commences to know^ its father and elder brothers and sisters. The father cares for the child
*' in child wants (as a rule). He takes it on his knees and talks to it, saying, ‘ Alco will mi dii nga bamit ’

' (Oh, my child, it is I ;
I am your father), etc., and w hen it is crying the mother gives it to him and he

' talks to it and blow^s in its ears to calm it. It looks at him and in time gets to know his voice and
face and smell and becomes quiet. The Azande say that those whom a child fiirst gets to know

’ are those who always carry it. Other relatives who come more ocasionally, of either sex, wiU be
“ showm to it (and they w^ill teU it) ' that’s your father,’ ' that’s your mother,’ etc., but the child
" makes no approaches to them, is often frightened of them, and, if they attempt to nurse it, will

" struggle in their arms till it is removed to familiar arms

—

i ininga fua ni te (they don’t know his

(her) smell .”

Its slightly older playmates of 5, 6, 7, of both sexes, teach it sounds. They say to it, ‘ You call

'* so-and-so,’ and when he utters the name in child language they laugh and pronounce it properly
‘‘ for him and tell him to keep on tr\ing or he will never know Zande. It is they especially who teach
“ the child the names of its elder brothers and sisters and the relationship in which he stands to them.
* They say, ‘ You name that elder brother, father’s younger brother, elder sister, etc., over there,’
*’ and if he does not know the name they wall tell him it and get him to repeat it and laugh at his
** eflorts. These other children can understand the baby language and talk to him or her in it. Its

mother and father also teach it names of things and people—thus, the word for grandparent, tita

“ (tata to baby), is impressed on it by the little rhyme they chant to it as they swing it backw^ards
* and forwards . . .

”

These quotations show- at once the types of situation w^hich condition a child’s attitude to its

kin. Every field-w^orker must have seen the struggles of a baby passed from its mother to its mother’s

sister and told, “ Let your mother nurse you ”
;
or a frightened and tearful child introduced to a

mother’s or father’s brother for the first time. How, then, can patterns of behaviour be extended to

relatives outside the family “ entirely uninfluenced by the behaviour of its parents ” ?

[ 13 ]
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Attitudes to particular relatives vary in intensity according to the degree of contact which they

have with Ego, but they are all intentionally and persistently imposed in the first place by members
of his inner family circle. Now these primary attitudes persist, but they are subject to considerable

modification and revision as the conditioning situations which mould them alter. For just as the

primary sentiments to father and mother are built up in a long series of situations in which their child

has intimate contact with them and are subject to great modification as the tj^e of contact changes,

so, after the child has enveloped its near kindred, through their direct association with its mother
and father, within its terra cognita of persons and things, its later attitudes towards them will be

conditioned by great diversity of influences, age, sex, social status, and above all by the particular

modes of local distribution, authority, descent, inheritance, and succession, which obtain in his

community. Individual attitudes are never fixed
;
they are never uniform and consistent, but subject

always to change, growth, and decay. Also, in the domain of kinship, extensions of sentiments from
their primary objects to secondary ones are never complete transferences but only partial ones. Nor
are they made easily and immediately, but involve difficult mental readjustments. The abihty to

make simple extensions of behaviour-patterns to clan members seen for the first time is a very late

development and is acquired only when a boy or girl is old enough to understand the social affinities

of its parents and the implications of a clan system.

A note in Man does not allow me to expand this point of view any further, so I must conclude

ynth a short reaffirmation of the argument of my earher note. Surely no one would den}" that a

sentiment towards one person is affected by a sentiment towards another. When a child is born,

the father, even where physiological parenthood is not recognized, reacts towards it with a strong

feeling of endearment, as Malinowski has shovii us, and this feeling is no doubt due in part to his

sentiment towards his wife. At the same time, his feelings towards his baby deeply affect by a

reciprocal action his attitude towards his wife, whom he now regards as the mother of his child, a

change of attitude marked often by the new name she receives or by some similar conventional recogni-

tion. To take another example : in Zande culture a small child has no feeUngs of deep respect or fear

tor its father, and it is from its mother and elder brothers and sisters that it derives its later attitude

of subservience, partly from observation of their behaviour to its father and partly from their direct

admonition. A boy’s attitude towards his mother and sister becomes more clearly defined as he falls

more under his father’s influence, though it only reaches a full and stable development when he under-

stands the nature of bride-wealth and the legal principles involved in it. The behaviour of a man
towards wife and daughter is only one of the influences which condition a boy’s attitudes to mother
and sister : awakening masculine pride, self-interest, division of social and economic activities between
the sexes, and so on, all condition his behaviour patterns. But the attitude of his father towards
these people is nevertheless a very important moulding influence.

In the same way, outside the family a boy soon begins to observe that his father holds quite

different positions in respect of his elder and younger brother, and it is upon his father's pattern of

behaviour among the Azande to nnvuremi (my elder brother) and tamere (my younger brother) that

he builds up his oa\ti pattern of behaviour towards unvuru fu buba (my father’s elder brother)

and tame buba (my father’s younger brother). His pattern of behaviour towards his father’s

brothers is enforced by social rules, but it is formed in the first place within the family by a number
of conditioning elements, one of the more important of which is the father himself. I certainlv

think that the formation of an attitude towards the mother’s brother is also largely conditioned

by the father’s attitude towards this person, though my belief is based less on the evidence
which I have collected among the Azande, among whom there is an extremely one-sided patrilineal

bias in all matters pertaining to residence, authority, descent, succession, and inheritance—and among
whom the importance of kindred and clan has been echpsed by pohtical development—than on material
such as that collected by Malinowski in the Trobriands. On the evidence of his elaborate and detailed

descriptions one may suppose that in such a community the attitude of father to wife’s brother must
have very considerable influence in the formation of the sister’s son - mother’s brother sentiments,
complexes, and patterns of behaviour

After all, the family springs from a union of two persons and it is the sentiments of a child towards
these two persons, father and mother, which are the strongest and most enduring sentiments in the

[
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life of an individual. Consequently, we might expect the attitudes of Ego towards all members of his

mother’s kin to be coloured by his sentiment towards his father, and his attitudes towards all members
of his father’s kin to be coloured by his sentiment towards his mother, for sentiments are not

completely watertight compartments of emotional feeling, but flow freely together, sometimes

harmonizing, sometimes contending, but always seeking a compromise which will enable a man to

live in peace of mind and maintain social equilibrium. E. E. EVANS-PRITCHARD.

By E, L. Gordon Thomas,

Thomas,

Local Correspondent, Buka,

8

New Guinea.

Immolation of Widows in New Guinea.

Neiv Guinea.

The following record of a Central Court case, held in Rabaul, Territory of New Guinea, in

December, 1930, describes in some detail the immolation of a widow, a prevailing custom on
the South Coast of New Britain.

The photograph will show the type of native resident in that particular district. Note the

binding on the head of the child for the lengthening of the head—another old-time custom on the

South Coast of New Britain. The ornaments worn
by the men are clam-shell ; the about their waists,

of tapa.

[From The Rabaul TimesF December 5th, 1930.)

Before His Honour the Chief Judge.

Among the cases heard during December sittings of

the Central Court (Rabaul) the cases of the King i\ Wudlil,

Pedio, lawa and Awipi : the King v. Aiang and Lelio

;

and the King v. langin andKaiak, were of special interest

as instances of the killing of widows on the death of their

husbands. In the first case the accused were charged with

the \\dlful murder of the native woman Efliangom, a

widow of a deceased native named Sikut. In the second

case the charge was the wilful murder of Eihami, another

widow of Sikut. In the third case the accused were

charged with the wilful murder of Lahnaran, the widow
of Teihang. The offences were committed in Gasmata.*

The evidence in each case showed that at the request of

the native woman her brothers or near relations strangled

the woman, who assisted them in every way. After her

death she was buried with her husband. The evidence

of Angul shows what took place in one case. Similar

evidence was given in the other cases.

‘‘ I belong to Lapanam, Gasmata, New Britain. I

know the four defendants. . . . About two months ago

I accompanied Tuhudil and Mekeap, my luluai (chief), to

the hamlet of Memau, and on entering a house there saw
a male native named Sikut lying dead. I also saw the

wife Eihangom outside the house and heard her say to
“ the defendant Wudlil :

' Why are you delaying ? Why
‘ don’t you hurry and let me go with Sikut ?’ I saw her go inside the house and return with a rnal

‘‘ (cloth
;
probably a loin-cloth of cheap print material or native tapa), and after stretching it across her

throat from ear to ear, to mark the position of knots, handed it to Wudlil, who knotted it in three
places. She also said :

' You’re like a woman; if I were a man I would kill you.’

NATIVES OF RABAUL, NEW GUINEA.

The district of Gasmata lies on the South coast of the island of New Britain, and is distant some 180 miles
from Rabaul.—G. T,
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“ Wudlil handed the mal hack to Eihangom, who placed it in position with a knot under each
“ ear and twisted it over her head, and held it there. She then demanded her brother, Wudlil, to
“ strangle her quickly. Wudlil then stood behind her and took hold of the mal and called on his
‘‘ brother Pedio to assist him. Both defendants then held the mal and placed their knees on
“ Eihangom’s shoulders and twisted the ends of the mal. Wudlil then told her two younger brothers,
‘‘ Liwa and Awipi, to assist and they also held the waL All defendants then pulled on the mal while
'' Wudlil and Pedio at the same time pressed Eihangom’s shoulders downwards with their knees and
‘‘caused her instant death.

“ Wudlil then gathered fresh shrubs and decorated the body of Eihangom and he and Pedio then
“ placed it in the grave in the house with Sikut and his other wife Eihami. The four defendants then
“ filled in the grave with ground.

‘‘ I told them not to kiU Eihangom and warned them that if the District Officer or the Patrol
“ Officer knew of it defendants would be punished, but Wudlil said :

' Never mind; what has she to

live for now? let her go with her man.’
”

His Honour the Chief Judge found all the accused guilty of wilful murder, and directed sentence

of death to be recorded. E. L. GOEDON THOiVUS.

India: Simcox.

Gelert in the East. By A. H. A. Simcox.

9
Near the northern end of the Sahyadri range I was pursuing a cattle-raiding panther, aided

by willing Bhils. On a day when the panther proved too elush^e, my party found itself crossing

a rocky pass, at whose foot lay huddled a httle group of huts. The pass was called Kuttar Bari or

Dog's Gorge, a name I thought suitable enough to the vileness of the track. But the name had
a history. To my surprise, the huts contained Vanjaras, or gipsies, an isolated colon}" of them in

the Bhil country, and on a knoU beyond them stood an ancient monolithic Hindu temple. Naturally
1 went to inspect it. and a new" surprise awaited me, for instead of an idol the shrine contained a rudely
carved, but unmistakable dog in basalt. His breed might be uncertain, but his age and respectability

were beyond doubt. The Vanjaras w-ere not in the least ashamed of him, but seemed eager to tell

me his story.

' In days of old. Sahib, we Vanjara folk used to be carriers of merchandise. We owned herds
of sure-footed oxen, and on their backs w"e brought up salt from the sea coast, and took dowm grain

and oilseeds from the highlands. Wherever the roads led through the mountains, so that carts

w"ent not, there we Vanjaras carried the goods. Even now if you w"ould find our people, look for

our villages at the foot of every pass. Some of us prospered, but this w"as ever but a little byway,
no smoother then than now", so that our fathers were as poor folk as we are. Yet we w"ere in good
favour with the merchants, for the tale of sacks delivered to us above arrived below complete,

both in number and in weight, however bad the weather or rough the path.
“ Now in those days Govind was our Naik, or headman, and he had a daughter grow-ing up,

who must needs be married. Therefore he w"ent to his patron Keshavji, the banker at Saundana,
even w"here the Sahib's tents now- are pitched.

‘ O Sheth,' said he, ‘ my daughter is marriageable.'
‘ That is a day of calamity, 0 Naik, w"hich comes to all fathers.’

True, 0 Sheth. So great is my misfortune that the Vanjaras will eat not less than two hundred
rupees at my house.’

‘ It is good that thy money jars are so full. May they quickly be replenished.’

Nay, I have not so much as an empty jar, 0 Sheth. Yet mine honour demands that I spend,
‘ therefore I am come to thee.'

One hundred rupees is a vast sum to spend in a starving Vanjara's hut.'

But I. 0 Sheth, am Naik, and command men and beasts, therefore I said two hundreds
‘ Have ever thy bags of salt been diminished, or thy sesamum seed been delivered but in fuU tale ?

’

“
' It is truly said, 0 Naik, and therefore the rupees shall be one hundred and fifty. Also the

interest shall be such as is fitting. Also at the entering of the pass, when bags be many and oxen
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few, the bags of Keshavji shall not fail to be carried, seeing he is the protector of poor Vanjaras*

But what security dost thou offer ?
'

“
‘ Mock me not, 0 Sheth. Well thou knowest that of land we have none, our oxen are worth

but little, our houses are sticks and straw. Yet to our bonds we are faithful, is it not so ?
’

‘‘
‘ Truly ye Vanjaras are honest folk. Yet for so great a sum there should be some pledge/

*
' Take then my hound Moti. Verily he is a pearl among dogs. I will charge him that he guard

‘ thy house, and well he will watch it. Thou shalt need no hired spearmen. But on the day
‘I redeem my bond I will take him, for I love him well,’

‘ It is good, O Xaik. Take thy rupees, and leave the dog with me. I trow that if I loose his-

‘ rope, he will run straightway home.’
' Xot he, if I show^ him thy house and charge him well.’

So Moti remained at the banker's house to guard it. And it happened that a company
of dacoits heard of his wealth and came to despoil him by night. So fearsome were they that ten

armed guards would have slunk away. Xot so Moti, who was well used to raiders of Govind's-

camp. They holed the wall after their custom, but as many dacoits as thrust arm or leg through

the hole, mthdrew it torn and bleeding. In the morning Moti nosed out the trail of their blood,

so that the townsmen caught them and handed them over to justice. Then was Keshavji well

pleased, and said to Moti :
' In truth thy master owed me many rupees, but thou hast saved for

*'*
' me much more, both wealth, honour and life. Go in peace to him, for I have forgiven him hi&
' debt for thy sake.’ So Moti returned home, and lay dowm in a corner to sleep, being weary and
bloodstained.

Now Govind knew naught of this, but coming in, and seeing Moti downcast and smeared
“ with blood, made sure that he had escaped after fighting with the banker. Therefore he said in
“ his anger :

' 0 vilest of dogs, now- shall my debt be doubled upon me, now^ is mine honour turned
'

^ to shame by thee, Couldest thou not have stayed yonder, eating bread and drinking milk ?

' Die then ’—and lifting his moon-axe, he smote off Moti's head. Anon came the banker, having

good news and praising the hound, but he lay dead.

“ Now it is a saving among us that to one man a carved stone is but a stone, to another it is the

image of a God. The banker was assured that though Moti had seemed but a dog of the dogs,
“ there had been in him something God-like. Therefore he fashioned the dog thou seest. Sahib,
“ and built for it a temple, that Moti may guard our village for ever, even as Maruti guards the villages

of the plains. And from that day w^e worship at Moti's shrine, and our road is named the Dog's-
" Pass, in proof that what we have told thee is none other than the truth.*’ A. H. A. SIMCOX.

ROYAL ANTHROPOLOGICAL INSTITUTE; PROCEEDINGS.

Benefaction from the Rockefeller Foundation.

The Rockefeller Foundation has most generously placed at the disposal of the Royal I A
Anthropological Institute the sum of 10,000 dollars, payable during the years 1931-1936 in I U
diminishing annual instalments. The gift is to the general funds of the Institute, and unconditional :

and the Council of the Institute hopes that in this w^ay by well-considered expenditure, especially on
library and publications, the membership and income from sales may be increased until the Institute

is able to sustain this higher outlay from its own resources.

The Royal Anthropological Institute gratefully acknowledges this liberal and most opportune

recognition of its w^ork, aU the more welcome because it enables the Council to persevere in the policy

of development which the previous subsidy from the Laura Spelman Rockefeller Trustees enabled

it some years ago to initiate.

[
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Ordinary Meetings of the Institute.

Grave Posts of Melville Island. Summary of a communication presented by C. W, M. Hart

;

IQth November, 1931.

4 4 There are already two accounts by anthropological observers of the elaborately carved and
I I painted posts which the Tiwi of Melville and Bathurst Islands alone amongst Australian tribes

erect over the graves of their dead. These accounts were written in 1912 and 1914 by Dr. Basedow
and Sir Baldwin Spencer respectively. But neither account is satisfactory to the modern student of

comparative sociology. Basedow answers the question What is a Tiwi grave post ? ” in terms of

lines and angles and colours
;
Spencer the question '' How do the Tiwi carve, paint, and erect a grave

post ?
” The post-war anthropologist wants to know not only the answers to these questions, but

also why the posts are used at all.

Ultimately the question of why a certain institution or custom is found among a certain people

can only be answered historically, and that, in a region such as Australia before white influence, means
it cannot be answered at all. But whatever custom is brought into a society by an accident of history

will not remain in that society as an integral part of the culture unless it satisfies some need of the

society; and it is with this question, of discovering the needs that underlie customs and institutions,

that social anthropology is concerned to-day. This paper is an attempt to show that Tiwi grave posts

are a specialised method of satisfying the need, which aU societies feel, for every individual in a society

to give public proof of his sorrow at the death of any member of that society.

Obviously when a person dies the persons most affected wiU be his closer relatives. But the

feeling of permanence felt by a society, especially by a small society such as an Australian tribe, is

damaged by the death of one of its members, and society insists that some recognition of that damage
be shown by every member of the community. The closer relatives will feel sorry and show their

sorrow by fasting, weeping, lamentations. The members of the society not closely connected with the

deceased may not feel sorry but they must express sorrow^ outwnrdly at least. Various societies adopt

various means to allow such outward sorrow to be expressed. The Tiwi adopt grave posts which can

only be prepared for the funerary rites by men who are neither related to the deceased nor have

hitherto shown any sorrow for him by fasting, etc. When a Tiwi dies, the rest of the tribe fall into

three main groups— (a) close relatives who must fast and lament, (b) people not connected genealogically

to him at all w^ho must not fast nor lament ; and (c) an intermediate group who may or may not fast or

lament according to choice. But the important point is that the people responsible for cutting the

posts are group (b) together with those members of gi*oup (c) w^ho have neither fasted nor

lamented.

Music in the Southern Sudan. Summary of a communication by Dr. A. N. Tucker : 24 November, 1931.

4 Q Southern Sudan music is quite different from Arab. The classification of tribes as Nilotic
“

I tm (Shilluk, Dinka, Xuer) and ’Nilo-Hamitic'’ (Bari, Bari-speakers, Latuko) roughly holds good for

their music also. Zande music seems to be of another class, though material is still scanty. Songs,

even solos, are antiphonal, and rhjdhm is well marked. Natives often croon to themselves, without

moving, but the songs are usually dance songs or fragments of them. Nilotic and Nilo-Hamitic

people have a common ” scale," though Nuer usually sing in a minor key and Shilluk in major; and
mission boys of each tribe make the same mistakes in European hymns. No native, how^ever, sings

a scale as such, nor can give the fundamental note of a song ; nor does a tune (unless in minor key)

usually end on the tonic as in European music. The Nilotic ' scale (Hke our black-note scale) has

two notes less than the European.

Musical instruments include (1) lyre {thorn, tom) among the Shilluk and Nuer, the Western Bari

and Bari-speakers, and some Congo tribes
: (2) mandoline harp {tom in Bari-Lokoya area, and among

Golo, kundi among Azande, and throughout the Congo)
;
the Bari harp has four strings, aU others

five; (3) one-string violin, among Kafiko, reported also among Acholi; (4)
” Congo musical-box

{sanza, marimba) introduced from the Congo, only in south-west Sudan, in two varieties : (a) gicogivoni

with six bamboo lamellae in a half-gourd, played with the thumb, among Mundu and Baka, who
have taught it to Pojulu and Kakwa

; (6) lekembe (also kundi) among Zande, with eight lamellae, often
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of metal. (5) flute and whistle, played by herd-boys, among Acholi and Latuko, with scale different

from the Xilotic
; (6) horns, for use at dances, seldom of more than two notes.

Experimental use of African tunes for mission purposes demonstrates the limited range of native
“ scales,*' and the brevity of the tunes. Though individuals croon sitting or at work, a group must
express the rhythm with bodily movement. Hitherto no mission permits more than hand-clapping.

Native instruments being for individual singing, the people will not bring them for congregational use.

If African music is to be used in the churches, it must be applied in African manner, not in

European.

Anthropological Explorations in Australia. Summary of a Communication presented by Dr, H . Basedow :

ZOih November, 1931.

The Mackay Exploring Expedition visited the Wongapitcha and Western Aluridja tribes 4 Q
west of Lake Amadeus. Most of the groups had never before seen a white man. Dr. Basedow's I U
knowledge of the Aluridja dialect facilitated his investigations and gave the natives confidence in

him. He saw several initiation ceremonies, but on one occasion came into serious conflict with the

tribe as a whole, owing to a breach of etiquette by one of his assistants during the most sacred stage

of the ceremony.

Dr. Basedow's latest expedition was to the rough and precipitous interior of Arnhem Land.

The natives were so scared that they fled into the jungle and perched in the tree-tops. One of the

largest tribes of the high tablelands is the Rembaranga. The religious cults of the Arnhem Land
natives are more striking than those of any other Australian tribe. Essentially Nature-worshippers,

they also recognized, among numerous deities, a God of thunder, lightning, and rain, who goes b}"

the name of Namarruwan. His form is human, but he has neither mouth nor nose. When the

occasion demands, he draws out of his head two horn-shaped processes from which he pours thunder-

clouds upon the earth. He has a wife called Namandi. They have many sacred tjuringas of both

sexes, some of very great dimensions. The tribal groups obey strict laws of morality. Young men
are required to live apart from the married people's and women's quarters, in very large bark-covered

huts. The women are zealously protected, and should by chance any one of them default, she is

either killed on the spot or has several fingers chopped off, which are kept in a wallet of bark,

stitched along its borders vrith split cane : the object is richly decorated with coloured ochre-designs,

and is known as murdyin.

Many of the caves are covered with countless designs. Human figures are neatly executed and
artistic. The internal features are drawn as well as the external form ; not only the head, arms and
legs, but the heart, liver, lungs, stomach and intestines. The accuracy of these designs shows that

the artists must have considerable experience in dissecting human bodies. These tribes prepare

an alcohohc beverage, kambui or ivagorru, from Pandanus fruit which is roasted, bashed with stones,

and macerated in water. There is evidence of totemism and phallic worship. A prehistoric,

fossihzed skull of Pliocene age, discovered in association with Genyornis and other extinct creatures

at Tennant's Creek in North-Central Australia, has been placed in the Museum of the Royal College

of Surgeons and will be described by Sir Arthur Keith.

The lecture was illustrated with a film, shdes, and gramophone records of ceremonial chants.

A New Mesolithic Industry; the Natufian of Palestine. Summary of a communication presented by

Miss D. A. E. Garrod : 8 December, 1931 : cf ]VL\n. 1931. 159.

14
Untn recently the true Mesolithic was unknown in Palestine, although certain industries

found on surface sites were wrongly called Mesolithic by local workers.

In 1928 the British School of Archaeology in Jerusalem undertook excavations in the cave of

Shukba, in Western Judaea. Here was found a layer containing a microlithic industry without pottery,

resting on the eroded surface of a Mousterian breccia.

In 1929 the School started w'ork in the Valley of the Caves, an important site at the western

foot of Mt. Carmel. A large cave, known as the Mugharet el-Wad, \ielded a microfithic industry

closely related to that of Shukba. In this case it w^as separated from the Mousterian by four

Aurignacian layers.
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Two subdivisions could be recognized in the Mesolithic at the Mugharet el-Wad, of which the

more recent was practically identical with Shukba, while the older differed from it in some respects.

Many bone implements and two remarkable carvings were found in the lower layer.

This industry is so distinctive as to require a name of its own, and I have called it Xatufian, from

the Wady en-Xatuf at Shukba.

Many burials were foimd in the Natufian layer at the Mugharet el-Wad, and in three cases

head-dresses of shells and bone beads were found in place on the skeletons.

On the terrace of the cave the Natufian layer rested on bedrock, and here we found a remarkable

series of constructions," including rock-cut basins, a pavement of limestone slabs, and a rough

stone wall.

The Natufian would appear to antedate the first appearance of pottery in Palestine. Since,

by cross-dating with Egypt, we know that pottery was being made in Palestine at least as early as

4500 B.C., we may date the Natufian at 5000-6000 b.c.

Excavations at the Cave Mugharet-el-Kebarah, near Zichron Jakob, Palestine. Summary of a communi-
cation presented by F, Turville Petre : 8 December, 1931.

4 C The Mugharet-el-Kebarah is situated in a limestone cliff overlooking the coastal plain

I U and the Mediterranean near the southern end of the Carmel range.

Excavations carried out in the early summer of 1930 showed that below a mixed level (A) containing

remains of all periods from the First Bronze Age to recent Arab was a Mesolithic occupation, level

(B) typical of the newly discovered Natufian culture. Below this was a second Mesolithic level, (C)

overlying Middle Aurignacian deposits.

Level B yielded very numerous flint sickle blades, and microlithic implements among which cres-

cents predominated : there was also the usual series of scrapers, gravers, etc. Further, there was a
great quantity and variety of worked bone objects including points, fish hooks, harpoons, pendants, etc.

Of special interest was a complete sickle-blade haft decorated at the handle with a carving of a goat's

head, and three other similarly decorated handles. Associated with this level were a number of human
burials.

Level C contained a large number of microlithic implements, among which a very elongated

Triangular form greatly predominated. Normal sized scrapers, gravers, etc., occurred but in small

quantities ; the flint series does not seem to resemble very closely that from any hitherto known site.

Probably to be attributed to this level are the remains of a number of cremated human skeletons.

Hopi Agriculture and Land Ownership, Summary of a Communication presented by Professor C.

Daryll Forde : 15 December, 1931.

I C Hunting and gathering have played little part in Hopi economy, wLile the herds of sheep they
I U have reared since Spanish times are relatively unimportant compared with those of the Navajo.
Dependence on agriculture, despite the desert conditions, is possible on account of the peculiar

character of the flood wnter run-off from the mesas. Flash floods following the storms descend the
canyons and scarps, fan out over the low^er land forming w^ashes, without cutting a definite channel.

Apart from the gardens at springs there is no irrigation, merely the planting of patches of ground
likely to be flooded, although erosion may be arrested and flood water held up on small patches in

narrow' gullies by erecting low' dams of stones and brush. In recent years, however, definite channels
or arroyos have been cut across some of the washes, seriously reducing the flooded area and destroying
much valuable land. This may in part be due to overgrazing of the mesas by the Navajo and Hopi
flocks promoting more rapid run-off, but other factors may be operating, since cycles of arroyo cutting
have occurred in the past. One, indeed, appears to coincide with the abandonment of many Pueblo
sites in the south-west at the end of the Great Pueblo period.

Arable land is, therefore, rather rigidly restricted, and there are definite, although disputed,
boundaries betw'een the lands of each village. The village lands are parcelled out into major areas
nominally owned by the clans, and marked by boundary stones roughly incised with clan symbols.
The clan lands are not concentrated in one place but subdivided into several lots in different parts
of the village territory. Each family has field patches within several of its clan’s lands. This
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produces a superficial resemblance to open-field systems and distributes the risk of crop failure, as all

fields are subject to a double hazard, i.e. of being washed out by too fierce a flood, or of receiving

no water in a particular year.

The matrilineal clan organization is reflected in the control of land. The family plots are

theoretically controlled by women, the older women disposing of fields to their daughters as they

marry and have need of them. The actual cultivation and all field work except at harvest time, is

undertaken by men, the husbands and unmarried sons of the clanswomen, who may have no personal

lien on the fields they cultivate and, indeed, in the case of husbands, are not themselves members
of the clan. The clan leaders may apportion fields if need arises, handing over some of those of dwindling

families to others which are growing in numbers and have more labour to cultivate them. Certain

fields are also reserved for the chiefs of societies : these are cultivated on behalf of the chiefs by working

parties drawn from appropriate societies.

In practice, the matrilineal inheritance of land is not strict. Men frequently cultivate fields in

their o\\ti clan lands, received from their matrilineal relatives, for the benefit of their own families,

which do not of course belong to their elan. Such fields may not, however, be passed on for the use

of the man's sons without permission of the owning clan, and such use would only be given for life

without right of bequest. Women may similarly in practice acquire the use of fields in the lands of

the father's clan. These practices, which are recognized as inconsistent with the theory of clan

ownership, are rarely interfered with by the clan leaders, and serve to compensate for inequalities in

the size of the lands of various clans and families.

Magico-religious practices are of great importance at every stage in cultivation. Agricultural

objectives are prominent in several of the major ceremonies (e.g. the Katcina initiations at the begin-

ning of the year)
;
the summer may be prolonged and rain produced at the great ceremonies during the

year or by small groups gathering for the purpose. Plant grow th is stimulated by sympathetic magic
practised by individuals and by working parties in the fields. The individual cultivator has a shrine

in his field and by prayer-offerings endeavours to protect his plot and ensure its fruitfulness.

Open Public Lectures: For Lectures I, //, ///, of this course see Man, 1931, 272 4,

iv. Hillmen and Head-hunters in Northern India. By Colonel T. C. Hodson : 2 Xovemher, 1931,

The lecturer described the racial and linguistic elements in X, and X.E. India
;
summarized A

the social structure, educational system and general mode of life, past and present of the I f

head-hunting tribes of those areas, among them the Garo, Khasia, Kachari, Rabha, Xaga, Kuki,

and Wa ;
and examined the complexity of motives, individual, religious and economic, to w hich

the practice of head-hunting ow^es its vitality. A right understanding of these factors, and an
intelligent handling of them, are essential to the future welfare of these virile peoples.

V. From Pariah to Brahman in Southern India. By F, J. Richards, AT.A., : 9 November, 1931.

After a brief survey of the geographical, historical and racial factors operative in S. India,

IVIr. Richards sketched in rough outline the social organization, from the lowest to the highest

grade, of the five chief nations of S, India—^^Vlaratha, Kanarese, Telugu, Tamil, and Malayalam. In
general pattern these national systems are similar, but they differ from each other in the position and
status assigned to the communal units of which they are composed, and in structural details. In

essentials these systems owe little to the Vedic tradition of Upper India, but that tradition has

played a part in giving them their final impact. The impact of Western ideas has accentuated social

cleavages, and in present-day India “ communal sentiment is the one stable factor in political life.”

vi. Historians and Painters of the Mughal Court. By J, V. S. Wilkinson, 21,A. : 16 Aoi*em6er, 1931.

The historical importance of Mughal painting is quite distinct from its aesthetic value.

It is an art, professedly, of illustration, chronicle, and portraiture. It w^as given its direction by
the personal tasks of the early emperors. But the artists had a natural talent for observing and
recording the life around them, and for seizing character. It thus forms a unique commentary on
the copious written history of the time, though it cannot be said to take the place of written history.
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It was stimulated at first, in technique, by Persian masters and examples, and later gained

much from imitating European realistic devices—shading, modelling, perspective. Indian appre-

ciation of European art is illustrated by the interest shown by all classes in a Madonna shown by

Jesuits in Agra, under Akbar.

Mughal painting illustrates every detail in the lives of the emperors, their court and their armies

;

the personalities of all the chief men of the time, in separate portraits
;
the spiritual side of life ; to

some extent the life outside the court orbit, of the common people, agriculture, trades and professions

;

everyday life and articles of common use.

Dr. Goetz’s recent study traces a clear process from primitive vigour to maturity and decadence,

merely from pictures of the material culture of every day.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.

ROYAL ANTHROPOLOGICAL INSTITUTE.

Research Committees.
The Council of the Royal Anthropological

1 X Institute has decided, in re.-.pon>se to influential

representations from the Fellows, to constitute
" Research Committees ” for more intensive study of

particular branches of Anthropology^ or particular

regions.

This is an important advance in the same direction

as the Indian Research Committee, which has been
at work for some y^ears, and now takes rank as one
of these.

It is a necessary^ precaution that the establishment
of a Research Committee should be contingent on the

willingness of some individual to act as convener
and secretary, and make arrangements for its

meetings, in consultation with the Assistant

Secretary, who is authorized to defray postage
Other expenses will only be defray^ed by^ the
Institute if previously^ authorized by’ the Treasurer.

Meetings will, as far as possible, be arranged for

afternoons. Xotices of Research Committees will be
inserted in Max (cover, p. 2), and on the post cards
announcing general meetings of the Institute.

Meetings will be open to all Fellows, but postal
notices will onlyr be sent to Fellows who desire

them. Meetings will be reported to the ensuing
meeting of Council, and summarized in Max, and
in the Journal.

Research Committees are established forthwith for

Human Biology’ (convener, ^liss Tildesley’), Sociology
(Dr. Driberg), Africa (Mr. Malcolm), India
(Mr. Hocart).

Wellcome Gold Medal for Anthropological
Research.

I n The Coimeil has giv’en public notice that the date

1 jl before which essays must be submitted for the
competition of 1932 has been postponed from

December‘31, 1931, to March 31, 1932.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE FOLKLORE SOCIETY.
The Lime, Rice-Straw, and the Convolvulus in Indian

Primitive Practice. Summary oj a communica-
/H tion by R. E. Enthoven, C.I.E. : ISth November,

1931.

The use of limes in India for warding off

evil influences at birth or marriage, and as

vehicles for the removal of disease-spirits is well

established. In the special rite of muthmdjrtne ( The
Folk Lore of Bombay’,’' p. 241) a charmed lime

is sent to the house of a victim and causes his death.

Reports from the Central Province Police state

that where the use of poison is suspected, a lime is

usually’ found near the body’ of the deceased. In
such cases it is not certain whether poison or fear

of witchcraft by’ muthmdrane is the true cause of

death.

Rice-straw is used as a form of prohibition by
laying a spell on the parties to a dispute. A quarrel

regarding the ownership of a mango tree in the

Ratnagiri district of Bombay was recently’ dealt

with by’ binding a knotted wisp of straw to the

tree and to the persons involved in the dispute

;

when this had been done, the tree could not be
touched until a Kaul or omen from the local village

deity’ had been obtained. In some cases the decision

of a magistrate is now accepted instead of a Kaul.
The convoR’ulus, Ipomoea biloba known as the

maryadvel, which grows on the sandy’ shore of

Ratnagiri Bay. is one of some 226 marriage guardians

or devaks which regulate the inter-marriage of

numerous caste sections in the Bombay’ Presidency’.

The significance of these devaks was discussed, and
recently, theories regarding their meaning and
origin.

Some Pyrenean Folk Customs. Summary ofa paper
by 31{ss Violet AZ/ord .* IQth December, 1931.

/I Illustrated by o-riginal lantern slides and by
gramophone records of local music.

This survey embraced the northern slopes

of the entire range, from French Catalonia
(Rousillon) to the Basque coimtry’. On this

western end of the chain as far as the province of
Viscaym, Spanish Basque ciostoms also were dis-

cussed. Catalan carnival customs are punctiliously
carried out, notably the “ Bear Hunts ” of Vallespir,.

wonderfully complete fertility-cult rites, and the
“ Bail de la Posta ” at Prats de Mollo—a public
judgment on the behaviour of the girls during the
year. The Death of Carnival can hardly be better
seen than in this valley’. A gramophone record
of the Catalan Cobla band was performed, and the
monstrous hobby-horse, the “ Poulain de Pezenas,”
was shown. Further west, the French Basque
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“ Mascarades ” with Hobby-horse and Man-woman,
begin their “ Cavalcades ” with rough music and
end w ith a glorified ‘‘ Riding the Stang ” in punish-
ment of bad conduct. Records of Basque Txistu
band-music w’ere given. Other ceremonies are the
Fete Dieu (France) and the Corpus Christi (Spain)

processions with their petticoated dancers, the
Spanish-Basque sword-dances, the so-called
“ w itches’ -dances ” in the Central Pyrenees, and
a Mummers Play found in Bareges.

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESSES.
Second International Congress of Linguists : Geneva,
August 25th to 29th.

This Congress was much more largely

attended than the first one. There w^as 2/
a list of over 200 members, from 28 countries,

Switzerland, France and Holland contributing the

biggest groups. The absence of some of the German
membei*s on accoimt of the financial crisis w^as

much regretted. The opening meeting w^as attended

by a representative of the Government of Geneva,
who welcomed the members on behalf of the

Govermnent. The Royal Anthropological Institute

was represented by Dr. C. O. Blagden.
The principal cpiestions discussed in the general

meetings w^ere the improvement of technical aids

to research and publication, such as an agreed

terminology', bibliographies, the classification of

material, and the like; the part played in the

evolution of language by unconscious phenomena
and dehberate volition, respectively the advis-

ability and practicability of an auxiliary inter-

national language; the need of which w'as fully

recognized, and was indeed obvious in the circum-

stances ;
phonetics and phonology ; and the

relations of the Indo-European family of languages

with other families of speech. All these matters
w'ere discussed, some of them in considerable detail.

An account was also given by Mr. P. Scheuermeier

of his experiences in collecting dialect forms in

Southern Switzerland and Northern Italy, w'hich

illustrated many practical points arising in the

course of such research and disclosed the diversity

of speech which is sometimes to be found even
within such a small group as a single family.

The other subjects considered w^ere distributed

among five sections, viz., general linguLstics,

phonetics, Indo-European origins, Indo-European
languages, and non-Indo-European languages, a

grouping which illustrates the disproportionate

attention still given to the Indo-European family

at the expense of all the others. The inevitable

division into sections, precluding as it did attend-

ance at more than a fifth of the sectional meetings,

was to some extent mitigated by the distribution

of abstracts of the papers, which were mainly of a

technically linguistic nature. But among the

others may be mentioned papers by Messrs. W.
Doroszew'ski on sociology^ and linguistics, S. Feist

on the spread of the Indo-European family' of

languages over Northern Europe in prehistoric

times, H. Maspero on the relationship of the lang-

uages of Eastern Asia, A. Nehring on linguistic

palaeontology, and Sir Richard Paget on the

gestural origin of language. It must be added that
the sectional programmes often left very' little time
for discussion of the points raised in the papers.

In the evenings and afternoons there were several

receptions and excui’sions. Careful preparations
had been made for the Congress by' its permanent
committee and the local organizing committee.
It is intended that the next Congress should be
held in Rome.

Thirteenth International Congress of Orientalists :

Leyden, September 7th to 12th, 1931.

At this Congress the Roy'al Anthropological
Institute w as represented by' Dr. C. O. Blagden, 23
W'ho has communicated the following report :

—

The number of members exceeded 700, of whom
the greater part attended the Congress, though
the absence of many' German members w'as noticed
and regretted. Ley'den beuig a small tow'n, a good
many' peo})ie had to stay' at the Hague or at
Noordw'ijk, which involved some extra expenditure
of time. Apart from individual members, 35 coun-
tries w'ere represented by' delegates of their govern-
ments, academies, universities, or learned societies

There w as a very' full programme, distributed among
nine sectious, viz., Assy'riology', Egy'ptology', Western
and Central Asia, the Far East and Indonesia, India,
Semitic languages and peoples, Old Testament and
Judaism, Islam, and Papy'rology', a new' addition.

It w'ould be out of place to enumerate here all the
papers included in the programme. Among those
of general anthropological interest the follow'ing

may' be mentioned : P. Koschaker, Das Verbot
tier Geschw'isterehe bei den Hethitern und seine

Beziehungen zum Mutterrecht,” C. F. Lehmami-
Haupt, “ Die zoomorphe Jniiktur an voraimenisch-
“ chaldischen, etruskischenund chinesischen Bronze-
“ geraten als Merkmal kulturgeschichtlicher Bezie-

hungen,'’ K. S. Sandford, Recent development-s
“ in the study' of palajolithic man in Egy'jjt,” H. C.

Gallois, Influences mutuelles entre la ceramique
“ du Proche-Orient et celle de la Chine a Ft^poque
‘‘ des T ang et avant,*’ R. von Heine-Geldern,
“ Urheimat und friiheste Wanderungen der Austro-

nesier ” (mainly' on the prehistoric evidence, which
w ill have to be correlated w ith the cultural, linguistic,

and other data), R. P. Masani, Customs, ceremonies
and superstitions connected W'ith the naming of

‘‘ children in India, as compared wdth those pre-
vailing in other countries,” C. A. Ariens Kappeis,

“ The anthropology' of the Near East,” and M. A.
Canney', ‘‘ The anthropological approach to the Old

Testament.”
The general meetings w'ere confined to an opening

session and a closing one, in w'hich a number of

resolutions were passed having reference to the
promotion of various branches of Orientalism, and
it was decided to hold the next congress at Rome.
During the w'eek the members w'ere invited to a

special Govermnent reception in the Ridderzaai
at the Hague (on W'hich occasion the Prince Consort
was present and the Minister for the Colonies
delivered an address), and to a municipal reception
in the Lakenhal Museum at Ley'den. Gover.unent
delegates w'ere also specially summoned by' the
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Queen to her country seat, where she was tlien in

residence, and personally received them. There
were a number of excursions and amusements,
among which may be mentioned a very successful

dinner at Xoordwijk, honoured by the jiresence

of the Prince Consort ; and a performance of a
Javanese shadow play, followed by a scene from
a Javanese drama with real actors, and preceded by
a lecture on Indian music with vocal and instru-

mental illustrations by Professor JSambamoorthy,
all of which aroused much intere^t. The week

concluded with a visit to Amsterdam and its fine

Koloniaal Instituut. Professor Snouek Hurgronje,
who called to mind that he had atteniled the JSixth

Orientalist Congress at Leyden m 1883, made a
most efficient president. The success of the Congress
was largely due to him and to the admhable
organization which had prepared it. Its enquiry
stall was of great assistance to visiting members,
who will not forget its pleasant and polyglot
efficiency, nor the kindly hospitality extended to
many of them by the Leyden residents.

REVIEWS.

Primates. Yerkes.

The Great Apes, a Study of Anthropoid Life.

Robert J/. Yerkes and Ada \Y Yerkes. Xeic
Haven, Yale University Press. London, Hum-
phrey Milford, Oxford University Press, 1929

Pp. xix, 652 illustrations. Price £2 os.

This comprehensive treatise on the (Ireat Apes
is a wonderful achievement. Xot only does it com-
prise original contributions by the authors, but a
review of the entire literature of the subject with
many important extracts translated from the
Russian. Unlike many comparative works it never
leaves the reader in doubt as to the relative

reliability of the authorities quoted. A very careful

summary in tabular form of the more important
physical characters and physio -biological featui'es of

the groups studied is a further aid. The attitude of

the authors is strictly scientific
;

generalizations
ure avoided, or only made after careful statement
of the limitations of the data from which they are
drawn. Thus there is no dogmatism as to instinct

and habit, an act is looked upon as a particular
pattern of behaviour, and is found to exhibit
both structurally given and individually acquired

“ habits.” The literature concernmg the great apes
in a state of nature is carefully scrutinized, and it is

seen that our knowledge is scanty, but the anthro-
pologist must be grateful for the reliable arrange-
ment of such observ^ations a& have been made.
Thus nest building has been reported in trees for
the orang-outan, chimpanzee and gorilla, while the
latter usually constructs nests on the ground ; nests
are used as sleeping places, those of the chimpanzee
are the most elaborate, yet they are generally
occupied for one night only as the group moves
on in search of food.

Valid evidence, enabling us to appreciate the
social organization of the apes is still almost lacking.
For instance, only of the chimpanzee, and that m
captivity, is it certain that menstruation is monthly
with a period of sexual activity following it, while
we do not know for certain whether in any of the
apes there is a tendency towards seasonal mating.
Even the period of gestation is only said to be

nine months ” in the three gi*eat species.

The size and organization of the natural living
group of the great apes is a subject of the greatest
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interest to the social anthropologist, but \inhappily
our knowledge is scanty. The orang-outan is the
least gregarious ; adult males are usually found
alone; females may be seen two or three together
with a few offspring, but are said to go off alone
to bear their young. The latter are thought to
leave ,their mothers at about three years, and to
become mature at about eight years, but nothing
seems to be knovm of their adolescence or courtship.
Of the chimpanzee rather more is known ; here
social cohesion seems to be much greater, the
father being associated with the family, but there
is no evidence for monogamy. During late

childhood the chimpanzee achieves independence
of parents and presumably also of other adult
members of the social grou]). Simultaneously
it tends to shift allegiance from the initial family
connection to the band of immature individuals.

There are no observ^ations at present to indicate
whether the latter type of group is usually
constituted by chilcken, adolescents, or both.
Presumably, shortly after the attainment of

sexual maturity the individuals tend to rejoin
the original group or to constitute new family
groups." The authors do not bring forward

evidence for the presumption that the mature
individual returns to the parental group (it is not
stated that the groups of adolescents live in close
touch with the parental group) and the alternative
suggestion is prima facie more probable. The
former coume would raise a number of questions
of the greatest social interest : would the young
know the parents after years of separation

; would
they again submit to authority, and how would
the social and sexual re-groupment work '? In a
group observed in captivity by ISokolowsky, con-
sisting of one old and one young male and two
females, the old male was completely dominant

—

the young male only achieving copulation when the
senior was asleep.

Females in captivity have shown normal sexual
behaviour during gestation but no sexual activity
during lactation. If this holds good in the wifd
state it should have important bearing on the
formation of the social group.

As many as nine gorilla sleeping nests have
been observed together, and this seems the only
indication of the size of the gorilla group.
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Statements as to monogamy and polygamy
have been made and there seems some evidence
to suppose that the lowland gorilla of the C’ameroons
may be monogamous, while the mountain variety
may be polygamous.

Detailed observ’ation of behaviour in the great

apes has so far only been possible in captivity
and under experimental conditions, and of that,

and of the results of experiments on the senses,

the authors give a wealth of interesting information.
Here it can only be mentioned that great pei*sonal

variation in re.^ponse is noted among individuals
of the same species. The temperaments of the
species, liowever, conform sO much that the chim-
panzee can definitely be called extravert and the
gorilla introvert. The chimpanzee is coiLsideneil

the most emotional of all the apes ami his extravert
nature makes him an oxcell(ait suliject for experi-

ment. He is quick to imitate and shows much
curiosity. The gorilla, on th(' other liand, appears
weak in imitative impulses, and his curiosity is

limited to intere^>t in things that directly concern
himself, but his attention a})pears as good as that
of the chimpanzee and he often shows real insight

in the .solution of problems under experimental
conditions. The authom attribute the common
failure to keep the gorilla m ca})tivity not to any
greater delicacy of constitution but to lack of

adaptability to new foods aiul environment on the
part of the animal and failure to overcome this

on the part of keeptus. BREXDA Z. SELIGMAX.

Africa: Archaeology. Leakey.

The Stone Age Cultures of Kenya Colony.
By L. S. B. Leakey, ivith Appendices by J. D. /n
JSoIomon, C, E, P. Brooks, A. T. Hopwood, H. C.
Beck and AI. Conolly. Pp. xnl -f- 283. Cambridge :

University Press. 1931.
The work of the East Africa Archaeological Expetlition

has rightly aroused intense interest both for the prospect
it holds out of linking to the better knowui European
series the Stone Age cultures of South Africa and bee*ause
of the reported discovery of industries, normally asso-

ciated with Homo sapiens, in a gmlogical horizon
considerably below the first known appearance of the
species in Europe. We are therefore ^'ery grateful to

the Expedition's leader for tlii^ preliminary account of

its results to date. Though the book supersedes and
corrects earlier reports, it in no wise represents the full

publication of the explorer's data, without which it would
be unfair to judge his inferences. At the same time
with its geological and paLeontological appendices and
abundant illustrations of artefacts, admirably reproduced
in half-tone and also in excellent drawings by Mrs.
Burkitt, it furnishes illuminating material for digestion.

The geological data that provide a chronological

framework are exposed in the second chapter and in an
appendix by Solomon, while Brooks in Ins section, in

which he attempts to reconcile Simpson's deductions
based on the cycle of radiation with the inferences from
the laws of atmospheric circulation alone, suggests

correlations between East African pluvials and northern
glaciations. Leakey distinguishes two major pluvials

and two post -pluvial wet phases. The first, very long,

is now termed Kamasian and is compared with the

Gimz and Mindel glaciations of the Alps and a warm wet
Giinz-Mindel interglacial. Hipparion and other pleis-

tocene fossils occui’ in Kamasian deposits. The latter
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were subjected to erosion, faulting and volcanic action,

in a prolonged dry period equated with the dry Mindel

-

Biss inter-glacial.

Then comes a second major pluvial, the Gamblian, with
two maxima during which the local lake-waters rose
respectively 700 and 510 feet above their present levels

with an intervening retreat to a 300 foot level. The
Gamblian maxima are compared to the Biss and Wiinn
glaciations respectively, Gamblian deposits yield an
essentially modern fauna but include at one site extinct
bovids and equids. They were overlaid bj' aeohan sand
and superficially reddened in a subsequent dry phase
(equal to the Aachen retreat). Above the sand Leakey
finds fresh formations laid down in a moist period, the
Makalian, during which the lakes rose 375 feet above
present levels. Brooks ec|uates this moist phase with
the Buhl advance and the northern climatic phases to
tho end of the Atlantic : tlie cliange from Boreal to

Atlantic is regarded as purely local. Fresh deposits
of ajolian sand mark a return to rlry conditions, com-
pared to the Sub-Boreal phase of the North after which
m the Xakuran wet phase, equated to the European
Sub-Atlantic, the lakes again rose to 14.5 feet above
present levels.

In late Kamasian deposits Leakey found rolled lav'a

tools of Chellean types (hand-axes often made on flakes)

and unrolled implements of Acheulian type. Typo-
Icgically considered as a direct continuation of the Kenya
Acheulian and therefore assigned to the first interpluvial,

is an industry in lava, termed Xanyukian, not so far

disco\ered in a significant geological context. The
industry includes triangular liand-axes, ovates and
cleavers, as well as side-scrapers and rough points showing
resolved flaking: (but not apparent! v prepared striking

platfoims) and stone balls (not u^ed as hammer-stones)
so that a cimparison with a Mousterian of the Combe
Capelle stage might have bemi suggested.

In Lower Gamblian silts and gravels (equated to
Rissian) a crude series of flake-tools in obsidian represents
“ Lower Kenya Mousterian. " Rough backed-blades
and rare end-scrapers from the same levels are classed

as “ Lower Kenya Aurignacian though no gravers were
found. A reference to Obermaier's Pre-Capsian might
have been relevant here. In Upper CJambliau silts and
gravels ( = Mhirm) and superimposed upon an ” Upper
Kenya Aurignacian ' occupation-layer in Gambles

Cave 13 an industry of obsidian blades worked on both
faces resembling the Still-bay of South Africa, and so
named. Some of the specimens now on view are .sur-

prisingly like Hungarian Proto -Solutrean. The industry
is none the less regarded as an independent, though
parallel, dex elopment of the local Mousterian, probably
under neanthropic influence.

Upper Kenya Aurignaiaan ” is found with Kenya
Still-bay in late Gamblian silts and upon a beach, attri-

buted to the second maximum of that pluvial, in Gambles
Cave. The type tools are beautifully worked backed-
blades, reminiscent of Chatelperron or more rarely of

( havette forms, simple and angle burins (one cf which in
Fig. 27, 7 looks very like the late Xoailles tjqie), lunates
(some notched), end scrapers and a curious tool inter-

preted as a smew-frayer. There are also many stout
triangular blades abraded on the edges. These, to
which European parallels are cited, tho author found
could be used as fabricators ; for he has learned inde-

pendently that the " Aurignacian retouch ” cannot be
executed by percussion, as Balfour long ago remarked.
This obsidian industry, which so strongly recalls the
Capsian of Xorth Africa and the Lower Aurignacian of

Europe, is nevertheless associated with pottery. One
sherd evidently belonged to a vessel resulting from
smearing the inside of a basket with clay. In the upper
levels of the cave deposit pottery becomes more common
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and at the top the already famous burials lay. The
skeletons are illustrated and are stated to be unlike

modern negroes, but are not further described here.

Above the Still-bay level in the cave and separated

therefrom by the ^-Eolian sand of the first post-pluvial

dry phase, comes a layer attributed to the ^Makalian with

the “ Klmenteitan “ culture—pots with round, pointed,

or even flat bases, and an obsidian blade industry

(including a few gravers) regarded as a development of

Kenya Aurignacian. Elsewhere in late ^lakalian

deposits a truly microlithic industry like the South
African Wilton" associated with pottery is reported.
" Elrnenteitan and “ Kenya Wilton ” are both termed
mesolithic.

Finally we have two “neolithic " cultures, Gumban
A and B. best known from interments under barrows.

The former is characterized by basket pots, paralleled

from a site on the Enderit Ri\ or assigned geologically to

the Xakuran wet phase : the latter possessed saddle

querns, mortars and stone bowls and beads of agate and
fayence.

In conclusion Leakey compares the culture sequence in

Kenya to the European, incidentally suggesting that the

“microburin ” is really just an industrial by-product, a

thesis already advanced by L. Siret unknowTi to our

author. In view of the uncertainty prevailing among
glaciologists and climatologists, the Stone Age chronolog;v'

here outlined is ine\'itably very tentative, a fact which
might perhaps have been further emphasized in a book
otherwise admirably adapted to the needs of the la\'man

as well as the specialist. V. GOBDOX CHILDE.

Religion. Schmidt*

Der Ursprung der Gottesidee. II. Teil, die Religionen
der Urvolker ; ii Band, die Religionen der

/n Urvolker Asiens und Australiens. Von P, W,
Sch7nidt. 1931. Muyister, Aschenclorff. Pp. 1155.

32.

The Origin and Growth of Religion. By TL. Schmidt.
Translated from the German by H. J. Pose. 1931.

London. Methuen. Pp. 302.

Since the first volume of Father Schmidt's Vrsprung
appeared in 1912, his theories are now widely known, in

outline at least. That volume contains studies of the

S.E. Australian Supreme Beings and the religion of

the Tasmanians. By reason of the vast material,
Vol. 2 has swollen into three parts, the first of which
deals with the primitive peoples of America ; the part
now published describes the religions of the primitive
peoples of Asia and Australia; part three, to appear
before long, is to treat of African peoples and will contain
a sjTithesis of the religions of the “ primitives." Other
volumes are planned. It is a work of immense learning.

It is good that for English readers Professor Rose has
translated Father Schmidt's manual of the comparative
history of religion, for it contains a clear exposition of

the author s views. It is based on the larger work,
but includes several new sections and omits much of the
controversial matter. Father Schmidt claims that it

has the advantage of giving at once a history of the sub-
ject itself, an accoimt of the various theories, movement
of schools, and a brief account of religions in the historical

order of their importance. In one respect the promise
is not fulfilled, for he limits himself to the early cultures
and does not deal with Buddhism, Christianity, Islam,
etc. The review of the history is, as Professor Rose
says, “ remarkable alike for its completeness and its
“ brevity," The author is a trenchant critic, and very
stimulating even when cne least agrees with him. He
expresses his own convictions forcibly and clearly.

He starts with the declaration that in the whole domain
of ethnology the old evolutionary school is bankrupt.
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“ The lovely long single lines of development which it

* used to construct so readily have been shattered and
‘‘ overthrown by the criticism of the new historical

tendencies. " He throws the whole weight of his

learning into the scale in favour of th© school of cultural

history, headed by Grabner and Ankerman. He claims

that they are “ able to lift even the unwritten movements
“ of culture out of the featureless plane where they lay
'' side by side and to arrange them one behind another in

a sequence extending far back.*’ After demolishing, to

his own satisfaction, all other theories, he returns to an
exposition of the Historical method and sets out a list

of the culture-circles. Primitive, Primary, Secondary ami
Tertiary, which it has discovered. This is net, he
insists, a transitory theory, cne of many errors, but
" a permanent conquest, an entire and therefore an
“ enduring truth." More than any other member of the

schcol Father Schmidt has studied the religions. His
confidence in the method rests on the claim that it has
established two connected propositions, viz. that High
Gods are found among, and only among, the peoples

whe are ethnologically eldest, and that all these ethno-

logically oldest peoples have such gods. His contention

is that the farther we go back among the peoples of

primary culture wo find less of animism and magic aiul

a clearer conception of a High God. tn his historical

review he naturally makes much of Andrew Ijang, who
by his criticisms “ cut the ground from under the feet

of the animistic theory. " He believes that the

Supreme Being of the primitive culture is really the God
of a monotheism, and that the religion which includes

him is genuinely monotheistic. This is true, he says,

of most Pigmy tribes, the primitive Bushmen and others.

In later cultures this monotheistic creed is obscured by
a growth of fetishism, etc. One chapter is given to a
description of the High God as conceived by the earlie-st

culture. He is altogether good, and without exception

unalterably righteous : he is the omnipotent Creator

and source of morality ; he is not otiose, and is wor-
shipped by prayer and sacrifice. We camict yet answer
the question positively, with scientific accuracy and
certainty, as to how this belief originated, says Father
Schmidt, but we can say to some extent how it did not
arise : it did not arise from fetishism, ghost -worship,
animism, totemism or magic. “ That the religion of the

high god should owe its origin to any of these is

impossible, as appears from two considerations.

First, as all these theories teach, these elements could
produce such a religion only as the last and highest

“ stage of a long, complicated process of evolutionary
“ advance. But so far from being the latest of religions,
‘‘ this one is characteristic of the oldest peoples.

Secondly, such elements either are not to be found at
“ all among these earliest peoples (they know neither
“ totemism, fetish-worship nor animism) or only in a

feeble form, as in the case of magic and ghost -worshij)

;

so weak a form that the powerful and conspicuous
” religion of the high god could not have been derived
‘‘ from them; while the fully-developed forms of these
“ elements do not appear, as we have seen, until later
" cultures, those of the primary and secondar\' stages.
Father Schmidt believes further that if we could go
behind th© primitive cultures we should still find this
religion of the High God; it is not only ‘'an essential
“ property *’ of the most ancient of human cultures, but
was deeply and strongly rooted in it at the very da'wm of
time, before the individual groups had separated from
one another. This to say, that the religion of
monotheism is coeval with the human race.

Father Schmidt rightly declares that it is the duty cf
an investigator not to let his views of the universe in any
way influence his setting forth of historical facts ; but he
recognizes that absolute freedom from preconceived ideas
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is beyond any man's power. One can hardly resist the
feeling that preconceived ideas influence him in his

reconstruction of primitive religion; just as, it may be,

his opponents are swayed by the preconception that
primitive monotheism is impossible. It is a matter cf

evidence. The appeal must lie to facts, and we may well
suspend judgment till the available facts have been
exhamstivelv gathered anti their authenticity fullv

established.' E. W, SMITH.

Scotland : Archaeology. Childe.

Skara Brae : A Pictish Village in Orkney. By
Professor F. Gordon CJulde. London. 1931.
Pp. jcii -p 20S; with 60 plates^ 24 illustrations in xT
text and plan. Price £7 11s. 6d. net.

Once again there has been revealed in the British Isles

a prehistoric site of such far-reaching importance that it

amply merits a volume to itself. Xecessarily the book is

of greater interest to the archaeologist than to the general
reader, but it fulfils its pui*pose admirably. The site and
its cultural affinities have been thoroughly and clearly

discussed by Professor Childe, and chapters dealing
respectively witli the human and animal remains have
been contributed bv Professors T. H. Bryce and D. S.

\Vatson. Beside lavish illustrations, there is an
excellent plan coloured to show the fcur structural

periods and seven sections which illustrate the complex
strata of midden around and beneath the buildings.

The ancient village consists of ten dwellings and a
workshop, all fairly elaborate structures of dry masonry
huddled closely about a “market-place” and along
narrow covered lanes. About the dwellings and over
the roofs of some of the lanes was banked a vast accumu-
lation of refuse, and since this appeared to extend
beneath even the oldest foundations the site must have
been occupied for several generations. Within the
buildings, some walls of which still stand nine feet high,

were found not only drains and hearths, but “ betis,”
“ dressers,” other furniture and many implements
recalling wooden forms, but here in this bleak island
fashioned of stone. Indeed the very structure of the
settlement was dictated by adverse and perhaps
deteriorating weather conditions.

The huge collection of artefacts consists of tools and
ornaments of stone and bone, and pottery of Bronze
Age tjT^e evidently related to the encrusted urns. There
was, however, no trace of metal or of any imported
object, and since there was no marked cultural difference

between the highest and lowest levels of the all-embracing

midden, it seems that the Skara Brae folk must have
dwelt in complete isolation. Their economy reveals the

same state, for their domestic animals, chiefly sheep and
cattle, were of imiform breeds unknown from other

prehistoric sites. These alone supplied them with most
of the necessities of life, for they hunted and fished but
seldom, knew neither agriculture nor weaving, and did

not venture upon the sea. The people themselves are

known chiefly from the remains of two women who had
evidently been victims of a foundation sacrifice, and
indeed the author has been bold enough to call them in

some degree “ Pictish.”

To the vital question of date. Professor Childe has
applied vast erudition, but the isolation of Skara Brae
makes a decision difficult. It is clear, however, that

although Orkney abounds in brochs and earth-houses,

and though some of their architectural tlevices appear in

the newly discovered settlement, the Iron Age culture

associated with them is so different from that of Skara
Brae as to suggest that the two were widely separated in

time. Certain resemblances, architectural and otherwise,

exist, however, between the cultures of Skara Brae and

the megaliths, but these similarities are insufficient to
declare it a village of megalith-builders. A close scrutiny
of the artefacts, however, tends to indicate a Bronze Age
date, and hence the settlement may fit chronologicaliy
and also, perhaps, architecturally, between the megaliths
on the one hand and the brochs and earth-houses on
the other.

But howe\’er this may be, it is a most -welcomo sign
that scientific attention is at last being turned toward
the neglected but important series of elaborate ancient
buildings, whose ruins, like those of the megaliths, litter

all the remoter and stonier corners of the British Isles,

and it is indeed fortunate that it has fallen to the lot of
so able an arch^eolomst as Professor Childe to deal with
this phase of tlie problem. H. O’XEILL HEXCKEX.

Anthropology. Fleure.

Studies in Regional Consciousness and Environ-
ment. Essays presented to H. J. Fleure, D.Sc.,
F.S.A., Professor of Geography^ University College /R
of Wales. Aberystwyth. Edited by lorwerth C. Peate,
J/.A., Oxford University Press, 19S0. Price 21s. net.
Few men have held in succession two professorships

in three subjects at the same university, and not many
have produced from their disciples such a number of
active researchers as has Professor Fleure. It was
fitting, therefore, that the completion of his quarter of
a c-entiuy's work on the staff at Aberystwyth should he
celebrated by the publication of a voliune of essays,
illustrative of the varied type of work done by his
former pupils. This is all the more appropriate since
the appearance of the volume coincided with his removal
to a new and wider sphere of influence.
As might have been expected from the pupils of one

whose teaching and writing have been so varied, these
essays range over a wdde field. Two are purely
zoological, reminding us that Fleure once held the chaiV
in this subject ; the remainder are wholly or partly
geographical, though of these the majority contain much
valuable anthropological matter.
The first and most important of these essays is from

the pen of Miss R. M. Fleming, and deals with factors in
the development of Russia, As was to be expected
from one who has so completely mastered the language
of that country, this is a very thorough piece of work,
containing a vast amount of information hitherto
unavailable to those ignorant of that tongue, and a
valuable interpretation of these facts from the stand-
point of a geographer. Much of the material given
here is essential to the understanding of the people of
Russia, not only in the present, but in the distant past.

Another interesting paper, by Mr. E. Estyn Evans,
deals with the geo^aphy of the Pyrenees, and the
effect that geographical factors have "produced on the
movements of mankind from the Upper Paleolithic
Age almost dovsm to the present day. A third, dealing
with the geographical and anthropological factors found
in association with miner's phthisis in the lead-mining
area of Cardiganshire is contributed by Mr. Emrys G.
Bowen.

There are a number of other papers of interest to the
anthropologist. Among these one may mention Mr.
S. J. Jones's paper on the tj'pology and" distribution of
perforated stone axes in Europe and South-West Asia.
Miss S. Harris's contribution on settlements and field
systems in Guernsey and the Editor's article on Welsh
wood-turners and their trade. The “ Sociographs of
the Kohnnans,Andamanese and Palaungs is an interesting
experiment by L. Garrard; these are charts of seasonal
occupations and changes in the weather. Miss H. A,
Wilc'ox's map of the prehistoric woodlands and marshes
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of England will be of great ^'alue to those studying the

prehistory of this country. The volume is full of

interesting material, is well printed and oontain.s a

number of useful maps. H. J. E. P.

South America. Nordenskiold.

i.'Archeologie du Bassin de TAmazone. By Erlund

Xordensklold. {Ars Amencana. T oL I.) : Paris.

/H Van Oest. 3o0 Jcs.

The arehseolo2:y cf South America, east of the

Andes, is a subject which ha^^; been htt le studied, and Baron
Xordeiiskiold has broken new gi’ound in grouping

together the finds from the vast area cf the waterways of

the Ama/cn, So the frontispiece and I (5 plates will be

a revelation to most people in this coimtry. of types of

pottery unknown to them. The Museums in Great

Britain can show little of what is here presenti'd in so

sumptuous a manner. The Lniversity ^luseum of

Archaeology ami of Ethnology at Cambridge is the only

Museum in England which possesses a series from
Marajo, the best known '=<ite in the area which is illus-

trated in this volume chiefly from private collections

and the museum m Bio de Janeiro by 17 platF^s. It is

from here that the Tangas, triangular pieces of pottery

beautifully painted, come, used it is believed as

a rarhc-se f'c for women. Anyone glancing through the

plates must be at once struck with the extraordinary

difference between the art east and west of the Andes.

The art cf the East owes nothing to that of a higher

civilization of the West, although a knowledge of the

Inca Empire existed among.-,! the various tribes. '* Le
royaume des Incas etait connu tres loin a 1 est des Andes
et m< me jusqu'aux Cutes duBre.sil. c est un fait certain."

(page 8.)

The author considers the most developed culture of the

region was that of the Arawaks. who influenced the

Guarani and Caribs. This would account for the

similarity between the art of the Antilles and Brazil

shown in a most startlmg manner by Fig. 1 (p. 17), where
twm birds' heads are shown from the Antilles-: and
Santarern, Brazil, so exactly alike it is difficult to believe

they w^ere not made by the same hand, or imitated one
from the other.

To the East of the Andes, as to the IVest, the potters'

art was developed in a most remarkable manner. Painting,

modelling and engraving were used, after the \'essels

had been fired, to enhance the beauty of their designs.

Occa.sionally as from Santarem {Plates XXIV, XXV,
XXVTI and XXVIII) one is forced to admire the
extraordinary tour-de-jorre required to produce such
complicated modelling, and the skill in firing, rather
than to admire the result as a work of art. Tlie plates

could not be better, and everyone must be grateful to
Baron Xordeiiskiold for a w'ork wffiich will be the
foundation-stone for future studies in an area so little

know'll. L. C. G. CLARKE.

America, North. Parsons.

The Social Organization of the Tewa of New
AH Mexico. By Elsie Clews Parsons. {'Memoirs of

j|| the American Atithrojpologiad AssociatioHy Eiutnher
XXXVl). Menasha, IFfs., U.S.A.j 1029. Pp. SOO,

With 42 plates, 10 figures in text, 7 maps and 6* genealogies
in pocket. Price $.1.7-5.

The author states that of all the Pueblo peoples the
Tew'a have been the least systematically studierl.
That, combined with the fact that only a veiw' few'
monographs on these interesting and fast -disappearing
people have been published as Bulletins of the Bureau
of American Ethnology', w'ill make the present volume
welcome to anthropologists and sociologists.

The author is w’ell know'u to students of Xorth

American Ethnology, and the present volume is as

thorough, painstaking, and reliable as her former

w'orks.
_ - 11 •

The book deals principally w'ith society in all its

various aspects, but students of primitive religion,

too, wdll find therein much to interest them. Ceremonial

dancing occupies no less than 4fi pages, and the coloured

plates illustrating the dances are excellent. In the

appendix (pp. 284-307) is given a collection of folktales

from Xambe.
Tew'a marriages are exogamous as well as endogamous.

Thus in the San Ildefonso list (p. o6), out of sixteen

marriages mentioned, eight are exogamous and eight

are endogamous (p. 83): but w itlim recognized blond

ties between collatt^ral relations, maternal and pater-

nal, there is a considerable restriction in marriage
‘‘ choice. Descendants of thu same grandparents or
*’ even great-grandparents may not marry (p. 32).

Post-nuptial fidelity seems to be the general rule, but

among the umnarned there is a considerable degree of

promiscuity, and there are many illegitimate births

(p. 36).

The Tew'a seem to believe in a number ot super-

natural beings. The sun and the moon are both referred

to as "old man"; and corn meal is sprinkled every

morning for the sun (yi. 264 .sq.). Fire is a woman, who
is fed by dropping ururabs in the fire. ind is personi-

fied, and it is said that the home of the wind is in the

north (p. 267). Besides these deifieil elements the

Tew'a believe in certain cloud beings, oxidnca. reputed

to live below springs or lake-;, in the hills or mountains,

and in the six directions (p. 268). The rainbow' is one

of them.
A full index, and a glossary of Tewa w'ords m the

text, w'ould have been a great convenience. The price

is rather high, especially for European readers, but the

book IS supplied free to members of the American
Anthropological Association. BIREX BOXXERJEA,

Psychology. Aldrich.

The Primitive Mind and Modern Civilization. By

Hj C. R. Aldnch, adth an Introduction by Professor

3 1
Mcdinoirski and Foreu'ord by Dr. C. G. Jung.

Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubntr d* Co. 1931. Si'O.

Pp. xvii, 236. Price 12s. 6d.

The introductory benedictions to this book have been
given by two stalwarts from different <*amps, the

psychological and the functional-anthropological, though
one of them expressly rejects the iloctrme of the

collective imconscious adopted by the author and the

Zurich school to which he belongs. We are led by this

association to expect no hearty breaking of anthropo-
logical heads, but rather something of a compromise
w'hieh in fact we get, for the book consists mostly of

loosely set. half colloquial discussions on many subjects

familiar to anthropologists since the days of Tylor, such
as the soul, mana, tabu, sexuality and initiation, which
pass in turn before the author's review' and are brought
into relation w'lth the libido, psyche and other ideations

of analytical psychology, which have seemingly replaced
the faculties, categories and so on of older philosophies

—

and are destined, doubtless, m their turn to yield to
other efforts of the human mind in its ceaseless struggle

to correlate matter with spirit.

The treatment of these subjects is in now'ise dogmatic,
but rather kindly towards all schools ; the prelogy of
Levy-Bruhl is definitely rejected, but with many com-
pliments to the brilliant thinking of its author; the
collective unconscious, or unconscious racial memory,”
IS defined as being that stratum of the mental which is
deeper than the individual unconscious, is common to

[
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all individuals of a species and corresponds largely, if

not wholly, to instinct—a compromise acceptable, one
may suppose, even to zealots of the functional school,

the more so that the author expresses frequently his

conviction that the practices with which he deals have
in fact a functional object, the preservation of the

social group, and also insists on the non-existence of a

“ group-miiul or a “ collective soul."' His treatment
of sexuality takes us back to bygone days of quasi-

mystirism, remote indeed from any modern theory' of

social functioning, whether based on strictly phyi^ical

considerations or, like that of Professor Elliot Smith,
largely psychical.

Chapter VII mtroduces sometlimg of a challenge in

the declaration that an orderly clas'^ification of the

customs and habits of savages can only be made on a
psychological basis : if this means tliat the student, m
reckoning up any form of savage life, must take into

account the ways of its thought equally with its outward
facts, surely no anthropologist, of whate\'er camp, will

disagree, but if it means that orderly classification can
only be founded on methods of analytical psychologic'

as known at present, we are entitled to ask that these be
first co-ordinated themselves and set firmh' on a basis of

a truly scientific character^—a view of the case that the

author himself, with his remarks on Freud as opposed
to Jung, might well accept : further, he makes it clear

that the evolution of man has at all stages been equally

physical and psychical and thus can hardly mean that

the study of that evolution must be founded on the

psychical only.

The last chapter has an ethical tinge, giving m brief

the author's reasoned account of the past development
of morality and of altruism—imder tlie strangely hybrid
term of “ biomorality ”—-and adumbrating tiie changes
which he believes to be in the true line of that develop-

ment, in the direction of a careful relaxation of some of

our present conventional bindings, now outgrown their

social usefulness. G. 1). H.

South Africa. Stow : Bleek.

Rock-Paintings in South Africa from Parts of the
Eastern Province and Orange Free State.

Copied by Georye WillUnn Stow. With Introduction At
and De.'^criptive Hotes by Dorothea F, Bleek.

London : Methuen. lUSO. Pp. xxvin ; niap and 72

Plates. Price £2 2s.

It is now nearly sixty years since the Bushman
pamtings repro<iuced in this vohmie were copied from
the originals by G. W. Stow. He was a trader and
geologist who tra\-elled widely throughout the Eastern
Province for the purpose of his work, and, as lie took a

great interest in the natives and anvtlung to do with
their cultures both past and present, he copied and
traced a number of paintings in nn k-dielters which he
came across. Unfort imately he lived before the days of

exact research in these subjects and only those figures

which appealed to him from their beauty or especial

interest were, as a rule, copied, many other figures and
groups of figures being often omitTetl. Howe\'er. Stow
was an accurate draugiitsman, and, as many of the

painted sites have now been destroyed or the paintings

become hardly visible, the collection of his copies is

very valuable to students of art and Bushman culture.

Thanks to the Carnegie Trustees it lias at last been
possible to publish the major part of Stow's work, and
the resulting volume is extremely interesting.

Before the descriptions were written. Miss Bleek {in

whose possession Stow's cartoons now are) visited as

many of the sites as could lie identified—indeed, except

in. a few cases where the paintings were especially

beautiful or interesting, only such sites have been

included—and was thus able not onl}* to ascertain the
accuracy of Stow's copies, but also to record the exact
Situations relative to modern farms, etc. Stow was not
too exhaustive in his descriptive notes and much useful

work has been done by Miss Bleek in this connection.
It is interesting to note that a certain number of the
paintings seem to have faded badly and to have been
considerably weathered since they were copied by Stow,
especially where white pamt has been used. Tliis fact

would seem to argue that much of the painting cannot
be of eiiurmou.-? antiquity and, indeed, the reviewer
came to a similar conclusion in 1927. While some of

the styles (jf painting in the Union of South Africa are of

consiclerable age, they probably do not date back to

suf'h a remote period as many of the paintings found in

Southern Khudesia. However, these later pamtings are
none the less interesting, and from one point of view'

they are more so, as it w'as found possible some years
ago. when a few' Bushmen still survived in the district,

to asj-crtain the interpretations of a number of the
drawings. These interpretations have been included in

Miss Bleek's descriptive notes. The colours reproduced
in the plates are as accurate as possible, but it must
always be remembered that plates have to be prmted m
sets of four and oc-casionally compromises ha\'e liad to

be adopted. \Miere, very occasionally, any real differences

in colour betw'een an original figure and the reproduction
has had to be accepted, careful notes appear m the text.

The volume as a w'hole will certainly be of veiw' great
interest to students, and the Carnegie Trustees liave

placed investigators in this field of study greatly in

their debt. Miss Bleek's contributions, too, have much
increased its value. It is a pity, perhaps, that it was not
found possible in the limits of time and space to include
an ac'cuunt of the various superpositions of styles of

paintings w'luch occur, but these can be easily worked
out from the plates by students. In fact, when tlicy

have done so, and isolated the various styles, they will

have learnt considerably more about the matter than
W'uuld liave been the case if tliey liad merely read a brief

account condensed into an additional chapter. Not
least, the Carnegie Trustees are to be thanked fur

allow'ing the book to be sold at a verv reasonable price.

M. C. BURKITT.

America North. Van Deursen.
Der Keil-bringer : eine Ethnologische Studie fiber

den Heilbringer bei den Nordamerikanischen
Indianern. con Dr. A. Van Dtursen. J. B. qS
TToZ/t/vs, Gro)iingen, The Hague, 1031. 304 pp.
Bibliography. I'rice o • 00 forms.

Dr. Van Deursen gives us in this w'ork a valuable
though not exhaiL^tive source-book, w'lth analytical
coiuinent. for North American myths of Deliverers,
mes.^iahs, cult are -heroes, mediators, ami subordinate
creators—themes whieh cover a large proportion of

North American mythology. As might be expected in

a pupil of Steiumetz, the author's interest lies much in

elassification and analysis ; the records are first classified

by tribc'^, then talnilated, for each group of tribes, to
show' the distil but ion of various phases of the '* Heii-
" brmger " conception. This is followed by a discussion
of the more general aspects of the conception— the dual
personality, benevolent and mischievous, of the De-

liverer," the historical foumlation for culture-hero
myths, and the assumption of animal form. Some of
the author's negative assertions arise, perhaps, from an
incomplete reading of the evidence; for example.
Coyote plays a larger part in South Western origin-

myths than is here admitted, and it is scarcely true
(p. 381) that Deliverers are not the object of worship, and
only exceptionally receive offerings. In his South-
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western chapter. Dr. Van Deiirsen has overlooked
A. F. Bandeiier's useful paper on the political adaptations
of the Montezuma myth m the nineteenth century: on
the other hand, he quotes sources which prove that the
adoption of the name Montezuma was both earlier

and more widespread, in Xew ^Mexico and Arizona, than
Bandolier supposed. For the Twin Brother m\nhs of

the South West, he omits Fewkes' collection, and makes
little use of Lowie's important synthesis " The Test
’* Theme in North American Mythology ” (tliough lie

includes it in the bibliogi'aphy ). while E. C. Parsons'
” Tewa Tales *' and *' Zuni Origin Myths ” are not
mentioned. The whole treatment ot these South-
western myths suffers from being divorced, in the first

place, from the study ot South-western social institu-

tions anti history, and secondly, from the closely related
mythologies of Mexico and Central America: it can
hardly be said too often that the mythological frontier

of '* North America "
lie.s, not at the political frontier of

the Vnited States, but at least as far south as Guatemala.
Possibly the same criticism would hold good of the
chaptens dt'aling with other groups of tribes, of which
the present reviewer is less able to judge. B. A.

Heredity. Baur : Fischer : Lenz.

uman Heredity, By Erwin Baur^ Eiigeyi Fub-cher

and Fritz Lenz : translated by F. ayid C\ Paul.
Londoyi^ G. Alleyi ayid Unwiyi^ 1931. Pp. 734,

[igs. 172. Price 30<s.

This volume is translated from the third German
edition, which appeared in 1927. A foui'th German
edition has since been published, but unfortunately very
intle appears to have been done to bring the present
work up tc date, scarcely any papers since 1927 being
cited. In its German dress the book has been well
known for some time and has formed a most useful
compendium of the subject.
The w'ork is divided into five sections : (1) a sketch of

the theory of heredity and variation, by Baur
; (2) Racial

differences in mankind, by Fischer; and three sections
by Lenz, dealing respectively with morbific heredity
factors, methodology, and the inheritance of intellectual
gifts. The first section is written from the biological

[January, 1933.

and the second from the anthropological point of view,

while the remainder is primarily eugenical. The
anthropological section is general in character, and
although racial crossing is considered, it is only in general

t-erms, and very few of the modern data which have
transformed our understanding of this subject are

mentioned.
Another strcinge omission is in regard to the origin

of identical twins {p. 321), where the old idea that they
arise from the^ separation cf the two halves of the
fertilized egg is given, without any mention of tlie more
widely accepted view that they originate by a process

of budding in the young embryo, as is known to be the
case in the armadillo.

The translators have not been fortunate. Not only
does the use of such words as bovincs " for cattle

(p. 404) betray a lack of English, but their lack of know-
ledge of biological terms is frequently still more in

evidence. Notwithstanding these defects, the book
will, no doubt, be of much service, but the claim on
the cover that this is the only work of the kind in

English is incorrect. R. R. G.

Ethnology. Journal.

Wiener Beitrige zur Kultur-geschichte und Linguistik.

I. 1930. Vieiuia [Institut fur Volk'tskuyide). Svo.

35 PP'
This new journal of the Austrian Institute of

Ethnology will be widely welcomed; and the names of

the editors. Dr. AVilhelm Koppers and Dr. Fritz Pdor are

sufficient guarantee of its quality. The contents cover

a wide range : Dr. F. Flor vTites on Domestic Animals
and Pastoral Cultures (nearly half the volume) : Prof.

W. Schmidt on the relations of Austrian (Austronesian
and Austro-asiatic) languages to Japanese; Dr. Robert
Bleichsteiner on certain languages of the Pamir in rela-

tion to the Japhetic group in the Caucasus; Dr. Fritz

Roek on the year of 360 days and its subdivisions ; Dr.
Chr. V. Furer-Haimendorf on “ Club Houses in South-
'' eastern Asia ;

Dr. Georg. Holtker on some points of

Aztec philology ; and Dr. \V. Koppers on the

Mythology of the Dog among Pacific peoples.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Glacial Geology of East Anglia.

qp Sir,—An account of the glacial geology of East

QQ Anglia given by Professor P. G. H. Boswell in Proc,
Geologists' As-s’oe., xlii, 2 (1931), pp. S7ff. suggests

material alterations in previously current divisions of
British quaternarv^ deposits, the latest general statement
of which was given by iSl. C. Burkitt m Sat lire precisely
a year ago (Oct., 1930) and will radically enhance the
antiquity of Lower PaUeolithic cultures. The whole
series of marine and estuarine deposits from the Red
Crag up to and including the Cromer Forest Bed, is hero
regarded as pre-glacial and phocene. Throughout, the
mclluscau faima is cold,’’ but that is explained by the
land bridge across the Straits excluding the access of
southern species and does not presuppose the intense
reduction of temperature invoh’’e(i in a genuine glaciation.
On the other hand, the same land bridge would admit the
warm ’ mammalian fauna represented in the Cromer

Forest. The Early Chellean ” of the latter deposit
accordingly becomes pliocene in age, while the counter-
part to the Alpine “ Gunz ” glaciation, sought by

Burkitt and others in the Weyburn Crag, disappears.

Boswell can, however, distinguish four glaciations

represented respectRely by : (I) the Norwich Brickearth

;

(II) Chalky Jurassic (formerly termed Kimmeridge)
Boulder Clay, which is equated with the Cromer Till and
Contorted Drift that Burkitt assigned to the same horizon
as the Norwich Brickearth; (III) Upper Chalky Boulder
Clay : and (IT) Hunstanton Boulder Clay. No attempt is

made to correlate these East Anglian glaciations with
the Alpine scheme of Penck and Bruckner. Burkitt had
equated the Hunstanton Boulder Clay with Wurm II.

That seems likely since the Ipswich hill-washes, assigned
to the immediately preceding phase, contain Solutrean
and Aurignacian implements, and Boswell seems prepared
to admit the equation of his fourth glaciation with that
which sealed up the Aurignacian deposits m Cae Gwynn.
In that case the East Anglian series no longer corresponds
to the Continental. And the prehistorian will be
reluctant to extend the life of Chellean by identifying
Norwich Brickearth with Gunz.

V. G. CHILDE.
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The Use of Lime-Hortar in Ceylon.
Sir,—It has been stated that lime-mortar was 37

in use in early times in India and Ceylon, but no
dii’ect evidence has been put forward. In India the
sun-dried bricks of the centuries fromllB.c. to a.d. II,

and the finely Viurnt bricks of the Vth century Buddhist
stupas m Smd and the great Brahmanical temples of
the Central Provinces, were laid witli a mud-mortar.
Lime, in the form of piaster {chunntn). spread with the
trowel and burnished, was used for hnishing walls of

all kmds. In the cave tem})le> at A
j
ant a and Eiiora

the irregularities of the chiselled surfaces were filled in

with a plaster consisting of pounded trap-chippinsis
and rice-husks, and probably < ow-diuig. Over this,

the fine chutirnn surface was laid, upon whifli tlie freseo-

pamtings were displayed. The sculptures, decorative
and ari-hiteetural, as w'ell as iconosrapliical, were also

finished with chiDunu and painted.
This seems also to have been tlie practice m Ceylon.

Two specimens of mortar from tlie burnt brickwork
of the wails on the sumimt, and from the gallery-wall
of the Si^iriya Rock are mud-mortar wntliout lime or

any mechanical loading such as rice-husks. The face
of the rock, however, is finished with mud-mortar
boimd W'lth rice-husks, over wduch is a layer of cJiU/ia}n

between ^ iii. and i^i* thick.

The holes in the floors of tlie Indian cave-temples
are the mortars used for pomidiiig the clappings, to

make the primarv coat of mud-mortar for the w^alls.

In one of tlie'^o mortar-holes m “ Cave 9/’ at Ellora,
I found a worn stone hanmier or pestle. It appears
that the floors w^ere finished w'lth mud, often renewed,
and probably cow-dunged after the still common Lidian
fashion.

I am indebted to Mr. A. M. Hocart. late Arcliccological

Commissioner for Cetdon, for three specimens of mortar
from Sigiriya. K. DE B. CODRIXGTOX.

Sir,—The introduction of lime-mortar mto Ceylon
is discussed in the Ceylon Journal of Science

t

II, p. 74.

It w'as there restricted to a period between the fourth
and the tenth century a.d. Mr. Codrington's report
on tlie mortar from Sigiriya proves tliat lime mortar
was still unknown in Ceylon in the sixth century a.d.
If it had Ijeen knowm it would surely have been used
in fortress walls that had to cling to the steep slopes
of the rock. ^ A. :\I. HOCART.

38

Zulu Grammar.
Sir,—May I be permitted one or two comments

on Mr. Crabtree’s review'^ of Or. Doke's ” Text-book
of Zulu Grammar V Roberts is not w rong in

saying that " the idiom ' is it not wdiite ?
’ “ etc. means

literally " it is not white.'’ The reference is jiresumably
to p. S3 of Roberts The Zulu-Kafij* Language, " w here
the examples given are This ox l^^ very fat," Atk^ihipele
lenkabi, "this ox is not fat "The famine here is

great.’’ Aiko indhlala kiti lapa, "there is no famine
“ here.'’ In Zulu, a question, if not containing any
other interrogative (such as -pi C -tD, ? etc.) abnostahvays
ends with the particle na, so that no mistake is possible,

Colenso (" First Steps,’’ § 338) says, It is the practice m
Zulu, as in English, to assert a thing very decidedly
(ironically, ukubinqa), by denying it; e.g. kana'lulaka

“ yena / he is not passionate, he ’ = he is very
“ passionate.” Xone of the examples given in addition t>o

this could be taken as questions. (See binqa, i\ in

Bryant's and Sainuelson's dictionaries.)

I am also somewhat perplexed by the statement that
such an expression as “ a knife to cut with ” is
“ frequently in Bantu ” rendered by a causative. I
should be glad if Mr, Crabtree w*ould supply some

r 31

examples of this elsewdiore than in I.uganda. I have
never met with it. It is true that, in Sesuto, certain

verbs in the applied form change -ela to -etsa (as kha^etsa

from kham, not kha>iela). but this is a purely phonetic
change and does not make the verbs in question into

causatives. On p. 133, by the by. L)r. Doke has given
a number of examples of tlie applied form which " imply

‘ location ' or tlie location idea generally." These, at

first sight, come very near Mr. C'rabtree'h example — e.g.

incevadl yokuloheJn, a book for writing in ; but. considered
closely, they are all >,trictly locative, and tlie instrmiitaital

sense (" a laiife for cutting irith ") is omitte<l, because it

dotes not seem to occur in Zulu : at least I have failed to

find a case, wdiiie w'e do find sucli expressions as onbiza
yok)ik'aynanzi {= qa akuka, not ukukela) " a vessel for
" tlrawing water.”
One more c^uestion : Why is the change of p to sh (as ui

hosJnca—or hot-Java—tho passive of bopa) ” uiiexplain-

able ’

? It is only an exemplification of the universal
rule in Zulu (I own I cannot furnish an explanation of tho
existence of this rule) that no labial can come in contact
with w. But the rule is not confined to Zulu; it is

found, with certain differences, m Sesuto, where boja (tho

phonetic equivalent of Zulu bopa) makes boJnva, and bopa
(a different W’onl) kta^ping the p, but inserting

a palatal; and. to a eertain extent in Roiiga, where Kuma
makes though as passives normally end in -nca

the case is not so hkeh' to arise. A. WERXER.

Etiquette.
Sir,—

M

r. Hogbin's rejomder in Max, 1931,

203, raises the question wdietlier there is qM
such a thing as behaviour wliieh concerns no one
but the individual wdio behaves. We do not behave
towards stones or animals. As the Concise Oxford
Dictionary puts it, behaviour is “ moral conduct, treat

-

“ meiit shown to or towards others." Tho mere fact

that people approve or disapprove shows that they make
it their concern. To take the case of the man who walks
about in Robin Hood dress, his behaviour concerns
others to this extent that no one will give him a job.

In a University he would he ragged. His owai people
will probably feel acutely the humiliation of having such
a c^ueer relafioii.

A man may treat his wife very badly wutheut being
guilty of a single breach of etiquette; yet his beliaviour
concerns deeply not only the wife, but her people.

Mr. Hogbin's definition does not explain why one
minute a group of men may, w ithout breach of etiquette,

speak of Browm or Jones, yet the next minute, when they
have formed themselves mto a formal assembly, etiquette
requires them to speak of Mr. B^o^vn, Mr. Jones.
Lord Raglan has suggested to me that etiquette is of

eouil origin. Skeat says " a little note . . . ej^pecially
“ such as is stuck up on the gate of a court." Compare
the history of protocol. Our old word is curtesy, from
court. I have " The Little Boke of Coiirtesaye."
fourteenth century, which prescribes how’ to behave
w'heii going to the Manor.
The Fijian is rakarokoroko, to keep saying roko. Boko

is a title as in Boko San, " Sir Chief."

I do not know' an exact equivalent cf etiquette in

Sinhalese. Vandana, pujTi, naniaskdira, all Saii&krit

W'ords, to some extent cover the ground; but the funda-
mental meaning is w'orship, Tho fact is politeness and
w'orship are mdistinguishablo in India. To show respect
to a person is to worship him. Manu jumbles up
prescriptions we should regard as jiure etiquette, w'ith

religious and other observances. The fact is to the
Indian there is no distinction; etiquette is worship.

A. M. HOCART.
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The Asturian Industry of N.E. Ireland.
J||

,
J.R.A.L, lx, 1930, I drew attention to

^iseovery by the Rev. E. Talhay. during 192o,
of the Asturian culture in Cialicia— an interesting

confirmation of the anticipations of Count de la Vega del
belia and Professor Obermaier as to the westward exten-
sion of the industry-. To Senhor Talhay is due the first

^^‘acing the culture southward along the
Atlantic seaboard of the peninsula, and the subsequent
rapid ad^'aiice in this direction is largely the fruit of
his suggestive work and records."

V
Statements in 31ax, 1931, 177, it seems

desirable to mention that Senhor Talhay 's renewed
inxestigations have shown that, as in Xorthern Ireland,
a contemporaneous flake industry is mingled with the
* ‘^tunaii of his (Jalician stations; and to record his
opinion, of a type series of Countv Antrim implements
submitted for his examination

‘

,,
Eisbonne, lo 15 Xovembre, 1931. La technique d€

\os mstrunietiTs rappelle enormement celle des instru-
nients asturiens de Galice et du nord du Portugal.
La .seule difforenee est celle de la matiere premiere :

^

\ou.s a\ez le silex, et nous le quartzite. Je ferai a ce

‘
communication a 1'Association des

,

- rcheoloque.s Portugais, et je vcus retomnerai ensuite

,

' objets. 3res vives felicitations pour vos trouvailles,
qui uorineront beaucoup de lumiere aux notres.

- Eugene Talhay/’ C. BLAKE WHELAX.

cf. Max,
The Frobenius Expedition to South Africa.
mm 1931. 154

. From Dr. Leo Frobenius.
T I Frankfurt-am-Main.

^
22nd September, 1931.

.

ith reference to your note in ^Iax, 1931, 154,
signed by J. b. 31yres, I beg to request vou to insert the
tollowmg rectification

*
finds made by my expeclition during its staym boutnern Rhode.sia by means of diggings in ruins of

lat country were removed with permission of the
Colonial ^cretary of Southern Rhodesia (letter of the

of January 17th, 1930.)

,
“*

, ,
regard to the distribution of the finds wenave tried our best to bring it about during the short

^ ^ V ^^pcdition in Cape Town. It could not be
accomplished, however, before tlie departure of the
expef ition by the Colonial Secretary's failing to inform
le independent person in Cape Town as had beenagreed upon.

^ renewed propo.siticn of my expedition
ne i^oionial Secretary consented to the distribution of
le nnds taking place in Germanv (according to his

n f The distribution was effected,ana tne share coming to Southern Rhodesia has been
sent there.

^*-1 Colonial Secretary has neither ack-
no\s ec ged the arrival of the finds nor informed us that
e does not agree to the distribution. In case the
^ ^ have met with his approval, he is
enti ed to submit the matter to a court of arbitration, a
privilege that he has made no use of hitherto,

o. it IS not true that I ever refused to hand over, or tosu mit to arbitration, the o^Tiership of the single gold

lUto^sia
made in the Tere Ruin in Southern

Since, therefore, all essential assertions of the noteo no correspond to facts, there is no doubt thatppre ensions of J. L. 3I;^Tes, based on it, are notfomided.
) ^LEO. FROBENIUS.

1,A. gez. Dr. Jeksex.
Dr Jensen has also sent to the Royal Anthropological

® ^pics of the whole correspondence, and of ae e addressed to the South African jwess, together

wdth his own observations. These documents may be
consulted by appointment in the library of the Institute.

From the Colonial Secretary of S. Rhodesia.

Colonial Secretary's Office.

A/ Salisbury, Southern Rhodesia.
26 Xovember. 1931.

Sir.—3Yith reference to the letter signed '* Leo
Frobenius," dated 22iicl September, 1931, addressed to

you, which you were good enough to forward to me, I

beg to submit a reply to the paragraphs theiem

1.

— (a) The first intimation of the finding of a ’* piece
“ of gold plate " was in a ledter, dated lOih September,
1929, from Pretoria from Dr. Frobenius. then on his

way to India, m which he stated it had already been
removed from Southern Rhodesia to the Pretoria 3Iint,

and he forwarded with this letter a 31mt C'ertificate

of its weight, dated 3nth Ausrust. 1929. Xo permission
was granted for this removal, which was a violation of

the law.

(6) The balance of the finds weri' aLo removed to
Cape Town without permission first being obtained, but
these lemovals were condoned on the understanding,
as stated in my letter dated ITth January, 1930, that
‘‘ the division of the relics between tlie Exjiedition and
“ this Government shall be on the decision of Professor

Barnard of Cape Town." Before 1 agreed to any
alternative atraugement to the above, or had an
opportunity" of doing so. all the finds were shipped to
Germany. (iSt'c paragraph 3 below.)

2. I liave been informed by Professor Barnard,
' the independent person/’ m conversation, that he
was never definitely asked to divide the finds and was
indeed told they had Vieen packed and that it would
be inconvenient to unpack them. Xot only, therefore,

was there no real effort made by any member of the
Expedition to obtain Professor Barnard's services as

agreed upon, but Dr. Erobemus. evidently relying on
false mformatiou. states that I agreed to approach
Professor Barnard, and gives this as his excuse for

failing to observe the written understanding quoted in
paragraph 1 (6) above.

3. The so-called consent mentioned is as follows :

—

“ In reply to a letter written by me on the 19th
February, 1930, addressed to Cape Towui, stating that

“
‘ before the removal of the relics referred to from South

“ Africa ' took place, an understanding should be reached
as to theii disposal. I yvas informed in a letter dated
9th April from Frankfurt -on-Main that ' we shipped the
relics which were perfectly packed and no more opened

“ to Germany ' and that ' we shall make you a proposal
** as to the division ' of the finds.”

The reply of 21st 3Iay, 1930, from this Department
to that letter was that I would be glad to receive the
'proposal as to the division of the finds.'’ This reply
constitutes the consent referred to t

4. Acknowledgment of the receipt of a letter con-
taining the list of finds ami certain photographs, and a
subsequent letter dated 20th May, 1931, stating that
the finds had been forwarded but not yet acknowledged,
were made on 3rd July, 1931, by my Depaitment.

5. In a letter dated 26th February, 1931. I asked
Dr. Frobenius to agree to submit the possession of this
“ find (* the piece of gold plate ’) to arbitration.'’ A reply
was received to that letter, but it did not contain his
assent. Xor has he yet agreed.

I am forwarding the entire ori^al file of corre-
spondence to the High Commissioner of Southern
Rhodesia for reference.

Yours faithfullv,

\V. M.*^ LEGGATE.
Colonial Secretarv.

Eyee asd Spoxtiswoode LimiED, His Majesty’s Printers, East Hardiiig St., London, E.C.4.
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ORIGINAL ARTICLES.
Hawaii : Technology. With Plate B. Beasley.

A Carved Wooden Figure from Hawaii. By H. G, Beasley.

43
The opportunity of recording an object of such importance as that illustrated in the

accompanying plate, is one which seldom occurs, particularly since it represents a hitherto

unknown example, and moreover one which is historically dated, since it was brought to England

by Midshipman John Knowles, of H.M.S. ” Blonde " in 1825, the narative of which is well known

J

The figure is in excellent condition except for some damage to the feet, incidental to its age,

and also the left eye inlay is missing. Apart from this, the hair, which is pegged in after the usual

fashion, and the girdle of old tappa cloth are both very well preserved, and judging by the solidified

appearance of this, I should say that the figure at one time had been consistently oiled, and the

surface of the wood itself bears out this.

I would hesitate to put a name to this figure, but one would like to connect it with Pele, goddess

of volcanoes. On the other hand Jarves- mentions another female goddess, named Kihu, who
appears to have had a considerable following.

In the centre of the mouth is a small circular recess about half an inch deep. Perhaps some
reader can account for this. The height is 16 inches. (40-6 cm.)

A reference to Byron’s voyage would indicate that Knowles obtained this figure from the royal

Moral at Karakakua, Hawaii, an engraving of which is given on page 199, since Byron's account

expressly states that they received permission by order of Karaimoku to remove mementos from the

morai ” for transmission to England. On page 202 the narrative says the “ priest (of the morai)
'*

. . . assisted us with civility, though with reluctance, to spoil the ‘ morai ’ of its most precious
" contents, and the * Blonde ' received on board almost all that remained of the ancient deities of

“ the islands.”

This was confirmed some years ago by Mr. Roby Bloxham, of Auckland, X.Z., who w^as a direct

descendant of the brothers Bloxham, respectively chaplain and naturalist on board the " Blonde.”

One of the brothers also brought back a wooden figure from the royal '* morai," which is now in the

Bishop Museum in Honolulu. H. G. BEASLEY.

Pacific: Ethnology Malinowski.

Pigs, Papuans, and Police Court Perspective. By Professor B. Malinowski

.

In jVL\n, 1931, 162, Mr. Rentoul, who had spent some time in the Trobriand Islands as J 1
Acting Assistant Resident Magistrate, criticizes me for showing '• that amongst the Trobrianders

physiological fatherhood is unknown, and no tie or kinship is supposed to exist between father and
child, except that between a mother's husband and a wife's child.”

He does not produce a single new piece of information. All he does is to restate certain facts

well kno\vm already to anthropologists because they have been recorded and published by Professor

Seligman and myself, and then to draw his own inferences from this material. The information,

1 Byrox :
*' Voyage of H.M.S. ‘ Blonde 4to. 2 Jarves : History of the Hawaiian Islands.”

Loudon, 1820. Honolulu, 1872. Page 22.
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moreover, is reproduced in a garbled form, for my critic has, apparently, not read any of my work

and seems to have heard about the facts at second-hand from a review or summary,*

1. The water of Article 162 tells us what he has seen " on many occasions in Court for Native

Matters . . . Trobriand fathers convicted of adultery pleading with undisguised anguish for

the custody of their sons ... in such cases the grief of the repentant father is distressing.”

Now, in native customary law, which is also binding on the Resident Magistrate, a man's adultery

is never a cause of “ divorce,” and the word “ custody as applied to the relation between father

and son is meaningless in a matriarchal society. The statement therefore cannot be correct.

Yet I am convinced that the writer has told us in a perfectly authentic and sincere way what he

thought he had seen, or even what had been enacted before him. Why ? Because a European official,

ignorant of the native language, not acquainted with the principles of native law and social structure,

may become an easy prey to imposture. No native would in good faith bring a domestic case before

the Magistrate's Court. Those who do so are invariably branded as renegades and outcasts. The
natives know quite well that patriarchal sentiments appeal to white men, whether missionaries or

Ciovernment officials. Such of them as would invite a white man to meddle in their domestic affairs

would naturally try to play on his feelings; they would easily mimic “ repentance,” grief,” plead

for paternal custody,*’ and perform many antics in order to gain the magistrate's sympathy,

Mr. Rcntoul advances some strange claims on behalf of tlie anthroj)ological opportunities of an
administrative officer, and sweepingiy disposes of the qualifications of the scientific specialist. He
tells :

*' IVIany of the Trobrianders who have appeared before me have been suffering under tlm stress

" of some domestic upheaval, often in the form of adultery, criminal behaviour or sudden <leath on
the part of husband or wife, and under such circumstances, I take it, one might be in a more advan-

tageous position for analysing their true feelings and relationship, than would a visiting

anthropologi.st, however gifted.’’

Now this is a destructive indictment of the visiting anthropologist,” and, if my critic were

correct, obviously no anthropologist, ” however gifted,’’ would be needed, and all the work could

be done by the white residents on the spot. But are such claims valid ? When a white man has to

sit in judgment upon the natives, when it is his duty to punish them in a manner which seems to them
erratic, at times terribly unjust and odious, has he really the best opportunities for knowing the true

feelings of the native ? As a matter of fact, the perspective of the police court is not very auspicious

to field-work. Every competent and sincere administrative officer—and in my teaching and advisory

capacity, I see several score of them every year in London—will admit regretfully how difficult it is

for him to combine field-work with administrative and magisterial duties. In fact, there is hardly

any need for us anthropologists to meet this type of criticism. Most of the leading Colonial

Governments, including that of Papua, liave appointed specialists to act as advisers in anthropological

matters. Anthropological surveys have been instituted or are being organized in Africa, America and

Oceania under Go\'ernment patronage and with a full appreciation of their practical and administrative

value.

To me the opposition between the man on the spot ” and the *' visiting anthropologist ” is

both invidious and irrelevant. Both are necessary for the science of man and both have to work
together. Each has his disabilities and each his advantages. It should be enough to mention
]Mr. Rentoul's predecessor, Dr. Bellamy, who in co-operation with and under the direction of Professor

* It may assist the reader if I append a mil list of

the pubheatioii^i m which I have given a first-hand

account of the facts of the Trobriand kinship system
and the core of this system, l.c. the native ideas about
bodily and spiritual identity resulting from procreation :

(1) Baloma,” Journal of the Royal Anthropoloyical

Insfituft, IDJb; (2)
" The Psychology' of Sex in Primitive

Societies,'’ Psyche^ Oct. 1923; (3) ’’Psycho-Analysis

and Anthropology," Psyche, Apr. 1924; (4)
” Complex

and Myth in Mother-right," Psyche^ Jan. 192J;

(o) " Forschungen in oner niutt(‘rreciitlicln*n Oerneiu-

schaft,” Ztdschrift fiir Volkcrpsyckoloyie ntid Sozioloyie^

Mar. 1925; (6) The Anthropological Study of Sex,”

Verhandlungen des 1. Internationlen Konyresse-'^ fiir

Sexiialfornchunrj, Berlin, 1926; (7) Crime and Cusiom
in Savage Society^ London, 1926; (8) S:x an:l

Rrpre.sbdon in Savage Society, London, 1927 (embodies
articles 3 and 4) ; (9) The Father in primitive Psychology,

London, 1027 (embodie-i article 2); (10) The Sexual Life
oj Savages, London, 1929 (embodies 2 and 5); (H) Kin-
ship,” art. in Ency. Brit., 14th edition, 1929; (12) ” Spirit

Hunting in the South Seas," The Realist^ Mav' 1929.
Professor Seligman's standard treatise on the Melanesians
of Biitish Gninea (Cambridge, 1910), must, of course,
be consulted by anyone who wishes to study the ethno-
graphy of that region.
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Seligman, has contributed so much to our knowledge of the Trohriand Archipelago. Such names as

those of Captain Barton, the late Mr. Beaver, and Mr. Williams—all members of the administration

of Papua—show what anthropology owes to the Government official. In Africa, it is enough to

remember the work of the late Captain Dale and the Rev. Henri Jimod, of Mr. Edwin Smith and

Captain Rattray, to realize how" futile would be any rivalry between the resident and the specialist,

any rivalry except in the production of good work. The “ man on tlie spot ” is indispensable, but only

on the condition that he also realizes how indispensable to him is anthropological theory and the maker

of this theory, the “ visiting anthropologist.*’

Since Rentoul has introduced the opposition, liowever, and since he has done it in a somewhat

personal manner, questioning my credentials qua visiting anthropologist/’ I might answer that

in the course of three expeditions, I spent twenty-four months in the Trobriands alone, and that

after the first three months I used exclusively the language of Kiriwina, and all the time I lived directly

among the natives in tlie villages. As to Mr. RentouFs credentials, he tells us about his experience
“ of 16 years amongst various Papuan tribes, the last few being spent amongst the peoples of Western
“ Melanesia and in the Trohriand Group itself.” This means nothing : there is no more similarity

between Trohriand culture and that of the Kiwai or the Mamhare, than ])etween China and England.

Having followed the succession of Resident Magistrates in the Trobriands, I happen to know that

Mr. RentouFs residence must have been under IS montlis, and I also know that he was not in possession

of the language of the natives. His scorn, therefore, of the '* visiting anthropologist " seems to be

misplaced.

But even granting that he had considerable advantages, the question to ask woidd be :
" What

have you done with your ‘ advantageous position '

( What have you produced (—Article 162 (

To return to the Trohriand father : his love for his children is an unquestionable fact, though

this love could never be manifested by sentimental tears poured out in Court, nor in repentance for

adultery.' ” Father-love,” to use ati expression which I have coined in order to ])ring out more fully

this interesting sociological phenomenon, is one of the most characteristic features of Trohriand

sociology. The importance of this I have brought out fully and documented thoroughly. Had my
critic read anything I have written, he could not say, ” Dr. Malinowski admits this remarkable

affection
”—unless that is he does not know the difference between ” to admit ‘* on the one hand,

and to discover, establish and prove, on the other.

The writer continues : "I would take that admission as supporting my premises that the facts

of paternity are known to these peoples, and that the love of the male parent for the offspring is

''not unconnected with the pride of possession and a realization of authorship—as is the case with
'* most normal fathers.'* Here my critic, basing himself on facts recorded by myself and repeating

them in a misleadmg manner, give^ us his owm inferences : he thinks that these facts imply something

to the native. By an equally full documentation as that given to establish paternal love, I have

showm that paternal love is not connected with any “ realization of authorship.” Xow, since what

concerns us is what the natives actually think and not w hat Mr. Rentoul thinks they ought to think,

his inferences are irrelevant.

2. Mr. Rentoul tells us :
" My experience amongst the Trobrianders has showm me that these

" people are perfectly aw^are of the jdiyBiological paternity of animals—w itness their habit of lending
" and exchanging pigs in order to introduce new^ blood into their village herds.** But he gives neither

first-hand facts nor genuine native statements in support of this. Xow^ I have quoted eases of

European boars being gelded in sheer ignorance of animal breeding ; cases of complete neglect to

separate European sow^s from native boars, and I have given a number of original native opinions

reproduced verbally, I should welcome further evidence on this point even if it were to upset my
inductive generalization, but such evidence would have to meet mine, fact for fact, document for

document, and native statement for native statement. Otherwise, again the opinion of an Assistant

Resident ^Magistrate, however gifted, must be taken for w’hat it really is : his private belief about

Papuan pigs.

3. Where in my writings has Mr. Rentoul found “ Dr. ^lalinowski's owm admission that sexual
“ continence is requii’ed of a mother during the period of lactation in order to prevent too early a
“ reconception ”

? He has obviously never seen anything I have written, for though I speak about
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the taboo observed after childbirth, I have never made the entirely untrue statement that this taboo

is observed to prevent further childbearing. I quote the two passages which occur in my writings

on this subject :

—

“ Sexual intercourse between them (husband and wife) " is strictly taboo for a much longer

time, at least until the child can walk. But the stricte.st rule is to abstain from intercourse until

it is weaned—that is, some two years after its birth—and this stricter rule is said always to be
observed by men in polygamous households. The husband, even one who has several wives, must
abstain from all conjugal or extraconjugal intercourse until the baby and its mother go out for the
first time. A breach of any of these rules is said to bring about the death of the child.*'*

Again, in certain physiological crises, above all pregnancy and lactation, a woman must not
’ be approached by man. The general principle which such taboos express is that sex is incompatible
“ with certain conditions of the human body and Avith the nature and purpose of certain occupations;
and it must not be allowed to interfere with these." j
My critic gives therefore an entirely personal inference which this time he attributes not to the

natives but to myself. His statement as to my views and opinions is as correct as his statement about
native opinions. Both are derived from the same source : his own imagination.

4. Mr. Rentoul's *’ discovery " of the Trobrianders* magico-religious explanation '*
of

conception, is indeed (as he says), “ perhaps not unknown to Dr. Malinowski." This " magico-
religious explanation "—that children are brought by spirits from Tuma, the Trobrianders* under-

world—has been worked out by myself in a number of publications, the first of which appeared in 191(3

and the last in 1929. These apparently Mr. Rentoul has not seen.

5. One new piece of information, however, the writer of Article 162 does actually produce. He
is confident that as an effective method of contraception in the Trobriands " the female of the species

is specially endowed with or gifted with ejaculatory powers, which may be called upon after an act of

coition to fxpd the male saed. It is understandable that such powers might be increased by use and
“ practice, and I am satisfied that such a method does exist.'* This seems to me one of the typical
myths which circulate among the semi-educated white residents, ascribing to the members of the inferior

culture all sorts of preternatural powers. I am astonished that Mr. Rentoul accepted it as a genuine
native statement. But, since I am not a specialist in contraceptive methods, I would like only to
remark that if Mr. Rentoul s ‘discovery has anything in it, it ought to be patented, perfectioned,
and applied to our own communities and, thus, solve the difficulties of Neo-Malthusianism. Unfortu-
nately, our authority again merely affirms that of these “ ejaculatory powers ” he has “ evidence ’* that
he has been " able to collate on the spot.” What a pity that once more he withholds from us
this evidence, collected on the spot—it would be interesting to see it produced.

6. To place the problem on a broader basis, I should like to draw the reader's attention to the
characteristic vicissitudes suffered by Spencer and Gillen's discovery of the incarnation of spirit-

children among the Ariinta. This discovery aroused wonder, doubts, and was at last “ exploded
'*

by the German missionary, Strehlow, who was doing his amateurish and clumsy, but on the whole,
valuable researches, under instructions from Frankfurt. Spencer and Gillen's conclusions were
afterwards brilliantly confirmed by the work of W. E. Roth, by G. Horne and G. Alston, in fact, by
all competent observers of Austrafian native life. Finally, Strehlow, after having contradicted and
recontradicted himself several times, had to admit, unreservedly, that the Central Australian natives
are completely unaware of physiological paternity and believe in totemic reincarnation. Those who
could spend time on Strehlow s contradictions and reaffirmations of Baldwin Spencer's discovery,
w'ould be amused to see how very much on the same line the good German missionary argued as mv
critic. I should venture to foretell that had this latter remained longer in the Trobriands, learned
the language and studied the natives, he would have followed in the steps of the honest German
missionary.

But, whereas the Central Australian data are a mere parallel, observations since my discoverv
in the Trobriands have reached us from Melanesia and Malaysia bearing more directly on the arcrument
at issue. In his recent book, '' The Sorcerers of Dobu,” Dr. Fortune who has conducted his researches

* The Sejudl Life of in Xo/thdVeateni Mttonersia^ p. 197. c//., p.
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on a neighbouring archipelago, where the natives have an inkling of physiological paternity, tells us :

The Dobuans know the Trobriand belief that procreation is from the reincarnation of spirits of the

dead, not from the biological father . . . The subject is not brought up between Trobrianders

and Dobuans as it has been the subject of anger and quarrel too often in the past. My Dobuan
friends warned me not to mention the matter in the Trobriands before I went there. Once I was

'* there I deliberately made the experiment. The Trobrianders asserted the spiritual belief, just as
’* Dr. Malinowski has published it. But the head of every Dobuan in the room in which I brought
’’ the matter up, immediately was turned away from me towards the wall. They affected not to hear

the conversation : but afterwards when they had me alone they were furious with me.

With the exception of the part plaj^ed by the seminal fluid, Dr. ^Malinowski's rendering of the

Trobriand ideas on the physiology of sex apjdies also to the Dobuan state of knowledge.
"*

From another part of Melanesia, Dr. Fritz Sarasin reports this ab.sence of knowledge in

Ethnologie der Neu-Caledonier luid Loyalty-1nsulaiier, p. 28, where we read about the ” complete

ignorance of the natives as regards physiological fertilization." Professor Xieuwenhuis, of the Uni-

versity of Leiden, who spent five years among the Dyaks of Central Borneo, tells us that : Among
*' certain Dyak tribes similar conditions were found as those discovered by Dr. ^laliiiowski among
the Melanesians."

f

Thus, what actually happens in tlie Trobriands is really a part of the widespread conditions

concerning the ideas of procreation in Australia and Oceania. Taking the whole body of comparative
evidence which points to a widespread ignorance of reproductive processes, anthropologists wHl not
easily accept Mr. Rentoul's conclusion that the Trobrianders are fuUy aware of tlie main ideas of

physiological paternit3
\" Even as no one acquainted with the Trobrianders and capable of scientific

judgment would accept Mr. Rentoul's general characterisation of these natives as ” tlie most immoral,
or rather unmoral, of peoples, and at the same time the most ceremonious and refined savages."

To sum up : Article 162 does not add one single piece of new information (always excepting
" the ejaculatory powers ")

: not one assertion given there is scientifically substantiated : there is no
attempt by the author to give his scientific credentials (how long he remained in the Trobriands,
whether he knew the language, and what type of observation he conducted) ; the writer betrays an
absence of knowdedge about scientific concepts, methods, and use of words.

But the gravest objection to this article is that it is directed against an imaginary set of opinions
and is not based on the knowledge of the work criticised, that is of my productions on Trobriand
sociology. 3Ir. Rentoul could have taken up an entirely independent line of inquiry, collecting the
facts concerning Trobriand ideas and beliefs about paternity and presenting them in his own wav
and upon his own responsibility. Or he could have taken my work and criticised point for point

after he had read it. But to orientate his whole article from the critical point of view and not to become
acquainted with my work is really a waste of time. This has to be said just because co-operation
between the " man on the spot " and the visiting anthropologist "

is of such importance.

All this is not merely a matter of abstract ethics, logic and scientific good manners. It is wrong
because it introduces into anthrolopogy errors and contradictions. Incorrect and garbled reports of

my views may be handed along on my authority and create considerable confusion in our knowledge.
My thesis was not to prove that the Trobrianders know nothing about jDaternity, nor yet did

I reluctantly admit that there exist among them paternal sentiments. My aim was to describe fiillv

and explicit^ ” the views held about the function of sex and procreation, about the relative .share of

father and mother in the production of the child," since as I have shown, ” the respective eontribu-
” tions of the male and of the female parent to the body of the offspring, as estimated in the traditional
** lore of a given society, form the nucleus of the system of reckoning kinship.":!: On several occasions
I have described ” certain beliefs, ideas, and customary rules, which smuggle extreme patrilineal
“ j)rmciples into the stronghold of mother-right," and I have discussed at length, " how an artificial

* For a fuller account of the iiiterostiiig state of A. W. Xieuwenhuis, Supplement zu Band XXXI von
affains among the Dobuans, see Thi Sofcerns of Dohu, Internationales Archtv fur Efftnojraphit. In this volume
by R. F. Fortmie, p. 239. an excellent analysis of native psychology in sexual

t Der Sexualtotemismus als Basis der Duahstischen matters as regards Oceania will be found,
Kultureii und derer Exogamio in Ozeanien,’' by Dr. ; The Father in Pt Uivtive Psycholoju, p. 1

,
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‘‘ physical link between father and child has been produced, and how “ in one or two important

respects *'
it has overshadowed the matrilineal bond/** I have clearly affirmed that ** the state of

knowledge in Kirivina is just at the point where there is a vague idea as to some nexus between

sexual connection and pregnancy, whereas there is no idea whatever concerning the man s

contribution towards the new life which is being formed in the mother's body/'t Again, I gave a

detailed account of the natives' opinion that cohabitation is also the cause of the advent of children,

an assertion which runs parallel, so to speak, with the fundamental view that the haloma or

reincarnating ivaiicaia, are the real cause."

I

All this, it is clear, means something quite different from the opinion, that the Trobrianders

are absolutely ignorant of physiological paternity." which my critic by implication wishes to foist

on me. But I need not dwell on it, for I have developed the matter fuUy in a somewhat extensive

introduction to the popular edition of my last book. The Sexual Life of Savages, which appeared

in Xovember, 1931.

Since the facts concerning Trobriand paternity occupy volumes, lam not prepared to condense

them into one single statement which could not do justice to them. Still less is it of any value to

anthropology that an amateur entireh' inexperienced in methods of research should without reading

my work attribute to me opinions I have never expressed. B. MALINOWSKI.

Australia: Physical. Wood-Jones.

A Small-Headed Type of Female Australian. By Frederic Wood-Joyies,, Melbourne

,

Although the general characters of the Australian skuU are very weU kno^m, there are few

physical anthropologists who have had familiarity with sufficiently large numbers to guarantee the

making of wide generalizations. Professor Ales Hrdlicka in 1925 examined, measured and recorded

916 skulls in Australian museums, and his work constitutes the only safe criterion upon which any

far-reaching conclusions may be based to-day. In general, it is probably correct to say that neither

in Australia, nor out of it, are two outstanding facts in Australian craniology fuUy appreciated. The

one is the remarkable smallness of many female Australian crania, and the other is the outlandish

development of ” Australoid * characters in some male Australian crania. With this last question

I do not propose to deal at present, though it involves both the Talgai skull and the, as yet undescribed,

” Cohuna " skull. Here we are solely concerned with the small female Australian skull.

There is an unfortunate statement, which, in some form or other, is to be found in most text-

books of physical anthropology, that implies that a cranial capacity of about 1,000 cubic centimetres

is the lowest that ever occurs in skulls that can be definitely ranked as human and is the minimum
compatible with the pos.session of what is termed ” human intelfigence."

In quoting Dr. Stibbe's work (An Introduction to Physical Anthropology. London. 1930), I do

so only because it is the latest text-book with which I am acquainted. On page 38 of this work it is

stated that :

—
*' The smallest human cranial capacity (apart from abnormal pathological conditions

—

as microcephalic idiocy) is about 1,000 c.c. "

;
and on page 66 the smallest human cranial capacity

is given as ' about 1,100 e.c.*’

It is possibly the repetition of such statements as these that accounts for the enthusiasm over the

finding of an Australian female's skull with a. capacity of some 960 c.c., and the accompanying claim

that ” this was the lowest known cubic capacity of any complete human skuU (MacKenzie). As
a matter of fact, it has always been recognized that the Australian female skull is remarkably small

—

far smaller than that of the male. Hrdficka's averages for 395 female crania are as follows :

—

Modiolus.

144*8

* lhid„ pp. 85 and 92
j* “ Baloma,’'—p. 407

X Ibid., p. 411.
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Whereas for 521 males the averages are :

—

Maximum length I.A. Maximum breadth I.A. : Basibregmatic height I.A. ]Modiolus.

189-1 132-2
1 133-6 151-6

But among these normally small-headed females there is a very definite element—t‘specially in the

central northern and western portions of Austraha—of unusually small-headed women.
Probably Sir William Turner (in his Challenger Report. 1884) was the first to call attention to

these small skuUs, for among 11 female crania he recorded 2 with a cranial capacity of well under
1,000 c.c. Sir William Turner's results are as follows :

—

Designation
,

of Skull.

Maximum
length I.A.

Maximum
breadth I.A.

Basibregmatic

height I.A.
Modiolus.

: Cranial

capacity.

E.U.A.M. 67 - 164 118 110
:

131 930 c.c.

Portland Bay - 176 119 122 139 946 c.c.

Average - 170 118-5 116 ' 135 938 c.c.

These ” Challenger “ skulls are important, since we may say that in 1884 there were definite records

that normal adult female Australians could possess a cranial capacity as low as 930 c.c. ; and this cranial

capacity was presumably compatible veith human intelligence.” Xor were Sir William Turner's

findings in any wa\' unusual for the Australian female. The accompanying table gives the piincipal

measurements of 30 adult Australian female skulls with a modiolus of 139-0 or under. In some
instances the measurements have been made solely by Hrdlicka, in some solely by the present writer,

but in most they have been taken by both of us independently.

Designation

of Skull.*

§ <

i 'Sc

^ o S -X
't; ^

Designation

of Skull.* li
5r. ^
—
X X

Modiolus.

1. M.U. A\4mmara - 160 116 121 132-3 It). M.U. 54.94.5.41 - 172 126 116 138-0

2. M.U. 54.94.3.10 - 164 117 123 134-6 17. X.M.M. 16363 - 163 122 130 138-3

3. S.A.M. 228 - 165 118 121 134-7 IS. S.A.M. 408 - 1()5 120 130 138-3

4. S.A.M. 438 - 168 122 118 136-0 19. X.M.M. 16381 - 170 118 127 138-3

5. S.A.M. 103 - 170 124 115 136-3 20. M.U. 54.94.5.37 - 173 125 117 138-3

6. S.A.M. 50 - 174 119 116 136-3 21. S.A.M. 265

-

173 120 122 138-3

7. S.U. 886 172 116 122 136-7 22. A.M.S. 5115 168 119 129 138-7

8. S.A.M. 154 - 173 117
,

120 136-7 23. X.M.M. 16107 - 1()9 122 125 138-7

9. S.A.M. 204 - 163 127 121 137-0 24. S.A.M. 397 - 169 120 138-7

10. S.A.M. 20 - 174 123 115 137-3 25. A.M.S. 15202 173 121 122 138-7

11. S.A.M. 190 - 172 117 124 137-7 26. S.A.M. ISO - 174
;
118 124 138-7

12. S.A.M. 151 - 173 120 120 137-7 27. S.A.M. 70 - 169 i 126 122 139-0

13. S.A.M. 49 - 175 120 118 137-7 28. S.A.M. 296 - 172
1

122 123 139*0

14. S.A.M. 12 - 163 124
, 127

1

138-0 29. A.M.S. 15160 - 175 122 120 139-0

15. S.A.M. 189 - 170 118 126 138-0 30. M.U. 54.94.4.39 - 170 122
;

125
'

139-0

Averages of these 30 skulls are as follows

:

169-7 120-7 121-9 137-5

Explanation of designations of skulls :— S.A.M.—South Australian Museum.
M.U.—Melbourne University collection. S.U.—Sydney University collection.

N.M.M.—Xational Museum. Melbourne. A.M.S.—Austrahan Museum, Sydney.
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In most cases the cranial capacity of these 30

skulls has not been measured by direct methods

;

but some guide may be afforded as to the relation

between the cranial modiolus and the cranial

capacity in Australian female skulls by the

following correlations :

—

Skull. Modiolus.
Measured

capacity.

]\I.U. Wimmara 1

SirWilliamTurner's average^

M.U. 54.94.5.37
'

132*3

135*0

138*3

900 c.c.

938 c.c.

i 960 c.c.

The so-called • Jervois " skull, which admittedly has no claim to antiquity, yields, from the cast, the

following measurements :

—

5 laximum Maximum Basibregmatic
] Modiolus.

Cranial capacity measured.

length I.A. breadth I.A. height I.A. (MacKenzie.)

174 12s 116 139-3
1

9olj—980 c.c.

It can, therefore, in no wav be regarded as being a remarkably small female Australian skull.

The cranial modiolus is higher than is that of any of the 30 skulls included in the table, and it exhibits

no morphological characters that serve to differentiate it from the accepted standards of the normal

recent Australian female skull.

We must, therefore, recognize the fact that many Australian females have a very small cranial

capacity and that not a few' (probably about 7 per cent, or more) have a cranial capacity of 1,000 c.c.

or less. But this does not prevent them from possessing a ” human intelligence that suffices them

to cope with all the demands of their limited—but highly exacting—environment.

F. WOOD-JOXES.

Ireland: Prehistoric. Clark.

Fresh Evidence for the Dating of Gold “ Lunulae.” By J. G. D. CIarl\ B,A. : with two maps.

« The fact that we have only one association for the dating of Irish gold lunulae, that at

Padstow' where two examples preserved in Truro are said to have been found with a flat axe,

makes it desirable to examine all avenues of inquiry. First of all one would refer to a most interesting

paper published by Mr. J. H. Craw' in P.S.A.S., LXIII., pp. 154-189, in w'hich a good case is made
out for regarding the gold ' lunula

*'
as nothing more than a translation into another material of

the jet plated necklace claimed by Mr. Craw to have been arranged as a crescent. Mr. Craw' s case

rests, in the first place, on the cii'cumstances under which he excavated a plated jet necklace at

Poltalloch. Argyll, for the details of which we must refer the reader to the original paper; suffice

it to say, however, that he was driven to reconstitute this complete necklace as a crescent, the plates

being placed graduated in either horn, w'hich w^ere joined one to another by a triangular toggle found
in position, and loop. In this reconstruction he w'as confirmed by studying the remarks of earlier

excavators as to the exact position of the triangular toggle. Having reached this conclusion he was
struck by the resemblance of his necklace to the design on many of the gold lunulae, and made the
further claim that the decoration of these is skeuomorphic in character, being based on the jet necklace
(loign. The motive is obvious enough since wdiile jet does not occur in Ireland alluvial gold appears
to have becui abundant at that date. The justice of Mr. Craw' s claim can best be appreciated by
examining his illustrations. His explanation explains economically a series of de^^igns upon which
much extravagance has been expended.

Now if we agree to accept 5Ir. Craw's ingenious explanation we are on the first w'ay to give a
<late to the lunula?, since plated jet necklaces or portions thereof have not infrequently been found
in burials with datable associations. The normal rite in Scotland seems to have been inhumation
in a cist in a cairn, and in England inhumation in a round barrow. An analysis of the pottery from the
burials shows that in Scotland the necklaces have been found with beakers twice, with food-vessels
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ten times, and with cinerary urns once, while in England the only recorded pot found in association

was a food-vessel. Thus if we accept Mr. Craw's hypothesis we have no qualms about giving an early

bronze age date to the gold lunuiae.'"

But there is another line of argument. If we look at Fig. 1 based on Mr. Craw’s map we find that

the distributions of the jet plate necklaces and of the gold ” lunulse “ respectively are more or less

complementary, though a considerable overlap is apparent. This is the geographical illustration of

# DISTRIBUTION OF FOOD-VESSELS. DISTRIBUTIONT OF GOLD LUXUL.T W
Xofe the dense mjtjregation in Yorkshire. dtsteibutiox of plate ji:T xe< klaoes. •

Mr. Craw's hypothesis that we are really dealing with one form of ornament. Xow it is clear that

if w'e have really to deal with a single item in a single complex there is a ready geographical test.

Let us take another item from the complex, the food-vessel, and see how far its distribution tallies

with that of the crescentic ornament whether of jet or of gold. Fig. '2 supplies the answer. Allowing

for the incompleteness of the map,* especially in the case of Ireland, we must admit that the mea'-ure

of agreement is very fair, and of disagreement very small.t We must admit that the gold lunula and

the plated jet necklace belong to the same complex, and in making this admission we increase our

confidence in the verdict of Padstow. J. (h 1). CLAKK.

Africa : West. Palmer.
“ Trident Sceptres from West Africa. By H. E, Palmer, C.M.G,, ( \B.E., Goreriior and ( 'ommander-

in-Chief of Gambia Colony.

In connection with Mr. Hambly's note on a ' Trident ’ from Sierra Leone (Man,

1931, 44), it may be of interest to record that not long ago, when excavating a ” Stone Circle
"

at Charmin in the Xorth Bank of the Gambia, I observed that the Tucolor Chief of the region was
carrying a staff surmounted by a trident.’’

* Fig. 2 is based upon Abercromby (slightly idea of the distribution of undoubtetl food -vessels,

expurgated) with a few additions known to the f The Cornish “ iunuLo " indicatjnii a trade route

writer. The difficulty with Ireland lay in the vagueness and not a domestic occupation are an exception which
of a large number of references whicli had consequently proves the rule,

to be omitted. The map is designed to give a general

[ u
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On my inquiring about its significance I was told that it was a

S\'mb()l of Office
”—but details as to its origin, and any limitation on

its being carried by any particular chief or chiefs, was not forthcoming,

though it seemed that it was regarded as a distinctively Tucolor badge

of office, locally at all events.

Articles in Man. 1929, 147, and 1930. 56. show that the “ trident
“

was car‘ri(*(l to Xortlaun Rhodesia as a symbol of kingshi]), by peoj)le

of whom 5Ir. Young writes that " tradition has it that Mlowoka and his

])arty came as Arabs, which is to say that, not being genuine Arabs,

they had an Arab appearance from their methods of dress and trading
'' purpose*."

Tlu‘ gaj) between Xyassaland and the Gambia i^ to some extent

filled ill by the following :

—

() In tlu^ old kingdom of Bornu SOO-lSPO a.i>.. the badge* of office

par carried by the chief nobles [Kolc^nia) was a spear surmounted
by a “ trident." This tridmit-spear was known in Kanuri as Ma)nanan-(ji,

a name which seems cognate to the Berber w^ord Imanan or Tarnanan

(plural of A)nan ~ chief), with the masculine suffix (ji (as in Tar-gi plural

'r^iicarih).

{b) The Jukon of the Benue and Aros of Aro Chuku liave a type of

'^peair almost exactly the same as that reproduced by Mr. Cullen in Max,
1929, 147. The type probably came originally from Bornu.

The most probable common racial factor whicli might account for

a trident ” as a badge of office in Senegambia. Bornu and Xvassaland.

rc*spectively, is hardly likely to have been the Arab of historic times.

On tile other hand, a pre-Arab Hamitic or Cushite origin of the " trident
“

as a religious symbol is a possible explanation, particularly if. as there is

pculiaps room for supposing, the tri-form spear or trident is not

unconnected with the tri-form hearth tri-hth (three stones).

The latter is still an important cultural object of veneration in the

Saharan belt from the Upper Xiger east to Lake Chad. When a Teda
chief is installed an important ceremonial act is for him personally to

lift a large flat stone and place it on the top of a *' trilith " {Musl'ur) and
above a sacred fire U)n)ne (Yamayi), before seating him.self on this stone.

H(* thus becomes incorporated into the essence* of L lunayi).

also called Uti)ayi Tar (Aman of the hill), the Cfod immanent in the tri-hth

and fire, who (u) was a progenitor of the Kings of Kanen
:
{h) controls

both '
fire

“ and the ” winds.'*

A similar ceremony takes place in parts of Kunen when a youth

assumes the mouth veil, called by the Tuareg T'haulr. and by the Teda,

It seems not unlikely tliat Uaiaif [Aafan) in this ceremony usurped

the character of an older Hamitic chthonic earth god. whose name Allt,

Mid or Mad, may be connected with that of the Abyssinian earth god
Mrdr, since CriiiDf: or Vwayi is said to be the same as Mriiftbar, a sacred

fire of ancient days, and U at))} As Chief Priest is known in Kanem as the

MidUaor MidUayi. It may be observed then that

—

(u) In Tamashek, the language of the Tuareg, Mldaii or Mtdayi is

us(*d as the plural of rJis or ill (a male warrior). The connotation of ilL

fits, etc., like Semitic eL is godhead ” as well as " king>hip," '* nobilitv,"

(4c.

() In Hausaland there is a strange word used as an oath, Mad-ila ;

a word seemingly connected with the Tamashek common noun A))iadaL

[
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which means *' the Earth." In Haiisa the word for ” milk/' the magical extractor of meteorites/’

is also called Madara.

(c) Among the Kaniiri the name of the '•' Sacred fire/' which was no doubt the counterpart of

the I)ajo tribal fire of Wadai, said to have been always kejDt burning in olden days, is written Matabar.
Madahar, or 2Iatahas in old songs.

The word Madabar may or may not have some connection with the Matah or blue sacred fire-

cord worn by Abyssinians round their necks, but the Abyssinian chthonic god nazne Mfdr would
seem to have some ('omiection with Aniadal "the earth." and Titnulr "the veil" in Tamashek

:

as also Madila the Hausa oath, and Mldilcuji the title of the chief priest of Umayi in Kanen.
It is said that no one who is not " veiled " may look on the sacred trilith or tire called Umfuayi.

It is inferred tliat in all ])robability tin* " trident " was originally the badge of office of the priest

of the earth god of the Cushitic " Medr/' the Hausa Madila, Kanuri Uinait or Uman Tar, and that

it spread west to the Gambia with Cushite tribes of the type of the Gaiiiuu'a. Wangara. Tekrur
(Tucolor), on the one hand, and to South Rhodesia with cognate Hamitic stocks on the other,

A photograph of another Gambia " trident " used as a symbol of office, which bears close

reseniblanee to that reju’oduced by Mr. Hambly, is attached above. It would thus appear that

the trident " design, common in the case of West Coast paddies, is due to cultural, not to utilitarian,

influences. H. R. PALMER.

Britain : Archaeology. Kendrick.

A Note on English Arrowheads. By T. D. Kfudrich.

Mr. Clark, in his paper on arrowheads (Man, 1931. 23). has made use of a " percentage ' IQ
method of study that has, I think, .some interesting possibilities. For .^ome years I have been fO
collecting information about arrowhead types, and a long time ago I began to do some work on the lines

he has suggested : lately. I had it in mind to coni
2)lete m a rough and ready fashion these investigations,

but I have in fact made next to no progress, and as Mr. Clark has set the ball rolling I give a .summary

of my figures, which represent the British Museum collection of arrowheads. Obviously, these tables

ought to be in the hands of someone else, someone, for instance, who is prepared to go to Stow-in-the>

Wold and analyse the Royee Collection, or someone ready to deal with the fantastically large

accumulations of arrowheads in the Yorkshire museums.

I have also a number of notes dealing with continental types and I will make anyone who wants
them a present of these, but as the exhibited arrowheads in most of the museums 1 have visited were

few in number, I do not think my foreign figures are worth parading here. As to the English figures,

I cannot attempt to discuss here the classification system I employed : I trust merely that the big

number of arrowheads Ibted as uncla.ssified will satisfy readers of my uncompromising honesty,

^Snffolk.—2.S79 specimens Avere examined and 248 were rejected on the grounds that they could

not properly rank as arrowheads at all. This left a total of 2.b31 for analysis. Of these :

—

803 (32' 8 per cent.) were tanged and double-barbed. I sub-divide these into 9 Amrieties Avhieh I

shall not enumerate here, but I may mention that 38 per cent, had cuiwed edges and that

4*0 per cent, (not included among the cui-athI edge type) Avere of the ” sAvallo\A^-tail " Amriety.

12*8 per cent, had acute angled barbs as opposed to 2*2 per cent. AA'ith obtuse angled barbs.

703 (29 per cent.) Avere leaf-shaped. I diA'ide these into 04S " fine, with long barroAv fiaking ’’ and
115 " coarse." The categ<n'y includes kite-shaped, turiiip-sliaped, and pointed OAml

arroAvheads.

243 (9*2 per cent.) Avere bell-shaped (or halberd-shaped). I do not i)retend to knoAv Avhether these

really are arrowheads, but one finds them in most arroAvhead cabinets. I should say, my.self,

they ought to be excluded, although moi'phol(»gically they merge into the broad-ended tA^pe.

193 (7*3 per cent.) tverc smgle-barbed (or 175 (0.0 per cent.) AA^*re triangular with straight

a.'^ymmetrical). (or fahitly I’ounded) base.

123 (4.7 per cent.) AA'ere triangular AAith holloAv 100 (3*8 per cent.) AA'ere tanged but not barbed,

base. 07 (2.5 per cent.) Avere broad-ended.

104 Avere unclassified (i.e. broken and of uncertain types).
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Xorfoll\—I have only notes of 52 specimens from which I rejected 9. Of the remaining 43,

10 were tanged and barbed, 10 were leaf-shaped, 9 were triangular ’with straight edge, and 5 were

bell-shaped. There were no broad-end arrowheads and only 3 single-barbed and 2 hollow based.

4 were unclassified.

Yorkshire .—I have here 441 arrowheads. Of these :

—

249 (56-5 per cent.) were leaf-shaped. Of these only 11 count as " coarse."

63 (14*3 per cent.) were tanged and barbed, including 2 ” swallow-tails " and 32 others with

curved edges.

51 (11-6 per cent.) were single-barbed. 7 (1*6 per cent.) were tanged but not barbed.

27 (6*1 per cent.) were hollow-based. 7 (1*6 per cent.) were bell-shaped.

18 (4*1 per cent.) triangular with straight 6 (1 *4 per cent.) were broad-ended,

base. 13 were unclassified.

^V.ir. Oxon. (Sarsden district ).—My lists contain 395 arrowheads. Of these :

—

286 (72*4 per cent.) were tanged and barbed. The number includes 2 " swallow-tails " and
60 others with definitely curved edges.

46 (11*6 per cent.) were leaf-shaped. 40 (10*1 per cent.) wTre tanged only.

9 (2*3 per cent.) were triangular with hoUow^ 3 (0*76 per cent.) were single-barbed.

base. 1 (0*25 per cent) w^as triangular with straight

10 w'ere unclassified. base.

Derbyshire .—Here I have 302 arrow'heads. Of these :

—

135 (44* 7 per cent.) were leaf-shaped. 9 (2*9 per cent.) w^ere triangular with hollow'

61 (20*2 per cent.) w'ere bell-shaped. base.

44 (14*5 per cent.) w'ere single-barbed. 4 (1*3 per cent.) w'ere tanged and barbed.

14 (4*6 per cent.) were broad-ended. 2 (0*6 per cent.) W'ere tanged only.

33 w'ere unclassified.

In these lists the most striking features are the almost equal quantities of the tanged and barbed
and the leaf-shaped types in East Anglia, the preponderance of the leaf-shaped type and the small
number of tanged and barbed arrow'heads in Yorkshire, the overwhelming numbers of the tanged
and barbed arrowheads in the Sarsden country, and, finally, the absurdly small percentage of tanged
and barbed arrowheads in Derbyshire

;
this county obviously follow's Yorkshire in its arrowhead

fashions and we notice an abrupt change when w'e come to the Cotsw'olds and East Anglia. All this

may be restated more conveniently in table-form :

—

Tanged and Barbed. Leaf-shaped.

Soffolk - - - - - - 32*8 per cent. 29 per cent.

Oxfordshire - - - - 72*4 11*6

Derbyshire - -
’

- - 1*3 44* i ,,

Yorhbhire - - - - 11*3 56*5 .,

The significance of these results I am not prepared to debate now', but I hope they are interesting
enough to suggest that it is w'orth while collecting further data of this kind. I think, hoAvever, it

whl be found important to clas.sify the material w'ith much more precision than in the scheme roughed
out here

;
for instance, w o ought to discover where and in w'hat numbers our Enghsh '* swaUow'-tails

'

and our examples of the ” best Brittany " type, and our ’* beaker " arrowheads occur; also we should
find out the relative numbers of ” kites " and ovates ” in the leaf-shaped class. Mr. Eeginald
Smith s splendid paper [Archceoloyia Ixxvi, 81) is a foundation on which we certainly ought to build.

T. D. KEXDRIck.

Ireland. Lawlor.
Two More Irish “ Sheela - Na - Gigs.” By H. C. Lawlor, M.A., M.R.I.A. {cf. ]VLix, 1931, 3, 4).

« I have been supplied by Miss Helen M. Roe, County Librarian, Leix, with photos of tw'o
further tx'pical examples from Co. Leix (Queen’s County), W'ith her permission to publish.

In several parts of Ireland I have found quaint carvings of great antiquity preserved by being
built high up out of harm's w ay in late medieval castles

;
in their present positions they are impossible
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to photograph, but I may mention one at Shane's Castle in Antrim, known as the " Luck Stone of

the O'Neills,” and three in the Sa-^-age’s Castle at Kirkiston in Co. Down. The examples here
shown were similarly built into the wall of Tinnekill Castle in Co. Leix when it was erected by Colla
MacDonnell, a cadet of the Earl of Antrim's family, about looO. A few years ago. this wall of the

Fig. 1. TINXEKILL CASTLE. Fig. 2. tixxekill castle. FlC;. 3. CA.SHEL

castle fell, and these two stones were rescued and stuck up on a garden wall nearby, where they

remain. The photos (Figs. 1, 2) really show more distinctly than the stones, and I leave them to speak

for themselves.

The third figure is equally quaint and hideous, but has no sexual characteristic. It was dug
up near the round tower of Cashel, Co. Tipperary, and can there be seen. It is usually described

there as a Sheela-na-gig, but lacking anything of the " fertility " idea I should not be inclined to

include it in this category. It is also called the ” Evil Eye stone." Apparently the Cashel figure,

with twisted legs, has a moustache, but otherwise I leave the question of sex of all three to the judgment
of the reader. H. C. LAWLOR.

ROYAL ANTHROPOLOGICAL INSTITUTE: PROCEEDINGS.
Ordinary Meetings of the Institute.

The Knowledge and Use of Iron among the South Sea Islanders. Summarij of a Comminiicatioit
presented by T. A. Rickard^ D.Sc., A.B.SAI. : 12 January, 1932.

The lecturer referred to the fact that when Wallis, Cook, and other navigators of the CII
eighteenth century first came in contact with the natives of the Pacific islands, they found some UU
of them, in Tahiti and Hawaii, for example, eager to obtain iron in any form, whereas other islanders,

in New Zealand and the 2sew Hebrides, had no desire for it, and showed no knowledge of the use

they could make of it. By careful reading of the accounts of all the voyages into the Pacific ocean,

from Magellan in 1519 to Vancouver in 1793, the lecturer ascertained that the earliest mention of any
iron found in the possession of a native in this part of the world was made by the Spanish

navigator Mendana, who, in 1568, saw ” a chisel made into a nail " in the hands of a native on one of

the 2farshaU islands, in mid-ocean. This nail could not have been brought thither by any European,
for the records show that none had come near this island at a previous time. A clue to the provenance
of such sporadic pieces of iron is found in a Hawaiian tradition, recorded by a native historian in 1867,

that the Hawaiians recognized the iron on Cook's ship because they had found ” iron in sticks washed
up on the land.” It came to them, and to the natives on other islands, in driftwood.
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The lecturer described the eagerness of the Tahitians, Tongans, and Hawaiiaiis to obtain iron in

trade with the Europeans, and the manner in which they freely prostituted their w'omen for the sake

of getting the valuable metal from the English sailors. He recorded the many wrecks of vessels during

the sixteimth and sevente(‘nth ctmturies in the Pacific, and the sources of drift iron thus created in

this island world. He discussed the reasom why the aborigines should appreciate such iron and the

use they made of it, chietly for fabricating adzes wiierewith to fashion their canoes. Thus a people

in a state of wood and stone culture wvre brought suddenly into contact Avith another people in an

advanced metal culture.

The Rafai Fakeers of Hyderabad, Sfon of o pnsnitid hij E. H. Hffnt, d/.H.,

Jf.B. : 'liSth JanufU')/. Ib31.

Cil These fakeers first settled dowm in Hyderabad (Deccan) about 350 years ago. their head-

U I quarters l)eing in KarAvan, a suburb of Golconda. They l)rought Avith them their sacred books

and a large number of iron implements, some of Avdiich they still claim to possess though most of

the implements in u^e to-day are relatively modern. Their books are jealously guarded, but on one

occasion photogra])lis AA'er(‘ ])ermitted. They are long scrolls, in Arabic and, in their earlier parts,

are genealogical trees, ba.^ed on tliose in the O.T. The later parts deal AAuth more modern times,

and giAu* their association Avith other branches of the Sect, from Africa to Central Asia. Xo close

study of these books has yet been possible.

Their headquarters are in a graA^eyard aa herein lie buried, in carefully tended tombs, hundreds

of their priests and fakeers. On a date in October or XoA^ember they hold an " CTus,‘* in memory
of their tii>t priest. This remarkable performance is held in the graAu*yard. at the end of three days

of fasting, and of the reading of the Koran and of processions, etc. To the accompaniment of earnest

]u*ayer, the burning of incense, and of incessant tomtoms, the fakeers leap into a small clearing in

the centre of a croAvd Avhich may number o.OQfb and pass their iron skcAv^ers through their persons.

Such ceremonies haA^e been frequently described (e.gr. Lord Curzon, " The Drums of KairAA'an ").

but the importance of this Hyderabad group lies in the thorough manner in Avhich they still carry

out wLat may be the full original programme, many items haAung apparently dropped out elscAAKere.

Indhudual fakeers are also Avilling to submit to any test, and to perform for the special purpose of

photography, including X-ray and cinema. Of their special acts, the passing of skewers through

the neck, in many directions, is perhaps the mo.st surprising. The leA^ering out of eyeballs is another

astonishing feat. One old man can protrude his eye so far that the lids close behind it, and it appears

like a teed up golf ball. Dull examination by many competent obserA^ers on many subjects fails

to shoAv any permanent defect, and the performer may pa>s the Army recruit eyesight test fiA'e minutes

after he has re]>laced his eyeball. ObserA^ations in the Sudan suggest a A^agiie memory of this feat.

Lane (” Alodern Egyptians ”) mentions it a< an example of the impos.sible feats of AAdiich the fakeers

])oa.^ted.

Careful and repeated study shoAvs that drugs play little or no part, though Cannabis Indica

(Charas, bhang, ganja) AA'ould be ideal for the purpose. An old performer sIioaa^s no sign of pain,

either at the annual ceremony or A\'hen posing in cold blood before a camera. Recruits, hoA\eA'er.

often shoAV obAuous ^igns of distress.

The AA'orld-AA'ide claim that no bleeding occurs is true in the main, and in this the shape of the

instrument ])lays a great j^art, separating rathtu' than cutting tissues. Carefully applied pressure

after the AvithdraAA^al of the implement is an inAuiriable feature and is easy to note in cinema records.

On occasion bleeding may be free, caxu copious, more especially Avhen performances are repeated
after short int(*iwals and under conditions of mental stress and excitement.

It is a matter for regret that this Hyderabad group, so long isolated in their human backAA'ater,

are uoav shoAving signs of breaking up. Indhuduals wancU^r round to fairs and perform for inoncAu
as others of the sect haA^e done elscAvhere. for years.

The association of the Rafai Avith Islam seems to be merely a question of geographical coincidence,
and the true origin of the sect is a matter for interesting speculation. There can be no doubt as to
the true religious fervour of many of the fakeers. Such men confirm the remark made to Seabrook
{” The Rufai Hall of Torture '): ” All paths lead to God, if only they mount upAvard."

[ j
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PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES AND MUSEUMS.
EGYPTIAN EXPLORATION SOCIETY.

Old Customs in Modern Egypt. A Urtnu yn't)} hu
ti. IJ, Honiblou'tr, M A

,
F F.A : 'llth

193:i. p m
After relanug a iiunibei of magieal practice'^ w4

ohs<*rvt'(l lu i!io<[e‘ru Ki^ypr tiie lectin ei pointed
out tliat luo^t of them aie ot a kmd Lommou in luanv
parts of the \voil<l, me hiding Euiope. and tlierefore
cannot bt* taken as iiKlication.'^ of pccuiiaritu'.^ in Kiivpt.
Direct connection between luodern and aiu-ient practices
can only be tr<i< (mI lu a u^w t‘Xct'])tioual mstam es. such
as the u^^e of the luck-bnngin«Y • coin-niaiden " noted
by Mi.s>> Blackman. Tn otiitn' ea'^e.s the iirac rices had
changed in method and tluar undei lying ideas were
lost : an example of this clas,^ was the sacrifice of a
sheep now cairie<l out m some parts in' l^pjier Egypt
three days after the burial ol the tlead. in order, as
explained lo< ally, to prevent tlie .spirit fiom enteiing
the Milage; but this was doubtle«>s a relic ot tiie last
banc[uet given to the deceased—and to his ancestors
also, as we may see, for t‘xample. in the tomh of Pahen

—

by Ins sons to assure his safety and comtort in the
fnderwoild. Then* are aKo some nebulous traces of
a folk-memory of sacred bulls.

Between these two cla.sses are such cu'^toms as the
mo<iern use of liankinceiise. om e the sacred and costh'
appurtenance of gods, kings and their courts, but now
imported cheajily iiom India ami (‘IicwimI Iw wonien
entering a house of feasting, a relic <loubtless of the
priestly rite of chewing natron for purification before
entering the tcunple.

Two explanations can bo given of this break in
continuity; fiistly. 1 ht* (rumbling away of the aiicuait
religion when the native jiower failed and the land fell

to foreigners, for the old ndigion centred very mucli
on the king, wdio ranked as a poweitul god; this was
followed by an mfiux of foreign notions, observable
as far back as the Ibth Dymisty. ami mu-^tly ot a Semitic
order, ami, wuth them, new magical practices.

JSecoiidly, we have many indKatioiis trom siiivivmg
literature that there existed in Egypt concurrently with
the ofiK'ial religion ^—based on a compound of ancestor-
cult, Osirianism cUid 8un-woiship-—a popular jiractice
of magic whose purpose was to torce fate and the will
of tile goiis. The Pyramid Texts display a remarkable
eruption of such a system which, originating in the
earliest times of .savagery, juisiied aside, m the .")th ami
0th Dynasties, the smijile dignity of earlier royal
burials—as far as we know' them—and was adapted to
Pharaohs as it had been tormerly to cliiets of sawige
groups : this sy.stem lasted to the latest times of
Pharaonisiu, dev«dopiug to cofiin-texts and Punerarv
Liturgies. Other magic liooks exist cm 1. such as the
Book of Charms for the jiroiectioii ot Mother and Chdd,
and sui-viving literatuie contains many allusions to
magical practices, beginning with tiie 4th Dynasty.

It IS therefore most likely that with tlu* degradation
of the official pharaonic religion the old magical ideas
gained ewr greater force, coming strongly to tht^ surface
after long submersion and that much that may sL*cm
foreign wa.s really native, ParalleU may be found m
tlie history of other religions, >.uch as the eases of the
Greek ’* daimon " and the old Persian ” fravashi."'

Finaliy. the study of modt'rn nleas of kind heri'

dealt with is of great use for explaining tlie working of
the ancient Egyptian mind ami thus making clear to
oiu* modern mteliigence, shajicd m tar othm- moulds,
tiie reasonableness of old practice^ whirli seem at first

almost iiicoinpreheimiiile.
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Russia.

A New Anthropological Museum,
By special Act of tin* Peuplo's Commissariat

of Education a new (State Anthrojiological
^lusmim has lietai organized at ^lohovava-lL
Moscow. This AnthropologiC'al Museum is th<‘ most
important of its kind in tlu^ U.S.S.R. and the only
one winch .speciahz*^- in that brancli of scnaice;
though there i'> an anthropological section at the
authropologieal and ethnogra pineal museum of tiu^
Academy of (Sciences of the T .S.S.R. m Leningrad.

Till" chief exhibits of the m^w Anthrojiological
Museum consist of the collections of the funner
Anuchin Anthropological Mmeum attaclied to tlio

Moscow LTiiversity. Besides these, the c-ollectioiis
of th(^ ethnographical clas.s of iMoscow PTiiver''ity
have been traiisfiUTed to the m.usmun. as well a'< an
enormous amount of material collected and studied
in the course of the last few years by the expeditiiuis
of the iMoscow' Institute* for Anthropological
Researches.

Besides this now Anthropological ^Iii.seiim, there
are three sci<“ntitic anthropological institutions in
TIoscow, as follows :

—

1. Tile Stati* Anthropological Mustuim, with
]Mr. M. S. Plissetsky at its head.

2. The Institute of (Scientific Researches in
Anthropology at the head of which is Professor
M. A. Crematsky.

3. Tile"* anthropology class of Tfoscow L nivmsity
under Profe.s.so2’ V. Y. Bunak.

These three scientific institutions form, as it were,
one combined scinutific body, the object of which is
the develo])ment of anthropology.
The most prominent men in this branch of science,

such as Professors Dechene, Shtefko, Jukoff.
iSinelnikoff, larho and others, are connected with
these institutions.

The ^Stati* Anthropological ^Iust*um pr()])o-^<‘s, in
the near future, to open the following sections
based on sociological principles :—

-

1. The origin of man.

2. Applied anthropology, eugenics, anthropo-
iogical standardization in respect of clothes, foot-
wear, (‘tc. ; anthropology and physical training:
biology of w’omen m connection with labour and
life habits; vocational *^election in relation to
anthropological type

;
p>\'chophy''iology.

S. Racial section, to study and di'moustrate the
formation ot various physical types in different
parts of the World and i^specialh' in the U.S.S.R.
and ascertain the part playt'd by social and economic
factors ill the formation of different racial types in
various nations.

T. Methods and history of anthropology.
It is hoped that a mutual exchange of information

ma\ be of assistance in the developmtmt of anthropo-
logy. In addition, the Anthropological Museum
has large collections, e<peciallv oMeologic (about

]
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10,000 fossil and modern crania), and is willing to be provided, the Anthropological Museum will be
arrange an exchange of exhibits : to this end a glad to supply regular information on matters of
.special reserve of exhibits suitable for exchange anthropology, and w^ould be grateful for the same
is being arranged. Until special catalogues can in return. V. G. C.

OBITUARY.

Emil Torday : born 1875 ; died 9 May, 1931. In supplement to Capt. Hilton Simpson's appre-

In a brief note for Max I need scarcely deal ciation of our mutual friend, Emil Torday,
with Emil Torda\''s distinguished career" as an 5u ^ would like to contribute a few words written

ethnologist. His works have, themselves, in purely personal style,

spoken to the scientitie world. I met Torday first in 1904, on his first visit to

Those great volumes on “ Les Bushongo and England after five years’ service as an official in

Peupla(ies de la foret—Penplades des Prairies” the Belgian Congo.
(^Titten m collaboration with Capt. T. A. Joyce of came into the British Museum, as a casual

the British Museum) and hij> monumental compilation visitor, offering a small collection of native objects

’‘African Baces,” published by the Timstees of the which he had collected during his extensive travels,

late Herbert Spencer, are surely masterj:»ieces of their That casual meeting was the foimdation of a very
kind, and will constitute a fitting monument to his ^^rm and close friendship. His intimate knowledge
memory. Of his ligliter works, his “ Causeries sympathy with, the African native easily

‘‘ Congolai^es ” (1925) should certainly be in the hands him, after our many foregatherings, into the
of all those who propose to htudy the negro on his anthropological field, the first results of which
native heath. His “ Tramji and Camj) in the were the papers on the Kwilu peoples, published
“African Wilds” and "On the Trail of the Bushongo” fhe Institute's Journal when he returned to the
are rather in the nature of travel books, but are Belgian Congo as an agent of the Kasai Company,
excellent examples of that t^’i^e of work. His work He came back to England in 1906, having left

on the Council of the R.A.I. (of which he was a service of the Company, and we raised the
Rivers ^Medallist) and at the British Museum will funds for an expedition to a particular area which,
not readily be forgotten. from indications then available, appeared to be

I would prefer to write of Torday as I knew him ^ culture-centre. To my intense disappointment,
pei*sonall\' durinc: the two yeais—1907 to 1909—we official duties pre\V‘nted me from accomi^anying
:?pent together mider canvas in the Belgian Congo. expedition, but Capt. Hilton Simpson joined
He was a wonderful linguist

; he spoke seven if? the late Mr. Xorman Hardy.
Euroiiean languacres and eight of the tongues of The expedition, organized and financed, was
Central Africa. Ht^ loved the- genuine savage, with offered to the Royal Anthropological Institute, but
wJiom Iiis tact was extraordinar\'. He knew no fear owing to the strong opposition of certain members
of any kind. His love of all children made nature's ^f Council (on the grounds that the Institute

children—savages—very dear to him : thev won was a jmblishing organization, and not concerned
his heart, so that he won tlieirs. Personal courafye with field-work), the offer was withdrawn, and the
appcak to all race^. ('.>p<‘ciall\' to the unpampered expedition was sponsored by the British Museum,
denizens of the wild. Torday possessed this rpiality The results, published by the Belgian Government,
to th(- highest degn^e. Xo one could have been ^peak for themselves.
frightened in his company, whatever emergency Torday returned in 1909, and from that time
might arise. Upon two occasions I owed mv own de\ oted himself to an intensive study of the early
life to that same quality of his : on this one subject, literatme of African tribes, with the critical equip-
thereforf', I may claim to write with authority. nicnt of nine years spent among them. He also
He was passionately fond of shooting, though he took the first stages of a medical degree as a

nev(-r allowed it to inteifere with liis work. Yet in student at the London Hospital,
my opinion, he was a bad shot with the rifle and a The war came. Torday, a pure Magyar, taking
very mediocre one with the shotgmi. his family name from the town of Torda (where he
But those very qualities which endear a man to had estates), became an enemy alien.” An

savages may not always appeal to those of us who attempt made to naturalize him, backed officially
are blessed with a life of security and ease. Torday by the British Museum, was imsuccessful, owing
had to be domineering over the savage. A habit, to a peculiar accident. His area of “ circulation ”
ne^^sarily acquired, is difficult to lose was curtailed, and the London Hospital was outside
The secret of hi> success as a field worker in his sphere. He was ” interned ” in his house.

ethnolog\' seems to me to lie in the fact that he was Meanwhile, the Russo-Hungarian battle-front
essentially a very brave a very loyal friend, wavered across his land, which he had, for many

M. W. HILTOX SIMPSOX. years, planted with forest. In the end the territory

[
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was allotted to Roumania, and Torday was given
the option of retaining it if he would accept
Roumanian nationality. He refused.

T. A. JOYCE.

Elsdon Best : born 1856 : died 4 September, 1931.

In the death of Elsdon Best the Maori race of -
Yew Zealand has lost its foremost historian and R
ethnographer, and the Maori people one of theii’

best friends. He was alwavf^ anxious to promote a
true miderstanding of the people among.-?t whom
he lived so long, and to help visiting ethnographers
to attain a deeper and more sympathetic insight

into the psyeholog^^ and aspirations as well as the
disappointments and the pa'^t glories of that proud
branch of the Pohuie^ian stock.

I learnt to appreciate liLs spirit of generous
helpfuhiess to the genuine inquirer when he
accompanied me to some of the ^laori villages of

the Wanganui district in February, 1923, after the
Anstralasian A^^sociation meeting in Wellington.

Yo one knew the Maori as he used to be, when
Yew Zealand was first colonized, more intimately

than Elsdon Best. He knew hLs native frientls

not only superficially and to talk to, but also their

old traditions, customs, folk-lore, mytlis, and
religious ideas ; and knew them far better than the
present-day Maori himself, who, under the influence

of our proselytizing culture, has forgotten most
of the old traditions and manners of his people.

Best, in addition to being the greatest authority

on the Maori, represented that very fine t\q)e

of pioneer settler who colonized Yew Zealand a
generation ago. His parents came of sturdy
Yorthumbrian stock, who in olden days may have
been among the most lawless and fearless of the

cattle-raiders in the Border coimtry, yet rigid

in their code of honour, courage, loyalty to friends,

and the inviolability of their pledged word.

It is not surprising that a descendant of such
a family, inheriting such instincts, acquiretl the

power to read so s^unpathetically and with such
remarkable insight into the minds of an alien

Polynesian race endowed so liberally with these

same instincts.

Porirua was nothing but a small clearing in

dense biLsh some twelve miles north of Wellington

when, in the early ’fifties of last centur\q the Bests

first started to turn that small barren clearing

into a home; and this was the home in which
Elsdon Best was born in the year 1856. The little

shanty was still standing on the hill-side at Porirua,

and was used as a fowl-house, when I visited the

spot in 1923.

Speaking about the Tuhoe folk of Ruatehiuia,

amongst whom he lived for many years, I recollect

him telling me that, about twenty years before,

they decided to erect an old-time stockaded village,

ecpiipped and fortified in accordance with the old

traditions ; with elevated outer and hea\y^ iimer
stockade, carved posts and fighting platforms.
It was built for no possible utilitarian service,

but simply as a toliu or sign of the old-time life

and as a token of the mana of the tribe,” as a
moniunent to the old spii’it. Thus the pa should be
a credit to the tribe and preserve something of

its ancient fame.
It was m this same spii'it tliat Elsdon Best

laboured with selfless devotion to build up a monu-
ment to the fine and rugged ideals of a people,
lest they should be lost to sight and memory under
the disintegrating influences of an introduced and
alien culture. And his w^ork abides also as a worthv

of himself. GEORGE PITT-RIVERb.

Carveth Read : Emeritus Proje^sor of Philosophy mid
Comparative Psycholoyy, Cniversity of London;
born 16 March

^ 1848; died 6 December^ 1931.
The death of Professor Carveth Read lias

removed a personalit}' of considerable interest. Born
liefore the middle of last century, in what was
then a very remote town, Falmouth, of striet Yon-
coaformist parents, he developed an intelligence quick
and clear, but ever cautious, which served him well
in the career of philosophy on which he launched at
Cambridge and made that science, for him, a very livimr
thing. The mere jargon of philosophy ” had no attrac-
tion for him and he always put his work to the touch of
human behaviom*, m what he held to be the real Greek
manner. It was this turn of thought, aided perhaps by
his feeling for Andrew Lang, that pushed him into the
study of practical anthropology and made of him a
valued link between that science and the older discipline.

His anthropological work displayed the quahties
above referred to, as our reailers will be well aware;
his liveliness of mind is remarkably atteste<.l in hi»
Origin of Man and his Superstition:^ (1920) of which
the second edition (192-5) was publishe<l m liis 77th year.
He joined the Institute, as a life member, m 1903 and
was elected to the Comtcil m 1908 and three times after-
wards, till he retired into the country m 1921, Hi?'

colleagues \'alued him much for his sotmd views, ex-
pressed in few words and showing that rare thing, a
conservative mind allied to a quick imagination.
As a teacher he won the eonfitlence of Ins students,

the more for his ready humour, nicely salted on occasion
and turning to advantase even tlie slight stammer with
which he was sometimes affe('ted. Out of class it wa'j
pleasant to walk with him in London parks, hats often
shed, talking, as a full man will, ‘'of all things that

exist and a few' more,'* Clarity of thought was liis

great objective, for which he wrote Ins Logic {Theory of
Logic, 1878 ; Logic Dcductn'i ami lnduct>i'e, 1898), but
he was too human to think that that w'as the only mode
of attaining it, often declaring that all students for tlie

exact training of the mind should imdergo a thorough
course of Logic or of Analytic* Chemistry,
He W'as a true and siugle-miinle*.! philosopher, even

to the oc'casional absent-mmdedness winch the popiilac*e
loves to attribute, aflectioiiately, to his class, and his
mflueii'i'e must have spread widely, if perhaps not very
perceptibly, through his example, to many who studied
under him. ' G, D. HORXBLOWER.
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REVIEWS.
Ethnology.

Dress, Drink and Drums : Further Studies of

r Savages and Sex. By Ernest Craidey, edited

nK Theodore Besterman . London, Metiiuoi <£•

CV, 1931. 8m. x-274.
This voIiim(', like its prerlecessor, Studiefi in

Savages atid Sex, contains reprints of a .serie.s of
article.s contributed by the late ^Ir. Ernest Crawley
to Hastings' Eneycloperdia of Religioti and Ethics.
The editor has made slight amendments and omis-
sion.s wh('re\'er these seena^d necessary. The greater
part of the book is devoted to a long essay on Dress,
an int(a‘esting ami fairl\' comphdt' study of a subject
of the great e.st signiticance in cultural anthropology.
It miKst be confessed, however, that this essay i.s

ill-balanccd, and a better sense of proportion might
have been ob.servt‘tl in tht' r(4ative fullrif^ss of state-
ment in the various sections into which it is divided.
Some aspects of the .subject are very fully pro-
pomided, whilst others, often highly important,
are summarily dismissed in a few paragraphs.

In disciLssing the varioirs tlieorie.s that have been
put forward to account for the origin of dress, no
reference is made to the highly suggestive possibility
that clothing may have had its origin in the girdle
of cowrie shells iind other fertility emblems worn
round the waist and thus brought into relation
with the oi‘gans of fertility— a widt'spread and ex-
tremeh' ancient practice. The amuletic use of
girdles and uthi^r primitive apparel to confer fertility

and to protect life is worth\' at least of fuller dis-

cassion than it receives in the bi’ief paragi’aph
allotted to it (p. 46). Agam, the discussion of
priestly and ro\al robes, crowns and insignia

(p}). 161 sq.) is very inadetpiate. In all the civiliza-

tions of antiquity, as well as amongst many primitive
peoples in later times, such costmnes had a most
profound and elaborate symbolism and signiticance.
The pantlua* skin.s of the Egyptian priests, for
instance (worn by a people, be it noted, who did
not use skins in ci\ il rlress), aie not mentioned at all,

and onh- the briefest reference is made to the use
of ma.'-ks and various t\'pes of C(a-emonial head-
gear, which had its greatest elaboration in Eg\qit,
but is not dir^cus.sed at all in connection with that
countr\\ The same may be said of the ceremonial
clothing in the hitle of a bull, anfl other similar
practices. All these had a profound signiticance
in social and religious life, and demand the fullest
consideration, especially in \iew of their great
antiquity and the extent to which they were copied
by other peoples.

The statement (p. 95) that the bandages
“ of the mummy an^ a development (for a particular
purpose) from the use of the ordinary garments of

life," is entirely erroneous and contrary to the
evidence. Mummy-bandages are connected with
the very root of Egy ptian conceptions of divinity

:

a god. nlr, was originally a pole swathed in bandage?,
not sheets of cloth. The masts on the Egyptian
temples were swathed poles of this kind, and the

hieroglyph for “ god,”
1

commonly but errone-
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ously stated to be an axe or hatchet, is a pole
swathed in a bandage, with a loose flap projecting
from one end. The wrapping-up in bandages,,

long narrow strips of cloth, each of which had a
magical name, is a rite of deification and has not
the slightest connection with the dress of daily

life. The head, face, limbs, fingers and toes, were
all completely enwrapped in many layers of bandages,,

and it was this method of entire concealment
that gave rise to the use of masks. Originally
the features of the dead man were painted and
modelled on the outermost wrappings of the head.
This developed into the use' of cartorinage masks,,

into the anthropoid coffin, and finally into painted
portrait panels placed over the head. Their object
is clear enough : they were intended to perpetuate
the personal identity of the man whose features
were concealed by the wrappings. Mr. Crawley ha&
misunderstood the signiticance of masks for the
dead (p. IDI).

As might have been expected, the author devotes
most of his attention to the sexual aspects of dress,

and here he is particularly interesting and well-

informed L Throughout the book, however, there
is a tendency to dogmatism and to highly theoretical

explanations, and tlu* author indulges his love of
framing long and impressive sentences. Some of
these latter, it must be confe.ssed, are rather
" glimpses of the obvious." Such is the statement
(p. Ill) that : when clothing is firmly established
' as a permanent social habit, temporary nudity

is the most violent negation of the clothed state,”

and again (p. 126), ” the most distinctive social

division is the permanent division of sex." After
summarizing numerous inr^tances of men dressed as
women and vice versa, the author says (p. 149) :

—

” There is no doubt that th(\se phtmomena are cases

of sexual inversion, congenital or ae(|Uired, partial

Of' comj)k‘te "—ami many 'Similar truisms could
be ((Lioted.

Mr. Bt*-^terman's enliting is careful and thorough,,

but here and there an error has eluded hi^ vigilant

eye. Such, for instance, as the authorshiji ascribed
to the two works refeired to m note 1 of page 138.
The price of the book has not been stated at the
head of this review, because on the jacket of the-

book it is marked a'^ 12 ,9 . 6d., whilst in the list of
publications at the end, it is stated to be 10,9 . 6d.

AVARREX R. DAWSOX.

Africa : South.

The Lambas of Northern Rhodesia. By Clement
M. Doke, D.Litt, Photographs and sketches,,

London. 8:^ x 6 in. Pp. 408. 36^.

The Awalamba (to give them their own form
of name) inhabit a region of about 25,000 square
miles, partly in Xorthern Rhodesia, and partly
over the border in that tongue of Belgian Congo-
which forms the southernmost portion of the
Katanga di.strict. The average altitude of Ibamba
which, in general, is fiat, well-watered forest-land^

]
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is over 4,000 feet. It is infested by tsetse. Tradi-
tion says that the Laiiibas entered from the east,
and that cultivation and food -stuffs were introduced
by an immigrant from the west who became the
ruling cliief : his skull i^ preserwd *' as an orac^U'
“ of the tribe." Other elements went to form what
is evidently a mixed type of cultun^. Dr. Doke
studied the Lamhas while living among them as a
missionary tluring the years 1914-21, and in 1927-2S
cheeked, corrected and elaborated his observations
with the ht'lp of two natives who wtTe taken
down to Johannesburg, where he is professor of
Bantu philology. He has writttm an excellent
description of the people, admirably objective,
rich in detail, and enhanet's its valuta for the student
by careful detinition of the many Lamba terms
which ht' em[ilo\'s.

After outlining legend and history Dr. Doke
writes on tht^ social organization, which has inte-

resting features, particularly in the distinct grading
of villages, some of which are tmder clansmen of
the paramount chief, and others under “Commoners.*'
Succession to the chieftainship is matri lineal.

Ibamba was for many years tht' liappy hunting
ground of the slave-raiders ; a brief accoimt of these
introduces tht* subji'ct of domestic slavery and of

ukiiUteka—thi^ methods of self-enslavement. A
chapter on village' lift' and custt^m follows, with a

calendar of the year and a table setting forth clearl\'

the di\ ision of labour :
“ axe and spear," say the

Lambas, are the sign of a man, and the hoe the
*• sign of a woman." There is also a full list of food-

stuffs. Industries are de.scribed with some fullness,

including the making of bark-cloth. Teeth are

tiled or chipped; there is no tribal mark, but
tattooing is practised as an adornment. A chapter
is given to customs relating to birth anti infancy.

Children born with teeth are regarded as lucky

;

those that cut the uppt'r teeth tir^t were dt'^troyt'd.

Twins are only distrusted when of opposite sexes.

In the chaptt'i* on childhood an account of games
is given, including cu/icniscuhsJii, miniature villages

occupied only in daytime. Tht'rt' are no initiation

ceremonies ff)r boys; circumcision is not practised.

Tht' gills' rites are namt'tl and take the

form of solitary seclusion for three or four months,
and instruction; a list is given of the things taught,

chiefly points of behaviour. Xo operation is

performetl, but the girls practice vaginal distension.

The mother appears to play tlu' chitL part in choosing

a bride for her son; the “bridal ijledge," ichifupo^

was given formerly in l^ark-cloth or hoes ; nowada\’s

it is given in cash or goods to the value of ten or

twenty shillings. Cross-cousin marriages are fa-

voured for their economic advantages, but have the

disadvantage that a man fears to ciuarrel with his

wife : he dare not strike his father's niece. In the

old days members of the chief's clan captured

their wives or husbands ; the consort of a woman
of the clan is called lumbwe, and has the same
status as the mukwetunga of the Balumbu, Lamba
marriage is matrilocal," but after two years the

man is allowed to take his wife to his own home.
PolygjTiists are comparatively few.'’ The mar-

riage tie. Dr. Doke thinks, is considerably looser

than among a cat tie-keeping people. “ This loose-
“ ness has been increased in the country since
“ the advent of goods and money and of foreign
’ nativ'es who can offer more attractions to the
“ Lamba women than their husbands can.’’

The dead are buried in recessed grav'es vv4iich are
du^ in burying-places somt' distanci' from the
villages. A chief's corpse is stretched out in a
hut and allovv'ed to decompose; the teeth and nails

are preserv^ed and their presence "is a sign that
’* tlu' ('hief is still in the vdllage." The bones are
carried to burial in a bark canoe attached to a long
vv’hite polo. In old days two of the chief's widows
were killed and their dismembered bodies su-^pendeil

in the trees around the grav'e.

The Lamba clans {imikohn cf. Ha, fnikoa) number
32 ; they are exogamic ; descent is reckoned through
the mother and inheritance is also, in the main,
matrilineal. Young people whose fathers are
members of on(' clan are jirohibited from marrying.
The li>t of clans shows that a large proportion of
the names is derivnd from animal-names, but the
eating-taboo is no longer observed. A full analysis
of the kinship system is prov ided

;
it presents the

usual features. The code of polite behavhour, as
taught to children from infancy, is sketched in

detail. The Lambas use two terms to indicate
different kinds of taboo : ukutondn indicates
]:)rohibitions W'hr^'»e infringement is puni-.ht'd by the
living community; and lunusJiiliko indicates those
guarded by the ichiicruida. ''the attf'iKiant demon
of the offended." Lists of these are given, and also

of tho u)djfko, omens or warnings attribute! I to the
spirits, bev^eral pages are devmtetl to dreams.
Tlu' chapters relating to n'ligion are written with
great care and stand out as especially good in a
book where eva'rything is good. Dr. Doke claims
the Lambas as monotheists, but they pay little

regard in t'W'iyday life to Lf'sa, the cn'ator of all

thmgs. Their ideas of the spirit are muisually clear.

At death fn/iweo “ the life " (synonymous w^ith

innnntu n/}iiclne “the person him'^elf") is frt'ed

from the body and, detached from fn/tiipashiy
“ spirit," got's to ichigaivaj'if, the abode of thi' dead,
wdiich lies somewhere in the w^est. The utnnpashi
returns to the village to awaiit an opportunity for
reincarnation, and meanw'hile is associated closely
wdth bome living kiU'^nian wdio buil<ls th(' custoniarv
little hut for it and sees that it is kejit supplied
with nourishment. It appears to be th(' piasonal
divdnity of the “ owmer.*' It is not the entire
mnupashi that is re -born, but wdiat Dr. Doke cal’s
“ a kind of afflatus from it," for, like the Baila,
Lambas belh'v^!* that it is still in the spirit -wnrld
after it enters into a himian body. Besides the
inupasht. there are ifiivanday "demons/' not
discarnate humans but a separate creation. The
three types of spirit -possession are amply described,
as are also the mediums or prophets. The cult
of dvaiamism is giv^en a chapter to itself

; the Lambas
havn the same term (ubwanga) as the Baila for the

djTiamic power " which wnrks in the medicines,
charms and spells; and their practices too are
very similar. Chapters follow on the important
professions of doctor, w itch, hunter and blacksmith.

[ 51 ]
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Another deals with Folklore and Music, but no
tunes are recorded. Finally, in the chapter on
Language Dr, Doke analyses Lamba phonetics and
arranges the grammar according to principles which
he has set forth in his books on Zulu ; this merits

the close attention of all who are engaged in studying
Bantu languages. A full glossary is added.

The book is splendidly illustrated. It only
remains to congratulate the author on having
written the best account of a Bantu tribe that has
app(‘ared in rect'iit years. F. W, S.

The Bantu Tribes of South Africa. Brprodnctions

of photoyraphic ^iuflten by A. JM, Dufjyan-Croniti.

y(J 1 Id' section 2. Cambridge, 1931. ll] S in.

This volume of Mr. Duggan-Croiiin’s woik
contains plates (xxvu~lii) illustrating the life of the
Transvaal Basuto, commonly grouped as Bapedi. Their
quality, and reproduction by the Cambridge University
Press, leave nothing to be desired. Dr. Eiselen, of

Stellenbosch, writes an introduction dealing rather
sketchily with the tribe, and Dr. Schapera contributes a
bibliography. E. W. S.

Zimbabwe, Embryo. bVi/Zci? and published by

H - Captain John F, Eobins, B.X. (ret.) London., 193i.

Q I
Fp. I, plans A—iv.

As the title-page announces “ copyright, no
extracts can be taken or published,” it is not per-

inissiVile for a reviewer to say more than that Zimbabwe
is here interpreted as a s^unbolic design based upon
mysteriously mathematical principles, and compared
in date and plan with Avebury. Stonehenge, and Carnac,
and in other respects with Silbury and Uxmal. The
author hopes to elicit inquiries and undertakes further
explanations from his unpublished writings. J. L. ]M.

America: South.

Menschen ohne Gott. By Giinter Tessmann. Stuttgart,

PH 19:28, Fp. :244. uah map, coloured plates and
n/ text-illustrations.

This is the first ethnographical publication of
the Harvey-Bassler Foimdation, and is the narrative
of an investieration of tlie natives of the Ucayali tributarv
of tlie Amazon, which skirts the foot-hills of the moun-
tain zone west of the headwaters of the Javari, Jurua,
and other rivers of the plateau. Dr. Tessmann describes
hi.s \'oyage in gi-aphic terms and then reviews the results
ot his studies in a senes of lively thapters. Xo doubt his
ethnographical material will be published m gi-eater
iletail elsewhere. Meanwhile, thanks are tlue to him for
a mo>t readable book of travel, which tliose who have
travelled themselves will enjoy, and those who intend
to travel may sturly with profit, for it is full of practical
wisdom about the techmcpie and the difficulties of
exploration. J. L. M.

Archivos del Museo Etnografico Argentino I. 11. Ill,

PH Aire 1930.

Qq The Kthnographi "al ^Tuseum of the Arirentine i^

to be congratulated on this senes of reports of its

ar"bfeological resean-hes, well printed and fully illus-

trated. In luture issues it would be a great cf'tnveiiience
if a brief summary were appended in a second language,
for those who do not read Spanish easil\

.
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I. Los Craneos Trofeo de las Sepufturas Indfgenas.

Mdeiades Ahio Vignati, 1930. Fp. 165 with 3 maps,

10 plates and 57 figures.

These skulls are from indigenous burials in the

district of Humahunca, in tlie province of Jujuy, on both
banks of the Rio Grande w'here it emerges from the

hills into the arid plain. The interments are in cist

graves witfun quadrangular enclosures of rubble. Their

especial interest afire's from their mutilation to serve

as trophies, like the scalps of Xorth America, and 3Ir.

Vignati has brought together the extensive literatiue

of tins custom, and the methods of preparing and
using the heads : the latter is even illustrated from a

painted vase from Andahuala in Catamarca Province
(fig. 41-i>).

II. Las Ruinas del Pucara de Tilcara. Salvador
Debenedetti {A?xhivos del ^I'usco Etnogjafico JI.)

Buenos Aires, 1930. ^vo. pp. 142, with 2^ plates, 2 maps
and 29 figures in text.

This curious site, in Jujuy Province, lies in the north-

w^estern corner of the Argentine Republic, m arid

coimtry sparsely covered with cactus which must have
made excavation tiresome. The ruins are of rubble
masonry sometimes preserved to the height of five or six

feet. The buddings are rectangular, but contain

cmwed internal compartment -walls, and remains of

interments with pottery and other objects. The pottery

IS of graceful form, painted in re<l on buff with basketry
patterns and friezes of insects, "with background of

hook-ornaments as in cok)ured plate xix. There are

also embanked roads, and fortified settlements terraced

in defensible positions. It does not appear possible at

present to assign a date to the culture here revealed, or

to determine its relations.

III. Hallazajos arqueologicos en il Cementerio
Indigena de Huiliche. Eduardo Casanova. {Arch. Mus.
Etnogr. III). Buenos Aires, 1930. Pp. 147, udtk map,
13 plates and 90 illustrations.

The Province of Catamarca is on the Chilean border
of the Argentine, north-west of Cordoba. The cemetery
IS on the right bank of the Rio Huiliche in the Depart-
ment of Belen. The bodies are in contracted posture,

in open earth and accompanied by hand-mado pottery of

simple form suggestive of basketry, with strap-handles,

and incised or painted basketry-ornament sometimes
elaborately enhanced with step and fret patterns, and
representations of animals and man. Occasionally
there is relief ornament also. There are two distinct

fabrics, grey and red. Of copper, there are saucers of

pinched-up foil, tweezers with broad blades, and awls :

and clay pipe-bowls in human form. J. L. M.

Pacific.

Notes on the Off-Shore Fishing of the Society
Islands. By Charles Sordhojf. {Journal of the

yi} Polynesian Society, Vol. 39, 1930.) A'^o.s-. 2 and 3.

Beprint separately paged 1-79; original pagination
137-173 and 221-262; opiates and Q pages of text figures.

This is the most attractive accomit we liave of fishing
in the island world of the Pacific, and, so far as can be
judged. It i.s as authoritative as mteivstiug; a notable
and welcome addition to our knowledge of a phase of
culture ahvays difficult to desrribe adequately. The
ordinary ethnologist is not usually an active fisherman

—

It requires more leisure than he can spare—and without
actual experience of wLat he wuites about, the resultant
account is apt to be feeble and without insight.

Mr. X'ordhoff's eight years of fraternar intercourse
with the fisherfolk of the Societv Islands—as he says,

]
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of almost daily fishing excursions Mith these people

—

have enabled him to obtain information otherwise
impossible to collect. As a consequence the methods
followed are told with a wealth of detail and in language
as picturesque as precise. With great candour, he
confesses that much material remains itngarnered

;
the

native fisherman is loth to impart his secrt*ts, and had
the author had sixteen years' experience instead of
eight, the mass of information, he believes, would be
just double what it is. Five methods of fishing are
treated of ; these are :

—

1. T/ra -fishing for alV)acore. now no longm* prac-
tised. The tira^ a double canoe, was equipped with a
stout fishing rod, pivot ted on a bar at the fore end of

one of the hulls; live bait was earned.
2. Pnra/'O -fishing, a system of still-fishing for alba-

core, in a one-man canoe, by means of deep-lining; this

has supplanted the co-operative /oa-fishmg, and is a
change symptomatic of the alteration which has taken
place in the native character.

3. Trolling for Coryphaena, the dolphin " of

sailors.

[Nos. 64-65.

4. Deep-lining for Euvettih^, m depths ranging from
150 to 300 fathoms.

5. Rod fishing for bonito. with unliaited liooks

having pearl-shell shanks which act as a lure.

The last method is one that deserves exhaustive
comparative study, for it is found in a variety of modifi-
cations over an area extending from the Maidive Islands
in the west of Japan in the north, and in the South Sea
throughout Polynesia. It is curious to note from Mr.
Xordhoffs description that the Society Islands' method
IS less specialized than elsewhere and notably inferior
or more primitive in technique than that practised in

Samoa, Tonga, and tlie Tokelaus. In Polynesia, paddling
canoes are used ; m the Maldives and Japan, fishing is

carritnl on under sail, and live bait thrown out ;
in the

latter respect it resembles fnu-fishing-
Let us hojie that Mr. Xordhoff will continue his con-

tributions in this little-worked field of research; his

opportunities are as unique as they are enviable.
The reprint is independently paged from that of the

original publication, a procedure not to be commended.
JAMKS HOKXELL.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Physiological Paternity and Belated Birth in Albania. as arranged. ‘ 1 liear. ’ she sank going to the widow's
Sir,—The following tales from Albania may he ||m village, " that my daughter-in-law is with a barre e vra?ne.

of interest to those who study what use backward Itjl “ It is my dead sou's child, and I must have it to bring
peoples make of their knowledge of physiological “ up. My daughter-in-law must not marry till after
paternity. ' its biith. ' Xormally every one would have agreed
My authority for the first stor\ IS Madame Zef Kailarja, with her and acknow ledged her right to postpone the

a Roman Catholic lady of Scutari m Xorth Albania who marriage. Harvest was approaching, however, and the
was trained in midwifery m Austria. One day, while fiance's people needed the bride's help m the harvest -field

still immarried and practising her profession in Scutari, and insisted that the marriage should take place as
she was visited by a number of Roman Catholic arranged. But the mother-in-law* stood her ground, until

mountaineers, who were in great trouble. Tw o \ ears her people, the w idow's, and the fiance's nearly came to

before, a man had died in a certain village, leaving a blow*s. Eventually they took the matter to the priest,

young and childless w idow*. Some weeks later it and he, shirking the issue, sent them all down to eonsult
appeared certain that she was to remain childle&s, and Madame Kadarja. She first of all took the widow aside
in the usual Albanian w*a\ slie then returned to lier and funded her to confess the name of her lover; he
father's house, which was in a thft’erent village. Months was a <hfierent man altogether, a shepherd she had met
later she was betrothed b\ her father to a man in a on the hillside. Then Madame Kadarja reflected that
thinl village w*hom she had never seen, aiul the mariiago if she told the truth, the mountaineers would shoot the
had been arranged for the \*ery time at which the wnlow* and her lover and bury them in unconsecrated
peasants had come to visit Madame Kadarja, i.e. two ground as a preliminary to starting hlood-feuds among
years after the husband’s death. But a hitch had themselves and with the lover's family. Hence she
occurred. It had been discovererl that the widow-hride returned to the w*aiting group and took the least hurtful
was w*ith child. Xow* Albanians liave noticed that way out of the difficulty. Saying she had as<‘ertamed
after birth a child may grow weak ami sirkly and he that the child was now* quite strong and would be bom
outstripped in growth and strength by its liealthy m three months, she declared that they must keep to

contemporaries; it may, for instance, be too w*eak to their old custom and postpone the marriage until the
walk at the proper time. From that faet th(\v have child had been born and surremlered to tlie family of

deduced that an unhorn child may grow sickly and not its father.” There wa^^ no cjuestion, of course, about
have strength to come to birth in due course, lingering the widow' s obligation to give up her cliild w*hen she
as much as tw'o ^ears in the womb. Such a child they n'lnarned.

call a barre e vrame damagefl fojtus "
; barre meaning The peasants had promise<l the priest that they would

literally “load" and so metajihorically *’ feetus '). abidt* by Madami' Kaflarja's deusion, and returned home
Instances, they say, are hard to detect among married quietly. Later, tlie widow's father visited Madame
women, who may make mistakes about the time w*heu Kadarja again ami reported that as the three months
they conceive, but they are clear enougli among widows. drew to an mid, the inother-m-law had come to the
Thus the relatives of the w*idow'-hride in Madame village and sat waiting for the baby's birth. A boy had
Kadarja's story, knowing that >iu h things luipyu'ii het^n born ami snatclnng it up bi‘fore the mother could
occasionally, w'cre not in the least perturbed by the feed it, the old woman departed to her own village,

imminence of the baby, nor were tht‘ relatives ot her Had she allow*ed the mother to feetl it even once, it

fiance. would have become its mother's property till it was
But her dead husband’s mother had heard the news, weaned at three years of age. But having prevented

and made trouble, forbidding the man iag(' to tak( jihu o that contingency, the ohl woman was bringing up the

[ ->3
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infant as the lawfully begotten child of the .son she had
lo.st nuire than two years before it was born. And the

widnw had Ihhui ha})])ily married to her fiance witiiin

SIX week.s of its birth.

Ha\'irig heard this .story. I returned lioine to England
full of admiration for the unknowm Albanian law-giver

of the past, who had recognized the frailty of human
nature luid. regretting the blood spilt in blood-feuds

every time that a man and a woman were detected

in sill, had in.stilled this theory of belated birth into the

minds of his simple countrymen. But at home it

transpired that the story was even more interesting;

that it was only one more instance of Albanians preserving

a belief once held, but now forgotten, in England. My
friend I^r. Ada ^ladison capped the Albanian story

with the tale of the mediaeval Duchess of Gloucester,

who, being left a young and childle.ss widow, saw her
husbandA power and e.states about to pass to his cousin.

To prevent or at least to delay this catastrophe, she at

once announced that she was with child, but that it was
weakh* and would be born late. Two years elapsed
before it arrived—-one may imagine the subterfuges to

which the Duchess resorted to achieve her purpose

—

and e\'en the cousin does not .seem to have doulited its

legit ima('y.

On returning to Albania I investigated the stoiy^

further ami found that it w as unknown in South Albania,
but w'ldely belie\ ed by both Mohammedans and Roman
Catholics from Tirana northwards. In fact, since 1920,
two cases occuiTed among the Mohammedans of Tirana;
m one ease the child had been born two j^ears after its

father’s death, and, in the other, ten years. In the great
Catholic tribe of the Mirdites tw’o cases came before
the Council of hdilers held m the summer of 1927 by
Kapidan Ojon Markagjoni (i.e. Captam " John, the
son of ^lark the son of John), the hereditary chief of

the ^lirdite tribe. One child had been born three, and
the other tw^o, years after its father’s death. Interested
relatives had doubted their legitimacy, and Captain
John had been asked to decide the point. The decision
cost him difficulty enough. *' As you see," he explained
to me, ’ I’m middle-aged and the father of twelve
' children, but how should I know anything of women's

atfairs ? I felt too shy to ask my w*ife ; still less could
“ I ask my mother; so I sent for two ^ery old women
* who had biirne many children, and questioned them.
'* As a result of what they told me, I promulgated a
" decree that these two children, to save bloodshed,
" were to be accepted as legitimate, but that, m the
“ future, no child was to be so accepted tmless it were
’* born Within twelve months of its father’s death.'’

:iL\RGARET HASLUCK.

Physiological Paternity in the Trobriands,

nil Sir,—

I

n reference to tlie remarks of Mr. Botinvell

QQ (Man", 1931. 280), Dr. Kisch, m Tlie Sexual Life of

M’oman,” mentions this muscular power of expul-
sion of semen being usetl by women in Italy and in

X. Australia. He minutely describes the process,
but does not say it is contraceptive. It could not be
so, for much more complete expulsion has been tried

for fifty years by means of the water douche. Yet
Dr. Mane Stopes writes

—
*' as a contraceptive measure

by Itself all douching is tmrehable.’’
A little thought on the method of expulsion will

convince anyone of its mefficacy, for millions of sperms
w'ould remam in corners and crevuces about the cervix,
ready to enter the uterus. It is obvious that liad this
ancient method been successful it would have been
taught at all clmics, and men w’oukl have insistetl upon
women usmg it when required. G. A. GASKELL,

[ 54

An Excavated Chamber at Arorguddan, British

Somaliland.

H _ Sir,—

J

iile engaged in surveymg in the Hargeisa

RV district of British Somaliland, I had occasion to

trace the course of the Ijara Tug, which is one of tlie

dry river beds so common in the neighbourhood. I came
upon a wide sweep in the course, with a cliff some 17 ft.

high on one bank, at the foot of which was a mass of

rock which had recently fallen. My attention w'as

attracted to a small hole in the cliff just above tlie

debris. I climbed up and. on looking in. found a
beehive -shaped chamber, which showed clear indications

of having been liollowed out of the solid sandstone

rock.

The chamber was 9 ft. in height, and 5 ft. 6 ins. across

the widest part at the bottom; on the floor w'as about
a foot of debris, wdiere some of tlie top had recently

fallen in, and on the top of this was a large fiat

stone, 1 ft. 6 ms. by 1 ft. 4 ins., wdiich had presumably
served as a covering to the exit at the top, which w\is

2 ft. 3 ins. beneath the present surface, while tlie bottom
of the chamber was 9 ft. above the dry rRer bed.

On clearing out the chamber no lev^els of occupation
were found, but m the centre a small piece of solid rock

8 ms. high and 1 ft. across had been left, probably as

a step. The spout of a coarse pottery water bottle,

winch was made from a clay having a v^ery high content

of mica, w^as the only tiling found m tlie cliambcr.

Just to the left of tlie chamber, m the cliff and about
1 ft. from tlie level of the base but no longer in the rock,

w^ere very di.stinct traces of ashe.s and decayed bones;
they did not extend high, but a depth of over a foot

into the cliff. Tlie surface on the top shows no indi-

cation cf any habitation, but the iimnediate vicinity

IS rich in traces of gravies of an imknown age. There
is to-day no permanent water within (> miles.

The midden liad no communication with the chamber,
w'hose only entrance was the liole in the roof. The
chamber must hav'e been constructed in connection
with some foim of dwelling, either as a grain pit or a ceil-

The present tribes inhabiting the area do not use grain

pits, smee they maintain that gram will not keep in

them. The people wlio constructed a rock chamber
for any purpose were clearly not of iiomailic tendencies

like the modem Somalis, but must have come of a far

more stable and industrious stock; their use of pottery,

and the kitchen midden showmg decayed bones and
few' bits of pottery, tend to support tliis theory.

One IS inclined "to believ e that this part of Somaliland
(i.e. the X.W.) was at one time inhabited by a Semitic

race of stable and industrious tendencies; we already
hav'e evidences in the number of ruined tow'ns witli well

laid out streets, mosques and large burying groimds—

-

there being no less than eight such towms, roughly m a
Ime. between Harar in Abyssinia and Zeilah on the
coast, and they contain the rums of many more stone
houses tlian Somaliland can boast of to-day. Possibly
tliese ruins may have some relation to those found
across the Gulf of Aden and roimd the southern coast
of Arabia. It wull only be by placing on record every
small discov'ery that in course of tune some light may
be thrown on the races wdio inhabited Africa during the
Zimbabwe ” era and were productive of lastmg me-

morials in the form of their buildings.

ALEX. T. CURLE.

Bride-Price.

|i|l
Sir,—I apologise for adding to this controv^ersy,

gg but the letter of Dr. and Mrs! Seligman (Max, 1931,
235) seems based on a misunderstanding. When 1

WTote (Max, 1931, 187) that a Greek or Latin technical

]
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“ term, when applicable, is to my mind more satisfactory
“ than a made-up word such as ... * bride-wealth,’
I should perhaps have added if the existing or suggested t

English terms are ambiguous or otherwise unsat is-

“ factory.” Xo Enchsh word so far suggested has
evoked complete satisfaction ; and since “ bride-wealth,”
apart from its ambiguity (I am in full agreement with
Lord Kaglan's letter in Max. 1931, 84-) is a term delibe-

rately coined, the use of a real word—even if it is Greek
—is to be preferred when (1) the coined wortl does not
give satisfaction, (2) the Greek term has its meaning
already fixed for us. When Dr. and Mrs. Seligman
introduce “ rainmaker,” as a word formed on good

English lines ” (and I doubt whether, etymologically,

bride-wealth" as the equivalent of hediui. is so formed),

they are making an irrelevant comparison. Nobody
has any doul>t as to what “ rainmaker ” means

;
and

tlie terms “ rain-maker,” “ rain-makmg,” have been
accepted in anthropological literature for many years.
" Bride-price ” (which incidentally is etymologically

defensible) has, on the other hand, given rise to many
doubts as to its simuficance; hence these two words
are not comparable. If Dr. and Mrs. Seligman want
a classical term for rainmaker,” o}i^p(ntoi6s (vdiich

exists) is a much nicer word tlian their ?n()H'<tnnn horren-

dmn pluvifactor,” which is not a classical wmrd;
‘‘ pluviiis ” would have bet^n better.

As regards rny statement that ” the Xandi definitely

regard girls as a source of wealth, ’ 1 should like to

make it quite clear tliat, although marriage among
the Xandi is an economic transaction (whence the custom
of child -marriage which 1 describeil briefly in S.R.A.I*

Ivii. 434), the wife is not *' sold,” she does not become
her husbaners property, and there is no giving to

the highest bidder, the hedna bemg fixed, though the

number of cattle, goats, and sheep may vary from time

to time. In fact, the hedna provide one of the three

wavs in whicli a Xandi can acquire cattle of his own—

-

as opposed to inherited cattle which also belong to the

spirits of the dead.
I am stronglv opposed to a term which includes

any suggestion of " wealth ” or " property. ’ Many
tribes (e.g. the Xandi group, and the Bantu Kavirondo)

have no word for cither of these, and the nearest they

can attain is things ” (Xdi., tukuk; Bantu kav., v'lntu).

Terms lik(' eipulibi nun guarantee, *“ espousal-fee,
’

and even “ bride-wealth.” would be much more ditlicmlt

to explain to an African than ]i€(lna ;
for to a

Xandi or a Bantu Kavirondo tlie latter would mean
“ tuka ” or tsmgombe ” {" cattle,” their only term

for hedna); to a Dorobo, it woiilil imply lioiioy-

wine.” {('f. the preparation of the hedna in Odyssey 1.

277.) G. W. B. HUXTIXGFORD.
Kipkareu, Kenya.

(2) The manner in which Python has been brought into
the discussion is simply this. St. Jerome renders esheth
baalathobh, woman possessing an ohh ” in 1 Sam.^
28, 3 and 7, by mulierem hahentem pythonem, “ woman
” havdng a familiar.” He got the word pythonem
presumably from Acts, 16, 16, wliere the apostles heal
TraiSiaKrju riva. Tri/eCga vvB'^va.,

" a damsel having a
spirit of divination ” as thoA.V. renders it. This use

of the word, which occurs in a few other post-classical
Ch-eek VT'iters, is no doubt connected with the Python
which Apollo killed, not, however, because he was a
serpent, but because he was associated with mediums
and the givdng of oracles.

(3) As obh is not an Egyptian but a Semitic word,
clearly the Egyptians did not uso it to signify the
swelling of the Xile or anything else. I do not know
what Egyptological facts, if any, underlie the extra-
ordinary rigmarole which Captain Gerdon quotes from
Fellows. The name of the Xile-god is Hapi, and Python
seems to be a blunder for Typbon, the name giv'cn by
the Greeks to Set. Neither word means ” enemy.”

(4) The witch who rides on a jar is thus left without
other associates than her natural ones, namely the various
witches and wizards of various land.s and dates who
charm inanimate objects to carrv^ them about.

H. J. ROSE.

70

* Crude Eoliths.’

Sir,—

P

rofessor Elliot Smith informs us (Max,
1932, 5) that the specimens of fractured quartz
and quartzite found in the i aves at Chou-Kou-
Tien are not crude eoliths.” and that *' liie line

drawings here reproduced . . . suggest resemblances
" to Lower PaKoolithic flake industries in Enrop»\”
With both these statements T find myself in disagree-
ment, for I have never seen any genuine eolith so crude
in appearance as these objects figured in Max, nor ilo they
bear any actual resemblance to the Lower Pateohthic
flake industries w4uch I have examined. To be quite
frank. I cannot, after studying the illustrations, recognize
any signs of man's work upon the specimens tlu'V

purport to represent, and if it is indited true that the
Cliou-Kou-Tien implements aio of Lower Paleolithic
age, then the eonelusion mu^t be that tliesc drawings
are inadequate. It occurs to me also that if these
fragments had not been found in assoenitiun witii

human hones, a v ery different verdi* t would have been
placed upon them; and, in tins ri'gartl, it would be
well if those w4io are jirepared to accept a> ot human
origin eertain flaked stones, >oleiy on the strength of
su(*h association, examined the logical foundations of
their belief. In any case, I preter to suspend judgineni
upon the Chou-Kou-Tien specinuMis till biUter illustra-

tions, of the objects themselves, are available for stu<lv.

J. KHID MOlk.

Ba’alathobh. CJ. Max. 1931, 244.

Sir,—Captain Gordon (Max, 1931, 241) has been
||||

misled by the clcudy and uncritical learning of the
gj|

authors he has consulted. Here aro some of the

facts he asks for :

(1) A colleague who has the skill in Hebrew, which I

lack, informs me that the word ohh is of highly uncertain

derivation and meaning. This much is clear, that in

Jo6, 32, 19, it means a wine -skin, if the text there is

sound. Elsewhere it is a something, real or imaginary,

W'hether piece of apparatas, familiar spirit or ghost of the

dead, which certain persons use for div ining. Phis is its

meaning in I Sam.^ 28, 3 and 7. There is no reason to

suppose that it is in any way connected with a jar of any

sort, Canopic or not, or with any kind of serpent.

The Mosiro and Aramanik Dialects of Dorobo.
Sir,—

M

r. G. M. B. Himtingford's criticisms in
Max, 1931, 217, are interesting if omniscient
in eharacter. May one say that a sweepiing state-
ment to the effect that the Aramamk voi*abuiarv as
given by me in the Journal of the .African Society
(xxvm, 2.78 sqq.) “is suspiciously like nonsense for the
“ most part,"' reads suspiciou>Iy like petlantry? If Mr.
Huntmgford has ever seen an Arainanik Dorobo of
Moipo, I am prepared to admit the possibility of his
having suftii leiit knowledge to waiiant Ins wiitiug in
the way he has done. If he has not met these people,
it may he of interest to him to know that the words
giv'en by me are, surprisingly enough, the vvoids used b-
Il-Aramanik.
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A coinpari.soii of tlie Xamli an<l Mosiro vooabularieh

given, in conjunction %vith a glance through the text,

ought to make it clear that there was at least a suspicion

in my mind that the JMosiro w^ords are mostly Xandi.
I do not aspire to infallibility, and there may be

Aramanik worrls the true forms of which differ slightly

from those given by me. Destructive criticism presents
little difficulty to most of us, but I would sugge.st that,

in accordance with his own advice to the inquirer into

Dorobo dialects, Mr. Huntingford wmuld be well advised
to learn something of II-Aramanik before he sets out to
write about them. R. A. J. MADUJRE.

Threshing Sledges in Kurdistan.
i.. Sir,—Referring to articles on threshing sledges

In hy :Mr. Hornell {Max, 1930, 112) and Mr. C. Daryll
Forde (Mav, 1931, 1.37) I think it may be of interest

to mention a threshing sledge (figs. 1, 2) which T saw in
1928 in Northern Kurdistan, at the Chaldaean village
of Kharakcash betw’een Erbil and Mosul, and near the
site of the historic battle of Gaugamela.

Aborigine or Indigene ?

Sir,—

I

n the course of thinking and reailing

#/ about the use of the metals by primitive peoples
I have discovereil the need of a term to designate

a native in the state of nature. We have " aborigines,”
but the Latin word had no suigular, an<l the anglicize<l
“ aborigine ” is objectionable etjunologically. The
adjectival form ” aboriginal ” has been used by Darwin
and by Trollope; it is used also in the title of a recent
book by Dr. Herbert Basedow; nevertheless, " aborigi-

“nal " does not commend itself to a disreriung taste for
the right use of words. Indigene " has the advantage
of coming direct from the Latin, hulafeua, and it is

honoured by the usage of Evelyn, George Chalmers,
Coleridge, Darwin, and Herlicrt Spencer. We use
” indigenous " commonly, anil the fact that the noim has
been adopted by the French, as iyidi^jhte, is another point
in its favour.
Perhaps you will say that neither aborigine ** nor
indigene ” is needed, because ‘’native” suffices;

but when one is speaking of an aboriginal native one
has to distinguish him from the later immigrants. A
native of the United States is not aboriginal, nor is he
the descendant of aborigmes. The Red Indian is an
American indigene, is he not ? T. A. RICKARD,

Fig. 1. THRASHING SLEIIGE, SHOWING CONSTRUCTION.

The threshing sltnlge {kotan) is composed of a heavy
wooden structure securely fastened together by large

round-headed nails. The upper surface is fiat and upon
this sits the driver, wearing a felt coat {Jaragy), and a
large felt hat {shems -sitpar ~ sun-shade). The under
surface of the sledge is composed of a series of steel

knives (rhakoir) which are set at various angles in order
to cut the wheat {ganum)y barley {harzen)^ or hay (kak)

into fine sections of chaff, which are fed to the animals
during the winter months.

Primitive Figures on Churches. Cf. Man, 1932, 49.
Sir,— In Man, 1930, 8 and 1931, .3, are notes

/3 Fertility Figures m Churches m England.
There would seem to be something of the sort

in Scotland : e g Sir Walter Scott’s description of the
church of Rowhili on the east coast of the isle of Harris,
w'hich he visited on 22nd August, 1814. (Lockhart's
” Life,'’ Aol. IV, Ch. xxi, pp. 298-9. Cadell, Fdinburgh,
1847) ;

‘ It is a building in the form of a cross, with a
“ rude tow'Cr at the eastern end, like some old English
” churches. Upon this tower are certain pieces of
” sculpture, of a kiml the last one would have expected
“ on a building dedicated to religious purposes. Some
“ have lately fallen m a storm, but enough remain to
“ astonish us at the grossness of the architect and the
“ age. Within the church . . .

.”

It is clear from the concluding words that the figures
wfiiich shocked Sir Walter, a person not easily shocked,
w^ere in the tower high up on the outside, and it wmuhl
be interesting to know if any vestiges still exist.

DAVID FREEMAN.

Immolation of Widows in New Guinea. Cf. Man
1931, 8.

Sir,—We are indebted to Mr. Gordon for hi'

account of the killing of widows in New' Guinea
for which sentence of death was recorded against

four men. PuKurnably the sentence was not carncf
out. Will he not tell us what actually happened tc

the condemned men ? C. G. SF'LIGMAN

Fig. 2. sledge with mules and driver.

The sledges are usually drawn by two mules (katar), but
there appeared to be no ilesire for speed on the part of the
men or their animals. The chaff is turned over by means
cf a woollen fork (shenhe) with long wooden tynes.

I am indebted to Mr. H. Mookree for the Kurdish
equivalents for the objei-ts. HENRY FIELD.
Field Museum of Natural History,

Chicago. U.S.A.

Corrections.

fR Man, 1931, 160. The title of tlie photograph should
f U he “ Atitliin Indians on the way to the coast.”
Man, 19.31, 2b t. The figures I— 13 w'ere drawn hv

Mr.s. M. C. BURKITT (not BURKETT).
Eyre and .Spottisv\ oode Limited, His Majesty's Printers, East Harding St., London, E.C.4.
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Thorn-lined Traps in the Pitt-Rivers Museum, Oxford. By Henry Balfour, F.E.S,

Some years ago I communicated to Man (1925, 21) a short paper upon thorn-lined traps,

in which I described the varieties then known to me and their geographical dispersal. Since f /
then I have acquired some fresh information relating to the distribution of this specialized form
of trap. As a supplement to that paper. I may now refer readers to the interesting illustrated note
upon thorn-lined traps in Borneo, by Mr. J. C. Swayne, in which he describes the varieties known
to the mixed native population of the Miri district, Sarawak, comprising Penans, Kadayans, Melanaus,
Malays and Ibans, though the traps were actually used only by the three former tribes living on the

Suai, Sebuti and Bakam rivers respectively (Man, 1927, 93).

The northerly dispersal of these traps can now be extended to include the area occupied by
the Abors and the Mshmis, i.e., to the north of the Brahmaputra as far as about 28"^ 30' N., on the

strength of information given to me by Mr. E. C. Stuart Baker, who saw examples among these

peoples. Recently, two fish-traps lined with the thorny rachides of calamus were brought to me by
Mr. G. D. Walker from the Garo HiUs, Assam. These closely resemble the trap shown in Fig. 4 in

my former paper (from the Chins of N. Arakan). Captain J. H. Green, of the Burma Rifles, informs

me by letter that he has found this type of trap among most of the tribes occupying the Salween-
Irrawadi Divide, through the " Triangle " of Northern Burma and as far as the Northern Shan
States. I am awaiting further details and specimens from him.

The Minankabau Malays of West-Central Sumatra can be added to those peoples in the island

to whom I have previously referred as users of this type of trap (Kramer, " West Indonesian," 1927,

pi. XXIII, Fig. 14.) Their trap is a very loosely constructed one composed of calamus rachides

fastened together, resembhng Fig. 7 of my paper (from N.E. British New Guinea). In the Ethno-

graphical Museum at Leiden, I saw two of these traps of different types from Java, one built up
from calamus rachides only, as the last mentioned, the other having the cone made from split bamboo,
each ray being lined with a calamus midrib (the type closely resembling that shown in Fig. 5 of my
paper, from North Arakan). From Banka thorn-lined eel-traps are mentioned in the " Katalog des

’ Ethnograph. Reichs-Museums," Leiden, vol. iv, p. 134.

From New Guinea come some additional references. Mr. E. W. P. Chinnery saw thorn-fined traps

used on Morigia Island, in the estuary of the Turama River and also on the Sepik River (Man, 1926,

No. 35; and ’ Anthropological Report, Territory of New Guinea," No. 1, p. 42). Mr. Gregory

Bateson tells me that he also has noticed these traps on the Sepik River. Mr. A. P. Lyons (J.R.A.I,,

Ivi, 1926, p. 341) describes them from the Gogodara tribe of the lower Fly River, on the left bank
above Kiwai and Purutu Islands.

The above-mentioned references, obtained since my former paper was written, help to extend
the known range of thorn-beset traps and to fill up some gaps in the continuity of their dispersal

between the area north of the Brahmaputra, at one end of the disjiersal-range, and the Santa Cruz
group in Melanesia, at the other end. The traps of this type, fined with calamus rachides, occurring

within this area of distribution are clearly related to one another and referable to a common origin,

although the actual placid of origin of the prototype is at present unknown.
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I am now able to extend the dispersal of thorn-lined traps into a new and somewhat unexpected

region. Through the kindness of Dr. E. E. Evans-Pritchard I have received three examples of such

traps, collected by him from among the Azande of the Welle district in the Eastern Sudan. Dr. Evans-

Pritchard, in his paper on the Bongo (
' Sudan Notes and Records,'* XII, 1929, p. 50) had briefly referred

to mouse-traps of this type as " made by Azande children who barb them with thorns facing inwards,

so that the mice cannot back outwards again.” The specimens given to me by him (and here shown

in Plate C, Figs. 1, 2, 3) consist of long, narrow tubes of openwork basketry, tapering gradually

from the open mouth to the apex, and vary from 56 cm, to 65 cm. in length. For their construction,

eight long strips of split cane are tightly bound together at one end, to form the closed apex of the

trap. From this point the strips extend in nearly parallel, though slightly diverging, series to the

full length of the trap-to-be, to the point where the open mouth will be formed. They are then

doubled back, alternately to the right and the left, the two series being wound spirally round the

longitudinal framework in opposite directions, forming double diagonal *' wefts,” of which one

series passes over the other and under the warp "-strands, w^hile the other series reverses this

process. The net result is a strong, firm, tapering textile tube of very loose texture, but remarkably

rigid, with the apical end closed and the other end wide open. The chief point of interest lies in the

fact that alomj ihe inside of each tube are attached three thorn-bearing ticigs from a tree w'hich I have

not yet identified. The thorns stand well out from the twigs and are strongly curved. The twigs

are set so that the points of the thorns are directed toward the apex of the tube. A small animal,

such as a rat can easily enter the trap, the recurved thorns offering no opposition, but any attempt

to back out again is prevented by encountering the points of the thorns.

A comparison of these Azande rat-traps with the similarly thorn-lined traps of the Indonesio-

Melanesian area, figured in my former paper, reveals a very striking resemblance to the traps (shown

in jNIak, 1925. 21. Plate C, Fig. 3) obtained from the Konyak Nagas of Shiong, Naga Hills, Assam.

The shape is the same and the structure, wdiile not absolutely identical, is strikingly similar. It is

interesting to note that both the Konyak and the Azande traps are used for catching rats. The
only essential difference between the tw'o is seen in the kind of thorn employed—the grapnel-like

calamus rachides of the Assamese trap, as compared with the thorny twigs of a tree or bush, of the

Sudanese type. The Calamus cfimbing palm is abundant in central Equatorial Africa and its

midribs could easily have been employed for this purpose. They are, moreover, rather more effective

as trap-barbs than the thorny twigs used by the Azande.

The occurrence in the Eastern Sudan of traps practically identical in form and mechanism with

those so widely diffused in the Indo-Malayo-Melanesian area, causes one to wonder whether the

former are morphologically related to the latter and are referable to a common prototype, in spite

of the very wide gap which exists between the two areas of dispersal. Such connection is possible

and may be estabhshed when the fuU dispersal of this type of trap becomes known. It is very

desirable to ascertain its range of dispersal in Africa, and to know whether it occurs (as an Indonesian

culture-element) in Madagascar, whence it might have spread to the mainland. Further information

and specimens will be greatly welcomed. At present the known evidence hardly justifies our assuming
a relationship and it may be well to keep an open mind as to the possibility of an independent origin

for the traps in the two w idely-disconnected areas. It is by no means incredible that the employment
of recurved thorns as a means of enforcing “ one way traffic ' in traps, might have been independently

invented, and, since the long, narrow* tapering, tubular form of trap is obviously the most effective

type for use with this accessory, ‘ convergence ” in general shape might be expected among peoples
already accustomed to making traps in basketry. A form of tubular basket-work trap, closely

resembhng those I have described, though differing in its action, is widely dispersed in tropical

Africa, as is indicated in Professor Gerhard Lindblom s interesting treatise, * Jakt- och Fangstmetoder
* bland Afrikanska Folk,” Part 2, 1926, pp. 49-53, and Fig. 29. Two such traps obtained from the
Azande and sent to me by Dr. Evans-Pritchard with the three already referred to, are shown in Figs. 4
and 5, on plate C. Their structural and general resemblance to the Azande thorn-lined traps
(Figs. 1, 2, 3) is striking and their rat-catching function is the same. Their mode of operation is

however, different. Instead of the tubes being rigid and dej)endent upon thorn-barbs for preventing
egress, tlu‘S(‘ traps are flexible and springy and can readily be short<*ned and wideFu^l or lengthened
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and narrowed. A rat on entering the open month of the trap and pushing its wa\- up the tube,
causes the latter to shorten and expand in width, thus facilitating ingress ; hut an attempt to hack
out cause.s tension and tends to stretch the tube and reduce its width, the animal hecoining tightly
gripped by the narrowing and constricting framework. Egress is ftirther impech-d In- tht' unsplit
ends of the cane .strands which are doubled back at the mouth of the trap and after being inter-
woven for a short distance from the mouth project as flexible converging points inside the tube,
easily pushed apart during ingress, but closing in behind the animal and preventing retreat backwards!
The longitudinally re-entrant cane points render the open end of the trap rigid, while the rest of the
tube is flexible.

A variant of this type of rat-trap is described and figured by Dr. F. Fulleborn (^' Deutsch-Ost-
** Afrika/' IX, 190(5, p. 52(5, and Atlas, plate CIX, Fig. 14). It was collected at Ubena, in
southern Tanganyikaland. From the photograph we may infer that the tubular basketry trap is

flexible and contractile, like those just described, but the opening is wider and is stiffened by a stout
ring of cane, through which are fixed spikes of cane (or, possibly, acacia thorns) to furnish a convergint^
barrier of points, which, while admitting an intruder, eflectively prevent its escape.

These contractile tubular traps appear to be peculiar to the African Negro (v. Lindblom, op. cit.,

p. 139), and it seems the more likely, therefore, that the completely rigid Azande type, with its lining
of thorn-bearing twigs, may be merely an indigenous variant of the more widely flispersed flexible
or partly-rigid traps, in which the converging spikes seen in some of the latter have been replaced
by thorny twigs performing the same function. If these Azande thorn-lined traps vere evolved
indigenously, their striking resemblance to some traps from the Xaga Hills and elsewhere in the
oriental region, must be due to convergence and not to phylogenetic relationship. It is to be hoped
that the question may be decided by further investigation. At present it can only be suggested
that a polygenetic origin is indicated by the evidence so far obtainable. HENRY BALFOUR.

Religion. Hocart.

Natural and Supernatural. By A. J/. Hocart, J/.A.

Dr. F. R. Lehmann in his " Mana, ' takes me to task for ascribing* to those >South Sea “IQ
Islanders among whom I lived, a belief in the supernatural. He says :

" We must be quite / 0
clear in our minds that our European concept of the supernatural is foreign to primitive peojiles

’

(p. (55). Dr. Lehmann ofiers no ])roof of this pro})Osition, nor refers to any publication in which
proof is given. Apparently anthropologists are satisfied

—

(1) that primitives ' cannot distinguish between natural and supernatural;

(2) that the Eddystone Islanders, Fijians and Wallis Islanders are primitive/'

Therefore it follows as the night the day that Eddystone Islanders, Fijians and Wallis Islanders

cannot distinguish between natural and sui)ernatural.—Q.E.D.

For those who prefer basing their theories on the facts, to forcing the facts to fit tlie tlieorit^s,

I will set down some of the evidenc*e supplied by the people themselves.

A.

—

Eddystone Island.

1. In the case of spirits they use the word mana. when a thing comes to pass. For men they
use sosoto,

"
true," right."

Here I may be allowed a digression on Dr. Rohr s criticism in ” Anthropos. XIV, p. 123.

He says that in giving to mana the meaiihig ” true, I have a])parentl\' allowed myself to be led

astray by the English " to come true." Dr. Rohr has himself been misled by my quoting one definition

in pidjin into the inference that all the native definitions were in English. Tlie word given as the

human equivalent of the ghostly ma7ia was the vernacular sosoto, which does mean ' true," ' truth

speaking," correct." Not one of my Fijian, Samoan, or Uvean witnesses knew a word of English,

and all their answers were recorded verbatim on the spot in the vernacular. In Fiji ndina, true, is

constantly used as the equivalent of rnana (though the converse does not hold good), and is associated

with it in formulae that go back before the appearance of the European on the scene. After all the

* “ Mana, ' Man, 1914, 4().
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use of the same word to express truth and fulfilment is not peculiar to the Pacific. The same is true

of the Sanskrit satya, and the reader may amuse liimself looking up the passages referred to in

(Irassman's " Wcirterbuch zum Kigvoda. ' It is hardly likely that the ^Vdic hards were misled hy
the English.*

We note then that the Eddystonians are ([uite clear in their minds that there is a distinction

to be drawn between fulfilment of a mere man's words and fulfilment of the words of a spirit, or its

equivalent. We shall have to note this opposition over and over again.

2.

When the old souls of the dead come to fetch away the newly dead they cover several days'

journey in a few hours. When I objected it was impossibly fast, the answer was :
” They are spirits,

“ not men.'' (J.R.A.I.. 1922, p. 94.)

Here again we have the opposition between what is hunianh' possible, and what is possible

only to beings who are continually contrasted with men. It would be convenient to call them
supernatural beings, but Dr. Lehmann forbids.

B.—Fiji.

1. When a very intelligent boy was told (in Fijian) how sucker fish were used to catch turtle,

he gave it as his opinion (in Fijian) that this was spirit work, because if the fish sought out the turtle

that fish must lie a spirit [ttvoro), for to a spirit all things are easy. True a horse is obedient to the
will of man, but the liorse is a mandike animal : but if you catch fish and let it go again will it perchance
know you again I

In other words, he considered that for a horse to obey man was perfectly . . . : I was going
to say natural, but Dr. Lehmann will not let me. Anyhow you know what I mean. For a fish

to obey man was on the contrary quite un . . .. \ ou know what. Therefore some (I should like

to say ' supernatural agency, but will refrain), some agency out of the ordinary (shall we say?)
must be postulated to explain the fish's behaviour.

2. The same idea appears in the following conversation (in Fijian) with the same boy. He said
he had seen a dog one night ; it was not the Assistant Master's dog

;
the dog barked three times and

then the moon rose : it must have been a spirit dog. How do you know ? I asked. Because
there are no dogs here except the Assistant Master's."

—
‘‘ One may have come up from the village.

"

They only come up from the village wlien following their masters. '— But I have seen many
dogs about at night after rubbish. —” But a human (sic) dog could not calculate his bark so that
when he had barked three times he should be all lighted up by the moon. ’— How do you know
he calculated it ? It might be mere coincidence.'"— He must have been a spirit because he only
barked in a subdued way, not fully. " And so on.

A dog barking required no further explanation : but that a dog should time his bark in that way
could not be explained on any nat 1 beg your pardon, on any principle that was not out of
the routine (will that do ?). The agency of spirits had to be called in.

ior further examples on those lines 1 will refer the reader to my Lau Islands," pp. lS6ff.
(Honolulu, 1929).

3. hijians were firmly convinced that our circuses were a matter of ' water sprites " (" Lau
Islands,” p. 201). The tricks performed seemed inexplicable to them unless the agency of super-

human beings was supposed.

4. The bow was called a ndakai. When the\^ became acquainted with the musket they called
it ndalrii kaloK, that is literally spirit-bow. One might render it

'' magical bow. " only that conceals
the agency of spirits implied in kalou. It was a bow which did not act in the ordinar\^ ^'ay. but could
only be accounted for by the intervention of spirits.

5. When a man plucked fruit there was no question of mana ; nor was there when fruit was
shaken ofi by the wind, or dropped from ripeness : but when the Lord of Verata made fruit drop by
merely looking at it. he was said to do mana. The whole point is that the Lord of ^>rata did not bring
the fruit down by any natural means. Good gracious I I have done it again ! Yet I cannot get on
with this discussion unless I am allowed to choose my own words. After all there can be no harm

* Compare ’* Mana Again *'
in ^F.vx, 1922, 79.
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as long as facts and comments u^Jon them are kept strictly ajjart. so that tlie reader can judge for

himself how far one justifies the other.

It is just one of Dr. Lehmann's merits that he does keep his facts and opinions separate (an

exceedingly rare virtue among anthropologists), so that one can disagree witli him on his own evidence.

He himself provides a beautiful example of the antithesis between mana and natural on p. 37 of his

book. An inhabitant of Mota* thus describes his first impression on seeing a sailing ship :
"1 saw

" a steersman with a rudder. Therefore I thought the man's word had inana, and he had commanded
" the ship to sail, and the ship obeyed, and 1 saw the ship straightaway sail." Had he seen some-

one pushing he would not have postulated niana. When he realized it was the wind he cease<l to

postulate maiia. Mana was only postulated while it seemed the steersman was acting at a distance

without any physical contact. Where there is a recf)gnized physical cause there is no (piestion of

mana ; for Fijians, at least, can think in terms of pure physics as will be seen in my " Lau Islands,
'

p. 102. In such ca.ses there is not a word about mana {('j\ Man. 1031. 277).

I do not know how we are going to sum up the fundamental contrast Fijians make between

human and kalou or spiritual, between mana and ordinary, except by using the words natural and

supernatural. Perhaps Dr. Lehmann will suggest something better.

Of course those words carry with them implications which are not in the mind of any South Sea

Islander, and mana has associations not contained in our “ supernatural "
: but that applies to any

word of ours by which we may try and translate any word of theirs. Our Avords death, god. spirit,

chief, rule, prayer, feast, etc., etc., do not mean the same as Fijian mat ^ . rT/. kalon, tnrafta. Ifird, ma^'^n,

maniti. etc. We have to translate them somehow, and our translations are only a])proximations.

The alternative would be to discuss all native beliefs in the vernaculaT*. which is obviously impossible.

Therefore we can only take the native term, paraphrase it. give examples in su])})ort. then decide

what is the nearest equivalent by which we will translate it. The important thing to aim at is that

the ideas covered by our word and by the word we are translating sliould be genetically one. Our

God and the Fijian vTi may now differ toto ratio, but 1 am confident they are derived from the same

remote original. In the same way our distinction between ” natural " and " siqiernatural " may
not be quite the same as the Fijian distinction between tamata and kalou. unit and mana. but

there is no reason to doubt that they are genetically the same, and it is a good working hv}>othesis

that they are the same in this case. A. M. HOCART.

Britain : Palaeolithic. Reid Moir.

A Primitive Transitional Hand-Axe from beneath the Red Crag. Bj/ J . Fu Id Molr.

Thoimh many years' researches have established that the outstan ling type of implement TQ
found in the Sulfolk Bon? Bed, beneath the Red Crag, is the rostro-cariuate. and that the f 0
develo])ment of this artifact into the hand-axe took place in Early fliellein times, yet there is now

in existence certain evidence to shoAV that the hand-axe was not unknown in pre-Crair days. The

specimens upon which this conclusion is based are, as would be expected, of considerable mrity,

but their significance is much greater than their numbers. Some year.- ago, an inqilement which

can onlv be described as a hand -axe " (this term, like so many others in us? in prehistoric

archfeoloc^v, is, of course, scientifically inadequate, but most people, nevertheless, know what it

connotes), was found in the Suffolk Bone Bed beneath the Red Crag at Braniford. near Ipswich.

The specimen, which is preserved in the T{)swich ^Museum, was described and figured in Proct tdimjs.,

Prehistoric Society of East Anglia. Vol. Ill, part III, pp. 3sq-430, Fig. 42. At a later date,

Mr. J. E. Saintv discovered in the Stone Bed underlying the Norwich Crag at Thorpe, Norfolk,

another implement which, like the Braniford example, is entitled to the designation hand-axe."

The Thorpe specimen forms part of the Stone Age collections in the Castle Museum. Norwich, and

its illustration, and description, appeared also in Proceedings, Prehistoric Society of East Anglia,

Vol. VI, part III, pp. 222-225, Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4. I now wish to draw attention to a third example,

which takes the form of a primitive transitional hand-axe of rostroid type, which wa.s found by my

Mota IS in the Banks Islands, not in the Solomons, as Dr. Lehmann has it.
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DESCEIPTIOX OF IMPLEMENT DESCRIBED AND FIGL'RED IN THIS NOTE.

Tvpp, priniiti\'e, ro'^troul. liand-axo; colour of flaked surfaces, dark, mahogany brown, with lighter areas ;

cortex mostly whitish, with parts of a greenish shade: condition, somewhat abraded, a few weathered-out striations

and some incipient cones of ]>ercussion: Lrrcate.st length 4|"g- in.; greatest width 2^-''^- in.; greatest thickness 2 in.;

approximate weiuiit 12^ oz. The specimen is deposited in the Ipswich Museum where it can be examined.

POST POST POST

Fig. 1. LEFT LATERAI SCRFACE FiG. 2. RIGHT LATERAL SURFACE OF FiG. 8. VIEW AND SECTION OF
OF PRIMITIVE RO->TKOID HAND- PRIMITIVE RU.'-.TROID HAND -AXE {with SPECIMEN, ILLUSTRATED IN FiGS. 1 AND
AXE FROM BENEATH THE RED ) FROM BENEATH THE RED CRAG IN '1 [showing Primitive Hand-Axe cispect)^

CRAG IN BOLTON CO.‘s BRICK- BOLTON & CO.’S BRICKFIELD. IPSWICH. OF IMPLEMEX’T FOUND BENEATH THE
FIELD, IPSWICH RED CRAG IN BOLTON & CO. S BRICK-

Thesc figures are half-scale. field, ipswich,

ant = Anterior region, post = Posterior region, k = Keel, nfk — Xon-fimctional keel, dp ~ Dorsal platform-

VP == Ventral platform, llv — Left iatero-ventral edge, rlv = Riglit latero-ventral edge.

excavator Baxter, in December 1931, in the Suffolk Bone Bed beneath the decalcified Red Crag in

Messrs. Bolton k Co.'s brickfield, Ipswich. The section at this place is composed, in ascending

order, of the following beds :

—

(1) London Clay. (4) Stratified Gravel, to 4 ft.

(2) Suffolk Bone Bed, to 18 in. (5) Upper Chalky Boulder Clay, to 7 ft.

(3) Cro.ss-bedded Crag Sand, to 20 ft. (6) Surface Soil, to 6 in.

I have already described* the manner in which the earliest hand-axes were developed from

the ancestral rostro-carinates. and how some of these transitional specimens exhibit, in a remarkable,

and highly illuminating manner, certain of the characteristics of both types of implements. The

hand-axe to which this note refers is a noteworthy example of a transitional, rostroid specimen,

and, like so many others which have now been found over wide areas of the earth's surface, can be so

posed as to resemble, in one aspect, a rostro-carinate, and in another a primitive hand-axe. That

this is the case in the implement under discussion can be seen by examining Figs. 1 and 2 which

show either side of the rostro-carinate profile, and by Fig. 3 which exhibits the profile of a primitive

hand-axe. The latter aspect can be observed by rotating the specimen from right to left, from

the position shown in Fig. 2. When this is done, the keel of the rostro-carinate (Fig. 2) becomes
the left iatero-ventral edge of the hand-axe (Fig. 3), while the left latero-ventral edge of the rostro-

carinate becomes the right latero-ventral edge of the hand-axe (Fig. 3). The left lateral surface of

the hand-axe (Fig. 1) also becomes the ventral surface of the hand-axe, and the latter assumes
a definite batiform type in which the section is a low triangle, though the keel, as represented by the

apex of the triangle, has ceased to be functional. There cannot, therefore, be any doubt as to the

intimate association, in this one implement, of the clearly-defined characteristics of both the rostro-

caiinate and the hand-axe, and there would seem no escape from the conclusion that a skilful and

* Phil, Trans, B. 1919 : Journ, Bog. Antkrop. Inst., Vol. LX, July-Deceraber, 1930.
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thinking brain was possessed by the individual who flaked the specimen. This is, so far as my
knowledge extends, the first example of a transitional, rostroid, hand-axe found beneath the Red
Crag, and, though considerably more primitive than the majority of such specimens discovered in

later deposits, this implement demonstrates, as do the others mentioned in this note, that what
may be termed the " hand-axe idea was already present in the human mind in pre-Crag times.

The excellent drawings of the specimen have been prepared by Mr. C. O. Waterhouse, of the British

Museum. J. REID MOIR.

Egypt. Perkins.

Marriage Ceremony in Lower Egypt. By Miss E. E. Perkins, Cairo.

From 1919 to 1925 I spent six very interesting years as sub-directress of the girls' section of Q 11

the juvenile reformatories at Gizeh. These reformatories come under the Prisons Administration, 0U
and, they being the only institutions of the kind in the country, minors from all the Provinces are

sent there for detention by the juvenile courts. The circumstances under which they were placed,

and my position, obliged the parents or guardians of the children to be more frank with me on the

subject of their customs than is usual when speaking to Europeans. Occasionally the fact that some
were orphans obliged us to interfere with their private affairs after release. This was the case with a

Beduin girl who refused to return to her uncle's house, where she had been ill-treated before her

sentence. The dilemma of what to do with a girl \^hose term of imprisonment was finished and who
refused to leave the reformatory was happily solved by one of the warders of the boys’ section coming
forward and asking for her in marriage. He had discovered that she was of the same tribe as himself

and knew of her good record in the reformatory.

The dowry was discussed and settled at £15, ten of which were to be spent on household goods
and five to be reserved in case of divorce. A senior wardress saw to the purchase of what is con.sidered

the minimum of furniture for such a household, an iron four-poster bed, a chest of drawers, a straw

mat, a cotton quilt, some kitchen utensils and a large wooden chest, which is used as a trunk when
travelling. Her betrothed provided a pair of shoes, a pair of slippers and a bottle of scent as a gift,

and, as custom demands the bride to be in possession of some gold jewellery, the only form of banking
account that is understood, the staff subscribed for a gold necklace.

The contract was written, the Director, a Mohammedan, standing as Wakil to the girl, his duty
being to see that the terms of the contract were carried out, and, in case of divorce or disagreements,

to assist her in whatever way necessary. A week later was settled for the dakhla or consummation
of the marriage. It then appeared that as the girl was a Beduin and marrying without the consent

of her tribe, the wardresses, all fellahin, felt very reluctant to stand proxy for an absent female relation.

To put an end to the gossiping which became rife about Beduin revenges, I, quite unwitting of what
was expected of me, said that I would be proxy for her myself.

A day before the final ceremony the hospital wardress asked me for some sugar and a lemon
with which to make a depilatory for the bride. I went to see how she would do it with these

ingredients. She made a sticky kind of toffee, cooled it on a marble slab, and taking a piece about
half an inch thick and big enough to cover one cheek, pressed it quickly with an upward movement
against the girl’s face and drew it sharply away. The whole face, including the forehead up to the
eyebrows, was treated in the same mamier, as were the arms and apices of the body. I learned that

most married women of the poorer classes use this depilatory : some, however, use mastic, and others

who have not much hair on their bodies simply grind a little of the soft stone used in polishing knives
into a powder, rub their finger-tips in it and pull the hair out, the gritty surface preventing it from
slipping. Before going to bed the girl's hands and feet were bound up with henna in preparation for

the wedding next day.

The next day, after lunch, cosmetics were so generously applied as to make the girl unrecognizable,
and later in the afternoon the bridegroom and his friends arrived with a taxi to take us to his house in

the vfilage. The bride, who previously had hardly been able to control her delight at the prospect of
marriage, now burst unexpectedly into loud sobs and even tears, clinging to the door and refusing
to leave the reformatory. The wardresses, in tones that could reach the little group waiting at the
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gate, exhorted her to resignation, and for the first time I realized that in these ceremonies the attitude

of the bridegroonrs family is one of guarded suspicion which it behoves that of the bride to dispel.

Quite a quarter of an hour was spent in a pretence of being unable to tear the girl s hands away from

the door, but finally we started otf, the bridegroom and his friends following on foot.

We were shown into a small room crowded Tvith an incredible number of women and children,

and installed on a sofa opposite the door, the bride in the centre, our senior wardress and myself on

either side. An ordinary native drum ijabla) was produced and passed from hand to hand, accom*

panying the conventional bridal songs, which grew more unrestrained as the evening wore on. \ ery

much in evidence was an old harpy, the hdana, or village midwife, excelling in Rabelasian jests with

appropriate pantomime. In the street below, male guests were being entertained with dronings from

the Koi-an. Undoubtedly the women have a more amusing time at weddings : their jests, though

of a rather robust nature, are not lacking in humour, and all join heartily in the fun except the bride,

whom convention obliges to sit with downcast eyes and expressionless face throughout the whole

ceremony. To prevent any ill-disposed person from casting an evil spell upon her, we carefully lied

with regard to her name, that of her mother and father, place of birth, etc. A\e had previously

arranged this among ourselves in order to make our stories tally. Most people keep the real name of

their children secret from the time of their birth, for fear of some such hapr^f^ning—a habit which

caused endless legal difficulties in the reformatory. Half-way through the evening the bride

changed her pink dress for a white one, and finally, at about eleven o'clock, the wedding procession

began.

I did not think it were possible to take so long a time to cross one small room and enter another.

The senior wardress and I supported the bride on either side by her arms : four other women, two carry-

ing po.sies and two lighted tapers, stood beside us. while the bdana stood before her with a tambourine

{tar), which she nourished and beat like one possessed. As many women as could crowded before us,

moving backwards as we advanced and all singing the dahkla song : Arousitna, iva mafih ivahida

zeiaJia abadan. abadan {"there never was a bride like ours "—or words to that effect !). At the

bedroom door all retired except the belana, two women representing the bridegroom's family, the senior

wardress and myself representing that of the bride. Jesting ceased and we looked at each other

antagonistically. The senior wardress started taking ofi the bride's dress and helping her into a

clean set of underclothing and nightdress, while the bridegroom's party watched our movements

with vigilant suspicion. The wardress, however, remarked loudly that we had nothing to fear : on the

contrary, our faces were now' about to be whitened. A veil w'as thrown over the girl s face, a hard

sofa cushion placed on the floor against the w'all, the girl’s draw'ers unfastened, and she w'as seated on

the cushion with her back to the wall, her murmured protests quickly quashed by the senior w'ardress,

W'ho exclaimed more loudly than ever that the most pleasant moment of the evening had arrived

w'hen our faces w'ere about to be w'hitened. By this time, needless to say, I had realized w hat w'as

meant by previous allusions to ” taking the bride's face." Any objection to continue my part in the

ceremony w'ould have cast a slur on the giii I had brought up, so I squatted on the floor beside her

and waited for what w'as to happen next. The door was opened and the bridegroom dragged in

protesting, hiding his face w'ith confusion and embarrassment. It seemed as if w'e w'ere to spend the

night in this manner, when the belana came forw'ard. mocked him loudly for not being a man, seized

his hand and. w'rapping a large piece of stiffly starched butter-muslin round his first and second finger,

dragged him towards the bride. At this signal one of his female representatives grasped the bride s

left knee, bidding me take hold of the other. The bridegroom then, with the assistance of the belana,

proceeded to break the hymen with his two fingers. Once this had been done, I protested that it was
enough to prove her virginity, and the other woman, now' all smiles, agreed

;
but the senior w'ardress

indignantly refused to let it go at that, and herself unwound the butter-muslin from his fingers and
repeatedly obliged him to insert it into the vagina until the w'hole of it w'as stained w'ith blood. The
unfortunate girl made remarkably little protest, and, indeed, it w as astonishing how' quickly the thing

was done. The bridegroom then raised the veil, kissed her and retired from the room with the other

woman, W'ho show'ed the signs of her virginity to the people outside. I did not see what w as happening
there, as I w'as helping the poor girl to bed, but through the door I could hear all voices raised in the
deafening final bridal song : Let her father break his fast; his face is whitened !

"
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I was given the proof of her viiginity to keep and produce in case of any discussion of tlie matter
in the future, and was told that it is customary for the husband not to ap2)roach his wife until a week
after the dahkia. The girl's history may be of interest.

She was admitted at the age of eleven or twelve from some village up country, accused of having
stolen a donkey, and with a four-year sentence. She is a very handsome Beduin type, and did not say

a word about herself— not even the usual declaration of innocence. She kejjt to herself, and spoke so

rarely that we used to tease her and ask if she were dumb. As she was very clean and capable, also

strictly honest, we had her to work in the stalf rooms, taught her cooking, and finally, as she became
very attached to me and kept following me about, I let her help me in the hospital, teaching her

to read thermometers, vTite out a chart, and so on, thinking that if in the end she did not feel inclined

to return to her thievish relations, I might get her into the Infectious Hospital at Abbasieh, Tiiree

months before release we habitually made inquiries about the relations of the children, and then those

who did not want to return home made a declaration, and we offered them the choice of a husband
or w’ork, as they felt inclined. Hedieh still said nothing, so ^ye found her uncles, Avho turned up very

well dressed and armed with the certificate of good conduct in order, and so forth. The day before

they came, the girl said she w as ill
;
so as she w^as not the type that malingers, she w'as j)ut into

hospital for ‘'rest," and consequentlv did not see them. She allow^ed her release clothes to be made,
and on the day of lier release dressed in them and w^aited in the office. On these occasions the

senior staff a.ssembles to bid the child good-bye, make trite remarks about being good, and so on.

When the uncles w^ere brought in and tried to fall upon their beloved brother's daughter's neck,

Hedieh suddenly turned into a fury, gave one of them such a push as to nearly knock him down, tore

off her melayia and veil, and said ” ivaddini fi gohennain, tnush 'andi duL^' Then she turned on the

man and dared him to deny the truth of her story.

The story, as she told it. w^as this. Her uncle took her to the suk, telling her that he was
going to buy a donkey : that she w^as to take it home, and lie to stay on to get some other things.

She w^as made to stand on the outskirts of the suk, and after some time the uncle came wfith a donkey,

told her to get on it and ride off, which she did. Half-w^ay back to their home she w^as overtaken

by the Omdah (police) officials, and in the rear her uncle w^eeping, throwing dust on his head and
crying, Oh ! my dead brother ! Well that you are dead, and have not lived to see your child a

thief !

" This is wffiat seemed to rankle most : she kept repeating it, poor girl ! The Omdah patted

the uncle on the back, said rnalesh “ no matter made remarks about the ingratitude of orphans, and
the girl w^as sent to the reformatory. I must say this much for the uncle : either from surprise or shame,

he covered up his head in his shawd and confessed it w as true, but that it w^as a debt that had made
him do it, that he had never stolen before or after, and so on.

It is against regulations to keep prisoners after their sentence is over, but nothing w’ould induce

Hedieh to go wdth them. We pretended that in such cases the girls w^ere moved straight to Cairo

Prison
;
so she said, *' Let me go, and for a life sentence, but not back with them."' We got permission

to keep her on for a w^eek and tried to find some w^ork for her, but it happened that there w as no .suitable

house. Then Hussein, who had been with a gang of prisoners whitewashing the hospital and seen

how pretty she w^as, found out from the uncles that they w^ere of the same tribe, stepped forw^ard and
said that he w^ould marry her. She had seen him too, and liked him, so aU was W’ell, but still she

made us sw'ear that none of her people would be present at the wadding. When they found this

out, they at once concluded that Hussein had been her lover in the reformatory. They had hounded
out all the tale of how' I had her helping me in the hospital, that he had been wdth the wiiitew^ashing

gang, seen her, and so on. The\^ sent down tw o men with guns, who took up their station near

Hus.sein's house. He did not resent it, as he had my guarantee that the girl w^as a virgin, and these

things seem quite natural to them. But the senior w^ardress w^as much perturbed and flatly refused

to have anything to do with it. Then it was that I said that I ordered her to come, and would
stand proxy myself. These tw'o men were leaning up on either side of the door, with their guns,

when we entered, stopped us, and said that they w^re sent by the tribe to be present at the taking
'' of the wish (face)." I told them to leave immediately or I w^ould call the Omdah, and wx went in, they
yelling that they w^ould shoot her if she were not a virgin, there and then, in spite of my being there.

I thought it best not to have them removed ])y the police, as I knew that the girl w^as all right, and if
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they did not sati.sfv themselves they would in the end get out of prison entirely convinced that

there was something wrong, and pick her oh some other time. But I thought that we were to sit in

the other room and then rush in and pluck off the sheets, as in Greek peasant weddings in Turkey.

As things turned out it was all right, and they burst into the room after the cloth had been

presented, kissed her, and after that I do not know where they went. Even after all she had suffered

at the breaking of the hymen, the girl roused up to curse them and push them off ! What a curious

temperament she has, to keep it ail bottled up for four years, and she is one of the most quiet, good-

natured creatures imaginable. The young couple are living near the Bab Zuweyla now, have two
children, and we have never had to interfere in quarrelhngs with her husband or neighbours, as we
have so often with other girls. All her hate seems to be concentrated into that one day
with the donkey. E. E. PERKINS.

Disposal of the Dead in Tibet. By Rev. Walter A shoe, Local Correspondent of the Royal Anthropo-

logical Institute.

Q A Tibetans dispose of their dead in three ways. In order of precedence they are

:

01 1. Chopping the body in pieces and scattering them in all directions; 2. Cremation on a

funeral pyre: 3. Burying or throwing the corpse into the water.

A lama (Buddhist priest) explained to me that the first method was specially pleasing to the

gods, as they relished the flavour of human flesh.

In Central Tibet there are certain people specially deputed to hack the body in pieces. Being
ceremonially unclean they are never allowed within the precincts of a temple.

Burning the corpse on a funeral pyre is also considered a favourable mode of disposing of the

dead, as the gods enjoy the odour arising from the body thus cremated.

The most abhorrent method of disposing of the dead, however, is held to be that of burying or

casting into a river. This occurs when the deceased is of a low caste, destitute, or one who has died

from a malignant or specially infectious disease.

It falls, however, to the lot of the officiating lama to decide what method should be adopted for

the disposal of the deceased.

A not uncommon practice in disposing of very young children who die, as the Tibetans say,
“ before they have got their first teeth,'’ is to secrete their bodies in the walls of their houses, or in a

cleft of a rock. This is done in the hope that the soul of the deceased child will re-enter its mother’s

w^omb, and that its ghost wall protect the inmates of the house from further molestation by evil spirits.

In Western Tibet the usual method of disposing of the deceased is by cremation.

Immediately a man dies, messengers are dispatched to call the officiating priest. No time is

lost in summoning this ecclesiastic, hence the current proverb, “ In securing the services of a lama,

a galloping horse could not overtake him.'’ The relations of the deceased are also hurriedly called

to the house of mourning.

Waddell in his “ Buddhism of Tibet,” has described in detail the ceremony of extracting the

soul of the dead, and his account of it is t\q)ical of the practice throughout Tibet.

No one may on any account disturb the corpse until the soul-extracting lama has entered the

death chamber, and in profound meditation ascertained the future destin\" of the soul.

The reason for this precaution is that any movement of the deceased may cause the soul to be
ejected prematurely, and thus be exposed to the caprice of wandering demons.

It is thought that if the soul escapes through an invisible aperture in the head, from the eyes,

nose, ears, or mouth, it is a favourable omen, whilst it is unfavourable if it should find vent through
any other orifice of the body.

The lama having seated himself in front of the corpse, proceeds to draw' up a death horoscope
of the deceased ; and, w'arning the spirit of the dangers which beset it on its course to the Western
paradise, he plucks out a hair from the crown of the head, and it is supposed that a minute perforation
is made, thereby liberating the spirit. This ceremony usually lasts about half an hour to an hour.

The lama next gives instructions as to the propitious moment for the transference of the corpse
to the site of cremation. The body is burnt from one to three days after death.
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In the meanwhile a few men from the village mount guard on the corpse lest it should be

disturbed in any way. They make doubly sure of this by tying it in a sitting posture with a white

scarf already blessed by the clergy.

In Ladakh it is customary to break the back of the corpse, this office being performed by the

nearest relatives.

During the lying-in-state period, food and beer are placed before the deceased, and much
feasting goes on in which both laity and clergy participate. As this orgy of feasting proceeds, the

clergy are busily employed saying masses for the departed. Waddell very properly says that this

ceremony is suggestive of an Irish Wake.

At the appointed time the body is carried on a Htter or chair to the cremating ground to the

accompaniment of much drumming.

One frequently sees the curious spectacle of a lama leading the corpse by a white scarf to guide

it to the Western paradise. A deceased lama, however, does not require this assistance as he is

supposed to be familiar with the path to be traversed after death.

On arrival at the funeral pyre, the body, covered with a white cloth, is laid upon the logs (and

in Ladakh inside a specially constructed earthen oven), the officiating lama feeding the flames Avith

rancid butter or mustard oil applied on a long-handled temple ladle.

Wlien the body is burnt, the ashes are collected and an effigy of the deceased is made and

suitably adorned with clothes and ornaments. It is then mounted on a pony and coiiA^eyed to the

confluence of two ri\"ers where the ashes are throAAn into the water. It is thought that the Avater will

carry them to the sacred riA^er of the Ganges.

In other parts of the country the ashes of the deceased are deposited in a chorten (i cenotaph of

mud and stone in the shape of a stupa) erected OA^er the site of cremation.

When a death occurs, the surviAung relation is regarded as ceremonially unclean. If she be a

surviving wife, the custom obserA^ed in Manchat is that she must wear her clothes back to front,

unplait her hair, discard eA'ery safety-pin or button used to keep her clothes together, and substitute

pieces of stick for all fastenings. She is not permitted to approach the family hearth, and when
eating food she must use a stick instead of a spoon. Other relations of the decea.^ed are also forbidden

to eat food until the body has been burnt.

In Bunan (a district in Lahoul) the restrictions for mourners are not so scA^ere. There the husband

discards one of his ear-rings, and AA^ears the rim of his cloth cap turned dowm oA-er his ears, Avhilst a

surviving Avufe takes off the gold petals from her sih^er head-cup.

Funeral ceremonies in Tibet entail a great deal of expense, as a large body of lamas have to be

entertained. Not less expensh^e are the feasts which haA^e to be gu^en to the members of the

community.
The first feast is given on the day of the funeral, folloAved a AAeek after by another.

At the expiration of the forty-nine days after death when the soul is free to roam about, yet

another free distribution of food and beer is made by the surviving relatives.

It is also customary to feed the community before the threshing period subsequent to a death,

and again at the end of the New Year festiA^al.

At the anniA^ersary of a death the ceremony of gaij-ira (Airtue) is performed, Avhen the

community is feasted on a A^erA’ large scale. This last ceremony is considered of special importance,

as this meritorious deed is supposed to secure for the soul of the departed a good rebirth in the six

regions of rebirth. WALTER ASBOE.

Burma. Cooper Clark.

Burmese Tatu. By J. ('ooper Clark.

The folloAAung notes were gathered from a Burman on the pas.-^age up the IrraAvaddy from QQ
Rangoon to Thayetmyo and deal with the appfication and design adopted by the nath'es of Ufc

this district when they are tatued.

The ink is obtained from the lamp-black^ of sesame-oil-, or kerosene, Avatei^ being added as

required and contained in a small Avooden pot. It is applied Avith needles in a group of eight, six

^ kvat-klio/. " hnan-tsliee. ^ vu.

“
[
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or two. Tho instrument^ is a hollow tube about two feet long mto which is fitted the yal or punch
(h"ig. 1) of solid metal 14 cm. in length and 3*5 cm. in circumterence at its widest part, the pointed

end being slit up 8 cm. into one double and one single groove at right angles so as to form six points

or needles which retain the colouring matter and

Fig. '1 ,—BURMAX tatued.

not he the shameful reason assigned by foreign

case the tattooing looks very well on the olive

The custom will probably never die out.'‘

when not in u^e is protected by a tin sheath. For

certain designs red ochre is used.

The part of the body tatued—to which all

males submit — is from the waist, in line with

the navel, downwards to just below the knee-cap

(Fig. 2). Women only have red spots put on

their necks as beauty marks. The operation

may be completed in two stages, one thigh being

done from 6 a.m. to 2 p.m. and after four days

the other, but as the operation is very painful,

especially the tender parts inside the thigh, the

boy, who is only six years of age when the

operation is performed, is given opium and for

this reason seldom more than three or four

figures are done at a time. When finished the

design in general emphasizes and enhances the

natural features and contours of the body and
gives the impression that the individual is

wearing skin-tight silk shorts. A similar remark

has been made about the Gambicr Islanders

whose tatuing from loins to ankles with small

lines was likened to pantaloons.

The designs are conventional but always

contain a demon [bidu) ui red (Fig. 3) on the

right thigh (poung) against snake bites and the

dangers of the jungle, and a cat {kyaung) in

order that the man may have the agility of that

animal (Fig. 4). Another animal frecpiently

chosen is the dragon (nagaZ) (Fig. 5). These are

arranged in a vertical series of oval medallions

(Fig. b) beginning from the thigh-bone down-
wards and ending in a ' frill

' below the knee,

each loop of which contains a quail-like bird

(Fig. 7). These designs are first sketched in with

an ordinary paint-brush, or stamped on with a

wooden block having the desired pattern, and
are not copied from any carved figures or

personal ornaments.

Sir George Scott in “ The Burman," p. 39,

says
— The origin of the custom may or may

writers. Xo true Burman believes it. But in any
skin, and I have heard English ladies admire it.

^ t^ok.

[
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My informant .said that the tatiiing (hlOa-^wengl) of every male in this manner was ordered by

King Babia .so that a man might be recognized at a distance when he wore a pu-hsOa or loin cloth.

J. COOPER CLARK.

Papua. Christian.

A New Musical Instrument from Papua. By O^offrey Christian,

QQ ^ peculiar type ot musical instrument is used by the natives of the Upper Purari river,

Ou calling themselves the Menada Kukukuku.
3rly first sight of these instruments was in a large tree-house some 30 miles above ^vhat I believe

are known as the Bwano rapids, on the Purari ri\ er. I then wondered what w^as the purpose of the

large polished wooden disks, about 3 inches thick and 3 to 4 feet in diameter (one or two were even

larger). Evidently each was a section cut with adzes from some large hardwood tree after it had been

felled : an enormous labour, when the extreme hardness of the wood and the very primitive tools

employed are taken into consideration. Being unable to talk their language or they ours (the coast

Motuan generally employed in Papua). I could not find out the use of these objects until some time

later, when I came upon some similar disks in a very big tree-house some considerable distance further

inland. I then had with me a local native, by name Omaka, who in some miraculous way had mastered

Motu by means of signs, etc., and a word or two here and there, wEen talking to the carriers, so that

I was able to discover w4iat these disks were.

It appears that they were used during the dances, which seemed to coincide with the full moon
and to last from 10 to 16 days. During this time the men, who occupy the upper floor of the two-

storey houses, eat little, but drink vast quantities of water, conveyed to them through long sections

of bamboo (from 10-15 feet) which line the wails of the house like hot-water-pipes in one of our

own houses. Five or six of the men sit around in a circle and balance the disks either on their toes

or on their knees. Each man lifts his diaphragm, and the edge of the disk is thrust deeply into the

pit of the stomach : all then depress their diaphragms on to the upper surface of the circumference

of the disk and open their mouths. An old man then takes a stone-headed hammer and gently hits

the centre of the disk. The sound appears to reverberate from the distended lungs, and issues forth

from the mouths of the seated men : the effect is a deep booming sound, similar to the sound of the

big skin-headed drums of other parts.

This may seem hardly credible, but I heard and saw' a demonstration, given for my benefit by
four of the Kukukuku. wdth Omaka beating the centre of the disk. GEOFFREY CHRISTIAN.

ROYAL ANTHROPOLOGICAL INSTITUTE: PROCEEDINGS.

Ordinary Meetings of the Institute.

Excavations at Thermi in Lesbos. Summary of a Communication jyresented by Miss Winifred Lamb,

F,S.A., 9 February, 1932.

M The excavation of Thermi is so nearly complete that w^e can give a coherent account of the

development of its five successive towms and, with their help, reconstruct the history of the

Troadic peoples in the Early Bronze Age (tiU about 2000 B.c.). Thermi I and II, contemporary,
as far as we can judge, with Troy I and Protesilaos I, w'cre built on a more or less radiating plan,

with the long narrow' Anatolian house as the predominant but not the universal type. Two copper
pins decorated with birds are paralleled by the pins from Chalandriani in the Cyclades; other

objects testify to trade with the Cyclades and with Asia Minor : a terracotta head with animals’

ears recalls (Acladic style, but suggests alien beliefs.

Thermi III may have flourished at the same time as Protesilaos II a or h, Yortan, and Senirdje,

during the interlude between Troy I and II. The bothroi. typical of this stage of the settlement,
are proved by their pottery to be earlier than those of Greece and Macedonia.

[
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Thermi IV-V, difYerently oriented and differently planned to their predecessors, are contemporary

with the earlier stages of Troy IT : with Bos Eiiyuk, Protesilaos III, and the spread of Troadic

influence over the Xorth-West .Egean. Town V possesses the foundations of a town wall, and

contains a house with antje. This house is in many ways like the megaron of Troy II, but cannot

be called a true megaron because it is not isolated, and because its hearth is not central.

The break which occurs in the Troadic or Anatolian culture after the desertion of Thermi A"

and the destruction of Troy II is ail the more complete because the settlements we know best do not

survive it. Certain material from Schlieniann's unpublished sites in the Troad, indicating possible

lines of enquiry, must be discussed : but further excavation alone can decide wliether the curious

pottery from Besika Tepe represents foreign influence or an earlier date, and what links the more

unconventional wares from Hanai Tepe to those of Troy.

The final phase of this culture is characterized by the fully developed grey wares of Troy VI.

Concerning the problems presented by their curious peculiarities, their long pedigree and remarkable

descendants, fresh evidence is given by sites like Hanai Tepe and Bali Dagh in the Troad ; and by
four sites in Lesbos ; Antissa, Methymna, Pyrrha, and the outer settlement at Thermi.

The Wellcome Gold Medal for Anthropological Research.

In jVLix, 1931, 271, was announced the generous offer of Sir Henry S. Wellcome to establish QC
a gold medal for the best anthropological research essay, together with the conditions under Ou
which the medal is to be awarded by the Royal Anthropological Institute. Essays intended for

competition in 1932 must reach the office of the Institute, 52, Upper Bedford Place, W.C.l, on or

before 31 March, 1932.

The gold medal, of which the obverse and reverse are reproduced above, has been designed

by Mr. F. Bowcher. The fikeness of Hippocrates is based on the reputed portrait-busts, of which

there are casts in the British Museum and in the Wellcome Historical Medical Museum.

Social Mechanisms in Primitive Education. Snniynarif of a Coynmunicition prtsenUd by T. J. A. Yates,

23 February^ 1932.

The education a native child receives is a study whicli has been mucli neglected by anthro- 110
pologists. We have consequently no precise knowledge of the process. We can, however, 00
distinguish two types of social forces or mechanisms involved in it. There are those directly con-

tributing to the acquisition of knowledge and of control of the environment, and to the formation

of behaviour-patterns and sentiments. These include institutions such as the family, the clan,

tribal organizations for administrative, military and religious purposes, which define and control

[ 71 ]
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social behaviour. There are also certain social mechanisms working in a more indirect manner,

but, perhaps, not the less important for that. The division of life into a series of stages each having

its own ideals and standards of behaviour, privileges and duties, supplies the framework in which

the directiv acting influences can work. These stages are markerl off from one another by ritual

performances, long ago classified by van Gennep as rites de passage. When these ceremonies are examined

from the functional point of view, we find that they are, in fact, a dramatic affirmation of tlie child's

transition from one stage to the next, and also of the change this is presumed to effect in the child,

thus imposing on him the ideals and duties of the new stage by bringing into action social expectation,

with its concomitant manifestations in behaviour.

Human Bioiogical Research Committee.

0"| The first meeting of this Committee was held on S January, 1931, Professor Seligman

U f presiding. Professor Elliot Smith, proposed by Sir Arthur Keith, seconded by Mr. Miles Burkitt,

was elected Chairman of the Committee.

Human Remains from a Rock Shelter, Matje River,

00 Cape Province. Summary of a comynui>a^atwv by

00 Arthm KirUh. M.D., F.B.S,, ^Jtutaary

This senes of human skulls has been excavated

by Professor T. F. Dreyer from tlie ^latje Pivei Rock
Shelter, a newly diSco\ered prehistoric site in the

Zitzikama distru-t, on the coast of Cape Province.

Profes'.or Dreyer assigns the earliest occupation levels

—amounting in depth to 14 ft.—to the Mossel Bay
i-ulture, pro^’islonallv equated with one of the later

pakeolithic cultures of Europe. The skulls show racial

resemblances to the Boskop cranium. Three of those

from the lowest strata are trigonocephalic. having a

malformed frontal, compressed laterally, with a high

median keel. Trigonocephaly occurs oreasionally in

modern white races and a tendency thereto is not

uncommon among Bushmen and Hottentots who may
be resrarded as deseeiuiants of tliis prehistoric stock of

South Afric-a. The prehistoric stock is remarkable in

its tendeiu'y to produce very large-brained individuals,

and also to retain infantile and juvenile characters into

adult life. All the evidence at present points to South

Africa as its evolutionary home.

Sociological Research Committee.

The Conception of Stages in Social Evolution.

QA Abstract of pnpf:r by Professor Al. GinsbfKy :

09 lo January. 1932: to be published in full i)i Max.
The c'onception of stages lias been employed in

five ways by anthropology' and sociology, the first three

of which all imply a genetic continuity.

( 1 ) Stages as regular sequences of some form or

element in culture, siipposeil to recur m tht' same order

among different peoples and to desi-rihe a kind of

evolutionary tendency. This may be ileserilied as a con-

ception of unilinear recurrence. It is now gimerally

rejected.

(2) Stages as descrdiing general trends of sooiai

development in the culture of humanity taken as a

whole. Development, though along different lines,

reaches focal points of expression in different parts of

the world. This stresses intercoaneiUion and eontinuity

of history [cf. Comte, Hegel. Marx, Hobhouse), Despite

objections raised by Troeltsch, some synthesis based

on a comprehensive survey of the data of anthropology

and of history and the facts of romparative psychology,

must be the goal of sociological inquiry, if sociology is

ever to go beyond the mere ctirnpilation of data. A study
devoted to the analysis of the vanou.s factors involved

and to forms of contact, together with a resultant

synthesis of cultures, is manifestly of assistance even
to students of Kuropean history alone.

(3) A scheme of change for one or more elements
of culture confined to the liistory of one people or culture

area Schmollcr and Procsler). A genetic con-
tinuity IS implied in most of the .schemes under this

liead. There is a danger under this scheme of lumping
all the simpler peopk\s together, and of assuming a
causal relationship in choosing the characters which are

to form the basis of classification. For instance. ei onomic
stages are often distinguished on the basis of the degree of

social differentiation or political structure, an assumption
wliich may prov e erroneous. Xev'ertheless there is need
for sr hemes restricted to single milture areas after the
manner of Proesler's work, and if such schemes are

worked out not only for economic, but for other aspects
of culture as well, the correlating work of the sociologist

will be facilitated and put on a securer basis.

(4) This leav'es the question of genetic continuity
open, and regards stages not as descript iv'e of actual
sequences, but rather as heuristic constructions or
theoretical types, useful as instruments of measurements
comparison and correlation {cj. Max Weber and Below)

;

a method of researcli which ma>' ' be valuable, rather
than an embodiment of evolutionary laws.

(5) A theory of Kultnr-kreise or the stratification of

different complexes of cultural elements.

What v'alue hav e these conceptions to sociology ?

Tn the first place we have to discover what elements
m social life are functionally related. This implies a use

of the comparativ'e method to establish associations

ami correlations. Then we have to ascertain whether
there are any regularities in the change of institutions

and vvhetlier the changes m one institution are func-

tionally coi related with changes in other institutions or

other aspects of social life. For instance, are changes
in tile institution of public justice correlated with '^hanges

in the economic order ?

With advanced peoples, having a hi'^torv, parallel

ih.inges aiul regularity of sequence can be estimated,
but with prirnitiv^e peoples this cannot be estabhsheil

owing to an insufficiency of data.

But association between different aspects of social life

or correlations m sequences of <-hange between them
is not enough to prov'e causation. This is only possible
if vv'e can discover the deeper causes ami can predict
their continued operation under specific conditions.

Conclusion : the conception of stages of grovvdh is

still useful and necessary in sociology, and it does not
commit us to any particular tlieory of social ev'olution.

The tracing of sequences in ordeHy phases is a necessary
preliminary to antf theory of sof-ial development. There
13 an urgent need for the establishment of a more
complete social morphology and a more refined analysis
of the ^‘omplex life of social institutions, in order
ultimately to arnv'o at a causal explanation.

2
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PROCEEDINGS

SCHOOL OF ORIENTAL STUDIES.

Open Public Lectures.

The Development of Native Education In Kenya.
Bjf C. Tr. Hohleif. C.M.G. : 3 Februani. 1932.

When British administration was estab- gy
lished in Kenya, we e^tabllshed law and order

whether the natives liked it or not. ^^'e oftcm had
to use force to do this, but less and less as time
went on. We taught them that there was no
dispute that could not be settled by conference and
arbitration, and we refrained from interference with
old customs and beliefs. Ail this can be counted
as education. Meanwhile, missionaries introduced
ethical education of other types, conflicting with
old belit'fs : settlers had educational influence ^ of

another sort ; the Ch-eat War gave birth to self

consciousness and a political evolution which will

not be denied.

It has been suggested that the natives should
be left alone. But they wert‘ left alom^ for inan\'

thousamls of years, and they evolved a sociology

of their own. Tins has many admirable charactiux ;

but it took them only so far anrl no further. In
view of the inter-tribal raiding and blood^ht'd,

cannibalism, and many other tribal amusements of

only a few decadt's ago, would anyone wish to

withdraw all the control that good government
imposes ?

While devoted work is done by the missions,

sectarian teaching saps the whole system of tribal

sanctions, and the rluties which hold nati\*e society

together. Beligioiis bias in chiefs would ivsult in

unfairness in patronage.

For native rulers there should be ethical

training on broad lines by the State, to develop
character, civic sense, responsibility, financial

probity, the spirit of service and self discipluu'.

Especially among Akamba and Kavirondo,
where the tendency to break away from mission
education was not complicated as m the Kikuyn
Province' by dispute about cfTtain customs, it is a

momentous sign; dominant tribes realizing that

education leads to gri'ater powea* and affluence'.

Natives ask to control their own schools, and arc

forming sects which try to accommodate C'hristian

and inherited native beliefs. The lines upon
which native education is to be conducted can only
be settled by close co-operation with the native
himself; not that he has any knowledge of the
subject, but he can be led, and his advice as to

whether any innovation is likely to conflict with
the old order or whethi'i* it tits in with his aspirations,

will be invaluable. The whole outlook must be
practical

;
no real good will be obtained by idealizing

the native or by being sentimental.

Practical training is illustrated by chiefs plough-
ing with their owm hands, and packing home-grown
fruit for Nairobi market ; model houses, shops,

manure pits, and the activities of the Sanitary
Service w'lthin the native villages. Improved

[ ^
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health leads to greater prosperity, and technical

training to the establi>hment, in each village, of

bricklayt'r, caijX'iiter and blacksmith, n'udering
life m the Re^erves more attractive. Excellent
w^ork i-^ bt'ing done on th('-;e lines in the villages by
the Jeanes teachers and their waves.

A Hausa Translation of the Poetic Works of

Imruil Kaisi. Sinnhutri/ of a cofumnnicdtion m
presented btf Capt(tin R. S, RattrcKj, gl
D.Sc. : 10 Februartf, 1932.

Genuine Hausa literature is rare. There exist

-«om(' manuscripts dt-aling with historical "-ubjects

connected wath the race, an<l a number of tali'?

and songs. The-e documents are, how’evi'r, abvays
rather disappointing and gi'uerally lack any preten-

sion to literary style. They cannot be taken as

specimens of the Hausa languagi' as spoken by
the better educated members of the Hausa race.

The facts are that the averagi' Hausa scribt'

neglects his own language—frorn a literary jioint

of \'i(‘w'—and not only writi's Hausa in Arabic
characters, but prefers to use Arabic as a means
of writtc'ii communication.
A translation by a Hausa, Liman Alhaji Umaru,

into Hausa from Arabic, of thi' 34 poems or odes

of the pre -Islamic Bedouin poet Imruil Kaisi wdiich

came undi'r the wi'iti'r's notici' while he was m
Mt'st Africa presents a striking exception to the
above general piinciple. His renderings of these

Arabian mastL'rpieces show' that the Hausa language,
w'hiii hainlled by one of that I’ace, determined to

show its capacity' for literary force of exprt'ssion

and beauty, becomes a medium wdiich possesses

consi(_l(*i-able powers of poetic expression.

The w'orks of Imruil Kai^i are not, of course,

unkuow'ii to European scholars. Firstly, we have
the translation by Baron de Slane, wdio translated

Imruil Kaisi's works into Latin. His book does
not, however, contain Ode I. For a pre\dous
translation of this, wa' have to turn to tln' works
of Sir William Jones, Captain Johnson, Arnold.
Lyall and Lady Anne Blunt. The translations by
the last thri'e writers are \a'r\' free poetic renderings

and do not serve as a very useful basis of comparison
w'lth the original. The'iv is no gainsaying tlie fact

that Arabic culture has exercised consiflerable

intluenci' on the Hausas. Const Mjuently it is at k'ast

probable that a Hausa wdll be as much rapport

with the spirit of thi' time Avhen Imruil Kaisi

wrote, as these European scholars wdio have
attempted from time to tinii' the translation of these

Arabian poems. The Hausa translator has not
made any attempt in his translation to follow' or

imitate the peculiarities of the Arabic metres or to

conform to the complicated rules of Arabic prosody.

In these poems, which vary somew'hat in merit,

a nomad people is set before us W'hose chit'f interi'sts

are bound up in the use and w'ell-being of their

flocks and herds. The horse, the Arab's friend par

]
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trcelletice, is constantly alluded to, ami praised.

We gather from these od6^s that manufactures were
in those days (uther in the hands of the people of
Yemen or of the Jews or of the Eastern nations
generally. Th(' sports and pastimes of the i^eople

of pre-Isiamic Arabia are well illustrated. They
were story-telling, gambling, horse-racing, hunting
buffalo, antelope and wild asses.

When we seek for passages in these odes which
would throw light on religious beliefs, we are

disappointed at hnding \'ery few, although a kind
of monotheistic idea seems to rim like an under-
current through the jooems, with Allah as the one
High Clod. Xot infrequently we are reminded of
the philosophy of a later Eastern poet—Omar
Khayam. There are references also to magic,
charms and superstitions, which indeed we would
ha\'e expected, but instead of such beliefs being
accepted and accredited, it is a somewhat curious
fact that when mentioned they are generalh'
treated as objects of derision or dislike. Finally,

there art* Vcigue and somewhat shadowy references

to contemporary history and to the Old Testament.
These are but a few a.spects of a work which can

only be fairly judged and dealt with by a
presentation of the original.

FOLKLORE SOCIETY.

Folk-Stories from the Northern Solomons. Summary
of a paper by Beatrice Blackwood : 20 January^

32 1932.

The folk-stories discussed in this paper
were collected on Buka and on the north coast of
Bougainville, the most northerly of the vSolomon
Islands, in 1929-30. Some account was given
of the circum.stances under which they were
obtained. Many were recorded in the native
language, the rest in Pidgin-English. They were
classified as follows : I. Culture-Hero Stories,

dealing with the doings of those legendary persons
from whom the people consider themselves to be
descended and to have derived the essential features
of their culture. II. Culture-Origin Stories, ex-
plaining certain practices and customs. III. Xatural
History Stories, accoimting for natural phenomena,
the moon, rocks, etc. IV. Real-life Stories, com-
prising hunting, fishing and domestic incidents,
some concerning individuals whose names are
given, some showm by the existence of alternative
versions to be traditional. V. Animal iStories,

in which creatures behave like human beings.
VI. Animal Association IStories, illustrating the
personal association thought to exist between
certain creatures and certain human beings.
VII. Transformation Stories, in which a man or
a woman changes into some creature, out of pique
or in revenge for a supposed insult, VIII. Stories
about the spirits of the dead, including journeys
to the place of the dead. IX. Stones about Pinari
and Tukis, beings who dwell in the bush and make
mischief; stories of beings corresponding to these,
under different names, are widely distributed
throughout the Melanesian area, and parallels to
many of those recorded by the writer occur in

other collections. X. Miscellaneous, comprising
stories which do not come under any of the other
headings. Examples of each of these ten categories

were given. Some of the ethnological questions
raised by the tales were indicated, and reference

was made to the existing records of similar tales

from other parts of Melanesia, with which the
present collection falls into line.

The Function of Folk-Lore. Summary of Address by
the President, Rev. Dr, E, O. James: 17

93 February, 1932.

Human culture to be stable and truly pro-
gressive must have an inner vitality; it must be
m touch with the life of nature and of human
nature, for piogress is something more than the
sum total of the products of civilization. Every
culture embodies aii attitude to life and a concep-
tion of reality, and any change in these brings with
it a change in the whole character of the culture,

as we see in the case of the transformation of the
peasant folk mentality by the rationalized thought
and mechanized civilization of modern times. But
a study of the classical ” civilization of Greece
and Rome shows that it is possible for gi*eat intel-

lectual and scientific achievement to exist side by
side with a process of cultural and social dis-

integration and decay, when society loses its roots
in the past, and is cut off from the source of its

original life.

It is the function of folk-lore to reveal the
conditions under which cultural forms have de-
veloped in the past by preserving in fantastic
patterns the great emotional reactions of a human
group, their relations to the supernatural order,
their movements and racial and culture contacts,
and their collective consciousness and adaptations
of experience. ^lyth-making may take strange
shapes, but it invariably reflects the actual occur-
rences of human life in the past and the present,
and particularly those which stir the emotions. In
short, myth is not merely a story told but a reality

lived, .so that it has a functional value, in that it

strengthens tradition and gives a meaning and
solidarity to life and to its operations, evaluations
and sanctions.

When fantasy-thinking gives place to sophisti-
cated thought folk-lore may acfpiire a new function
by becoming re-fashioned in an allegorical and
poetical form, where “ truth embodied in a tale
may outsoar philosophy, or science, in the apprecia-
tion of the final meanings of life. But true folk-
lore is neither poetry, nor philosophy, still less is it

science. It is, however, an expression of a particular
psychological and sociological attitude to life which
has given a solidarity to society which is less con-
spicuous in a modem mechanized community. The
scientific study of this substratum of civilization is
of more than academic interest, having something
of very real value and significance to contribute to
the cultural history of mankind, and to the deter-
mination of the present and future destinies of the
human race.

[ u ]
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HELLENIC SOCIETY.

The Minoan Palace of Mallia in Crete. .4

Lecture by M. Ferncmd Chapoiithier, Professor 0^
at the University of Bordeaux

:

2 February,

1932.

The French School of Athens has entrusted

M. ChapOLithier, for six seasons, with the t^\:cavation

of the Cretan Palace at Malha.
The palatial " civilization, revealed at Knossos

and Phaestos, dates back to about 210(J b.c. At
Mallia, a small port on the north coast of Cretf% the

palace *' buildings lie four-sc[uare roimd a central

court in characteristic native fashion. The
magazines in the east wing contain many jars and
vessels, filled with carbonized beans, which can
be identified. An ingenious de\4ce a\'oided of

waste in case of breakage of an oil -jar. On a bench
in the entrance corridor an official supervised the

entry and despatch of provisions. His ^eal, which
has been recovered, represents him seated before

the oil-jars, and sealing them. An enormous jar,

5 ft. 6 in. high, contained the oil; near it was an
oil-separator. The armoury workshop contained

the moukls in which bronze was smelted. In the

workshop of the vase-drillers was an enormous stone

jar, unfinished. These magazines may be compared
to those of Asia Minor or CH’prus, but the plan and
arrangement are more \'aried. Cretans detested

sjTnmetry. In adapting a h\’^30style hall to their

palace, they intentionally made it uns\'mmetrical.

A little chapel with dronios and prodomos seems the

ancestor ” of the Mycenaean meyaron and of

the Hellenic temple.

In Crete, as in the East, the king was also high

priest. Several terraces above the central court

were used for religious rites. One of these, a loyyia,

with ceiling supported by roimd columns, contained

an altar, and communicated by a staircase with a

sacristV, for the ceremonial weapons. The insignia

of royalty, the sceptre, an axe in .schist, representing

a leopard, such as were trained for himting, and
an immemse bronze sword, with hilt and knob of
rock-crystal, decorated with gold-platt‘, to be
carried by the royal high-priest at such ceremonies
as took place in the loyrjia ; a truly Oriental custom,
comparable with the representation of the King
of PtTsia, which soldiers of th(‘ garrison of Dura,
on the Euphrates, sketched on the fortress walls.

Anoth(‘r terrace draws us from the East and
reminds us of Greece. Here a round slab, deeply
sunk into the earth, has 34 slight depressions round
a deeper central cavity : recalling the portable
kenios used in Greek mysteries for agrarian offerings

to the divinities of the soil.

On(' room, in the north of th(‘ palace, contains
the archives, a collection of pastilles, medalliorLs,

bars, or tablets in clay, with hieroglyphic and early
Imear signs. Twenty new signs occur at Mallia

;

a human head in profile mider a branch, a galloping
bull, a bird, a bow with its arrow, a three-footed

pot, are amongst the most original. If we cannot
yet s(4ze the phonetic \'alue, we can study the
forms. Figures of everyday life gradually take
more gfumetrical shapes, till th(\v (bn'elop into

letters of our alphabet.

In convi^ying tht' thanks of the Society to

Professor Chapouthier, Sir Arthur Evans, as a
work ‘I* in a neighbouring field, laid stress on the
singular importance of the discoveries made by
the lecturer and his colleagues at ^lallia, on behalf
of the French School, and the excellence of the
work of the excavation itself. While at Knossos
the earliest Palace remains were largely ilestroyed

or concealed by tht' later building. Mallia, where
the earliest palatial stage was largeK' left untouched,
supplied the best evidence of the high civilization

attained by Minoan Crete at the beginning of the
Age of Palaces. It afforded a valuable link of
connection with the East Mediterranean lands in

the days of Abraham and Hammurabi.

REVIEWS.

Greece, and ^gean.

The Early Age of Greece. By Sir ^yilUam Ridgeway.

VoL II, edited by A. S. F. Gow and D. S.

Robertson. Cambridge University Press, 1931. 0Q
Pp. xxviii -r ^47. 158 ill us. in ftxf. and

portrait frontispiece. 30s. net.

Volume I of this work appeared in 1901, and
promised speedy issue of the second. An ad-

vertisement of 1910 says : A ol. II nearly ready.

Meanwhile Ridgeway was accumulating material,

making rough drafts, even sending copy to the press

and correcting proofs. The work, if completed as

he meant it to be, would have been gigantic, and
that, with failing health and eyesight, he continued

to plan and write shows his courage and energy.

Finally he died, leaving behind him a huge mass of

material in all stages of unreadiness ; and his

literary executors, five years after his death, hav'o

[

put togdher all that they judged utilizable. Hence
this book, though published in 1931, was really
composed in its mam outlines about thirty years
ago, and it needs the introductory chapter which
Mr. A. 4. B. Wace has contributed to remind its

younger Headers what exactly Ridgeway's views
were. Much of it is largely of historical interest,

showing the student what was new in archaeology,
and incidentally what strange things passed for
argument in sociology, in 1901. What has been
printed is not a complete book, but four chapters;
one, on Kinship and Marriage ” running to 355
pages, others, of less unusual size but still not
short, dealing respectively with Murder and
“ Homicide ” and “ Fetish, * Totem,' and Ancestor ”

;

wdiilo the last, of over 200 pages, deals with Ireland
“in the Heroic Age,” a subject interesting enough
in itself, especially when handled by an eloquent
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enthiisia.st, but connected with the main theme of the
work by rather slender threads.

Ridgeway held that Ch’eece in prc-Achaian days
was inhabited by a “ Pelasgian " people, of IVIedi-

terranean type and Bronze (n\dlization, whose
language was Wiro, or as he prefers to call it,

Aryan, m essence an early form of Breek. These
were invaded from the north by the tall, fair

Achaians, who W(a*t‘ K(‘Its in the early Iron stage of
culture, and destroyed the native (Minoan)-
^Vlycena'an ci\'ilization, founding on its rums the
culture described by Homer. Last of all came the
Dorians, who were Thrako -Illyrians. The Pela^gians
were rnatnlineal, the Achaians patrilineal; the
former were ft 'tish-worshippers and had an elaborate
cult of tht^ dead, tht‘ latter neither; the former
inhumed their dead, the latter cremated; and
numerous other, less salient differences existed. In
Italy there Ava^ a similar state of things, the parts of
Pelasgians and Achaians bilng played respecth^ely

by Sabines {
— Patricians) and Latins (— Plebeians i

at Rome. Likt' mo<^t writtTs of his day, RidgCAvay
paid comparatiA’ely little attention to the other
Italian states of antiquity.

Broadly speaking, it may be said that Ridgeway
was brilliantly right, in opposition to ci'rtain theories

then current, on tAA^o important points. The
Minoan-Mycenaan civilization AAns not tlu^ Homeric
culture, but an earlier stage

; and the Achaiair-
Avere northerners, probably from central Eurojie,
Avht^ther akin or not to the^ Kelts. Sa\‘e for these
facts, hoAveA^er, scarcely anything of his AneAVs is

hki'ly to suivive. That the “ Pedasgians " Avere

rnatnlineal is not disproA’ed ; but am thing like

proof of it has ncAta* been forthcoming, and the
balance of probability is slightly the other AAay.

Racial difference of any kind betAveen Patrician and
Plebeian is decidedly unlikely, except in so far as
the latter probably included a number of landless
men from Aarious parts of Italy. ^lycenaan
culture, as tlistinct from the otluT phasi^s of Htdladic,
has at least some claim to be the product of the
fust AA'aA^e of Hellenic inA’a^ion. strongly influenced
by the ciA'ilization of 31inoan Crete. The religious

differences which he and his folloAA^ers found betAveen
invaders and invaded were* far less sharply definable
than he or they supposed, though some differtnees

did exist. As to the *' Aryan "-speaking inhabitants
of prehistoric Clreece, Italy, and much more of early
Europe, they seem in a fair Avay to take their placi*

alongside of the .solar myth and the migiations of
the children of Gomer. RidgcAvay's be>t title to
remembrance, among those Avho noA’er kneAv the
chaim of his personality or hjs brilliance as a
teacher, is the greatness and boldness of his effort

to reconstruct the early history of the most important
regions of Europe on the basis of all the evidence,
from language and from material remains, from art
and culture, religion and social structure, as inter-
preted by a powerful and active constructive
imagination.

In this very poAAer lay his weakness. However
much he might preach the doctrine that fact,
especially archaeological fact, and not theory, must
be our guide, he Avas in spirit ahvay^ the clever

adA'oeate of his OAAm Auews, never the impartial
judge AA'hich, perhaps, a duller man might haA^e

been. Hence his curious inability to see or eA'aluate

those parts of the eA'idence which made against
him, coupled Avith a faculty for making the most out
of those Avhich Avere in his faA'our such as would
haA'(‘ brought him fame and money at the Bar,
had that been his chosen field. I gKe a few samples,
cullixl from thi^ book under rcA'icAA’, of this persistent

defect ; naturally no mention is made of points on
AA'hich recent discoA’eries ha\"e caused ail scholars
to alter their Auews.

In linguistics, ht^ shoAVS (pp. 154, 157) apparent
ignorance of two (juite elementary facts in Greek
philology, and thus \dtiates a great part of his

argument at that point. The Spartan o- for 0 is a
comparati\*ely late phenomenon, much too late to
be of any serA'ice for reconstructing primitiA^e Doric;
and the r in >^uch Avords as K'a-crapes represents an
(‘arher tt, and tluuvfore is as much a labializing form
as those, like nlavpfs, with AA’hich he contrasts it.

His criticism (p. 324) of the commonly h(*ld A’ieAV

that place-names Avith the suffix -v$- are prehellenic

is ruined by neglecting a primary fact, namely,
that such names fail to shovA" any connection AAuth

knoAAm Greek or otht‘r Wiro roots, and thia-efore

it may be supposed that they are foreign, suffix

and all. If this Awre a journal de\’oted to clas.*^ical

or other philology, a dcjzen examples, equally
noteAATirthy, might be* giA’iai.

In discussing social structure, he. of course, giA’es,

in this book, the arguments of his day. I aauII not
discuss them in detail,* but merely point out the
strange mixtTire of acuttaiess and insensibility

AA'hich characterize them. On pp. 3 foil., for instance,
he combines a smashing refutation of McLennan‘s
A'ii'AA's of ( Ireek mother-right AA'ith the acceptance of
the flimsiest exudence for its existence among the
" Pelasgians "

: on p. 350 and elsmA'here, lu* uses
the AA'ords promiscuous " and ” polyandrous " so

A'aguely that it is har<l to attach any more ilefinite

meaning to them than " non-monogamous "
: AA’hen

tht* Gr(‘ek attitiuU* toAA'ai’ds the blood -feiitl is in

question, he cites (p. 377) a highly characteristic

passage of Euripides as ri'presenting Athenian ideas

of the fifth century, AA'hich is as if one AA'ere to take
Samuel Butler as the typical Victorian : Avhen he
seeks parallels {p. 454) outside Europe, he commits
himself to the statement that all Amerindian tribes

AA'ert* matrilineal and exogamous, AA'hich is simply
untrue. Side by side with such errors are to be
found brilliant suggestions, mostly at points AA'here

the facts are feAv and obscure, as for instance the
A't'ry ingenious theory (p. 397) that the Serx'ian

constitution at Rome was based, not on property
in land, but on aa'ci gelt, originally expressed in terms
of cattle. When he speaks of race, as he continually
does, he fluctuates bcAvilderingly betAA'een insisting

on the impermanence of the stock criteria, such as
head -shape, and tacitly assuming (one is tempted to
belieA'e) the long surA'ix'al of such features as will

* I haxe dealt AA'ith seA’eral points in Folk-Lore, xxii,
277-291 : xxxi, 93-108 ; xxxvii, 213-244 ; Journ. Rom.
Stud., xii, 100-133.

[ -6 ]
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make for his \ io\vs. \\ liwi religion and magic are
his theme, he combines with much sound sense
occasional lapses, such as taking the learned and
late Orphic Lithika (p. 429) as evidence for popular
Greek views on the efficacy of certain gems.
Such unfortunate shortcomings as these weaken

the confidence which a non-archieolegist might
otherwise feel with regard to his numerous and
interesting discussions of archaeological data, es-
pecially Irish ; ne\ ertheless, the reviewer is inclined
to regard these parts of the book as the best, if

only for the power which Ridgeway had, to use his
own comparison (p. 603), of making a revivifying
breath breathe through the valley of dry bones
which is too often offered to students looking for
some more congenial path. H. J. ROSE.

Through Basque to Minoan. F. G. Gordon, M.A.,
F,S.A. Oxford Unicersity Press. 1931. 8fo. Rp. 84.
Price 10*\ Qd. net. QR

If this book did not bear a respected imprint,
it would be thought a tiresome joke. Modern dialects
of Basque {e.g.,

"
the French Basque tlialects, which

favoiu* an aspirate when this is wanted, p. 8) are
used to provide values for Cretan pictographs of the
second millennium b.c. When no modern Basque
word suits Mr. Gordon, he invents one (pp. 10-1 1) from

its context here : so an arrow-sign is pronounced
hyiliadz. This is a convenient word, for cn p. 10 a quite
dilferent sign r(*ads byibadz and means a door-handle "

;

and in the inscription S.M. 22 the sequence “ door :

door-handle : hide ' reads byilGbyiliadz-adzal and means
arrow-hide,” i.e., a leather bag full of arrows, no doubt

laid up in a chest and sealed. It helps, apparently, to
know that in Ba.sque latch ” is used alone for a form of

rock-cactus.” Similarly (p. 11), a sign not very like

a bow is tail
;

"
there is no word of this kind in modern

“ Basque, but it does seem to survive in illargi, moon,
’

i.e.y crescent.” Under byili (as above) for a “gate,”
use is made of Greek and Basque ibilli

" walking ”
;

for, as Mr. Gordon correcth' says “ it almost looks
“as though there were some connection between a
“gate and walking out.” But such lapses into the
obvious are rare.

On these and similar guesses rest ^Ir. Gordon's
“ translations ” of three Minoan “ poems ” and a

metrical calendar,” the well-known “ Pheestos-disk,”
which, though in a different script, and not demonstrably
Cretan, “ yields to the method already applied ”

; its

“summer half is iii hexameters ;
the winter half “ seems

to be elegiac,” a metre “ probably regarded as appro-
priate to the more melancholy season. " The archaic

Cretan summer also “ probably comes second in order
of time, ' because “ in classical times the Cretan

‘‘ year began on 24th September.” Here are the
opening phrases of this “ poem,” in Mr. Gordon's
translation :

—
“ The lordling skimming the girdle-

tracks; the lord clenching the fist, bruising the skin
“ with delight, hewing at the flower of the teeth, smiting
with cost us, driving home.” Mr. Gordon's notions of

metre allow the syllable adz to be either long or short

(p. 75), and bidadz to be a single long syllable; in his

grammar, a sign rendered qu or qad ‘‘ would be useful
“ as representing the Basque suffix ko or qo, which is

“ used in a gemtival, adjectival, comparative, and
future sense.” Frankly, ” the result of some years'

“ work ” is not comparable (as Mr. Gordon's preface
seems to claim) with that of Champoilion : and his

theory does not “.seem to work in practice”; for his
“ translations” make no sense. C. D.

Britain : Archaeology.
The Archaeology of Berkshire. By Harold Peake,
AI.A., F.S.A. London. Prtce 1U6-. 6d.
There can be little doubt that the man >)est fitted Jy

to describe the arch?eology of Berkshire is

Mr. Peake, the well-known curator of the Xewbury
Museum; and we may therefoie congratulate the
Editor of the County Archaeologies on having secured
the best man for the work to be done. W© are not so
sure, however, that we can congratulate Mr. Peake
upon the task which has fallen to his share, for, though
there can be no question as to its having been well done,
It must have been dull work fitting the mass of material
at his disposal into a plan so stereotyped as that of the
County Archaeologies, a plan which leaves the author
so little scope for the exercise of his individuality.

This is the third of the County Archieologie.s which
we have been asked to review and, fi-ankly, we are gettmg
rather tired of them for, tliough they will prove most
valuable books of reference: and. though it would be
flifficult to suggest a scheme more serviceable than the
one laid down, it is a dry tas-k to have to read m cold
print the long lists of artifacts found lu different parts
of each county. Thc.se, of course, must all be recorded
or the books, for reference purposes, become incomplete
and unreliable, but the finds are now so many that the
authors ha\'o little room to discuss at any length their

meanings and Imman as.sociations.

"Writing, as we do. for reader.^ of Man. the latter point
seems regrettable, though we must remember that most
of the readers, or at least buyers, of tliese books are
people emlowed witli the museum mstmet who tvant

to know where specimens like their own were found
and are to be seen, and care little wlial they have to
tell about the men who made them.

Sometimes, however, Mr. Peake finds room to escape
from his inventories and catalogues and talks to us as
he would over the smoking-room fire; as, for example,
w^hen he is discussing the ancient tracks and liiglnvays,

Weyland's Smithy and the designs of Julius Ciesar,

who, he thinks, was induced to invade Butam by the
internal strifes between the Belgic tribes m the South-
East of the country. Of course these may have maele
his task easier, but I fear that the role of professional
peai'emaker was one which Ctcsar seldom cared to
play, and that politics m Kome>, money for the party
chest and the notoriety gained by extending the Empire
weie the mam things which brought him to Britain.

In the Saxon period the author reviiAvs a good deal
of old Englisli history and showes how well infoimed
he IS about this epoch. He ha^ been responsible in the
past for adding a g:ood deal to our knowledge of the
physical characters of the West Saxons, thougli he
says little about them here, probably because neither
the physical nor mental at in butt's of tht' makers of

weapons, ornaments and pottery greatly interest the
modern archteologist, for whom lie is catering.

One thing we miss tlreadfully. anti that is a simple
map of Berkshire witli all the places dealt wnth in the
text inarkeil upon it. Of course to an inhabitant this

seems minecessary, but, to the dweller outside the pale,

names like Radley, Woolon and Hinksey Hill are

meaningless and take a lot of finding on a county map.
even if one is available. Is it a great thing to suggest
that a map of the county, divided into squares, should
accompany' each of these County Archaeologies, and
that, after every place mentione<l, the square in W’hich

it IS located should be showm m brackets ?

The suggestion above does not imply that the present
volume is devoid of maps

;
there are six excellent ones

of the comity at different epochs, but they are useless

to outsider^ in finding wdiere places of interest he.
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The illustrations are Jiunierous and good, and a third

of the volume is occupied by the Archieological Gazetteer
\vhi(‘h will Ih^ of gi'cat value to re.searcheis in archaeology.

The book fully inamtains, indeed does more than
maintain, the staialard of the County Series a>. handy
and accurate volumes of reference; the mass of

information in it is enorniou'^, though, from the nature
of things, it makes no pretence to being a fascinating,

nor even a very readable work. F. G. PARSOXS.

Anthropology : Physical. Boas.

Materials for the Study of inheritance in Man.
Bn Franz Boas. Xeo: Yo}k\ 1928. pp. 540. 810.

0^ Here are masses (tf measurenK'iits of families of

immigrant-- living in Xew' York. But readers will

have to work out the results for themselves.

A. M. HOCART.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Nayar Polyandry.

AA —Iji his paper Some aspects of Xavar life
”

00 {J.B.A.I., Vol. XLVIIIj, Mr. K. M. Panikkar
makes two original observations, viz.

: (n) that
non-fraternal polyandry had no existence among the
Xilyars and that McLennan was wrong m “giving the
“ Xayar name to a particular type of polyandry supposed
“ by himto be practised universallyamong them (Xayars)"
and (6) that the only tyjie of polyandry to be found
among the Xayars is of the fraternal variety. Mr.
Panikkar is a distinguished member of the Xayar
community and a statement of his is certainly bound
to carry some w^eight. He is virtually asking anthro-
pologists to re\ ise their ideas about Xayar institutions
and to disbelieve the accounts of the various European
travellers who havt> given us descriptions of Malabar
Society. Mr. X^anikkar is of opinion that Buchanan's
observant ions about the state of Xayar society could
apply only to certain areas of Malabar where the
Xarnbutiri tyrannized over the Xayars. I should like
to show that Mr. I^inikkar has done justice neither
to the historical nor the anthropological aspect of the
problem of Xayar polyandry and his loose statements
serve simply to mislead stuilents of the subject.

Xayar polyandry is now an obsolete institution.
We have to depend upon scrappy historical evidence
to get even a faint idea of it. To what extent are the
facts supplied by Barbosa and Buchanan and others
relating to Xayar polyandry to be relied upon ? We
have absolutely no reason to think that they are all
misrepresentations, A very important statement made
b\' Barbosa relates to the practice of defloration of
nubile girls prior to marriage by some grandee at the
request of the mothers. X^owadays it is unknown, and
even unheard of, and a practice like ceremonial deflora-
tion IS revolting to the sense of decency of any Xayar.
But I have been able to verify the statement of Barbosa

;

the village school rnaster^Asan—did perform the
defloration as an ordinary initiatory rite wdth no further
signiticance attached to the function. To give another
instance of Barbosa s acuteness, his accounts of partners
in a polyandrous marriage using swords, shields, etc.,
as signs to w^ard off their fellow's are fully endorsed bv
the author of “Malabar and its Folk,’'"wdio is also "a

Xayar well known to anthropologists. As Justice
Mr. Marar says, “ there is no reason whatever to suppose

they (the travellers) w'ere not recording what they
«aw . . . this kind of plain speaking may offend
many," Mr. Panikkar ought not to have ‘allow'ed

caste-pride to clou<l his vision.

Kannan Xayar, a Xayar ofiicial, w'rote some
tw'Ciity years ago that personally he knew several
instances of non-fraternal polyandry; many of his
elderly female relatives had know'ii times w hen polvandry
was very common. There were endogamous groups
called Inangu, membership of which gave preferential
treatment in mating. Although the rigid is sometimes

[ 78

disregarded from considerations of wealth, etc., it

was until a century ago so much respected that even
a married woman was sometimes compelled by local

“ chiefs to accept as additional husbamls, those of her
Inangu who wished to marry her.'’ Xon-fraternal

polyandry w'as thus generally circumscribed within an
Inangu and was subject to the supervision and control
of the head of the extended matrilineai family. As
among the Todas, polyandry w'as supplemented by
polygyny which is but natui’al among people wnth the
normal sex ratio.

Trailitional evidence also supports the prevalence of
Xayar poh'andry. The Xambutiri legends say that
Para^u Rama ordained that there shoultl be no enforced
chastity among the Xayars. 8uch an idea would not
ha\'e taken root in the Xambutiri mind to be embodied
later on in the Kerala Chantra. if the Xayars had a
rigid marital system. Even to this day Xayar w'omen
retain some of their ancient prerogatives. Within her
pri\'ate apartments she is absolutely free from the
control of her male relatives. The brother-sister tabu
operates against the brother's interference, and the
uncle’s control over the feminine section of his household
is also limited. The absence of definite relationship
terms for relatives on the father's side shows the sub-
ordinate position of the father in the Xayar society;
he W'as not an equal partner m marriage. At funeral
ceremonies a person's owii children have a secondary
role, while sister's children act as chief mourners.
Disregard of the father factor goes to such an extent
among the Xayars as to tolerate marriage of parallel

cousins on the father's side—a thing uncommon among
the Hindus. The relatively insignificant position of

the father is a natural consequence of polyandry

;

matriliny of the Xayars is not wholly responsible
for it.

The Tali-kettu kalyanam of the Xayars is sometimes
brought as an argument against Xayar polyandry.
It is said that the Tali show's that monandrous marriage
W'as the rule for the Xayars and that later on as a
consequence of Xambutiri manipulations it became the
sham it is to-daj", and w'as replaced by forms of marriage
that suggest looseness in sex life. The Tali has in
Malabar none of its usual significance as a symbol of
marriage except among the Xambutiris. The Tab-
tying forms one of the essential rites of Xambutiri
marriage. On the contrary, among the lower castes,
w'e find sometimes the mother tying the Tali, sometimes
the sister, either on the marriage day or on some
auspicious day prior to the marriage m the presence
of the household gods. The Tali is w'lthout significance
even among the castes w'ith w'hom the Xambiitin never
came in close contact. There is ample ground for
surmising that the Tali is a later adoption into Malabar
culture due to the Xambutiri. Even now' among the
Xayars the person who ties the Tali during the Tali-
kettu kalyanam is generally an Tnangan. which is a
significant fact.

1
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Mr. Pailikkar exaggerates the importance of sporadic
and rare instances of fraternal polyandry among some
Xayars, especially in Travancore, with the object of

putting out of coui’t any probabdity of the non -fraternal
variety of polyandry. Xon-fraternal polyandry is veiy

rare among Xayars, unlike the Ilavas and Kammalans.
Some menial sects among the Xayars, for c.r/. the
Vilakkattalavans. practise it, because they are few in

numbers, generally poor and isolated from their fellows

in other localities. Adelphic polyandry among the
Xayars was never wide in its incidence and is directly
opposed to all Xayar social regulations. There is a rule

prohibiting a person marrying his brother’s wife's sister

;

sororate and levirate are unknown. With these strict

prohibitions it is difficult to consider adelpliic polyandry
even as a siirv n al. A. AIYAPPAX.
Madras Museum.

An Arab Minaret on Mombasa Island.
Sir,

—

Much disciussion has been evoked in the - nn
past with regard to the conical tower in thel IJIJ
elliptical enclosure at Zimbabwe and Miss Caton-
Thompson has in her reuent work on the Rhodesian
ruins figurei^l a minaret from Zanzibar which she considers

A:XCIENT MOSLEM MINARET, S. nIDE OF
MOMBASA ISLAND.

marked. Obviously a tower built without mortar as
at Zimbabwe could not liave such slender proportions
as one m wliich mortar was used.

I now reproduce a well-known minaret which still

stands on Mombasa Island, and sonu* vears ago 1 was
able to reserve against pos^sible sale the area on which
It stands, m order that it may not be swept away to
make room for so-called town de\elopment.

It is believed to be the oldest ruin on Mombasa
Island and it is said that an early Portuguese chronicler
mentions its existence early in the 16th century, but
imfortimately 1 have not the exact reference.

^Minarets of this character always, as far as I am aware,
mark the existence of a mosque, but m the present
example the mosque has entirely disappeared. They
also stood quite separate from the mosque as this
evidently did. Similar specimens are to be fouinl at

nearh' every town along the Kast coast from Kismayu
to Kilwa, but few are as fine as this example, which is

about 60 feet m height.

These minarets are hollow but usually without an
internal staircase; then" are, however, rec(‘ssi‘s in the
stone work inside, by which an agile muezzin could climb
to the top and give the call to prayer.

At Mambrui there is a pillar about :10 feet high at tlie

head of an old grave, but the fact that it is not hollow
shows that it was only an exceptionally lofty gravestone.
By the way, this pillar at Mambrui was <lecorated near
the top by some Chinese porcelain liowds cemented in

place. One day a native iconoclast fired a gun at one of
these bow ls and shattered it ; wdiether the enormity of

his act preyeil on his mind is not known, but I was
a.ssured that he died 24 hours later.

The next point is to endeavour to ascertain the ilate

of erection of the structure, for if the theory that it w as
the model for the Zimbabwe tower is correct, the point
IS of some importance.
The brand of Mohamadan belief favoured by most of

the Kast African Arabs is that of the Shaft*! Sunnis;
but the reigning house, /.c. the Ai bu Said dynasty^
belong to the puritanical Ibatlhi sect.

Exact tlates are not easy to arrive at. but the Sunnis
seem to have definitely established themselves on the
Kast coast betw'eeii a.d. 800 and 1000, The Ibadhi line of
Sultans arrived much later, and when thev did arrive
they )>rolight no distinctive type of architecture.

If, as is alleged, the tower was there in, say, 1600, we
ha\'e a choice of date for its erection from 1000 to 1600
~a long stretch.

At any rate, if such a tow er w as copied by the builders
of ZirnbaViwe it would probably he (‘onsiderably later
than A.D. 1000, for permanent structures such as
this one were unlikely to be built in the early days of
occupancy when they were w(*ak and hail to struggle for
supremacy.

After wat(*hing for many years the erosion caused by
the terrific monsoon rains on buildings built of the soft
coral rag. I consider that an age of some 400 years is

probably the limit wdiich can be assigned to this
interesting ruin, even if from time to time it had been
replastered. It has, however, received no repairs during
the last 42 years. C. W. HOBLEV.

By kind permiss'un of Messrs. Wardle d’ Co.,

might possibly have been the type wdiich suggested to
the builders of Zimbabwe the erection of a similar

structure.

The idea that nati\e Imilders may lia\e eopjed some-
thing seen in a coast town has long bt*en m my nund,
and allow’ing for the limitations due to the lack of

mortur the similarity is, I venture to consider, very

101

Abrasives.
Sir.---” Diamond <*ut diamond ’*

is true, in a
measure, but the cutting is slow : in the trade the
(‘Utting is done with diauioial dust. A h'w tlays
ago I applit*d a piece of gianular stom* to a fiakt* of
obf^idian, and was sur|)risi*d to find, wlu*n the dust
had hei*n swept aside, tliat a ^cratch had bi^en made
on the surtaee of the hanler stone. The granular >toTu*,
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by crumbling, had supplied an a liras!ve. ^\'hat is it

that makes small pieces of stone more effective for

cutting than a large piece of the same material ?

Pondering over this matter. I decided that it mufst

be the multiplicity of cutting-edges ; and thereupon
I called upon Dr. Harry Moore, of the British Scientific

Instrument Research Association, by whom my ideas

were furth^'r clarified. Material is broken not by
compression, but by tension or shearing stresses. Cutting-

points, in effect, are always slightly rounded; cutting-

edges are cylindrical. The sharper the point, for a given

load, the more concentrated is the load; the greater

is both the pressure and tlie consequent tendency to

fracture. The larger the number of cutting-points, the

more numerous the cracks produced. These cracks, by
intersecting, caiLse minute fragments to be released.

By moving the gnnding-tool laterally the abrasive

material underneath is mo\'ed. so that pressure is

brought to bear at fresh places, whereby multiple

fractures are caused, and they, by their intersection,

release fragments of the substcmce that is to be abraded,

ground or polished. The size of the abrasive particles

IS comparable with that of the fragments detached;
therefore almost ultramicroscopic particles are required

for polishing. The aid of water is necessary to keep the

abrasive free to move under the grinding-tool, and
thereby give a rolling or sliding motion to the particles

over the surface to be abraded. A wheel loaded with
bort (fragments of diamoml too small or too coarse in

tjuality to be used for jewellery) held in minute notche.s

at intervals around the circumference will provide a

repetitive contact with a small number of cutting-points,

each of which is brought many times to bear upon the

SLu-face without the points becoming seriously blunted.

These considerations may be useful apropos of the

use of tubular copper drdls with emery in ancient

Egypt or of bamboo drills with sand and water in Xew
(Jninca. T. A. RICKARD.

The Dates of the Beaker Invasions.
kSiR,^—The thesis that Abereromby's A-C and B

types of beaker represent distinct groups of

invaders in Britain, fir^t explicitly formulated in

my Bronze Age (p. 154), has been well-nigh established

by the subsequent work of Clark {Ayitiquitg, 11)31, p. 415)

and Stone Arch. Mag.. ID3I, p. 370). It is then
worth while drawing attention to some disquieting

implications of this new orientation. Since our B beakers

agree most closely with gen(^rahzf*d types of continental

Bell-beakers> and are assoiaated with the West European
daggers, believed both in Almeria and Bohemia to

precede the round-heeled riveted daggers that accompany
type A here, they shculd represent the earher group of

invaders. But to such beakers the most decisive criteria

for determining the immediate starting-point and
precise date of the movement are inapplicable; the

panelling and saltires, betokening Central European as

opposed to Spanish or Breton affinities, are proper to

type A. B beakers therefore might have arrived here

prior to the development of those peculiarities in the

Central Eui*opean series, probably between the Rhine
anil the Elbe.

So again the beginning of the beaker period here would
not necessarily coincide with the Middle Passage Grave
period in Denmark (Eckholm’s phase HI) when beakers

of distinctly Thuringian -Bohemian affinities were im-

ported into the pciunsula. (As Stocky in ll):.M3 could

enuineratt* over I HO hcakcr gr<ives in Bohemia alone,

tliey must cover an a}>preciable spaiv of tune to the

elose of whieh the Denish exampli^s should belong.)

Thci possiV)ility of thus shifting the beginning of the

[March, 1932.

beaker period in Britain towards an earlier phase of

the Passage Grave period might open the \vay to an
explanation of the surprisingly close similarities between
certain Scottish food-vessels and vases of the Early
Passage Grave epoch (pliase I) to which Rosenberg has
recently drawm attention {Knlturstiomunyeyi in Europa
zur Stcinzeit. p. 157). On the other hand it threatens

to blur what seemed the first fixed date in British

prehistory. V. GORDON CHILDE.

Trident Sceptres from West Africa. Cf. Max,
1932, 47.

Sir,—May I thank Mr. Palmer for his contribu-

tion about the ‘‘ tridents.’’ Max, 1932, 47.

I particularly note his sub-heading (6) where he says that

the Jukon of the Benue and Aros of Arochuku have
a type of trident almost exactly the same as that

reproduced by me in Max, 1929, 147. I must try to

procm-e a photograph from one or other of these areas.

Here I will only add a sentence.

All m}' later investigations since 1924 have gone to

prove that the incoming peoples with whom these

tridents are associated were certainly of original Western
origin, and that their Arab appearance w^as nothing
more than the adoption of the Arab modes of wearing
cloth! I hav^e also found among the Xgonde people of

North Xyasa (who, how^ever, have produced so far no
tridents) a tradition that tlieir ancient fathers came
from “ the country of the river Kyali.” This river,

I take it, is the *' Chari,'’ which connects at once wnth
Lake Chad. Beyond this we cannot at present go,

hut I am most grateful for w^hat Mr. Palmer has been

able to contribute tow^ards the solution of our North
Nyasan problem. T. CC LLEN YOUNG.

Bride-Price.

JAJ —Referring to Mr. Dnberg’s letter (Max,

1 D4 1931, 278), I would point out that my statement
about Nandi divorce in Max, 1931, 187 (which

Mr. Driberg has torn from its context), w’as a general

one, intended to show' that it W'as possible for the

hedna to be claimed back after a divorce both among
the ancient Homeric people and among the modern
Nandi. Had further details been necessary, I should

naturally have been more explicit ; but they did not

seem necessary for the pm-poses of my comparison.

I am sorry Mr. Driberg does not like the fact that

Nandi girls are regarded as a source of w'ealth; but
facts must be faced. I shall be glad to give such details

as I can on the position of Nandi w'omen, etc., and w'ill

make a further communication later.

G. W. B. HUNTINGFORD,
Kipkaren, Kenya,

The Name Tuareg, Tuwarlk.
Sir,—

I

n Man, 1932, 47, Mr. H. R. Palmer
speaks of the masculine suffix gi (as in Tar-gi)

plural Tuivarik.’’^

I believe I am correct in saying that this word,
w'hich Mr. Palmer spells Tuareg a few lines below, is

simply the Arabic tdriqi, plural taivdriq, a tribesman.
RAGLAN.

Corrections.

M\n, 1931. 40. For 'Re\. E. Talhay ” read
" Rev. E. Jalhay ’

; fot
"
Archt*oloques ” lead

" Archeologues."
Man, 1931. 70. foi *’ better il lust rat ion.s. of the

*’ objects themselves ” read
"
or the objects tliemselves.”

Eyre and Spottiswoode Limited, His Majesty’s Printers, East Harding St., London, E.C.4,
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XXXII, 107-132. APRIL, 1932.

ORIGINAL ARTICLES.
South Africa. With Plate D. Lichtenecker.

Racial Types from South Africa. Modelled and Photographed by Dr. R. Lielite nt eke i\ Gotha.

During an expedition to South-West Africa, on behalf of the Anthropological Institute of I ||^
the University of Munich and the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute of Anthropology in Berlin, I U f

Dr. R. Lichtenecker succeeded in making a very lifelike series of face-masks, whole heads, ears and
hands of Bushmen, Hottentots, Ovambos. Hereros, Bergdamas, and Bastards, and also a complete
head, chest and hands of a female Bushman. He has also moulded some rock-engravings of animals
made by Bushmen.

These reproductions—nearly forty in all—are now on sale accurately coloured at prices from
500 Rm, upwards, from Dr, Lichtenecker, at 3, Roststrasse, Gotha. Plain plaster casts are supplied

at haK price. Packing and freight from Gotha are in all cases additional.

It adds appreciably to the interest of these reproductions that Dr. Lichtenecker has taken from
each of the originals a gramophone record, partly spoken, partly in singing voice.

The Witboois are a hybrid tribe with a preponderance of black, but a good dash of white blood.

Isaac Witbooi is the grandson of Hendrik Witbooi, a famous chieftain defeated by the Germans in

1894. ISee Margaretta von Eckenbrecher, *' Was Afrika mir gab und nam ’’ (1908), and Mrs. Millin,
'' The South Africans." (1920.) J. L. M.

Congress. Krause.
International Congresses for Anthropology and Ethnology. (c/. Man, 1932, 6). By Dr. Fritz Krause
Leipzig.

Sir,—A^our article in Man (1932, 0) leads me to think that you would welcome a frank I flQ
expression of views about an International Congress for Anthropology and Ethnology, even I UO
before the projected preparatory conference is convened.

In the autumn of 1929 an Ethnological Society (the Gesellschaft fUr Volkerkunde) was established

with the aim of promoting the science of ethnology in all countries which take an active part in the

advancement of mankind
;

and especially, in those countries where this science still stands in

historical connections with other sciences, to release it from those connections and set it on its own
feet, so that it may develop freely in accordance with its own aims. That this project was recognized

as necessary is shown by the success of that foundation. It has now over ISO members actively

engaged in scientific ethnology, in Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Holland, Sweden and Denmark;
a number in England, France, Italy and Russia; and individuals in the LTiited States, Africa,

Indonesia and Eastern Asia. Xaturally, as its president, and quite apart from any personal interests,

I am quite specially concerned with the projected international congress.

It is still not clear whether ethnologists, in agreeing to this proposal, also support the association

of anthropology and ethnology in such a congress. From my own experience as president of our
Society, this does not seem certain. So I have taken the opportunity to ask, quite privately, some
leading ethnologists of Austria, Switzerland, Holland, Sweden and Denmark, who are members
of it, whether in their opinion such a combined congress was necessary or desirable, or whether a
purely ethnological one would be preferred. Almost all those whom I asked said that they preferred,

an<l would welcome, a purely ethnological congress. This view, which agrees with my own conviction,
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\\ill certainly he of weight in the negotiation^? for defining the scope of tiie projected congress. Tf you

wish for more explicit evidence of the views of ethnologists about this congress, I am prepared on

behalf of the officers of our Society, to send a similar enquiry to all its members, specially the European

ones, I should state in it, that it is being made in agreement with you. It would be limited to the

following questions, which are quite colourless, so as to elicit the real opinion of each person :
—

1 . Do you regard a combined congress of anthropology and ethnology as necessary or desirable

;

or so far as ethnology is concerned, a distinct international congress of ethnology '?

2. Should a separate ethnological congress limit itself purely to ethnology, or should adjacent

sciences also be considered, and which ?

3. Should the sections to be established in an ethnological congress for adjacent sciences be

permanently established : or only instituterl temporarily according to need and occasion?

4. Do yon regard the holding of a separate ethnological congress as practicable '?

I believe that in this way the j)rospects of the congress would be made far clearer, so far as

continental ethnologists are affected, and that this would be of great use to the preparatory conference.

As to my personal views, I think that we ought to free the question from the alternatives ” anthro-

pology *' and ” ethnology,” and find a phrase to enable us to bring together all the sciences that are

concerned with the cultural relations of the peoples of the earth. I could imagine that it might

be both useful and possible to found a Congress for Ethnic Sciences.'’ The mainstay and principal

field of this congress would be Ethnology, It w^ould subdivide into the following sections ;
—

A. Ethnology—
(n) General

:

methods, etc.

(6) Systematic : economics, technology, social life, law, religion, art, etc.

(c) Special Ethnology (Volkerkunde) of the several regions arranged under continents. Here
ethnological questions would be treated from the respective standpoints of prehistory

and archgeology, ethnography and folklore, linguistics, racial anthropology.

B. Adjacent Sciences : We should tgike account of the following :—ethnic psychology, socioIog\L

comparative mental sciences {Geistesicissenschaften), linguistics, physical anthropology

(problems of races, and of their inheritance of physical and psychical qualities).

These '* adjacent sciences ’’ could perhaps be permanently recognized. But there would also

be the possibility that one or other of them might be recognized exceptionally if one congress w^ere

united occasionally with a session of this or that special science.

The subdivision of ethnology under (c) for the treatment of the ethnological problems of the

several continents, leaves quite open the possibihty of uniting this congress (as indeed has been

proposed) with the European sessions of the Americanist Congress, and also occasionally with other

similar congresses concerned with special regions.

I think that, from the ethnological point of view, we should thus create a congress which would
include all the departments of knowledge and research which are of importance to ethnologists,

and on which ethnology in turn can react fruitfully. Moreover, with such an extension of scope,

a large enough membership would be guaranteed from the outset
;

so that, provided economic and
pohtical conditions were favourable, the success of such a congress w^ould be assured.

In this proposal it is provided that

—

(1) ethnology takes its proper place as the science which is the centre (kern) of all investigation

of peoples and their cultures.

(2) those other sciences which can contribute in any way to the solution of those problems, arc
like^Hse taken into account

;

(3) physical anthropology is included, so far as its researches are of importance for the solution
of the above problems : compare its function in investigating the special conditions in
the several continents (as in (c) ), and the facilities provided (as in B) for dealina- with
its owm problems quite independently.

Please regard this letter as inspired by a strong desii*e to further the development of the science
of ethnology, and especially through international co-operathm. ER ETZ KKACSE

[AWt.—Since this was wnttrii. tlie en([uiry, so c*oiirte<)u>l\ ottViod, lia- iriade, lu coniploto di^rooineiit
as to its terms Iw-tweeu Dr. Krause ami Professor Myres. Tin' results w ill he )»u])lis[ied in du<‘ eourM'.J
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Congress. Schmidt.

Congresses, Ethnological and Anthropological: c/. 3Ian, 7957, 6. By the Very Rev. P. W. Schmidt^

St. Gabriel-Jlodling, near Menna. 4 110
In re.sponse to your invitation (Max, 1931, 0) to express my views about the objects to | Uu

which we should aim, let me first define briefly my position in regard to principles, and then

proceed to practical proposals.

With the great majority of ethnologists, anthropologists, and prehistorians in Vienna, I take

the view, which is realized here, both in the University and its research institutes, and in the public

museums, that ethnology, anthropology, and prehistory are independent sciences, with their own
fields of research, their OT\m methods and ecpiipnient. and their own workers. But the more fully

these three sciences of man have become conscious of their individuahty and independence, the more
fruitfully and spontaneously should they be able to co-operate, without forfeiting their independence.

From this statement of principle I should draw the conclusion, both (1) that each of these three

sciences ought to have its own international congress, and also (2) that there should be a general

int(*rnational congress which, in accord with the principle T have stated, should include them all.

But if that does not seem at present possible, for practical and also for historical reasons, then, for

the majority of Menna ethnologists, prehistory is a more closely related and more important science

than anthropology, which unfortunately, and to our own regret, has not yet developed correspondingly,

on its own ground, towards such co-operation.

But we also see, with regret, that in the Congress of Prehistoric and Protohistoric Sciences founded

at Bern, ethnology, especially in so far as it is the scientific study of living peoplt^s, does not quite

takt‘ its full place
;
so that, notwithstanding our hesitation already expresserl in rt^gard to antliropology,

W(‘ sliould adhere to a new congr(‘ss for (dlinolog}" and anthr()j)ology, if a separate congress for

ethnology could not be achieved at present.

But, personally, I should keep this in view, in the future, and work towards it : that in the course

of time (1) ethnology should have its own imlependent congress: (2) all sciences of man—ethnology,

prehistory, anthropology—should have a joint congress.

The procedure by which both objects could be realizerl, seems to me to be as follows

(1) Over a period of six years, each of the three sciences of man would hold its own international

congress once, at an interval of fnv years from the congresses of the other two sister sciences, i.e.,

1934. International Congress for Ethnology.

1936. International Congress for Anthropology.

1938, International Congress for Prehistory.

(2) Each separate congress \vould include also a section to discuss questions of co-operation wdth

the other two sister sciences. To avoid competition with the separate congresses of the two sister

sciences, the arrangements for this section w^ould be regulated in concert with the presidents of the

other two separate congresses, cxj,,

1934. International Congress for Ethnology, w ith section for Antliropology and Prehistory.

1936. International Congre.^s for Anthropology, wdth section for Ethnology and Pi*ehistory.

1938. Internationa] Congress for Prehistory, wdth section for Anthropology and Ethnology,

(3) After such a period of six years, one of the three sciences would forgo its separate congress

in favour of a joint congress of all the three sciences of man : or rather, at the end of eight years a

general congress for all these sciences would be held, and in that year the corresponding separate

congress w ould be postponed
;
the cycle of these congresses, that is, w^ould only begin again tw o years

later. The result w^ould be as follows :

—

1934. Ethnology. 1942. Ethnology.

1936. Anthropology. 1944 . Anthropology

.

1938. PrehLstoiy. 1946. Prehistory.

1940. GEXERAL COXGRE.SS

.

1948. Oexeral Coxgress, and so forth

These are the general outlines of this scheme : as to details, there are manv w'ays of executing it.

P. W. 8CHM1DT.
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India. Cammiade.

A Primitive Oil-Extractor from the Godavari District. By L. A. Cammiadt : With 'photograph.

The locality where this instrument is used is in the interior of the Polavaram Taluk, Godavari

District. The people who use it are Kois, a Dravidian hill-tribe.

Oil-seeds are placed in a shallow flexible box made of palm leaf, and are then crushed between

two heavy logs. The nuts crushed were of the Bassia latifolia (Mowha). A shallow dish on the ground

under the logs receives the oil.

The logs act like a nut -cracker. A fulcrum is obtained by roping the logs together at one end,

as shown to the right in the photograph. A stake passes through the two logs just inside (to left of)

the fulcrum. The object of the stake is partly to keep the two logs in position, and partly to support

them at a convenient height above ground.

In order to increase the pressure on the nuts a second lever is brought to bear transversely on

the distal end of the two logs (to left in the photograph). The fulcrum for the second lever is a

A X^RIMITIVK on-. KXtractor FROM THK f;OJ>AVART Dl^^'IRrCT.

horizontal piece of wood secured through two uprights ; against this the end of the Icve^r pressed

upwards. In the illustration two men are shown pressing down the second lever.

The chief point of ethnological interest in connection with this oil-extractor is the use of the

double lever. The Kois use the double lever again and again in their traps. They seem to have
thoroughh" understood its advantages, and have varied its application in a number of ingenious

ways. The same principle of a double lever is to be found in traps in Malabar, and probably in other
parts also. It would be of interest to trace the evolution of the idea of using one lever at the end
of another as a means of counterbalancing a big force by means of a small one : or, as in the ca.se

of the oil-extractor, of reversing the process and developing a greater force out of a lesser.

L. A, CA>MIADE
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Africa. Driberg-
State Marriages In Africa. By J. H. Driberg.

It is usual to speak of state marriages in Africa—whether of chiefs or more powerful rulers, 4 4 1
or whether of rainmakers—as outside of the ordinary rules of African marriage. The object of I I

this short note is to suggest that they are a completely normal development. We naturally find

such mandages most frequent in those communities which have monarchical institutions, and the

Bantu tribes of South Africa ofier a larger number of instances. Among them the ruler's official

wife is not necessarily his first wife, but the wife whom he marries after his accession to ofiice. The
marriage-wealth is not paid by the husband, but is contributed by the whole tribe, and however
many wives the ruler has already married as a private individual (even though he was the heir

presumptive) and however prolific they may have been, it is the state wife, the cattle for whose marriage

have been publicly subscribed, who provides the heir to the throne. Her child is the ruler's spiritual

heir and inherits the royal qualities, which have more than a spark of divinity in them. The other

marriages are, officially speaking, morganatic.

It is strange that this should ever have been considered an anomalous institution. If the tribe

is a logical and organic development of the family through the clan, and if tribal institutions are an
extension of the simpler institutions which are to be found in the clan, this form of marriage should

also have had clan recognition. Looked at in this light, the so-called state marriages may, perhaps,

be explained by earlier marriages and may also throw some light on the normal marriages which
private individuals contract.

We have divergent evidence concerning the status of wives in polygamous households. Among
Bantu the first wife is normally considered the Great Wife, and she has a large measure of authority

over the other wives, who among some peoples may be regarded as honourable concubines. Among
more democratic peoples there is not, superficially, the same distinction made between the women of

a household, but they appear to share their duties and privileges impartially. Even there, however,

there is an obvious difference, as the first wife has the right of veto, should the husband desire to

expend his wealth in the contraction of subsidiary marriages. She indeed has to approve his choice

before he can diminish the herd of which he is the trustee for her children—and she exercises this

right in her capacity of what we may call by analogy the state wife.

That is the whole point. Every eldest son of an eldest son (as the representative of his local

community) has a state wife, provision for whose marriage has been made by the community at large.

This is his first wife. Though the marriage is an affair intimately affecting only two individuals, the

contract is one between two clans—or even, as we shall see, between three clans, if we accept the

family as a bilateral unit. The purpose of the marriage is to ensure the continuity of the family (and,

through it, of the clan) and to make possible the reincarnation of an ancestor. The clan, then, is

intimately concerned in the provision of the first wife of a member whose status will involve certain

rehgious or economic duties. Some proportion therefore of the marriage-wealth must be contributed

by the clan. Generally speaking, aU those who would benefit materially by the marriage of a girl are

expected to contribute to the marriage-wealth necessary for the first wife of her brother. That is to

say, that both the maternal and paternal clans take an interest in the matter. But the contribution

may be even wider than this, and members of the paternal clan who have nothing to expect on the

credit side may nevertheless contribute to the first marriage of a clansman. For it must be borne
in mind that the cattle, even when (as is usual) individually held, are ultimately clan property, carrying

the clan brand, and are always available for clan purposes. A clan official may, for instance, distrain

on any animal for a clan feast, sacrifice, or rain ceremony, and its owner (or, more properly, trustee)

can offer no objection. As the ruler of monarchical Bantu tribes is the sole trustee for tribal property,

he has the legal right to distrain on any and every animal in the possession of his tribesmen, though
he has the corresponding duty to support them in time of necessity. This is mentioned to show that
on this point at any rate the tribal extension of property ideas conforms with the old clan conception.

This contribution by the clan is not only the usual practice, because a young bachelor is not
expected to have sufficient wealth to make his initial marriage independently, but even where this is

not the case the clan always tries to insist on its rights. A warrior may have been unusually successful
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in war, with the result that he has acquired property which, when the time comes, would enable him
to marry without asking for help. On the rare occasions that this happens the marriage is not recog-

nized as a clan transaction at all, and the issue of the marriage have no clan affiliation, because no
clan cattle are involved in the marriage, but they form a new clan of which the husband is the

eponymous founder.

As a rule, however, the clan insists on its right to contribute to the bride-wealth of a member,
however economically independent, because it wishes to retain control over the children of the marriage.

This control is maintained, of course, if the husband uses any of his inherited wealth in the contraction

of the marriage, even if he does not have to apply outside his immediate family for assistance, as all

inherited wealth carries the clan lien. Only the use of wealth exclusively earned by the individual

enables him to start an independent line and a new clan.

Already, then, we have found two types of marriage. The first is not recognized by the elan at

all. It is an entirely individual affair, on which individual wealth has been expended. Choice,

motive and procedure, aU are individual, whether it is a first or a subsidiary marriage, and in any
case the clan connection is completely broken, so far as the children are concerned.

The second form of marriage is a union recognised and implicitly sanctioned by the clan because

clan property, the usufruct of which is vested in the bridegroom, has been expended on the marriage.

The children are affiliated to the clan and are entitled to inherit the trusteeship of clan property.

All subsidiary marriages are of this nature
;
unless, of course, they are of the fi-rst type.

In the case of the first marriage, however, the community often does more than give its impheit

sanction. This is the third, and the most important, form of marriage, and the prototype from which

(as it seems) the regal state-marriages are derived. This marriage is of importance to the individual,

but of supreme importance to the clan, whose momentary representative the individual is. The
community therefore gives its sanction very explicitly by contributing to the bride-wealth and thereby

making the succession secure, just as in a state-marriage the tribe contributes the wealth and makes
the succession to the throne secure. The king is equally the representative of the community, and the

state wife is the first woman wffiom he marries after his accession. His earher wives do not count, as

his status at the time of those marriages was quite different.

So with every eldest son—and even possibly with every individual, for the evidence is not clear

on the point—his first w^ife is virtually a state w^ife, largely provided by the community for commimal
ends. If his private choice meets with approval—as it generally does—the marriage may have an

emotional foundation as w^ell. This is present in both the other forms of marriage, but may be

entirely absent in the case of the first marriage. Particularly is this the case if the first marriage has

to be one of the enjoined forms of marriage, such as that of cross-cousins. It may well be that the two
parties may have no emotional regard for each other whatever and yet the marriage is incumbent on
them. It has no sanction in private desire or selection, but is forced on the pair by the community for

commimal ends. It is as much a state-marriage as any royal union.

The importance of the first-born son to the community at large is indicated in a number of different

ways, and it is this importance which is implicit in the first marriage of the individual and w^hich is

recognized by a marriage ceremonial more complex than that which attends subsidiary weddings. In
some societies of East Africa we find that the status of the individual is determined by the age and
status of his first-born son, and in those communities which have the institution of cyclic age-grades

only the first-bom son fulfils the conditions of the institution and has any real communal significance.

We can therefore appreciate the importance of this marriage to the community, and can the more
readily understand why it is that it is really a state-marriage. Theoretically there can be no dissolution

of such a marriage, unless the union is infertile
;
compatibihty does not enter into the question, as

the marriage may or may not have been the result of individual choice. During the period of formal
education that a youth receives he is given instruction, not only in sex, but in the choice of a mate.
His elders orientate his volition in the direction wffiich they desire it to take for his first marriage.
Subsequent unions are his own affair, and these may be more ephemeral. But the first marriage is

for fife, unless it fails of its object in providing an heir to the community. In that case the doctrine
of the sororate comes into play, and this form of marriage appears to offer a far better explanation of
the sororate than was done by the old belief in group-marriage, of which the sororate was thought
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to be a survival. Its extension to subsidiary marriages is a logical development, though the possibility

of dissolution makes it a less important factor in such cases. J. H. DRIBERG.

Sociology. G insberg.
The Conception of Stages in Social Evolution. By Prof. M. Ginsberg

^
London School of Economics,

It is proposed in this paper to discuss in outline the various ways in which the conception 4 4 Q
stages or phases has been used in anthropology and sociology and to inquire whether, and in I I fc

what sense, it still has value as an instrument of investigation. We may distinguish five ways in

which the notion of stages has been employed, having different roots in the history of thought and,

as will appear later, possessed of very unequal value for sociological theory. There is, first of all,

the notion of stages as regular sequences of some element or form of culture, such as forms of the

family or economic organization, supposed to recur in the same order among different peoples and
to describe a kind of evolutionary tendency. This may be described as the conception of unilinear

recurrence, and is connected with the early and somewhat crude appUcation of evolutionary ideas

to sociological problems. There is, secondly, the notion of stages as describing general trends of

social development in humanity or rather in the culture of humanity, taken as a whole. This view

has its roots partly in modern evolutionary ideas, but more profoundly in older conceptions of

development derived from the philosophy of history and general philosophical theory. The notion

of recurrence or orderly repetition of given sequences of stages does not on this view play an
important role. It is recognized that development proceeds on different fines and reaches focal

points of expression in different partt> of the world. What it stresses rather is the interconnection

and continuity of human history, and the possibility of detecting in it general trends characteristic

of human culture as a whole. Examples are the schemes of development formulated b}' Comte,
Hegel, Marx, Hobhouse. Thirdly, there are the less ambitious schemes of those who formulate

schemes of change for one or more elements of culture but confine themselves, at any rate primarily,

to the history of one people or culture area, though no doubt leaving open the possibility of parallel

schemes being found to apply also to other peoples or areas. Compare here Schmoller's^ scheme
of stages describing the economic growth of Germany, or the scheme of Proesler- more deliberately

restricted to Germany. In most of the schemes coming under the heads so far mentioned there is

implied the notion of genetic continuity, that is, subsequent stages are held to arise or evolve out of

precedent stages. The fourth point of view is to leave the question of genetic continuity open and
to regard the stages distinguished not as descriptive of sequences supposed to have actually occurred

but rather as heuristic constructions or theoretical t>q)e3 ” useful as instruments of measurement,

comparison and correlation. Here belongs the notion of ideal t\^pes used by Max Weber^ and
adopted by even the severest critic of the theory of stages in general such as von Below. Finally

there is the theory of Kultur-kreise or culture complexes according to which social development

consists in the stratification or superposition of different complexes of cultural elements, their fusion

and mutual modification through migration or other contacts in the course of time.^

A detailed examination of the numerous inquiries included under these five modes of procedure

w^ould require and perhaps justify a lengthy volume. Here I must confine myself to a somewhat
summary evaluation. The first type of theory, namely, that of unilinear recurrence, has been subjected

to much criticism and is now perhaps hardly held by anyone. The sequence, for example, of “ hunting,

“pastoral, agricultural, " often put forward by earlier writers has been shown by ethnologists to

be quite unfounded. Pastoral nomadism never developed for ob\fious geographical reasons in the

South Sea Islands nor has it existed in America, where agriculture grew up side by side with hunting

and did not pass through the supposedly universal intermediate pastoral phase. Similarly there is

no reason for accepting any particular scheme of the forms of the family as judged by the number
of the partners (monogamy, polygamy, polyandry, etc.) as universal, or to hold that mankind everwhere
passed from a stage of mother-right to one of father-right. Instances could be multiplied from other

spheres of social evolution to show the falsity of any hypothesis of uniform repetition of sequences

in different parts of the world.

Despite the admitted failure of these earlier schemes it would be a mistake to regard them as

having been useless or even to conclude that the problems which they were intended to solve have
been satisfactorily disposed of. They have undoubtedly revealed the existence of deep-seated parallel
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or common elements in the cultures of different peoples, as for example in the sphere of mythology®

or in religion."^ Some but by no means all the earlier writers erred in not paying sufficient attention

to the influence of contact between different peoples and to the phenomena of borrowing and diffusion.

They also seem to have assumed far too readily that the stages they distinguished were genetically

connected in the sense that each stage necessarily or automatically gave rise to a subsequent one.

In doing so they failed to take account of diffusion or of the possibility of convergent evolution from
sources originall}" different and by stages not necessarily similar. The problems suggested by the

occurrence of parallel development remain and it is conceivable that further analysis and comparative

study may yet succeed in the formulation of trends of development immanent in the human race

though not necessarily capable of being expressed in the crude form of sequences artificially contrived

for purposes of provisional classification, trends possibly masked by the occurrence of deviations

due to variations in geographical conditions or to the subtle and infinitely interwoven relationships

and interactions of social evolution.

Any attempt to deal with the schemes included in the second group with the brevity here

necessary must be very difficult and may be thought presumptuous. I will confine myself to an
enumeration of their chief characteristics and to a brief statement of their standing in the present

stage of knowiedge. They have certain characteristics in common wffiich may be first mentioned,

(i) They seek to formulate the general trends of human evolution and are not primarily interested

in the question whether the processes they describe are necessarily repeated in the same order in

different periods of time, or among different peoples, (ii) They are schemes of correlated growth

linking up the various elements of culture between wffiich they see essential interrelations, (iii) They
suggest a theory of the causes underlying the historical process, of wffiich they show a much richer

insight than do the schemes hitherto discussed. Hegel's conception of social development as a series

of processes through which there takes place an expansion of the area of freedom is generally

regarded as seizing something essential in, at any rate European, history and his description of the

dialectical movement of thought has drawn attention to the numerous instances of changes occurring

by way of action and reaction in the history of thought and speculation as well as in other movements
in social life. Comte's law of the three stages, though it can be criticized in the light of our better

knowiedge of primitive mentality and also of later thought, is generally admitted as summing up in

fruitful and suggestive w^ay at least certain aspects of the movement of thought.® Whatever estimate

may be formed of the value of the Marxian theory, its heuristic importance cannot be doubted and
it has in fact affected recent workers in history and sociology profoundly. Hobhouse's synthesis®’

differs from all the others in being based on a very comprehensive survey of the data of anthropology

and history and on the facts of comparative psychology. Without attempting any examination of

these ambitious theories, I wish to urge that syntheses of the kind sought by them must be the goal

of sociological inquiry, if sociology is ever to go beyond the mere compilation of data. Comte and
Hegel have been criticized on the ground that they concentrate too much on European history and
that they tend to regard the European civilizations as the standard by which all the other civilizations

are to be measured. In this criticism there is some justice, but the limitation censured was inevitable

at the time when Hegel and Comte were writing. A more fundamental objection is that made familiar

by Troeltsch^® and his followers, who urge that there can be no such thing as a history of humanity
as a W’hole. There seem to be tw^o points in Troeltsch's argument which require to be distinguished.

One is that with regard to other culture areas, with the exception perhaps of the Islamic, we do not
possess the necessary historical material of the scientific nature required by the European historian.

This, of course, is true, and the remedy can be found, if at all, in more intensive preparatory studies

by Europeans and still more by scholars native to the areas in question. The second point is far more
fundamental. Universal history is impossible, for humanity has no unity and cannot be studied as
a w'hole. Any attempt at a universal history that goes beyond mere '* Buchbinder-synthese which
brings together in one volume distinct histories of numerous peoples, results either in a vague romantic
contemplation and falls a prey in the end to a relativistic scepticism, as in the case of Spengler, or
else results in a tacit application of European standards to the w hole w^orld as in the case of H. G. Wells,
** the characteristic Anglo-Saxon counterpart to the German romantic, Spengler.'’ Yet Troeltsch
does not deny the importance of sociological as distinct from historical attempts at drawing up schemes
of development for the w hole of mankind, and speaks with approval of the efforts of Breysig, Vierkandt
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and Max Weber. His further argument that European culture is a unique product in which numerous

lines of development converge and fuse into a new whole, does not affect the value of a study devoted

to an analysis of the various factors involved, and in such an analysis a study of forms of contact and

resulting syntheses of cultures elsewhere must manifestly be of assistance even to the student of

European history.

To my third group belong those schemes of social evolution which avoid the assumption of

unilinear occurrence, and in many cases are frankly designed as descriptive of a single culture only.

They are very numerous. For economic stages alone Proesler in his survey enumerates about fifty

schemes. If schemes dealing with all aspects of culture were included, e.g., mythology, religion, forms

of government, etc., the list would be probably more than doubled. Here I must confine myself

to a brief statement—somewhat dogmatic I fear—of the conclusions relating to method which a survey

of these numerous schemes has suggested to me :

—

1. In dealing with the simpler peoples the chief mistake made by theorists has been to lump

them all together as though they belonged to one level. There is need for an agreed classification

at any rate on the basis of the economic level attained by the various peoples.

2. Despite formal repudiation of any belief in unilinear recurrence vTiters often unconsciously

tend to extend their particular sequence of stages to other areas or cultures.

3. Care should be taken to avoid question-begging assumptions of causal relationship in choosing

the characters which are to form the basis of classification. Thus, for example, economic stages are

often distinguished on the basis of the degree of social differentiation or political structure, tlius

implying a necessary relation between them. This may easily lead to error. A good example of this

is Schmoller's category of Territorial Economy (16th-lSth centuries). Below shows that the growth

of territorial states did not fundamentally alter the economic order which could still be adequately

described by Bucher's category of Town Economy.

4. There is great need of schemes deliberately restricted to single culture areas after the mamier

of Proesler*s work on the economic development of Germany. If such sc hemes were worked out by

specialists for other countries, and not only for economic, but also for other aspects of culture, the

correlating work of the sociologist would be facilitated and put on a securer basis.

5. For some aspects of culture, notably religion and morals, and possibly, law, the data are

alreadv so vast that a concerted effort might well be made now to work out comparable schemes

of development for the different civilizations.

Before dealing further with the problems involved I will give a brief account of the fourth way
of conceiving stages, namely, that comiected with the theory of Ideal Types worked out by Weber

and others. Weber recognizes that in deahng with the entities of sociology and history, e.g., the State,

Christianity, etc., we cannot hoj^e to seize, and embody in a set of words, the infinite complexity and

variety of the phenomena which are intended to be conveyed by the terms. We are bound to use

what he calls *’ ideal types ’’ and which are perhaps better described as heuristic constructions. They

are not definitions nor averages. They are rather constructions which we arrive at by intensifying

or empha.sizing certain characteristics of a group of occurrences, and by finking up with them others

which perhaps are not always found in association or do not always take place in the same way, but

are so combined by us as to form a coherent or unitary whole. Thus in working with the notion of

mediseval Christianity we do not attempt to gather together the infinitely varied and even contra-

dictory beliefs, feelings and forms of behaviour of an endless number of individuals of a given time.

We construct a scheme which is what may be described as a limiting concept, including certain dogmatic

beliefs, moral ideas and maxims of conduct, which we weave into a whole and with which we compare

the actual reality. Xo doubt the elements which we use in our constructions are all derived from

experience and we bring them together in accordance with our notion of what is objectively possible.

But the scheme is confessedly relative, an instrument for measurement and comparison and not

supposed to be exemplified empirically in its pure form. This notion of ideal t\q3es is applied by Weber
to individual historical entities (inRickert's sense), but, as he show's, it can also be used in the study of

development. We may in other w'ords construct an ideal series by' taking into consideration objectiy'e

possibilities of growth and then use the series as a measure of the actual historical happenings which
also then form a test of the validity of our construction. Thus, for example, if we start w'ith the ideal

type of a handicraft economy, we deduce that in a society so organized, the only source of capital
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accumiilation is to be found in ground rent. We then infer that the factors leading to a transformation

of the system would be found in a limited supply of land, an increase of the population, an influx of

precious metals, and an increasing rationalization of conduct or behaviour. We then compare our
deductions with the actual facts, and if they do not correspond we can infer that the society with
which we started was not based exclusively on handicraft, and we are led to a deeper investigation.

In Weber’s view the so-called laws of evolution are such constructions and as such they are of great

utihty. They become misleading when they are regarded as empirically valid or still worse as forces.

He thinks the Marxian formulae are of this nature and are heuristically important. They are thus

admittedly relative, are bound to change with increasing knowledge, and are inevitable in the early

stages of a disciphne such as the social sciences. It may be added that the severest critic of the notion

of stages, von Below, readily admits the importance of this method of investigation.^® Weber
himself applied it with great success in his numerous studies, especially in his work on the various

forms of domination or authority or in his study of the forms of towns, and it is important to note

that a conclusion of the greatest signiflcance emerges from his work, namely, the discovery of a
general trend

;
the increasing rationalization of social life and culture.

We may now examine whether and in what sense the conception of stages has value in sociology.

Sociology I take to be the study of the relations and interactions between men living in societies,

including the conditions and the consequences of such interactions. Since social life is also “ historical,”

i.e., has duration in time, we must also study and disentangle the permanent from the changing
elements in it, and seek to determine whether there are any regularities of sequence or general trends

of change. Such a study clearly involves some form of morphology or the setting up of types of

social life. This is implied in the mere division of social life into, say, “ economic,” ‘‘ religious,”
“ moral,”* legal,” etc. The further growdh of the science necessitates finer classification, and the
more consciously and deliberately we make the classification the better. Assuming such a refined

morphology we must inquire further :

1. What elements in social life are functionally related, and the first step in this inquiry is to

establish associations or correlations. This is the method employed by Tylor^^ and may be called

the method of tracing adhesions. It will be recalled that he employed it in the study of the institutions

connected with the family, but it can be and has been generalized in anthropoly and sociology. The
use of the comparative method is here impHed, since the adhesions are found in different societies.

2. We must ascertain whether there are any regularities in the changes of institutions, and whether
the changes in any one institution are functionally correlated with changes in other institutions or

other aspects of social Hfe. Thus, for example, we may ask whether changes in the institutions of

public justice are correlated with changes in the economic order. Now in dealing with peoples that

have a history w^e can sometimes ascertain the changes which each has undergone and can show
parallel changes in them directly. For example, in the study of the forms of capitalism in the countries

of Europe, it has been shown that ever3rwhere the industrial capitalism of the 18th century was
preceded by a growih in commercial capitalism^® (c/. H. See, p. 163). Similarly, we can trace large

numbers of important parallel sequences in the languages or religions of the civilized peoples (c/. Otto^®).

On the other hand, in dealing wuth the primitive peoples, regularities of sequence cannot be established

directly, since generally we know" little about the changes which they have undergone and have to
study them, so to speak, as at one moment of time. We can only establish sequences or orders of

development by the method of tracing adhesions applied to an ideal typical series of changes. Thus,
for example, we may find that a form of public justice high ” in the series formulated for public
justice is frequently associated with a form of economic growth high ” in the series relating to the
economic order. This is simply to employ the method of adhesions in tracing a serial order. Very
often we can confirm conclusions reached by the aid of the comparative method in relation to the
primitive peoples by direct historical evidence of parallel changes in a people whose historical

development has been traced. This, I think, is the case, for example, with the institution of public
justice. Compare, for example, Hobhouse’s study of justice among the primitives with the history of
English law by Pollock and Maitland. It may be added that when a number of serial orders of
change has been worked out for different aspects of social life and are shown or, more generally,
assumed to be interrelated we obtain the notion of a ‘‘ general level ” of a people’s development
and we speak of stages or phases of its civilization as a whole. Here there is always the danger of
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introducing ethical valuations. The *’ higher '' levels are taken to be " better ” or ideally more
satisfactory. Personally I do not think the problem of ethical valuation is hopeless, but it need not
necessarily be undertaken in a purely sociological inquiry. Some notion of a general level of develop-

ment has been found practically necessary by all inquirers, since comparison is infinitely facilitated

by looking for examples among peoples of more or less the same general level of civilization (c/. the

remarks of Carveth Read^®).

There are difficulties innumerable in the use of the method here outlined. The most important
of these were noted in the discussion which followed Tylor's paper by Galton and others, and were,

to some extent, met in his reply. Others are discussed in the Simpler Peoples, to which I may here

refer. I wish, however, to discuss certain ambiguities and difficulties of a more general nature,

with the hope of clearing away important misconceptions.

(1) The estabhshment of associations between different aspects of social life or of correlations

in sequences of change between them does not in itself enable us to establish what are called social

laws or laws of social development. Association or correlation is not enough to yield causation.

If we show a correlation between changes in the economic order and changes in the political order,

we have not necessarily sho^\Ti that they are causally related one to the other. The entities called

economic and poHtical are so ill-defined that we may not, in fact, be dealing with different events

functionally interrelated but to a great extent with the same events looked at from different points of

view. If this be once realized it wiU be seen that we cannot generafize any serial order of change
found to hold good and extend it readily to other cases. The notion of unilinear sequences in social

phenomena, everywhere repeated in the same sense or order, is really so naive that it is difficult to

take it seriously. It follows that the tracing of sequences in interrelation is not in itself sufficient

to give us the ** direction " of social development (Mliller-Lyer's Bichtiingslinieii^^), This will only

be possible, if at aU, when we have discovered the deeper causes of the sequences and can predict

their continued operation under specified conditions.

(2) The use of the method of ” adhesions ” is rather to suggest hypotheses relating to causation

or to check them. For example, the hypothesis put forward by Freud^^ to explain the laws of exogamy
implies a necessary association between totemism and exogamy, and may be checked in part by
inquiring whether the alleged association exists in fact, and whether the exceptions or deviations can

be explained by reference to different conditions which are yet in harmony with the general theory.

In giving this example, I am not suggesting that the only t}q)e of causal explanation in sociology is

psychological in natme. Other factors are clearly involved. It is only when these factors have been

isolated and universal propositions about them been established that it will be possible to speak of

social laws.

I.—I conclude that the conception of stages of grovdh is stiU necessary and useful in sociology,

and that it may be defended against the objections which have been raised against it.

II.—That its use does not commit us to any particular theory of social evolution, stiU less to any
theory of progressive evolution

;
the tracing of sequences in orderly phases is a necessary preliminary

to any theory of social development.

III.—What is now urgently needed is further work towards the estabhshment of a more com-
plete social morphology and more refined analysis of the complex life of social institutions, with the

object of facihtating the task of comparison, and ultimately, of causal explanation. M. GIXSBERG.
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Southern Rhodesia. Maufe.

Antiquities fronn an “Ancient Working^’ in Southern Rhodesia. By H. B, Maufe and R. L. Hobson.

m The following letters record a fresh discovery of objects which at all events contributes

towards a lower limit of date for the “ ancient workings/*' of which much has been written in

connection with Zimbabwe and other Rhodesian ruins :

—

“ Salisbury, Southern Rhodesia,
‘‘ 3rd October, 1931.

“ Sir,—Some httle time ago a miner, IVIr. Gleorge Brown, put down a shaft in an ' ancient

‘ working ’ in the Darwin District. In the filling between depths of 6 and 30 feet he came on

sherds, a few bones, etc., which he has handed over to me. I venture to send them to you by parcel

1 .
3 .

FRAGMENTS OF ORIENTAL WARES FROM AN ANCIENT WORKING IN SOUTHERN RHODESIA.

post in the hope that you wdll get them examined for dates. There are fragments of a square, green

glass bottle with rounded shoulders, which makes one say ‘ schnapps ' just as the Dhlo-Dhlo bottle

does. Some of the sherds ought to be datable too.

I am getting details of locality and the circumstances of the find, and will forwnrd them to you.

Mr. Brown tells me that there was also kafir pottery which, of course, he thi-ew^ away 1 I don't know
whether any of this is recoverable, but of course it might help correlation with the kafir pottery

succession in the ruins. I am hoping to retrieve some of it.

H. B- IMaife,

Director, Geological Survey'^

In a later letter, iVIr. Maufe adds :

—

‘‘ Salisbury.
‘‘ 10th December, 1931.

“ IMr. George Brown has just sent in some Kafir sherds which he has picked up close to the head of

“ the old shaft in which he found the sherds already sent to you. The shaft has been filled in again.
“ It is, of course, not absolutely certain that these sherds, which are being posted to you under
“ separate cover, come from the old shaft.

He also wnites, ‘ As far as I can recollect I found the w^hite pottery (1) first, the glass bottle (2)
“

‘ about half-way down, and the glazed pottery (3) in diflierent places. As the pottery was
‘ scattered about, I have every reason to think that the w’orking was deliberately ffled in, and
no doubt if the workings were cleaned out on either side of the old shaft, some more of the pottery

[
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ROYAL ANTHROPOLOGICAL INSTITUTE: PROCEEDINGS.

Ordinary Meetings of the Institute.

Anthropological Observations in Central and North Australia. Summary of a Communication

m joresented by W. D. Walker, B.Sc., M.B., B.S.

During journeys into various parts of the Australian interior the different types of native

encountered were described. Special reference was made to the Xarrinyeri, Arundta, Loritja

(Aluritja), Ilpera, Rimpuringa, Chingilla, Wurramurra and Yuntawanta.

Common Problems in Psycho-analysis and Anthropology. Summary of a Communication 'presented by

Dr. E. Glover : loth March, 1932.

A M w The paper is based on a suggestion from Dr. E. E. Evans-Pritchard that it might be possible

J I l|
to discuss a number ofcommon interests and at the same time remove possible misapprehensions

existing between the sciences of psycho-analysis and anthropology.

Commencing with a problem of interest to psycho-analysts, viz., The problem of drug addiction

and its relation to drug rituals and drug addictions in the primitive,” it became clear that this one
subject would provide adequate opportunities for discussing general principles. The argument is

as follows :

—

Psycho-analysis is now able to indicate with more precision the general outline of development
in the first few years of life. The child passes through stages during which instructual difficulties

are dealt with by means of alternating mechanisms, viz., introjection and projection. Exaggerations

of these phases provide the basis for what later are termed psychoses. In course of development
phases are reached which are essentially neurotic in tj^e, and can be related to the neuroses of adult

life. Drug addiction when analysed is found to relate to a phase of development following the

infantile psychotic stage and preceding the infantile neurotic stage.

Turning to comparative methods, psycho-analysis has always favoured the view that interesting

parallels can be drawn between individual and racial development, e.g,, between infantile neurotic

and psychotic phenomena on the one hand and primitive manifestations both individual and social,

on the other. Are anthropologists in a position then to classify their data in some order comprehensible

to a psycho-analyst ? Can they subdivide different tribal organizations in accordance with the balance

of psychotic, neurotic and ‘‘ reahty ” reactions ? If so, is there any subdivision corresponding to

the individual phase which is responsible for drug addiction ? What are the criteria for such estima-

tions ? What is the significance of primitive drug ritual and primitive drug addiction respectively ?

The writer describes his own attempts to deal with this problem along anthropological lines, and
its almost complete lack of success. He attributes this failure to the absence of any common criteria,

and proceeds to discuss these criteria. His tentative conclusions are (a) that a rough quantitative

criterion can be established with reference to the distribution of anxiety, guilt or hate in the

organization: (b) that a useful descriptive criterion can be established by a study of the products

of introjection and projection respectively.

A contrast is dra\^Ti between the functional ” methods of anthropology and the functional

methods of psycho-analysis. It would appear essential to achieve a closer degree of correspondence

between the two methods, before any effective probing of energies between the sciences can be brought
about. The main stumbhng block is the existence of a radically different perspective. The perspective

of the psycho-analyst is determined by individual unconscious phenomena, that of the anthropologist,

it would appear, by social (tribal) regulation of primitive instinct. The two have something in common
but are bv no means identical.
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Human Biology Research Committee.
General Discuasioti of Purposes, Scope, and Procedure :

opened by the Chairman, Professor G, Elliot I I Q
Smith, FM.S., 4 March, 1932. I I D
The Human Biology Research Committee met on

4 March for a general discussion of the purposes, scope
and procedure to be adopted. Prof. G. Elliot Smith
presided, and the following is a summary of his introduc-

tory remarks :

—

Listead of discussing some specific topic at this

meeting, I have thought it desirable to ask you to

consider what the purposes, the scope and the procedure
of the committee should be if it is to fulfil the object for

which it was created. Unfortunately, it is only too
obvious that during recent years the Royal Anthropolo-
gical Institute has in large measure lost touch with the
biological side of anthropology, and its proceedings
have not reflected or been influenced by the great

advances which have been made in the biological

approach to the study of man. Its publications will be
searched in vain for any adequate record even of the

great discoveries of the fossil remains of man which have
been made during recent years, and when one comes to

consider the study of the anatomical and physiological

evidence relating to the evolution of man and such
problems as those of blood-grouping, immunity and
inheritance—subjects which in other countries play an
obtrusive part in the proceedings of anthropological

congresses and societies—it will be realized that these

important aspects of anthropological progress have been
almost wholly neglected here. Even the opportunities

presented by the selection of Huxley Lecturers to remedy
this shortcoming have not been taken.
The question is, what can the committee do to remedy

this state of afiairs ?

In the first place, it is essential that the results of the
momentous investigations in the biological side of

anthropology should be reported to the Institute and
discussed, not simply as popular expositions, but as

serious and intensive contributions to, and criticisms of,

the work being done. In the second place, in order that
this programme should be carried out, it is essential

that we should attract to our meetings the people really

competent to discuss such matters. This aspect of the
question presents the real difficulty. For there is no
ignoring the fact that within recent years biologists have
neglected the Institute and left the way open for popular
expositions of some of the more hackneyed aspects of

physical anthropology".
This committee can fulfil its purpose only if it envis-

ages the whole range of the biological approach to

anthropology and is able to attract competent biologists

to discuss specific problems of race and inheritance, of

the evolution of human structure and fvmction, of the
psychological implications of the changes in cerebral

structure and function, of blood reactions, blood

-

grouping and immunity, of the comparative anatomy
of apes and men, the study of simian behaviotor, and of

the technical procedures involved in making observa-
tions and measurements and the statistical examination
of the evidence so acquired in reference to human
variations, races and species.

On the present occasion the time can best be employed
in a general discussion of this issue, in defining subjects
for consideration and recommending people to be
invited to discuss them.

In the informal discussion which followed there was
general agreement as to the desirability of devoting more
attention to the biological aspects of anthropology.
Original contributions; reports bringing up to date the
knowledge of the various aspects; and full opportunity

for serious and informal discussion ; were the means by
which this would be sought . Xon-Fellows having special

knowledge of these various subjects would be invited
on occasion to contribute reports of the kind specified.

It was decided to devote the next meeting to the
subject of blood-groups, and that in May to a discussion
of any proposals concerning the standardization of

techniques which the committee might wish to put
forward at the Conference of Eugenics Organizations
which would take place in New York in August next. A
group of three : Sir Arthur Keith, Miss M. L. Tildesley,
and Or. G. M. Morant, were appointed to consider and
make recommendations to the committee for their

discussion in May, and to send replies to a questioimaire
sent to the Coimcil of the Institute by Prof. Fabio
Frassetto concerning this same matter of standardiza-
tion.

Sociological Research Committee*
The Economic Life of Melanesia. Abstract of a paper
read by Miss Wedgwood at a meeting of the above

j * ^
Committee on W March, 1932. 1 1 /
The islands which are classed as Melanesian ”

are inhabited by a very large number of tribes speaking
different dialects or languages and having very diverse
cultures. Strictly the term Melanesian ” is restricted
to peoples speaking a “ Melanesian ” language, but in the
islands of Melanesia there are, even if we exclude the
island of New Guinea from this group, tribes who speak
a so-called Papuan language. This great diversity of
tribes and cultures makes any survey of the economic
life of the West Pacific peculiarly difficult, and the task
is not rendered easier by the almost complete ignorance
about the vast majority of the tribes and the lack of

any complete or reasonably detailed study of the culture
of any one Melanesian people. In particular has the
economic life and organization been only very partially

sketched, for even in Che Argonauts of the Western
Pacific, the picture of the economic life of the Tro-
brianders is not complete, rich as it is.

In examining the economic life of the Melanesian
peoples then, the survey will necessarily be superficial.

For convenience we may divide it up into four sections :

(1) the different types of food-getting activity. (2) Non-
food-producing types of economic activity. (3) The
organization of labour. (4) The ownership and distribu-
tion of goods.

(1) Throughout all the islands garden culture is the
most important source of food—yams, taro and coconuts
being, perhaps, the most important of the crops cul-

tivated. Some tribes on the larger islands practice
jkuming; more usually different plots of land are cul-

tivated in rotation. Among a few tribes the evidence
suggests a rudimentary" rotation of crops. Manuring of

a kind is carried out in some islands by turning pigs
loose on the fallow land and by scattering the ash
resulting from burning the undergrowth when clearing
over the soil ; but whether the natives do this with the
intent to enrich the ground is doubtful. Irrigation for
taro crops is practised sporadically. The different
agricultural processes are often accompanied or initiated
by ritual performances; and everywhere there appears
to be some form of harvest festival, usually accompanied
by the display of food in rivalry.

Fishing is relatively less important, except for villages

lying on the coast, and even for these it is not usually
the chief economic interest or source of food. Hunting
is never an important occupation on the small islands
owing to the dearth of game, but on such islands as New
Guinea, New Britain, and New Ireland, it is often
important, though it never eclipses the prime occupation
of garden culture. Wild fruits, etc., are also commonly
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gathered, but they only supplement the garden produce.

The chief domestic animals are the pig, the fowl, and
the dog. This last was in some islands apparently not

known imtil after the advent of the Europeans. The
other tw^o appear to be pre-European. The fowl in

many islands is or was apparently seldom eaten ; the pig

has often a social position which prevents us from
regarding it as of primarily economic importance,

though it is eaten on festival occasions.

(2) Non -food-producing types of activHy,—Villages

and house building—considerable variety of house type,

but in general the villages are fixed and not moved,
according to the needs of cultivation. If gardens incon-

veniently far off, temporary garden huts erected. The
importance of the village as a social unit. Basketry
and mat-making highly developed. Weaving not
known in true Melanesian islands, but may possibly

have existed formerly in the Northern New’ Hebrides.
Loom used till recently in Santa Cruz and certain small
islands in the Bismark archipelago, which are Micro*
iiesian rather than Melanesian in culture. Pottery made
by coiled and modelled technique in many islands, but
noticeably absent in the north-central New Hebrides,
though clear indications of its former existence there.

In some islands technique of pot-making remarkably
highly developed. Triumph of Malekulaii craftsmanship
IS the w’oodw'ork—club-houses, canoes, effigies, gongs,
etc., etc. Not all islanders have canoes, but this does not
necessarily imply lack of craftsmanship in w’ood.

Tools used in agriculture, and arts and crafts of the
simplest. Stone, bone, shell, wood and bamboo used.
CJood workmanship m their manufacture often shown.

(.3) Organization of Individual, communal
and organized co-operative activities all found according
largelv to type of occupation. ^larked sex dichotomy m
occupation. Men and w’omen engage in different

branches of agriculture, e.g., men—the clearing and

[April, 1932.

fencing; w’omen—the w’eeding and cleaning. Basketry,
mat-making and pottery mostly women’s work; w’ood-
work and w’ork in stone and shell mostly men’s work.
Little specialization of occupation ; no occupational
classes. People gain social prestige through reputation
for skill in any occupation.

(4) Omnership and Distrihiitioyi of Goods .

—

The myth of

Melanesian communism. Land ownership and land
tenure, rules of trespass; methods of protecting private
property. Gift exchange and individual ownership of

goods. OwTiership a subjective rather than objective
relationship betw’een individual and goods. Distribution

of goods : the rights of relatives ; the exchange of goods

—

markets and overseas trading ; their social and economic
importance.

General similarity of food-getting activities throughout
Melanesia ; belong to Hobhouse's class of “ Agricul-
turists pure or ‘‘ A2.’' This general similarity masks
a considerable diversity. Are the criteria which Hob-
house selected satisfactory for a differentiation of

different degrees of economic cultural development ?

The type of economic organization not sufficiently

stressed by him ; this in some respects more significant

than the types of food-getting activity. Economic life

cannot be .studied outside its general cultural setting.

The difficulty in selecting criteria on wliich to base
judgment of a people's economic development; e.g..

how’ far. if at all, are we justified in taking pottery and
w’eaving as such criteria since they are by no means the

only crafts demanding high technical skill and mechanical
appliances. The selection of criteria demands much
more intimate knowdedge of economic life of divers

primitive peoples than we yet have. The data for all

parts of the w'orld—certainly for Melanesia—far too
scanty still to enable us to make any deductions of

scientific value.

PROCEEDINGS
BRITISH ACADEMY.

Archaeology and Tradition. Sir Johti Rhys
- . ^ Memorial Lecture. By Professor H. J. Fleure,

110 D.Sc.. F.S.A. : 17 February. 1932.
It is well from time to time to review the

border land between material archaeology and
legend in which Rhy.s was a pioneer explorer. In
his day the work of Schliemann and Dorpfeld at
Troy was barely recognized, that of Evans at
Knossos just beginning, the idea of a pre-Aryan
urban civilization in India in the legends dis-
regarded for lack of work subsequently achieved by
Marshall; the stories of the Shu-King lacked the
hints of confirmation they are beginning to acquire
through the work of Andersson and Ame, the
studies of the background of Greek culture by
Myres and others were still to come, and the
evidences of a great flood time in Mesopotamia were
still unsuspected. Rhys was specially intere.sted in
the thought that legend and folk-lore were built on
an historical basis in Western Europe, where the
problem is made difficult by the fact that legendary
histories were written dowm only long after classical
times, and it is thus almost impossible to say how"
much may be derived by copying and adaptation
from Virgil and other classical writers.

OF SOCIETIES.

Norse legend and mythology gather around Thor
and Odin. Thor's hammer may be the implement
wdth w"hich he makes the thunder, but it stands

contrasted with Odin's spear. Thor is homely. Odin
lordly. Archaeology, now clearer than ever, thanks
to Rosenberg, helps to demonstrate the coming of

two weaves of culture from the south and south-

east, that of the axe-hammer of stone, and that of

the bronze weapons and the legends of the age of
the gods tell of its ending in a monster w inter, three
winters in succession with no summer between.
The evidences of a worsening of climate in the last

millennium b.c. are now very strong and are based
on tidal observations, pollen coimts and archaeology,

as w"ell as on studies far away from the Baltic.

The Irish legendary histories emphasize repeated
cult iu*e-movements from Spain and the connection
is visualized as a direct one. Archaeology shows
ever more clearly that such connections have
occurred from the dawn of the bronze age down to
the iron age. The legends of the Tuatha De Danann,
magicians rich in treasure, coming from the north
similarly have some relation to the Danish-Irish
connections so clear in the archaeological record.

Geoffrey of Monmouth's story of the removal of
Stonehenge from Ireland has received much illumi-
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nation from the discovery of H. H. Thomas, that
nearly 60 of its stones were brought from Pembroke-
shire, but a considerable gap remains between the
facts of archasology and the statements of a romantic
writer.

The legendary histories divide Britain into Corn-
wall (the south-west), Loegiia (Midlands and south-

east), Cambria (Wales) and Albany (north of the
Humber), and that these are related to archaeological

provinces few will dispute. From the story of Lear
onwards in legendary history indications of inter-

course and transactions across the English Channel
are multiplied, and roads and laws are brought into

the story. The importance of cross-channel con-

nections in La Tene times, and in a preceding phase
as well, is very clear.

Xot only written legendary history but rural

folk-lore may be drawn mto the study, as Rhys was
fond of showing. Welsh tales of relations between
pre-iron civilizations of the open uplands and later

intrusions in the valleys may owe something to

borrowings from other countries, but they have a

reference to the evolution of Welsh life, and so have
the tales of sea-traders in Pembrokeshire, with
their gold balls and therr strange language and
methods.

SCHOOL OF ORIENTAL STUDIES.

Open Public Lectures.

The Place of Folktales in African Life. By
Ret\ E. W. Bmith : 2nd Marche 1932.

j j 11
Everybody who knows anything about 1 1

0

Africans knows that they are great story-

tellers. These stories serve the purpose of recre-

ation, in the first place. They are told in the

evening when the work of the day is finished

;

they are amusing, graphic, and often told with very
great skill. And the tedium of the day is forgotten

as the listeners are drawn into this world of wonder
and ftm. They are carried out of their cramped,
narrow, earthly existence into the freer atmosphere
of fancy. JSonie tales are of animals, some ofhuman
beings, others of animals and human beings. They
are intended to amuse, and they do amuse. They
also offer a means of release for pent-up emotions.

As Krylov, the Russian fabulist, lampooned the

reactionary officials of his day in the guise of the

amiable blunt -headed bear, the stupid elephant and
other beasts, and the people experienced hifinite

satisfaction on hearing their oppressors made to

look ridiculous in this way; so the African finds

an outlet for outraged feelings in telling tales of

powerful persons whom he fears to name and
represents in the guise of animals. Captain Rattray
has suggested that in the Akan stories the names
of animals, and even the name of the sky-god
himself, have been substituted for the names of

real individuals whom it would have been very
impolitic to mention. The tales afford satisfaction

by expressing thought and emotions that are

habitually repressed through fear. And in a similar

w^ay may be explained what Captain Rattray calls

Rabelaisian passages in the tales. That what

he says of the Akan people is true also of other
Africans, is seen in, for example, the dramatic tale
of the Pitso of the Birds which is told, or acted,
in Basutoland. It is all in reality a delicious satire
upon certain chiefs, and from it the listeners get
some release for their deep-seated resentment.
African tales are also educative—education being
imderstood here as the process by which a people's
culture is handed on from one generation to another.
In recent years the educative value of story-telling
has come to be recognized by educationists in
Europe and America. Tales are declared to be the
natural carriers of racial traditions, or information
and ideals. This truth has for long been realized
by Africans. They teach very largely by telling
stories. Tlie group assembled around the evening
fire is a school of language. We know very little

about the process by which African children learn
so rapidly to speak their complicated language wdth
fluency and accuracy ; there are no books of
gi’ammar, there is no formal instruction in language

;

they learn by the natural method of listening and
imitating, and no doubt the tales perform an
essential part in this, for these are repeated again
and again imtil they become thoroughly familiar.
Some of the tales draw attention to particular
modes of expression and ridicule people who make
mistakes in regard to them~in the matter of tones,
for exam])le, and the enunciation of nasal sounds,
^loreover the tales convey to the new generation
what their predecessors learnt (or think they learnt)
about the world around them. A large proportion
of the African tales takes the form of etiological
myths. They are not abreast with the latest
scientific explanations of the rmiverse, but they
convey the elders' observation and reflection upon
the facts of their experience. If they do not teach
exact zoology, at least they draw children's attention
to natiual phenomena and make the animal world
interesting. The great facts of human life and the
origin of things are also illuminated to the young
African's mind by the tales. They form the back-
grormd of his thinking about the luiiverse. The
tales are, further, moulders of ideals. If certain
recognized standards of conduct are necessary for
life in commimity, it is also necessary that these
be made known to the young. Moral instruction
there must be, and many people might be surprised
by the excellence of the morality that is taught.
To a large degree it is conveyed in maxirus, but a
still more sure method of instilling the rules into
the mind of the rising generation is to embody them
in interesting tales. The moral " is not always
explicitly stated : the tale is told and left to work
upon the listeners. In a multitude of fascinating
stories young people are taught that they cannot
transgi’ess with iraprmity. Ridicule is a formiilable
(and dangerous) weapon in the hand of those w^ho
seek to moult I the yoimger generation to tribal
pattern. Tales make use of the principle that
laughter is the supreme corrective, and poke fun
at people who make fools of themselves in various
ways. Commdrums, or problem stories, are told
for the purpose of sharpening the wits and so are
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educative in intention. Africans propound problems
in the form of a tale and end with a question :

“ Which of these did the best ? ” The Dagomba tale

recorded by Mr. Cardinall which concludes with
the question, “ Xow tell which of these two was
“ the greater friend? ” is a fine illustration of the
African’s genius for friendship and a good example
of the imaginative power exhibited by the tales

at their best.

A study such as this has practical value. All who
in any way work with Africans may learn from it the
enormous power that imagination holds over them.
Teachers of Africans should make large use of stories.

THIRD INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF
EUGENICS.

The third International Congress of

1 2D held at the American
Museum of Natural History, New York, on

[April, 1932.

August 21, 22 and 23, 1932. An Exhibition in
connection with the Congress will be open in the
Museum from August 22 to September 22. The
materials shown will be mainly (1) pedigree charts
and their genetical analysis, (2) statistical charts
and tables, (3) photographs and maps, (4) models,
casts and drawings, (5) books and scientific papers,

(6) scientific apparatus, (7) living specimens. In-
vestigators in eugenics, and in allied sciences which
bear upon eugenics, are invited to offer material on
loan for exhibition. Prospective exhibitors should
communicate at once with H. H. Laughlin, Chair-
man, Exhibits Committee, Third International
Congress of Eugenics, Cold Spring Harbor, Long
Island, !Mew York, U.S.A. Each exhibitor is assured
that all of his accepted material will be installed

skilfully and duly exhibited in proper correlation

with related work. Exhibitors are invited to offer

suggestions in the arrangement, display, and demon-
stration of their own material.

REVIEWS
Australia.

The Psychology of a Primitive People. A Study of
the Australian Aborigine. By S. D. Porteus,

London (Arnold): 1931. Pjy. xv, 438. Illus-

trated. Price 30s. net.

Prof. Porteus’ book is not the first to lure us, by
its ambitious title, to eventual disappointment.
He writes with that fluid lucidity which carries

one imreflectingly through the most teclinical

discussion ; and he tempts us further by a number
of excellent illustrations.

The book is divided into two parts, entitled

respectively Aboriginal Environment,*’ and
Aboriginal Intelligence.” Actually, however,

the latter part splits logically into an anthro-
pological section and a purely psychological—in

the academic sense—section. The new point of
view claimed by the author in his preface, consists,

apparently, in the correlation of aboriginal intel-

ligence with aboriginal en\dronment by a method
not unfamiliar to those versed in recent anthro-
pological literature. But this subdivision has a
further significance. It indicates the scope of
Prof. Porteus’ excursus ; for his psychological
quest is confined almost solely to the intelligence of
the Australian aborigine.

It is perhaps unfortunate that the author elected,

in his first part, to depict the emfironment of the
aborigine by means of what amounts to a personal
travel-diary. The frequent obtrusion of the
narrator detracts from the objectivity and clarity

of the picture. The account is, moreover, inter-

spersed wfith numerous obiter dicta, psychological,

anthropological, and mundane, which serve to con-
vince one of the author’s sympathetic and broad-
minded attitude towards the aborigines and their

problems, but do not contribute to a scientific

analysis of their environment. One or two more
maps, and some recourse to standard documentary
evddenee, would have enhanced the value of this
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part and supphed a surer foimdation for Prof.

Porteus’ theses.

In the first half of the second part Prof. Porteus
essays what he calls a psychological interpretation

of the main customs, practices, and beliefs of the
aborigine. This proves, however, to bear a close

resemblance to the methods of anthropological
analysis which have been christened functionalism.

Few will quarrel with the author’s thesis that

these customs, practices, and beliefs cannot be
understood except in their inter-relationships and
by reference to the entire life of the people, or with
his contention that they exist to maintain social

cohesion. In the further development of this

standpoint, however, when he endeavours to show
that many ostensibly unintelligent features of
aboriginal social organization actually deserve to be
recognized as very intelligent adaptations to the
exigencies of life in the desert. Prof. Porteus
sometimes illustrates the dangers of too facile an
application of his ‘"psychological” method. To
defend this reasoniug, he is, for example, compelled
to propound an hypothesis of the course of the
dispersion of the earliest Australians through the
continent, which will enable him to regard the
desert as the cultural centre. Plausible as this

reconstruction may be, it does not assist to explain
why their contemporary social organization should
be advantageous to the present-day tribes, desert
dwelling as well as others. It is conceivable that
government by the old men skilled in the cultural
and natmal lore of the people may be an asset in
the struggle for sur\dval, as the author affirms, and
therefore represents an intelligent adaptation. But
it is surely succumbing to the logical trap inherent
in this method of explanation, to support the view
that the system of exogamic cross-marriage was
deliberately plamied, at some time or another,
in order to ensure the sexual prerogatives of the
gerontocrats, and to diminish their rivalry for the
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women; or to account for the cross-classification “ environmental habits or possibly of the trans-

of children on the ground that “ the advantages of “ mission of acquired characteristics ”
!

“ (differential) fertility and the disadvantages of The mental test results raise many controversial
“ (differential) sterihty are thus spread evenly points. The history of racial testing must make us
among the tribe. Post hoc and propter hoc tend to cautious of comparing intelligence test scores of
be confused in this type of explanation. different racial groups without the most careful

It must be noted, too. that the author’s data are scrutiny. The primary difficulty is to find tests

almost entirely taken from the standard sources, which, while measuring only intelligence^ are sufh-

his own casual observations being insufficient to ciently independent of differential education and
pro^dde empirical e\'idenee that the social organiza- culture. Such tests as the Porteus mazes, the
tion of the aborigines does actually fimction as he Knox-Squires Xylophone, and the Goddard form
conjectures. Assumptions thus become necessary, board, the main tests used by Prof. Porteus, seem
which some would consider questionable, e.g., that superficially to fulfil the requirements. Actually,

the desert environment has a disintegrating influence however, they make demands upon numerous
on group unity, which must be counterpoised by minor adjustments—e.gr., experiences of geometrical
socially unifying devices. To call such deductions forms and of diagrams, habits of speed which Prof,

psychological would be a misnomer, in the reviewer’s Portexis reports to be disconcertingly lacking among
opinion, since they are developed with but little the aborigines—the absence of which might seriously

application of the concepts of modem psychology— prejudice one’s performance. Fxirthermore, no
and that only incidentally. Indeed, the author's competent psychologist would accept the estimate
entire effort to detect signs of intelligence in the given by any one of these tests singly as even
peculiar customs of the aborigine, smacks of the an approximate index of intelligence. He would
attempts of early students of animal behaviour to require at least six or eight of such tests to be used
derive evidence of animal intelligence from old conjointly.

ladies’ tales about the remarkable performances of Recent work in the theory of intelligence testing,

their pets. which Prof. Porteus entirely ignores, makes it clear

The true novelty of Prof. Porteus’ book lies in the that these tests do not measure simply and solely the
final chapters of Part II. These record the results intelligence. Success in them depends upon a
obtained by administering standard, objective, pattern of mental factors, including intelHgence,

physical and mental tests to the aborigines. The specific abilities due probably largely to training,

author and his colleagues travelled 16,000 miles, and temperamental qualities which may also be in

from mission station to mission station, in search part acquired. In fact Prof. Porteus himself states

of subjects. Altogether l50 men, 11 women, and that his maze-tests, upon which he places greatest

127 children, of various tribes, were tested. We reliance in the present inquiry, measure plamiing-
are warned that the subjects were too few, the capacity and foresight, as well as intelligence

—

tests too limited in range and often not sufficiently qualities not demonstrably all identical. It is

adapted to the cultural backgrotmd of the aborigine, scientifically inadmissible to treat a measiue of a
and the mental attitude of the subjects at times too pattern of factors as if it refers to one of the factors

incalciflable, to allow this to be regarded as more only; the more so, as there is no evidence that
than a pioneer investigation for which no finality the pattern of mental factors employed by the
is claimed. This does not, however, prevent the aborigines, in this test, was identical wuth that of
author from subsequently lapsing into one or two the other races compared with them. By the same
extreme inferences. Throughout, comparative data token, while sharing the author’s opinion that the
obtained with other racial groups are cited. maze tests are to some extent diagnostic of the
The physical measurements included head and ability to make adequate industrial and social

stature measurements, d\Tiamometer and vital adjustments withui our culture, we would consider
capacity tests. Prof. Porteus finds the average brain it fallacious to infer that they are therefore diagnostic
capacity of his adult male subjects to correspond to of the aborigines’ capacity to adapt to western
that of the average 13 -year-old Australian white ci\dlization, as Prof. Porteus seems to think. This
boy. He cites investigations pro\ing a positive would be to overlook flagrantly the lengthy
correlation of 0-2 to 0*3 between brain capacity (differential) cultural conditioning to which both
and intelligence, among white children. Realizing we and the primitive are subjected,
that such low correlations, obtained within a The pertinent question is, has the aborighie that
particular racial group, do not validate the direct outfit of habits and aptitudes indispensable for
inference of relative intellectual status from brain adequate adjustment to the conditions of civilized
capacity measurements of restricted samples of life ? The initial step towards an answer might have
different races, he wisely refrains from stressing these been taken by Prof. Porteus, had he devoted
measurements. The djmamometer and \’ital more space to a qualitative analysis of his results

—

capacity tests apparently gave somewhat unreliable say, by the Spearman-Kelly method of tetrad
results, as many of the natives failed to make a differences, as well as by inductive observation,
sufficiently strong effort. Xevertheless, Prof. Porteus Two other rather naive fallacies are committed
infers from comparative data that Filipinos show a by the author. Firstly, he attempts to measure
greater tendency towards unidextrality than the the natives’ auditory memory by making them
aborigines, and that this is further evidence ‘‘ in repeat after him series of digits—their system of

favour of the theory of the selective influence of numeration goes as far as five—and polysyllabic
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native names. We wonder what success an
imeducated Western European would have if he
were asked to repeat a series of Chinese syllables.

Yet the Professor concludes, from the very inferior

average scores of the aborigines in this test, that
this is “ immistakable evidence of divergent
“ mental evolution,” and of their possibilities in
“ the way of assimilating white education ” being
“ exceedingly remote ”

! Secondly, Prof. Porteus
proffers the results of his Xylophone test (a modi-
fication of the Knox cube imitation test) as measures
of visual memory ; but he is surely aware that this
test is commonly utilized as an intelligence test
(indeed he himself quotes it elsewhere as such) in
which visual memoiy is at most a component. His
conclusion that the Australian aborigine is unfitted
for occidental education may be perfectly sound

;

his premisses are nevertheless certainly impugnable.
Space forbids fiwther discussion of Prof. Porteus’

book. Two important findings, however, deserve*
mention. Firstly, he foimd considerable variability
m the test achievements of his subjects, some of them
being very able even by our standards. It would
have been interesting to know if this is in any way
correlated with variable social success, or perhaps
with the tendency to drift away from tribal life.

Secondly, he found the Central group to be con-
sistently superior to the Xorth-western group in
both physical and mental tests. Prof. Porteus seems
to attribute this to the selective influence of the
more rigorous conditions of life in the desert. This
problem merits more detailed investigation.

In conclusion, we must reiterate Prof. Porteus’
warning that this was a pioneer investigation. It is

gratifying to note that the work is being continued
under the auspices of the sponsors of this investi-

gation, the Xational Research Cormcil of Australia,
and the Rockefeller Foundation. Those concerned
with the education of the savage, and his accultura-
tion to western ci\'ilization, will follow this work with
the greatest interest. M. FORTES.

Europe : Archaeology.

Early Altaic Art. AluAltaische Kunstdenhndler ,

Briefe~ und Bildermaterial von J, i?.

I // Reisen in Sibirien und der Mongolei, 1887-89,
herausg. i\ Hjalmar Appelgren-Kivcdo. Fin-

nisclie Altertumsgesellschaft, Helsingfors, FoL,
‘il pp.,^62 figures and maps.

After the publication of his great Antirpntes du
Sord Finno-Ougrien (1877-84), A spelin made three
more journeys to Siberia and Mongolia, sketching
sculptures and copying inscriptions. These latter

duly appeared, but the sketches were left unpub-
lished. Xow they are given us by Dr. Appelgren-
Kivalo, who accompanied Aspelin on two of his

journeys, with a text consisting of extracts con-
tributed by Aspelin to a Finnish journal and
annotations by the editor, more valuable than the
text they illustrate. We accordingly have views
and plans of graves, a few of them excavatt^l,

\iews of standing stones of which the most inter-

esting have strange mask-like faces engi*aved upon
them, others figures of men and animals, rock

engravings of men and animals, and ordinary
kamennya baby. The treatment is mainly de-
scriptive and not much help is given towards
imderstanding the representations.

This makes it the more imfortunate that no
index or list of the figures is provided, so that one
must look right through the book to see whether
it contains a figure of any particular representation,

accordingly it is difficult to use as a supplement
to other books such as Aspelin’ s former publication.

For instance, M. P. Gryanov and E. R. Schneider
have in their “ Ancient Sculptures of the ^linusinsk
" Steppes ” (Haterialy po Et)iografii, IV. 2, pp. 63-

93, 1929) given 73 schematic line drawings of the
early type of standing stones and a few photo-
graphs

; it is very troublesome to find which of
these is better figured in the new album. Their
results are important : that this t\"pe is peculiar

to a triangular area to the west of Minusinsk, ami
as one specimen was already used as a slab in

making a grave that can probably be referred to the
early Minusinsk Bronze Age (see S. A. Teploukhov,
ib. p, 52), the stones must be at least as old as the
Karasuk stage, somewhere about 1000 b.c. This
stage yields bronze chisels and gouges just suitable

for executing the work.
The rock enexavings are of two kinds ; in the

older the whole surface of the figures is pecked out

;

the men are naked but we see them riding horses,

sitting in a boat, stirring cauldrons t>q>ically

8cytho -Siberian ; the animals though mostly rather

primitive have some of the tricks of the Scythic
style, e.g., in the deers' antlers and in the spirals

that decorate the surface of their bodies; one
example recalls the gold plaques from Western
Siberia. This same stylization recurs on the river

Tola in Mongolia as figured by G. I. Borovka,
“ Arehseological Investigation of the course of the
R. Tola,” Leningrad, 1927. Tliis class of en-

graving must therefore belong to people of the
Scytho-Siberian culture and come down to the last

centuries B.c.

Over these we have spirited line engravings of

horsemen in helmets, mail-shirts and boots, wuth
pemroned spears, bows and quivers, saddlecloths

and stirrups, cruppers and breast-straps ; their

horses’ manes are tied up into three brushes just

like the horses on T'ai Tsung’s monument (c.

A.D. 650). Clearly we have the Turkish conquerors.
Their inscriptions make it certain though they
mostly bear no relation to the carvings. Finally
the t\q)ical kamenniya baby may be put down to the
Kirghiz. Ever since Strahlenberg in the eighteenth
century, these Siberian carvings have attracted
attention. I do not know of anytiling so nearly
approaching a corpus of them. That the illus-

trations are from drawings rather than photographs
is no drawback. They havi* been prepared with
great care from sketches and squeezes which,
between them, give details that no photograph
would show. They complete the picture of Siberian
culture that has been put together from excavations
and chance finds of bronzes and pottery in such
books as Merhart's Bronze -Zeit am Jenissei.”

ELLIS H. MINNS.
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General.

Garnered Sheaves : Essays, Addresses and Reviews.
By Sir James (iearye Frazer, London 1931.

9 ui. 5| in, Pp. xii, 538. Price 21s\
|

Sir James Frazer has collected together articles,

reviews, and addresses that lay scattered throng] iont
various periodicals. That is as much as to say he lias

added another smaller encyclopa'dia to the many bulky
ones that already stand to his credit : a one-man
encyclopaedia, which is vastly better, as »Sir James
reminds us in the sixth address in this book, tlian one

^x’ritten by a s\mdioate.'‘ It is. of course, an
encyclopaedia with a style. It is amazimz how Sir

James can lead us past lus serried files of uniform facts

without fatigue or beredom. It is true tliat imagmation,
lit up at times with a dry Scotch luimour, ('omes to

relieve the dryness of tlie facts as wlien he tells us tliat m
the case of liardened ghosts, upon wliom moral per-
“ suasion would be thrown away, more energetic

measures were lesorted to." or that the Fhuwash
" had not even the deceni'y to wait till the deceased
“ was fairly in his grav(‘ " btdere firing on Inm. But
it is imagination tliat colours tlie facts without masking
the outline.

Sir James is less fortunate in thi'orv tlian m de-

scription. He clings to the old idea that the attentions
‘‘ bestoweil upon the dead spring not so nuicli from the

affection as from tlie fear of the survivors." By
<-ollecting tlie proper set of facts isolated from their

connections it is easy to laaki' out tliat ' savages
"

’ primitiv'es " are rule<l by fear. By collect ing another
set it IS equally easy to prove that the survivois have no
gi('att‘r preiX'cupation than to ktxqi the dead with thf'in,

and maintam close relations. Sir James himself ])roduces

iristanees m the second appendix to the first chajiter

The til St e.-^-^ay, it is true, was written in 1S85, hut as

he says ui his preface that he sees no reason for changing
his ojnnion on any fsstmtial point, this essav niu^t lie

taken to represent his piesent views. The recent

essays contirin that Sir James remains uuiuflueiK'ed hy
the moveiiK'nts vvhieii tmid more and inoie to treat

cultures as organisms. It may he said that this tendent-y

has detin itely gained tlie upper hand. The Tylur
trailition has (‘Citaiiily ]>layed an iudispensahU> role, and
still must, like tl'ose iMuseums which elassifv by knnl
and not by region: but such collections of tacts fioni

all over the worhl are useful rather in giving us (lues,

than as a basis for the reconstruction of the history of

thought. Isolated from their contexts tht^sc facts ai-e

often misleading, like the nJ'erence on ]). 21 to the

Fijian sextons. When \v(' know all about these sextcais

Sir James' th<*ory (‘aiinot liold.

To he ancient is not always to be out of date. The
article on taboo reprinted fiom the Kn>'y('lvp(fjii(i

Britan nlca of 18SS still stands in the main. In twtJvt*

pages Sir James gives all the essentials which liave

been obscured liy the over-subtlety of later writers and
the wearisome completeness of Lehmann's three liunduMl

and forty-four pages on Die Polyne^i^che Taha~'=attLn

.

8o far is novelty from always lieing an improvement.
In this ease the old wine is certainly better. Wbert^
there is nothmg big to quarrel with, the rev iewer must
carp at small points. Why is it alw ays neei'ssary. when
drawing instances of taboo from Fiji, to apologize for

their being Melanesian and not Polynesian In every-

thing but race and language the Fijians an' much more
closely related to Tonga and {^amoa than to any
Melanesians 1 know' of. Melanesia and l^olyiu'sia an'

useful geograpliical terrier. In it we sliould not reason as if

the imaginary Ime drawm between them is real, like tlio>e

children who think ships hiunp on the equator. MJiy
rcjieat an absuni et\unology of tapn f I faile<l to n'eog-

iiize Tongau infojooa. until I discovt'red from the
dictionary that- it was a yirimitive spelling for (jofiia or

nofua, according to modern spellings.

Set Sir James auv topic from the' lauguagi' ot annuals
to tlie rursing of Venezelos and hi' will eayi it witli a
parallel, and that parallel with auothei, and so on. and
leave oiii* wondi'rmg how so much scholarly Heading can
be crowded into one existence. His reviews and
addresses, W'here he 1 *^ emancipated from tht' tvranny of

the enumeration of facts, niakt' one almost regiet that

his style is not oftener thus set free. Even tramposition
into a foreign language does not detra* t from it : th('

address on Renan reads as if it might have been thought
in French, not merely translated.

Tlu* get-up of tht' book, as usual, it> woitby of the
workmanship of the contents. The index is. needless

to sav. not an ordinarv index, but a catalogue raisonnt.

A. M. HOCART.

The Story of the Road. By J. IP. Gnqary, F.R,S,
Alerand^^r MacLehosr <! Fo.. 1931. Pnee, 12.v. GJ.

j
This book deals with a fascinating theme. M inch 1

one of U'^ ( an walk along some ancient track which
lias been a highway for mankind :^ince social order
started without ocoasionally thrilling at the thought of

th(' conntle^-s lucn and W()men of past ages who hav<'
yireceded us? Even more recent highroads have a

romance of their own. 1 have often vvomltavd. wduit
(’.char's emt)t](^ns would be could he stand for a moment
to-dav^ and wati h the traffic on the Barnet By-Pass of

the<_be.it North Road? ^\dlat, too. of tlu' gicat paved
ways in Peru, not to mention tliose in rinn.r. wdinh aie
described by Profess >r (Ti-egory ,md often illustrated

troin hn oliotographs ?

Tlicre IS a great deal of information in this book about
ancient highways and their Instory and the yirobien.s

of eunstriiction of a moih'i'U tarmac mad. But then* is

a goofl deal of repetition. It would not be surprising
to learn that a number of the chapters were originally
wi'ittcn as mdepiaidcnt. ^lightly o\ erlayoping, h'cture''.

But wJierp "O much information is given and the tei hni-

calities an' yjresented in a rc'adahle form, it is only a
carj'jing »Titii who w«)uld comy^lain. M. C. B.

Technical Methods in the Preservation of Anthropo-
logical Museum Specimens. By D. LvccJiman,

j
(dan. Rep, Xat. Mu-'^cuni of Panada, 1929. 1 /R
jip. 127- 5S.) Ottaira, 1931,

This comase and yira(*tical summary of apiproved
methods shows that the technique of the National
Musinim of Fanada is well up to date. It mchuh's
directions to field collectors for tht' " first aid " which
is so often necessary, and for packing specimens of
various kinds. Thert' is no false sentmu'nt alxait the
dust of ages :

“ specimens should appear as nearly as
possible as they would if they had ju>t left the
owner's hands." The syiecial < oiiditioi)s of Canadian

work are illustrated by precautions against extreme cold,
and frozen .soil, and against extreme dryness in the
MtLseum itsi'lf. Another eaution is intert'sting

—

” the fact that a specimen was brought from a Blackfoot
Indian is no guarantee that he did not first obtain it

from a Sioux and that it was not madi' by a Cree.'’
And here is the golden rule for all cor -eriied

—
” treat

ev't'ry syieeiiiK'n as though it wen'» the only one of its

kind in the world, and you may be miiv that, in a
good many cases, it actually Is." J. L* M.

f
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India.

The Mysore Tribes and Castes, Vol. ill. By the lati

//. r. X<tn UDifJayya nml R<io Balxvlnr L. K.
A}ianthakri>}ina Jytr. Bifbh^hfd iinchr the au'^ph-vs

oj the yi>oi e I nirtt .-ilty . Baxyalof Pp.cn,
019, with 70 illwstnition.-i.

This volume coutiaues the reissue, with revJ^ion, oi

the concise and scholaily inonogiaphs of the late

Mr. H. V. Xanjunda\ ya‘s preliminary ethno£:raphie
survey, together tvith a number of new articles, including
a lengthy account of Indian Christians and an elaborate
treatise on the Jams. Some of the shorter articles, e.q.,

those on the Kahars, Kare Okkalus and Hale Paikas.
reproduce almost \'erhatim the accounts aln'ady pub-
lished by Mr. Enthoven in his Tribes and CaAts of
Bombay.

Following the principles advocated by Ibbetson,
Xesfieid, Kisley and other pioneers of Indian ethno-
grapliy, the authors are rigorously systematu' jn tiie

arrangement of their material, and thereby make it

ea^y to compare and contrast the social system oi the
Kanarese people with those of tlie nation's with whom
they are m (OntaiU. Thus a typical Kanarese cahte
{e.y.. the Okkalu) is made up of a number of exogainous
<*lans of totemie aspect "

; tin Tuhi type (Ha''rilai,

Hale I'aika) is similar, exi eyit that it is usually matii-
lineal; 'rdugii exosaniy, on the otluu* hand, is mainly
a matter of " lioiise-narnes *’

\ nd < -jx^i ( a ]

:

wliili^ tlie

Marathas (I)arzi. Jmeai. et(',) and sonu- of the Teluuii

castes (Komati, btura. Jt tti
)
gratt on to a ” house-name,"

or toternic s\st(‘ni. a s. heme ot Hicdinianic bisln-gep^^/.s

like those of Xortiiem India, thougli the operative factor
w Inch regulates inarriai^e i?? still the “ house nanau or
toti line I'lan Amonu the (hmgas some (Ian names
are totemie and .some are 'house-names," wlnle the
(hidikaras apjiear to iiavt^ suppressed th(‘ southein
fc'irms in favour of Rishi-f/o/rn.s, Among othi'r ])oints of
interest iii this volume are the survival ot (_airn burial,
the (>rivdetr*ss ot tlu' young(*.st son, and the piopitiation
of men who die unmarried. The details recorded in
respect of the Korachas, or Koravas, as the older name
would setun to have been, uiw rist^ to a sn.spu ion of
some connetUion m the distant past between these folk
and the Korwas (f.r.. Korovas) of the lull cUid jungle
tracts of the Sarguta ami Jashpur Statt^s, ui the noidh-
east comer of the Central Provinces, wheiu e tlie\ have
S[)read into Mir/apur and tddamau and. ai small numhers,
into the fnnge.s of the hills in adjoining distiK ts.

M'ant of care m editing is veiy noticeable in tlie case
of the botanical names of trees and plants. To cite
only three out of many instances, on p, 353 the dat(‘-palm
{Phoenu: .sylceAri-^) is called Bo-stcf/lta thiirtJVra

( ithin''-

Joa). which I'J a tree belonging to an (“ntiiely diffiuent
order; on p, 123 Paspalam becomes Pfi.'^b{j/<un \ and on
p. 282 the CeibfO'ft OdoUnm becomes CPnot odalhnn. The
illustrations de'^ervi' a word of commendation : tln'v

have been well produced, A suggestion may be added
that when the next volume is published, the opfioitunity
should be taken to tigure and di^scribe the jiwvellery and
ornaments enumerated at pages 19G, 218, 294, etc. The
Gox'erninent of Mysort' is to Ih' coiigrat ulated on th(‘

publication of tins series. C. E. A. W. O.

Hindu Exogamy. By S. V. Karandikar. Bombay.
{Tarnporecala.) 1929 Pp. 308. ifs. 0,

India possesses the finest anthropological litira-

ture in the world; not from curiosity, but because
it has always seenu'd so important to the Indian to
know how to act m every conceivable einjumstance. The
ancient winters thus give us the most objc'ctive and

[

minute acecount of ]o al usage that is to be foimd any-
wlieif ; but no theories of origin. Unfortunately their
descendants liave lieard of Morgan. Maclennan, and the
re^'t, U'^ually by tlh' time tlioy gom' out of fasliion
iu tlieir own country. The result is that their work
io^e-. the olyectivity of the aneient literature. Like
many ot’ma’s, tlu' present work dilutes valuable fa( ts
With interior imitations of European speculations con-
cerning exogamy, sept and clan, totemism. Aiwans,
etc.

^

Even '=o the work conipare.s favourably with man\
Europt'aii ticcounts wliu-h give us the autlior's impres-
Mons. rnther than the evidence. INlr. Karandikar, m tlie

course of long and involved arguments, gives us useful
ca.si's, notalily of easuistry. which lias strangely received
little attention, tliougli it plays an important part in
the conflict between ideal and practice, tradition and
new conditions. India is a land of extreme conseiwative
icieali.^m and thoiough-going opportunism; hence
ca''u:''^try probably plays a greater pnirt there even
than in Euiopiv Thus " it is a usual custom of commen-

tators and Xibandhur writers that they will not
directl\' condemn a rule given by the ancients

—

even when they disagree* with it. The\ will either
accept the rule wuth such provLsions as wall render
the original t(‘xt almost m<)perati\'(*, or thev will
place the rule under Kalivarja\a (things not to be
])erformed in the Kali age)." Anyone who is

!ntf‘r(*st( d to sec* how man i*X(*rts Ins ingenuity To
re( oneJe tluoiw with praetif'e will find intero'^ting
instances and can compan* them with tlu* ca'^ui'.try of
modi'rn jMihtM-al thiMinst'- wIh'Ii th(‘\ get into jiowci.

A. M. HOLART.

The Culs-Vamsa. Triuidati f] hy ^Vdhtlm kb hy r, a}»<l

from the Ger}na)i i)dn Enyh.Ai f/y 3/os. f’. A7.
P icK mt rs‘ , iindf.r the i*attohaye oj the t bfi'crnitn n(

af Cb yIo)i. (Jjjoid. Publ i.shrd f(>} the Pah Tmt
Society by Humphrey Mdfoid : Part I, pp. .f/b-|-3b2.
192!l, Pa) 1 1 1

.
])ji, r 1930. Ibare earft p(i) t.

iVliK h work has been done on Sinhalese history and
archaeology since 1889, when the Government of Ceylon
K’juinted Tumour'.'., 1837 translation of chapters i-.37
of the Mahdcamsa, together wuth \5'ijesinha’s rendering
of the remainder of tliat national chronicle, A revised
\ersion, by Prof. (}tMg(.*r, of the iMaJntcam.sa projierlv
so called, w'as published, again under Government
patronage, hy tla* Pali 4’ext Society in 1912, to bt*

f()Il()W(*d, nearly two ilei ades later, by lliis edition of
the ( ulavamsa. which carries tlie record down to
1815 A.D.
The d(*lay is by no means unfortunate, for it has

enabled Prof. Geiger to utilize the results attained during
tli(* interval by an active grou]> of W'oiLer.s (A. M. Hoeart,
H. Mh Codrington. P. E. Piens and others), and by
t(Miring Ceylon with local experts to familiarize liimseif
with many knotty problems of Sinhalese aiititpntv.
Thus ecjuippt^d, Prof. Geiger surveys afresh the

whole field of Sinhalese history, ainl finds much to
revise and supplement m his former work. Thest* new
volumes contain a complete set of genealogies of the
various dynasties that have ruled Ceylon from the
beginning. The W'hole chronological seh(*me is read-
ju'^ted. A concise introduction' discusses inter aha
tlu* cn'dibihty of the ( ulacamsa and the conflict of
patrilineal and matrilmeai principles in dynastic
succession, and an exhaustive series of classified indices
IS app(*ridod with full ref(*r('ne(.*s to evi*rv conceivable
subject, religion, administration, w'arfaVe. kingship,
doiiie^Ntic and :?(jeiai life, etc.; an amazing epitome
of Sinhalc'se i ulture.

Prijf. <Teigers scholarship is beyond criticism; so
also 1- ins ireatment of the tuiiography and antiquities

102
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of Coyloii. \\ itli lilt* f'losely ar^t^ot-icUetl history aud
"rajiJiy of Soiitii Tiafia ht* h'ss at liomt*, and iu* ts

seemingly unacquainted with work tiiat has recently
been done ni tiiat tieid.

Mr.s. Rickiners' rcndt*rini2: of tht* oritjtnal Crerman,
apart from one or two trifling 'siip^. is clear and
idiomatic. A general index would liave been U'^eful,

tor it 1^ not too t‘asy to tr<ick down any particular
Item in the 47 {lages ot spi'rial indices. Jhit all will
agree tiiat Prof. (Jeiger anti thi»se who liave assisted
him are to be congratulated on the production, at an
astonishingly low price, of the most important work
that has vet been published on Cevlon.

F. J. RICHARDS.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Sackcloth and Ashes.

‘Sitt,—In an article on ‘ Ka.>ting,' in the Ahicyr/cyadhi
of tiff Social Nco /av ,v, Mr. A. iS\. Hocart has

j nnobserved that fasting is one of the most common
j /H

incidents in that type of ceremony denoted by
the term * sacramt*nt,' ‘ !^acrifice/ ‘ coiisei ration.'
By fasting, the king prepares for his installation, tiie

priest for liis ordination, tiie initiate for ins initiation,
the bride au<l bridegroom for marriage. The ct'remoiii(*s

m all tliese cases, he explains, are Mi<‘h as portrav
rebirth, or are dciixcd from ceremoiiK's win* li portiav
rebirth. They begin with a period of quiesreuce which
seems to represent tiie state of nuu-existence preceding
coiK'cjjtiou or the start* of lift*lessness following de< t*aNe.

Fasting is merely a part of this quiescence. So we
find ill the Old Te'^tameiit that fasting w connnon after
a dt'ath, wlien apparently tlu* mourners undergo a
fictitious death HI sympatliy With the deceaseil {I Sa)o.,
xxxi. 13, I (Itio)i. X. 12). ^V»* t'X'eii And it practised
before the is'^uiiig of a now code {Exo<Jn>> xxxiv. 2S).

Fasting is thus a mode of initiation into a new life.

The new life is likt* reanimation after dt'ath.

Thus regarth'd, it is interesting to find it as>^oclated
With the custom of tearing off the clothe-^, putting on
sacktloth, and lying or sitting in aslu's (/nu. Ivin. .7,

Dnn. 'xK/^, Esth.iw \,Z, Jonah in. 6 ; cp. I, Kin</,'< xxi, 27),

because tile idea beiimd the custom of lying or sitting
m sackclotli and ashes seems again to be that of
preservation, restoration, and reanimation of tiie body
for a new life. 1 have souglit to show t*lsewlu*re tiiat

aslies, like sand, liave been accreditt*d witii a life-giving

potency {Journ. of the iMancJi. E<j. d* 0)\ Sue,, Xo. XIV..
1U21), pp. 37-3fl). vSackclotli, I submit, lias tiie sana*
significauf e. If this be so. it may suggested that in
* sackcloth and ashes,' the sackcloth represents the
<‘Ioth of mummification or of mat -burial, wliilt* tla* ashes
represent the sand of sand or eartli burial, ^[ummv-
wrappiiigs and sand both seemed to insure the bod\
against decay.

It should be added, however, that ashes may very well
have a significance of their own. Tins is suggested b\'

tile late Miss Mary Le\in's papers on Mummification
' and Cremation ’ (Max. 1!13<), 18, .32. 48.)

Miss Levin sought to sliow that in India wlien tlie

dead were mummified first and i*n*mated afterwards,
this was done m the belief that, while muimuifi('atiou
restored the body, cremation leanimateil it. Tu that
sackcloth woubi symbolize mummification, and ashes
cremation.

Ill the mucii-editiHl writings of tlie Old Tt*stameiit,

of course, a new idea has entered, but tiie old idea is

not entirely effaced. If ' sackcloth and aslu''^ ' came to
be identified with expiessions of sorrow aiul smfulness.
they still symbolized a turning or returning to a new life,

for this IS the meaning of repentance. And tiie old i<K a
was carried over into tin* Xew Tt'-^tament. when* to

repent in sackcloth and asiies {Mafth. xi. 21 , LfJe x, 13)

IS to b<* reach' to c‘nrc*r iqion a nt*u lih*.

M.VL inch A. ( AXXKV.

»SiR,—Tla* Aitanya JJnihfnana I, 3. in di‘:>( ui>iiig the
preliminary consecration (diCsd) prescribes that, after
robing, the consecrated should retire to a hut. Fasting

is nor ai tually mentioned, but lie has to remain from
sunrise* to sunset in the* hut. and may not be spoken to.
He* MTS with clenched fi^ts like an embryo. The hut is

identified with tlie womb, ami hi> robes witli the placenta.
Tilt* ]ienod of qmcscc*nce, witii tiie implied fa.-^t. is here
dc hnitelv in mutation of tlie enibrvo in the womb.

A. M. HOCbVRT.

Polyandry.
8 ik,—

M

r. A. Aiyappau's UM*ful letter iii your j nn
issue of March (Xo. 99) would be more useful if

|
^fj

he made it quite clear whether he is using brother
and sister in the individual or the classificatory sense.
B\' fraternal polyandry he presumably means marriage
With several brothers in our sense of the word. That
leaves it doubtful what the rules of non-frateriial
polyandry may have been. Apparently a woman was
limited to her ovm inafujn, \Vas she restricted witliin
that tnanff}i to certain kinsmen, c.7 ., classificatory
brotliers, or might she marry other relations ?

This illu''trates the need for a special terminology in
dc*scribing classificatory .syst(*ms.

The Lontroversy also illustrates the unfortunate effect
on science of the moral arroganct* of mn(*tt*ciitli and
twc*ntu‘tli century Europe. In our moral sclf-satisfaction

we have expressed sucli liorror at practices not in
acc ordaiice with our code*, that customs wc* liavt*

condemned are concealed or denied, I have known
Europeanized natives to deny the existence of caste
where its t'XL^tence i> notorious and taken into account
by go^'e^nment. It is becoming harder and harder tu
get the trutli. ^ A. M. HOCART

.

The Industries of Sinanthropus. Cf. Man, 1932, 5, 70.
‘Sir,

—

^In Max, 1932, 70, Mr. Reid Moir takes

131
exception to certain references to the industries
of SinanthrojHis tiiat appear m Man, 1932. o. It
is hai'diy nt*ce»arv for me to rc*peat the statements
which were made m my note, which does not claim to
]»e more than a p/eeis of tlie memoir written by
Air. 7\ . C. Pci (wiio is also responsible for all the illus-
trations), with some suggestions b\' the Abbe Breuil.
The obM*r\ atioiis of Air. Pei and Professor Davidson
Black have been confirmed by the high authority of
the Abbe Breuil and Pere Teiihard de Chardin. They
all regard it as imque^tionablc that the stones in Cjuestioii
^^'ero ilefinitely flaked by human beings.

In a full memoir which is now in course of publication
in the Bulletin of the Gcoluijiral Xa/’cey of ('Jiina^ the
statement is made that the members of the staff of the
Cenoz<.>ic Research Laboratory are in essential agreement
With Professor Breiurs interpretation of th«* evi<]ence
of the Use of fire and of the inanufaeture of stone artifacts
by S ninnthroj)U8, They are not so sure, liowevcr, of his
claims reganliug the bone and horn material, and are
doulitful whether they can subscribe to his statement
that the working ot tlie stone miplemeiits of an
<id\anced char.icti*r. On tlu* contrary, tluw are in< lined
to think tiiat tlie uiKhiubied working of the ^toue
mqiU’MU'uts found in assocRition witii Slnanthi ojnt.s is

about as primitive as it can be. It is the simplest kind
of cliipping that can w^ell bo done, and there is no
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e\'i(lence that Sinanthropus dHtberately set to work to

fashion pieces of quartz or quartzite into definite forms.
Tlie shape of the tool made by him was essentially that
of the original pebble with a slight amount of baking
to provide a cutting edge. It seems to be desirable to

make clear the consideration that whereas all com-
petent observers who have examined the material agree
as to the reality of the stone -working, there is less

unanimity as to its interpretation.

G. ELLIOT SMITH,

Vernacular Plant Names.
Sm—In Max, 1930, 27, Mr. W. H. Purvis

suggests a line of research (Vernacular Plant
Xames) as a po.ssible isolution to the Migrations of

the Poh nesians.

I have compiled the accompanying table of some of

the plants in general use throughout the Pacific Islam U,

[April, 1932.

which includes Melanesian dialects from the British
Solomon Islands, passing through Buka, Xew Britain
Xew Guinea (the two Rarnu dialects are those of nati^’e.

situated over iOO miles from the sea coa.st), Admiralty
Islands and the Micronesian dialei-ts in the Carolines,
Ladrone and Pelew.
The word nhi (coconut), or a contraction thereof,

appears to be the most widely used, extending from
South Malaita, through Xew Britain (where it appears
generally throughout the Xorth Coast of that island),

and the Admiralty Islands until it reaches Yap in the
Carolines. The word to (sugar cane) similarly has an
extensiN’e range.

Xeither of these words is so generally used, however,
as Ihna, denoting the numeral fix e, which is common m
all dialects contained in the comparative table—with
the exception of Xo. 4—as well as m five Papuan
dialect^ that I know’ of.

E. L. GGRDOX-THOMAS.

COMFAKATIVE TaB T.R .

Dialect.

1 Coconut
(palm).

[

Bamboo.
i

Sugar
Cane.

!
Yam. Taro.

j

Banana.
!

Betel
Xut.

Sweet
Potato.

i. Solomon Islands:
3Ialaita (To'a Baita) ' mu oni kai bau

(Pan) -
,

mu au ubi husi
(Sa'a)

i

nil! aio .sato 111 11 liui Imti
Guadalcanar (\"atur-

anga) - uiu hau aso
i

vutli
'

Xew Georgia (Marovo)
1
nochera 1 ini uw'i tail!

1

batia

,, (Kubiana) ! noliara
| ,

riniata ! marihi !j nuakua
Ysabel (Bogutu) mu gau

;,

ahu
j

U\ 1

1

bumli

2. Buka (Pororaii) -
:
1

hud kwoh i
1
toll wesay koritz po?> mall kumour

(Solos) ' hull koheno toll ndruiium korit pos
j

maid kuman
Bougainville (Saposa)

I

niun ' takilum I toll pat kapu ! apos
i

oris kumour
Buka (Lout is) - hoyl blown !

^ toh wc'^a;^' potut posa ira kumour
(Hanahan) hilllay hiown toll w'esa_\ w'uson posa bok kumour

Bougainville (Sailau) w’ara\'

j

,

lahot
1

toh pat w’usona posa bok kumour

3. Xew Britain:
1

1

i

1

(Blanche Bay) - lama kaur tup aup pa w'udu bill kaukau
(Kalingi) -

-
j

naniu
[

nalutu
(Garua) - niu tobu viri mawu

j
tenwati

(Iboki) iiiii
1
1

1

to bin mai
1

!

bua .si ITvat i

(Wariai) - ' mu
j

eri
i

!
j

4. Xew Gi inea :

'
‘

j

i .
!Aitape (Matapau) ail aids beua

1

kakisi
j

:

ninga-u ipaup bubus malu
Rarnu River (Atemble)'^ koim atakaramus ger imaiiga onser

1

agwos ikiri

ovuku sarnaka imuta
1

ere langamanga

o. Admiralty Islands :

1

i

(Mauk)
1

niu bonio patamlodo ma bal bui

t). Caroline Lsland.s :

(Ponape) -
-

|

ni plarn cheu kap
1

W’Ot mangat
(Kusai) nu alke.sem ^ to ^ mato [katak kalas
(Truk) - 11u kou ep

j

oh ute
(Uluthi) - w’oth uth

i

(Yap) - mu mor rnaquil dock
1

dak pau !

7. Ladrone (Mariana) -
S
nidjok piau 1 tUJ)0 dago

i

' snna
!

;

i

j

8. Pelew Grocp <
;

leus bau

1

1

tupo thap kuko !

i

'

1

i !

Htfrrencr.- Hnti.sli Admiralty Sading Directions, \’o1. 1. Eittli Edition. 1921. for No^, I, 1>. 7 and S.

Eyre and 8i’OTTISWoode Limited, His Majesty's Printers, East Harding St., London, E.C.4.
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133

Ossuary Practices in the Nicobars, with particular reference to the practice of keeping the skull of an

ancestor on or in a life-size wooden body on the islands of Teressa and Bompoka. By C. J.

Bonington.

During the recent tour of the Census Party in the Xicobars a hitherto unrecorded ossuary

practice was brought to light on the islands of Bompoka and Teressa in the Central Group.

After death, a man of Teressa is buried with the top of his head pointing west and he lies on

his back with his legs pointing towards the east, ‘ A soul figure in the form of a post '

is then placed

over the grave, which grave is covered with cloth, and general belongings of the deceased such as

spears, ornaments, silver wire, spoons, in fact all his personal property, as well as the head-dress of

his wife worn on festive occasions, and the skulls of pigs wdiich he had killed (hung up in his lifetime

as ornaments within his hut). It is customary for all relatives and friends to attend the funeral and

bring pieces of cloth in which to swathe the dead. The body is buried at sundown so that no shadows
‘ iwi ’ (i.e., spirits) of the attendants shall fall into the grave. In the case of individuals without

near kindred the body is placed as soon as possible in a half canoe, and hung by fibre ropes on a pole

supported by two trees, in a communal ossuary, in the jungle by the seashore. The body is then left

to rot, and in time owing to the breaking up of the canoe, falls to the ground which is covered with the

skulls and bones of many generations and there it stays. {See Fig. 3.)

Several months or in some cases years after the burial of the deceased, the remains are disinterred,

and in the event of his having been a revered personage, the skull is placed in the life-size Avooden

body w^hich is either in a sitting or standing posture {see Fig, 2). The body is hollow anrl is fitted with

a door at the back, the remaining bones of the deceased being placed within. This figure is kept within

the hut of the nearest relative of the deceased. The bones of less important people are kept in little

hollowed log-coffins about 1 foot in diameter and 3 feet long. These receptacles are stacked around

the w^alls {see Fig. 1), as man\' as ten being observed in one particular hut, as well as a female figure

with a human skuU as her head. This was the mother of the present head man, who had been a

mailuna or witch doctor. At meal times it is customary to place food such as young coconuts and

pig before the w^ooden figures wffiose spirits are supposed to dwell in the figure. After a period wffiich

sometimes covers ten years, during which time the pig stock of the community has considerably

increased, a large feast is held and the bones of the less important people preserved in the little

receptacles described above, are thrown into the common ossuary near the village. The form of

interment described above is current tlirough the Central and Southern groups.

The nearest parallels geographically to tlie practices of keeping the skull of an ancestor in a life-size

w^ooden body are to be found in the Xaga Hills and in Melanesia. Dr. Hutton in Ins ‘ Diaries of

‘ tw'o tours in the un-administered area east of the Xaga Hills ' {A.S.B. J/fwo/nv, ^^ol. XI, X'o. 1,

pages 1-72 (1929)), describes tw^o practices wffiich only survive in a few^ trans-frontier villages, among
the men of ‘ Ukha and the Angain Xagas.' The effigies are very much of the same nature, the body

being disposed of in a similar manner slung on four stakes about five feet above the ground outside

the village. The effigies are supposed to provide especially for the accommodation of the soul of

the deceased, in the same manner as found on Teressa and Bompoka, wdiere they are daily fed as
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described above. In a footnote Dr. Hutton cites examples in the Pacific v^here “ wooden effigies

are used as abodes for the soul ” quoting Frazer The Belief in Immortality and Codrington's

Melanesians. The effigies of Bompoka and Teressa serve expressly as habitations for the soul of the

deceased rather than as memorials, but I was unable to ascertain whether the head or skull served

as the actual location of the soul. Dr. Hutton, to whom I am indebted for many suggestions and an
excellent thumb-nail etching of the effigy, is of opinion that the practice is essentially Melanesian

rather than ]\Iuada and suggests the existence of a strong ^Melanesian element in the Xicobars in

spite of their Mon language. In the J.E.AJ., Yol. LXI, 1931, ^Ir. H. I. Hogbin, in his article on the
‘ Tribal ceremonies of Cugtong Java (Solomon Islands),* page 36, describes the tug-of-war which
takes place between the blood relatives of the dead man and his relatives by marriage. This ceremony,

which in some respects resembles a Burmese ' Pongi byan,' is also very similar to the Car Nicobarese

custom, in which case the coffin is placed in a large racing canoe, and a violent tug-of-war ensues

between teams of men pulling on canoes a hundred feet in length, C. J. BONINGTON.

Sociology. Raglan.

The Origin of Cruelty. Ey the Bight Honourable Lord Baglan.

m in J.B.A.L, 1929, vol. LIX, on page 188, Dr. Roheim attributes the institutions of

circumcision and castrated priests to the struggles of the old and young men in the primal

horde, and says that in the ” bestial pre-human castration would be the lot of those who were
vanquished in the ' struggle.’

*’

His position is typical of that adopted by psycho-analysts on such questions, and is, in my
opinion, a completely false one. Animals are caUous, but never cruel, and by cruelty I mean
torture, mutilation, or the deliberate infliction of pain. What does Dr. Roheim suppose was in the

mind of the *’ bestial pre-human ' when he inflicted this mutilation? Was it the idea of punish-

ment, or was it the idea of preventing a possible recurrence of the struggle I Both these ideas are

quite foreign to animal psychology. To the male animal his rival is an obstacle and nothing more.

When death or flight removes the obstacle it is promptly forgotten, and attention turned to the

female. Does Dr. Roheim believe that gorillas castrate each other ?

Similarly, the carnivorous animal, in the pursuit of its prey, has only one idea, to kill it, that

is to say, to make it available for food, as speedily as possible. The domestic kitten is an apparent
exception, but in reality it regards the mouse as it would a ball, and does not mutilate it or even
injure it. If we followed Dr. Roheim we should expect the cat to bite off the mouse's feet before

passing it on to her kittens.

Now if animals are not cruel, man could not have derived his cruelty from his animal ancestors

;

it must have come from another source, and if we trace cruelty through the ages, we find that it

invariably has its sources, either certainly or probably, in magical or religious beliefs or practices.

In short, all cruelty is of ritual origin.

Rites are sometimes described as ceremonies intended to commemorate past events in the
history of the race (Dr. Roheim caUs them dramatic rehearsals ’), but there is no explanation as
to wffiy people should be at such pains to commemorate real or supposed occurrences in their savage
past, and I beheve this view to be incorrect. The sole object of ritual is by magical means to
confer some benefit on, or avert some calamity from, those by whom, or on whose behalf, the ritual

is performed.

Rites may come to be associated with some real or mythical magician, or wffien their original
purpose has been forgotten may be attributed to some historical event, and may thus acquire a
pseudo-commemorative character, but there can be no doubt that they are usually much older than
the story with which they are associated.

I conclude then that all cruelty had its origin in magical rites intended to confer benefits on
or avert calamities from those b}^ or for whom they w^ere performed. In other words, early man
was ciuel oni} to be kind, if not to the \dctim, at any rate to the community.

led to this conclusion largely by the fact that among the Lotuko of the Southern
u( an, e tri e which I know best, cruelty is practically unknown. Homicide is fairly common,
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but always means a short, sharp death at the spearpoint, and blows are, of course, given in anger,

but there is no mutilation of the sexual organs, and torture in any form is unheard of. I once heard

a story of how the men of a certain village caught a corn-stealer, and were so angry tliat they piled

dry cornstalks on him and burnt him to death, but it was described to me as an unparalleled event.

Human sacrifice once formed part of the rain-making ceremonies, but was long ago commuted to a

slight cut on the ear of the victim, who had to belong to a particular clan. A sham fight forms

part of the initiation ceremonies, but the initiates are not mutilated or maltreated. Children are

always treated kindly.

Xow it is impossible to suppose that the Lotuko are farther removed from the '* bestial pre-

human ” than the people of Europe, and it is difficult on Dr. Roheim's theory to account for the

fact that some races have preserved a vivid recollection of the '* struggles in the primal horde,
'

while others have forgotten them. The Lotuko, in my opinion, are less cruel than some other

races simply because their magical beliefs and rites happen to have developed in a less cruel manner.
Let us now^ see if we can trace these cruel rites to their source.

It is a belief of the Bushmen that the evil spirit of disease can be charmed into a finger, and
if that finger be then amputated the patient wUl be cured. Prof. Sollas (Ancif'-ut Hunttrs) finds

reason to believe that the same rite was practised in palaeolithic Europe. It is jjossible that in

this finger we have the prototype of human sacrifice. Human sacrifice, or traces of it, are found

almost all over the world, and it has been directly or indirectly the cause of more cruelty than any
other practice. In the more primitive cultures it is used sparingly, and is usually unaccompanied
by torture, except when, for example, it comes to be believed that the victim's tears afiect the

rainfall. With the advance of culture we find that it is in some places abandoned, while in others

the gods demand an increasing number of victims. It was left to the Romans to degrade it from a

rite to a spectacle, and there can be little doubt that the gladiatorial shows, which were ritual in

origin, had a lastingly demoralising effect.

Early and widespread as human sacrifice is, it is yet impossible to comiect it with the pre-human.

Nobody, so far as I know, has ventured to assert that animals offer sacrifice, and it is the Romans,
rather than the apes, whom we must blame for the cruelties of Europe. The Nordic races also offered

human sacrifices, and the earlier races, in their fertility rites, practised human sacrifice by burning,

as jMiss Murray has shovm. To these latter rites we can safely trace the fires of the

Inquisition.

The next form of cruelty that I shall mention is torture. This is sometimes a part of the ritual

of sacrifice, and at others is connected with the behef that a criminal, by confessing, makes himself

responsible for his own death, and his ghost is then less dangerous. The tortures inflicted on
themselves by monks, dervishes and other fanatics are obviously of a ritual character. It could be

shown, I think, that the chastisements inflicted on offenders can all be derived from one or other

of these sources.

Revenge is the cause of much cruelty. Do we inherit the spirit of revenge from the pre-

human ? It is most unlikely. There is no doubt that animals attack those who have injured

them, and from whom they fear a repetition of the injury, but that they cherish thoughts of revenge
is unproved and highly improbable. Every child knows the story of the elephant and the tailor,

but Sanderson, in liis Wild Beasts of India, shows its absurdity.

That primaeval man practi.sed revenge is also unlikely. All that we can infer as to his activities

leads us to suppose that they were purely utilitarian. To impose danger or hardship upon oneself

in order to injure someone else without hope of profit cannot be a natural idea.

The idea of revenge is, in my view, derived from the blood-feud, which is a ritual observanct*

connected with ancestor worship and the fear of ghosts.

Cruelty to children is common in Europe, and unknown in Central Africa. The probable
reason is that it is connected with religious ideas, such as purgatory and penance, which are unknown
to savages.

There is one other phenomenon which, in some cases, at any rate, comes under the head of

cruelty, and must therefore be mentioned; I refer to sadism. Dr. Havelock Ellis {Studies, III, 184)
says “

. , . the starting-point of the whole group of manifestations must be found in the es.sential
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facts of courtship among primitive human societies.” Yet the evidence which he adduces does

not st‘em to justify this conclusion. We should expect to find these manifestations commonest
among the most primitive savages, and decrea.sing as culture increases. The very reverse, however,

appears to be the case. The manifestations, in all their forms, are more common among the

civilized than the savage, and in their more extreme forms are peculiar to western civilization.

It seems probable, then, that they are one of the consequences of repression, and that they are

merely morbid imitations of such acts of violence as are most frequently witnessed, discussed or

depicted in the countries where they are reported.

Pictures of mart\Tdoms, infernoes and so forth art* a common feature of religious art, so

common that they have not been taken into account. I believe, however, that their effect upon all

children is considerable, and upon those with a tendency to neurosis or sexual abnormality is

sufficient to account for most of the manifestations described by Dr. EUis. Why should we have
to go back to a hypothetical primitive man to get ideas of biting, fettering, flogging or hanging, when
we can see them represented on the walls of our schoolrooms ?

The alleged ” natural '' cruelty of children is the result of environmental suggestion. The
small boy. who has been accustomed to seeing the dogs rationed, is

’* sorry for the poor little lion

in the corner, because it hasn't got a Christian to eat !

'’ He goes home and bites his little sister,

and his conduct is attributed by our j)sychologists to a ” subconscious reversion to the primitive.'

To r(‘turn to circumcision and the castration of priests. Mr. Briffault, in The TIothers,

suggests that the former is a ritual imitation of defloration, and the latter a stage in the transference

of the priesthood from women to men. He arrives at these conclusions by the comparative method,
and, whether they are correct or not, it is by this method that the truth is to be sought, and not by
arbitrarily attributing to the “ bestial pre-human " ideas and practices which are utterly unknown
both among men and among animals. RAGLAK.

Europe ; Prehistoric. Blake Whelan.

Time-Sequence of European Prehistoric Industries. Bi/ C. Blake Whelan,

4 QC The hypothesis represented by the subjoined table (p, 110), prepared two years ago and
I UU since amplified in some minor details, is in no sense an arbitrary scheme first fitted upon a

group of local or limited data and subsequently projected to embrace the material of prehistoric

arclneology. On the contrary, as this has seemed to me the archaeologist's besetting sm, I have

endeavoured to avoid it. Thus, while the majority of the individual correlations are not new, the

synthesis offered rest.s upon confirmatory evidence from every quarter of the European field,

and I put it forward in the hope that, when meeting with the usual concentration of fashionable

hostility, it may also serve to stimulate unbiassed criticism and induce similar applications of recent

as well as older research.

Since it suggests a viewpoint rather than develops a thesis, the scheme needs little supplementary

explanation. The relative durations of the epochs follow mainly the system of Penck and Bruckner,
as modified by Dr. H. E. Osborn, and depend upon the respective descents of the Alpine snowline

and extent of interglacial erosion. The figures are, however, intimately associated with anthropological,

archaeological, and stratigraphical considerations. If anything has emerged from the remarkable
achievements of the East Anglian school it is that, as compared with the enormous stretches of glacial

and interglacial time during wffiich the humanoid races passed by stages of w ell-nigh infinite monotony
from one small cultural gain to another, the so-called ’ Upper Paloeolithic ' period is but as yester-

day. Even now’ this salient fact is insufficiently stressed and appreciated, and the failure to do so
is responsible for much ambiguity and error. It is, for instance, more than time that concerted
action w'as taken by English and Continental societies to suppress such misnomers as ' Upper
Palaeolithic and ‘ Xeolithic ’ and substitute a nomenclature wffiich w ould reveal rather than
disguise the true position and relatively brief tenure of the cidtures indicated. While the adoption by
archaeology of the term ' Xeanthropic ' has much tocommend it, the evidence of the Lloyd’s skull
and the recent East African Expedition will probably preclude its application to the post-Wiirmian
industries alone, and it may, therefore, be better to adhere in each case to tiie name more generally
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taken for the industry from the Continental type-station. The short-lived culture of the megalithic

peoples, referred to in my system as ' Neolithic,’ would then be expressly assigned to the race and
period whence it came.

The rejection anew of the East Anglian school’s correlation, St. Acheul Mindel-Riss, with its

sequelae, is fundamental to the scheme here advanced. It has long been recognized that the deposits

of the earliest British ice-sheets were reassorted beyond recognition by succeeding glaciations, and

that this is true of the ^Viindel tills, followed as they were in these islands by at least two major

ice-sheets, can hardly be effectively denied. Add to this probability the argument from the advanced

technique, hitherto unexplained, of the St. Acheul artifacts, its apparent coalescence with at least

one phase of the Early ^lousterian, and the likelihood of a vastly longer evolution of the Chelles

industry from eolithic beginnings, and the case becomes stronger still. While there is much to be

said for according the Levallois technique independent cultural status, or for attaching it to the

Clactonian stem, I have jneferred to leave it for the present with the Uj^per Acheulean.* I have also

disregarded for more than one reason tlie much-canvassed objection, on the ground of lag, to any
suggestion of the contemporaneity of cultures throughout Europe. Where offered in respect of the

interglacial industries, the magnitude of their relative durations effectually disposes of such a denial.

The evidence which we possess of the course of post-glacial developments, in so far as it supports the

probability of retarded dispersion and the ultimate survival of cultures at the perimeter, does nut

invalidate a general scheme.

The Late Glacial phases are perhaps least understood, and in this respect the Irish researches with

which I have recently been associated, and hope shortly to evaluate, are proving, despite infantile

suspicion of all Irish evidence, especially valuable. In conjunction with the Scandinavian discoveries

of A. Nummedal, the work of E. Octobon in France, and of C. Absolon in Moravia, they offer some
prospect of a complete post-Glacial industrial succes.sion at the perimeter of the culture waves, and
convincing evidence of the persistence of ' Tapper Palaeolithic ' technique down to Neolithic

’

times. There is, however, more than one uncut page in the record of North European events between

Biihl and Daun, and we may perhaps expect the unexpected. One such surprise, of which a hint is

discernible in the Irish deposits of this long period, may prove to be the presence of a crude and atypic

flint industry so far removed from ' Upper Palaeolithic ' technique as to suggest the survival of a

primitive race pushed north to Ireland and Scandinavia by racial pressure along the seaboard and
the great river valleys, and perhaps in some measure responsible for the extraordinary Lower Palaeo-

lithic forms of the Asturian. Southward, the later Magdalenianj—including Azilian and microlit hie

(‘ evolved Capsian ') elements—is seen to be a series of adaptations within a continuous if declining

cultural history, debased by increasingly adverse conditions, and interrupted at length by Mediterranean
penetration from coast and river with a final rapid dispersion of the Campignian, megalithic and
bronze civilizations.

* On tho authority of the Abbe Breiiil tlie evidence of

Crayford, Upper Suinmertown—Radley Terrace, the

similar sequence of Moiitieres and the well-known t _nn-

perate beds of Men<*lK\ ourt between two Levallois levels,

combines to place thi> industry within the period Riss

Hiss-Warm 'Wurin I. Technical pecuUaritiet, such as

size of flake, ab-seiice of implemental retouch, and
flaking aiiiile, have further h'd tlie Abbe Breuil to

distinguish three separate industries among the early

tiake implements—sub-Crag, Clacton, Le\aUois—as

distinct from the contemporaneous indu'-^trips d bifiices

and the skilfully retouched and smaller flakes of sub-

sequent Moustenan tradition. The Acheulean tradition

continues in the Mit:oq>ni.n. This view, wliieh appears
to be supported by the trend of fresh evhlence and is of

great archfeological importance, contrasts with the earlier

classification of much of this material as pre- and proto-

Mousterian, Tu any futun* a^-, >>Mn ‘iit of tljo n^lative

positions of these cultures, in the gla"iai ^e(pien-*e—and
eat-li Ls happily associated witli a distinctive faiuia —much
may depend upon tlu' applKation oi T)i. SimpsijiiA

recent suggestion that pairs of glaciation-^ with relatively

short but temperate intervals between the unit.s of each
pair will be found separated by lunger intei glacial periods
of <lry cold climate. Bnaui’.s lat ‘st mcw s on tue te^Tace

chronology of t le Thames. tog..^tner witii those expressed
generally by 3Unghin and Denizot. and the revised

opinions of Prof. Boswell on the East Anglian glacial

senes, point to tlie iir'cessity for an open mind in these
critical matteis.

t The term * Magdalenlan '
is here given its wider

and more generally a(*cepted connotation, in which
It IS not confined to the industry of south-west
Prance.
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TIME-SEQUENCE OF EUROPEAN PREHISTORIC INDUSTRIES

Upi><T
Aunfui.Acio-^MoU'tenan
Lower Aungnaeiaii

^liddle Aurijinai'ian !

Mu Idle and f Proto-Low'erl
Upptr < and T'ltper

,

Anni£iia< lan Solutrean

Upper Aurignaciait
,

EM>!v»-d Aurignaeian or i

Earlv Magdaleiiian
(

1 , 2, 3 & 4) !

Middle Magdalenian (5)

A« hen
O'Cdlatioii

I BUHL Stadium I

[Phases 1, U and lUll

Buhl-G-,elinitz
Inter-'tadial

La Quiiia I’ekaina- Ahri Audi •

[Shiikha Zuttiveh; Suurhern Kur-
distan] • t\ pe --tatioii^

Paviland with Uae Gwyn type station-

Colne Valley. E^-ex : upper loe^

Moravian e\ i<ienee

Type -tation-

XoitlierlN ni'anthrojiie penetration
(tir<t or otherwise) * merging of

MoU'-terian and neanthropn ra]>er

form''; e\oiution or bone impie-
nient>* Chatelperron jannt

Busked graver : keeled '-eraper

Laurel Icai * pressure flaking : >lioul-

der<‘d point

Gravette and (evolved! tanged p(»int'5

[Period ot Fennoscandian Moraines and tmplemental •'etiuenet* m bone ; evolu-

Baltic Ice-Dammed Lake: British late tion ot graver type>
glacial < local) tills, boulder loams,
Coombe deposits]

I [Yuldia period] type stations
j

„ „ „

Late Magdalenian (6)

GSCHNITZ
Stadium.

Gsrhnitz-Dauii
Inter^tadial

[Bntisn valley glaciers: fluvio-glacial
and estuarine deposits in valley mouths
(“SO' raised beach ”)

]

[Earlv Boreal (Anexlu') period] lower Blades: planing-blade : debased grav
brick earth, upper '^eries of terrace
depo-jit^. St. A<-h(‘ul basal peat.
Lagan >Muary, Northern Ireland .

sunk bed of Summ^^ blue s.ilt

er : evolved Aurignacian forms
(Xorth Europe)

Tardenoisean
(“ Evolved Capsian ”)

Stadium 5000 B.C. T> pe station" (4000 n.c. at perimeter ot

culture creep, Scotland)
Ts-pe harpoon ; microlithic

Maglemose 5000- [Late Boreal—early Atlantic period] Tvpe harpoon : microlithic
Asturian 4000 B.C.

;

type stations
:

Type pick: Low'er Pal®oUthic technique

Campignian, Shell-Mound

Neolithic or Megalithic

4000-
2000 B.C.

2000-
1000 B.C

[Late Atlantic (Littorina. 25' raised
beach) period] Scandina\ian shell-
mounds

Tranchet : type pick : adze : proto-
celt : taraud and other wood-work*
ing forms

Celt : pressure flaking : Cave forms

* The isolated indices here given do no more than exemplify the trend of confirmatory evidence.
j* The St. Acheul and proto-Mousterian industries evolved throughout this interglacial, the dividing line between

the contemporary phases being geographical and, perhaps, specific.
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I offer no apology for my adoption of the Penck-Briickner nomenclature, as on this occasion

I follow so distinguished a glaciologist as Professor J. Kaye Charleswortiu not long since numbered
among my critics for such temerity. C. BLAKE WHELAX

[This communication was received from the author in Xovemher, 1930, ijut has been delayed
by the difficulty of reproducing the table on the narrower page then printed.—Ed. Max.]

Papua: Pottery. Haddon.
A Prehistoric Sherd from the Maiiu district, Papua. By A. C. Haddon, Sc.D., F.Il.S.

In 1911: the Rev. W. J. V. Saville kindly gave me a potsherd which he found behind Woworo I QC
Village, on the mainland north of Maiiu Island. It is now in the Museum of Aivhseology and I 00
Ethnology, Cambridge (1916. 143,. 290). It is a fragment of the rim of what was certainly a large

pot. It is very hard, the closely compacted clay is of a buff colour but reddish on the outer surface,

and is S~10 mm. thick. The edge is stejjped and the decoration consists of tliree rows of triangular

punch-marks, evidently made by im-

pressions of a stick cut into a pyramidal

point : a roughly incised zigzag, of

which the lower triangles have had a

piece of clay scraped out and a row

of depressions that appear to have been

made by a finger. The photograph

herewith was taken by ]\L. T. A. G.

Strickland.

Air. Saville says :
” Inland from

" the shores of Amazon Bay I have
“ found bits of pottery bearing

different patterns from those of the
** Alailu. And the Alailu man tells

me that long ago there were people

living there who were potters, but
“ that he ' finished them olf.' Perhaps
" he wanted the pot monopoly, as well
'

' as their skulls
. '

* He gives a detailed

account of the present-day Alailu

pottery with numerous illustrations of

the patterns and theii* meaning. He
says (p. 143) that Alailu Islanders,
'* or mainland people who have

emigrated from Alailu, are the onlv
"

potters, and only Maiiu island clay

is used, in spite of the fact that much better clay could be found on the mamland." He has
visited villages •' which still mostly cook their food by heated stones, though even among them.

through their nearest coast neighbours, Maiiu pottery is more and more finding its way/' The
Maiiu designs are scratched on the unbaked clay and differ entirely in motives from those of this

sherd, which is another example of the prehistoric pottery of New Guinea. Of this old pottery there
are two main varieties of decoration in Papua (1) that of the north coast and (2) that of Dauko
(Fisher Island), an uninhabited coral island, about four miles from Port- Moresby.

(1) Sorih Coast.—A very large number of sherds from Rainu (Wanigela) at the mouth of the
Wakioki River, Collingwood Bay. were given by Mr. A. W. Monckton to the British Museum in 19U5.

In Unknown Neic Guinea, London, 1920, p.
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He says In some excavations carried out by the mission and natives at Rainu, in Coliingwocd Bay,

an interesting discovery was made of an old village site of a forgotten people, and a quantity of

broken and ancient pottery found, of curious and unique design and shapes. The pottery was
much superior to any now made or in use, and there is no tradition or record of the people by
whom it was made (p. 33). ’ These have been fully described and well illustrated by C. G.

S“'eligman and T. A. Joyce,j They say that from the fragments it is clear that the vessels were mainly
of large size, and the sides average about 10mm. in thickness

;
the pottery is hard, often extremely

hard, and usually shows a reddish or black exterior. Most of the pots were either large bowls or

shallow circular dishes, some encircled with a broad, flat lip. The majority of the pots have a lip of

varied form surroundmg the rim. Where there is no rim, there are frequently liandles also of varied

form, which are sometimes vertical. The ornament is extremely varied, and is chiefly incised or

impressed
;

the most frequent designs are punch-marks, spirals, concentric arcs and circles, string

pattern, groups of straight lines arranged in triangles, meander patterns, and so forth. Occasionally

a zigzag is obtained in relief by means of a series of triangular impressions. The most striking form

of ornament is that obtained by means of open work. Another form of decoration is represented by
applied circles, meanders, and bands

;
these applied bands may be plain or indented. This also

characterizes the modern pottery of the district. Three necks of bottle-shaped vases were found

made by coiling process
;
no vessels with necks are made or used in Papua. Other specimens were

figured by T. A. Joycej and compared with prehistoric pottery of the Stone Age found in ancient

shell-heaps and residential sites in Japan ; tlie resemblances are very remarkable. E. W. P. Chinnery§

refers to these and other prehistoric finds in his Stone-work and Goldfields in British Xew Guinea.

The Pev. A. K. Chignell;i says the sherds were found at Painu in a series of mounds 10 or 12 feet high

and from 50 to 100 feet in length
;
he gave many specimens to the British Museum in 1912 from

Miirin, about two miles inland; they also came from mounds. The Pev. P. J. Money gave a large

number of similar fragments to the Australian Museum, Sydney, in 1905. 0. Einsch'^* refers to the

finds at Collingwood Bay and gives a very poor illustration (Fig. 367).

Dr. P. Pochyl has given to the Xaturhistorischen Hofmuseum, Wien, a number of sherds that he

collected at Wanigela in 1906. He describes the pottery and gives illustrations of 19 sherds. He
gives the size of these refuse heaps as about 1 - o m. (5 feet) high, probably 5 m. (18 feet) and was told

about 200 m. (66-67 feet) long. He considers that this pottery belonged to a people of higher culture

than that of the present natives of Xew Guinea
;
they came by sea and penetrated inland—a view

wliich Chinnery has elaborated. There are a few other references to this pottery in various journals

but vfithout any further information.

C. W. De Visti figures and describes two sherds which Captain F. P. Barton gave to the

Queensland Museum, Brisbane. They were suspended as charms from the necks of men who
belonged to distinct tribes resident in the mountains on the head-water of the Musa river, in the far

hinterland of Collingwood Bay. The pottery is similar to the prehistoric pottery of Collingwood Bay
and each piece has a handle representing respectively the two main types of handles.

E. W. P. Chinnery has seen numerous fragments of pottery ornamented with incised and impressed

designs that were unearthed near Gona village, close to the mouth of the Giriwu Piver, Hohiicote

Bay (l.c. p. 275), which doubtless are of this type.

Dr. Margarete Schurig§§ was informed by Herr Ettling that decorated sherds were found about
1907 in the vicinity of East Cape, though pottery is no longer made in that district, but no details

are given.

(2) Dauko .—The fragments of pottery collected by Seligman on Dauko {l.c. p. 335) differ in tyj)e

* A. \V. Monckton, Bep. B.X.G. 1903-04: (1905)
p. 33; cf. La.'it Days in Xeu Guinea. 1922, p. 117. PLs.

Pp. 118, 122.

t Ayith. Es.say's presetited to E. B. Tylor. Oxford,
1907, p, 333.

4; xlii, 1912, p. 545, pis. Ixvi, ixvu.

§ J.if.A.7., xhx, 1919, p. 271.

An Outpost m Paptui, 1911, p. 20.

^ R. Ktlieridge. Records A^istr. vii, 1908, p. 27

(who gives no description of them.)
** Eudseearheitoi, Hamburg, 1914, p. 209.

ft Mitt. Anth. Gesells. Wien, xxxvii, 1907. pp. 67-71,
fig. 7

; pp. 137-139, figs. 1-10 : cf. Geoyr. Journ. xxx,
1907, p. 612, with two figs.

XX Ann. Queensland Mus., Xo. 0 (1905), p. 34, pi. xii.

§§Dz€ Sudseetopferei, Leipzig, 1930, p. 31.
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and decoration from those of Rainu. Xo trace of a handle was found and only one had a lip. The

rims are incised with *' bands of lines, simple hatching, cross-hatching, zigzags, meanders of string

“ pattern and arcs . . . the decoration is more minute and less bold than that of the Rainu pots

(/.c. PL xiii). Only one fragment was found painted with broad bands of a reddish pigment

{Lc. Fig. 5). The Port Moresby natives do not know by whom the pottery was made and “ the style

' of ornament upon these fragments differs entirely from that found among any of the Motuoid

tribes.’’

Although the impressed markings of the sherd from Woworo do not coincide with any that I have

seen on the pottery from Collingwood Bay, it is evident that they have the same general character,

as has the actual pottery itself.

The district of Mailu is on the south coast of Papua due south of Collingwood Bay, and until more

evidence is available it would be premature to say whether these ancient potters came overland

across the main range, which seems improbable, or whether they arrived by sea . We may accept the

view expressed by several writers that the prehistoric pottery has no connection with the pottery

now made in these various districts.

As I was not clear about the distribution of modern pottery-making along the south coast of the

Central Division I asked iVIi*. H. W. Champion, the Government Secretary of Papua, to institute

inquiries. He kindly did so, and I have just received communications from Mr. A. C. English and

the Rev. W. J. V. Saville on the subject.

]Mr. English says that Kapakapa is the most easterly Motu village where pottery is made of the

types common to the Motuan tribes. Farther east on the coast or inland no pottery is made till

Keakaro Bay is reached. As far back as 1886 he saw pottery being made at Paramana and Maopa.

There are only a few families of the Keakaro tribes, in the villages from Paramana to Velerupu, who
have acquired the art of making coiled pottery such as is made by the Mailu. Farther east no pottery

is made till the Domara tribe is reached, thence it is made all through the ea.st.

Mr. Saville says that Chalmers was correct in stating that Maopa women were potters, and they

have always been so. Maopa is the only village in the Aroma area where pots are. or have been. made.

Thev are exchanged for food among the other Aroma villages and inland from Aroma. This

exchange has always gone on and extends to-day to villages just a little east of \'elerupu
;
the AVanigela

village in the lagoon behind Velerupu ako gets pots from Maopa. In the old days the Kerepunu people

bought Maopa pots, and still do, but they mostly use Motuan pottery. Chalmers was also correct

in writing that Maopa bought Mailu pots, but this has always been only at the great tra<ling voyages

of the Mailu for pigs and piglets from Aroma. A Mailu pot was supposed to be presented in addition

to the price of the pig. but betel nut and coconuts were and are given in return for such Mailu 2}ots

on these visits.

The Maopa method of pot-making is by modelling, as in the Motu tribe. The pottery is used

for cooking purposes only, as with the Mailu, and not used as water vessels, as with the Motu. The

shape is nearer to that of the Motuan but has a wider neck, is not so round, has straighter sides and is

more porous. Patting is employed with a small bat, but like the ^Liilu they do luff pat into the

clay of the pot the juice from the bark of a tree, as is done by the Motu.* The pots are not decorated

in the Mailu manner. The Motuan pots are much heavier and more durable than those of ]Maopa,

and the.se again are heavier and more durable than those of Mailu : these last are the thinnest,

lightest and most brittle pots Mr. Saville has seen in Papua, but their decoration round the rim is

excelled by none.

All the natives agree that the most eastern of the Motuan pottery villages is that of Kapakapa

;

between this and Mailu the only potters are those at Maopa in the Aroma district and at Domara
in Cloudy Bay. The latter, however, were originally Mailu islanders, they do not trade in pottery,

but those women who have preserved the art make it there exactly as at Mailu island and for their

own immediate use. Inter-marriage still takes place between Mailu and Domara. so the art of

pottery-making will probably be maintained (W.J.V.S.).

* I did not see this done at Port Moresby, but an husk of the coconut over the hot pot immediately after

infusion of mangrove bark was spread by a brush of the it had been removed by tongs from the kiln.—A.C.H.
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From the foregoing it is now certain that the Motuan peoples make pottery by the modelled
technique at various villages from Delena to Kapakapa and that the same process is emplo3^ed at

Maopa in Aroma. The coiled pottery of Mailu is ver\" different from that of the Motuans and of

Maopa, and it has spread westwards as far as Domara in Cloudy Ba}".

It ma\^ here be mentioned that Dr. Margarete Schurig in her valuable surve^^ of pottery-making
in Indonesia and Oceania appears to have been misled by the German edition of F. Hurley’s Pearls
and Savages in attributing coiled potter^^ as weU as modelled to the Motu of Port Moresby"

;
in the

original edition Hurlej" did not make this mistake.

I agree with those who regard coiled potter}^ as an older technique than the modelled in western
Oceania. If such be the case, the coiled potterj^ of the Massim (including that of the Mailu) belongs
to an older migration than that of the Motu, who would thus appear to have passed through the
^lassim area to reach their present distribution, and are, I suspect, much more recent arrivals in Papua
than the 3Iassim. The prehistoric pottery seems to have been coiled, and judging from its character
and decoration it belonged to a culture different from and presumabh^ earlier than that of the Massim.

A. C. HADDON.

Technology. Richards.

Ring-Guard Hafting. Eg F. J. Pilchards.

4 QT Anyone who handles an axe will appreciate the anxiety of earh^ man to fix the blade firmh^
I U# to the liaft. Even our Western method of fitting the haft into a hole in the butt of the blade
is not without reproach : the Idade is apt to work loose, or the haft to break.

A simple method of hafting, which dates certainly from neolithic times, if not earlier, is to insert

the butt of the blade into a cleft or hole in the haft. With the advent of metal, and the evolution
of the stone celt into the plain blade axe, the ’ holed-haft ’ principle in some parts of the world still

held its own atrainst the * holed- butt,"^ (also a neolithic invention), and in S. India survives to the
present day.

Fig. 1.

See Pitt -Rivers, EvrAntimi of Culture, 1906, p. 51.

L >14 1

Fig. 3.
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The weak point in the ‘ holecl-haft * method is the tendency of the haft to split. In S. India this

tendency is counteracted by a very simple device. Two metal rings are slipped along the haft, one

above and one below the blade, which is inserted at an angle more or less oblique.

Foote ^ describes an axe of this type, which he found in use at Kottayam in Travaneore in 1862

for cutting laterite (No. 1). A wedge is driven tightly through the ring spaces to prevent the axe-head

from slipping.

No. 2, from Pudukkottai, is used for road work. ^ The blade is similar in shape to Foote's Kottayam

blade, but the thickest part is nearer the centre. The haft is curved outwards
;

its distal end is the

root portion of the wood. The blade is inserted into a rectangular hole in this at an angle of about

70 degrees. The blade touches the loicer ring in front of the shaft, the upper ring behind it, a device

Fig. 4. Fia. 5. Fig. tV

which transfers the jar of a blow, when the axe is used, from the wood to the ring^. It is a neat

and handy tool for rough work.

Xo. 3 a much cruder implement, is from Travancore. It is used for cutting laterite. To prevent

the upper ring from slipping over the top, the head of the haft is cut away sharply, ' mushroom-wise.

‘

The rectangular blade is wide and the cleft into which it is inserted is large : in >pite of the rings the

haft split, and, to secure the blade more firmly and lessen jars, a wedge of wood has been inserted

in either side of the cleft. The haft, unlike that of Xo. 2, curves inwards, towards the holder.

Xo. 4 is still clumsier. Its only virtue is that there is nothing in it to '^plit : the blade is not

inserted in anv cleft, but is clamped up against the side of the haft head with a block of wood, round

which the rings pass. The rectangular blade is thick and heavy, 4 lb. 7 oz. against the 3 lb. 14 oz. of

Xo. 3. Honour is due to the workman \\ho could use such a tool for any useful purpose.^

Xos. 5 and 6, from Malabar, are much more civilized-looking articles."^ The long, rather narrow

2 Indian Prehistoric Antiquities, Xotes on Ages and my wife. Mrs. Codnngtoii has very kindly redrawn for

Distribution

j

1916, p. 63. me m a reduced scale the series Xos. 2 to 14.

^ Xo. 2 was procured for me by Mr. V. R. Durai Raja, ^ The angle at which the blades of Xos. 3 and 4

Regent of Pudukkottai State; Xos. 3 and 4 from should be inserted is not known, the perpendicular

Payapalli, Kottarakara Taluk, near Quilon, by Mr. P. O. insertion showm in the sketches is almost certainly

Koshi, of the Madras Revenue Department. All three wrong.

tools are now m the Pitt-Rivers ^luseum, Oxford. ^ For drawings of Xos. o and 6, and for permission

For drawings of these, and of Xo. 1, I am indebted to to use them, I must thank Mr. Henry Balfour.
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blades are iins\TiirQetrical and taper towards the butt. The upper ring of each is kept from slipping

oft by * mushrooming ’ the head of the haft, as in No. 3. Neither ring in No. 5 is in contact with

the blade, with the result that the wood below the blade has been splintered away. lu No. 6 the blade

touches the upper ring both ])ehind and in front of the haft, and the blade is further secured by a

split pin inserted in a hole in the butt, and a brass side piece slipped under the rings. The rings also

are of brass, the upper part of the haft is tastefully decorated with brass inlay, and an ornamental

circular brass plate is screwed on to the top of the haft-head. The angle of insertion is about

80 degrees.

A similar type of axe is used by the tree-cutting Kurumbars of the Wynad (No. 7, see Logan’s

Marital of Malabar. 1906 reprint, p. 52).

Fig. 10. Fig. 11.

No. 8 is from the Maidive Islands.® The haft of this showy little tool, 15 inches in length, is

brilliantly lacquered with bands of red, yellow and black, and the top is ’ mushroomed.’ Special

care has been taken in this case to prevent splitting : for each of the rings is provided with a bezel,

the upper bezel touching the blade in front of the haft, the lower bezel behind it, an arrangement of

stresses similar in principle but exactly opposite in distribution to that of the Pudukkottai example
(No. 2), where the upper ring takes the jar behind the haft, the lower ring takes it in front of the haft.

To ascertain the distribution of the use of ring-guards, a note was inserted in ]VL\y (1929, No. 15)

and several continental museums were addressed. The only reply received was from Dr. Waldschmidt,

Now in the Horniman Museum, Forest Hill. For the sketch I am indebted to Dr. H. S. Harrison.
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of the Staatliches Museum fiir Volkerkunde, Berlin, to whose courtesy I owe the sketch (No. 9)

of a tanged hoe used by the Tamils of Ceylon. Both methods of hafting hoes, by holed-butt and by
tang, are in vogue in S. India, the latter presumably being the indigenous method. The use of ring-

guards in hoe hafting is interesting. No. 10, from the Agricultural College, Coimbatore, is another
example, the blade of which, rather oddly, is of English make. In No. 11, from Tinnevelly, only one
ring is used.

No. 12, an adze( ?) in the Pitt-Rivers Museum, is from ^ India,' but its exact provenance is not
known. ^ In this the ring passes over the blade in front and under the butt beiiind. There is a mark
on its haft above the blade which suggests that there was formerly a second ring above the blade.
The angle of insertion is 45 degrees. The blade itself is long and very narrow, like those in use among
the Nagas of Assam.

So far as the evidence goes, the distribution of ring-guard hafting is restricted to the cultural
area of the Tamil- and Malayalam-speaking peoples. If the range is wider than this, it is curious that
no museum reports any example to prove it.

As regards the range in time of ring-guarded axes, Foote claims for it (loc. cit.) prehistoric

antiquity. This he infers from a blade (Fig. 13) found on the Shevaroy Hills, which he figures in

Plate 50, showing one ring round the butt end of the blade : the second ring was not found.” The
diameter of this ring is about 4:^ inches, nearly half the length of the blade. The ring is flat, not

rounded as in most of the specimens above described. Similar blades, each with one flat ring onlv,

and that, too, round the butt, and as huge in proportion to the length of the blade, are figured by Rae
from Adichchanallur in Tinnevelly.^ If these were ring-hafted axe blades the haft heads must have
been incredibly thick for such bands to fit them, and it is indeed odd that in all cases one ring should

be missing and the surviving ring slung round the end of the butt. Rae calls them * hoes,’ and as

hoes or adzes they would serve well enough. The position of the iron bands suggests that they were
used for attachment to a forked- stick handle, adze-wise. Such a method would be an improvement on
the ' folded flange ' principle (Fig. 14) of which Rae figures six examples from Adichchanallur,^ but
I can find no actual examples of a ring being used for this purpose.^®

” No. 12 was kindly drawn for me by Mr. C. S. Thomas.
Mr. Balfour informs me that this adze almost certainly

came from Malabar.

® A. Rae, Catalogue of Prehistoric Antiquities. Madras,

1915, Plate IV, Figs. 17 and 20.

® Rae, loc. cit.. Figs. 3 and 11 to 15; cf. Petrie,

Tools and ^yeapoyis, 1917. pp. 18, 19, and Plat-es

XIX, XX.
There is in the Pitt -Rivers Museum an Adich-

chanallur blade. 5 in. long, IJ in. wide, encircled by
two rings, the upper one over 2 in., the lower 3 in. in

diameter. These proportions also are better suited for
an adze or hoe than an axe.
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The plain blade axe of S. India has certainly a very ancient pedigree. The blade from Odugattur^^

is an axe, for it is iinsymmetrical and could not be used as an adze or hoe. So also is the blade from
the Shevaroys, figured by Foote in Plate 19 (No. 174) of his Xotes. Foote's conjecture that the double

ring-guarded axe is ‘ prehistoric ’ may well be correct, though his eridence does not prove it, but

it is also possible, in the absence of more definite evidence, that the iron ring-guard is a comparatively

modern substitute for binding the axe-haft with more perishable material. F, J. RICHARDS.

Prehistoric. Burkitt.

A Magiemose Harpoon dredged up recently from the North Sea. Bi/ 4/. C, Burkitt,

4 QQ Last September a Magiemose type of harpoon was dredged up vrith 'moor log’ by
I UO Skipper Pilgrim E. Lockwood, master of the sailing trawler ' Colinda,’ L.T. 382, while

fishing between the Leman and Ower banks which he to the east of the Haisborough Lightship. The
specimen eventually found its way into the hands of Dr. Muir Evans, by whom it has been presented

to the Castle Museum, Norwich. A full account of the find is to appear in the next number of the
' P.S.E.A.’ : in the meanwhile I have been asked to furnish this preliminary note for Man. The

actual site where the find was made lies some 25 miles from the Norfolk coast. When fishing there

the nets often bring up masses of peat and wood. It was in a piece of this so-called ' moor log

that the harpoon was embedded. The kind of wood has not yet been identified. It may well be
oak, as the harpoon more resembles the rather later, Kunda, type (being somewhat thick and stout)

than the slightly earlier, slenderer examples, such as occur in Denmark in deposits of Ancylus Lake
date: indeed, it is not at all unlike an actual Kunda specimen preserved in the Cambridge Museum.
The new harpoon is 8-i inches long, the barbed portion occupying GJ inches. The barbs, of course

only occur on one side and are 17 in number. They are particularly small and recurved. In section

the specimen is oval. M. C. RLRKITT.

ROYAL ANTHROPOLOGICAL INSTITUTE: PROCEEDINGS.
Ordinary Meetings of the Institute.

The Significance of African Folk Music, Sunuyiary of a Communication present^A by H. T. Tracey , Esq. :

12 April 1932.

1 QQ subject of African Folk Music is one that until recent years has been much neglected.

I llu This is the more surprising if one remembers that in many circles, music is acknowledged to

be the premier art of the African. The popular attitude is that of indulgent patronage, which leads

the observer to think of it as a childish folly he will grow out of with education.

The particular folk music described in this paper is that of the Mashona (so called) of Southern
Rhodesia, a Bantu tribe of Warosi origin.

In tracing the growth of musical perception one is led to notice the evolution of national

tendencies in music that have now become hereditary, and not easily lost in spite of the incursions

of foreign culture. African folk songs one finds are apparently based on the intonation of the
speaking voice, the melody being determined, both by the speech tones of the words (which often
fix their meaning) and the emotion tones of the sentence. Since in English we have lost the former.

For Odugattur, see J.R.A.I., 1924, p. 159, n, 1. ” splitting by a binding above and below the blade."
12 Mr. T. A. Joyce has drawn my attention to an entire See J.R.A.I., 1907, p. 418, and Plate LIV Fig. 8.

axe and haft carved in one piece, in greenish stone from There is a cast of a similar implement in the Pitt-Rivers
the Greater Antilles. The design represents a petaloid Museum from the Turks Islands, Bahamas,

celt fixed in a wooden haft which is secured from
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the speech tones fixing the meanings of words, onr ears as a rule are not quick at distinguishing

delicate degrees of tone that are essential factors both in African languages and music. This same
tone factor limits their music to antiphony, or parallel polyphony, which is music based on the

horizontal principle, as differentiated from the modern ^^'estern music that is harmonic or vertical

in principle.

Examples of folk songs given to illustrate this paper are purely native, untouched by European
influence. They compare favourably with an}^ folk music of the world. The lack of expression

in the voices of the singers is not a fault of the music but a common characteristic of folk music when
sung by the common people. Songs, though composed originally by one man, are so added to by
the folk that they may be termed community compositions. They are sometimes traditional, some-

times mystical, but mostly commonplace little ditties. The traditional songs often reveal historical

facts that are nearlv forgotten, while the mystical ones throw light on another facet of native religious

life.

A study of African folk music helps and is helped by a comparative study of American negro

melodies. The tonal laws of the African languages would account for the foreign melodies adopted by
the English-speaking Negro, while his hereditary tendencies both in tone and rhythm are still similar

on both sides of the Atlantic. The Negro of America is to-day seeking fresh inspiration from African

folk. For our part, through our present methods of education, we are tending to substitute a most
inferior type of music that must eventually share the same fate as Western music with the negro folk

of America. Through the strength of these national hereditary tendencies, any music is apt to

become strangely distorted in the mouth of a foreigner. This raises the question of the real function

of a national art.

It would appear that African native music has in embryo sufficient theory to ensure a natural

growth of that branch of art, if only it was properly encouraged to take its place in modern develop-

ment. The difficulty of the technique to the foreigner has made it all too easy and attractive for

him to substitute Western ideas to the detriment of local practice. Native instruments, although

they would allow of considerable improvement in resonance, should be the foundation of any mu-^ical

advance.

Other factors that are tending to contaminate African art at its source include prudish and
incongruous misinterpretations of native moral sense with its underlying social principles.

The real significance of African Folk Music is therefore bound up with a proper adjustment of

black and white personalities in the colonies, and a better grasp, both by the Western educator and
by the native himself, of the essentials of culture. Without this recognition real civilization of the

native would appear improbable. It would also be likely to recoil upon our heads, for the African

will use education not as a means to culture, but as a short-circuited route to power.

Thus through a better recognition of the latent possibilities of inherent native culture, we may
yet find a way of maintaining the integrity of both the black and white races, and justify our

guardianship of the Afiican.

Chieftainship in the BaBemba Tribe. Summartj of a ('oinntUhiratlo)i prt>-<tnted h)j J/rss- Audn]! /.

Birhard-^, Ph.D, : 2fi April,

The BaBemba are a warlike, colonizing people who swept down from the Congo in 4 i| fl

successive waves and occupied the Tanganyika plateau of North-Eastern Bhodesia. The most I "tU
characteristic feature of their social organization is a strongly centralized Government, and tribal

cohesion is maintained almost exclusively by the deep belief of the people in the powder of the

Chitimukidu or Paramount Chief, and the other members of the royal Crocodile clan (Benangandu).

For this reason the study of chieftainship in ail its aspects is the first essential to an understanding

of the sociology of this tribe.

Bemba chieftainship is hereditary, descent passing in the maternal line. The different sub-chiefs

among whom the land is divided are all members of the one ruling family. The senior of these

eventually succeeds to the Paramount Chieftaincy, his own a acant place being filled by the next
sub-chief in order of precedence, and so on down the line. The ro\al princesses (Banamfurnu) occupy
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a high position as the mothers of the future chiefs, and sometimes also wield considerable power in

their owm right. The Paramount Chief is supported in his duties by a series of hereditary court officials

—the Bafilolo, or councillors : the BaJcabilo, wffio are in charge of the sacred relics and deal with

questions of succession ; the Bashika or military captains ; the Bafingo or hereditary buriers, together

with the Chiinba or high priest.

Offences against the chiefs were formerly punished by savage mutilations, and the Chitimukiilu

ami his two immediate successors reserv ed to themselves the right to administer the Mwafi, or poison

ordeal. At the present time the chiefs preside over their own courts, deciding cases, and also appoint

the headmen and other officials. In the economic sphere they took fche leadership in many agricultural

activities, and even to-day receive tribute of agricultural products and exact statute labour. Formerly

also the chiefs organized military enterprises and held the monopoly of elephant tusks, and the guns,

cloth, and slaves traded with Arabs.

But the authority of the Bemba chiefs ultimately depends on a ])elief in their supernatural powers.

I'hough they cannot be de.scribed exactly as ‘ dmne kings,' they are yet believed to exercise a magic

influence over their lands through their inheritance of the Mipashi or ancestral spirits of dead chiefs,

who act as guardian spirits of the land. For this reason the rites of succession by wffiich a chief inherits

the spirits of his forbears are complex and prolonged. The bigger chiefs also are in charge of Babeni

or sacred relics of the first ancestors of the BaBemba. These are stored in their capitals and protected

with the utmost secrecy and ritual precautions. Before these shrines the chiefs utter prayers to the

tribal spirits at the time of sowing, the presentation of first -fruit rites, the blessing of the axes before

the cutting of the trees and the clearing of the land, and also before the coming of the rains. The
illness or death of the Paramount Chief has a baneful influence on the w hole fertility of the land, and
the funeral rites by which he is embalmed and buried last during the whole of an agricultural year.

Chieftainship among the BaBemba is particularly interesting at the present day owing to the

changes produced by the recent introduction of a form of indirect rule by the British Government.

This fact rai^t-s new problems in the sphere of theoretical anthropology, and necessitates a new technique

of field research.

Sociological Research Committee.
The Standardization of Pedigree Charts. -Pr-

1
Recommendations : 11 February, 1932.

The Sociological Research Committee has
considered the Report of the Committee on
Standardization of Pedigree Charts, 1926, estab-

lished by the International Federation of Eugenic
Organizations.

The method of charting pedigrees recommended
in that Report is considered to be far more flexible

and mformative than the one at present used by
anthropologists, and the Sociological Research
Committee recommends its official adoption by the

Institute, with tw'o modifications. The scheme
admits of the inclusion of additional generations

at any stage, w’hether ascending or descending.
The modifications recommended are :—(1) the

marriage coupling-bar should not connect the
symbols laterally, but should imite them below

;

(2) still -births should be showm by the same symbols
at half-size, wrhile abortions or miscarriages should
be shown by a heavy black dot, as suggested in

paragraph 2 (a) of the Report.
If Council concurs in this recommendation, it is

de.sirable that representations should be made to

the International Federation of Eugenic Organiza-
tions before its next meeting in New York,

31st Augu.st, as the Federation will then be con-
sidering suggestions and amendments with a view
to publishing a definite scheme.
As amendments may also be recei\’ed from other

countries, it w^ould be premature to adopt the
scheme in its entirety, but it is felt that it would
be desirable to publish a provisional and simplified

scht^me in Man, embodying our moditications. This
has been drawm up by Mrs. Seligman. and revised
and approved by the Committee. It has not,
howxA'er, been considered yet by Council, and
comments are invited.

Provisional Scheme embodying suggested Amendments.

(
1 ) Males are indicated by squares

Females by circles

Sex unknown by triangles

O
A

Deaths in infancy are

indicated by squares,

circles and triangles,

scored transversely

Abortions

Still-births O A
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If it is desired to indicate that there are

a number of .siblings, sex unknown,
this can be done bv a diamond

(2) The relationship between siblings is indicated

in the usual way by joining them vertically

to a horizontal siblh^g

couplitig-har. This bar
is always above the
symbols

Twins may be
sho’rni thus

wife. The children of all three marriages can
be shot\Ti on a single level of generation.

(3) The marriage relationship is indicated b\' a

horizontal tnarruige voiipling-har

joined vertically to the base pf

the individual symbols. This

bar is alway s belov: the symbol^

Illegitimate unions can be shown
in the same way by a dotted
instead of a continuous coup-
ling-bar

When lines showing descent cross the marriage
coupling-bar, the latter should be loopetl to

allo'w the descent line to pass imbroken.
The advantage of this marriage coupling-bar over

the usual sign
( ^) is very great, as a marriage

of one person with several others who may be
already indicated in different generations on
the existing chart can easil;V' be seen, whereas
with the usual sign this is very difficult to

manage.
The advantage of squares and circles over the

usual symbols is also gn^at, as it leaves more
space beside the symbols for letters, numbers or

names as may be required. Further, if these

symbols are made rather large, it is vei’\' eas\'

to differentiate in any manma’ that may be
desired for any particular pui'pose.

In the first diagram A has married b and his wife's

brother's daughter and his mother's brother's

In the second diagram cross-cousin marriage
with mat ri lineal descent is shown.

African Research Committee ; 5 April, 1932.

Culture Distribution Maps for Africa.

At the second meeting of the committee. Dr.
P. Kirchhoff read a paper in which h(* con-
sidered the methotls that the committee 142
might adopt in making a study of culture

distribution ami cultun^ areas in Africa and the
difficulties intrinsic to these methods. As regards
the traits or elements, the distribution of which
shoLibl be studied, he suggested that it would be
wis('st to have from the beginning as full and com-
prehensive a list as possible. Whether a geographic
or a systematic ba^i^ should be adopted for the work
was a ijuestioii which need(‘d stuious comideration.
The form of the presentation of the data collected

also gives ri.se to difficult problems. Maps, tables,

or both combined ? The method of documentation,
the sort of information t<.) be shown and the symbols
to be used in showing it, presented technical
difficulties to be overcome. Dr. Kirchhoff stressed
the advisability of the committee's co-ordinatmg
its work from the outset with similar attempts for

other parts of the world. Finally, he point e<l out
that the purpo.'^e for which such studies were to be
use<l would afflict their form. If they were to help
us in understanding native culture better, intensive
studies of smaller areas, even though not contiguous,
were to be preferred.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
SCHOOL OF ORIENTAL STUDIES.

Open Public Lectures.

The Craft of the African Potter. By H. J. Braan-
holtz, M,A, : 9 March, 1932.

With the exception of the desert regions, I i| Q
and among the nomadic jtastoral p(‘oples, I

pottery is in tise almost throughout the African
contment. But its manufacture is considerably
localized; depending mainly on the occurrence of
suitable clay, or in some ca.ses (e.g., the Kikuyu)
of sand for tempering the clay. Clay is not traded
in the markets. The percentage of adult potters
in any given group is very variable. Among the
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Jur of the Sudan every wife is the family potter;

among the Baganda it is a specialized craft practised

mainly by men. Except in the Sudan pottery is

normally women’s work.

Pottery as an economic and social factor in

African life deserves more study than it has received.

The craft is bound up with many superstitious

beliefs, particularly in the supposed affinity linking

the fate of pots and human beings. Among the

Ashanti, pots might not be made durins war

;

conversely, among the Xandi, warriors wlio had
killed an enemy might not stand near pots. Spells

aiv frequently pronounced to avert danger of

cracking in the firing.

In East and Central Africa pots have simple and
practical forms, typified by the open bowl for

cooking and the narrow-necked water-bottle. In
W e5>t Africa greater variety of form and ornament
prevails. In the East most pots have convex bases
and no handles, both of these features being to

some extent functional. Handles are not required
for carrying on the head; pierced lugs or small
handles occur among the Kikuyu, who carry b^^

means of straps suspended from the head. The
exterior surface is often roughened to give a better

grip
; but such roughenings ma\' be delimited and

refint'd into pure ornament. A method of producing
sucli roughenings by rolling short pieces of string

or notched sticks (roulettes) is widespread in

tropical Africa. It occurs along the Upper Nile

from Khartoum to Uganda, .spreading round Lake
Victoria; and also m the adjacent areas of Kenya
(We.'^t of the Rift Valley), and the Upper Ubangi-
Welle region of the Congo. It is further widely
distributed in Xigeria, and the Cameroons, and
possibly in other parts of \Wst Africa. It appears
to have been known in early ^leroitic times in

Kordofan, and may po.ssibly have originated as

a conscious imitation of mat -marked " ware,
which has an equally long history in Kordofan.

C’lay is almost invariably tempered with sand,
gi*ound-up potsherds, chaff or other material, to

pre\'ent cracking in the fire.

The potter's wheel, in thf' true sense, is not
found south of the Sahara.
The three chief methods of making pottery, viz. ;

(1) modelling from the lump, (2) moulding, and
(3) building, are all found in Africa, the first

sporadically, the second mainly in the Sudan, and
the third widely distributed in tropical and South
Africa. ^Moulding by pounding into a depression
on the ground (sometimes covered with a mat,
whence * mat -marked ’ ware), or on a concave
support, is confined to the Sudan (Kordofan, Xorth
Xigeria, Haute Volta). The commom^st variety of
building is by ‘ coiling,' which may be subdivided
into (a) true spiral coiling, and (6) ring-building, of
which the latter appears to be the commoner, at
least in East and Central Africa. The true spiral
coil has, however, been reported from the Congo,
Cameroons, and the Pondo of South Africa. But
accounts of pottery-making are still too few and
too superficial to enable one to map out the
distribution of the various methods satisfactorily.

Firing is t;^q)ically by open fires, sometimes in a
hollow, or with the help of a low mud wall. The
fuel (wood, leaves, grass, cattle-dung, etc.) is placed
in contact with the pots. Damping the fuel, as a
means of blackening the surface, may occur as part
of the firing proper, or as a subsidiary process,

the pots being plimged into a bed of damp grass

or leaves while still red-hot.

Colour ornament is rare in East Africa, apart from
red slip and graphitic burnish. True vitreous glazes

are not found, owing to the comparatively low
temperature of the open fires in wffiich the pottery
is burned.

Africa still remains a continent of handicrafts on
the grand scale, and it is to be hoped that everything
possible will be done to maintain and encourage
them. The " wisdom of the hand," and the evil

effects of over-mechanization are fully recognized

in civilized countries. On social, psychological and
aesthetic grounds, the conservation of native African
handicrafts deserves the benevolent consideration

of governments and administrators.
The paper was illustrated by lantern slides

showing processes of manufacture and types of

pottery in the British Museum.

African Systems of Education. By J, H. Driherg

:

16 March, 1932.

The complexity and inter-dependence of
the institutions comprising African cultures

make it necessary for us to examine the methods
by which traditions and the cultural heritage are
preserved unimpaired and handed on from genera-
tion to generation. Formal educational systems
are probably much more common than we have
hitherto imagined, and a study of them is desirable

if we are to frame a new educational polic\' appro-
priate to the requirements of Africans and adapted,
in each case, to the culture of a particular tribe or
group.

An examination of three such systems of formal
education—the Poro society (cf. ' Die Kpelle, ein
‘ Xegerstamm in Liberia,’ by Dietrich Westermann),
the thondo, vhusha and domha schools of the Ba-
Venda (cf. ‘ The Bavenda,’ by H. A, Stayt), and
the institution of age-grades among the Didinga

—

shows that the importance of the subject is fully

recognized by Africans, and that it is the real

integrating element in their cultures.

A few points stand out in all African systems of
education and these may be briefly summarized,
as they will be of importance to any new methods
which we may introduce. The individual is never
educated as an individual, but as a member of a
group. Education therefore is directed towards
fitting the pupil to implement his status in the
community. A change of status is anticipated by
instruction designed to prepare the neophyte for that
change. Status and occupation are kept to the
forefront of the whole educational system. We are
apt to look upon status as individual and permanent

:

they look upon it as communal and subject to change,
a view-point which must obviously be taken inta
consideration by educationists.
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From the point of view of method four points
may be emphasized. The first is the importance of
associating senior pupils with the administration
and instruction of classes. In nearly all cases a
senior group inducts a junior group and assists in the
teaching of the new members. This points to the
desirability of refresher courses after an interval
during which they have put their new knowledge
to the test of practical experience. The second is

the progressive nature of the instruction offered,

adapted to the expanding experience of the pupils
and to their growing cultural needs. The third is

the studied harshness of the system with its severe
floggings, privations, tests of endurance and often
cruelties. These had their place as an educational
method when the training of warriors was of
primary importance to the community, but their
function is not so apparent now and there are indi-

cations that these methods are changing without our
intervtmtion. Finally, in order to imju-ess important
social principles on the memories of the pupils,
African education often enjoins the deliberate
infraction of specific religious or moral tabus during
certain periods of instruction, infractions which are
followed by disciplinary measures. These are more
often than not connected with sexual prohibitions,
and this ceremonial loosening of restraints has led

superficial observers to describe initiations and
puberty rites as orgies of sex and sadism, than
which no description could be less appropriate.
Unfortunately this misinterpretation has led to
active propaganda against the institutions as a
whole, with the result that they have either lapsed
or ha\'e in some cases been abolished. Their
abolition has at the same time cancelled the tribal

system of education associated with them, and social

and moral disintegration has followed as a natural
course.

FOLK LORE SOCIETY.

Judaeo-Spanish Folk Tales In Macedonia. Surninary

of a Cotnmunicatioh htj Miss Cynthia Jopson
{Mrs. Cre ire): 16 March, 1932. I

Of the two t\'pes of Jews, Ashkenazim and
Sephardim, the latter name is traditionally used
for the Jews of the Iberian peninsula, though it now
includes Persian, Arabic and other Oriental Jews.
The Sephardim were expelled from Spain in 1492.
and a considerable number of the refugees settled

in the Turkish Empire, at the invitation of the
Emperor Bajazet II. Descendants of these refugees
are now living in most of the larger towns of the

Balkans and Modern Turkey. The majority still

speak an archaic form of Spanish, in all essentials

fifteenth-century Spanish, though with an inter-

mixture of Turkish and vernacular words borrowed
from the peoples among whom the Jews may be
living. The main amusement of these Jews is the

telling of folk-tales, which vary very little in spite

of constant repetition. Tales were taken down from
Jews living in Bitolj (Monastir) and Skoplje (Uskub).

These will be printed in full in ‘ Folklore/ the

journal of the Folk Lore vSociety.

BRITISH MUSEUM.

146

Exhibit of Implements from Oldoway.

Four origmal implements and casts of

eleven others from the Oldoway beds in

Tanganyika have been presented to the

British Museum by Dr. L. S. B. Leakey on behalf

of the East African Archaeological Expedition, and
are to be exhibited without delay at the top of the
main staircase in the prehistoric section of the

Department of British and Mediaeval Antiquities.

The\' come from the following beds, beginning at

the base Bed I, associated with Deinotherium,
a predecessor of the elephant and generally assigned

to the Miocene :
pre-Chelles types. Bed II, lower

part with Hipparion and Elephas antiquus : Early
Chelles t\q3es. Bed II, upper part, the horizon of

Professor Reek's Oldoway man, with Hipparion,
Elephas antiquus, and Hippopotamus gorgops : late

Chelles t\qjes. Bed III, with fauna as Bed II,

transition Chelles to St. AcheuL Bed IV, lower
part, with Elephas antiquus, Hipparion, Hippo-
potamus gorgops, Pelorovis ami extinct antelopes :

early St. Acheui tjqies. Bed IV, upper part, with
same farma as lower ; advanced St. Acheui t\q)es.

AWARDS TO FELLOWS.
Asiatic Society of Bengal.

The Nelson Annandale Medal of the Asiatic 4 i| 7
Society of Bengal has been awarded to l*r/

Dr. C. G. Seligman, F.R.S., formerly President
of the Royal Anthropological Institute, for his

distinguished contributions to ethnology.

Royal Geographical Society.

The Cuthbert Peek Grant has been awarded - _ ^
to Miss Gertrude Caton Thompson for her IAS
investigations of the historical geography of

Lake Moeris in three seasons' work, 1925-7 and
1928-9, which corroborated new archa ological data
by geological study in which !Miss Elinor W. Gardner
was for two seasons associated.

OBITUARY.
Alfred Percival Mauds lay. Born 18 March, 1850,
died 22 January, 1931.

Maudslay was born at Lower Norwood 4 AQ
Lodge, of forbears distinguished in the
history of British engineering. He was educated
at Tunbridge Wells, Harrow and Trinity Hall,

[
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Cambridge, and, after taking his degi*ee in 1872,
he embarked upon a life of travel, first as a diplomat
and later as an independent field-archaeologist.

In that year he took a trip to the West Indies,
Central America and the United States, where he
met his future wife. Miss Anne Cary ^lorris.
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In 1873 he took a trip to Iceland, and next year
was again in the West Indies, where he became
Private Secretary to Sir \^hlliam Cairns, the
Governor, and followed him when he was transferred

to Queensland in the same capacity.

Two years later he went with Sir Arthur Gonlon
to the Western Pacific, where, from Private
Secretary, he became Acting Colonial Secretary to

Fiji, Deputy Conirni'^sioner to Tonga and Samoa, and
Acting Consul-General for the Western Pacific.

At that time the Governments of Great Britain,

Germany and the United States were each trying

to obtain the Protectorate over Samoa. Sir Arthur
had to go to England on official business, and
Maudslay, by his personal tact and prestige, obtained
the signatuies of the Paramount Chiefs of Samoa to

a document ceding the Islands to Great Britain.

He met his chief on the warship on his return,

waving the papers. Maudslay told me that Sir

Arthur said, Put that in your pocket, my boy.
The day before I sailed the Cabinet decided that

“ Britain woukl relinquish its claim to suzerainty in

‘•th(‘ Samoan Group.” So the young Maudslay lost

the credit for a wonderful personal achievement.
In 1S80 Sir Arthur went to Xew Zealand, and

Maudslay. who had all his life suffereil from a weak
chest, decided to leave the Diplomatic Service, and
returned to England. These years are chronicled,
from his schooldays, in a charmingly’- intimate book.
Life in the Pacific Fifty Years Ago; and it is

interesting to note that at school he was regarded
as a duffer because he could not take an interest in
Classical Latin as taught in the Public School.
What he learnt was outside the classroom, from
the primitive psychologies of the tribes which
con.stitute “ forms."

Hesitating between Ceylon and Central America,
the West pro\dded the stronger call, and he was
led to Central America on what he always said was
a voyage of curiosity. It was xevy comprehensive.
Between 1880 and 1881 he had seen the ruins of
Quirigua in Guatemala, Copan in Honduras, and Tikal
in the Peten, a difficult site to reach in those days.
Thrilled by the monuments, he returned and asked

at the Victoria and Albert Museimi for literature

on the subject (his ' guide-book ’ had been the

treatise of Squier and Davis), and was referred to

Mr. (later Sir) Wollaston Franks of the British

Museum, who promptly referred him back again
to the Victoria and Albert Museum.

So Maudslay decided to take up the matter
himself. In all, he made seven exploring expeditions,

covering large areas of British Honduras, the

Bepublic of Honduras. Guatemala and Mexico. His
discoveries were most meticulously photographed,
planned, and described, and he brought back
moulds of the larger monuments, which he had cast

and presented to the Nation. These casts, exhibited

for a short time in the Victoria and Albert Museum,
were dismantled and stored in cellars for thirty

years until, in 1923, they were transferred to the

British Museum and exhibited in a special saloon

where they ai'e now.
He was fortunate that, at the time his results

were maturing, Mr. Ducane Godman and Mr. Osbert

Salvin \vara publishmg Biologia Centrali-Americana,
and incorporated Maudslay\s results in an Archaeo-

logical appendix. This series of plates definitely laid

the foundation of the study of Maya hieroglyphs,

and constitutes, perhaps, the most adeijuately

presented contribution to archaeology in the world.

In 1926 Mrs. Maudslay died, after a long illness,

and in 1928 Maudslay married Mrs. Purdon of

Fownhope, who survives him, and by Avhose

kindness I have had access to his diaries, which
will be preiaerved in the British Museum.

For all his work and his services to the Nation,
INIaudslay received little adecpiate recognition from
his own country. In 1912 he was elected President

of the Royal Anthropological Institute, and acted

as Chairman of the organizing Committee when the

International Congress of Americanists met in

London in that year. On that occasion an Honorary
D.Sc. was conferred upon him by Oxford Iffiiversity,

and he afterwards received an Honorary Sc.D. from
Cambridge, and, a few years later, an Honorary
Fellowship of his own College, Trinity Hall. In
1915 he became one of the joint Honorary Secretarie.s

of the Royal Geographical Society, and in 1926 was
awarded the Rivers medal of the Anthropological

Institute.

His fame will rest on his achievements, the

Biologia and the casts which he secured in dense

bush, and on certain suggestions which he made
concerning the interpretation of Maya hieroglyphs

which have proved true.

Major Clark has contributed an extended notice

of Maudslay to Sature (7 March, 1931), and
Dr. A. M. Tozzer a most generous appreciation in the

American Anthropologists Vol. XXXIII. Most of

all I like the final sentence of Professor Morley's

appreciation of Maudslay's work in his great mono-
graph on the Inscriptions at Copan (p. 24). ‘‘ Indeed,
** Maudslay’s indefatigable labours, covering many
” years in an ad\’erse environment, easily constitute
‘‘ the most important field contribution to Maya
“ Archaeology.”
That is the verdict of the greatest living expert
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in this particular sphere upon the work of a
predecessor.

I, personally, had the great privilege of Maudslay's
intimacy over nearly thirty years. He belong(Hl to

a class of mankind which seems to be passing.

He had the gentlest mamier, but behind that lay

the most rigid determination. I havt' never known
him say an unkind thing about ain one. Tn any
society he vras just himself, and in any thing he did

ho aimed at perfection as far as it can be attaimnl-

Possessing that perfect .security of poise which
belongs to a ‘ chief,’ " sahib/ or ‘ gentleman ' {it

does not matter what the word is), and a great

human sympathy, he had the instinct of handling

primitive peoples. That sympathy inhibited any
form of jealousy in his mental outlook, and to the

humblest of the yormger enc|uirers he gave freely

of his advice, his notes and his photographs. A grt'at

gentleman who died amongst his flowers in the

terraced garden that he had created, wdio had
enjoyed life, and, as the perfect host, stinted neither

hospitality nor information, in an atmosphere of

modest security. T. A. JO\CK.

Robert Wood Williamson, horn 4 August, 1856,

died 12 Januaru, 1932.

By the death of its former Honorary 4 Cfl
Treasurer the Royal Anthropological Institute I uU
loses a staunch and wise friend and a conspicuous

example of a type of scholar less common elsew^here

than in Britain, the leisured and learned amateur.

Williamson w^as brought up in scientific surround-

ings, for his father, Professor W. C. Williamson,

r.R.S., w^as the weU-knowm botanist, w^ho filled

many posts in the early days of Ow*ens College.

A^oung Williamson's tastes Avere scientific ;
he

graduated in engineering, and among his friends of

those days were men now eminent in physics,

including a past President of the Royal Society,

Circumstances, however, led to his entering his

uncle’s office as a solicitor; he obtained the

Clement’s Inn prize in the huv finals examination in

1877, and practised in Manchester until 1908 with

succe.ss and distinction.

Having acepured the means to follow his true

bent, Williamson retired from his profession, and
after systematic preparation set out at the age of 54

to explore the interior of Xew^ Guinea. His really

great capacity for emderatanding other people

served him as well in the bush as in his practice,

and his monograph. The Mafulu Alountain Peoples

of Netv Guinea (1912), as w^ell as his popular book.

The Wags of the JSouih Sea Savage (1914), gave him a

high place among field etlmologists. At his age,

however, protracted field work Avould have been

imprudent ; he had experienced adventure and
gained what he wanted—personal experience of

primitive conditions of living; so he settled down to

sift and digest the available Pohmesian material,

and in 1924 produced three volumes. The Social

and Political Systems of Central Polynesia, publish-

ing meanwhile a mmiber of special pape^rs in our

Journal. He was particularly interested in the

traditional evidence for Polynesian migrations, and
in the legal rather than the mystical aspect of
customs and beliefs, but he fully appreciated the
iiiter-comioction of social and industrial activities.

Shortly after his return from Xe.w' Guinea, hi.s old

University showed its appreciation of his w'ork by
conferring ii[)on him the honorary degre(‘ of ^l.Sc.

In 1911, Williamson left his beautiful home and
garden (thereafter acquired by the city as a public
park) near Manchester, and spent his later days at
Wit ley, Surrey, where in the intervals of wulting
he devoted himself to gardening, planning and
de\-eloping w4iat e\'entually ranked as one of the
best designed and most carefully stocked of the
smaller rock-gardens in the south of England.
Being now wn'thin easy reach of London, he became
our Institute's constant and trusted adviser in
business matters, served as Honorary Treasurer
from 1912 to 1921; and did much to keep it ** in

being during the War.
Xo one could come in touch wdth Williamson

without feeling the charm of his character. This
keen little man was never daunted, he was full of
resource ; his umvavering honesty of purpose com-
bined wdth a rare critical faculty enabled him to
grasp the essential of a situation immediately and
to shape his course accordingly. Once determined,
literally nothing but an earthquake could stop him,
and even that only temporarily. When, after many
dithculties due to the frailties of others, he was in
Sydney ready to start on liis carefully planned
expedition to New Guinea, news came of the great
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earthquake in Sicily where, at that time, Mrs.
Williamson was staying. He returned at once to
Europe to assure himself as to her safety, post-
poning his expedition for ov'er a \’ear but eventually
setting off in 1910. His critical faculty, and above all

[May, 1932.

his extreme personal kindliness, made him a welcome
figure in the Institute’s house, w^here by a happy
arrangement with Mrs, Williamson and his execu-
tors, his photographs will be stored and his unpub-
lished material prepared for the press. C. <1. S.

REVIEWS.
Deformation.

Artificial Cranial Deformation. A contribution to

the Study of Ethnic Mutilations, By Eric
John Dingwall. London : 1931. 4^o. pp,
xvi -j~ 313, 55 plates, 5 maps. £3 IO5 .

Dr. Dingwall has rendered a great service to

Cultural Anthropology by this detaOed and pains-

taking ethnographical survey of one of the strangest

practices ever adopted by man. It is natural that

a custom of so obtrusive a kind and with so wide a
geographical distribution should have a bulky
literature, and not the least of Dr. Dingwall’s
achievements in this book is the skilful way in

which he pilots the reader through the vast mass of
bibliographical data he has collected and consulted.

He wisely rejects the cumbrous and complicated
systems of classifying deformed crania adopted by
some of his predecessors in favour of a far simpler
and more logical method of tabulation into six

divisions based upon the means employed to produce
artificial distortion.

The greater part of the volume is devoted to a
detailed ethnographic survey of the custom through-
out the world, based on written and oral tradition,

iconogi'aphy and actual cranial material. Successive
chapters describe the various forms the custom has
assumed in Europe, Asia, Africa, Indonesia and
Melanesia, and America. In the final chapter a
careful and sober consideration of the whole material
is given with a discussion of the various theories
that have been put forward to account for the
custom and its origin. Some of these latter are
almost as grotesque as the custom itself.

Dr. Dingwall is to be commended in that he
does not haughtily brush aside all hj-potheses •with

which he finds himself unable to agree. He is

anxious that every particle of evidence should be
weighed and assigned its proper place in the
discussion.

One of the most curious problems is that of Egypt,
where there is iconographic e\’idence of the custom
but a complete absence of somatological e\’idence
(with the single exception of a skull of the Christian
period which is probably that of a foreigner).
Whilst fully agi’ecmg with Dr. Dingw all that there
are indeed inherent difficulties in the suj^position
that the custom of cranial deformation may have
originated with the children of Akhenaten, whose
heads, it has been suggested, were artificially

contrived imitations of their father’s pathologically
abnormal head; still, it may be doubted whether
the objections to this hypothesis are as conclusive
as they appear to be. The point is of sufficient
importance to justify an excursus.

There is, in the first place, no reason whatever

to presume that if the custom did perchance originate

in Eg\q)t, it should ever have there become general,

nor indeed that it should have become a custom at

all. It is significant that the earliest recorded
instance of artificial deformation belongs precisely

to the time of Akhenaten, which was pre-t'ininently

and essentially an innovating age. It is significant,

moreover, that Aklienaten's innovations, alike in

religion, politics and art, scarcely outlived him.
The reversion to the sway of the government and
priesthood of Thebes, was, soon after Akhenaten^s
death, thorough and complete : his innovations
were not merely allowed to become obsolete, they
were definitely and deliberately stamped out. If,

therefore, cranial deformation had been practised at

El Amarna in Akhenaten's time, that is precisely the

reason why we must not expect to find traces of it

at any other period or place in Eg^^pt. Xo observer

who studies the sculptmed lieads of Akhenaten's
daughters (rmiess his eyes should be blinded by
prejudice) can fail to admit that these sculptures are

intended to portray, and very accurately do portray,

infantile crania that have been artificially deformed.
Egyptian art, admittedly, was subject to con-

ventions ; but conventions that involve any marked
departure from the real forms of life are found
much less in sculpture in the round than in drawings
or bas reliefs (the latter always being executed from
drawn outlines). In drawing, the artist was free to

indulge his fancy and to exaggerate or convention-

alize to an extent that is unknown in statuary.

The representations of dwarfs are cases in point.

Admittedly also in Akhenaten’s brief period it

became a fashion or a convention to exaggerate the

length of the head—a fashion for which the inspira-

tion is apparent. This convention may have affected

sculpture to some extent, as in the case of the statues

of Queen Xefertiti, although there the apparent

elongation of the head is due rather to the headdress

than to the shape of the skuU. But a careful

examination of the sculptured heads of the children

shows that the abnormality is not mere elongation,

but a definite alteration in form and contour.

The ears, moreover, which are vertical in the

statues of Akhenaten and Xefertiti, are diagonal

in the children’s heads, their position being con-

ditioned by the changes in the form of the skull

induced by deformation, a peculiarity that did not
escape the artist's attention. We are justified,

therefore, in taking the sculptures of the children's

lieads to be true portraits of the actual state of

affairs, and not mere conventionalizations.

The evidence, from the absence of somatological

material in Egypt, is purely negative. For reasons

already suggested, it is extremely unlikely to bo
found elsewhere than at El Amania : and at El
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Amarna itself the royal tombs and those of the

court officials were all plundered in antiquity and
have yielded no human remains at all, normal or

otherwise. The mummies of the princesses have not

been discovered
:

probably they likewise were
plundered long ages ago.

Still assuming, therefore, that the heads of

Akhenatens daughters had been subjected to

deformation, there is no reason why this procedure

should not have been copied, as other Eg^qitian

fashions were copied, by the Hittite and other

foreign visitors to Akhenaten’s court. History can

produce innumerable examples of customs, beliefs

and mere fashions (especially those of an irrational

or outre kind) being copied from a centre that had
a temporary vogue as a focus of fashion. Xor is it

necessary to assume that the borrowers often have
the least idea of, or interest in, the real purpose or

significance of what they copy. The same thing

has happened over and over again amongst more
primitive peoples, and it still happens wherever

the white man obtrudes himself : his ways am
always liable to mechanical imitation. Modern
rationalizing explanations of the custom are of

little value : they are freely given in response to

enquiries respecting such customs as cranial

deformation, tattooing and body-painting, couvade,

etc., but every trained anthropologist knows just

what value to set upon them.
WTiat has become a custom by adoption or

diffiision, need not necessarily have been a custom
in origin; the prototype may quite well have been

an isolated phenomenon. These remarks, it is

hoped, whilst not professing to prove, nor even

to advocate, the theory of the origin of deformation

from Akhenaten’s daughters, may at least suggest

that there are factors of which the critics seem to

be unaware, and that the theory is not so entirely

devoid of justification as they assume.
WARREN R. DAWSON.

Religion and Folklore.

Amulets and Superstitions. Bj Sir E. A, Wallis

Budge. Pp. xxxix ~ oIS ; pis. xvn ; about 300 jpij
illustrations

;

X ins. London and Oxford.
|

1930. Pricc^ 30s. net.

Prepared for the iutelligont general reader, this ])ook

contains much that may serve special in folklore

or in certain aspects of psychology. Written in popular

style, and not intended to cover the whole of its huge
subject, the book is composed of a long preface, some
thirty-six chapters, mostly very short as compared
with the author’s great resources, and somewliat like the

resumes in a good encyclopaedia. The reader in search

of a particular item or kiml of information may or may
not find it ; but his exploration is sure to disclose some-
thing else as interesting. A pleasing feature is the

sympathy with which beliefs and practices are recorded,

so Wide that at times the reader may well flunk the author

to be himself a believer. This sympathy, excellent in

descriptions, occasionally results m uncritical acceptance

of over-broad generalisations of other writers, as to

origins or undcrlymg principles.

The author’s special competence in studies associated

with north-eastern Africa and westernmost Asia has
led him—to our obvioas advantage—to devote the larger

part of this book, and about two-thirds of the illustra-

tions, to matters, ancient or modem, associated especially
with those regions

; and in such topics as the preservative
or curative properties of various material objects or
substances or qualities, the effects of “ Evil Eye ” and
protective measures against it, the Cabbala, astrology
and related matters, the influence of numbers, various
kinds of divination, and a little of ‘‘black” magic, ex-
amples from those same regions predominate. A chapter
on the general aspects of wliat are amongst us called

superstitions cites instances in which such intentions have
been fulfilled. The illustrations, in halftone or in line, and
the diagrams, with few exceptions have been well selected
and reproduced, and there is a good index of nearly
fifty pages. Siu<‘0 the public to whom the work is com-
pelled to make its appeal is likely to be disturbed by
footnotes, such aids to the student are absent, but refer-

ences are giv'en in the text. W. L. H.

Siamese State Ceremonies. Bg H. G. Q.
London. 1931. Pp. 320, plates 43. Price, 25$. J PO

It is not often the good fortune of a reviewer 1

to read a book at once so thorough and so complete
as this of Dr. Wales. It is the most important work
of the kiiiLl on the Far East which has appeared in
recent years. The author had the goo<l luck to witness
the coronation ceremonies in Siam ; and as he held
office in the household of the King of Siam he was
enableil to see far more than is usually permitted to
an ordinary foreigner. He not only made complete
notes at the time of the ceremonies, but has since made
a careful study of them from the anthropological side.

The combination of Hindu and Buddhist rites is forcibly
pointed out, and the origin of manj^ of tlie ceremonies
has been traced back to India through literary s()iirres.

Though the linguistic information looms large occa-
sionally, it IS always subsidiary, for where Dr. Wales
excels is that ho has realized the anthropological
importance of many of the details which a mere linguist
would have often passed over as of no value. It is

seldom indeed that a ceremony so rare as a coronation,
especially an Oriental coronation, sliould be recorded
by an eye-witness trained in anthropology, and the
result is remarkably good. Besides the coronation
ceremonies Dr. Wales describes other royal rites, some
of which are rapidly becoming obsolete, so that his
record is the last, as it is the most complete, ever made.
Tlie account of the agri(*ultural ceremonies, which show
that they originated among the primitive inhabitants
of Siam, IS peculiarly interesting. Dr, Wales, however,
has not been content with recording only the ancient
or obsolete rites

;
he calls the reader's attention to the

fact that Siam is eharuring many of her festivals though
keeping the ancient method of observing them. Thus
the Trooping of the Colour and Degree Day at the
University are taking the place of obsolescent and half-
forgotten ceremonies. Dr. Wales writes in a clear stvle,
and his explanations are easy to follow. The weakest
part of the book ir> tlie illustrations, many of which are
so crowded with small detail as to be confused and
therefore difficult to understand; a few more “close-
ups ” would have obviated this. The book is certainly
worth prolonged study, for it is of the stuff of which a
classic IS made. To anyone studying customs, especiallv
magical and religious customs, it must prove invaluable

M. A. MURRAY.
Taboo, Magic, Spirits. Eli E>hcard Burnss. Sew
York : 1931. 230 Price Hs. 6d.

154Tilis book does not break fresh ground. It is a
collection of Roman ritual under such headings as
blood, knots, scapegoat, trees and groves. Frazer's methods
of classification and inteipretatiou have been generally
adopted. The author shows little knowledge of curreiit
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anthropological thought, and he attempts to explain
Roman ritual in terms largely discarded by anthropolo-

gists and psychologists. His book may, however, be
welcomed as a sign of permeation of classical studies

by anthropological data and method, even if these are

slightly out of date. Anthropology owes a great debt
to classical scholarship, and it vrill repay this debt

[May, 1932.

when the methods employed to-day in a comparative
analysis of primitive institutions are extended to

embrace the more developed societies at present left to

the discipline of classical studies ; when, in fact,

comparative sociology becomes a thriving science. It

is a far cry from these methods of analysis to ]Mr. Burriss*

interpretation of ritual. E. E. EVANS PRITCHARD.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Bride Price.

j.— Sir,—

M

r. Huntingford’s rejoinder (Max, 1932,

1 o5 illustrates the danger of general state-

ments. I look forward with interest to the

promised details, but find myself at present in a dilemma.

Mr. Huntingford states in Man, 1931, 187, that Xandi
girls are regarded as a source of wealth (a statement
which I am prepared to accept as a fact without pleasure

or regret), but m Man, 1932, 68, referring to his earlier

statement, he writes that the wife is not sold, she does

“not become her husband’s property.” Two voices are

there—and even a third : for he adds that the marriage

-

wealth provides one of the three ways in which a
“ Xandi can acquire cattle of his own,’’ a postulate which
will require oven more substantiation.

J. H. DRTBERG.

Tibetan Etched Agate Beads. By K. dc B. Codrington,

J r A Etched agate beads are commonly worn by all

InO ^^^sses of Tibetans who can afford them, the

technique obviously approximating to that of the

well-known etched carnelians, which are so widely

distributed and have so long a history, in India as well

as Mesopotamia. A good selection of these beads may
be seen m the India Museum, South Kensington. All

that I have seen are barrel-beads, long barrels being in

the majority, although standard-barrels are not un-

common. The decoration in dii'ty white is the same
in I'oth cases, consisting of bands, oblong panels and
circular eves. Three Tibetan curio -pedlars from a small

town, which they would
not name, just beyond
Oyantse, told me that the
long barrels are known as
Dd-szi (Figs. A and B,
one bead), and are worth
ten rupees ; the smaller
beads, known as Ziden
( Fig. C) being about three
rupees in value. These
are held to be truly natu-
ral beads, taken from the
earth as they are, im-
touched by hands. They

for they are no longer fount!

0 rr
0 0

0
0

C B
are of great antiquity,

nowadays; hence their pri( e.

Imitations of these old beads in glass are verj’ common,
and are known as SH-dzun. They are only worth a
few annas and can be bought in the bazaars anywhere,
even at Calcutta.

The eldest pedlar was v earing a silver rin^i [sadop] with
an oval domed bezel of agate etched with two circular

eyes, side by side along the long axis of the stone,

which he said was called 8zi-rTl,

The existence of these Himalayan etched agates
presents an interesting problem. i\Iy informers said

that they used to be found in Eastern Tibet, in the
region called Kambasha. I seem to remember seeing

both the stone beads and their glass imitations commonly
worn in Leh and the Darjeeling district, and also in one
instance by a Lahaul woman. It would be interestmg
to define their actual distribution. The imitations are
certainly very cheap ; I was pressed to buy a string of

a dozen beads for three rupees. They are almost
certainly of European origin. Here is another instance,
among several I have recently come across, of the
extreme astuteness of the Central European manu-
facturers who seem to control this trade in India.

Their knowledge of anthropology is, perhaps, a little

one-sided, but it is obviously detailed, so far as it goes.

The middle-men seem to be usually general merchants
and brokers. K. de B. CODKIXGTON

Mosiro & Aramanic Dialects of Dorobo. {Cf. Man
J C T 1*332, 4 1.)

1 u# '^* might have made a
real contribution to our knowledge of the Dorobo

dialects had he substantiated his Aramanite word -list

(published in Journ. African Soc., XXVII, 258
by giving us further information about these words.
We need to know, e.y., how the plural is formed, the
nature of the formative prefixes or suffixes, how the
possessive ami demonstrative pronouns are used ; and
until such information is available, any one familiar

with the Xandi dialects is justified in suspecting a short

list of words attributed to a people designated as

Dorobo,” when it is impossible from an inspection of

the words to connect them with the Imown Dorobo
dialects. For 28 substantives (quoted presmnably in tlie

singular) and 10 numerals are \'ery inadequate materials

to work upon ; and if they are correct, I can only say that,

taken at their face-value, they do not represent a normal
Dorobo dialect of Xandi type.

As regards Mr. Maguire's Mosiro word-list, one can tell

at once, althougii he has not bothered to give more than
nine plural forms, that we are dealing with a Xandi
dialect of normal type, possessing primary and secondary
noun -suffixes, (The latter more or less the equivalent

of our definite article.) I should like, however, to ask
him two questions : (1) How does he account for the

fact that eleven of his substantives possess the full

secondary" suffix, while in thirteen the connecting vowels
of this suffix are present, but the -t which Is the actual

suffix Ls absent*? (2) Can he explain the *^trange form
chiich which he gives for * man ’ ? In any of the

Xandi dialects of Kenya this would mean, if it had a
final -i (chii-chi), ‘ this man,'

1 would refer Mr. Maguire to the short bibliography in

lix. 378. to which should be added the all too
brief notice in Dr. Seligman’s Races of Africa^ 1930,

pp. 126, 127. The literature on the Dorobo, should be
read in conjunction with Sir Claud Hollis, The Xandi,
1909, which provides all that is necessary to a thorough
understanding of the Xandi language, the importance of

which in the study of the Dordbo I again emphasize.
Kipkaren, Kenya. G. W. B. HUXTIXGFORD.
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The Royal Anthropological Institute’s Prehistoric Research Expedition to Kharga Oasis, Egypt. The
Second Season’s Discoveries. By G. Caton-Thompson.

Far the most important feature of the first season’s work (^Ian, 1931, 91) had been the ICO
discovery on the floor of the depression of a novel physiographical feature—namely, ' fossil ’ or OO
dead springs of Pleistocene age, which, since they contained flaking sites in their deposits, put into

our hands a line of inquiry of great potential value, not only in palaeolithic stratigraphy but also as

registers of palaeo-climatic conditions. The one dug had yielded an abundant Aterian industry.

Others called to be excavated. On the eastern scarp a find of very extensive and unrecorded flint-

mines presented dating difficulties not resolved that season. Geologically the dating of the tufa

deposits, and sheets of gravels magnificently developed on the eastern scarp, became Miss Gardner’s

primary object.

These inquiries have fulfilled high expectations, and have yielded a conspectus of prehistory in

the depression, in which Acheulean, Levalloisean, middle palaeolithic (Pre-Sebilian), Aterian, Capso-

Tardenoisean and neolithic march across the stage, each clad in its own geological attire, for all

were found in situ.

The tufas are found to belong to at least three distinct geological horizons ; the last two are dated

securely by tools. Similarly the gravels must be divided into (a) Plateau Gravels ; (b) Terrace Gravels ;

(c) Wadi Gravels ; these also are all three now culturally dated.

The episodes recognized are as follows : others may lurk unobserved, or be so obliterated by
denudation that they are lost.

The Scarp.

1. The oldest deposit of our ‘drift’ sequence is a massive crystalline tufa we have named
Plateau Tufa to distinguish it from later ones we have named Wadi Tufas. It contains reed

impressions, but no fauna or human evidence. We provisionally place this as Plio-pleistocene.

2. There followed a period of great erosion, causing the formation of longitudinal and transverse

valleys. For this period, too, we have no cultural evidence.

3. The next stage in the physiographical development was the filling of these earlier valleys

in their upper reaches by great accumulations of angular breccia, showing no water action. This

breccia filling now stands in crumbling stacks as much as 25 metres in height. It must represent

a long dry period. Though these breccias have been diligently searched for tools we have so far

found none.

4. With the passing of this arid period lower palseolithic man appeared upon the scenes. Rain
encouraged vegetation. The earliest of the cellular Wadi Tufas was formed on the breccia filling.

The flora collected from this, which includes leaves of at least five different species, has not yet been
identified. Land shells, however, are of palsearctic types, not hitherto recorded from Egypt. Others
are now living in the tropics. In a 10-metre section capped by tufa, unrolled Acheulean tools have
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been found ; thus for the first time in Egypt a tufa deposit has been dated (Fig. 1). The formation

of the Plateau Gravels, which cover wide areas of the scarp and form long fiat-topped spurs high above

the present valley system, belongs mainly to this phase
;
these gravels have also yielded Acheulean

tools in situ.

5. The fifth main episode appears culturally to bridge the lower and middle palaeolithic. An
Acheuleo-Levalloisean industry has been found unrolled in situ in numerous flaking-sites sub tufa.

Within this ph3'siographically important period, which awaits further work, the Plateau Gravels

were eroded in broad shallow valleys, and the materials were spread out at lower levels in a secondary

sheet we have named the Exogijra Gravels. These secondary gravels contain a mixed Acheulean and

Levalloisean industry.

FIG. 1.—ItEFt'F PASS. TFFA C LIFF (S-IO M. ) OVERLYING AC’HEULEAN GRAVELS WITH TOOLS.

fi. We now enter a middle palaeolithic stage of still considerable but ultimately decreasing

rainfall. Two main events mark this period : the formation of another Wadi Tufa overlying silts

and gravels; and the beginning of the development of the modern drainage system. These tufas

also are dated by floors of tools beneath them. The implements, collected also from huge surface

sites, are the product of a tortoise-core industry. They include, however, so many forms, unrecognized
in normal Mousterian, that it has been necessary' to name it provisionally ' Pre-Sebilian,’ since the
connections at some points with Vignard's Sebilian are too evident to be ignored. Its place in the

middle palaeolithic, however, seems assured by its position in the physiographical sequence.
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The mode of formation of these tufas was found to be the result of ponding up of the primary
valleys. The boulder barrages were identified in several cases with the ponded tufas up-valley.
Pre-Sebilian man frequented the shores of such spots and tool collections were made from sub-tufa
silts laid down in the ponded areas (Fig. 2).

7. The formation of tufas now became a past event. The streams grew weaker and weaker
and cut narrow channels in the floors of the old mature valleys. Terraces were formed dual or
triple. In the gravels of the ui)per one, 7 metres above i)resent wadi level, were found Pre-Sebiliaii

FIG 2.--BI-LAQ PASS. SECTION IX PONDED AKEA ; TI FA 3 M. ; SILT 1 - 00 M. ; MIDDLE PAL.EuLlTHir SILTY GRAVELS
WITH TOOLS (WORKMAN POINTING) ^ 1*70 M.

tools ; on it, in a bed of silt 0*40 in thickness, a fine Aterian flaking site was excavated. Other large
Aterian sites were also found in solution pans of the old Acheulean tufas. A lower upper palseolithic
date for the Aterian seems indicated. The lower 5-metre terrace provided no cultural evidence,
though carefully searched.

8. The physiographical sequence in the scarp here ends, for no major changes hereafter occurred.
Moreover, man abandoned the wadis and the gravel plateaus overlooking them at this time, and sites
of Capsian and Capso-Tardenoisean age are found instead on the Libyan Plateau, around, or buried
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in the silts of, shallow clay pans. Flat oval stone hand-mills, possibly indicative of some form of

primitive agriculture, undoubtedly were used, and" the extensive use of ostrich egg-shell for beads
was noted. Engraved fragments were also found (Fig. 3).

9. The great flint mines discovered in the first season have been re-examined. They are purely

neolithic in age—not of mixed age as was believed at first. The late-looking pottery found in some
of the stone wind-breaks must be intrusive—dropped by sheltering hunters or caravan men of historic

date; for crude neolithic sherds in hearths discovered this season are of different fabric.

The Depression Floor.

10. The occurrence of an unpatinated surface Acheulean hand-axe led to examination and the

discovery of a prolific floor of this single period lying on Cretaceous clays beneath a series of spring-

no. 3 . CAPSO-TARDEXOISEAN SHELL BEADS IN PROCESS OF MANUFACTL’RE, AND ENGRAVED SHELL.

laid deposits. A magnificent collection of 500 hand-axes contained within an area not exceeding
30 square metres, in mint condition, but glazed, with their attendant flake industry and cores was
collected. The glaze was almost certainly produced by the flow of sandy w^aters in the spring and is

not due to desert exposure. The hand-axe types are remarkably varied ; normal lanceolate forms
predominating; but cordate and ovate forms are included. A number have curious rectangular
pebble butts, the result of the use of tabular flint

;
others formed on rounded nodules retain a normal

semi-circular cortex base. The intentional choice of nodules of waisted outline is evident, the con-
striction being carefully retained in the subsequent flaking. In other cases definite bilateral hafting
notches are conspicuous. No certain burin blows were noted either on hand-axes or flakes. The
sizes of the hand-axes range from 21 c.m. to mmiatures under 4c.m. The assemblage is remarkably
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free from Levallois tendencies. No striking platforms are facetted and no tortoise-cores are present.

The overlying spring beds are contorted and faulted, and as the tools are dislocated (in many instances

we found them tilted at acute angles and even resting on their lateral edges), the disturbance must
be later (Plate F). At this place Aterian tools lay on the surface of the spring deposits covering

the Acheulean floor. It would seem necessary to equate this Acheulean site with episode 4.

11.

A large fossil spring was excavated to a depth of 9 metres in the vent, and to Cretaceous

clay in other places. Interstratified beds of gravels, the lowest at a depth of 4 metres, yielded an

abundant tortoise core industry. This is not Aterian, but further study will be needed to pronounce

its relationship to the Levalloisean and Pre-Sebilian on the scarp. These tool-bearing gravels were

found to have been decapitated by the violent irruption of the spring through them. The activity

FIG, 4. XHOLITHIG HK I M>.

of this spring is consequently later than the gravels. These same gravels were studied in other places

on a plain to the east, 12 miles from their source in the scarp, and are probably to be correlated with

episode 6 in the scarp.

12. The Aterian culture is connected with a fossil spring deposit in the penultimate stage of its

existence. The culture is sealed over by sandrock of cTolian origin. This evidence accords well with
episode 7 in the scarp.

13. A Capso-Tardenoisean surface site yielding transverse arroAv heads was di.scovered upon the
sandrock deposit sealing up a fossil spring. The formation of these sandrocks was the final stage in

the history of all fossil springs known to us, and as the deposit is consolidated dune sand it may
be inferred that desert conditions obtained prior to the date provided by this site. Refer to scarp
evidence 8.
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14. The cultural elements of the Kharga neolithic are now identified. Hearths were discovered

in the capping sandrock of the fossil spring mentioned in 11. Little shallow holes piercing the capping

sandrock to obtain water have been found. Curious stone-capped mounds, about 3 to 4 feet in

height, were examined on the desert fioor (Fig. 4). They yielded—if they yielded anything—thin

wis2)s of ash, burnt bones and flint and small rough sherds. Sufficient of these mounds were found and
studied to assure the correctness of the following reconstruction of events. A hole was dug, and the

bottom lined with flat pieces of limestone. In this sunk hearth the cooking was done and ash and
debris accumulated : some filtered through the loosely laid lining. In course of time the place was
abandoned and desert erosion, constantly lowering ground level, began to operate, planing down the

hearth and scattering its lighter contents. Eventually the stone lining was reached. This acted

(as all hard cappings act in desert climates) as a protection to the underlying ground. But outside

the periphery of protection degradation of the ground continued until slowly the old lining capped
a mound. And so we now find these places—capped in most cases with their limestone protectors

—

which have scattered also down the slopes (Fig. 5). The stone, rendered brittle doubtless by fire in

the fir.'^t instance, is greatly weathered and now shattered into small blocks. A general lowering of

desert surface since neolithic times of as much as 6 feet is indicated in some of the areas occupied

riG. 5. NEOLITHIC HEAHTH. DIAGRAMMATIC RECONSTRUCTION.

by the mounds. They occur generally in groups together : others were found on the Libyan Plateau
edge in the vicinity of the flint mines.

Genj^ral Remarks.

(«) Our observations in Kharga, no less than in the Fatuim, lead us to reject the fluviatile
hypothesis of their origin, recently advanced by Dr. Collet for Kharga and Dr. Sandford for the
Fa\mm respectively.

(6) We confirm our earlier views as to the non-existence of a lake at any period on the floor of
the depression.

(c) We interpret the deposits formerly attributed to lacustrine agencies as being wind-borne, loess-
like material. W e ha\'e no direct dating for this arid phase. It would seem to correlate with 3
in the scarp, and if so to be (locally) pre-human. A loose terminus ad quern is provided by gravels which
overlie in one place this loess-like deposit.

(d) Overflow deposits from springs—Pleistocene and historic—which form humps of bedded
sandrock on low ground must be differentiated from the preceding.
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{e) We have found no trace of d\Tiastic remains prior to the XXVIIth dynasty. The predynastic

is also absent, one sherd only of a late sequence date was found on the scarp. We interpret this

absence as strongly suggesting that with the final failure of the Pleistocene spring-w'ater supply in

neolithic times, the depression became virtually uninhabitable and uninhabited, peopled only by

the dead of Egyptian mythology, until thousands of years later Persian hydraulic engineers tapped

the artesian w^ater bed by means of shafts not less than 80 metres in depth, and inaugurated the

second cycle of Kharga's prosperity. The topographical peculiarities of Kharga make this pronounce-

ment a less dubious arginnentinn a sileniio than might appear at first sight. It is true that our

concession includes about 1,100 square miles of ground, and that ^ve have w^alked as yet over less

than half of this. We have flown over all of it repeatedly. But it must not be forgotten that all

traffic to and from the Nile Valley is, and always has been, canalized into the infrequent and narrow

passes in the Eastern scarp. To the three most important of these (out of seven) namely^ Bulaq,

Abu Sighawal, and Refuf, w'e have given close attention, camping at each, as being magnificent

palieohthic centres, for prolonged periods. The human litter in such places is abundant and significant

;

and whereas these tracks up the 1,000 feet escarpment were used extensively by prehistoric man,

there is, after his departure, a complete absence of remains of the dynastic periods. It is not until

the dawm of the classical period that activities recommence and continue crescendo up till the

Byzantine period. This accords independently in a remarkable degree with our observations,

archaeological and physiographical, on the floor of the depression.

The material, wdiich includes about 10,000 implements, the majority of which belong to hi situ

groups, requires detailed study before fuller information concerning it can be published. The bare

facts only are here attempted. Typological study is impossible in the field, owning to our nomadic

life far from a base. Upon return to England commencement of w ork upon the material is delayed

for months owing to official delays in Cairo, where the collections still lie at the time of writing (10th

May), six w^eeks after our return.

We offer the fruits of this work, which provides material for prolonged study and thought, to

the subscribers who so generously fulfilled their promise of a second year s support, in spite of unpre-

cedented financial stress. G. CATOX-THOMPSON.

Sociology : Africa. Yates.

Bantu Marriage and the Birth of the First Child. By T. J. A, Yates.

Westermarck has said that ‘'marriage arises out of the family, not the family out of 1 CD
marriage.*’ However true this maybe functionally, in the life history of the individual, the vU

family is undoubtedly founded in marriage. This is, of course, as true of England as of Bantu Africa.

But whereas in England the marriage ceremony and accompanying formalities form a complete

act, vvith the Bantu they are, though an important part, not the whole of the i)rocess producing the

change of status of the two individuals concerned. The family founded b\' marriage is not really

established till the birth of the first child. Legal abstractions, it is true, are seldom very clearly

formulated or defined among primitive peoples, but it would seem that married status among the

Bantu has very little meaning apart from parenthood.

Many attempts have been made, taking the European ceremony as model, to determine wffiich

part of the Bantu marriage formalities is the essential marriage act. One of the difficulties in this

has been that Bantu marriage comprises a number of ceremonies and other activities spread over a

considerable period of time and that there is considerable variation as to the point in this series at

which cohabitation commences, as also in the extent to which any one or more of these acts may be

and, in practice, are neglected. It is however pertinent to our problem to notice that this series

begins with betrothal—that is prior to what we would consider marriage—and ends only after the

birth of a child—that is considerably after marriage, in our eyes, is complete.^ This would suggest

that the Bantu concept of the marriage act differs from ours mainly in being not so narrow. To them
marriage is the founding of the family and consequently the marriage act cannot be complete until

the family, wffiich necessarily includes a child, is in being.

^ Smith & Dale :
‘ The Ila-Speaking Peoples of N. Rhodesia.’ Vol. II, pp, 57-60.
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This view is further supported by a number of other customs relating to marriage. It is generally

held that the loboJa is an essential of a valid marriage. It is noteworthy that lobola is often paid in

instalments, a first payment being made before the bride is handed over to the bridegroom. Demands
for the payment of the residue cnly become insistent after the birth of a child. ^ On the other side

there is the matter of the recorery of the bridewealth. This is very definitely dependent on the

existence of children. If there are children it is either not at all recoverable or recoverable only in

part, upon the dissolution of the union.

In ethnographic work there has been too little attention given to the differentiation of "breach

of promise,’’ annulment of marriage and divorce. Whether the Bantu have ideas, even in vague
form, corresponding to these European legal concepts it is difficult to say. Their practices would
suggest that they have. Breach of promise is distinguished, at least implicitly, in ethnographic

writings, and we know that if the fault is on the part of the girl or her father or guardian the bride-

wealth paid is recoverable ; if the fault is on the side of the suitor, he forfeits the bridewealth, or that

part of it ^^hich he has already paid. All types of breaking of the marriage, once the bride has been

handed to the bridegroom, are, however, treated as divorce. In many cases divorce is, undoubtedly,

the nearest English equivalent, but there are certain cases where this is doubtful. The bride may be
returned to her people and the lobola reclaimed on account of her sterility or she may return and the
bridewealth be repaid on account of the husband’s impotence. Whitfield, after recording cases of the
latter variety, says ; ‘'It is thought that the correct form of procedure in the above quoted cases

would have been to have asked the court to declare the alleged marriages null and Aoid on the
ground of the incompetency of the man to contract a marriage.”® The case of the barren woman

would appear to be the same in native thought. In either case a substitute to take the defaulting

partner's place maybe supplied by his or her family. This practice only confirms the view that the
marriage is net complete, not established, until the birth of a child.

Whether this can be said to form in native law' a separate category, analogous to our annulment,
or whether it is to be considered merely as a particular form of breach of promise is difficult to

determine. Among the Bechuana it w'ould appear to be the latter :
“ circumstances may arise when

the family (of the husband) may still, before the cattle have been paid, have the choice ... of
“ not keeping the contract at all, when the other party has failed to fulfil the whole or any great
“ part of the contract made. Thus if a woman remains childless, bogadi need not be paid.*’

Likewise if she die childless and in certain other cases referring to childless W'ives.*^ On the other hand,
of the Baganda w'e learn :

'' When a husband lost hope of having children, and the woman w'as

pronounced to be sterile, she lost favour with him; and though he seldom put her entirely aw'av,

yet, where there was a second wife, the latter came to the front. So the marriage mav still

subsist in some sort. This would suggest that wiiere it is broken it is a matter of annulment. This
question, however, cannot be settled without much more careful observation of hoW' the natives
themselves view' these cases and behave in regard to them.®

Xor is it only in relation to bridewealth, with its legal and economic complexities, that we find

evidence of the incompleteness of marriage without children. There are many other features of

Bantu culture which point in the same direction. Often the young couple have no household of their

own till after the birth of the first ciiild. Till this happy event, the wife lives with her husband's
mother and cnly after it receives a hut of her own."^ Even the locality of the marriage is, sometimes,
affected by the birth. Of the BaVenda W'e are told : The young couple, however, live at the home of

the woman’s parents, in quite a number of cases, till the first child has been born, when they set

/ up house for them.selves near the home of the man's parents.’ ®

“ Whitfield :
‘ South African Native Law,’ p. 211.

3 Op, cit.y p. 128.

4 Ibid., p. 257.

® Koscoe :
‘ The Baganda,’ p. 40,

® Among the Akamba, al«o, barrenness does not
seem to be a reason for dissolving the marriage though
impotence on the part of the husband is so. CJ.
Lmdbloin :

‘ The Akamba,' p. 83.

^ Stayt :
' The BaVenda,’ p. 143. Jimod ;

‘ Life of
‘ a South African Tribe,' Voi. I, p. 120. 1S5. tells us
that among the Thonga, the wife lives tvith her rnother-
m-law for the first year till she has cultivated a field

for herself. This would be tantamomit to the same
thing as normally a woman expects to conceive within
the first three months of married life.

^ Whitfield : op ai., p. 211.
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It is generally recognized that marriage universally entails a change of social status for both man
and woman. Among primitive peoples this change is more dramatic and far-reaching than with us.

Yet here again we find that the birth of the first child is an essential feature. The Wafungwe in

X. Rhodesia have “ four definite ranks : in the first are the children
;
the second is composed of the

striplings and the young married men :
“ the young men wlio have had children, and who are qualified,

therefore, to sit in the village council " form the third. ^ Again, in X. Rhodesia :
“ A young man

who has not had a child is, among certain tribes, not supposed to be able to ^ speak his case,’

hence in many of the cases which come to the bo7na the elder brother will always speak first,

" although it is not his own case."^® Women are also affected: Women, until they have borne

children, are still coiLsidered in some tribes as children themselves.

Xot only their legal status but also the Mhole behaviour of both husband and wife is affected

in this way. Among the BaVenda, who place enormous stress on etiquette, “ A bride must always

crawl in the yard of her husband s home, and kneel before she enters the door of the hut, as well

as doing losha before everything she touches
;
she continues to behave in this way until after the

birth of her first child.

The custom of teknonymy, so common among the Bantu, might also be mentioned in this con-

nection, for the names of husband and wife are sometimes dropped even before a child is born, and
they are renamed in reference to the prospective child. The change of name goes with a change of

status, but it is noteworthy that the stress is on parenthood rather than marriage.

The avoidance customs between parent-in-law and child-in-law' are also relevant here, for they

likewise do not escape the all -pervading influence of the birth of the first child. The strictness of the

rules is almost ever\"U'here considerably relieved when a grandcliild has been presented to the

parents-in-law.^^ It is as though there were an un'wdilingness to accept the relationship set up by
marriage until its aim has been fulfilled.

Xot all these customs, of course, are to be found among all tribes or in the same form in different

tribes. Their character is, however, sufficiently similar and their distribution sufficiently widespread

to give strong grounds for the thesis here put forward, that in Bantu culture the birth of a child is

an essential feature of marriage, so that the marriage is not complete or established until the first

child is born.^^

If this contention be correct, it supplies further evidence in favour of the modern sociological

view, so close to, yet not identical with the older Christian doctrine, that marriage is primarily

concerned w ith procreation rather than with the regulation of sexual relations
;

and that other

features of wedlock, such as companionship and economic co-operation, however large they may
loom, are really incidental. Further, it definitely supports the claim maintained by the Functional

School that marriage is functionally associated with the individual family, that it is in fact a part

of the institution of the family.

Certain practical consequences would also follow from the acceptance of the view here submitted.

The South African Xative Courts already tend to recognise impotence on the part of the husband
as ground for annulment, but they adopt the European view that consummation of marriage consists

in coitus instead of in conception and childbirth, as w^ould appear to be the Bantu notion. Whether
the adoption of the native theory is desirable or practicable is, perhaps, a debatable point, but it

should at least be carefully considered. To deal with marriage apart from the family is unscientific

and may well be disastrous to the future development of Bantu culture. The modern Western
tendency to dissociate the two is certainly one of the factors invoU'ed in the economic and social

difficulties at present rife in Europe and America. T. J. A. YATES.

® Gouldsbury & Sheane :

X. Khodesia,’ p. 258-9.

10 Ibid,, p. 259.

11 Ibid,, p. 259.

1- Stajd : op, cit„ p. 158.

‘ The Great Plateau of i^ Kidd :
‘ Tlie Essential Kafir,’ p. 202.

11 Gouldsbury & Sheane : op. cit., p. 259. Casalis :

‘ The Basutos,’ p. 201.
1® For a similar view of marriage among other peoples,

r/. Driberg’s article :
' Inheritance Fees,’ in Majs”, 1929,

61,
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Nigeria. Meek.

Pot-Burial in Nigeria. By C. K. Meek,

4 Cfl The following notes, collected by various Administrative Officers in the Northern Provinces

I UU of Nigeria may be of interest to your readers.

Pot-burial occurs most noticeably among the Kamberi, Achifawa, Kamuku, Makangara and

Ngwoi—tribes situated in the Niger and Sokoto Provinces, all speaking languages of the so-called

Semi-Bantu type. It also occurs among certain communities of the Dikwa Emirate (Mandated

territory)

.

Among the Achifawa, Makangara, Kamuku and Ngwoi pot-burial is accorded to all members

of the community except those "who have died of leprosy or small-pox. The pot, which has a hole

pierced in the bottom to allow the fluid of decomposition to have an outlet, is buried in the ground

so that the mouth appears just above the surface. The body, girt in the leather loin-covering usually

worn, and with the eyes and mouth covered with a cloth, is placed in the pot in a sitting position.

Clothes and cowries are deposited in the pot and cowries are sometimes tied round the neck of the

corpse. The mouth of the pot containing the body is covered with a smaller pot, in which a small hole

is pierced, presumably with the intention of allowing a mode of egress for the dead man’s soul.

In order to keep this hole open a stick is inserted while the loose earth is being heaped on top. Among
the Achifawa the pot may be used after 5 or 6 years to receive the body of another member of the

family, the remains of the first occupant, with the exception of the skull, being removed and buried

in the ground at the side of the pot. The skull is placed between the knees and chin of the second

corpse. The Kamuku do not use the same pot-grave again except at the village of Ukuru where the

chief is buried in the same pot as his predecessor, whose remains are removed and buried below' the

pot. Among the Kamberi of Arigida pot-burial is confined to the families of blacksmiths and iron

smelters. Wives of blacksmiths are not, how'ever, accorded this form of burial unless they have

borne children. The body is placed in the pot in a contracted position. The hands are at first tied

together clasped above the knees, but are freed when the body has assumed the required position.

The containing pot is covered by another not so deep but of the same circumference, so that the edges,,

which are plastered together with mud, coincide. Among the Kamberi of Kontagora, similarly,

blacksmiths are buried in pots, W'hich may be used again after tw'o years, the bones of the former

occupant being left inside at the edge. Among the Kamberi of Ibeto and Salka, chiefs are buried

in pots. At Salka, tw'o or three months after the burial of a chief, a wooden image is made and decked

in a cap and three cloths. The people are summoned and make lamentation and address the image

as though it were the chief. It is buried ceremoniallv beside the pot containing the body of the chief.

It is possible that this ceremony is an indication that formerly the dead were first, as among the

Igbira, etc., preserved by a process of mummification w'hich extended over several months.

Burial pots containing human bones have been found at Kaza in the Dikwa Emirate. Pot-burial

is still practised at Beele, Hambagda, Hugudum and Zufa—all situated in the Dalladiba Hills to

the south of the Dikwa Emirate, At Beele the rich only are buried in this fashion. The body, clothed

in a loin-cloth, is placed in a large W'ater pot in a knee-to-chin position, the mouth of the pot being

closed by a smaller pot. The grave is shaped like a well and is three feet deep. At this depth a side

chamber is constructed to take the pot, which is laid on its side and pushed into the chamber in such

a way that the deceased, if a man, has his faced turned to the East. At Hambagda and Hugudum
also pot-burial is only accorded to persons of importance. A hole is pierced in the covering pot.

There is no special niche constructed as at Beele, the pots being simply set in the ground at a depth
of three feet. At Zufa pot- burial is general for all. The pot is closed mth a new' calabash and then
with a smaller pot. The grave has a niche to take the pot and is five feet deep. At Busa hunchbacks
were buried in pots deposited in trees and among the Kahugu babies are buried in pots, a custom
also follow'ed by the Thonga of South Africa, w ho use a broken pot, the opening being half covered w'ith

a layer of ashes in such a way as to permit an air passage into the pot. Children were apparently
buried in jars among the Phoenicians, and the Hittites seem also to have buried their dead in jars

—after a partial cremation. A form of pot-burial was practised in Babylonia. C. K. MEEK.
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Western Tibet.

Notes on Childbirth in Manchat'(Western Tibet).

Asboe*

By Walter Ashoe,

Certain taboos exist in Manchat in respect to women during their period of menstruation, I C I

and also for expectant mothers. During menstruation a woman is not allowed to approach I U I

the family hearth, but must eat her food, and perform her household duties at a reasonable distance

from the fireplace. She may not wash or handle the kitchen utensils during this period, for she is

regarded as ceremonially unclean ; and any infraction of the taboo imposed upon her is thought to

be a direct affront to the god of the family hearth.

No restrictions, however, in the way of performing the ordinary domestic duties are laid upon

the pregnant woman except that she must be on her guard against the influence of the 'Evil Eye.'

She will therefore retire discreetly on the approach of a stranger. A woman may not on any account

bear her child in the vicinity of the household temple, or where there are any images of the gods.

An apartment in the rear of the house is therefore reserved for this purpose, and failing this, she must

retire to an outhouse or shed.

To cite a personal experience, I was once called to a case of difficult labour, and I found the

patient lying in a dark room quite by herself. On urging the occupants of the house to remove the

expectant mother to another room where one could at least enjoy the advantage of light and air,

they replied that they could not comply with my request, as, by so doing, they would incur the

displeasure of their household gods. Further, it is taboo for the daughter of the house to give birth

to her child in her own home, so that what frequently happens is that she must find refuge in the shelter

of the cowshed.

At a confinement, any cooked food which happens to be in the house is taboo, and must be thrown

away, or given to the cattle. Following the birth of a child, the mother is oblicred to emerge from the

house, accompanied by one or two women, and proceed to the nearest spring. On arrival there,

a screen of blankets is erected, behind w^hich she must perform her ablutions. After the birth of

the first child, the mother has to wash herself three times, whilst the husband must also purify himself

by bathing. By way of propitiating the evil spirits, the mother scatters grain or food hither and thither

as she proceeds to the village spring to cleanse herself.

It is also customary to stick an iron trident and an axe into the ground when the ablutions have

been performed. In the meantime the placenta is buried in the earth, the hole being dug with the

knife which was used for cutting the cord, and the handle of the knife is buried also. During the

woman's absence, the floors of the house are freshly mudwashed, and all utensils thoroughly scoured.

Should another house lie contiguous to the one in which a confinement occurs, the occupants behave

as if the birth had actually taken place in it. On the completion of the ceremonial purification, the

mother is covered in a large blanket with two slits in it for the eves, and returns to her home.

WALTER ASBOE.

Africa : West.

Tridents and Trlliths in West Africa.

Rodd.

By Francis BodtL

My friend IVIr. Palmer raises one or two very interesting points in his note (Man, 1932, 47) ICQ
on “ Trident Sceptres in W. Africa.” I agree that we must probabl}’ look for a pre-Moslem and, I Uu
perhaps, definitely non-Semitic origin for the trident or tri-form ornament in northern equatorial Africa.

I also agree that the tri-form ornament is traditional among the Tuareg though its occurrence is

principally cruciform. There are a number of examples of cruciform ornament referred to in my book

(The People of the Veil, chap, ix) wherein the Tuareg bridle stick is also referred to.

On these sticks are slung the bridles and ropes when a camel is unsaddled. They
" are planted outside a man's tent and sometimes indicate his high position or

prosperity.” The only two examples I saw had a cruciform top, but I heard of a

trident topped stick which was described as being somewhat like this :

—

The triliths Mr. Palmer refers to exist in Air but are not very common in the form of two pillars

with a stone on top. The ordinary form consists of three pillars set upright on the plan of an
equilateral triangle, with the apex directed towards Mecca, and purporting to be Moslem places of
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prayer. On the other hand, the usual form of places of prayer is a rough semi-circle of small stones

on the ground, directed east. I know of one large rectangular formal enclosure with two upright
pillar stones in the eastern face. The horizontal slab stone might well have been one of many suitable

pieces lying around. I am indebted to Colonel Meinertzhagen for his permission to reproduce his

photograph of trihths from the Tuareg country farther north, Aliaggar.

I am very grateful for the reference to an association between the trilith and the ceremonies
associated with the taking of the veil by Tuareg youths. I should be grateful for any information
which readers of Max may have, likely to throw light on the obscure origin and practice of the Veil.

My further inquiries in Air have prcduced some additional evidence of ceremonial usage in this

connection, but I have in all collected dismally little up to now.
Incidentally the Tuareg \>ii in Tamashek (the Tuareg language) is called Tagilmus, not Temeder.

The lower part of the \dl which covers the mouth is called Imawal, as contrasted with the Temeder

^

wliich is the part covering the brow and forming the hood over the eyes.

GROI'P OF TRILITHS FROM .\HACIGAR.

Midden or Medan is used as the plural of elis, it is true, but with a slight change of meaning.
Elis seems to be the exact equivalent of the Latin vir, whereas the plural becomes the equivalent of

people.'’ Thus, Enta eJis = "
he is a man ” (vir), but mane ket midden = ** how many people ?

”

FRANCIS RODD.

Technology ; Coup-de-poing. Tebbutt & Burkitt.A recent find of a Flint Implement in Huntingdonshire showing certain peculiar features Bii C F
Tebbutt awl M. C. Burkitt.

4 CO This implement was found near St. Xeots, Huntingdonshire, in a grav-el pit situated behind
I UU the South Lodge of Paxton Park, and quite close to the River Ouse (6-inch Ordnance Map, 1902
Edition, Huntingdonshire sheet XXV, X.E.). Near it was a fine tusk of Elephas primivenius,
5 feet long, and teeth of Rhinocerus tichorhinus, and Equus caballus.

”

[
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At about 10 feet from the surface the gravel rests on blue clay, and it was here, just above the

clay, that the mammalian remains, numerous flint flakes, and this implement were found. Previous

finds in this pit were described in the ' Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society of East Anglia,' Vol. V,

Part 2, together with a note on the geology of the gravels by Professor J. E, Marr, Sc.D., F.R.S.

The implement will be preserved in the Museum of Archjeology and Ethnology, and the mammalian
remains in the Sedg%\dck Museum, Cambridge.—C.E.T.

The stone implement found by Mr. Tebbutt and figured below is of considerable interest. It is

made from dark flint and is patinated white at only a few places. It is thin relative to its size, and
the edges are very regular and straight. The narrow end, though obviously broken, shows a certain

amount of working on the fracture of ancient date. The butt end is regular, convex and fairly sharp

;

indeed the implement enters into the category of those celt-like coups-de-poing, very late Acheulean,

or more probably Mousterian in date, which have been found occasionally in this part of the country.

They also are found on the continent, and I possess a fine example from the south of Belgium.

A special feature of this newly-found implement is the protuberance marked A in the illustration.

This has been carefully worked to form a sort of rough, coarse awl with which holes in skins could be
made. I ])elieve this is not at all a common feature, and I have not seen another exactly similar

example. As is so often the case, one side of the tool (the one ending in the awl-like protuberance)

is much sharper than the other, which indeed is fairly blunt. But this, of course, is also very often

true of earlier, pear-shaped and oval coups-de-poing.—M.C.B.

ROYAL ANTHROPOLOGICAL INSTITUTE: PROCEEDINGS.
Ordinary Meetings of the Institute.

The Pre-history of Kharga Oasis. Communication presented by Miss 0. Caton-Thompson, 10 May,
1932.

The substance of this communication appears as Max, 1932, loS above.
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Tribal Intermixture in Northern Nyasaland. Summary of a Communication presented by the Bev.

T. Cullen Young : 24 May, 1932. ’

J A r The region is of interest as inhabited by an early people, matrilineal, settled over a wide area

I Du in family clans and without any centralized chieftainship or tribal aggregation. There has been

intrusion (a) of a * trader ’ type of unknown, but probably western origin, although with acquired

coast experience, a society of patrilineal t\q)e though without full lobola. This occurred about 1780

and was a peaceful penetration
: (6) of a ‘ warrior ’ t\q)e from South Africa, of mixed origins, but

under ‘ Zulu ‘ leadership, patrilineal and with full lobola and having a centralized chieftainship and

military organization. This occurred about 1855 and was a predatory, but incorporative, invasion:

(c) by Arab and bastard Arab, ivory dealer and incidentally slaver. This was non-permanent and

is dated about 1870.

The group distribution in pre-intrusion times was obtained from first-hand eye-witness evidence

of pre-intrusion conditions and customs. From south to north these groups were :

—

(a) Chewa-Chipeta Section.—This was allied to aXyanja and is still largely uninfluenced by

Xgoni culture. Marriage is by ‘ symbol-transfer ' only. There are no age-grades, nor is there any

initiation school. This is the northern limit of the * chinyawo ’ dance
;

in speech it is closely allied

to aXyanja.

(b) Tumbuha-Tonga Sections.—Of these the former are ironworkers on uplands, the latter

fishers on the lake shore. Originally their marriage custom resembled that of the Chewa-Chipeta,

now it has been strongly influenced by intruders. The staple food crops differ and speech is only

distantly related to chiXyanja.

(c) Phoka and other scattered hill communities.—They are ironworkers, but have a special

agricultural technique. Their language is of Tumbuka stock, though not identical with it. They
have been, as yet, little investigated.

(d) There is evidence of early bushmen, with traditional ‘ digger ’ occupation in one area, where

traces are still visible. A ' carved ' rock with symbols said to be not unlike ( ?) recorded specimens

from south-west Arabia is reported from the south-west border of this area.

The effect of intrusion of the warrior type into the Tumbuka group has been the acceptance of

full lobola and freedom of the husband. The Tonga are attempting to combine large value transfers

with the supremacy of the mother-group.

HUMAN BIOLOGY.

Discussion of Human Blood Groups. Opened by
Professor J. B. Haldane : 22 April, 1932.

The evidence for the existence of genes in

man was limited to certain rather rare pathological
conditions and to blood gi*oups. The visible expres-
sion of a gene varied with circumstances

;
the

gene was, as it were, a photographic plate that
needed developing. If, therefore, an anthropological
character was to yield results capable of genetieal
analysis it must be determined by a small number
of genes and must separate the population into
groups which were not particularly rare. It must
not be strongly affected by environment, nor must
it be subj(‘ct to natural or social sek^ction. The
set of characters which determined blood grouping
were the only characters at present known which
satisfied all these conditions.

The inheritance of these charactt'rs was quite
simple; there were only two types of chromosome,
and therefore an individual could have only two
of these genes; in gametic mitosis only one could
pass to the germ cell. The child of an AB parent

[

could receive either A or B ; the child of two O
parents could receive neither ;

the child of an A
could have either two A s or one A and one inactive

gene (R), and the same applied to a child of B.

it was an absolute rule that the child could not

have in its corpuscles anything that was not in

the blood of its parents. If an AB married an O
the children must have either A or B; none of the

children would resemble either father or mother.

If one parent belonged to the AB group, no child

could belong to the O group. Data collected by
Haselhorst and others confirming these laws were

(pioted, and one exception, an AB mother who
had an O child was recorded ; the mother might
have had 3 chromosomes instead of 2 or a mutation

process might have occurred.

The clue to racial origins afforded by blood

groups was largely negative, for their distribution

varied in different races and was affected very
slowly, if at all, by environment. Hungarian gypsies

showed 6 per cent. AB and 39 per cent. B; Hun-
garian Magyars 12 per cent. AB and 19 per cent.

B. Regional distribution maps suggested that a
wave of B had started in Central Asia and thenco
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pread in all directions. B was unknown in

Australia, rare in the Esquimaux and in the
Aboriginals of America ; it was common in the
Ukraine.

In the discussion the following points were raised,

among others : In Holland some correlation had
been suggested between B and dark hair. The
centre of Australia yielded no B, but 60 per cent,

of A ; one speaker thought this indicated the
colonization of Australia by a very small canoe
party. The absence of A and B from most
Esquimaux and Red Indian tribes indicated early
isolation and suggested that B occurred as a
mutation much later than A. Investigations in

Africa pointed to a southward <lrift of the B group,
the Bantu and Senegalese having a high proportion
of B’s. Dr. H. Brewer described two persons tested

[Nos. 163-169

for blocd transfusion who had been classed as O,
and served satisfactorily in that category four or
five times. Some su.spicion arose ;

they were
re-tested and grouped B, in w^hich category they
again gave satisfactory service.

The Chairman, Professor Elliot Smith, F.R.S.,
said that anthropologists did not yet know how
to fit these tentative new facts into existing ideas
of race : it would be rash to try to formulate any
comprehensive interpretation at present.

In reply to questions. Professor Haldane expressed
his preference for the diffusion theory rather than
the idea of a parallel origin. There w’cre no sex
differences. B was not associated with Mongol
characteristics

;
probably there had been a big

outburst of B from Central Asia after China was
more or less settled.

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
CONGRESS OF PREHISTORIANS OF

THE FAR EAST.

The first congress was held at Hanoi during 1 fi7
the last week ofJanuary, 1932. At the Fourth ^
Pacific Science Congress in 1929 it was resolved to hold
the First Congress ofPrehistorians at Hanoi in 1932.

The Congress was organized by the Ecole Francaise

d'Extreme-Orient with the approval and support
of the government of Indo -China. The object of

the Congress was to bring about the close union and
co-operation of those of every nationality who were
engaged in the study of prehistory in the Far
East. It was hoped to institute uniform methods
of investigation and to lay the foundation of a
rational terminology^ the need for which has been
increasingly felt. The delegates who participated
in this important meeting were Dr. P. Rivet,
President of the Congress, Dr. R. O. Winstedt
(Straits Settlements), I. H. X. Evans (Malaya),
Dr. P. V. van Stein Callenfels (Dutch East Indies),

Professor H. Otley Beyer (Philippines), Prince
Rajadabhisek and Luang Boribal Buribhand (Siam),

Professor J. L. Shellshear (Hongkong), M. C.

Haguenauer (Maison franco -japonaise de Tokyo).
Mile. M. Colani, D.Sc. (Indo -China), and M. V.
Goloubew, member of the Ecole Fran9aise d'Ex-
treme-Orient and secretary of the Congress. Of
the munerous communications presented at the
sittings between the 26th and 30th January the
following may be mentioned : a report on the pre-

history of Hongkong by Prof. J. L. Shellshear, on
the prehistoric sites in the Philippines by Prof. H.
Otley Beyer, three papers by Mile. Colani, ' Les
‘ Protoneolithithes,’ ' Different s Aspects de Xeoli-
‘ thique Indochinois ’ and ‘ Divers modes de sepul-

tures neolithiques et protohistorique en Indochine,'
An important communication on ‘ Les Phenomenes
‘ geologiques recents et le Prehistorique Indochinois’
was read by M. J. Fromaget, representing the
Department of Mines of Indo -China. At the public
meetings of the Congress papers were read on the
following subjects :

‘ Les Oceaniens ’ (Dr. P. Rivet),
‘ Le Piehistoire au Japan’ (M. C. Haguenauer),

‘ L’Age du bronze a Java ’ (Dr. P. V.van Stein Callen-
fels) and ' Les tambours metalliques en Indochine ’

(M. V. Goloubew ). At the end of the Congress a
visit was paid to the region of Bacson, to the Xorth
of Hanoi, This included a visit to the prehistoric
cave sites at Minh-Le and Dong-Phuoc under the
guidance of Mile. M. Colani.

At the last sitting of the Congress, it was decided
to hold a Congress every three years. At the same
time it w^as resolved to create an international
journal for the publication of matters of prehistoric
and protohistoric interest in the Far East. The
journal wdll be published at Hanoi and will be
printed by the Ecole Fran^aise d’Extreme-Orient.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION.
Notes and Queries in Anthropology,~At the

meetings of Section H of the British Associa- 168
tion in 1931 a committee was appointed to
report to the Sectional Committee on the question
of re-editing ' Notes and Queries in Anthropology.’
The committee will be glad to receive suggestions
for amendments or additions to the present edition
before making their report to the Sectional Com-
mittee of H (Anthropology) in 1932. Such
suggestions should be sent before Jxtly 30 to the
Secretary of the above Committee at the Royal
Anthropological Institute, 52, Upper Bedford Place,
London, W.C.l.

AWARDS TO FELLOWS.
Institution of Mining and Metallurgy.

The gold medal of the Institution of Mining
j nnand Metallurgy has been awarded to Dr. 109

Thomas A. Rickard, Fellow^ of the Royal
Anthropological Institute, in recognition of his
services in the general advancement of mining
engineering, with special reference to his contribu-
tions to technical and historical literature. Dr.
Rickard's paper on ' The Knowledge and Use of
Iron among the South Sea Islanders ’ (M.vs, 1932,

50), will be printed in full in the next number of the
‘ Journal.^

L
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OBITUARY.
B. L. Austin Kennett. Born \Z February, \^^'2,died

\2 April, m'2,

1 /U Journal of the Institute (LXI, 1931)
contained an article on the Afoshi Dancers

of Kabba Division (Northern Nigeria), written
by Austin Kennett, who died on 12th April in

Northern Nig(‘ria, at the age of 40. He had
already done good work for Anthropology, and
was expected to do much more as opportunity
served. He became a Fellow of the Institute in

1925. From King's School, Canterbury, he came
to Queen's College, Cambridge, where his father,

the late Regius Professor of Hebrew, was a Fellow.
Athletic, enthusiastic, he played a great part in

c:)llege life as an undergraduate. He took the
Oriental Languages Tripos, and thus laid the founda-
tions of his knowledge of Arabic which later stood
him in good stead. In the War he served in the
Dardanelles, in France—being wounded on the
Somme—and in Palestine. He served with the
Camel Corps in the Western Desert of Egypt, and

then entered administrative work. His experience
was \'aried by transfer to Sinai. In 1925 he entered
the African Colonial Service and was posted to
Nigeria. His book ‘ Beduin Justice ’ (Cambridge
University Press, 1926), is vividly written and
contains very valuable information. It is full of
intelligent appreciation of the humanity, the humour,
the faults, the follies, the graces and virtues of his
Arab friends. He devoted himself with the same
vigour and sympathy to studies of Nigerian peoples.
Whatsoever he did, he did with all his might.
Obviously unfit for strenuous work, he returned last

autumn to his post of duty. He was of the stuff that
makes good district administrators. Those who
knew him as a man, mourn a good friend ; those
who have touched his mind, mourn a valuable
colleague and ally in the cause of science ; and
those who knew him in his happy home, know how
heavy is the burden of sorrow laid upon his

wife, son and daughter. Midtis ille bonis flebilis

occidit.

REVIEWS.
America, North.

Contributions to Chipewayan Ethnology. By K.
Birket -Smith. [Report of the Fifth Thule

171 Expedition 1921-24, VoL VI. 3.) 1930,

Pp. 1 13, figs. 38.

Intellectual Culture of the Caribou Indians. By
Knud Rasmussen (VoL VII, 2 and 3). 1930.

Pp. 114 [manyfigures).

These two volumes are a continuation of the
published results of the fifth Thule Expedition to

Arctic Canada. They contain valuable and im-
portant studies of the native peoples in the great
area of woodland and tundra stretching westward
from Hudson Bay. The C‘hipewayan Indians
occupy more or less of the territory extending
from Lake Athabaska eastwards through the boreal
woodlands to Fort Churchill. They originally lived

on the Peace River, further west, but among the
numerous movements of Indian tribes occasioned
by the advent of the white man and by wars with
the Crees and Slaves in the eighteenth century
they moved eastwards to Hudson Bay, with the
Crees on their southern flank. Some remain (many
of them now crossed with whites) in the region of
Lake Athabaska, while the eastern branch, to
which this account is devoted, occupies mainly the
region between the Chmchill River and the northern
border of the forest line, wKich stretches diagonally
from the vicinity of Churchill on Hudson Bay
north-westwards.

In the tundra region to the north of them, and
inland from Hudson Bay, are found the Caribou
Eskimo, on the Kazan River, and the region of
Lake Yathkyed northwards to Baker Lake and
Chesterfield Inlet. These are divided into four
groups by Rasmussen, A study of their culture

[

is thus of great importance, as they lie between the
tj’pical Eskimos with their sea culture on the north
and east, and the Indian tribes south and west.
WTien the Crees obtained firearms they drove the
Chipewayan northward for a time into the tundra,
and savage warfare both with the Cree and the
Eskimo was traditional.

In Vol. V. of this series, Birket -Smith described
the material and social culture of the Caribou
Eskimo, and in the succeeJing volume Rasmussen
describes his journey among them and gives exten-
sive records of their intellectual culture and folk-

lore. Both authors conclude that these Eskimo of
the tundra are primitive, and that the coastal
Eskimo, with a sea culture, were derived from them,
as they either migrated northwards in pursuit of the
caribou or were driven to the coast by the Indians.
Thence they migrated eastward and westward
along the Arctic coas:. producing a neo-Eskimo
culture, according to Steensby’s theory, in the
Behring Straits.

Thus w’e now find, on the one hand, the coast of
Hudson Bay and the Arctic Ocean fringed with
Eskimo who are highly adapted in their culture
to the hunting of marine mammals; on the other,
the Chipewayan Indian having the tj'pical snowshoe
culture characteristic of the boreal woodlands of
Canada, and between them are the Eskimo of the
tundra. Rasmussen found that these Caribou
Eskimo had many cultural survivals in common with
the Greenlanders, and that some of their folk-lore
in substance and form was the same as that of
Greenland. They are therefore looked upon as a
primitive and ancient stock having perhaps even a
Proto-Eskimo culture, associated exclusiv^ely with
rivers and lakes in the interior and depending almost
wholly upon the caribou for food and clothing.
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Birket-Smith points out that the Caribou Eskimo
and the Chipewayan have only been in direct

contact for about two centuries, and he concludes

that the numerous culture elements they have in

common, such as the lance, snare, caribou fences,

skin toboggan, bag of split birds’ feet, leggings,

moccasins, babiche and many others, may be traced

back to the Cree, indicating a common ancient

culture-foundation among Eskimos and Indians.

It is concluded that more tlian half the culture

elements of the Chipewayan are common to the

Caribou Eskimos, while only a quarter are not
to be found among the latter. Both from the

folk-lore and from some of the photographs of

Caribou Eskimos one may gather that an exchange
not only of culture but also of blood occasionally

took place, as is to be expected between two primitive

peoples in contact, even when at war with each
other. The Caribou Eskimo also have some culture

elements not foimd among the Indians.

In support of his views, Rasmussen also lays

much stress on the fact that the religion of the

Caribou Eskimos is different from that of the coast

dwellers, and they have a simple taboo system
in place of the complicated system connected with
the hunting of marine mammals. Yet he admits

that some of their stories; The girl who married

*‘a_ whale," “the song of the seal,’' and many
others, indicate a life by the sea “ at some time in

‘‘the distant past.” Another difficulty with this

theory is that if the inland culture of the Caribou

Eskimo is primitive, then they must have been in

contact with, but independent of, Indian culture

all across America from Alaska and perhaps have
crossed Behring Strait without ever acquiring

a marine culture. The alternative would be that

the Eskimo are derived from Indian ancestry,

but this seems unlikely on account of their different

and in many respects more advanced mentality.

It therefore appears that there is still something

to be said for regaiding the Caribou Eskimo as

intermediates between coastal Eskimo and the

Indians, resulting from contact and intermixture

in the wide area of the Canadian tundra. On this

view they would have lost many of the culture

elements of the coastal Eskimos, as they migrated

inland, and the Eskimo might already have been

adapted to an Arctic coastal culture when they

migrated from Asia. But whatever view^ may be

taken, these two volumes furnish most valuable

material for any further discussion of the subject.

R. RUGGLES-GATES.

Among the Eskimos of Wales, Alaska, 1890-93. By
H.R. Thornton. Editedand runiotatedhyMr^.Thorn’ -

ton catd ir. M. Thornton. Jr. Oxfoid C nh'ersity
|

Press, 19.31. Pp. 234, illustrations ; price ISo?. net.

Mr. H. R. Thornton w^ent to Cape Prmcc of \VaIos, on
Behring Strait, as an American missionary in 1890 and
was killed there by an Eskimo three years later, liavmg
in the meantime paid a visit to his native land to obtain

help for his mission w*ork. Following a biographical

sketch of the author, the bulk of the book is Ins own
account of the life of the Eskimos among whom he lived,

edited and annotated by his wife and brother. Although

its appearance is belated, it will serve as a record of the

conditions there forty years ago. The natives w^ere

already familiar not only wdth fire-arms but also wdth
whisky from the whalers.
The general character of the book may be gathered

from a few of the titles of the numerous short chapters

mto which it is divided : climate, costume, intelligence,

polygamy, childbirth, language, games, dog-sleds,

walrus hunting, etc. Some of the accounts of hunting
wdth the natives are quite thrilling in their realism.

Much can be learned of the habits and customs of the

Eskimos in the westernmost part of Alaska, but the

w^ork is wTitten from the standpoint of an observant
missionary without anthropological knowledge, and some
of the amiotations are very quamt. From the description,

the imderground dwellings built by the natives in the

sandy soil w'ould appear to bear some resemblance to the

igloos of Northern Labrador. That they included a
platform of rough boards, shows how much Eskimo
life had already been affected by contact with the
wdiite man.
The author was one of the prime movers in the

successful experiment of introducing the reindeer from
Eastern Siberia into Alaska, and his colleague, Mr. W. T.

Lopp, originated the “ endless chain ” system by which
an increasmg number of natives have come to be the
owners of small and increasing herds. R. R. G.

The NetsMik Eskimos. By Knud Rasynussen. Report

of the Fifth Thule Expedition, 1921-4. T"o/. 8, j
Nos. 1-2. Copenhagen: 1931. Pp. 542, many 1 /q
plates.

This volume is mainly occupied with the social life,

customs, folk-lore, psychology and religion of the
Netsilik or Seal Eskmios, who occupy the region of
King William Land, the Boothia Peninsula and adjacent
territory on the Arctic coast of Canada, and are reputed
to be the dirtiest of Eskimo tribes. Tlicy are also

one of the most isolated. They numbered 259 in all,

with a large excess of males due to female infanticide.

The last 80 pages are devoted to the results of a six

days’ visit to the Etkuhikjalingmiut, an even more
isolated tribe of miand Eskimos who have quite recently
forsaken the sea and now occupy the Back River area
to the number of 164. They retain a tradition of Captain
Back's visit in 1833 ; and the Netsiliks liave tribal

memories of contact with the Ross and Franklin ex-
peditions, relics of which were also fomid by Rasmussen.

This volume is especially valuable for its intimate and
extensive account of the culture and folk-lore of these
people. The Netsiliks are most expert m huntuig seals

on the winter ice, while the inland Eskimos liav^e triven

up seal huntina: and the use of blubber lamps for heat,
and live entirely on the caribou (some of whicli winter
around Lake Franklin) and by fishing in the lakes and
rivers.

An elaborate system of taboo has been built up by the
Netsilik Eskimos, which appears to be definitely related
to the rigorous and dans^erous conditions m which they
live, not infrequently subject to star\ation and death;
wliile tlieir inland derivatives, hvinc: unden* h'ss daui^er
from farame since tlie introduction of gims. liave largely
dro^iped the system of taboos wluch their ancestors
observed. Tliey also appear more sceptical regarding
the religious ideas entertained by the Netsiliks.

The Netsiliks were preceded by a tribe called Tunrit,
who built houses of stone and turf and wliose dialect
showed certain similarities to tliat of tlie Greenland
Eskimos. Rasmussen made excavations of these houses
on King M'llliam Island, which will no doubt form the
subject of a later volume.

Those anthropologists who are enamoured with
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Rousseau's idea of the noble and peaceful savage should
read pp. 200-5. Rasmussen points out that formerly
each tribe was at war with its neighbours, and massacres
occurred at intervals. In a village where he made
inquiries, every gro^^m man had been concerned m a
homicide. Yet the Eskimos are individually most
cheerful, likeable, and generally amiable people.

R. RUGGLES GATES,

Pacific.
Growing Up in New Guineat a Comparative Study

m of Primitive Education. By Margaret Mead.
London {Roiitledge), 1931. Pp. xi -f 285. 12^.
6d. net.

Miss Mead has followed up her Samoan study
with a visit of some six months’ duration to the island
villages of Manus in the Admiralty Islands north of Xew
Guinea. In Samoa she was mainly interested m, and
confined her account exclusively to, the '' problem of
“adolescence,” the problem of whether the disturbances
that \'ex the individual at puberty are physiologically or
socially caused. In Manus she devoted most of her time
to an allied problem, how in effect a child is made first

to accept, then to conform to, and eventually to hand on
the culture of his society.

On the basis of these two studies Miss Mead has been
hailed by some critics in America as one of the leading
anthropologists of the day. English students on the
contrary will be strongly inclined to query whether she
is an anthropologist at all. In itself residence for a
period of time among a native community does not make
a person an anthropologist, as certain travellers and
most publishers seem to think. The criterion of whether
work among natives is anthropology or something else

lies in the sort of phenomena investigated there and the
.sort of generalizations attempted in any published
account of the work.

Miss Mead went to Manus, but while there was not
apparently interested in any of the problems with which
anthropologists (both in England and in America) are
normally concerned. Her whole interest lay not in
seeing what the culture was, but what effect living in a
certain group liad on an individual of that group. The
result is that such glimpses as we get of the structure of
Manus society are only obtained incidentally in somewhat
the same way as we may obtain an idea of the houses
used by a tribe from a medical report on the causes of
pneumonia among that tribe. This inadequacy of her
book—an inadequacy, it must be emphasized, only to
the anthropologist, not to the social psychologist and
still less to the general reader—is recognized by Miss Mead
and she promises a detailed structural account of the
culture to be published shortly by her husband,
Mr. Fortune, who was with her in the field. Xo such
book has yet appeared, nor is it announced by any
of the publishers. Can it be that the period of six months
spent by Mr. Fortune and Miss Mead in Manus, while
long enough to enable the latter to produce the study
of Manus education under review, was insufficient to
allow the more careful and judicial Mr. Fortune, trained
in English methods of scientific research, to give an
authoritative account of the culture ?

Miss Mead’s book falls into three separate parts,
Chapters I to XII which describe the relevant incidents
in the daily lives of the people, Chapters XIII and XIV
which apply the generalizations based on Manus material
to Anglo-Saxon cultures and thus aim at justifying the
sub-title, and a number of appendices. The descriptive
ciiapters are both interesting and valuable, but suffer
from ov’er-smiplification and unjustifiable dogmatism.
Xevertheless anthropologists in general and Melanesian
specialists in particular will find much of importance
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here. The peculiar family life of these people whereby
the father becomes the tender, loving pla\Tnate of the
child, the mother the forbidding tyrant, has"been strongly
queried by some critics on the grounds of its inherent
improbability. To this reviewer at least Miss Mead’s
account seems quite a likely possibility in a society
with the unusual values of Manus. Such critics overlook
the fact that a similar tendency though certainly not so
pronounced is observable in other parts of the world,
and assume moreover a necessary incompatibility
between the two concepts of maleness and motherhood.
One has only to remember that the mother's brother is

regarded as a male mother in so many societies, and such
an assumption becomes quite unwarrantable.
The second section of the book is of no value to

anthropology and one imagines of very little value to
any other of the social sciences. The use of Mr. J. B.
Priestley’s novel Angel Pavement as an account of English
inter-family conflict with which to compare her own
account of such conflict in Manus is not without its

significance, while the naiv'ete with which she assumes
the identity of English and United States communal
values is remarkable, to say the least.

It Ls wlien we arrive at the appendices that we feel
Miss Mead is really dealing with important matters.
The relation between psychology and sociology is at
present one of the problems most urgently calling if not
for solution, at least for a uniformity in treatment by
field workem. Malinowski would draw no dividing line
at all either in theory or in practice, Radcliffe-Brown
would have the fieldworker, while using introspective
psychology to arrive at his conclusions, frfune those
conclusions in strictly sociological generalizations from
which all questions of individual motivation would be
excluded. Miss Mead’s solution is to send the worker
into the field with an anthropological Notes arid Queries
in one hand and a psychological Notes and Queries in
the other and ask him eventually to produce a sociological
account from the one, and from the other a list of
answers to be handed over to the theoretical psychologist
to use as he thinks fit. Quite apart from the question of
whether the average anthropologist can ask the questions
as intelligently and efficiently as the psychologist could
if he went out himself, and assuming that the psycholo-
gical Notes and Queries would represent a real consensus
of psychological opinion, one must still wonder if Miss
Mead’s solution is the ideal one. If the presence of a
psychological Notes and Queries in the anthropologist’s
baggage is always going to result in so little time being
devoted to cultural investigation as Miss Mead devoted
to it and in so little cultural information being given
to science as Miss Mead gives, then it is very far from
being ideal. But whatever may be the eventual solution
the fact remams that few fieldworkers ever give any
psychological information about their people and few
psychologists ev^er go into the field. Such being the case
the value of Miss Mead’s work is difficult to over-
emphasize. Such disappointments as it contains are
disappointments only to the anthropologist who is

sorry to see such ability and opportunities being devoted
to questions in which he is not professionally interested.
Their importance he does not deny for a moment.
In the new field of social investigation which for want of
a better term we must call comparativ e social psychology
Miss Mead’s w^ork is that of a pioneer. Xobody before
her has done quite the same sort of thing and probably
we shall hav^e to w^ait a long time before anybody after
her will do it nearly as well. The effect of this new
branch of social investigation upon the older branches,
more especially upon the methodological side of
anthropology, will be awaited with interest.

C. W. M. HART.
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Headhunters, Black, White, and Brown.
By Alfred C. Haddon, Sc.D.y F.R.S. Abridged

j — —
Edition. Pp. 244, (H in. x 4 in. 1932. l.s\ net.

| y J
The original edition of this book was published

in 1901. The present abridged edition is Xo. 26 in
* The Thinker's Library.' The material for the book
was collected during Dr. Haddon' s leadership of the
" Cambridge Anthropological Expedition ' to Torres
Straits, Xew Guinea, and Dutch Borneo, in 1898. The
sections dealing with Torres Straits and Borneo are of
much the same length; the one dealing with Xew
Guinea (Papua) is short. The Borneo section describes
Dr. Haddon’s own personal experiences on an expedition
up the rivers of the island

;
other members of the expedi-

tion, and their work, figure in the account of Torres
Straits.

In the main, the book contains anthropological notes
rather than detailed studies of the various peoples
concerned. The narrative is of a chatty nature and is

pleasantly written ; much of it would appear to be an
amplification of the writer's diary. Throughout the
whole book there is a kindly and sjunpathetic spirit

shown to the native people whose culture and customs
are described. The cudgels are taken up on their behalf
to defend them against accusations of laziness and
ingratitude, or of mere superstition. Their sacred cere-

monies and religious practices are sympathetically
considered, as being a means of awakeniag religious

sentiment, however foolish or grotesque they may seem
to an outsider. The dangers attending the ' commercial
^ development ' of a country by European exploitation are
clearly set forth, and a plea is entered for the admmis-
trat ion of a country for the benefit of its native inhabi-
tants, rather than as a means of enriching those who
want to ' open it up.’ The latter policy ' does not
* necessarily mean the welfare of the original inhabi-
’ tants; too often it spells their ruin or extermination.'
Dr. Haddon remarks of Xew Guinea that '"the women are

extremely modest and virtuous ; another of the many
examples that the amount of clothing worn bears no

" relation whatever to modestjq though prudery is

usually developed in direct proportion to dress.’*

Of the nomadic indigenous Punans of Borneo w'e

read that they are " very wild savages, not head-hunters,
* do not keep sla\'es, are generous to one another, are

moderately truthful, and probably never do an
" injury by making a false statement- They are a

bright, cheerful people, who are very fond of their

children anrl kind to the women. ' These Punans are
' food-gatherers,' living on what they can find in the
jungle, and are not cultivators of the soil. They are thus
as near to a ' primitive people ' as can be found anywhere
in the world, and the account of their mildness and
gentleness goes a long way to disprov'e the theory that
‘ primitive ’ man was a fighter and a belligerent person.
The native children are described as “ happy, contented

little mortals, very rarely squabbling among them-
selves, and still more seldom troubled by their elders.”

This looks as if it is civilization that produces quarrelling
among children !

Dr. Haddon's statement that the Papuan craftsman
prefers a stone adze when working on a canoe, lest the
sharper iron blade inadvertently cut througli the thin
side of the hull, throws light on the fact that craftsmen
in Melanesia when workmg with an iron plane-blade
fastened to a handle, and used as an adze, never see to it

that the blade is sharp. The ' white ' head-hunters of
the title of tlie book, though not mentioned by name,
seem to have been the members of the expedition
themselves who were collecting skulls for anthropological
purposes. Dr, Haddon's scrupulous respect for nativ^e

ideas and religious customs prevented at times his

getting the skull or the object of veneration which he
was after. One has lieanl of cases wliere a very different

practice was followed or advocated !

WALTER IVEXS

Uber die Semitischen und nicht-lndischen Grund-
lagen der Malaiisch-Polynesischen Kultur. .

Buck II. Das Verhfiltnis der Austronesischen zu 1 #ll

den Semitischen Spracheyi. Von Engelbertus E. IT.

Gs. Schroder. Medan : Kohler (Jh Co., 1928. Ilf X 9

-pp. 122.

Linguistic scholars, conscious of their own difficulties

and shortcomings, should be sympathetic with one
another, and, when they are compelled to differ, should
feel some reluctance in doing so. That is my own
attitude towards any efforts in this field of action, and
if in the case at present under consideration I appear
as an inverted Balaam, I regret it. But, frankly, I do
not think the above-mentioned work can be commended
to students. It is full of miscellaneous learning, but it

seems to me to be entirely misconceived. The author’s
thesis, so far as I miderstand it, appears to be that at

some early period the Malayo-Polynesian languages
fell under Semitic influences which profoundly modified
them, not merely importing new names for things,

but even pronouns and such formative elements as
prefixes and suffixes.

That is in itself highly improbable, but the evidence
by which he seeks to support this re\'olutionary tlieory

may be illustrated by the following examples. The
prefix pi is supposed to represent a Semitic haseb
(conjecturaily changed by metathesis to hapes); the
pronoun of the 2nd person plural kamii is identical with
the Arabic 'dn-fuyn, Ethiopic dn-temii {on the assumption
of a hj-pothetical primitive form ’’dn-kernu) \ lada~ dddl\

Jdkd = kaJdry and so on. I am sorry, but it really will

not do. C. O. BLAGDEX.

Africa, Meek.
A Sudanese Kingdom. By C. K. Meek. London :

1931. Pp. ix -r 548; 2 maps and many illustra- , __
tions. 255. Ilf
In this very thorough study of certain sections of

“ the Jukun peoples and peoples under Jukun influence,''

Mr. Meek, after some preliminary remarks concerning
history and traditions, deals with the organization of
the commimity; beliefs and customs connected with
death and re-iiicarnation ; witchcraft and medicines;
and the social, economic and a'Sthetic life of the people.
In particular he draws many interesting parallels
between the religious conceptions of the Jukuiis and
those of the ancient Egyptians.
The Jukun kingdom of Wukari described is a notable

example of the type of state which was characteristic
of the Western Sudan befoi-e the advent of Muhammadan
religion and culture, its government being of the same
pattern as Bornu and Songhai m ancient times, and
Benin, Oyo {Southern Xigeria), and Baganda (Uganda)
of to-day. The similarity between the theocratic form
of government existing in the latter region ami among
the Jukun is particularly striking, extending even to
“the common use of a large number of official titles”
{p. 347); and the conclusion seems indicated that this
is due to some hi.storieal connection.
The rehgio -political cult of the Divine King among

the Jukiuis is dealt with in considerable detail. We
are shoTvm how the King occupies at the present day
a position analogous to that of the Pharaohs of Egypt,
who were regarded as incarnations of Osiris, "and
worshipped as gods of the sun. moon and crops. But
wo should like to know more about the Xigerian equi-
valents of the allied cult of Isis (or Astarte), which, it
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seems probable—judging by Kwotto, Hausa and
Ashanti parallels— centred annually around such cere-

monies as “ The Feast of tlie Booths (pp. 144 et seq.),

insignificant though the characteristics of this feast

might appear from the version described.

Dealing with “ multiple -soul beliefs, the author
remarks that ''the precise relationship of the bwi to
" the dlndi is not clear ” (p. 205). This appears from
the account. Thus the hid, or kofi (p. 205), is referred

to on p. 418 as a “powerful soul-substance," but on
p. 204 as an “avenging spirit ” or “pursuing ghost."
Again, in the accounts of head-hunting and animal
propitiation rites {pp. 204, 205, 418) nothmg is said

about the placating of the victim's dindi (as distinct

from the bivl), although on p. 208 it is stated that it is

in fact the dindi^ which “ m the form of ghosts return
“ temporarily to earth to take vengeance on their
“ slayers." No reference is made to the association of

the “ghost" (Jukun= c?i»df) with the “paternal
“ soul ’’ and totem, or that of the bu'i or kofi with the
“ maternal soul " and blood

; which beliefs exist among
the Kwottos or Igbira-speaking Jukuns {cp. the re-

viewer's ' The Red ISlen of Nigeria ’), where they
oxplam features of social organization and animal and
sexual taboos, which (it becomes evident from this book)
are common to both communities.

Considerable attention is devoted to two very in-

teresting funerary customs, known as “ the releasing of

“the mouth-cloth and “the beer of Red Earth."
The author regards the “ original or “ historical

purpose of the rites as similar to that behind certain
Egy^ptian ritual practices ; and thmks, moreover
(p. xii), that certain obscure points in Egyptian belief

may be “ explained " in the light of the Nigerian
evidence. As, liowever, the interpretation of the
Nigerian evidence is only a “ presumption "of “ original
“ intention," “ whatever significance the rites may have
“at the present tmie." (p. 238), it may be permissible
to suggest an alternative interpretation. In one at
least of those ceremonies blue and black cloths are
employed (p. 258), but no explanation of tlieir signifi-

cance is given. In this connection the reviewer has
pointed out {op. ci/.), that blue and black cloths used
m certain Kwotto, Igara and Yoruba fimerary rites

seem to sjunboiize the ” paternal " and “ maternal "

souls respectively, the latter of which are believed to
“ haunt the Red Earth of -nests." {Cp. also

E. Tordav, ‘Dualism in Western Bantu relision,' in

J.R.A.I./1928.)
The book ha.s an important introduction by Mr.

H. R. Palmer, who deals at length with the cpiestion :

“ Who were the Jukuns and where did they come
from? “ There is a decideil difference of opinion

as to the significance of “ Jukmi “ (pp, xxxiii, 15, 10),

to which one would like to add the further suggestion
that it may be a variant of the Gold Coast ethnic or
linguistic term “ Akan " or vice veraa. Both Mr. Palmer
and Mr. Meek are iiic lined to accept the tradition that
the Jukun rulers belong to the same stock as the pagan
“ Zaghawa " rulers of Bornu, whose <lynasty came to
an end about 1100 a.b. on the introductioir of Islam.
But as to the date when Zaghawa may have reached
Nigeria, opinions arc not unanimous, ;^lr. Palmer says
(pp. xvi, xvii) between 500 a.d. and 1000 a.d., but
Mr. P. A. Talbot (in ' Peoples of Southern Nigeria ')

and the Rev. Father J. J. Williams, 8.J. (in ‘ Hebrew-
‘ isms of West Africa ') have suggested that such
foreign mvasions may have readied W'est Africa from
a thousand to several thousand years earlier.

The general conclusion in the Author's Preface that
“ it would seem, nevertlieless, from the cmnulative
“ evidence, that Eg\^pt exercised a very direct general
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“ influence over certain parts of West Africa " is likely,

in the opinion of the present writer, to be regarded as
one of several reasonable working hypotheses, in view
of the fact, brought out by ^Ir. Palmer, of the com-
parative liomogeneity of the culture existing in the area
intervening between Nigeria and the region of the
Upper Nile.

Mr. Meek's book is fully illustrated with excellent
photographs. It is a comprehensive record and should
prove invaluable to British administrative officials as
well as of great general interest to ethnologists,
archaeologists and anthropologists.

J. R. WILSON-HAFFENDEN.

Antropologia e Etnographia delle Genti della
Somalia Vol, 1 Antrometria. Nello Puccioni.
Pp. 384, 10^ X 7^. Maps^ Photographs. Bologna
{Nicola Zanichelli), 1931.

This book, published under the auspices of the Royal
Italian Geographical Society, contains the anthropometric
results of the Stafanini-Paoli (1913) and the Stefanmi-
Puccioni (1924) expeditions to Somaliland. Very
complete measurements were made on over 150 adult
Somalis, and not less complete observations on a small
number of females from the same people and a few other
tribes. The whole of the figures have been worked
up with great care. All the comparative material
available has been collected, and the results have been
reduced to statistical form, including a number of corre-

lations. The seriations are also given, both in their

crude form and as percentages. In addition the indi-

vidual measurements are given. No probable errors

have been calculated, but the standard deviations have
been worked out. The photographs include bust to

just below the nipple-line, full face, and profile of

42 individuals. It will be gathered from this summary
that the book is a mass of material which will be of
great value to all students of African ethnology. As
must perhaps happen in a book of this kind, it is rather
difficult to see the wood for the trees, and it would have
been a great advantage if the author had given us final

tables at the end, giving the means and probable eirors

in aildition to the standard deviations and correlation

coefficients, while he could have improved the existing

entl tables by putting in the number of observations on
which his constants are based. Although the book
has no index, there is a detailed table of contents
to which one can refer. Especial stress mu?'t be laid

on these points because a work of this kind is likely

to be used chiefly as work of reference. What a valuable
work of reference it is likely to prove i& shown by the
fact that 40 observations were taken on each in-

dividual, and that in addition 28 indices are tabulated.
L. H. D. B.

Religion and Folklore.
Faith, Hope and Charity in Primitive Religion.

J Bif P. R. ^Jarett. Oxford : Clarendon Pics.s, 1932.

Perhaps the most serious criticism that can
be brought against Dr. Marett is, that he does not vrite
enough, and so deprives a larger audience than tan
attend his lectures at Oxford of his remarkably original

and stimulating teaching. This book, which is his

recent Gifford Lectures at St. Andrews in printed form,
goes some way towards removing this defect. It displays
his characteristic virtues; keen insight, hiunour. sense
of proportion, sympathy with his subject and especially
with the highest aspects of it. It does not make any
parade of learning, being indeed send -popular in tone";

yet none but a very learned man could have written it.

It expressly disclaims theological value (“ my theological
“ knowledge is nil

"
says the preface); but the reviewer
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questions whether professed theologians might not
learn from it. That all anthropologists shoukl read it

goes without saying.
The book is divided into ten chapters, originally ten

lectures, whereof the first discusses ‘ The Religious
* Complex.' and the remainder treat successively of

hope, fear, lust, cruelty, faith, conscience, curiosity,

admiration, an<l charity. Tn the outset. Dr. Marett
explains that, since savage thought is of poor quality and
savage action, that is, in this context, ritual. “ avails
‘‘ nothing except for the valiant and pure heart ” (p. 11).

the chief concern of the investigation must be with
feeling, and in particular with ‘‘ the moralization of

religion so far as depends on those elements of feeling
“ that are evidently so vital to the process (p. 20).

The succeeding chapteis ha\e then for their main
object an analysis of the various feelings whereof they
treat, with a view to extra<‘ting the value which these

emotions have fur the lower races, and have had in the

past history of the higher ones. On this analysis must
depend the author's answer to the problem whether
religious emotion, particularly at the lower cultural

levels, has had a positive or a negative value. The
<‘oncliision arrivetl at m general is, that the value has

been positive; that religion, psychologically examined,
has justified its existence in the history of the human
race.

To follow the analysis in detail would involve far too

long a discussion: hut a few points of particular interest

may profitably be noticeil here. In the second idiapter,

the" author declares for hope, not fear, as “ the mother-

feeling in religion," anfl secsm such hope a high siu’vival-

value, particulaily for primitive man. “ From the start

‘
. . . man must have been brave with a bravery me lining

towarels bravado " (p. 23 ). Yet fear has playc'd a

prominent, indeetl a salutary part, though, like the other

emotions, it is ambivalent, witness the craven fear

induceel by black magic. Fear leading to eliscipline,

to the observance of tabus which, the writer suggests

(p. 5b) become and may still be in process of becoming
less and less irrational, has its ilistimd social and moral
uses. Later (Chap. VII) again m connection w ith tabus,

there is a penetrating discussion of the origins of humility

and penitence. In treating of lust, the very interesting

suggestion is made that the whole complex of feelings

connected with incest and exogamous regulations ha\ e

their ultimate origin in tlie awe felt by the primitive

equivalent of a family group for the mysterious poweis

of the mother, with consequent respect for her desire

that sexual indulgence and its attendant quarrels should

not take place within the group. On the negative side

of the account, although even here mention is made of

the virtue of self-sacrifice, is to be found the connection

of some forms of religious emotion w ith cruelty (Chap. \ ).

The discussions of faith and curiosity hold the balance

betw^een the conservative and the radical tendencies, so

to call them, which have blended in such varied propor-

tions in determining the direction of endeavour. The
last chapter, dealing with chanty, returns once more
to the part played by women, bpt couples it w^ith the

contribution of thc^ primitive male, as hunter and food-

distributor, to the growth of an unselfish disposition

among mankind. H. J. K.

Folk-Tales of ‘Iraq : set doivn and translated from the

vernacular by E. S. Shveyis, u'lth an introduction
j qh

by Sir Arnold Oxford University Press,
| Qll

1931. 8ro. xxl + 303 pp., 25 plates, los, net.

Traq has hitherto been almost neglected by the

folklorist, although its geographical position, midway
betwixt the Xear and Far East, renders it an important
field for research. The author of this mteresting and

charming volume has done a real service to science in

collecting and editing the forty-eight stories here ^
assembled. She has, indeed, rescued just in time a
harvest of story and tradition that wdll not be accessible

to the next generation, for the cinema, the gramophone
and broadcasting are proving all too powerful sulistitutes

for the story-teller. The modern graft on the ancient
stock IS already evident in the allusions to the aeroplane,
the telegraph, the motor car and the *’ letrik " (electric

light)— all these are clearly modern interpolations into

stories of very ancient origin.

Readers who are versed in comparative folklore wdll

recognize many w’ell-known and widely distributed

themes : the Cyi lops, Bedd-Oelert, Cinderella's Slipper,

Samson the Strong, whose pow'er lay m his hair, the
Forty Thiev’t's. thi^ Wonderful Lainj), and many otheis.

In tlie notes at the end references are made to parallel

in the Thousand and One Kiyhts, and in various published
collections of Persian. Turkish. Armenian and other
stones. Had the autlior explored the stories in Egyptian
Arabic published by Spitta-Bey, Maspeio, Dulac, Carra
de Vaux and others, many further striking and illu-

minating parallels would have been found. The folk-

tales of India, such for instaiK-e. as the charming
collection of Punjab stories published many years ago
by the late Mrs. Flora Annie Steele, again reveal the
extent to which near-Eastern elements have penetratiMl

Indian folklore and vice I'ersa,

There camiot be the slightest doubt that many of

the.se stories are of very ancient origin. It is easy to

detect in them incidents and mannerisms that are

found in the oldest stories we possess—those of Pharaonic
Egypt. The talking animals, the introduction of

proverbs, the imposition of impossible tasks and condi-

tions, are features of this kind. Traq for many centuries

has been traversed by the caravans and military expedi-

tions of the ancient Empires of the East, and a constant
flow of legend and story lias been circulated and
inteiwvoven for countless generations.

For readers imacquainted wdth Arabic and its dialects,

the author has inserted brief but useful notes explaining
technical and local terms, and an interesting series of

photographs.
This Ilook is one of the most valuable contributions

that has been made to the literature of folklore during
the last decade, and it is to be fervently ho])ed that if

this volume does not exhaust all the material collected

bv the author, it will be speedilv follow^ed bv another.

WARREX R." DAWSON.

Marriage Conditions in a Palestinian Village, jm
By Hihna Granqvist. Pp. 200. Jlelsinfors, \^^\. |Q|
[Societas Scientiarum Fennica, Commentationes
Hinnanarum Litterarum III, 8.)

This book is based on three years' research in a Moslem
village near Bethlehem. In the course of her work the
authoress tried to get to know everything she could
about her village, and this is only a part of the material

collected. She has used on the wdiole what may be
described as the statisti<-al method; she tabulates all

the marriages, and the interlocking relationships of the

pe<)ple. She has also studied the economic and social

bearings of the various w’edding customs, but has not
attempted to di,s('uss the physiological aspects or extra-

nuptial sexual life. The Arabic terms for relationships

are given, and a number of Arabic proverbs, etc., and
the system of transliteration adopted is explained. Even
proper names are so transliterated, which sometimes,
with familiar names, gives the book an appearance of
pedantry wLich it does not really possess. As an example
of field work carefully carried out, the thesis, as the
authoress describes it, is really admirable. In addition
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to its purely seientilie value, it should also have con-

siderable administrative importance. Apart from inter-

ference with their religion, people are in nothing more
easily moved than in marriage customs. The adminis-
trator must necessarily come into touch with tlwun,

especially when family Cfuarrels readi the courts, and a

careful statement like the present should do much tt)

help tlie }uu*asse<l administrator when matrimonial
troubles happen, to his confusion and annoyance, to come
within his orbit. L. H. D. B.

Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections, Volume 83
(whole Volume). The Skeletal Remains of

Early Man. By Ahs HnJhcka. July 24, 1930.

Pp. 379. MefL Svo.

In 1914 Dr. Hrdhcka published a treatise on ‘ The
Most Ancient Skeletal Remains of Man '

; this was widely
circulated and a reprmt was issued two years later. Such
a work was bound to become out of date before long
and physical anthropologists will welcome this revised

and greatly enlarged \'ersion of it. The writer has had
unique opportunities of examining the skeletal material
he describes and the sites from which it was obtained.
Apart from anintroductory chapter dealing with questions
of chronology and one at the end in which tlu' relation-

ships of Xeanderthal man are discussed, the whole
volume is coiicerneil \\ith a s\>>tematic description of

the discovery and chara<-ters of all the known remains of

man which do not conform to the existing type. The
Foxhall mandible is the only bone of that type whicli

is considered and it is merelv given as an example of

many such specimens for which a great antiquity has
been claimed without sufficient e\ idence. The others
whi(*h fall in this category are apparently considered
unworthy of notice.

The opinions expres.seil by such an authority as

Dr. Hrdhcka on controverted points in human palfeonto-

iogy are always of interest. He is often content to present
inereR’ a survet' of the conflicting views held by other
writers, but he definitely takes a side in some cases.

It is considered imp ro liable, or at least quite unproven,
that the Pithecanthropus skull-cap and the femur
found nearly -50 ft. away belong to the same individual.

The thickness of the Piltdown cranium is said to be the
only feature which distinguishes it from the modern
type ami this character is an individual or abnormal
rather than a racial one. The skeletal bones found in

the Broken Hill cave are all of modern size and form and
there is only a remote possibility that they belonged to

the Rhodesian skull. The Spy skeleton Xo. 1 is said to

be not female, as has been generally supposed, but more
piobalfly male, and judging by the skull the Xo. 2 was
far in advance of the Xeanderthaloid stage and con-
siderably nearer to modern man. The La Quma adult,

(lalilee and Ehringsdorf specimens, which are also

generally classed as female, are considered here to be
more probably ‘ subaverage ’ males. It is difficult to

accept this rather novel sexing, however, as it will lead
to the conclusion that there is a clear preponderance of

males among the remains of Xeanderthal man which
are moderately well preserved, iind this is unlikely to be
correct. The author considers that the narrowness of
till' La Quina calotte is one of its peculiar characteristics,
but it is most probably due to faulty reconstruction.
At the end of the descriptions of the individual

specimens. Dr. Hrdhcka discusses the X\*anderthaloid
problem and he reaffirms the conclusions he stated in the
Huxley Memorial Lecture for 1927. These suppose that
the modern type of man is directly descended from the
Mousterian one. It is stated, of course, that no con-
clusive demonstration of this theory can be given yet,
and it must be admitted, too, that it is still unorthodox.

[June, 1932.

There are numerous photographs and diagrams, many
of which are new. Measurements taken by the author
on several of the specimens he describes are given, but
there is no adequate indication of the uncertainty with
which many of these can be determined owing to the
defective state of the bones. G. M. M.

The Formenkreis ** Theory and the Progress of the
Organic World. By 0. Kleinsckmidt, translated

by the Bev, F. O. R. Jonrdain. London : [Witherhy)

1931. Pp. 192, 84 X 54 in. Price 10s. 6c?. net.

Xo problem in biology is more difficult or more
controverted than the definition of ‘‘ species,” and
the interpretations of physiologists and systematists.

working in various different territories of Viiological

science, diverge widely, and their opinions are in a
more or less constant state of conflict. The author
in Ills preliminary note tells us that * Formenkreis ’ is

tlie true ‘ Real species ' of the pliilosoplicr Kant, not

the ' Species ’ of Limie, not tlie ' Species ’ of Darwm,
not the ‘ Species ’ of my friend Dr. Hartert and other

" English, German and American zoologists, not the
' Formenkreis ’ of Tschulok. nor tiie ‘ Rassenkreis ’ of

“ Rensch.” There is an element of assertiveness and
dogmatism througliout the book that is disconcerting

to a reader who wishes to hear the evidence first and
to draw eonclusions afterwards. The author apologises

for the use of the word theory ” in the title of the

book, and he says: ‘‘ The word ' theory ’ does not seem
'' to convey in luigland the same degree of imeertainty

as m Germany. I should like particularly to stress

the point that the Formenkreis Theory is no mere
liypothesis, but corresponds every^vhere to nature.

It needs no confirmation. It only requires a more
thorough understanding.”
Thus the reader is ushered into the presence of the

new doctrine with the assumjition that tlie case is

already proven and that he must accept all he is told,

and after a discussion of what the author believes to

be the fallacies of tlie okl theory of evolution” the

doctrine is propoimded. After carefully reading the

}>ook, the re\'iewer confesses that he has a very liazy

notion of what the Formenkreis Theory, reduced to its

simplest terms, really amounts to, or wliether by it

the modern tendency of systematists to run riot with new
species and subspecies will be checked or encouraged.

The affinities that group forms into any given circle
”

Will still remain the subject of controversy as to whether
they are the true criteria or not.

Xevertheless, this book is m many ways stimulating

and suggestive, and the value of tlie text is enhanced
by a large series of very well produced illustrations.

The argiunents are largely based upon the evidence of

ornithology, and the book is presented to us in its

English garb by an ornithologist of the highest reputation

and ability.
M ARREX R. DAWSOK.

Bibliographies.

A Bibliography of Sex Rites and Customs. An
Annotated Record of Books, Articles and lllustra-

m tions in all Languages. By Royer Goodland.
Pp. \\, 752. Londoti : Oeoryc Routhdye d* Bon.s.

Ltd.. 1931. Price., 63^'. net.

The welcome appearance of this volume will be a
relief to all those who feared that the results of Mr. Good-
land’s erudite research would ne\'er see the light. For
in bibliographical studies it fills a gap which has been
increasingly felt by scholars in recent years. Bibli-
ographies of erotic literature are well known; but no
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detailed list of works on phallic worship and kindred
subjects has hitherto appeared.
The main portion of the h(^ok is arranged by authors

where these are known; by the first main word in

periodical publications; and by tlie key word m the
case of anonymous works which are grouped together.

At the end of the volume is a copious index, where,
under a variedy of headings, will be found the names
of the authors who have dealt with the matters under
the diverse entries. From tins index it is clear that the
author has tried stradly to limit his material to those
phallic rites and procreation ceremonies which have
some religious and sa(‘red signifi(*an(*e. Thus there are

but few references to male circumcision whilst incision

and sub-incision do not appear in the index, although
Dr. Basedow's paper on the latter operation is included
in the body of tlie work with reference to the incised

phalli in stone of North Kimberley.
Doubtless, as the author suggests, there is to be found

a certain une\ enness in the work, and errors and lacume
are bouiul to occur. Of the latter the abseiu'C of the
" Bulletin de la Socicte^ <1'Anthropologic de Bruxelles

'

and also of ' Oeschlecht A Gesellschaft ' is surprising,

whilst the (M)ntributions of Tn‘)>itscli to ritual nudity
and of Castagne to phallic rites m Samarkand have

been overlooked. Generally speaking, however, the book
is quite admirable : the fullest details, where available,

are given; and the publishers are to be congratulated

upon undertaking a work wliich. for many years to

come, must be the standard authority upon the

bibliography of the esoteric subjects annotated therein.

K. J. DINGWALL.

Ethnology, Anthropology and Archaeology.
T. F. Mcllwraith. Reprinted from ' The ('ann~

j Qp
di<in Hfstofiral Rcrteic,' ^Icirch, lh.‘12. Pj). 11.

| q||
In December, there appeared an impor-

tant bibliography of the above subjects m * The
Canadian Historical Review.' Professor iNIcHwraith

now contributes items which have appeared since that

date, and thus puts a valuable instrument of scientific

research at the disposal of students. The items are

arranged under alphabetical order of the author's

surname and full references to journals in which articles

have appeared are given. In addition, a brief exjdan-

atory note indicates the scope of each publication or

alternatively refers the reader to a re\ lew. This type
of bibliography is peculiarly helpful, and we look forward

to further supplementary lists. K AT F

CORRESPONDENCE.
An Acheulean Chopper from Warren Hill, Suffolk.

Sir,— During 1930. the collection of flint imple

186rnents assembled by the late Charles Edward
Brown of Mildeiihall was purcha.sed by the Field

Museum of Natural History, Chicago, in order to exhibit

representative English Lower Pakeolithic artifacts in

the Hall of Frehi?>toric Alan now under construction.

This collection incluiles aliout seven lumdred and fifty

.specimens, thi‘ majontv of which were i^xcavated at

arreii Hill and other sites m the neighbourhood of

Miidenhall. Among the ext*ellent series of implements
there is one outstamling Acheulean chopper (Field

Aluseum No. 202721) which measuri's 20 centimeties
(lOj mches) in length, 13 centimetres inches) in

lireadth, and 6-4 centimetres (24 iiadies) in maximum
thi(‘kness. The weight of the chopper is four and a half

pounds. The upper surface of the specimen is grey-
brown in colour, although the peripheral region is grey
with mottled yellow spots. The lower surface is creamy
yellow m colour, and the mitting etlge shows marked
signs uf wear. The drawings show the advanced tech-
nique employed during Ai-heulean timi's : scale ru. i.

With reteiviice to other large implements of this
])enod. according to MacCurdy {Hfnnun Oriffins, I. IIH)
during 1921 LI. Treac'her presented to the British
Aluseuiii of Natural History (South Kensington) an
Acheulean speedmen from the river gravel at Maiden-
head, which was 31 -o centimetres (13 inches) long,
17 -.3 <entimetres (7 inches) wide, and weighetl 2*78
kilograms (6 pounds, 2 ounces).

Since this important specimen was being taken out
of England, it was thought desirable to have casts
prepared for distribution to several museums in England.
A small series of ca^-ts was very kindly made at the
British Aluseum, under the direct ion of Air. Reginald
Sin it h, and a east has been presented to the British
Aluseum, to the Ipswich Aluseum, to the Aluseum of
Ethnology and Archaeology at Cambridge, and to the
Abbe Breuil for the In.stitut de Raleontologie Humaine in

Fans.
In <-oiu-liision I must thank Air. Louis (’larke and

Air. Reui Aloir for brmging this collect ion to my attention.
I am also grateful to the Alisses Brown of Alildenhall
for their cordial co-operation, and to Aliss Alice Wilkinson
for her drawings of the specimen. HENRY FIELD.

Sex and Complex: CEdipus or Kronos?
Sir,- -It IS possible that I may make a con- —

t rib lit ion to the discussion begun and developed 187
in Air. Bronislaw Alalmowski's ‘8ex and Repres-
Sion in Savage Society.’

In this book he attempts to show that the sentiments
connected with the fairuly would be different in a
matrilineal society from those of the CEdipus complex
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described by Freud. Because of the position of the
father in the matrilmeal family, and the vesting of

authority in the mother's brother, the hostility felt in

patriarchal society for the father by the son (according
to Freud) appears to be felt instead for the mother’s
brother m matrilmeal society. This seems to Mr.
Malinowski to be a variant of the CEdipus complex. Dr.
Ernest Jones, however, does not so regard it.

Mr. Malinowski quotes Dr. Jones as explaining the
whole picture of matrilineal society as a result of the
CEdipus complex. The denial of the father's part m
human procreation is explained by Dr. Jones as a device
to deflect the son's hatred from his actual father on to

a substitute. The feeling for mother's brother is thus
explained as a displaced emotion, rightly belonging to

the father.

The point that I would like to add to the dLscussion

is this : there is no disguise nor denial in matrilmeal
society of the fact that the father is the mother’s sexual
partner, so that the boy would have his reasons for

sexual jealousy intact. Since Freud explains the son’s

hatred of the father as due to desire for the mother,
how would the mere denial of paternity serve to deflect

this hatred on to mother’s brother ?

We do not know a great deal about the unconscious
processes of savages. The W'ork done along this line by
Dr. Roheim, although also among matrilineal tribes,

w’ould not necessarily apply to the Trobriand Islanders,

for the position of the actual father is quite different in

Central Australia. These are a cannibalistic people
who eat their owm chililren, and the killing of the child is

the father's act. This naturally introduces a quite
different reason for hostility to the actual father from any
existing in Melanesia.

In the absence of a knowledge of the unconscious
mental life of the Trobriand Islanders, we have only the
outw^ard picture to judge by. This picture is quite
clear. Here is a society where the son has two adult
males in his family, neither of w^hom is supposedly his

father
;
one—the actual father—is avowedly his mother's

sexual partner; the second—the mother's brother

—

is prevented from any sexual contact wuth the mother
by taboo, but he has authority over the son. From all

outward signs the son appears to feel affection for his

mother's sexual partner, anei hostility for the relative

w^ho has authority over him.
It may, of course, be as Dr. Jones explains, that

‘ mother's brother ' in the unconscious mind of a Tro-
briand Islander is simply a substitute for ‘ father,’ but
when the whole question is whether he is or not, it will

not do merely to state that he is wdthout additional
proof, and this proof cannot be drawn from the dreams
of people living under a patriarchal arrangement of

society, since Mr. Malinow’ski's contention is that the
dreams—and the whole of the unconscious processes—of
the Melanesians mav be different.

ELIZABETH LANCASTER.
Etiquette. (Cf. Man 1931, 40, 87, 128; 1932, 39).

I HH Sir,—The further objections brought forward

1 00 Hocart (Man, 1932, 39) against my
definition of etiquette do not seem to me to havn

any bearing on the question, and his search for the origin
of the term only complicates the issue. He objects, for
instance, because the definition does not explain why a
group of men may without a breach of etiquette speak
of Brown or Jones, and the next minute, having formed
themselves into a formal assembly, be required to speak

of Mr. Brown or 3-Ir. Jones. But surely the purpose
of a definition is not to explain, it being merely a con-

densed description. No definition of Anthropology
explains why fimeral ceremonies are performed in native
societies. Such ceremonies can, nevertheless, be ex-

plained, and so likewise can the use of the title Mr. in a
formal assembly.

Mr. Hocart also objects to my use of the wnrd
behaviour^ for he doubts whether there is such a thing
as behav iour which concerns no one but the individual
who behav^es. I would point out that in scientific

literature generally behaviour is used far more widely
than Mr. Hocart apparently imagines. AVe speak, for

example, of behaviour in response to stimuli of various
kinds as in the various contributions to the science of

psycho logv’^ by J. B. Watson, If Air. Hocart is prepared
to accept the Concise Oxford Dictionary as the final

authority on behaviour, then surely it is umiecessary for

him to seek outside its cov^ers for a definition of etiquette.

H. IAN HOGBIN.

Vernacular Plant Names.

I nil
Sm,—Air. E. L. Gordon-Thomas, in AIan, 1932,

I Ou ^ some plant names in general use

throughout the Pacific Islands, concerning which
he notes that the word niu ” = coconut, or a

modification thereof, appears to have the widest range.

The list is compiled following a suggested line of research

to find a possible solution to the migi’ations of the

Polynesians, It may be of interest to record an extension

of this range. The Alilano dialects of the Sarawak
coastal districts, from Miri in the north-east to the

mouth of the Rejang riv’^er, all have " benyuh ” or

beniuh ” coconut, I believ'e that this is the w^ord

nyu " or niu " = oil in the same dialects, with the

prefix “ be " (— '' ber ' in Alalay). Thus the significa-

tion of benyuh ’’ w’ould be the oily fruit.
"

Alilano equivalents for some other words on the list

are ;—Bamboo — bulo ; Yam = ubei ;
Banana — baliek

or balak; Betel-nut — sepa'. Since a numeral has
been mentioned, it might be recorded that the word
lima ” = fiv^e, is common to everc Bornean dialect

of which I have any knowledge and of course to Malay.
Telo = three, or a near variant, is common to most

Saraw'ak dialects, excluding Alalay and Iban (Sea-Dyak).

Outside Malay and Iban, the words tama ” == father

and tma ” = mother, or near variants, have a verv"

wide range indeed among Bornean dialects and, beyond
that island, I should expect this range to include Celebes,

the island chain from Borneo through the Philippines,

many of the places mentioned by Air. Gordon-Thomas
and the islands peopled b\^ the Polvmesians themselv^es.

A. E. LAWRENCE.

Maglemose Harpoon. {Cf. AIan, 1932, 138).

_ Sir,—The harpoon found off the Norfolk coast

1 SO published in AIan, 1932, 138, is of bone, not
of wmod as some appear to suppose.

AI. C. BURKITT.

191
upwards

CORRECTIONS.
AIan, No. 133 (p. 106), for ('ugtong Java read

Ongtong Jav a.

AIan, No. 107, for 500 Ryn. upwards read 50 Rm.

Eybe and Spottiswoode Limited, His Alajesty’s Printers. East Harding St., London, E.C.4.
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A MONTHLY RECORD OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL SCIENCE

PUBLISHED UNDER THE DIRECTION OF THE
ROYAL ANTHROPOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND

XXXII, 192-221. JULY, 1932.

ORIGINAL ARTICLES.

With Plate G.
Pacific. Rzy.

Note on Inscribed Tablets from Easter island. Bj/ Sidnejf H. Bay, M.A. m

Some wooden tablets inscribed in the ideographic bonstrophedon characters of tlie Easter 1
||y

Islanders are preserved in the Musee des Sacres-(_\eiirs de Picpus. at Braine-le-Comte, Belgium.

They were sent bv the Rev. Pere Roussel to the late Mgr. Tepano Janssen, Bishop of Axicui in iSbS.

In 1927, the late Mr. Emile Torday obtained for tlie Royal Anthropological Institute, from the

Rev\ Pere Ildefonse Alazard, photographs of two of the tablets known as the TahJfttp Aroakon-

Konrenga and the TabJftfe Tahoifa. Pere Alazard, who Avas the editor of Bp. Janssen s posthumous

account of Ea.ster Island,^ also sent Mr. Torday an extract from a MS. by the Bishop entitled L Empire

Maori H VEcritare de Vile de Fdqncs, This contained the reputed Rapanui text of the Tahlette Aronkoa-

Konrenga, The photos and MS. were placed in my hands for examination, but illJiealth has unfor-

tunatelv prevented me from making more than a first attempt at exjfiaining this tablet.

The TahUttf Aronkoif -Koarenga is represented in Plate Cl rather less than half the size of the

original. It is 43 cm. in length and lo cm. broad, and contains 22 inscribed lines, 10 recto and 12 verso.

The first line begins at the bottom left hand corner (shown on the extreme right of the plate) and runs

from left to right. The tablet is then to be turned upside down, and again read from left to right,

and so on, reversing at the end of each line. Hence, viewing the tablet from the front and lower

left-hand corner, lines 1, 3, 5, etc., run from left to right, and lines 2, 4, fi, etc., run from right to left

and upside down.

The Polynesian (Rapanui) text extracted by Pere Alazard from the Bishop's MRS. is divided

into twentv-two portions, each of which corresponds to a line of signs on the tablet, 10 lecto, 12 verso.

The text of each line, presumalfiy in Rapanui,- is divided into short phrases by hyphens, each phrase

corresponding more or less to a character on the tablet.

The beginning of the Rapanui text with a translation and the corresponding figures on the tablet

are shown in the following extract. The figures wiU be found at the bottom right JuiikI corner of

Plate G reading upAvard. The numbers in brackets show the sequence of the characters.

RECTO LINE 1 .
RECTO -LINE 1 .

Jaussen's ‘ Rapanui
Text.'

Ka tuu^ t tc rafji—
Set up in heaven

Si^uw, with Jau?^sen's5

explanation of them.

Signs 1 anfl 2 are

inclistiiu t.

-Tausseu's * Ra}»anui
Text.'

Ki fe hr)^na p rua—
to the two lands

Sia:!!-?, with .TaiWfsen's

('Xjilanatitm of tlieni.

Henun.
Earth (4),

1 Mgr. Tepano Jaussen : L'llede Pdqnes, O^ivraqe pos- R. P. Hippohjte Roussel, in Le Mus?on, Louvain, 1908.

thume redigepar le R. P. Ildefonse Alazard, Pans 1893. The errors are chiefly mis-spelhngs. I have pointed out

2 Many of the words do not occur in the Vocahulaire these in the notes.

de la Langue de VIle-de-Pdqnes ou Rapanui, par le ^ a, to stand erect, accost, hail
; A'a, imperative.
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Jau.sseii’s ‘ Rapanui
Text/

I^foatfimatua—
of Hoatumatua^

la halanohon—
let it be established

ki te hito^ 0 te ragi—
in the midst of

heaven

ki te henna—
on the eartii

te atarikf—
tiie first born

RECTO - LINE 1.

ki te heufut—
on the earth

ki tnnn henna—
on his earth

kSmns, with Janssen's
explanation of tiiern.

Henna no Hoatuma-
tun.

LandofHoatuina-
tiia (First King) (3).

Xoho ki tf ragi, ki

te henna.

(he) lives in

heaven, on earth (o).

Hen ua.

Eartli (h).

Te atanki.

The tii'vst ])orn (7).

Hen ua.

Earth (S).

Henna.
Earth (9).

RECTO LINE
Janssen's ‘ Rapanni

Text/

ki te henna— JJ
on the earth 'j

koia kna koakoa ki te

ragi—
he rejoices^ in

heaven

kua oho ia ki te ^
}te)inn—

lie has gone to the

earth

E tanata era (

—

() that man !

ka oho kof—
Begone !

kn nnho au—
Let me stop !

kf> te }natna i ntf/a o

to^ ’ j)e—
the fatin'!’ is on liis

M'at

Signs, with Janssen's
explanation of tliein.

Henna.
Earth (18).

{See below. Ko. 23. In
this place appears

Xo. 7, ‘ the hrst

born*) (10).

Henna.
Earth (20).

{Stf note bt'low.)

Te inatna i ruga o tona

pepe.

The lather is on his

.si'at (21],

kna fere te raka—
the ship departed

Vnkn.

Ship (10).

uKi) iae fn^^ ki tona

tafna>ti—
reaches his child

Tantattf .

Child '22).

ki tona tahma ''

—

to his younger
brother

Te teina.

The younger
brother (11).

K kua koakoa ia ki te

/ agt—
lie rejoice.'> in lieaven

Kuet koakoa ki ft ragi

He rejoices in

lieaven (23,.

fna* tae afn k>

ta^naifi—
came to the child

koia—
he

e hfri~ ki te ragi—

-

he went to heaven

ki tc hciuia—
on the earth

mm tar atn in—
he arrived

Tanmiti.

Child (12)

Koia.

He (13).

Kua hiri ki te nigi. ki

te Jtenna.

He has gone to

heaven, on earth (14).

(In this place the

charai’ters 3, 7 and
14 are repeated.)

(
1.", lb anil 17,.

Ina nre te )nann-

the bird flies

ki ruga o te Jtemia—

above tlie earth

mai tae at)i ki te tagata

}nia kai—
food comes to man

henna—
on the earth

Mann.
Bird (2t).

Henna.
Earth {'2o).

Te tagata kai.^^

The man who eats

(26).

Ht nna.

Earth (27).

•* Hotometua, H. Mager : l.e Mi>inle PoJtpx'.'^ien. Pans,
1902: Hotumatua, W. Churchill: Easter Island, 1912,

pp. 3, 311. For an account of Hotumatua, see K. Rout-
ledge : The Mjsftrg of Eastfr Idand. Lomlon. 1919,

pp. 277-280.
^ Hito is a mis-spelling for pito. navel, centre, and

does not occur in any Polynesian language in this form.
® Tahina is a mis-spelling for teina, L^vea and Tonga

tehina.

" Hiri, to mount up. ” Or, he enjoys himself."
This and the next two plirai-es have no ecpiivalenc e in

the script. They appear to be remarks of the native
explaining the characters, which were written by
Mgr. Janssen as explanations, but refer to some inter-

ruption.

Should be tona. Should be atn.

The characters in Xos. 28, 29 suit the Rapanui
MSS. better than Xo. 20.
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Janssen’s ‘Rapanui
Text.'

/:o te taoatn Imriai—
men feed

RE<’Tn LINE 1 .

Si^ris with Jan.-sen's

explanation of them.
Tfiijafn

^lan working
{2s. :i9).

RECTO LINE
-Janssen's ‘ Rapanui

Text.’

t te Jnoa—
on tile fowl

1.

^Signs with Janssen’s

explanation of tluan.

J/on rfkti'iki.

Small fowl \3U}.

T(vj(itit Jtatjn IS prnhahly an error for hatitii

,

nuni leieive food. C tlie ti'vt of X<j. L’h.

The result of this sliort e\<munatiou ^oes to show that tlie so-ealled ‘ Ilajianiii text ' is fairly

consistent with the cliaracters on the tablet, so far as tliey were illustrated iu ^Fgr. Jausseii's book.

But the as.^emblage of characters on the tablet cannot he said to form a ])roperly translatable text

with a coherent meaning. It is a collection of more or less symbolic reminders of objects or actions

which would serve the native orator as notes of a discourse on historv, a praver, or even an inventorv.

S. H. PvA\\

Anthropometry. Morant ; Tildesley ; Buxton.

Standardization of the Technique of Physical Anthropology. Bif <T, M. Monint. M, L. TUdf^hy and

L H. Dudley Buxton.

1. There can be no doubt that an immense amount of labour has been v asted by ])bysieal 1 Q 9
anthropologists m the past owing to tlie fact that there has never been a real international

agreement regarding the standardization of the methods they have emiiloyed. Xoi’ has there been

any real agreement with regal'd to these matter's among workers in (ireat Britain. This has made some

of the ]>uh]ished records (jiiite valueless and nearly all of tliem ai'e less valuable than they might have

been. Such facts are known to anyone who has undertaken any specialized re^eai-ches in the suhje^d.

It is obviously desiralile that an international agreement which woidd standardize tecdiniqne should

be reached as soon as possible and that every effort should he made to render this more effective than

previous attemjits of the kind have proved to be. There seems to be no further need for discussions

which merely emphasize the need for standardization without taking any positive steps to reach

the end in view.

'1. One of the uni in purposes with whicli the physical anthropologist is concerned is the

discrimination aiul compaifson of different races of man from the anatomical stand])oint. Reseaivlies

of other kinds which he may undertake will often require sjieeial methods of treatment, lint any body

which aims at >tandardizing technique might begin profitably by restricting its scope to the

consideration of the racial characters of adult individuals of either sex. This iiiqiiiry alone would

have to he an extended one, and a co-ojierative effort is obviously needed. The questions to be

etinsidered eoneeni, first, the collection of the data, secondly, their presentation and, lastly, methods

of comparison. These related ([uestions will all have to lie considered in time and it wonhl be well

if thev could be dealt with ultimately by tlie same body, or by a group of bodies working in

eo-operation. A start might be made, however, by eou'^idering only the technique of observation,

wdiether the records to be made are of a quantitative or qualitative nature. There seems to be a need

for a restricted technique which should never be omitted in recording the characters of racial groups

aiirl also for a more extended one w'hich could he applied wdien conditions permit. It is only suggested

that the shorter,, or essential, technique shonhl he defined at this stage.

3. Tlie bodv which deals with this (and other) techniques should be international in eharaeter,

each eonntrv in which researches of the kind in question are carrieil on biang re[)i-esented. In our

opinion, the best results would be I'caclied if the workers in each country oi- group I’tqiresimted on the

international bodv would draw up a com])rehen^ive .scheme giving in detail th(‘ technique advoeatial

bv them. There should he free discussion betw een the intere'^ted workers in any partiiailar eonntrv,

in orrler that their re])resentative might be able to voice the opinions of his colleagues in an adequate

w av. If in aiiv country there w'ere ditferent groups of w'orkers unable to agree upon the same technique,

eacli might, perhaps, have its re])resentative. On the other hand, in the case of close agreement

between two or more count lies, it miglit be thought adequate by tliese countries for one person to

represent them jointly. It would be an advantage if the different schemes prepared by the wajrkers

[ ]
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in different count rie>s could be published before the international body met, so that all interested

would have an opportunity of discussing controvei'sial points beforehand. The representatives of

the different countries could then meet and compare their tangible and considered suggestions, and the

danger of arriving at hasty conclusions vs'ould be avoided.

4. The scope of the whole inquiry might be defined by an international committee before different

sections of it were considered in detail, but, in our opinion, there is no need to delay matters by waiting

until such a body is brought into existence. While the exact limits of the inquiry may have a certain

range of choice, a considerable part at any rate of the area it must cover is already obvious. Also,

while any suggested subdivisions set up for the purpose of dealing with the question in a systematic

and comprehensive fashion might be found susceptible of improvement, the results of research

according to a provisional sclieme w ould not be lost, Init merely have to be re-grouped if changes were

made in the partitioning of the su])ject. It is suggested, therefore, that the Royal Anthropological

Institute of Great Britain and Ireland should take steps at once to promote the formidation and full

definition of a technique endorsed by all physical anthropologists in Great Britain and Ireland ; or,

failing agreement, of as many techniques as are necessary to represent the various unreconciled points

of view. It is suggested that the Institute should at the same time inform the anthropological

societies or research centres of other countries of the ste]>s it is taking and invite them similarly to

undertake the formulation of carefully considered schemes, national it po.ssible, in anticipation of, and

in preparation for, the subsequent work of an international body, still to be created.

3. The follo^\'ing seems to us the best way of reaching agreement on technique among physical

anthropologists in Great Britain and Ireland. The whole subject should be divided up under the

heads into which it naturally falls, and dealt with in sections. Any who wish to put forward construc-

tive and reasoned schemes which in their view^ might form a basis of agreement in any one or more
sections of the subject should be invited by the Royal Anthropological Institute to do so. Any sucli

schemes should, of course, be founded on adequate practical experience, and should liave regard to

the ultimate possibilities of international adoption as well as the more immediate object of national

agreement. Those putting forward provisional schemes relating to the same branch of st udies should be

enabled to compare and discuss their respective proposals, achieving as much agreement as possible.

The resultant scheme or schemes should then be su])mitted to all Fellows concerned with the use, or

teaching, of observations belonging to the same category, or having had experience of the same. Tlie

framers of the >chemes w ould then introduce such modifications as they could agree to, in accordancewith
majority views : and, if possible, arrive at an agreed scheme acceptable to the whole body of Fellow s

concernedw ith the branch of technu[ue under discussion. The revisedscheme should be publishe( I in Max :

these, together with the schemes jn'oduced by other countries or groups, w'ould form the starting point for

international discussion. The experience gained in evolving a nationally-agreed scheme should proveuseful
in the furthei* work of arriving at international agreement. There, also, it w oxdd have to be realized that

tlie object of stating the national schemes w^ould be to remove the differences that they miirht manifest.

h. If these sugge.stions are adopted the first thing to do is to define the different branches of

racial studies dealt with by the physical anthropologist which it will be profitable to con.sider at the
initial stage. We offer the following tentative grouping

I. Living Maltriah

() Head and body measurements.

{b) Descriptive characters (integumentary colours, etc.),

(c) Physiological measurements (blood groups, etc.).

(d) Collection of genealogies for purpo.'^es of racial incpury.

(e) Photographic (still and motion) and other representations.

II. Dmd Mattrial,

(^0 Cranium

(6) Mandible
,

(r) Teeth
Measurements, photographic and other representations, with

(</) Long bones f
remarks on sexing, qualitative characters and anomalous

() Other bones of
t'onditions w hich are likely to lie of racial significance.

the skeleton J

[ ]
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(/) Brain and endocranium.
(rj) Other soft parts.

(h) The correlation of observations on the living and on skeletal material.

The study of the comparative human anatomy of the soft parts other than the brain is likely to prove

of great importance, but it is still in its infancy’ and this division is only included above in the hope

that some agreement might be reached as to the metliod of apjjroach which is likely to lead to the

most profitable anthropological results. We feel that for the moment, at least, those attem])ts at

standardization are most likely to be successful which are limited in scope to subjer-ts on which attention

has been chiefly concentrated in recent years and for which a considerable amount of comparative

material is already available. Workers in these branches would welcome the stanflardization of other

descriptive techniques—such as those associated with pathological and anomalous conditions,

demographic and vital statistics and psychological characters other than those which might be included

under physiological measurements—but these branches are at present of less urgent importance to the

physical anthropologist and in dealing witli them he would require more aid from workers in cognate

sciences.

7. We venture to suggest that the following considerations might guide those who are dealing

with some aspects of the inquirv. Several of the precautions given may seem obvious enough, but it

may be shown that many of them have been neglected by those who have attempted to define

standardized techniques in the past.

(a) The methods adopted should, as far as is consistent with efficiency, be those which have been

most generally accepted. In the case of ‘ points ’ and measurements it is undesirable to decide on

any definitions which have not been applied satisfactorily to series of adequate length representing

a number of different races and including individuals of both sexes. If it is thought doirable to

give definitions which have not been tested extensively in practice then this fact should be stated.

It may be pointed out that many of the measurements in Martin's ‘ LeJirburh
'

seem to have been

defined before they had been taken on any but small numbers of specimens or individuals, and most

of the schemes of other people are open to the same criticism.

{b) In order to decide which definitions have been most widely and successfully used in the past,

it would be Tvell to compile an annotated bibliography of the more important literature.

(c) A standardized anatomical nomenclature should be used in definitions. While looking to

eventual international agreement, we suggest that the revised Basle Xomina Anatomica (B.N.A.)

terminolog}^ adopted by the Anatomical Societ\^ of Great Britain and Ireland at its summer meeting

in Newcastle, in 1929, should be the one adopted, at any rate provisionally, by British anthropologists.*

{d) Very similar, but not truly comparable, definitions of the same character—such as the head

length—have been used by different workers in the past. Tlie best definitions of the measurement

expressing the character should be adopted and all others should, in general, be rejected. In the case

of skeletal material, the definition which can most generally be applied to defective specimens should

be adopted if possible. (The breadth of the orbit has been commonly measured in three different w ays.

The only orbital breadth defined at the Monaco conference in 1906 is the one from the dacryon, in

spite of the fact that this cannot generally be measured on skulls which are at all defective.)

(e) It is suggested that the best instrument for the purpose should be specified in the case of

each measurement. It is advisable, further, that the best method of using the instrument should be

illustrated by photographs as a help to achieving absolute standardization of technique. It may
be premature to suggest the use of motion pictures projected from small size films, but it is felt that in

the future w'e may look to this exact method as a further aid in arriving at a uniformity of technique

among those wwkers w^ho are unable to visit each other's laboratories,

(/) Frequent difficulty in identifying with any exactness the anatomical points used in the defini-

tion of various measured characters is a constant source both of inaccuracy, and of considerable

* Given in tlie Interim Report of tlie Committee jiig tlie matter before the next meeting of an inter-

appointed by the Anatom. Soc. of Gt. Brit, & Ireland national congress of anatomists.” There has been no
on 22 June, 1928, '* to consider proposals to the Society uiternationai congress of anatomists since that date,

for the revision of the B. X. A. with tlie view of bring-
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differences in personal equation. Definitions of measurements 'whether on living or skeletal material

should, therefore, attempt to reduce difficulties of this nature to the smallest possible limits. Technique

should be as simple and the identification of terminals as unambiguous as possible. Here, again,

photographs or other objective records should supplement clear instructions wherever they would
help to remove ambiguity. In the case of measurements it is also essential that the units to be adopted

should be stated and it is most desirable that there should be remarks relating to the magnitude of

the personal equation of a single observer and to the differences likely to be found between two
different observers following the same definitions.

(g) The correlations of measurements should be taken into account if possible when a selection

of measurements is being made.

{h) While the needs of adult human material should be considered primarily, tlxe methods adopted

should, if possible, be applicable also to non-adult and non-human groups.

8. We should like to emphasize that the methods of an observational science, such as physical

anthropology, cannot be learned satisfactorily by merely reading instructions, however carefully these

are prepared. Laboratory training, and preliminary field practice if living material is to be dealt with,

should be considered essential.

^}nnynarjj : For the reasons stated, this committee advances the following recommendations :

—

The Royal Anthropological Institute would best further the cause of international standardization

of technique by promoting agreement among workers in Great Britain and Ireland as to tlie

technique they themselves are prepared to advocate. This is particularly desirable at the moment
since it is understood that the Anthropological Section of the British Association is considering the

issue of a revised edition of * Xotes and Queries in Anthropology ' at no very distant date.

It is recommended that the Institute should also propose to other countries that they should

follow a similar course, with a view to international discussion later. A preliminary inquiry should be

restricted to the consideration of the more essential methods of description and measurement used

in the treatment of racial groups. The best method of making this inquiry effective would be for

different Fellows to deal with different branches of the subject and to prepare schemes which would,

in their opinions, be the ones most suitable for standardization, on the understanding that these

schemes could be freely discussed and modified later if this be found necessary.

G. M. MORAXT : M. L. TILDESLEY : L. H. DUDLEY BUXTON,

Nigeria. Milburn.

Magic and Charms of Ijebu Province, Southern Nigeria. By S, Milburn, Educatloyi Department, S.

Nigeria.

There are many ways by which

oneself.

one may harm one's enemies without incurring danger

Epe or ase (r .* ^pe S(^ is the word for a curse. It is also called igi (tree) because the curse

crushes a man as a tree which falls on him. The Ijebus are notorious for their power in cursing.

To curse a man, one must first prepare the appropriate medicine. This is then put into one's

mouth in the presence of one's enemy and the curse is uttered. Some of the preparatory medicines

are so strong that the user has to protect himself against them by tasting the blood of some animal.

If no animal's blood is available he will drink some of his own from a cut. The blood is tasted after

the curse has been said, and the medicine is taken out of the mouth. The ingredients of the medicine
are to be bought in most market places.

It is possible seriously to disturb a man by a word or two casually dropped in conversation with
him. A man will seek to engage his enemy in conversation and j)erhaps remark :

“ Have yow finished
all you have to say? " This must be countered at once, otherwise it is thought that the man will

soon die. People hesitate to use the Yoruba word tan (finished) because of its finality. They use
buse instead, which means almost finished."

Words are risky things. It may \ye that one hears one's name called and on answering finds

that there is no one there. This is a serious matter, for it most probably means that one's enemv is

cursing one in secret and has used one's name in the process, for it is an essential part of a curse to
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pronounce the enemy's name. To counter this one must say It is by heaven lam called and not

by earth ” (Ohun orun ni ki ise falye).

Apeta is a way of causing bodily damage to one's enemy from a distance. A person will take

some w’eapon with him to the bush and, having prepared a rough image to represent his enemy, will

shoot at it or otherwise damage it after ha\dng called it by the name of his enemy, in the sure knowledge

that as it has been damaged so wUi his enemy be damaged. The victim will hear his name called

and immediately suffer as though he had been personally struck. As such magic is usually practised

at night the victim is violently awakened from his sleep to find the marks of wounds on his body.

A teacher told me that his father had suffered in this way, for he woke up one night with a violent

pain below his heart and so knew that his enemy had been making appAa against him. Another

method is to prepare a small model of an arrow and to throw this in the direction of the enemy,

cursing him by name at the same time. The arrow must first be prepared in medicine.

Edi (to bind) is the name of a certain medicine prepared by parties in a lawsuit to prevent the

other side from speaking. There is a counter medicine used by the other side and sometimes by the

judge if they know that edi has been prepared against them. This medicine is used even when a

European is hearing the case, and some people believe that cases only go against them because the

European judge has himself used medicine.

EJun is a medicine used against clerks {akoive) who “ have to be able to think clearly." Its effect

is to make them stupid and confused so that their work will suffer and they will be dismis.sed or may
commit suicide in disgust at their own inefficiency.

(a) Eicon ,—A small model of a chain {eu'on) is used to tie the spirit of an enemy. It is laid down
across his path where he must pass over it, probably at his doorway. When he crosses it he is carried

up to the rafters of the roof, where he dies of starvation unless the chain is sent up to him to cross

back over it. I think it is meant that his spirit is carried away to the roof. The same sort of chain

is used to tie the spirits of Abiku* children dowm to earth.

(b) Aba (staple) fj used to confine the spirits of Abiku children also. It can, however, be used

to prevent a woman bearing her child. She naturally suffers great agony until the staple is removed

from the wood into which it has been driven. This is used by husbands who have quarrelled seriously

with their wives.

(c) Abere (needle) after suitable medicine has been made is used to cripple a man. The needle

is struck several times into his footprints and soon his foot begins to swell. It is also used to cripple

him more seriously by sticking it into urine which he may have passed on the road. If a man spits

on the road he quickly covers it up so as to leave no chance for his enemy to work harm against him.

(d) Oruka (ring). Nearly every person wears a copj)er or brass ring on his hand. These rings,

after being energised by medicines, protect a man from the power of his enemies or enable him to

defend himself with greater physical force than usual.

(e) Sekeseke (shackles for the foot) are used to shackle the spirit of abiku children. They are

prepared with medicine and then bound in leather round the child's waist.

(/) Emu (tongs) are used when dealing with the more powerful medicines such as would harm

the person using them as well as the persons against whom they are directed.

All the above-mentioned instruments
( («)-(/) )

are made by brass-smiths and sold at a penny

or twopence a time.

Eta is the name of a very powerful medicine much used by the people of Ijebu-Igbo. One of

the chief ingredients is alligator pepper {atare) and the person who uses it takes great care not to let

it touch his OT^m hands.

Ogun ete (lepros\') is a medicine used to inflict leprosy on a man.

Smallpox is undoubtedly spread b}" design. It is commonly supposed to be spread by Egungun

*Ahik}i or Eteri is the name given to eiuldren who
die in infancy. {Ahi = thej* are born, hu = to die.)

Their death is usually attributed to the fact that their

spirit does not wish to remain on this earth. The name
is only given to children who die in a way not properly

understood by the natives ; they do not attribute deatii

by accident or disease or obvious parental neglect

to the action of a recalcitrant or mischievous spirit.

The liability for children to be thus affected is thought

to be largely hereditary, and various charms are used

to ‘ bind ’ to earth the spirit of suspected children.
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players who wish to harm a man. The Egungini, besides being spirits of the dead returned, are noted

medicine men and, as such, are given free lodging and food whenever they arrive in a town.

A man who deals in harmful medicines is called Ologitn, while the native doctor is called Onlsegun.

Nearly every person has a medicine-book or book of ' simples.’ He wites down any medicine

that he knows and will pay a small fee to be told of others. There are medicines for all occasions,

many of them dictated by the Babalawos, who have to be consulted before important decisions are

made. The following is used if one wishes to win the love of a beautiful woman :—Awure (for success

or good luck) :
” That we may find a wife to love.—An ifin kola nut, to be spfit into 200: a red

“ kola to be split into 200: 200 olu-imju leaves; 200 oriji leaves; and some soap. They are
“ to be pounded up together. They are to be packed into a palm wine calabash which is new.
“ Two hens are to be killed and their blood poured over the rest. One must be a wild hen and one
*’ a household hen. The heads of the two hens are to be pressed right into the soap. The soap is

* then to be used to wash with. Two women ^^ili then choose you out to be loved. One will be a
” virgin, the other will not. Inasmuch as the hens have been good so the women wiU please you.

"

There are medicines to enable a man to find work and to succeed in money-making : others for

fever, epilepsy, gonorrhoea, virihty, bodily strength, beauty, abiku, child birth, children's ailments,

etc. Human urine is sometimes used to cure a cut on the arm or foot.

An intelligent schoolmaster asked me to recommend him for a licence to carry a European-made
shot gun. Asked what was wrong with native dane-guns to drive away thieves, he replied that they

were liable to be rendered useless by the medicines prepared by the thieves, and guns of European

manufacture were not so aliected. S. MILBURN.

India. Gordon and Balfour.

A Composite Bow from Hunza, Gilgit Agency. By 21ajar D. H. Gordon

»

The accompanting illustration (Fig. 1 )
shows drawings of a Hunza Bow presented to Lt.-Col.

(then Capt.) H. L. Haughton by the son of Humayun Beg, Wazir of Hunza in 1911.

Fig. 1.—A Composite Bow from Hunza. Giegit Agencv. {About J scale.)

The Bow is constructed on a wooden core with a shallow backing of moulded
sinews, and a belly of three roughly equal sized strips of horn. The ears are of

horn and bound on with sinews
;
they appear to be free from the wooden core, but

it is difficult to teU without resorting to complete dissection. The bow derives its

strength from its breadth rather than its thickness, being ] | inches broad over the
'Dexait^

^ *

or Grip greater part of its length and only half an inch thick.

AND Con-
sTRic- Though much of its lack of s^unmetry may be due to age and deterioration,

scaTe ^
there is some definite structural discrepancy in the length, shape and fitting of the
two ears. It is doubtful whether this is intentional as it does not appear to serve

any useful purpose.

Bows in Hunza were normally used only at festivals for shooting at a mark
while riding full gallop on a hiU pony, the usual mark on these occasions being an

perched on a small mound of earth
;
on special occasions, however, a thin silver

Fig. 2. disk between two to three inches in diameter was substituted.
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The !Uir of Hunza told Col. Haughton that at that time there were still some poor men not

possessed of firearms who shot Zhajpo (Oris vigyiei) with such a bow. D. H. GORDOX.

Notes on the Composite Bow from Hunza. By Henry Balfour, F.R.Sm

The very interesting Hunza bow described and figured by Major Gordon in its general form 1 Q IS

and construction exhibits near relationship to some of the Central Asiatic bow-tj’pes. It

corresponds closely mth a characteristic Tibetan t\i>e and it also shows affinity to the bows of the

Bashkirs of Eastern Russia. But one feature in the structure is of particular interest and suggests

a link with the bows of Persia. Whereas in almost all the composite bows, in which horn supplies

one of the structural materials, the horn was apphed in a single strip of full width along each of the

limbs, in the Hunza bow we see that the horn layer is composed of three narrow strips or rods

united together. This, in my experience, is an unusual feature, and I have only noted it in bows from

Persia, one of which I subjected to dissection and transverse sections, in order to reveal its intimate

structure. In this Persian example* the horn strips are very narrow and more numerous than in the

Hunza bow
;
they are not exposed to view, being concealed by a sheathing of tliin bark and lacquer,

which covers and protects the whole of the dehcate structure. Indeed, one is struck by the absence

of any such protective sheathing in the Hunza bow, since composite bows are very susceptible to

damp and to temperature changes and readily disintegrate if unprotected. It is true that the

composite bows of the Chinese, Manchus, Coreans, and most of the Central Asiatics, as well as those

of the Turks, have the horn along the ‘ belly ' of the bow exposed, but in these the horn is in one

wide strip which covers and protects its own adhesive from sun and damp. A bow, on the other

hand, whose ‘ belly ’ is built up of separate rods seems to demand an external damp-proof coating

to protect the glue, which unites the rods, from being dissolved away, and to afford a constricting support

to the whole structure. In the absence of a continuous spiral ^Tapping, it has been necessary to bind

the Hunza bow round at frequent intervals to give it cohesion. Such strengthening collars may be

seen on many Xorth Indian bows, although these are completely enveloped in a protective sheathing.

In some instances the bindings are part of the original structure
;

in others they have been added

later to reinforce a bow which has ‘ sprung ’ slightly at one or more points. Xo protective sheathing

over the sinew backing is referred to by Major Gordon, so, presumably, the sinews as well as the horn

are exposed. This, too. is an unusual feature in the more highly developed composite bows, in which

the backing of sinews, which is particularly hable to deterioration from exposure, is almost always

carefully protected with a covering of bark, leather or other material, even when the horn is left

uncovered.

On the whole, then, the Hunza bow suggests survival from a relatively early stage in the

evolution of the bows of composite structure, although the application of the horn in narrow strips is

a technique which characterizes the Persian bow, perhaps the most highly specialized of all.

It would be of great interest if a damaged Hunza bow could be obtained for submission to a

‘ post-mortem ’ examination by dissection. The details of its anatomy should give a clearer idea

as to the affinities of the type. I have dissected several types of composite bows and have,

therefore, material for comparative study. HEXRY BALFOL R.

Rhodesia. Neville Jones.

Further Excavations at Gokomere, Southern Rhodesia, By the Reverend Xeville Jones.

The rock-shelter at Gokomere formed the subject of a paper by Father Gardner in the 1 Qy
Journal of the Institute in the July-December number, 1928, and was the first detailed account •

of the Wilton culture in Rhodesia. This culture, which is widely spread throughout South Africa, is, in

Rhodesia, intimately associated with rock paintings, and occurs commonly in caves and rock shelters

all over the country. The thorough and painstaking excavation of Gokomere by Father Gardner

has added largely to our knowledge of the local development of the Wilton culture, though we are

yet uncertain as to its origin. On the completion of his task, the extent of which must be seen to be

Journ. of the Anthrop. Inst., November, 18S9, PI. VI, Figs, 9-13.
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appreciated, Father Gardner turned his attention to two other adjacent sites at the foot of the kopje.

In one of these, among the boulders where rain wash has accumulated, he found an industry which,

not having previously encountered it, he was at a loss to recognize, and, at his invitation, I recently

visited Gokomere with Father Stapleton and was afforded an opportunity for examining this industry

hi situ. My association with Mr. Leslie Armstrong during his excavation of Bambata enabled me
at once to recognize the Bambata culture at Gokomere, where all the characteristic forms occur in

great abundance. The burin is here particularly abundant and accounted for 22 per cent, of the

implements found in a small excavation opened up during our visit. Father Gardner’s second site

was, however, the point of greatest interest. In a small natural amphitheatre surrounded by huge

granite boulders Father Gardner had excavated a large trench which had yielded an extensive flake

industry with a small proportion of finished implements, and the greater part of our time was devoted

to the examination of this industry and to excavating in the hope of being able to determine its time

sequence. After the removal of the top twelve inches, which was largely composed of ash with

abundant Makalanga refuse, we came upon an ochreous sandy soil full of fragments of exfoliated

granite, and to a depth of two feet recovered a few Wilton tools as well as some flakes of Bambata
age. Beneath this layer we began to find flakes many of which exhibited strongly faceted butts,

similar to the LevaUois flakes common at the Victoria Falls and elsewhere. The presence of cores,

some of which exhibited flake scars, while others had obviously been prepared for flaking, led us to

hope for implements prepared from such flakes, nor were we disappointed. We recovered two fine

and very typical Mousterian points, one in chalcedony and the other in silcrete, together with some
crude scrapers.

Industries bearing a strong Mousterian flavour are widespread throughout South Africa, and it

has so far been found convenient to group them together and to refer to them as ‘ IVIiddle Stone Age
Industries.’ They vary very considerably in different locahties owing probably to variations in the

materials available, and, so far as my experience goes, all appear to show some evidence of Neoanthropic

influence in a greater or less degree. A careful examination of the Gokomere finds, however, fails

to reveal any such evidence. The industry is, so far as our observations led us, a simple LevaUois

flake industry, more like the late Mousterian of Europe than anything I have seen elsewhere in South

Africa. The site is stiU being excavated and further results wUl be looked for with interest.

NEVILLE JONES.

Austral ia, Thomson.
Ceremonial Presentation of Fire In North Queensland. A Preliminary Note on the Place of Fire in

Primitive Ritual. By Donald F. Thomson, B.Sc., DipL Anthrop., Bartlett Research Scholar,

University of Melbourne.

4 QQ The importance of fire in social life in North Queensland is emphasized by a series of rituals

I UU in which fire plays the chief part.

The tribes discussed in the following notes are the Koka Dai’-yuri of the lower Edward river.

Gulf of Carpentaria, the Yintjingga of the Stewart river, Princess Charlotte Bay, the Koka Ya-o
of Lloyd Bay, and the Ompela, whose territory lies between the Yintjingga and the Koka Ya-o.

The social life of these people differs little, except in detail.

I.

—

The Significance of the Sharing of Fire.

(a) The fire as the centre of family life.

The sharing of a common fire establishes or affirms a bond of solidarity between individuals or

within a group.

Each family, by which is understood the group consisting of a man and his wife or wives, and
their children, own or adopted, in a camp or horde, lives as a separate unit. Each has its ovii fire

at which its food is cooked and about which its life centres. Again, the two camps consisting of the

single men and the single women respectively have their own fires at which the cooking is carried out
and around which their life is centred. Except on rare ceremonial occasions there are no communal
meals in which both sexes take part.

[
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During the ’ dry season, the south-east monsoon, the natives frequently abandon their hark
shelters, contenting themselves ^yith. a lean-to of boughs to act as a wind break, or even dispensing
with a shelter altogether.

The fire alone now forms the centre of family life. Xo man, married or single, ever approaches
close to the fireside of another family when the women folk are present. Even the long discussions
that take place at night are carried on by shouting from fireside to fireside, or at fires at which the
men only forgather. The fire is therefore essentially the centre of family life, shared only by those
between whom a special bond exists.

This fact was brought home to me vividly during a journey from Princess Charlotte Bay to

Lloyd Bay, We travelled ^^ith two men, one single, the other accompanied ])y his wife. All were on
good terms and there were no strict kintja (tabu) restricting speech or behaviour between them.
The woman cooked the food for both men but they never sat down to eat together : at each meal time
two fires were lighted some yards apart, at one of which the man and his wife sat, while the single

man ate his food alone at the other.

(b) The sharing of a fire as a marriage ceremony.

The simple act of sharing a common fire in the presence of the camp constitutes the marriage

ceremony in the Ompela tribe. When the time for marriage arrives the mother of the girl tells her

to go and light a fire. At this she sits with her grass baskets used for food collecting, and her other

domestic utensils, while her betrothed sits on the opposite side of the fire with his spears and spear-

throwers. As my informant said simply, Xext day they go hunting," i.e., they are married. Sexual

intercourse does not constitute marriage : this is possible (under certain conditions) with any woman
to whom the relationship term wullmno is applied.

But there are times—critical stages in the life of the individual—when he or she is cut olf from
participation in normal social activities. At these times he is distinguished by a special name and
camps, not uith family or spouse, but at a fire which is not shared by others. A widow, during the

first stages of the prolonged mourning, camps at a fire of her own on the edge of the camp : a girl

at her first menstruation leaves the fire of her family or her husband (for she is often married before

this) and has her own fire in a place apart. The individual to whom the name pulominki is applied,

whose duty it is to attend to the smoking and drying of a body, does not return to camp between

vigils of the corpse, but camps apart, always at his owm fire.

IL—Ceremonial Presentation of Fire to Visitors.

The Koka DaiAuiri tribe of the lower Edward river, with which I lived for some time, had, on
account of its extreme isolation, suffered very little from European influence, and I was able to study

a number of customs which have long disappeared from other tribes. Xone of the Koka Daiquiri

spoke any English, and they were still using bone and stone implements. Here the presentation of

fire was made to each visiting party before admission to the camp and I was able frequently to observe,

and obtain photographs of, this interesting ceremonial.

The following is an account of a typical ceremony which took place on the occasion of the visit

of a party from the neighbouring Koka Manka or Wikzantjera tribe.

Three men, each carrying a bundle of spears, spear-thrower and fire stick, appeared out of the

scrub to the north of the camp. Although their approach was at once observed, causing an under-

current of excitement in camp, no apparent notice whatever was taken of the men, who approached

slowly to within about 40 feet of the northern fringe of the camp, where each squatted on the ground

a few feet apart, placing his weapons in front of him (Fig. 1). Xot a word was spoken, and apparently

no notice whatever was taken of their presence for about 10 or 15 minutes. Then a ‘ big ' man left

the camp unarmed and strolled casually towards the man on the left, scraped a shallow depression

in the ground close to him with his foot, as a native does before sitting down, and then squatted on
the ground about a yard away from the visitor (Fig. 2). Still not a word was spoken. They did not

even look at one another, but kept their eyes downcast. After a few minutes had elapsed the old

man of the camp spoke a few words in a low tone—inaudible to me where I stood a few yards away

—
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and the other replied in the same casual way. Still neither looked up—^lest he might betray to the

watching camp the slightest interest or emotion. At length the old man called the single word
Bat (fire) and a boy broiight out a small piece of smouldering wood which he handed to the old

man from the camp. This fire the old man then placed on the ground between himself and the visitor

to whom he had spoken. In former times this no doubt concluded the ceremony, but on this occasion

a tobacco pipe was lighted and handed to the visitor. A second man now left the camp, strolled

FIG. 1 . VI'^ITORS :>QL'ATTING ABOL'T 40 FT. FROM THF FRIXGE OF A CAMP OF THE KOKA DAl'-YERI TRIBE, LR. EDWARD R.,
(il LF OF CARPENTARIA, WAITING FOR FIRE TO BE BROUGHT OUT TO THEM FROM THE CAMP. NOTICE EACH MAN S

BUNDLE OF WEAPONS LAID ON THE GROUND IN FRONT OF HIM.

casually over and spoke to the man at the other end of the line, making a present, which was
reciprocated. A little later all entered the camp, to be followed, in the ev'ening, by a larger party
of which they were the forerunners.

On another occasion two young men of the camp were absent for a few days, and returned with
two or three members of a neighbouring group. They did not at once enter their owm camp, but
squatted on the ground for a few minutes until fire w^as ceremonially presented to them, as well as
to the visitors.

[ 104
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III.

—

^^lOURXIXG AND THE CEREMONIAL EXTINCTION OB' FiRE.

After the death of an important adult member of society, the bones (Yintjingga tribe) or the

mummified body {Ompela and Koka Ya-o) are carried about by relatives of the deceased for a period

up to two or three years. During this time many of the relatives of the deceased are distinguished

by special names which carry set types of mourning behaviour. These may be extremely complex

and prolonged, carrying kintja (tabu) on the eating of foods and the cutting of the hair, as well as the

obligation to wear strings called mola. and white clay or charcoaL according to relationship. Each
stage terminates in the preparation of a mai'iji mnkkan or ‘ big kai-kai/ a ceremonial presentation

of food, when the mourning paint is ceremonially washed off.

In June, 1929. I was present at one of these ynm'iji inukkan at the Stewart river. The mummified
body of the deceased was placed on the dry sandy bed of the river, a fire was lighted at its head

(Fig. 3), and beside the fire was placed a bark trough filled with water. A brief outline of the

FIG. 3 . A MAI*VI MFKKA Ml KKAN (’ BIG KAI-KAI ' OR FL'NERAL FEASX) OX THK BED OF THE STEWART RIVER,

PRINCESS CHARLOTTE BAV. THE MUMMIFIED BODY WRAPPED IX MELALEUCA BARK. IS LYIXCi IX FRONT OF THE
WOMAN SEATED UPON THE SAND, WITH THE FIRE ON THE LEFT, AT THE HEAD OF THE BODY.

ceremony which took place will suffice for the present paper. Immediately around the body the

women performed a mourning dance and a few feet away the men scpiatted raising their voices in

loud lamentation.

At the conclusion of the ceremony all present washed the mourning paint from their bodies in

the vessel of water placed beside the mummy for this purpose, finally extinguishing the fire by
throwing this water upon it. Immediately the fire had been put out. all present redoubled their

wailing, beating themselves with their hands and throwing themselves violently upon the ground

in a paroxysm of grief.

The part played by fire in this ceremony appears to accord well with the ceremonial use of fire

previously described, and I would suggest the following explanation.

Wlien the mourners place the food and fire at the head of the body they give ritual expression

to the bond of solidarity that formerly existed between the deceased and themselves. By means of

[
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the gifts (obligatory) of food, the cutting of the hair carried out beside the body, the wearing of mola
and mourning paint, visible signs of their grief and proof of mourning well carried out, they give

expression to their regard for the deceased. The washing off of the paint and the final act of

extinguishing the fire, serve to express their sense of loss and the disruption that they have suffered

by his death. DOXALD F, THOMSON.

ROYAL ANTHROPOLOGICAL INSTITUTE: PROCEEDINGS.
Ordinary Meetings of the Institute.

The Sagittal Section of the Skull, Sumynarif of a Communication presented h)f Professor IT. J. SoUaSy

F,E.S., 7 June, 1932.

inn In the first part of this communication it was explained how the determination of the

I UU geometrical centre of the sagittal section affords a basis for a system of angular measurements

in relation to an axis which is drawn as a bisectrix of the angle made by radii drawn from the centre

to the basion and opisthion, respectively.

The most important of the angles to be measured is that made by tlie nasion. In the skulls of

Homo sapiens this, as measured from the axis, varies from 280° to 267° or reckoning from 270° as a

mark of reference of from 10° to —3°.

In the present communication the Palseanthropidae are more especially considered. With the

single exception of the Trinil skull, these are all widely separated from the Xcanthropidae by a much
larger negative nasion angle. In the Rhodesian skull it is — 10°, but in the other members of the group

it ranges from — 15° or 16° to —20° (La Chapelle). In the apes, as shown previously (Part I), the

angle varies within narrow limits around —30° to —35°
: so that in this particular the Palseanthropidae

stand midway between the apes and recent man. The magnitude of the nasion angle depends, in the

first place, on the relative growth of the facial and cerebral regions of the cranium and on the ontogeny

both of the apes and man. The facial encroaches on the cerebral region, so that the nasion retreats with

growth until it reaches a limit at maturity.

In the phyllogeny of the Primates the process w^as reversed, for, as the cerebral encroached on

the facial region, the nasion descended. This involved a necessary compensation, for, with the nasion,

the face, as a whole, was carried downwards, and, to maintain it in a position fronting forw^ards, it

was necessary to rotate the skull as a whole and in a clockwise direction as opposed to the counter-

clockwise movement in the ontogeny.

The rotation could be effected by a change in the inclination or curvature of the vertebratal

column or by a rotation on the condyles or by both.

The stages in this change are recorded by the inclination of the cranial axis with the Frankfort

horizontal line. Thus, for instance, in the skull of La Chapelle-aux-Saints, with a nasion angle of —20",

the angle made by the Frankfort line with the cranial axis is 62°, while, in an Australian skull with

a nasion angle of — 3°, the corresponding angle with the Frankfort line is 79°. The compensation,

here exceptionally perfect, is in harmony with the posture assigned to the complete skeleton of the

man of La ChapeUe as given by Professor Boule in his remarkable reconstruction (Fig. 99.—L'homme
fossile de La Chapelle-aux-Saints).

Sociological Research Meeting.
Economic Stages of Development in Africa.

Jy H, Driberg, AT.A. : 20 May, 1932.

200 The difference between a continental
environment, such as Africa, and island

environments makes it difficult to analyse the inter-

relations of economic, social and political organiza-
tion with the necessary exactitude. Not only does
the size and diversity of Africa (together with its

uneven literature) prohibit a cursory survey of the

[

whole, but its en\dronment has been particularly

adapted to the diffusion of cultural traits, which is

a factor bound to be taken into consideration in

any kind of economic correlation and classification.

We find a mass of contradictions in detail : cultures

that are considerably advanced economically and
socially often exhibit features w’hich we should
consider backward; other cultures, relatively more
backward, include features lacking in their more
advanced neighbours ;

even in cultures apparently
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identical in origin and dev^elopment there are wide
divergencies in individual traits, such as the sexual
division of labour. On the other hand, economic
and social development do appear to go hand-in-
hand in certain directions, such as economic
specialization and the increasing respect paid to
specialists in the higher cultures, together with a
greater technical skill in the operations concerned,
doubtless an outcome of the leisure which such
specialization confers. Increasing specialization
also implies that a larger proportion of the popula-
tion becomes dependent on the rest of the commimity
for food and other necessities, and this fact and the
growing trade forces attention on problems of
distribution and currency. (It may be observed,
however, that credit appears to be in inverse ratio
to the general development of society and, while a
usual feature in the simpler cultures tends to
disappear as society becomes more elaborately
organized, which is at variance with Hildebrand's
classification.) Generally speaking, we may safely
say that there is not sufficient evidence for or against
a correlation by stages between economic and
other aspects of culture in Africa

; but such a
correlation does exist in the direction of trade,
currency, markets and distribution generally. The
organization of distribution and its accessories
shows a steady development from the Bushman

-

Pygmy cultures to the highly centralized monarchies
of the Bantu and Xegro kingdoms. There appears
to be a close relationship between this development
and political and social evolution. The nomadic
and semi-nomadic pastorals (with the exception of
the Fulani and the Didinga, who are both subject
to imusual influences, either social or enviromnental)
are next to the Bushmen-Pygmies in the scale of

economic evolution, with the Xilotics a stage more
advanced. The Bantu exhibit all stages of develop-

ment from the simp!(\>t form of “ silent trade
”

to a high degree of economic advancement m the
more highly-organized societies, the most culturally
efficient of which must ho placed on the same \oxo\

as the kingdoms and emirates of the West Coast.

Human Biology.

Standardization of Anthropological Techniques.

Discussion of Beport : 27 Mcuj, 1932 .* Dr. H.
J, Fleure in the chair, pfjl

Dr. G. M. Morant, Miss M, L. Tildesley and "

Mr. L. H. Dudley Buxton, nominated at a previous
Meeting, and subsequently appointed by the
Coimcil, to formulate proposals as to the method
by which international standardization might be
achieved, submitted then agreed proposals to the
Meeting. These are set forth in the memorandum
printed above [193]. The proposals were approved
by the Meeting, and have been accepted by the
Council of the Institute.

On behalfof the Council, all British anthropologists
who are interested in the standardization of any one,
or more, of the divisions into which physical observa-
tions have been classified above, are invited to notify
Miss M. L. Tildesley, Convener of Human Biology
Research Meetings (Royal College of Surgeons,
Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C.2). Any who are prepare<l
to draw up a proposed technique for any one of these
groups of observations in accordance with the
recommendations of the memorandum, are invited
to do so, and to notify her as soon as possible. She
will put those working on the same group into touch
with one another, and inform them of the names of
those interested, who will be given an opportunity
to discuss the schemes proposed.
The Report is printed in full above : Man 1 932,

193.

PROCEEDINGS
SCHOOL OF ORIENTAL STUDIES.

The Kafirs of the Hindu Kush. By Professor J,

Morgenstierne : 2, 4 and 6 May, 1932.

The Kafirs of the Hindu Kush are Aryan
tribes, who have not, or not till recently, tUfc
been converted to Islam. They are of interest

both on account of the very archaic features of their

languages, and because they are the only Indo-

Europeans who have preserved an illiterate pagan-
ism, relatively uninfluenced by higher religions.

Very little is known about them until the nine-

teenth Century. Sir George Robertson is the only

European who has lived among them, and several

of their valleys have not yet been visited.

As both their religion and their languages were
very imperfectly known, the Institute for Compara-
tive Research in Human Culture in Oslo sent the

lecturer out to study them in 1924 and 1929.

The Kafirs live in high, isolated valleys, between
the Kabul valley and the Hindu Kush. They are

divided into several tribes. Anthropologically,

they vary much. More or less ‘ Xordic ’ t\q)es

OF SOCIETIES.
occur : but also Alpine, and among the Kalashas,
Australoid t}q)es.

The tribes were independent and democratic.
Various degrees of nobility were, however, obtained
by going through certain ceremonies (mainly
consisting in giving a large number of feasts), or
by killing a certain number of Muhammadans.
The maternal uncle played an important role

in several of the events and customs connected
with family life.

In 1894, Katiristan was conquered by the Afghans,
and the inhabitants forcibly converted to Islam.
A part of the Kati tribe fled to Chitral, where they
were allowed to keep their religion, but are now
rapidly giving it up. Only an old priest still

remembered their myths. The Kalasha tribe,

ancient inhabitants of Chitral, are still mainly
pagans.
The gods of the Kalasha pantheon are to a gi’eat

extent identified with those of the Katis. Thus,
Kalasha Dezau is said to be the Kati Imro, originally

the god of death (Skr. Yamardja), but now the
creator of the world and also of the other gods.
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Dezau is also conceiv^ed in a half monotheistic way

;

he has no temple or altar, and receives no sacrifice

or ritual prayer.
Many other gods are worshipped. Some of the

Kati gods are connected with Vedic deities, e.g.,

the War God.
Among both tribes there is a goddess of birth who

resides in the women's house outside the village.

The Katis bury their dead in wooden coffins

above the earth. They make wooden images, often
on horseback, of the more prominent men and
women. Their ideas about life after death are very
vague.
Both tribes have a number of regular festivals.

The lecturer had attended and described the spring
festival of the Kalashas.

Tiie Kalashas speak a language which belongs
to the Indo-Aryan branch of the Indo-Iranian
group. But the languages of the other Kafir tribes,

Kati, Prasun, Waigeli and Ashkun, are neither
Iranian nor Indo-Aryan, but form a third branch
of Indo-Iranian, influenced, however, since time
immemorial from India. The Kafir languages have
preserved some archaic features which have already
disappeared in the most ancient Iranian and Indo-
Arvan languages.
But they have also, and especially the Prasim,

developed many strange phonetic changes. These
illustrate the rule that imiovations can more easily
spread to all the speakers of a language when
linguistic communication is restricted to a few
villages, than when they have to be accepted by a
larger and more scattered community, where
reaction against individual or local changes, tending
to endanger mutual understanding, will be stronger.

Linguistic evidence shows that the Kafirs must
have separated from the rest of the Aryans at a
very early date, and probably they have inhabited
their moLmtain-valleys for thousands of years. We
know nothing about their early history, and their
own traditions are of little value.

[July, 1932.

But their genealogical lists are of some interest.

Independent, collateral evidence from diffeient

tribes seems to prove that the genealogj^ of one
family of chiefs is reliable for at least 29 generations.

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
Central Asiatic and Siberian Rock Pictures.

Professor A. M, Tallgren. 23 and 25 May,

203 Rock pictures and monoliths with pictures
are widely distributed in the steppe regions and along
their forest edges in Central Asia ; those of Siberia,

Mongolia, Turkestan and Pamir are of special

significance. The monoliths with pictures found in

Central Asia and the stone statues of Bronze Age
period found in the Yenisei steppes are reminiscent
of the well-known Stone Women (Kamennya Baby)
of Southern European Russia, The Altai Sarmatian
graves have jfielded fimeral masks. From the
historical point of view the stone pictures fall into

two groups. The prehistoric group seems to have
magical significance, thus linking it with other rock
engra\*ings of the Stone Age, In this group also are

designs linking with the shamanistic practices of

the Arctic peoples : a recent shaman’s drum was
shown on the screen to have designs reminiscent
of these early rock pictures. The second group is

obviously markedly influenced by contact with the
civilizations of the Western World and has many
Iranian and Greek analogies. Some of the scenes
depicted in this latter group may be an attempt to

record historical facts, though the possibility of
magic significance is not altogether excluded.
Further study of the subjects and technique of these
rock pictures and statues is much needed, since the
influence of the west on northern Asiatic art and
culture has been hitherto underestimated, although
the objects sho^^^l on the screen prove it to have
been dominant ; it is not till the Han period that
Chinese influence becomes evident.

REVIEWS
Primates. Zuckerman.
The Social Life of Monkeys and Apes. By S.

Zuckerman. London. Keyan Paid, 1932.

204 357, with 24 jdates. Price 15^f. net.

The study of human behaviour, though
now an established member of the fraternity of
sciences, has hardly purged itself of methods with
no claim to objectndty, and dogmas with no warrant
but that of an individual's experiences. Least
capable of facing this indictment are those branches
of the new science which deal with the social
behaviour of man. Psychology and sociology
have still a long apprenticeship to scientific method
ahead of them.

Above all, there is a great deal to be learnt
Irom studies of animal behaviour, which are
rapidly attaining an emfiable precision and freedom
from anthropomorphic bias. The relative ease

[

with which both experimental and observational
methods can be applied to the restricted behaviour

-

repertoire (by human standards) of even such highly
developed mammals as monkeys and apes, simplifies

the problem for the student of animal behavioiu*.

Nevertheless, it is in this very field of methodology
that sociology probably has most to gain from a
cordial interest in animal beha\fiour.

It has been the fashion, bequeathed to us by the
ardent evolutionists of last century, to invoke
animal, and particularly simian beha\fiour in support
of theories about the institutions of primitive
people such as marriage, the family, matriarchy,
and so on, and in discussions of human “ instincts

”

which are supposed to imderlie these institutions.
Dr. Zuckerman’s book is likely to administer a
much-needed corrective to such specious transposing
of questionable data about animal beha\iour to
the domain of human problems. When we can
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observ'e the social 'beha\ioiir of man by the same
scrupulous technique as that employed by Dr.
Zuckerman and other investigators cited by him,
we shall no doubt cease disputing about arbitrary
hx’potheses and fantastic sehematizations. In
the meantime, both Dr. Zuckerman's own findings,

and the mass of corroborative data critically

assembled by him from other sources, compel
the present reviewer, at any rate, to acknowledge
that the problems of hiunan society cannot be
solved by beholding either monkey or any other
sub-human animal society.

Dr. Zuckerman’s book is more than a record
of his own investigations. It surveys and sifts

a vast amount of the literature of simian behaviour,
with considerable reference also to studies of other
species.

Dr. Zuckerman's own researches were confined
to baboons, and these mainly in captivity. It

seems highly probable, how^ever, from his observa-
tions on baboons in the wild state, that what
he reports of the colony at the London Zoological

Gardens holds for their wild brethren, if in a lesser

degree. A solid foundation for the most interesting

chapters in the book—those which recount the
detailed obser\’ations of the ‘ family ’ life and
‘ social organization ’ of the baboon colony—is

laid in the resume of the experimental investiga-

tions made by the author and other workers
of the menstrual cycle in sub-human primates.

L^nlike the females of other mammalian orders,

whose sexual receptivity depends upon the

costrus -cycle and is, therefore, sharply limited

to brief periods of heat, female apes and monkeys,
like those of Homo Sapiens, are by reason of the
menstrual cycle capable of recei\ung the male
at any time. Sex thus becomes the one pole of

monkey life, since semi-permanent sexual partner-

ship is possible. The other pole is the dominance
of the strongest males. These capture all the

females, their ‘harems’ being apparently propor-

tional to their relative dominance, and the most
food, the remaining males forming bachelor parties.

The social pattern is, however, very unstable.

Deadly fights over the females, who tisually perish

in the course of these fights, frequently occur.

But this is not the whole story. Turning again

to the microscope, the scalpel, and the arbitrament

of experiment. Dr. Zuckerman shows how the

monkey's anatomical and neurological development
endow it with a wide range of reflexes and great

susceptibility to conditioning. Sexual responses

thus become attached to non-sexual situations,

adding complications to the pattern of the baboons’

social life. But any social organization, in the

anthropologist's sense of the word, does not exist.

Mutual aid, for example, has no place in monkey
society, pace the pious misinterpretations of armchair

sociologists ; and maternal responses are wholly

reflex in character, depending on the physiological

condition of the female baboon.

Dr. Zuckerman has added another brick to the

rapidly-rising edifice of solid knowledge ofsub-human
primate behaviour. Many problems still remain

to be solved. What determines dominance ?

Possibly intelligence and * temperament,’ as well
as sheer physical prow’css, count. Is there any
form of leadership in monkey society ? The
inve.stigation of these and .similar problems will

be awaited with the greatest interest.

The book is wxll illustrated and includes an
excellent bibliography of the literature of primate
behaviour. M, FORTES.

Africa : West. Rattray.

Akan-Ashanti Folk-Tales. Collected and translated by
Captain R. S, Rattray^ and illustrated by Africans
of the Gold Coast Colony, Oxford : Clarendon QflC

1930. Sj :

' />/>. xx 275; 12 plates aUu
and nunierous illu'itrat ions in text. Price 21-5. net.

This book coutains seventy-five stories, text and
Translation, so that it is welcome as w'ell from the
linguist's as from tlie folk-loriist's pomt of view. Captain
Rattray s preface opens up three interesting lines of
inquiry, *' which, I think, have now been adequately

explored or at any rate, judged by my owm local
•* experience, correctly explamed.” The first of these
relates to the origin of the tales—at least of those

sometimes classified nnder the Teutonic name of
Aleirchen. ’ the second to “the apparent vulgarity
and coarseness of some of the stories ” (a subject

treated by Dr. Evans-Pritchard in J.R.A.I., 1929),
and the third tlie general use of animal names in

those talcs wLich seem otherwise wholly concerned
“ with tlie lives and actions of liumaii beings

**—a point
on which the author is “ not prepared to accept for
West Africa the current explanation of tins
peculiarity.'’ His view is that “ the majority of
these ‘ Beast -fables ’ are apologues,” in which “ tlie

“ names of animals, and even that of the Sky-god
“ himself, were substituted for the names of*^ real
“ individuals whom it would have been very impolitic to
‘‘ mention ”—a practice whicli “ is still resorted to, in

order to expose someone whom the offended party
” fears to accuse more openly.'’ Fatlier Torreiid at one
time expressed a similar vie\v—I think with regard to
the Tonga—namely, that these tales enabled an enslaved
people to express opinions about their oppressors to
which they could not otherwise give voice. In his
Specimens of Bantu Folklore (1921), he has this note;
“ A question w'hich may tie submitted to students of
“ Bantu lore is whether the proportion of animal tale.s

has not increased in the same ratio as slavery. It is

certainly a notable fact that among the Xosa. Zulu.
Bene-Mukuni [a tribe north of the Kafue and east of

“ the 11a country], etc., who do not remember having
ever been enslaved, the proportion of animal tales is

“ insignificant or evidently borrowed.” There can be
no doubt that Captain Rattray is right on the data lie

giv'es; but it would seem tliat his facts apply to a
comparatively advanced and settled state of society.
Elsewdiere the Hare -and-Tortoise stories belong to a
stage which has not yet outgrown the simple faith of
Uncle Remus, that lieasts were once just like persons

—

or, indeed, that they are still much the same. Indeed,
Captain Rattray admits that some of the tales in this
collection may be “ animal myths pure and simple.'’
With regard to his first pomt, he frankly takes up

the diffusionist position. IVhile it is probably true tiiat
nowhere are outside influences more likely to be made
manifest than m the realm of story telling," and some

very curious migrations and transformations of stories
can be shown to have occurred in Africa, I cannot lielp
thinking that his conclusion is a little too sweeping.

[
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The notion of the girl wlio refused all suitors and finally

came to grief through acceptmg a disguised hyena, ogre

or demon, is one likely to occur anywhere, and the

working out is so different (Xo. 44 :
“ How the Parrot's

“ tail became red,” and Xos. 53, 74 and 75, compared
with a Hausa story in Miscliiich’s recently-published

collection, and a Xyanja one obtained by myself) as to

strengthen the presumption of an independent origin.

I sliould be inclined to think Xo. 70 a clear ease of

diffusion, as it seems to be identical with “ Les Trois

Vaisseaux " in Jimod {Chants et Contes, p, 304) and
The Story of a Chief ” from Xyasaland (see my Satives

of British Central Africa, p. 247), also The Wives who
brought their liusband to life ” in Dennett, Folklore of the

Fjort, and another version in Thomann, Manuel de la

Langue Xeoide. Xo. 8 How* the Pveed got the Joints
”

narrates the consequences entailed by a breach of tabu

;

many parallels might be quoted, but this does not
necessarily prove borrow'ing, since, w*herever such a
belief exists, people w'ould naturally speculate on the

results of the sin, and, here, the denouement is quite

individual.

There are some curious examples of randormees (Xos.

25, 61, 65 m part, 68, 73), some of them belonging to the
familiar Exchanges " type, but space w'ill not allow’" of

their being discussed here.

I must not close without a word of praise for the

quaint and delightful illustrations adorning a book
worthy to take its place as a supplement to the author’s

great trilogA* and a contribution to the study of West
African life and thought. A, W.

Tribal Studies in Northern Nigeria. By C. K. Meek.
London, Kegan Paul^ Trench, Tnibner <t* Co.

1931. (2 Vols.) Pp.x, 581: map and illustra-

tions; \ii\,%ZZpp. and illustrations. 2bs.each.

When 'Mr. Meek published, in his capacity of Census
Commissioner, a general ethnographical account of the
Northern Provinces of Nigeria (' The Northern Tribes
‘ of Nigeria,’ Oxford, 1925) he hoped that anthropo-
logical work of an intensive character might be carried

out before tribal institutions there had become affected

by alien influences. As Government Anthropologist,

he has had the opportunity of undertaking this in

respect of upwards of fifty different tribes ; for the Jukun
and their neighbours in " A Sudanese Kingdom ‘ pub-
lished in 1931 and, for the remainder—many, perhaps
most, at one time under Jukun or allied influence

—

in these two volumes.
The accounts varj" from full ethnographical reports to

hurried notes of a few* days' work. Most of the data is

new. as wdll be seen from comparison with Temple's
‘ Tribes, Provinces, etc., of the Northern Provinces of
‘ Nigeria.’

On the various pagan religions. Mr. Meek's general
thesis (Vol. I, p. 42) is that the deities w’orshipped by a
number of tribes belong to the same group of gods and
goddesses as Osiris, Horus and Isis, Adonis and
Aphrodite, and Baal and Astarte. MTiile agreeing w*ith

this conclusion, I neverthele.ss dissent from the view
(Vol. I, p. 28) that “ the epithets applied to Xzeanzo
“ imply an omniscience and loving care which is quite
‘‘ remarkable in ^yest African theology.'" The italics are
mine. It would seem arguable that both Ashanti and
Yoruba ideas include some of the same order. It is an
interesting point, but at present surely not satisfactorily

demonstrable on account of lack of evidence relating

to the rest of Northern Nigeria. For, except in the case
of Xzeanzo, and one or two others (Vol. I, p, 221), there
is hardly any detailed reference throughout these volumes
to the theologies or the theogonies of the other tribes;

nor to the allied cosmological myths; nor to epic
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stories or myths of tribal origins, such as Mr. Seton

recorded for the Igara {J.R.A.I., 1928). It may be
hoped that these aspects will receive attention later,

difficult though such inquiries undoubtedly are.

Much space is devoted to social organization. In

nearly every case, principal terms of relationship are

g^iven, by which the effect of marriage or other social

regulations on the relationship nomenclature may be

studied.
The linguistic material appended to each chapter

includes vocabularies, sentences, numerals, generally from
1 to 13, w'lth the words for 20 and 100. The omission

of the intermediate numbers leaves us in the dark,

wKether the languages form the round numbers from 30

to 90 on the quinary or the vigesimal system, a matter
w*hich can be determined only by inquiry.

My unpublished notes show, for example, that in the

Kwotto (Igbira) language the word for 30 means 5 times 6

and the word for 70 means 10 times 5 plus 20; wJiereas

in the neighbouring Igara language (w*hich is, like

Kwotto, a ' West Sudanic ’ language) the word for 30

means 20 plus 10 and that for 70 means 20 times 3 plus

10 .

Evidence of a breakdowm from a duodecimal system

to a decimal one is recorded (Vol. II, p. 120) in the

Jaba numerals. I found a like phenomenon in the

Kwotto language, by comparing it with the neighbouring

Afu language, to w*hich it is related; and this might be

looked for elsewKere.

These volumes, copiously illustrated wdth good photo-

graphs and having adequate map and index, are a notable

landmark of anthropological science in Nigeria.

J. K. WILSOX-HAFFENDEN.

Sociology.

Women in Primitive Mother-right Societies. By
Z)r. J. H. Bonhaar. Published by J. B. Walters

207 {hiague) and David yutt {London), 1931.

For students of such a young science as anthro-

pology nothing is more salutary than a backw*ard

glance at earlier hypotheses. Dr, Ronhaar, therefore,

does us a useful service in his critical summary of the
^ mother-right ' controversy, for this is a problem
w*hich has figured in so many anthropological doctrines

that it furnishes in itself a history of the different

schools of thought of the last 50-60 years.

It must be said at once, however, that the author

seems to have stopped short before reaching the last

chapter of events. The very word ' mother-right ’ has

already an archaic sound to many of us.

Modern field-work has made it abundantly clear that

no society is either purely patrilineal or purely matri-

lineal with regard to such factors as inheritance,

succession, authority, or descent. The legal systems

of most primitive peoples are, in essence, a balance

between the rights of the paternal and maternal rela-

tives, w ith an emphasis only to one side or the other.

The position of w oman,' too, cannot simply be classified

as ' high ’ or ‘ low* ' in different types of society, but
must be analysed in relation to the whole social, legal,

economic, and religious life of the tribe.

The last edition of the Institute’s ‘ Notes and Queries

in Anthropology ’ cautions readers, in fact, against the

use of the terms ' father-right ' and ‘ mother-right
’

at all.

Now such conclusions do actually emerge from a

study of Dr. Ronhaar's evidence, but the author himself
seems to be tinaware of these recent trends in anthropo-
logy* and devotes all his energies to refuting the theories

of " the evolutionary and Kulturhistorische schools.

Himself formerly a pupil of Steinmetz, he finds himself

maddened by the more fantastic doctrines of Schmidt

]
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and Koppens, and declares it to be necessary to end the
‘ mother-right ’ contro\'ersy by pro\-ing once and bn*
all the inadequacy of their evidence—in his own more
picturesque phraseolog%% to put a stop to all this

drivel which has no other result but bringing ethnology
into discredit."

To many English readers, therefore, this well-founded
criticism of earlier theories will seem like so much
battering at an open door. They will look in vain for

more constructive conclusions in the realm of theory or

from the held-work point of view. But none the less the
book IS distinctly valuable as a collection of evidence as
to the structure of matrilineal communities, and as a
work of reference for those interested in the many
h\"potheses as to the origin of matriarchy. It opens with
an account of the theories of Bachofen, ^IcLellan,

Graebner, Schmidt, Sydney Hartland and others, and
hence Ronhaar draws up a Hst of those features of
society which have been consKlered as correlates of
‘ mother-right ’—including such a wide variety of
institutions as the laws of descent, matrilocal marriage,
the authority of the woman in the group, women*

s

rights of ownership in agricultural communities, secret

societies, girls' initiation ceremonies, a high standard of
sexual morals, the cult of ancestors, peace-loving
characteristics, and a number of others. These different

culture traits the author exammes in those societies

—

chiefly in North America and Melanesia—which have
been considered as most typically matriarchal. He
shows both the inadequacy of the ethnological data on
which the earlier theories as to the origins of mother-
right were based, and also the very low degree of corre-

lation betw^een any of the above-mentioned institutions

and a delinitely matrilineal organization of society. His
statistical anah'ses are useful in this case, and his

examination of the actual part played by w'omen in

economic activities, and their legal position in marriage
are specially \'aluable.

On the whole, the mass of evidence is handled w ell,

but the lack of an index, and the method of arranging

the descriptive evidence in numbered paragraphs in

each chapter, involve the reader in a good deal of labour.

But he w'lll And himself carried along by the author's

vehement denunciatory style, in spite of certain obscu-
rities in the English, Dr. Ronhaar is severe in his

condemnations of those who try to popularize science,

but he allow^s himself such purple patches as the

following: "this intoxicating perfume of the great
‘‘ brothel of Bachofen continually obtrudes itself upon
“ us !

*’

The proof-reading has been unusually careless, but
this is perliaps natural in a book printed in Holland.

A. I. RICHARDS.

The Rural Community. B// Divujhf Sanderrson,

Ginn d' < o., 1932. AflO
Probably the Profes&or of Rural Social

Organization in Cornell University w'ould not

regard his suggestions concemmg the evolution of

rural communities as anything but a useful peg on
which he can hang his collet'tion of facts. A perusal

of the facts themselves is enlightening, for it shows
w'hat an enormous amount of w ork remains to be done
before we can hope to understand how’ rural committees
came to be as they are obser\*ed. It reveals also the

need for closer and more exact definitiinis in the stuily of

rural economics.
So far as uncivilized peoples are concerned, most of

Professor Sanderson's attention seems to have been
devoted to the American Indians, but he refers also to

the cave-thvellers of the Canary Inlands, to some of the

inhabitants of Assam and Malay Peninsula and to

certain Oceanic Islanders. He di'?cu.sj»es the economic
and social life of these rural communities, their feasts

and festivals, their religion and magic. A whole chapter
is devoted to a similar survey of a Chinese village.

Then we are taken to modern Europe, then to U.S A.,

where the ' modern rural community ' exists. The
author discu&ses the tuture and signiticance of th<‘

modern \'iUage, as w'ell as its economic, religious and
social life.

In an undertaking of so protean a character, serious

lacuna^ are ine\'itable, and students w*ill assess variously
the \'alue of w'hat has been done. An impression of
vagueness is increased by the use of the term ' rural

community ' both in a generic and in a particular

sense, and the contrast between a rural group, which
represents the largest unit of economic organization, an<l

that which is a small part of a larger group seems to be
so great that it is doubtful if they can be compared. The
illustrations and diagrams are good. J. D. U.

Russia. A Social History. By S. D, Mlr-Ay,
Edited by C. G. iSeliyman, F.B.S, Pj). xix 333. nnn
10 X in. London. The Cre-'^i^et P/es'i. 1931. /IIQ
In his introduction Prince Mirskv states that

if he w^ere to re-w'rite his book " economic facts w'oufl
" have been more consistently emphasized as the one
and only protophenomenon of all historical reality.”

We may be glad that the book stands as it is, for .surely

history and especially the history outlined in liis valuable
study shows that an equally important jirotophenomenon
of historical reality is the spirit of man. which leads him
to .select out of his economic environment different

factors for emphasis according as his ideals of what is

the good life \’ary. An interesting aspect of economic.s
plus man's selection is our present financial dependence
on the gold standard. Here, right in the heart of modern
materialism, is a survival of primitive mark’s selection

of gold as something endowed with magic life-preserving
powers, that has gathered momentum through the ages
and given gold its artificial value as a medium of
currency.

Following on a statement of the geographic back-
ground, the author gives a ma.sterly summary in In',

chapter on ' Russia before the Russians ’ of the mam
archaeological outlmes. Xo finds assignable to the
Low'er Palaeolithic have been made in any part of
Russia, but Upper Palaeolithic stations reveal a culture
with many original features, yet distinctly related to
the Aurignacian, Solutrean and Mag<laknian phases
of w^estern and central Europe. These stations he along
the southern fruige of the forest and m the parkland
belt betw'een the Dnieper and the Don and Oka, and
they reveal the fact that Kiev, the Mother of Russian
cities, was an mhabited site in Palj?ohthic times. The
author considers that the bronze age Fatianovo culture,
with its spiderlike connections with the North Caucasian
region, the steppe, the northern forests and the Baltic
was a prototype of later Muscovite de\'elopments. He
emphasizes the role of agriculture in early civilization.s

of the plain, pointing out that the agricultural vocabu-
lary of the ^Iiddie Volga and Low'er Kama is still mamly
Bulgar in origin and that buckwheat, until recently so
widely cultivated in Russia, w^as introduced from the
Orient via the Chazars. He also draw's attention to the
early cultivation of spelt in the Middle Volga region
and relates it to the north Caucasian region, smce spelt
is extensively cultivated to the south of the steppe, in
the Crunea and Caucasus. The agricultural Tripoiyo
civilization, and the problem of its pottery, related "in

style to Danubiaii tyj^es, but distinct because of its

painting, is discussed, the author consulering that it mu-^t
be related w*ith such painted pottery civilizations as
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those of China and Transcaspia. The author considers

that the recent history of Russia may be roughly
summed up as the advance of the agriculturists upon
the liunters and nomads. An interesting and little

realized point which the author makes, is the close

connection in early times between the region of the

western tributaries of the Kama and Persia, a connec-

tion based on the exchange of furs for Sassanian silver;

he consklers the Permians to have been the purchasers

of this silver.

The chapter on the Slavs and the appendices, one
dealing with the distribution of physical types in Russia

and adjoining countries and one giving a most valuable

conspectus of the peoples of the U.S.S.R. and their

languages, territorial distribution, religion and cultural

t^'pes are of the very greatest importance and will take

their place as a brief, though authoritative statement of

the ethnology’ of Russia. ^lany readers will not agree

with all the author's conclusions about the Slavs, but
that only adds to the intellectual stimulus of the book.

He points out the linguistic unity of the Slavs, and the

length of its duration. We should have welcomed
suggestions from him as to the causes of this persistence,

and also as to the possible reasons for the wide
wandering and great rapidity of population increase

among Slavonic races. The remainder of the book
deals with the history of Russia from a fresh point of

view and touches on the development of architecture,

literature and the arts at various periods. Its value is

much increased by the series of maps which help to

elucidate the text. There are chapters dealing with the

national minorities at each phase of Imperial develop-

ment ; they are so illuminating that we hope that some
day the author will be tempted to expand them into a

serious study, R. M. F.

Linguistics.

Southern Rhodesia. Report on the Unification of

the Shona Dialects, carried out under the
auspices of the Government of Southern
Rhodesia and the Carnegie Corporation. By

Clement 3/. Doke, 3/.A., D.Litt. Printed for the Govern-

merit of Southern Rhodesia by Stephen Austin and Sons,

Ltd., Hertford. [C.S.R. 25—1931.] 9i + 6, 156 pp., 4

maps.
The languages of Southern Rhodesia have long con-

stituted somewhat of a problem, though their character

as members of the Bantu family was obvious enough,
also the fact that, with the exception of the intrusive

Sindebele, they appeared to constitute dialects of a
single form of speech. But the relation of the dialects

to each other, and the name to be applied to them as a
whole, have raised questions not easily decided, more
especially as linguists working in various parts of the
territory had adopted different methods of representing

sounds essentially the same. The people themselves
had no general name for themselves or their language,
ev ery tribe or sub-tribe using its own local designation,

as Manyika, Zezuru, Karanga, Jindwi, etc. The names
Mashona and Maswina, applied to them by outsiders,

appear to have been more or less distasteful. The
Committee set up by the Gov^emment for dealing with
the language question hav^e, howev'er, come to the
conclusion, doubtless for good reasons, that Shona is the
only name to be adopted, and it is, accordingly, em-
ployed throughout the present work.

Dr. Doke, working throughout in conjunction with
the Language Committee, devoted a year’s mtensiv'e
research to the solution of the questions involved.
Taking Salisbury as his headquarters he made excursions
in every direction, covering a great part of the country,

[ 1

reaching Melsetter in the east, ‘Wankie’ (Wange) in
the west and Tati in the south-west, and consulting
numerous European authorities and nearly two hundred
natives. The conclusion come to is that the speakers
of Shona fall into six main groups : Korekore. Zezuru,
Karanga, Manyika, Xdau and Kalanga. The last named
stands somewhat apart from the rest (for reasons giv^en

on pp. 35, 36), and is not therefore included in the
proposals for a unified orthography and grammar set
forth on these pages. The recommendations for
‘ unified Shona,’ seem on the whole sound, though it is

difficult to see why the order of the noun-classes (see

p. 80) should depart from the Bleek-Meiniiof standard;
and one might also v'enture to suggest that the si-vu-

class, which is really Meinhof's 19 and Johnston's 8a
should not be included with the kadu- class, vvdiose place it

takes in the southern dialects. These pages contain far
more matter of great interest than can be dealt with in

a brief notice. The appendices include a useful biblio-

graphy, comparativ^e vocabularies of thirty -&ev*en
dialects, some texts, consonantal charts of nine dialects

and four excellent maps, two showing the diAribution
of languages and dialects and two that of certain gram-
matical features. Two points which Dr. Doke rightly
desires to emphasize are :

“ the spirit of the proposed
unification .should be that of natural development
and not that of artificial creation,” and the crying
need for more research into ev^ery dialect in South
Rhodesia. We know practically nothing about

“ Xambzya, Kalanga, Korekore, Tavara, Budya,
Karombe, Tet’e, Danda, Shanga, and many other
most interesting dialects.” A. W.

Ga Grammar, Notes and Exercises. By 3/. B.

j
Wilkie. Oxford {University Press). London

41 1
{Humphrey Milford), 1930. Pp. 239. 6| x 4T'.

Ga, also knowm as Akra (‘ Inkran '), though
spoken in a comparatKely restricted area, is an important
member of the Sudanic family. Its closest affinities are
with Twi and Ewe, but the differences are sufficient to
warrant its treatment as an independent language, and
the people themselves are v’ery sensitive on this point.
Till recently, the few scholars at all concerned with
this speech hav^e had to depend on the works of Zimmer-
mann (long out of print) and Christaller; ’“and the
very general use of English in communications with

'‘the natives of the Gold Coast has tended to divert
attention from the vernaculars. The recent reviv al
of interest in natKe speech both among Africans and

“ Europeans has led to an increasing insistence on
‘‘ vernacular teaching in schools and to a demand for
'* helps in acquiring the language.” The present work,
prepared in response to this demand, is \ ery useful as
a first step in the right direction, though capable of
improvement in some respects. The orthography recom-
mended by the International Institute has been adopted,
to the great adv^antage of the learner. We hav e here,
one might think, an example of grammar reduced to its

simplest elements; inflections are seen in the making,
as in the formation of the plural; prepositions are m
process of developing out of the concrete terms
(‘face,’ ‘back,’ ‘top,’ etc.) used to express relations
between things. A curious illustration of the develop-
ment of abstract out of concrete is the following ; An
'' odd but interesting \*erb is niTi na mi, to confirm. It
' has reference to the old times, when any resolution
or law had to be confirmed by beating it* on a drum,
mi^ being the special drum. . . . Only ma is inflected,

“ mi is unchangeable.'’
Tones play a great part in Ga, not only in distin-

guishing syllables otherwise similar (* significant tone ’),

but in conjugating the verb, a grammatical feature
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which I belie\e Professor Danil Jones was the first to

notice and has investigated very fully, in 8echuana.
Specially ^\elcome features in this book are the

section devoted to * Salutations*’ (pp. 106-110). the
Exercises (pp. 120-187), the two vocabularies and the
“ General Suggestions ” at the end. The refenau'es

(pp. 36. 78) to Fleischer’s Grammar, which is not men-
tioned elsewhere, should surely have been accompanied
by some indication as to date and place of pubheation.
We must suppose it to l^e included among *' previous
Ga publications, ' to which tiie author acknowledgi^s

his indebtediu'ss in thi' Prefact*. A. W.

Kendime Englisht-sqip or Albanian-English Reader.
Bu Marffuiet M. Ha^s-Iuck. C rnnuslta
Bress : 1932. 2\2

This little book can be cordially recommended
to those wLshing to begin the study of the Albanian
language.
The ilialect used is that of Central Albania, winch

difh'rs somewhat from that of the South and con-

siderably from that of the North, the only one with
whit'll 1 am ac(piaintt*d. For example, tht' w'ords ust'd

in it for 'girl* (f/oce) and 'boy* {ran) I never heard.

The words used were chapa or ratz tor girl and Jadr
for boy.
But the Central dialect is now in use in the schools

and will doubt les.s become tht^ standard speetdi m time.

Tlie alphabet u?>etl by ^Irs, Hadut k was adopted at the

Albanian Couferent'c at Monastir in 1968, when, df> a

result of the Young Turk rtwolution, th(‘ pimting nf thi‘

Albanian hinguage wa- no longer ]>rohibited b\ law.

Printed it had hetm, nevertheless, but always uinlt'r

foreign protet'tion. Thus then' was no unity. Tht'

British anti Foreign Bible Society printed certain books
of the Bible m a weird alphabet of Greek, Cyrillic and
fancy letters, and ciri'ulated them. But they were
liable to capture by tht^ Turkish authorities, not on
religious, but on linguistic grounds. Persons w ij^hing to

learn to read Albanian in tlie South could do so most
safeU' by buying these books. 1 once helped to sell

thirty ('Opies ot tht' book ol Gtau'^-is in one morning in

IMo.slems, who wt'rt' all eager to read about Potipliar s

wife.

The North hatl two al])habets - imth ii-ing Latin

characters in various ways. One was protected by

Austria, the other by Italy. A third—the oldes>t—the

Jesuits alphabet, used Latm ami fam y characters. Tlie

best was by the Abbot of the Miniites. Mgr. Prenu Uochi,

wilt) calletl on me m .state m 1968 to bt'g me to sujiport

tht' list' of his alphabt't at tlie ^lonastir Coiifert'nce.

It was a good alphabet but mure .'^uitt'd to tht'

Northern tlialeet. The one adiiptcd and ust'd liy

Mrs, Hasluck is suited to all.

All through the eighteenth and nineteenth centuno
the Albanian language as a spoken tongue w as spreading

rapidlv over the Balkan peninsula from the Adriatic to

Constantinople in spite of Turkish edorts to put a brakt'

on it. Its sjireatl was ehecked by the Balkan wars of

1912—1913 followeil by the Great War, Ihese have

resulted in the transfer of large Albanian districts to

other races wdio are now' making determini'd efforts to

extirpate anil prohibit the Albanian language. W ith

what sueeess remains to be seen.

I note w ith pleasure that ^Irs. Ha'>luck de<licates her

book to Lef Nosi, When I met him thirty years ago he

was about the only Albanian who understood the \'alue

of folk-tale and fulkdore. He promised me to supply

me with such, so soon as he had madt' a gOi>d collection.

Wars ami revolution causeil this promise ni'ver to })e

fulfilled. I am glad to see him at long last reappear as

Mrs. Hasluck's collaborator.

The reading mattiT provided is highly original and
amusing, almost all the tales being written by school-

children, some of them very young. Th<*y are delight-

fully naive and recall in some cases other folk-tales, but
are full of Albanian loccd colour.

The English ami AU)am<in vi'r^ions are on opposite

pages, and the translation is literal save where the

idiom makes this impossible,

Tlie reading matter is pn'fac ed with a sViort and clear

grammar. .Mrs. Hasluck has wisely sim])lilied the

sometimes appallmgl\ compHeated grammais ot her
predeci'sr>{ U's.

W'ith the I'xeeptioii of the ' Metluxle per te nu'suar

Fmglischche,' liy an Albanian, Sotir Ptdsi, jiubliJied in

Boston. E.8.A., in 1966, to tea<'h Albanian emigrants to

America to speak Fnglish. whieh also contains a simple

grammar, a considerable vocabulary and a niimbt'r of

conversations, Fhiglish-Albanian, on useful topic^^,

Mrs. Hasluck s, I bt'lu'M'. is tlu' (irst Fnghsh-.Mbaman
textbook. It is i-ertamly the only one up to date. Its

small handy size should make it an mdisjieiis.ible

compamon tor tlu' tra\ell('r m Al))ani.i. ami the folk-

tales should give inm an msiglit into tlie mind ot tlie

peo])le, 1 gi\e it tlu' North Albanian git'eting Tu
wjhtati jf (i' (lonu lilt' to tliee). M K. DI RHAM

India.

The Lakhers. B*f ,Y. E. Earr;/. IJ'.S. Eatff.s yx -- 646;

29 plates {8 m rtilom) , 3t) m tt rf am/ nj n
a tad]). Lomloa {MaraiBlan J* f'o.) 1932. /
36s\

Among th(' medley of trilic's inhabiting tlu' nxamtain-
oils regions on the frontiers of Bengal, Assam and Burma
are the Lakhers, as they are called by tlieir neighbours
the Lusheis, or ShemUis, as they were known to the
Arrakanese and tf> most of our officers in the past, but
more correctly, as Mr. Parry tells us. described as
Claras, These ])e*)ple, numbering m all pi'rhaps 16,666,

oci'upy roughly the area W'ithin the great bend of the
Ivaladan river and some adjoining tracts, hetwi't'ii the
(Miittagong Hill Traits in Bengal and the Chin HilK
distru't in Burma, l iitil less than a century ago little

delimti' was known of these regions, Tiieir history is a
story of (‘oii'^tant raids hy the hill tribes ami of the
operations undertaken from time to tinu' to i-epress

them. No jiermanent secairity being attained by
periodical punitive expeditions, it was event ually
deciiled, with reluctani'e. to inelmU' tlu'in within British

ti'rritorv, tlu* Lushai Hills liemg annexed to Bengal
in 1S91, and the Chin Hills to Burma in 1896. Subse-
quently the internu'diate area, lueluding the Lakher
ivgum still left unadministered,’ was brought under
control, the last of their villages being attaehe<l in 1924
tu the Lushai Hills distrn t, of which ^Ir. Parry held
(‘barge from 1924 to 1928. The outstamhng value of
this monograph, accor<lingly, lies iii the fact that it

constitutes a first-hand record by a most eoinjict^'iit

authority of the life and customs of the tribe before
outside influences had tune to change or imniify them.
As in the cast' of other primitive tribes, such as tlu'

Garos. Nagas and Lusheis, the Lakhers have been
brought under British rule not at their own d(".irt'. but
in the interest of the adj<nning settled areas. A special

responsibility for their welfare, tlierefore, rests upon our
Government, and Mr Parry, in his introilmtorN chapter,
givt's some sound hints as to tin* danger of uncalled-for
interft'rem t' with tht' rights ami customs of such pcnjiles.

drawing an object -k'ssou from tht' ill-t'th'cts of such
action among tlie Lusheis.

Kthuologically the Laklu'rs are a braneh of tht* Lai
tribt' of Cliins, and speak a language of the so-callt*d
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* Kuki-C1iin ‘ group, closely allied to Lai. There are,
however, many cultural analogies between the Lakhers
and the Naga and Bodo tribes, living farther to the
north and north-west. Tins is not a matter for surprise,
as the linguistic evidence also indu-ates that the Kuki-
Chin languages are connected through both Xiiga and
Bodo languages with the parent tongue from which they
have descended, as disclosed in the * Linguistic Surv ey
of Tiulia. Trailition also points to immigration fr<jm
the north or north-east. Ihifortunately the history of
the early movements of most of these frontier tribes is

obs(*ure.

The <lomestic life of the people in all its aspects,
including a full account of their apparel and househokl
effects, mplements used in cultivation, hunting, fishing,
etc., has been dealt with in gi-eat detail, describmg how
each article is made. The social and family organization
of the tribe, their laws and customs, reiigious beliefs,
".uperstitions and ceremonies have been set forth with
remarkable fullness, chapters an' added on th<'
language an<l folk-lore, fallowed by seven ajipendices,
all containing useful information. We may drav\
attention to tht‘ admirable practici' adopted of always
quoting the botanical name where reference is made to
the use of a particular kind of tree, plant, seed, fibre,
etc. The scientific v'alue of such specification cannot be
ov erestimated.

Originally intended to be a brief record of customs
cfincerning which litigation most often arises, Mr. Parrv ‘s

monograph has developed into an important manual of
information div,el<)sing wide re'^earch and intensive study.
In several respet'ts it is the most scholarly and detailed
account yet published of any of these hill tribes, and it

should prove invaluable tit administrativ e offieers serving
in this area hereafter.

C. E. A. W. O.

Music.

A Study on Papuan Music. J. Knnfit. ludibch Comih'

m f'ooi ]\ vfen^iichappili ike Onde/ zof knujen. BatdVm.
V. Fp. 97. lUnstratiotis and ynap. 1931.
This stuily is divided into two parts—the

author’s deiluetions and the material from which these
deductions are made, as well as data on Papuan musical
instruments.

In the first half of the book. Dr. Kunst endeavmurs to
work out the umierlying forms of Papuan music, apart
from the a<‘tual melo<lies. and he evolves two main
type>>. the ' titled ’ or ' Australian.' found at its stronge.st
among the Kauwerawet, where the melody starts on a
relatively high note and gradually tiesci'iids

; and tlie
’ fanfared ' or ‘ flourished triad ' music, found among
the tribes of the Nassau Kange, side by side with more
elaborate melodies. It is interesting to note that veiw
few tunes go beyond the compass of one octave. Very
little is saul about rhythm, except that the rhythmic
forms are simple. The actual melodies on which he
bases his a.ssumptions are relatively few, being taken
from Mr. C. C. F. M. Le Roux's phonographic recorils and
froin other data, some of which he admits come through
siLSpieious ('hamiels. The author probably bases more
than he thinks on the published works of his predeet'^^ors,
judging by his frequent references to the vast biblio-
graphy found in the second half of the book. In fact,
these bare references at times become rather discon-
certing as though Dr. Kunst takes it for granted that
we are as familiar with his bibhogiuphy as he is. or at
least have the books at our elbow.
The second half of the book has perhaps more practical

v'alue than the first, being the condensation of all the
known published facts, with reference to their authors,
about Papuan musical instruments, and is accompanied
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by a very detailed map to show their distribution.
Judging from the aptitude w'ith which these tribes
boiTow' each other's songs and playthings, this map
should soon he out of date, but should then prove very
valuable indeed to those seeking the origin of the
various instrumental types. Dr. Kun^t has revised his
list of instruments at the last minute to fit in with
8aeh's cultural strata in the latter's lately published
‘ (Jeist und Werden der Musikinstrumente.' It is to he
regrettetl that he did not, at the same time, give his
reailers some outline sketch of these strata, as, without
tins, his reference' nuinljcrs arv meaningless. It is

possible to ov’erdo conciseness, and one wishes tliat the
author also had liad the time to draw' more deductions
from his map, beyond intlicating the limits of the slit-drum
territory. Incidentally the term ‘ slit -drum ’ strikes

me as infimtelv' more appropriate than the popular and
misleading anthropologi(-al term ' gong,' and I would
ret'ommend it to all who wisli to describe its African
e^mnti'rpart. Some sixty pi'n-and-ink drawings at

Papuan musical instruments are added by Mas Pn‘nga<li,

vvhieli are a great help to the ummtiated, but whieli would
liav't* bei'u even more valuabk' if a<*e(iinpanu'd by a few

remarks on the wav in which thev' are plav'ed.

A. N. TUCKER.
Technology.
Die Siidseetopferei. By Dr. Maryarethe Bchnriy.

Le>pziy, 1930. Schindler. 8ra. 229, 7p/«hy,
2 maps.
Tins very minute and careful study 1‘epresents

sev eral years’ work m Contmental and British miiseuni.'i,

as weli as a tfiorougli sifting of all relevant literature.

Two facts had especially atti'acted Fraulein Schurig's

attention, the remarkably sporadic distribution of the
potter's craft in Indonesia and Melanesia, and the
existence, side by side, of two teehmques, the coiletl

"

and wliat she calls the Treibtechnik,” in which the pot
is moulded out of a lump of clay with the help of a
wooden spatula and a smooth stone. The latter tecli-

niqui' IS used, with or without the spatula, by women
on the Swahili coast and in Nyasaland. Two maps
show the distribution of these processes very clearly;

their simultaneous occurrence is most marketl m New'
Duinea, the Solomon Islands, the New' Hebrides, and
Fiji.

The absence of pottery in the relativ'ely higher
Polynesian culture suggests that ceramics cannot be
taken as a criterion in this sense. Linguistic evidence
makes it quite clear that the art w'as not known to the.se

tribes when they reached their present habitat. The
author inclines, however, to the view that they had
formerly possessed, but lost it—w'hether because it had
been practised by an inferior caste who did not take
part in the migration, or because (w'hieh is not ccitain)

they brought no w'omeii with them. The art being
essentially a woman’s concern probably accounts for

the fact that the relations between South Sea pottery
-* and ceremonial are slight." The conclusion is that, of

the two techniques, the ‘ coile<l ’ pottery is indigenous
and belongs to the Papuan cultuie, while the other was
introduced by the Melanesians from Indonesia. Damd
/.sf Jiir die papuanif^che Knlttir.schicht der Snd.see cm
po6itivvj^ Kriterium geythen. The whole hook is an
extremely valuable document for the student of

sociology. A. W.

Deserts and the Birth of Civilization. By A. J.
Mclnerny. Paris, 193

U

.sw. 8vo, pjj. 46.

Long residence in North Africa has convunced
the writer that the pure air and meteorological

regime of the Sahara and other great deserts hav'e

contributed to the W'hiteness and the v'ltality of the

]
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‘white races,’ and that as their utility in this respect
is not exhausted, it would be unwise to tamp(*r witli

deserts by irrijjation or otherwise. J. L. ]\I.

Vicios de conforma^ao do sistema uro-genitai. Bij

J. .4. Pircfii Lfni(f. Porto, 1930. Pp. 210.

This little book is a general account of malfornia- / 1 /
tions of the ui’ogenital organs in both sexes, well

illustrated and aiTange<l, and a notable addition to the
literature <jf teratology. Apart from !iermaj>liroditisin.

so fully explored by Xeugebauer. there is an interesting

aec'ount of rarer anoinalie,'. of which the doulile phallus
in a Portuguese monster is one of the most curious.

E. J. DJX(;WALE.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Theology and Physiological Paternity. Perry.

Sir,

—

The discussion of the allege«l ignorance of ^ j ^
physiological paternity among certain peoples of / 1 q
low culture cannot be left in the indecisive phase
it has now reached. It is essential once again to call

attention to certain relevant facts that are in danger of

being ignored.
In the first place, so far as I am aware, no people

have as yet been found who fail to postulate the action
of some agent other than the mother in the production
of children. On the contreiry, th<ise wlio deny or ignore

the part played by the male in procreation liave. at the
saiiK' time, a theory (and usually a higldy sophisticated

theory that cannot be called primitive) to account for

the fai'ts. For instance, it is iielieved in certain parts of

Australia that ea<*h [lerson is the reiiK arnation of a

spirit child left behind by the traditional beings to \vhom
ail social institutions are a.scribed. Every inemlxn- of tlie

tribe becomes a spirit chiM after death. He goes to a

certain spot and then awaits a favourable opportmiity
of entering <i woman and thus becoming reborn. Thf‘

Trobrianders who, according to Profe.ssor Malinowski,
do not admit physiological paternity, Jia\ e als(.^ as is

well known, a tlu'ory of spirit children.

Tliere seems to be a danger of assuming that the

situation as found among the* Trobrianders and the*

Australian natives is confined to people* of low culture,

and that it is ' primitive.' It must not be forgotten,

however, that tlu’sc views are those of modc'rn peoples,

who have had many opportunities of learning from
others. Such peoples may be low in culture, but it

by no means follows that all their customs and belic'fs

are necessarily primitive, in the strict sense of the

term.

The facts at present available make* it dc'sirablc* to

eonsicier the situation as a whole. We are not justified

in discussing the ignorance or denial of physiological

paternity by it.self, hut must eomider it in conjunction

with the doctrine of .spirit children.

\\"hen we look round we find numerous traces of a

belief in ' spirit children ' among pc'oplc*'^ who mijov a

high degree of civilization. In India for instanc e,

Tvashtri figures in the early Sanscrit writings as the'

maker of children. Eaidi child is made* by him in liis

function of blacksmith or potter and is described as

being placed in its mother to be liorn in the usual maiinei

.

I have colle<‘ted (in ‘The Children of the Sun')
other example.s of claim.s for the artificial production of

children. The most noteworthy is that of ancient Egypt,
particularly in the case of Hatshepsut, the famous Queen
of the 18th Dynasty. The inscription.^ on the walls of

her temple at Deir-el-Bahri depict scenes relating to her

birth. The god Amon disguised as the king visits

Hatshepsut s mother in her apartment and tells her

that he will become the father of her child. He then

imstructs Khnum, the Ram-headed potter god, to make
the child. We then see Khnum seated before a potters*

wht‘c‘1 on whicdi he is fashioning two small fignn‘s,

n*presenting Hatshepsut and her double.
This fantastic procedure dates from the fifteenth

century b.<’. It was carries 1 out by peopT* who had b<*cn

fully aw are of physioicigical paternity for manv centuries,

and in fact, in the statement quoted, admit tlie paternity
of the god Amon, wdio gives thi* order for the making of
the child. There is every reason to believe that this

procedure was the work of the Heliopolitan priestliood,

who were responsible for the doctrine of the fatlierliooil

of the Sun god, whicli was formally adopted by the
royal family of I’gypt in tlie Fifth Dynasty, wlien the
title of Son of the Siin w as a-^isnmed. For reasons that I

have already quoted in ‘ The Children of the Sun.' the
Heliopolitan priestliood d(*\ ised the solar ealendar, one
of the givatest achievements of the human mind. Xo
other nataui iT antifpiity, not even the ( dveks, can he
credited with a like feat, Evem in tin* Old Egyptian
Kingdom this priesthood ileveloperl ideas concerning
the connec tion of the kingship and the .sun. The king,
either living as Horns, or deacl as Osiris, was regarclcal as
the great source of life. As such the Helmpohtan
theology compared him witli the sun. They were lc*d on
from this to put the sun on equal footing w ith Osiris, that
Is to sa\ . tlu'v ma<k“ tlie sun into the fathc'r of the king.
.Vs thei-(' was no such jxa’son as the Sun god. he < ould not
become the actual father of the c hiid. The pric*sts c_)f

Heliopolis, therefore, wtuH* forced to produce* a child and
pnUended to call the craft of the peetter to thcar aid.

Xot only did they announce the fatherhood of the >Snn

god. they actually produced the cliild. Clearly tfiey wcuv
not Ignorant ot* the essential physiological j)roc*t*ss

whereby the child was brought into existence. For
jinlitical and theocratic- leasons, however, thc*y put
forward a fiction to explain the* divmc* nature of the*

king. The eioctrine* of theogamy appears to date from
tlie* Pyramid Age. The* fae-t that it was still pai‘t of the
State policy many centuries later shows that a most
ndu-ulous theory, e*\ en one that contrav e*ne,*s all known
expt*ne*n<-e. can gain a< ce*ptane-e. The- prie-^ts of

Heliopolis could have entertained no illusions when they
enuiie-iate-d tlie elex-t i iiie- of ili\ in»* hirth. The-v may not
have eleteiveel themselves, but theyv e-e-rtainly clchieit-el

other people.
7’hc' sue-ce'ss of this doctrine- in Egyjit and arneaig tlie*

highly civilize'-el people- of the Vedie* ptiiexi in Inelia.

siiows liow ea.sy it must have hex-u foi it to have- gaiiie*el

ace ptanee* ame)ng igne>i'ant nativc-s stili turthcr e-ast,

such as Australia and Melanesia. It is only ne-ce-ssarv to
postulate- a sutficie-nt de-gn-e of prestige- among the*ir

informants, for the- recognition e>f pfivsiologie-al ])ate-rnity

to be entirely obscured. lndee-<l the Australian natives
have not forgotten the source- of this eioctrine-, feu- tlx-

manner in wdneh it w'as imparte»d to them is among their

most cherished traditioiLs. 8pint children are the wor'k
of the goels or their de-scendants. then-fore tiiey are
believed m, even though such a belief may contrave*no
common sen.se.

[
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In his article in Man (1932, 44) Professor Malinowski
cites evidence that seems to me to have a vital bearin<?
on this point. He quotes Dr. Fortune who states (in his
‘ Sorcerer.s of Dobu‘) that the Dobuans have often
quarrelled %vith the Trobrianders concerning this vei-y
question of physiological paternity. The subject is not

brought up between Trobrianclers and Dobuans as it

has been the subject of anger and quarrel too often in
the past. My Dobuan friends warned me not to
mention the matter in the Trobriands before I went
there. Once I was there I deliberately made the
experiment. The Trobrianders asserted the spiritual
belief, just as Dr. Malinowski has published it. But
the head of ev'ery Dobuan in the room in which I
brought tln‘ matti'r up, immediately was turned away
from me towards the wall. They affected not to hea\*
tlie eonwrsation ; hut afterwards when they had me
alone they were furious with uv\" This cpiotation

sureU' implies that the Trobriandei’s are not ignorant of
the phy.siological doi'tnni' of paternity, Tiiey obv iously
have heard of it many times from their Dobuan friends.
The friction engendered by discussions about it shows
quite clearly that in their minds there is a conflict
between common .sen.se and tradition. The rational is

struggling with the non-rational, but the non-rational
tiiumphs because of the firostige of its association.
They ileny the doctrine of piiv^siologii-al palernitv'
because tliey have been taught a fantastic alternative
theory which they aei*ept becau'^e of the authority that
so often ev'en amongst ourselves causes sophisticated
nonsense to be accepted in preference to patent truth.

W. J. PERRY.

Origin of Cruelty. (T/. Man, 1932. 134.)

H —In the last issue of Man, Lord Raglan

if 1 U sentence from Koheim regarding the
hypotlietical primal origin of castration rites. On

the strengtli of this quotation he proceeds to attack
psycho-analysts as a body for taking up a “ completely
“ false position " on such matters.
This is to some extent good strategy on his part.

If one is opposed to the views of “ our psychologists,”
by which Lord Raglan evidently means psycho-analysts,
it is easy to express this feeling by seizing on a h\"po-
thesis regarding primal origins and contradicting it.

Had Lord Raglan chosen to disbelieve the existence of
castration fears and impulses in small children, he
would hav'e been faced with the embarrassing necessity
of explaining away a mass of direct observ'ations on this

subject. And it was certainly rash to attempt to back
up his opinions by dogmatic statements concerning child
psycholog\'.

For example, he seems to think that by attributing
the cruelty of children to environmental suggestion
(the display on schoolroom walls of pictures of biting,

fettering, dogging, hanging, eti'.) he has solv'ed the
problem. Now a problem cannot be solv'ed simply by
putting the onus on school-diagrams, although it may
be made more palatable to the inv*estigator by so doing.
How does he explain the appearance of such pictures on
walls ? The reply may be made that adults are
responsible. In that case wliore does the adult impulse
come from ? Is that impulse also due to suggestion ^

If so, where did the suggestion originate ? Sooner or
later the investigation of origin will disclose a human
impulse. When little babies of seven months bite and
claw at their mother's nipples, causing pain and
laceration that compels the mother to inflict the final

penalty of weaning, are they stimulated by class-roo.n

diagrams? Are they simply being cruel to be kind,
'

to use Lord Raglan’s phrase ? That aggression can
subserv^e the purposes of preservation (individual or
social) is not in dispute. But, in fact, the child's self-

preservatory needs at that stage are adequately met by
sucking and are only frustrated by biting. Nor does it

explain anything about Dr. Ellis's cases of sadism to
suggest, as Lord Raglan does, that ‘‘ a tendency to
** neurosis or sexual abnormality was present in these
cases in addition to environmental stimuli. He appears
to regard these tendencies and abnormalities as innate,
ignormg the fact that sadism is itself an important
element m their psychogenesis.
And in any case what has become of his own theory

of environmental origins ? EDWARD GLOVER, M.D.
iScientifie Secretary,

British Psycho-Analytical Society.

Sir.—Dr. Glovo^r confuses the facts ascertainerl

y yij by psycho-analysis with the theories by which
p.sycho -analysts account for those facts. I am

quite prepared to take his word for it that many children
have castration fears, but that does not commit me to the
acceptance of his theory that such fears are innate.

He says that ” a problem cannot be solved by putting
the onus on school-diagrams.” Perhaps not; school-

diagrams are only one influence out of many ; but at any
rate they exist, whereas the primal horde '’ does not
exist, and there is not the slightest evidence that it

ev'er did.

Dr. Glover asks how I t'xplain the representation of
scenes of cruelty on our walls. To put it shortly, I

attribute it to tlie magu^o-religious belief that people
can be sav ed by bloovlshed, which is no more a ‘‘ human
" impulse " than the belief that thirteen is an unlucky
number.

I see no reason to believ^e that babes of sev'en months
understand what pam is, and the phenomenon Dr. Glover
mentions is probably due to irritation in the gums before
teething.

W e are all. no doubt, born differing somewhat, both
mentally and physically, from a theoretical norm, and
vvlicri I maintain that children's minds arc ilistorted by
the early inculcation of fallacies and superstitions, I do
not suppose that they were all exactlj" the same before,

any more than I suppose that the feet of Chinese ladies

were all exactly the same size and shape before they
w'ere distorted by the bandages.

Dr. Glov'er, on the other hand, if I understand him
aright, believes that all ehiklren, both sav^age and
civilized, are born with their minds already filled with
the same cruel ideas, upon wLich post-natal influences
make not the slightest impression. RAGLAN.

The Marriage System ofthe Arabana Tribe, Australia.
A Prediction Verified.

//I Sir,—In an article in Man, 1912, 5.5, entitled:
‘ Notes on Dr. J. G. Frazer's Totemism and

‘ Exogamy,' I criticized Spencer and Gillen's account
of the marriage rules of the Arabana (Urabuima), and
suggested that this tribe really had an eight-class system
similar to that of the Dieri, adding that perhaps my
suggestion might be tested by someone in the field

before the tribe was extinct. This paper of mine,
published twenty years ago, has not been noticed by
any one, but it now appears from Mr. A. P. Elkin’s
paper :

‘ The Social Organization of Australian Tribes,’
in Oceania,' Vol. 2, No. I, that the Arabana hav’e a
system under which the permitted raanlages are the
same as those of the Dieri.

So the question has been tested in the field and my
prediction has been proved correct. Apart from any
personal feelings of satisfaction at this, I think it is of
some general interest that a prediction made from a
study of the evidence should be v^erified.

RICHARD C. E. LONG.

Eyre and Spottiswoode Limited, His Majesty’s Printers, East Harding St., London, E.C.4.
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Britain : Bronze Age.
The Towednack Gold Hoard.

ORIGINAL ARTICLES.

With Plate H.

By Christopher HawJces, F.S,A.
Hawkes.

The hoard of prehistoric gold which forms the subject of this paper was found in December, 000
1931, and May, 1932, at a spot in the parish of Towednack in western Cornwall, which hes some ULL
five miles north of Penzance and about half that distance south-west of St. Ives.

The site of the discovery is of sufficient interest to

warrant description, as further exploration, if it were

possible, might well furnish results of no small import-

ance. I have been fortunate in receiving detailed in-

formation, along with a sketch-map which I have
rendered as Fig. 2, from ^Ir. Stanley A. Opie, of Barn-

coose, who has carefully examined the site in company
with the original finders. I must acknowledge most
gratefully the value of the material with which he has

supplied me. I have also to acknowledge information

from IVlr. B. H. St. J. O'Neil, who w^as able likewise to

make observations on the spot, and who very kindly

procured the photograph, Fig. 1.

The site (Fig. 2).—The area here represented lies

within a fairly large croft or piece of uncultivated moor,

numbered 563 on the 25-inch or 1 2500 Ordnance Sur-

vey Sheet, Cornw^all LX\TII, 2. This croft is knowm
as Croft an Browse or Bawze, and is on the farm of

Amalveor, whose tenant, ]Mr. Wilfrid Hollow, began

some two years ago to break it in. The eastern part

of the area on the sketch-map was first taken, and it

was when last December the work was being carried

further west that the discovery of the hoard was made by Mr. E. T. Berryman, the labourer
employed, on 11 December, 1931.

Two long low banks {AB, CD) of earth and stones will be seen on the map running at right angles

to each other across this part of the croft; they have evidently been boundary-banks, altogether

earher than the present-day field-walls, and w^ould appear to be ancient field-boundaries. This
notion is strengthened by the presence of a well-marked ancient l^uichet (EF) some 3 feet in height

running by the modern field-waU north and south along the foot of the slope on the east, practically

parallel to the western bank AB higher up, and nearly at right angles to the other, CD, opposite whose
lower end it terminates. If these are the remains of an ancient field-system, it is possible that the
peculiar circular hollow at F on the map, which the modern wall makes a special loop to enclose,
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represents an ancient round hut-site of the type so common in Cornwall and Devon as elsewhere in

the west of the British Isles. Two oblong mounds on the west of AB are unexplained, and no relics

of ancient occupation have so far as is known been turned up on the site be^^ond some rough flakes

of rather poor flint : however, among certain large granite boulders to be seen near Amalveor

farm-house, not far distant, is one roughly triangular stone, with sides of 16, 18 and 19 inches,

and some 9 inches thick, with a fine basin or socket, 8J inches across and 3| inches deep, in its

flat upper surface. Such basin or socket stones have often been noticed on ancient sites in West

Cornwall, notably in the Chysauster village A if not used for crushing or pounding work they were

perhaps roof-pole sockets, and this example must have come from some ancient site close by, very

possibly from the one in question. We accordingly have there evident traces of a field-system, to be

presumed ancient, and some suspicions also (but no more) of ancient habitation.

The first find.—Mr. Berryman's discovery was made in clearing away the bank the actual

1 House 6 ; Found by Borlase and now built in to the wall : Hencken, Archceology of Cornivnll and SciUy, 133-5.

[
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spot being approximately marked X on the map. The hank was some 12 feet (nearly 4 m.) across
and about 2 feet high, formed of soil and stones. Between 4 and o feet from its western edge he
came upon the hoard, lying from 1 foot 6 inches to 2 feet down from the top surface of tlu^ bank, that
is, on or immediately over, but emphatically not buried beneath, the natural ground-surface under
the bank. The objects were certainly undisturbed—the two largest pieces (the tores Xos. 1 and 2)

lay more or less as photographed on Plate H, with the smaller ])ieces neatly arranged within them.
Laid in this way in the base of or actually on the ground-level beneath the body of the bank, the

hoard's position seems to make it nearly certain that the bank was in existence at the time of its

deposit. It was evidently deposited for concealment, being, as will shortly be seen, the stock of a

prehistoric goldsmith, and its presence appears emphatically to demand the shelter of the bank.
The field-system described, and the suspected occupation associated with it. should therefore be not

later in initial date than the time of the hoard's deposit. On this subject more knowledge may one
day be available.

The second find.—The find of 11 December comprised the eight pieces here illustrated on
Plate H : as Treasure Trove in the Duchy of Cornwall they passed from the finder through the

hands of the Deputy Coroner^ to H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, from whom they have since been

acquired by the Trustees of the British Museum for the Department of British and Mediaeval

Antiquities. On 25 May, 1032, the farmer Mr. Hollow was at work on the same piece of ground, and

among the stones and debris of the broken-in bank he turned up a ninth piece of gold, at the same
spot, or very close to it, where the original find had been made. It had been lying hidden by a ^tone,

and had thus escaped 5Ii’. Berryman's notice in December, but there can be little doubt that it forms

an authentic part of the hoard. This piece is at the time of writing still in the charge of the Deputy
Coroner at Penzance, but it has been submitted for examination to the British Museum, and is here

published with the other eight pieces by permission of the Duchy of Cornwall authorities.

Descrijjtion of the pieces".—All nine pieces will accordingly be described together. I have here

first of all to acknowledge help and advice from Mr. Reginald Smith, Keeper of the Department

where the work has been done, from whom a notice of the hoard is before long to appear in the British

Mifseiini Quarterly.

Four of the nine pieces are finished gold ornaments, namely two tores and a pair of bracelets,

but a second pair of bracelets is obviously unfinished, and the remaining three pieces are bent rods or

bars of goldsmith's raw material, hammered out from original nuggets.^ The hoard is thus of

peculiar interest as being evidently the stock of a prehistoric goldsmith. The eight j)ieccs of the

original find are shown on Plate H, and the additional piece on Fig. 1 : all are numbered as in

the table of detailed measurements and weights which follows, and as in the description of each object

here ensuing.

Xo. 1. The large tore consists of a single strand of gold wire, over forty-five inches {nearly llfi cm.)

in total length : it has enlarged terminals, circular in section, which taper inwards from a diameter

of something under 1 inch or nearly half a cm. at the ends, to one of ^ inch, which is reached in just

over 14 inch (or 4 cm.). Here the main portion of the tore begins, the wire assumes a triangular

section, and is closely twisted from right to left, the twist x^reserving the greatest regularity tliiMUighout

its length. The whole is coiled double, and the terminals are sharply bent back for interlocking as

showTi in the plate. When so coiled and fastened, its external measurement is from 0 to 7 inches across

(15 to nearly 18 cm.). Its wmght is 3 troy oz. 20 grains, or 94 -1)065 grammes. The gold is of fine

quality, and of a medium ' red colour

.

Xo. 2. This is a triple tore, of a pattern hitherto unknown in i^rehistoric gokhv^ork. The

terminals resemble those of Xo. 1 in form, but are shorter and slightly thicker, and the body of the

tore is formed not of one but of three strands of gold ware, each of triangular .section and twisted like

that of Xo. 1, though slightly less regular in thread-interval and diameter, the average of the latter

“ An account of the inquest ht*Ul by him at Xancledra found in Ireland, t>Lc K. C. K. Ariubtron^, ( 'nfubujut oj

on 1 January, 1932, will be found in 77/e d/oraoc/ Iriah (J(jhl ( )ni(uncnt.i, Xahonul Mustmn. Dubhn. 1'J2U,

^eu's of the following day. PP*
® For prehistoric gold nuggets and nugget-moulds
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being slightly less than | inch. These three strands are gently twined round one another twice, and

are welded together at each end to form the terminals, which are bent back for fastening as in No 1.

So fastened, the tore measures externally from 4 to 4| inches across (10 -2-11 *4 cm.). It weighs just

over 3 troy oz. 2 dwt., or 96 ’5500 grammes. The quality and tint of the gold is the same as in No. 1.

Nos. 3 and 4 are a jpair of bracelets, perfectly plain, and formed of gold rods, each measuring

a little over | inch across its circular cross-section, bent into an oval penannular form. The smaller,

No. 3, has its ends close together, while the larger. No. 4, has them farther apart. Though
undecorated they are excellently finished; each has received careful surface smoothing and a fine

poHsh. They are of slight proportions : both measure well under 3 inches in greatest external width

(about 7*3 cm.), and each weighs under 1 troy oz. (No. 3, 28*5115 grammes. No. 4, 29*1595 grammes).

The gold of which they are made is of a markedly ‘ red ’ colour.

Nos. 5 and 6 are another but unfinished pair of bracelets. The surface of both still awaits the

removal of roughness and irregularities, and though they were evidently intended to be perfectly

plain, like Nos. 3 and 4, the stage of final smoothing and polishing had clearly not been reached

when the hoard was deposited. They were to be a larger pair than Nos. 3 and 4—their diameter in

cross-section is sfightly greater, and though their being bent so that their ends overlap gives them
smaller cross-measurements, namely just over and just under 2\ inches (7*1 and 6*75 cm.), they are

distinctly heavier. The larger of the two (No. 5) weighs rather more than 1| troy oz.

(47*9512 grammes), while No, 6 weighs about half a troy oz. less (30*7795 grammes). In contrast

to Nos. 3 and 4, the gold of both is noticeably pale in colour, showing that some amount of silver

is present.

No. 7 is a bent gold rod of lozenge-shaped section. It is 14*8 inches (nearly 38 cm.) in total length,

and the diagonals of its cross-section are both just over hah a cm. The angles of the lozenge become
noticeably flattened near the ends, which are themselves slightly rounded off. Bent as found and
shown in the Plate, the rod measures from 3 to just over 4 inches across (over 7 to over 10 cm.). Its

weight is very little less than that of the triple tore, and it is made of noticeably pale gold. The
condition of its surface makes it clear that it is an unfinished piece : all over it minor irregularities

await smoothing away, the marks of the goldsmith's hammer are plain to see and all suggestion of

a final poHsh is absent. It is in fact little more than goldsmith’s raw material.

No. 8 is a coiled rod of irregiilar section, nearly 9 in. long (22 61 cm.), and roughly 4 inch in average

thickness—it weighs over 2 troy oz. (63*503 grammes). It is in an even more unfinished state thcin

No. 7. The entire surface is still rough : hammer-marks are prominent, and nothing like final

pohshing has been attempted. In this case again the gold employed is of a very distinct paleness.

No. 9, Fig. 1, is a similar coiled rod, rather shorter (just over 8 inches; 20*64 cm.), and on
the average a little thinner: it thus weighs hardly more than 2 troy oz. (62*858 grammes). Its

condition resembles that of No. 8, but is, if anything, rougher.

Origin and date .
—^The alluvial deposits of gold in the Wicklow^ district of Eastern Ireland have

long been recognized as the chief, if not the only, source of gold in north -w^estern Europe in early times.

They have yielded considerable quantities in modern times, and their abundant resources in the

prehistoric age must have put them above competition. Small but not altogether insignificant

Weights.
No. 1 ... 1460 grains = 94*6065

2 ... 1490 ,,
= 96*5505

„ 3 ... 440 „ = 28*5115

„ 4 ... 450 „ = 29*1595

„ 5 740 „ = 47*9512

„ 6 ... ... 475 „ = 30*7795

„ 7 ... 1480 „ = 95*9025

„ 8 ... 980 „ 63*5030

„ 9 ... 970 „ = 62*8580

Total . .

.

or 17 troy OZ. 8 dwt. 15 grams j
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Note.

In weight the pieces will be seen to fall into

three groups : (n) the tores 1 and 2, and the

raw bar 7 (1460-1)0 grains), (6) the unfinished

8 and 9, perhaps destined for a pair of bracelets

(970-S0 grains), and (c) the two pairs of

bracelets 3 and 4, 5 and 6, whose weights are

440-75 grains, save for No. 5 : its weight of

740 grains is out of liarmony with the others,

but it may be remarked that it is exactly half

that of the bar No, 7 (1480 grains). These
facts may possibly find importance in some
future metrological study of prehistoric gold

weights in general.
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Table of MEASURE^rE^’TS.

— j

Total length
measured
externally.

1

Length of Terminals.
Diameter of

Terminals
at ends.

Diameter of

cross-section

of .scre\\'.

Thread-
;

interval.

Average cross-

nieasurerm-nt-' uhen
coded and fastened.

1, Large tore -

1

j

ins.

45 • 65

j

j

em.

j

115*95
ins.

1 * 65 &: 1-6
cm.

4-19 & 4-06
ins.

[
cm.

•18
1

-46

!

ins. '

( 111 .

•125 ' -32

1

ins. { m.
j

•061 -152 1

Max.
'

5Iin.

ins.' (. 111 . ,
iiiN.

[
cm,

7
,

17-s 6
j

15-2

2. Triple tore - 18-4
i

46-74
(measured round

1

the spiral)

1-47 & 1-37 3-64 & 1-48 •187 -6:15

i

122 •;u •959 -15
;

! !

4-5 11-4 4
j

19-2

'

3. Finished bracelet,

ends elc.^e to-

gether.

7- 7 19-56

Diameter of cross

in.

•13

section (average),

cm.
•33

External cros'-mca

in. Max. cm.
2-875 7-3

!

^urenient^.

ill. Min. cm.
1-88 ' 4-78

4. Finished bracelet,

ends apart.

7-3o 18-67 13 33 2-S7 7-2!» 2-95
,

5- (>9

5. Heavier unfinished

bracelet.

8-4 21-48 •48 2-78 7- 1 2-17
1

5-5

0. Lighter unfinished

bracelet.

7-6 19-3 -15 •:is 2-42 6-75 1-97
,

4-9

Diagonal of cross section (average).

7. Bent rod. lozenge i

>ection.
j

14-8 37-88
1

1

-22 & -21 •56 -53 -41 19.41

!

3 7-»i2

1

i

1

1

Diameters of cro'-.s- set ‘tion (average).
;

8. First coiled rod 8-9 '

22-(il
;

ins. Max.
-23

1

cm.
•58

in>. Min. cm.
-48 2-9(; 5-2.3 1-s 4-s6)

9. Second ( oiled rod -
,

8-125 29-64 : •29 -51 18 ‘ -455

1

2-95 5-21 1 9 5-11

quantities of gold may indeed be recognized as occurring in (V^rnwall in company ^\ith the famous

tin ore, just as tin ore also occurs in Wicklow.^ but though a local origin for gold objects found in

Cornwall cannot thus be altogether excluded, yet the unmistakably Irish character of the great

majority of all those known, coupled with the distrilmtion of the types in question sjwead from

Ireland over X.W. Europe generally, makes it clear that in Cornwall a> elsewhere Ireland may be

considered the only really elective source of supply.

Cornwall has. in fact, been in all ages an important point on the Atlantic sea-route between

Ireland and the Breton and Biscayan coasts, the Iberian peninsula and the Mediterranean. Her
own resources put Spain beside the reckoJiing as regards Irisli gold, but as between lrelan<l and

X.W. France the gold trade had from the beginning of the Bronze Age the peculiar imj)ortance for

Cornwall of a natural complement to the staple trafficking in C’ornish tin. The Early Bronze Ac^e

commerce represented by the distribution f>f Iri.sh gold lunula* is wxdl known, and has i)een suitably

emphasized in Mr. H. 0*X. Hencken's recent book.^ Similarly in the Late Bronze Age, when the

Cornish tin-workings were rising to the peak of importance they attained in the Early Iron Age. ^uch

finds as the Morvah hoard of gold bracelets, the great gold loop found near the Lizard, and the bracelet

As Mr. Opie has pointed out to me, quoting a number ^ The Archu^olotjfj of Cornwall and ISdll^ (193:2),

of references embodied in unpublished work of his own. pp, 78-9.
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from Tredinriey, Sanoreed, combine with Irisli and other foreign bronze types to emphasize the

importance of contemporary gold and tin trading.® For the Middle Bronze period, however, roughly

datable between 1400 and lODO bx\. we liave not hitherto had much evidence from Cornwall for

foreign relations of the same kind, whereas the growing importance of Continental land-routes, which

brought Scandinavia into such prominence, evidently opened up a new gold traffic from Ireland across

Central and Eastern England, as gold finds of this period show : Cornwall, like Spain and the Pyrenees,

thus appears by contrast as a commercial and cultural backwater/ The dating of the Towednack
hoard will thus be of especial interest, as Mr Hencken has himself pointed out in his preliminary notice

Dt the find.® as either confirming or modifying this account of the Bronze Age h»story of our south-

western peninsula. We shall actually find that it is not really discrepant.

The two tores obviously provide the firmest basis for chronolog3\ The triple tore, indeed, is

a variant tyjie which is at present without parallel, but its complexity of structure and fineness of

workmanship point to an advanced stage in the development of tore manufacture. The simpler

form of the other tore, Xo. 1, invites a greater abundance of comparative material, and in the detailed

studies of gold tores, each embodying earlier work, contributed successively by Count Olivier Costa de

Beauregard.^ Mr. K. St. George Gray.^® ^Ir. O. G. S. CrawfoixP^ and Mr. E. R. Armstrong,^- tliis

material has been admirably brought together.

The sim])le^t form of tore is the ribbon tore, whose name is self-exj)lanatory : the small hook
terminals are very often knobbed, but never bar-shaped as in our examples. They occur plentifully

in Ireland, and also in Scotland and England. Though association-evidence is scanty, they were
assigned by Montelius to his Third and Fourth or Fifth Bronze Age periods^^: however, they are

clearly the most primitive of the known types of tore, and the important find at Largatreany,

Co. Donegal, where several were found with otlier gold objects including part of a lunula. confirms

the notion that they appearefl quite early in the Irish Bronze Age—one may guess roughly about

loUO B.c. on the current chronology. As the type appears in bronze in the Wedmore hoaixF^ along

with 2 palstaves and 2 example^ of the later type of tore in cast bronze, which lasted into the late

Bronze Age, we must be content to acce})t the notion that the ribbon tore, though the earliest and
most })rimitive type, enjoyed a long life. But improvements upon it very soon appeared, and these

form the Grimty Fen or \eovil class of tore, which i> one of the principal glories of the Middle Bronze
Age. These lovely things are formed of two. three, or four long gold ribbons ‘ sweated * longitudinally

together, and ending in great bar-terminals of circular bcction and slightly conical forms like those of

the Towednack tores. The multiple-ribbon construction presents five, or at least four, variations,

whose cross-sections can be diagraminatically represented thus :

E.fj. Grunty Fen, Cambs. : Castlemount. Dover, Kent: Ashill, Norfolk : Bittering

Common. Norfolk: Stanton, Staffs.: Boyton, Sutfolk.

E.g, Yeovil. Somerset : Allington, Wilts.

E.g. both the famous tores from Tara, Co. IMeath : Mullingar, Co. Westmeath :

Naas, Co. Kildare : Fresne-la-Mere, Calvados, France.

E.g. Haxey, Lines, (given by Crawford as ’ Lincolnshire ' only).

/\
j_

I

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

I

\/
1

® Op. cit., pp. 92-t. " Op. cit., pp, 81-2.

® Op. at., p. 287.
® ('oyujri.s Archtolotjfqne de France, Beauvais 1905

(1906), pp. 2S5-3o:3,

Froc. Somerset Arch, d’ H, Soc, Vol. LV (1909).

pp. 66-84.

Froc. Soc. Antiq. Lond. (23.). Vok XXIV (1912),

pp. 39-48.

[ li

Catalogue of Irish Gold Ornaments, Xational
iMuseum, Dublin (1920), pp. 20 ff.

Archceologia, Vol. LXI, i (1908), pp. 130, 133-4,
141-2.

Armstrong, op. cU., pp. 23-4 (Xos. 39, p. 57; 110-2,
p. 64 ; 455, p. 97).

13 Evans, Bronze, figs. 466-9.
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(v) (or perhaps identical with (iv) really) e.g. Kilmntt, Co. Mayo : a tore (Dublin)

I from Co. Do^to.

All these examples will be found in Mr. Crawford's and Mr. Armstrong's lists of tores in the papers

quoted above, under their localities, with all references.

It need not be supposed that there is any chronological distinction between these variations of

type. The Crunty Fen association with 4 palstaves^® is a reliable index of the Middle Bronze Age
date of the whole class of multiple-ribbon tores: further the gold ‘ring money' associated with the

Boyton and Haxey{ Lines) torcs^' recalls the Stretham find near by, where a 'wreathed torquis of pure

gold ' (since vanished) was found with a broken Middle Bronze Age rapier ami a plain gold bracelet

like the Towednack examples, on which was threaded similar ' ring-money.'^® The .same type of ])lain

bracelet with imexpanded ends appears associated with the Beerhackett multiple-ribbon torc/^ and

apparently also in a find at Xaas. Co. Kildare, with a tore of — section.^® Another such

bracelet and similar tore together form part of the goldsmith's hoard from Fresne-la-Mere, Calvados,

now in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford (Evans Coll.). The rest of the hoard comprises a bronze

hammer and anvil, bronze knives (one of the curved-blade socketed variety), a socketed bronze

spearhead, and a bronze tanged ' maple-leaf ' razor (Evans, Bronze, pp. 375. ISO, 182-3, 209). Xow
all these bronzes are t\q)ical of the Late Bronze Age : but in view of the secure Middle Bronze Age
associations already recorded for this class of tore and of bracelet, Dechelette was without doubt

right in regarding the Fresne gold pieces as survivals, perhaps destined for melting down {M<innd 11,

p. 350). Still, if the Towednack bracelets have a Middle Bronze Age form, we are as yet without

parallels to suggest a date for tlie tores, which are markedly different from the multiple-ribbon class.

In the same lists of tores which I have been quoting there appears a third class, twisted

from a thin but solid gold rod or wire of square or triangular section. It is to this class, as we have

seen, that the Towednack Xo, 1 tore belongs, and of which the triple tore is a splendid variant. These

solid-wire tores have hitherto been grouped with the multiple-ribbon class, and the current conclusions

as to dating have been applied indi??criminately to both : it is accordingly now desirable to see whether

separate treatment will afford any different results.

It is necessary first of all to subrlivide the class. First we have a group loosely twisted from

square rods, usually fairly thick. There are 5 available examples :

—

River Medicajj at Aytesford, Kint.

Two, fairly loosely twisted from thickish rods : the terminals of circular section, but not

bent back : I unfinished or damaged i Arch, (_ant, IX, p. 2. pi. A : Jessup. Arch, of Kent

(1930), p. 113, and pi. X.

Gorey, Co. Wexford.

Loosely twisted : the terminals cut off short to form short flat-ended hooks. Armstrong.

op. cit.j Xo. 72 (pi. XIII. 97).

Castledennot, Co. Carlotr.

Two, loosely twisted, the terminals square in section and not bent back : unfinisheil

appearance. Armstrong, op. cit., Xos. 82-3 (pi. XIII, 105, 110). Found together with

2 flat penannular bands (ib., Xos. 377-8
:

pi. X, 58-9 : cf. p. 45), and a plain bracelet {ib.

Xo. 264
:

pi. XVm, 376), with very slightly thickened but not expanded terminals, of

circular section. Proc. R. Irish Acadeyny, \ll, p. 132.

The Castledermot association with a plain bracelet suggests a date in the Middle Bronze Age,

and that is also the date of the tumulus of La Combe-Bernard, Cote d'Or, France, where a very similar

but small-sized tore was found. Further, the famous tore found by Schliemami in the royal treasure

Cambridge Antiq. Soc. Froc. Vol. XII (1908),

pp. 96

Brit. Mus. Bronze Age Guide (1920), pp. 53-5.

Cambridge Antiq. Soc. Proc. Ist sec. Vol. II (1853),

p. 103; Fox, Arch. Cainbridge Region (1923), pp. 51, 57;
Brit. Mus. Bronze Age Guide, pp. 53-4 (” Ely” ).

Arch. Journ. Vol. VII (1850), pp. 64—5.

Armstrong, op. cit., p." 22.

Dechelette, Manuel 11, p. 151.
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of the city of Hissarlik II belongs to the same class : it has fairly short hook-terminals, circular in

section. If this were really a piece of Irish goldwork that had somehow reached Hissarlik II before

its destruction, it would take the antiquity of the type back nearly to 2000 b.c.
;

the lack of

intermediate examples both in time and space forbids enthusiasm for this idea, but leaves just open

the possibility of a Trojan model for the Irish type, for which an Early Bronze Age origin cannot

anyhow be disproved at present. Possibly, however, the Hissarlik tore is Transylvanian gold and

unconnected with Ireland. At least the Irish t\q)e is as old as the multiple-ribbon tores, and it

may be older : whereas they are clearly elaborations of the ribbon-tore, it seems to be a collateral

and not an affiliated form. A further testimony to its Middle Bronze Age date in Ireland is the

example from Enniscorthy, Co. Wexford, where the rod is untwisted, but the terminals are of the

bent-back slightly conical type, as on the multiple-ribbon class ;
this was found with a large plain

bracelet with unexpanded ends,^^ like the Stretham example considered and dated above.

In the second place, we have a class of tores likewise loosely twisted from rods of triangular

section : there are four of these, all from Ireland :

—

AtMone, Co. Boscammon.

Very loosely twisted, w ith small hook-terminals. Armstrong, op. cit., Xo. 71 (pi. XII, 8b).

Ireland, no locality.

A fragment only. Ib., Xo. 74 (pi. XIII, 104).

Shelly, Dnimnahilly, Co. Tyrorte.

Pairly loose twist : terminals cylindrical and not bent back. Tw o small ribbed rings

(
I

'

ring-money,' or fasteners) threaded on it. lb., Xo. 81 (pi. XIII, 90).

Coppeen, Co. Corh, in a ' fort.'

Incomplete : tore fairly loosely' and irregularl}" twisted : the terminals as in the Skelly

example, lb., Xo. 80, pi. XIII, 103.

Associated with this w'ere a plain bracelet {ib., Xo. 253, pi. XVII, 357), the ends very slightly

expanded, and two thick bars or rods, one {ib., Xo. 456, pi. XIV, 240), thick and of oblong section,

bent into a ring, the other {ib., Xo. 252, pi. XVIII, 395) square in section and irregularly twisted, the

ends somewhat expanded. These tw^o w^ould seem to be raw material for bracelets like the unfinished

pieces from Tow ednack, and the w hole find“^ likew ise suggests a goldsmith's stock. Here w^e have no
examples of the typical Middle Bronze Age bent-back bar-terminals, and the somewffiat expanded
ends of the Coppeen bracelets suggest the coming of the Late Bronze Age, wffien expanded ends were

the rule. If, indeed, this and the square-rod class be taken together, their chronological centre of

gravity should lie in the Middle Bronze Age : though the Coppeen find hints at a somewiiat longer life.

Xext, two much finer classes of rod or solid-wire tores confront us, both much more tightly and
regularly twisted from slenderer wires, and both with the characteristic bent-back bar-terminals,

slightly conical as in the multiple-ribbon class. In the first the w^ire is square, in the second triangular

in section. The first comprises the following-® :

—

Bornsey, Hants.—A fine specimen, 3 feet in total length. Archtcologia, XXXIX, ii, p. 507.

Bryn Shon, Ysceifiog, nr. Holyivell, Flints.—Similar but longer still (44 inches), Wheeler,
Prehistoric and Boman Wales, p. 171.

A ear Harlech Castle, Merioneth, and Above Llyn Gwernan, Brithdir (on Cader Idris), Merioneth.

Wheeler, ib., p. 171.

Ireland, no locality (British Museum).
Ireland, no locality.—^A fragment only, Armstrong, op. cit., Xo. 73 (pi. XIII, 95).

France^* : St. Leu d Essereni, Dept. Oise.—* Une tige d'or massif a section cruciforme.’ Costa de
Beauregard, Congres archeologiqne de France, Beauvais 1905, p. 285 jgf. (Fig. 1).

Jalligny,^^ Dept. AlUer (' an lieu dit le Champ Bonnet, a Marseigne’). St. Germain Museum.

22 Schliemann, Ilios, p. 577, fig. 757; Dechelette,
Manuel 11, p. 355.

23 Armstrong, op. cit., Xo. 78 (pi. XII, 87).

2-1 Ib. Xo. 79 (pi. XII, 79:,

25 Armstrong, op. cit., p. 22.

2® The references here giv^en are supplementary to

those given by Crawford {op. cit.).

2^ Perhaps some of those listed by Crawford, op. cit.,

p. 48, as from unknown or doubtful sites in France
should be added : aU are isolated finds,

2^ Misprinted by Crawford as ' Saligny ’ {op. cit.,p. 47).
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Like the St. Leu tore, but smaller. Together with it were found the terminal of another tore,
a gold bracelet and a piece described as a ‘ lame d*or enroulee,’ both now melted down, and the quarter
of a big hemispherical cake of founder's bronze or copper, a typically Late Bronze ^Age object.
Dechelette, Manuel, II, App. i, 1. Costa de Beauregard, op. cit., pp. 292-3.

Carcassonne, Dept. Aude. Evans Coll., Ashmolean Museum.
Found with six small gold earrings, twisted like the tore from wire of square section, but of

course without terminals. Costa de Beauregard, op. cit., p. 295. For such earrings see Armstrong,
op. cit., pp. 38, 87 : they have not at present been more closely dated than the tores.

The similar class of tores t^^isted from wires of triangular section comprises the following, all

from Ireland :

—

Athlone, Co. Roscommon .—AYith fine bar-terminals. Armstrong, op. cif., Xo. 70 (pi. XII, 85).

Ireland, no locality.—^Fragment, the terminals missing. Armstrong, op. cit., Xo. 67 (pi, XII, 88).

Ireland, no locality .—^This piece is peculiar in having small hook-terminals instead of bar-terminals.

Armstrong, op. cit., Xo. 69 (pi, XII, 84).

Tlie Towednack tores complete the available list of this class. These tw^o classes of slender,

tightly-twisted solid -wire tores may clearly be taken together as contemporary variants of a single

type. It is remarkable that the only associated finds other than Tow^ednack come from France, and
there the only definite context is Late Bronze Age, for the Jalligny cake is unmistakable. Xow of

course the Jalligny gold, like that of Fresne-la-Mere, may possibly be a Middle Bronze Age survival.

But w^hile the Grimty Fen type to w^hich the Fresne tore belongs has the Middle Bronze Age securely

fixed as its proper date, these solid-wire tores have no associations of the kind. And the Late Bronze
date demanded by Jalligny is supported by t\q)ology, for the solid-wire tore clearly represents

a culminating stage in the history of its class : it ought thus to be a Late Bronze Age form, being

a refinement of the older loosely-twisted thick-rod t\q)es, which we have seen to be mainly at

least Middle Bronze Age products, whether or no they began earlier or lasted a little later. It is also

a technical improvement on the multiple-ribbon tore, a fine feat of craftsmanship, but difficult and
inevitably w^eaker than the solid forms.

The new^ type in fact gained in elegance and strength by combining features from each of its

predecessors. This typological contention may be coupled with the absence of all ^Middle Bronze Age
associations, to strengthen the evidence of the Jalligny hoard for a Late Bronze Age dating of

the type ; and if a further argument be wanted, it is surely supplied by the Towednack hoard itself,

in the character of the triple tore. Its three twdning stems, so slender and so ingeniously wielded,

make it a clever and delightful, but finicky piece of w^ork, quite out of harmony with the grander

beauty of the Grunty Fen tore and its kinsmen, wffiere a laborious technique is used to produce an
effect of perfect simplicity. The whole of the slender solid-wffe group must, in fact, belong to a
somewffiat later age than these. But the terminals emphasize their inheritance of the same tradition :

the big, slightly conical bar-form is normally the rule, and the only exceptions are some cases of hook
terminals, recalling the primitive ribbon and solid-rod types. By the end of the Middle Bronze Age
these liad also become regular features of the derivative class of bronze bracelets, where torsion was
imitated in solid casting, a technique more appropriate to the harder and brittler metal, and in the

Late Bronze Age at the height of its development.

But the Towednack tores cannot be relegated to the Late Bronze Age without further

qualification. Xot only do the\" represent, in their way, a Middle Bronze Age tradition, they represent

a native tradition wdiich came to be swamped in the unrest and confusion of the Late Bronze Age,

with its invasions and imported novelties, already represented in the Fresne artificer’s equipment of

bronzes. By the beginning of the 7th century b.c., obscurer mov'ements into South-eastern Britain

had culminated in those of the Deverel-Rimbury Lirnfield people, and an offshoot of these newTomers
was settling in West Cornwall and dominating or at least mingling with the old inhabitants.^®

Ireland herself can hardly have escaped immigration, and whatever its effect upon her racial

complexion, there are many new elements in the metal types of her Late Bronze Age wffiich lasted

seemingly undisturbed until the coming of the Celts of La Tene culture tow^ards the end of the

Hencken, Arch, of Cornwall and Scilly, pp. 94-7.
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pre-Christian era. In particular as regards gold, tores in the old tradition seem to die out :

bracelets regularly grow expanded ends, and blossom into the distinctive cup-ended and disc-ended

types. The old plain-ended bracelet was evidently superseded : the great Clare find of 1854^®, the

largest hoard of prehistoric gold kno^m in all Western Europe, is characterized throughout by
expanded ends, though there are many gradations down to quite slightly expanded examples,

resembling those already noticed as indicating the arrival of the Late Bronze Age in the Coppeen
hoard.

It is after these Late Bronze Age characters have become fully established in the west that we
must date the varioxis other finds of Irish gold in Cornwall, which emphasize the renewed commercial
activity of the second quarter of the first millennium B.c. Among these (noticed above, p. 181) the

bracelets in the 3Iorvah hoard best point the contrast with Towednack by their expanded and
cup-shaped terminals. Our gold treasure belongs to an earlier date than this.

The period to which it belongs is, in fact, now fairly clearly indicated by the foregoing

considerations. It must fall after the passing of the settled western Middle Bronze Age, with its

technique and traditions, had begun. It must correspond to the westward advance of the A^arious

elements of Late Bronze Age culture. But it must precede their full establishment both in Ireland

and Cornwall. It belongs, in other words, to the period 1000-750 B.c. on current chronology.

Closer dating is manifestly impossible at present. My purely personal preference is for a date rather

nearer the lower than the upper limit, but I think there is really nothing in it. Eor reasoned dating,

two hundred and fifty years is close enough, at all events in a case like this of the Towednack treasure.

It may be that one day systems of field-banks like that here involved as explained above Avill become
amenable to closer dating in various districts, of which West Cornwall might well be one. If so, the

importance of the Towednack discovery will be materially increased. But meanwhile we may be content
to leave it in the transition of the Atlantic lands from Middle to Late Bronze Age culture : marking a
renewal, perhaps, in the Irish-Cornish gold and tin trade, pointing a date, probably, in the chronology
of British agriculture, and displaying the raw, half-worked, and finished stock-in-trade of a prehistoric

goldsmith who, if he was the maker of the two tores, has to his credit at least one unique piece of

crciftsmanship.

CHRISTOPHER HAWKES.

Technology; Flint Daggers. Clark.

Note on some Flint Daggers of Scandinavian Type from the British Isles, By J , G, D, Clark.

PpQ March 23rd, 1914, Mr. H. H. Halls exhibited specimen Xo. 1 before the Prehistoric Society
^ of East Anglia at Norwich (P.P.S.E.A., vol. I, p. 490), and a photograph appeared in the

Proceedings (vol. I., pi. CXX\ .). The present illustration is from the original, now in Xorwicli
Castle Museum (Xo. 83.24), by the genero.sity of Mr. Halls. In form the handle resembles clo.sely

an advanced type of the Scandmavian flint dagger. It is clearly defined from the blade and shows
lateral projections at the butt end. The blade, of which the tip is missing, is curiouslv stumpy and
a.s\mmetric, \^hich led Mr. Halls to describe it in the underline of his plate as a ‘ re-chipped dagger
of Scandinavian tA^e. \et close examination of the original has convinced me that, except for the
extreme tip, the dagger has never been substantially larger. The blank zone seen on one face of
the blade represents part of the original flake surface. Such being the case it is clear from the side
\ iew that the implement was never much larger. The secondary work has been largely executed
by the pressure technique as the ripple marks on the flake scars testify. The flint is of a cloudy grey
colour and is quite glossy, the state of preservation suggesting a ’ breckland provenance. In point
of fact it was found on the surface at Rushford, Xorfolk. Mr. Halls tells me that the late W. Cl. Clarke
always took a great interest in the stone and was fully satisfied tliat it was in fact a (genuine local
find.

The splendid dagger Xo. 2 shows a narrow and clearly defined handle, which for the last U inches
of its length is considerably thicker than the blade. Except for slight damage producing a notch

Armstrong, op. at,, p. 14 jg^.
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on one edge of the blade and a blunting of the tip, the implement is complete. A vestige of the

original striking platform may be seen at the butt -end, and is indicated in the side section. The side

edges of the handle show signs of slight rubbing designed to blunt them for the hand. The secondary
flaking is mainly of the pressure variety, especially on the blade, which shows the characteristic ripple

marks. On the right-hand side of the face figured this pressure flaking has been especially well

controlled to produce a sequence of narrow parallel flake scars. The flint is well preserved and shows
the brownish tinge so typical of specimens from the Fen country. This beautiful dagger, which
would pass unremarked in a Scandinavian collection, was brought to the Cambridge University

Museum of Arch^eology and Ethnology in 1926, together with other surface flints of similar

preservation, all of which were found in West Kow Fen, near Mildenhall, Suffolk. The museum
number is 26.148.

The late Dr. Sturge always claimed to have found fragments of Danish dagger-handles in the

neighbourhood of Xorth Stow, Suffolk (P.P.S.E.A II, pj). 546-7). Many, however, of the pieces

set apart by him as of this character have appeared to the present writer to represent fragments of

other types, such as fabricators, chisels and celts. Yet one at lea.st among them, actually from

Clifford, illustrated by our Fig. 3, shows every indication of being in fact a section from the handle

of such a dagger as our Fig. 2 on a rather larger scale. Indeed, the character of the edges seen in the

side-views, together with the fine flaking of both faces, make such an interpretation the only

reasonable one available. The importance of this will be discussed later : meanwhile attention is

drawn to the character of the implement into which this fragment of dagger-handle has been converted.

Briefly, it is one of the finest double facetted bee ch jiiite burins that one could imagine. Finally,

we must point out that certain prominences on the burin facets have themselves been removed by

grinding, such areas being indicated on the figure by the letter ‘ P.' This flint is therefore

remarkable on three separate counts—as a fragment of a dagger of Scandinavian type found at

Culford, Suffolk : as a tangible proof that the burin technique survived into at least late Neolithic

times: and, finally, as a burin showing polished or ground facets. The flint is moderately smooth,

w^ell preserved, unpatinated, and dark grey in colour.

The dagger illustrated in Fig. 4 is roughly intermediate in form between Figs. 2 and 5. The handle

is defined from the narrow blade fairly markedh^ being narrower and thicker in section. The side

edges of the handle towards the butt -end and the butt itself are bluntecl by rubbing. This is especially

marked on prominences. The secondary flaking seems to be largely of the pre>sure type. The

technique resembles closely that seen on Fig. 2. A small piece is missing at the tip of the blade.

The surface of the flint is smooth and glossy and the whole is tinted a faint brovmish colour, which is

onlv reallv perceptible in a local area where very slight patination has set in. The flint is now in

the Colchester and Essex Museum (No. 3372.15). It came to the museum from the collection of the

late Rev. Kenworthy, of Braintree. Kenworthy's label tells us that the flint was an Essex find,

localitv unknown. The authorities of Colchester Museum inform me that Kenworthy ’ was a local

collector onlv, and it is improbable that he would buy from dealers.' It is to be feared that we

shall never get nearer the truth as there seems no chance now of discovering from whom the flint

was originally obtained. Yet it is unlikely that Kenworthy, who was no mere collector, would have

labelled it ' Essex ‘ without some reason.

The small dagger, of which an outline and longitudinal section are given in F g. 5. is now in Norwich

Castle Museum (No. 22, 7408). The handle is defined from the blade by a slight constriction in plan

and a considerable thickening in section. The butt-end of the handle and the edges for nearly an

inch on each side show considerable rubbing, presumably to blunt them. The flint is pale grey in

colour with the faintest suspicion of a yellowish tint, due to staining, towards the butt-end: it is

otherwise perfectly fresh and well preserved. The flint once formed part of the Beloe Collection formed

at King's Lynn. Most unfortunately it is quite unlabelled, though it is almost certainly a Norfolk

find. Typologically it is, of course. Scandinavian. From the character of the collection of which

it formed part it is most unlikely to be a foreign find.

The flint dagger, of which Fig. 6 is an outline, was exhibited before the Royal Society of Antiquaries

of Ireland in 1895 by Robert Day, F.S.A., a vice-president. An excellent photograph may be found

in vol. XX\", p. 176, of the Journal of that society. It is reproduced in Macalister's ' Ireland in
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Pre-Celtic Times,' Fig. 11a. Day describes it as having been “ dug up from the bottom of a dried-up
“ lake at Scarriff, in the county Clare, by John O'Brien, a peasant farmer, who lives near Tullow.’’

The handle is well defined from the blade, of which the extreme tip is missing. The flint itself is of

grey colour, and Day claims it as “ altogether foreign to the South of Ireland." Whether or not this

is the case it is quite certain that typologically the dagger is quite un-Irish, standing out all the more
as the beaker type of flint dagger is absent from the country. Day recognized it quite rightly as being

of Scandinavian type. Of the authenticity of the find there seems no reasonable ground for doubt

;

the circumstances of finding are quite explicit.

Of all the pieces described and illustrated in this note it can be said that their form proclaims
them to belong to the Scandinavian tradition : from the normal British types they stand out as

uncompromisingly alien. The question which calls for discussion is how far their provenances may
be considered reliable. As is Mell knoMn, American Indian flints have found their way into our
museums as local surface finds before now. Again, many collectors purchas3 foreign flints, which
later, in the hands of dealers, may blossom forth with a local label, and so find their way into museums
to deceive the searcher after truth. Yet it may be said at once of the specimens here described,

that, though unusual in this country, they are rather poor and small examples of the Scandinavian
dagger. The collector buying for specimens would be more likely to select larger and finer implements.
This argument becomes all the more effective when applied to Fig. 3, a mere fragment of the handle
of a dagger. But all this leaves out of account the fact that we have in some cases at least strong positive

evidence for believing the specimens to be in fact of local provenance. It so happens that this evidence
is strongest in the case of the most remote and unexpected of the finds, that from county Clare.

The evidence, as recounted by Day, is about as circumstantial as one could wish for. That a collector's

piece should have found its way into the hands of old John O'Brien, the peasant farmer * who lives

near Tullow ' is unlikely : that it should have found its way into the bottom of a dried-up lake at

Scarriff is still more improbable. Day's account is rather unbalanced, but we have no good reason
for doubting his honesty. In the case of the Rushford dagger we have the testimony of Halls and
the late W. G. Clarke, both of whom have satisfied themselves of its local provenance : we have
remarked on our ot^ti behalf that the preservation and appearance of the flint are quite consistent
with its being found in breck country. Again, the West Row Fen dagger was brought in with a
number of flints from the same locality and agrees in its preservation entirely with a fenland provenance.
The Culforfl fragment was presumably found either by Dr, Sturge himself or by one of his immediate
helpers, and, in any case, would hardly have attracted the ignorant collector. With the Essex example
'v^e are on more doubtful ground, though, on the evidence at our disposal, one is, I think, justified in

including it in this note. The small dagger from the Beloe collection must always remain doubtful,
though even here we can truly say that the flint is more likely an English find than not, and, if so,

probably a Norfolk one.

The subject of our relations with Scandinavia in Neolithic times treated of by R. A. Smith
(Archaologia, vol. 72, and P.P.S.E.A., Ill) is not one into which I propose to enter here, except to
point out that the occasional discovery of flint daggers of Scandinavian type in this country should
occasion no real surprise. After all we have the West Hartlepool pottery of pure passage grave type
(Black Gate Mu.seum, Newcastle, and P.P.S’.E.A., Ill, p. 25, pi. I). Numerous flint celts of Scandi-
na\ ian type exist in our museums with local provenances, though it is usuallv difficult to get behind
their labels!

J. G. D. CLARK.

Technology. Burkitt.
Eoliths: A Test Specimen. By M. C. Burkiff. F.S.A.

specimen here figured can well be used as a test b;\' those who are still doubtful about
the existence of artifacts in Tertiary times. There is no doubt as to where the implement

came from the lower channel at Bolton s Pit, Ipswich : not only are there traces of the material in
w ich it had been embedded still adhering to the specimen, but, further, the patina is typically that
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found on objects from this bed. The age of the bed is undoubted : no geologist has hesitated in a.ssigning

to it a late Pliocene date.

As to the chipping, it should be noted tliat the under surface is a flake-surface with bulb and
bulbar scar : the upper surface shows primary flaking also, the direction of the blows being tlie same
as that which formed the dake-surface below. The working edge is convex and is formed by fine

trimming (secondary working^ the blows being struck at right angles to those which formed the primary

flake-scars. At A the secondary working has determined a sort of small rudimentary awl. During
the period of the Congress the specimen will be placed in a showcase in the Museum of Archaeology

and Ethnology at Cambridge.

C. BUPvKITT.

Scotland : Archaeology. Childe.

Age of Skara Brae. By Prof, T . Gordon Childe, F.S.A.

The age of the prehistoric village of Skara Brae in Orkney, the excavation of which has 04

C

received considerable press publicity in recent years, was regrettably difficult to determine:

the only definite statement I was able to make from the archaeological evidence was that the village

was not contemporary with the brochs, and even this statement has been questioned. Recently,

some fresh data has come into the hands of Prof. D. M. 8. Watson, who very kindly examined the

animal bones from Skara Brae and now permits me to mention the following facts. He has lately

received a collection of cattle-bones from the brcch of Akerness, in Orkney, These he finds agree

essentially with those of Celtic cattle from Early Iron Age sites in southern England and are abso-

lutely distinct from those found by me at Skara Brae. He considers it highly improbable that two
such different breeds of cattle could have subsisted side by .side on so small an island under primitive

conditions.

Xow, Prof. Watson's attribution of the broch cattle to the same breed as those from Early Iron

Age sites in England is in striking harmony with the archaeological evidence showing that the broch

relics agree in principle with those from sites like Glastonbury {lide my ’ Skara Brae,' p. 162). The
broch-folk, then, presumably brought herds of their Celtic cattle with them to Orkney together with

other elements of La Tene culture. But Mr. J. H, Craw, the excavator, tells me that tlie bones in

question come from a secondary occupation of the broch well in the Roman period. It would then

be difficult to understand how the Celtic cattle, in view of the apparent stability of the t\q)e (Watson,

in * Skara Brae,' p. 202), should have been supplanted by an entirely different breed, not descended

from them (ibid,) in the five centuries that are the most that can be assigned to any interval between
the secondary occupation of the brochs and the advent of the first Xorse colonists. Skara Brae being

admittedW pre-Xorse, it seems more than ever likely that it should be regarded as pre-broch also,

as I tentatively suggested before the new evidence came to light. Additional support for this view'

is provided by Mr. A. 0. Curie's discovery, near Sunburgh Head, in Shetland, of buildings rather

analogous to mine, in which socketted celts and slashing swords were still being cast in bronze.

{Proc. Soc, Ant, Scot,, Ixvi, p. 120.) V. GORDOX CHILDE.
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Africa: Prehistory. Hopwood.

The Age of << Oldoway Man.” By A. Tindell Hopu'ood, M.Sc., F.L.S. {Published by permission of

the Trustees of the British Museum.)

99R Gedjn Olduvai*, the River of the Wild Sisal, is the name given by the Masai to a deep

fcfcO gorge which cuts into the eastern margin of the Serengetti Plains. The gorge extends in a

roughly S.E.-X.W. direction for nearly twenty miles, and its mouth lies in approximately 3^ S., and

35° 25' E. The steep cliffs on either side expose a complete section through four conformable beds

of water-laid tuffs, which have been faulted and eroded, and then covered unconformably by a complex

of loess followed by a la3"er of calcrete, or steppe-lime. Underhung the tuff is a flow of basaltic lava

thirty feet thick.

Bed I, at the base, consists of about 120 feet of silvery-grey tuffs with yellow pumiceous layers,

and, in certain horizons, numerous concretions. There is practically no contamination by non-

volcanic material. Occasional pebble beds occur.

Bed II is generally of a buff colour. It is 30 to 40 feet thick, more compact and earthy than

Bed I, and contains pebbles of lava at two horizons at least.

Bed III is distinguished by its bright red colour. It is close-grained, with occasional layers

of pebbles and gravel. The weathered surface is very hard and cindery under foot, and the bed

often forms vertical cliffs.

Bed IV is grey, or brownish. Near the top are coarser layers representing shoal conditions

or even periods of comparative dr\uiess.

After the deposition of Bed IV the whole series was fractured, as is shown by a series of

step-faults which have an eastern throw. Next followed a period of erosion during w^hich the first

valley was cut. This was shallow, with gently sloping sides. During a subsequent arid period the

loess-like Bed V was formed and covered the sub-aqueous beds discordantly. Then the valley was

rejuvenated, and the present gorge came into existence.

The faulting in this region was purely tensional, the blocks of strata between the faults being

tilted, some to the east and some to the west, and their edges eroded, so that the deeper beds II and

III came to lie immediately below the loess and steppe-Hme. Near the eastern edge of one of these

Fig. 1. Dtagramiiatic Sectiox along the OiiOUVAT Gorge. Bed III is dotted, and provided with
AiB-UNEs. Bed V and the Steppe-lime are represented by the thickness of the line at

ground -LEVEL. F. F. Faults.

blocks, at a point 12 to 13 feet below the level of the plain, the ‘ Oldoway Man ’ was found by
Professor Hans Reck of the University of Berlin. The horizon in which it lay was Bed II

;
just

below, and in the same bed, were remains of Elephas antiquus recki.

Professor Reck (1914, a, b) claimed that this skeleton was of the same Middle Pleistocene age

as the numerous other fossils found in Beds I-IV, and, indeed, that it was actually deposited with
them in Bed II. This opinion was not accepted. Some authors maintained that it was an
intrusive burial of much later date, whilst various theories were put forward by others {cf. Leakey,

1931, p. 15).

* The spelling is phonetic
; hence the British ‘ Olduvai ’ and the German ‘ Oldoway.’
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Examination of the site in 1931 confirmed the observation that the bed in which the skeleton

lay was, undoubtedly, Bed II. The cliff at that point shows the full thickness of Bed I followed

by Bed II, which is reddish in colour at the top. Over the red

top of Bed II lies a narrow band, a few inches thick only, of

bright red material, the residuum of Bed III. This material is

sharply demarcated from the reddish top of II, and forms a

continuous conglomeratic layer. It is succeeded by a softer,

but still hard bed, the loess-like Bed V, here locally compacted,

and by the steppe-lime. Direct evidence bearing on the question

of an intrusive burial w as not found : for that had been destroyed

in the original exhumation, and must now be sought in the

original descriptions by Professor Reck. Since there seems to

be some danger of Reek’s statements being overlooked, the

relevant extracts are here reproduced in full.

“ Der Menschengraben selbst zeigte das Skelet noch in

volligem. wenn auch teilweise etwas verschobenem und
“ verdriicktem Zusammenhang, in horizontaler Lage, vollig

“ parallel den Schichtfugen des Gesteins in diesem eingebettet,
'' genau wie dies auch bei samtlichen Tierfunden der Fall war.”

(1914a, p. 90.)
‘‘ Wie ich schon in meinem ersten Bericht betonte, zeigte

“ die Schicht, in der der Mensch ohne Beigabe jeglicher

Manufakte eingebettet lag, keine Spur einer Storung,

“ die Stelle erschien genau wie jede beliebige andere des

Schichthorizontes, so dass jeder Anhaltspunkt zur Annahme
einer zugeschiitteten Hohlung, also eines Grabes fehlt.”

(1914b, p. 310.) FiG. 2. Details of the Section" at "Man
“ Geologisch gesprochen bedeutet ein Grab die Unter- dkaun to show the

brechung des natiirhehen Schichtverbarides durch Aushub.

. . . Wird bei der Grabeinfullung aber das Entstehen der Schlittungsschichtung etwa durch
“ Feststampfen des Bodens u. dgl. verundeutlicht oder verhindert, so bleibt doch noch ein zweites

Merkmal des kiinstlichen Eingriffes : Die Durchmischung des Aushubmaterials. Eine solche
‘‘ miisste hier besonders deutlich gewesen sein. Das Skelett lag in einer roten Bank. Dariiber

folgten mir matte Erdfarben von gelbbraun bis graubraun. Besonders aber die harte Kalkbank,
“ die nur zu festen weissen Brocken zerfallen oder zerschlagen worden sein konnte. Jedoch wurde
“ keine Spur solcher Farbniischungen, keinerlei Deckenkalkbeimengungen beim Skelett gefiinden,

“ weder beim Uberblick iiber die ganze Fundstelle und ihre Grenzen im Oldoway selbst, noch auch
‘‘ bei der simteren Einzeluntersuchung seiner urspriinglichen Gesteinhulle. in der das Skelett nach

Deutschland gebracht worden war. Auch im Uberblick iiber die Talhiinge des Oldoway zeigte

die so Starke und deutliche Schichtung des gesamten Schichtpaketes an der Fundstelle keinerlei

Unterbrechung oder sonstige auffallige Eigenheiten, wie sie etwa in der Bewachsung, Boschung,

Bodenfarbe und Zusammensetzung hatte vermutet werden kiinnen.” {1926, pp. 85-6.)

“ Die Matrix ist ein ziemlich miirbes, brockeliges Gestein von rotlichem fast noch erdigem
“ Aussehen. . . . Das Sediment ... ist derart beschaffen. dass die kiinstliche Unter-

brechung der Schicht mit ihren Schichtstreifen durch das Graben einer Grabgrube notwendig

und mit geniigender Sicherheit zu erkemien gewesen wiire. Die Grubeiiwand einerseits hatte

eine Grenzfiache, eine Fuge im Profil als Trennung gegen das unberiilirte Xachbargestein hinter-

“ lassen miissen, die Grubenfiillung andererseits sollte eine abweiehende Struktur sowohl wie eine
“ heterogene Stoffmischung aller Aushubsprodukte, unter denen besonders der der hangende
‘‘ Steppenkalk leicht festzustellen gewesen ware, haben erwarten lassen. Beides ist trotz der

“ grossen Aufmerksamkeit die diesen Fragen sofort geschenkt wurde, nicht der Fall gewesen. Das
“ Gestein unmittelbar am Skelett war vielmehr von den der naheren Umgebung der Schicht weder
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nach Farbe, Harte, Dichte des Lagerung, Struktur oder Zusanimensetzung zu unterschieden.”

(Unpublished MSS.)

It is clear that Professor Reck, when he found the skeleton, thought it possible that he might

be dealing with an intrusive burial, that he was careful to look for evidence of this, and that he

failed to find it.

The geological evidence obtainable in the field is limited to the identification of the horizon of

the skeleton as Bed II ; to confirming the presence of the overlying bright red layer, the residuum

of Bed III : and to establishing the fact that Bed V has a hard layer of calcrete, both above and

below. The slope is covered by rubble from Beds III and V in such a manner that it is difficult to

see how a shallow grave could be dug and filled again without including some of this rubble. The
reddish colour of the matrix is against the theory that any inclusions of Bed III would have been

decolorised by decomposition products.

Another piece of evidence is furnished by the published figures (Reck, 1914a, pis. ii, iii) of the

skeleton in sitn. Thi.s shows it to have been lying on the right side, in a contracted position, with

both arms flexed to bring the hanrls to the region of the neck. The present inhabitants of the

country, the Masai, rarely bury their dead, but the procedure when they do so is to place the con-

tracted body on the left side, with the left hand close in front of the head, and the right arm with

the upper part resting on the trunk, whilst the fore-arm is extended at right angles so that the

hand rests on the ground. Then the shallow grave (about one metre deep) is filled Avith stones and

earth, and the AA'hole stamped down to keep hyaenas from abstracting the body (Merker, 1910).

This difference in posture, and the absence of stones, seems to prove that, despite physical resemblances

(Gieseler & Mollison. 1929). the skeleton is not that of a Masai.

If this conclu.sion is correct, we may pass on to another line of thought A^hich is, frankly, of a

more speculatiA^e character. It is speculatiA^e for tAAO reasons: first, aa^c knoAV little or nothing of

the history of the Masai: and, second, aa^c can only guess at the rate of recession of the sides of the

gorge.

As regards the first, Merker (1910) places the incursion of the Masai to Africa at a date not later

than the fourth FgA73tian dynasty. Sir Charles Eliot (1905) says, “ they must haA^e been a long

time in their pre.sent haunts, and haAe lo.st all trace of their origin.” The pedigrees of their

' medicine men,' or 01 oiboni, go back about tAvo hundred years, and that is as far as aac can definitely

trace their history.

The rate of reces.sion of the sides of the gorge is comparatiA^ely sIoav, for sticks inserted to

support a grass screen in 1913 were still in position in 1931, AA’hereas the edge of the loAA'cr layer of

calcrete, which incorporates the residuum of Bed III, AA^as only eighteen inches to tAV^o feet from the

same spot.

Assume, then, that the Masai entered the country not more than two hundred and fifty years

ago : at that period the place AAffiere the skeleton lay Avould certainly have been coA^ered by the

lower hard layer, Avhich is ten to tAA'eh^e inches thick, and any burials by earlier inhabitants Avould

ha\^e had to be made through that layer, unle.ss, indeed, they tunnelled in from the side. Modern
KikiiAui, working at their own speed Avith heaAw crowbars, failed to dig a hole tAA^o feet square and
three feet deep through similar material, although they were two days on the job. It does not seem
reasonable to suppose that other tribes with nath^e tools would be more successful. Nor does it

seem a proper assumption to make, that the corpse was placed at the end of a tunnel which was
then blocked with earth. It would appear that the onus of proof lies on those who might wish to

make such a suggestion.

If, then, two premises be conceded : first, that the Masai haA^e inhabited the country for two
hundred and fifty years ; and, second, that the erosion is of the order of three feet in the same time;
it is evident that the skeleton is not likely to huA^e reached the spot where it was found by subsequent
burial. Actually the erosion is much more rapid than is assumed : it is probably ten feet in a century,
but of that there is no direct proof. Any rate of erosion quicker than that assumed increases the
difficulties to be oA^ercome by the pre-Masai in making an intrusive burial.

In conclusion, it AA^ould seem to follow from the original evidence of Professor Reck that the
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skeleton lay in undisturbed sediment without trace of foreign matter. The ethnological evidence

appears to show that, despite physical resemblances, the skeleton is not of the Masai, who inhabit

the country to-day. Geological evidence shows that the bed in which the skeleton was found is

Bed II, and that in pre-Masai davs the actual part of the bed was in such a position that it was
inaccessible to a tribe armed onh’ with native tools. Hence the conclusion of my colleagues and
myself that the skeleton was enclosed in Bed II before that bed was covered by later deposits : and
in that sense we regard the skeleton as contemporary' with Bed II.
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A. T. HOPWOOD.

Metallurgy. Rickard.
The Falmouth Ingot of Tin. By T

.

A. Rickard. D.Sc.

The accompTiiying photograph of the so-called ' a^^tragalos ‘ ingot I owe to tlie courtesy of 00"!
Mr. George Penrose, the Secretary of the Royal Institution of Cornwall. The object itself is fcfcf

in the museum of the Institution at Truro. The weight of it is jiounds. but a piece of one of the
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arms was taken for assay, therefore it is probable that originally it weighed a little more than

160 pounds. When discovered, the ingot was supposed to be silver, but the assay proved that it

was metallic tin. It was found in 1823 during dredging operations, the purpose of which was to obtain

sand from a bank opposite St. Mawes, at the entrance of Falmouth Harbour.

Evidently it had been submerged for a long time
;
the convex, or under, side is much corroded

in spots, which, when the ingot was brought to the surface, contained crystals of tin salts. In the

lower right corner of the ingot as shown in the photograph there is to be seen a stamp, or trade-mark,

representing itself in miniature. One side is convex, and the general shape is well adapted for con-

veyance by two men, for transport in a boat, or for carriage on a horse.

The ingot has been supposed to be of the astragalos, or knuckle-bone, type, such as Diodorus

mentions in his reference to the ancient tin-trade of Britain, a trade conducted mainly on the island

of let is, which has been identified with St. Michael’s Mount, off the southern coast of Cornwall, and

only 20 miles west of Falmouth. As a supposed Phoenician relie it has been claimed to support the

fanciful stories concerning the remote antiquity of the Zimbabwe ruins in Southern Rhodesia.

These are known now, thanks to Dr. Randall-Maclver and Miss Caton-Thompson, to be no older

than about a.d. 1200, therefore any resemblance between this ingot and a mould found by Theodore

Bent at Zimbabwe, serv^es now only to throw doubt upon the extreme (b.c.) antiquity of the Cornish

relic. It is not a knuckle-bone in shape, we hav^e no evidence of a Phoenician origin, but it is an old

and interesting relic from the days when Cornwall was an important source of tin.

In one of the paintings on the walls of the Royal Exchange building in the City of London there

is a picture, by Sir Frederick Leighton, of the Phoenicians trading with the ancient Britons; and

among the articles of trade there is depicted in a corner of the painting a little heap of ingots having

the shape of the one found in Falmouth Harbour. The ingots are badly done, because the artist

had little feeling for metal : they look wooden, and their unreality is in keeping with the mvth they

signify,
^

T. A, RICKARD.

ROYAL ANTHROPOLOGICAL INSTITUTE : PROCEEDINGS.

Ordinar/ Meeting.
The Oldoway Expedition. By A, T, Hopwood, M.Sc., 21 June, 1932.

This paper is printed in full above. (Max, 1932, 226.)

Annual Meeting. 28 1932.

990 Report of the Council, Treasurer’s Report and Statement of Accounts were received

CLu and adopted: these Avill be printed in full in the Journal The Officers and Council for

1932-33 were duly elected.

The Rivers Memorial Medal was presented to Captain M. W. Hilton Simpson, for his work in

Algeria, Sahara and Belgian Congo.

The Wellcome Gold Medal for Anthropological Research was presented to Mr. J . H. Driberg, M.A.

The President, Captain T. A. Joyce, M.A., delivered an Address on ' Eccentric Flints from
‘ Central America.' It will be printed in full in the Journal

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.
The Projected International Congress for Ethnic

Sciences. By J. L . Myres,

230 1932, 108, it was announced that
Professor Dr. Fritz Krause of Leipzig had

imdertaken to supplement the incpiiries already
in progress on behalf of the Royal Anthropological
Institute, by ascertaining the opinions of members
of the German GeselUchaft fur Volkerkunde, of which

he is president, on certain preliminary matters.

He now sends a detailed analysis of their replies,,

from which the following are the principal results :

—

Out of 180 members, 54 sent replies. (1) A separate

Ethnological Congress was preferred by 31 ethnolo-

gists and 7 representat i^'es of other himian sciences

;

a congress for Anthropology and Ethnology com-
bined, by 5 ethnologists and 7 others. A few
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replies contained alternativt* sngg(‘stions. (2) For
an exclusively ethnological congress, there were
5 votes; against 42 for inclusion of other studies

such as linguistics, historical sciences, ancillary

studies, and special aspects or departments of

ethnology. (3) For organization in sections 30

(5 against) ; for permanent subdivisions 9, against

21 for subdivision as circumstances may reiium'.

(4) Such a separate ethnological congress was
thought practicable (with various qualifications) by
40, impracticable by 10. A fuller statistic will be
published by the OeseUschaft fur Vulk'tf kinxh for

the information of its own members.

More recently, on the occasion of a visit of Dr.

Krause to London, an informal discussion with

[Nos. 230-232

members of the Royal Anthropological Inslitute

took place, on the hospitable im itation of Dr. C. C.
Seligman, Ex-President, at which the vhole project
was examined in all its aspects, and it was agrivd
to continue informal (ai([uiri{\s an<l ni'gotiations for

the establishment of an International Congress of
Ethnic Sciences on a broadly inclusiv'e basis in the
year 193 1. In view of the pri'sent (‘conomic

situation, it would not be prudent to hasten unduly
the preliminary stages. JLit it is hoped that m the
spring or early summer of 1933 it may be practicable

to summon, at some convenitait centre, a const il uent
conference such as w'as recently successful in

establishing the International Congress of Pre-

historic and Protohistoric Sciimces.

J. L. MYRES.

REVIEWS.
England : Archaeology.

The Archaeology of Somerset. By D. P. Dobson, d/..4.

London. Pp. 272, 7 maps and 58 illustrations : 1931.

Each County Archa?oiogy, as it follows those 0 Q 1
ahead of it, has the ad\'antage of using the CQ I

experience which they have bought and ^Irs. Dolison,

in taking this advantage, has found out the secret whereby
a valuable work of reference may be combined with
an interesting story; for, while it is as accurate and
carefully plamied as those preceding, it is pleasanter

anti easier to roatl than they.

One reason, no doubt, is that a map of the county
is given, with all the places named in the text ; aiul

the reatler who is not a Somersetshire man can, after

a little search, find out exactly wdiere he is. We think

that the map could be made more useful still if it vrere

divdded into numbered squares, and if the number of

each square were mdicated in the text, in brackets,

when each place was named. This, of course, would
add to the labour of the writer, but w^ould save the

reader a good deal of time.

But apart from the map, winch is a great gain, the

book is more alive and less of a catalogue than its

predecessors. It seems more human, if that carries

any meaning, ami perhaps this may be due to the

authoress taking more interest than any of her colleagues

hav'o hitherto done in the people who made the things

about w hich she has to w rite.

The head contours of a male and female Anglo-Saxon
for instance, on page 174, are smgulaily characteristic

and w'ell chosen, but w^e fear that one or tw'O of the

Abbots’ skulls from Glastonbuiy are suffering from
posthumous distortion which would seriously interfere

with the value of a composite contour of the five tracings.

Xo doubt the authoress is right in regarding them as the

remains of Anglo-Saxon clerics, since the custom of

giving special care to these was quite common.
The quotation from Dean Buckland on page 7, that

the people of the plains are more comely than are those

on the hills, is rather fascinating, though probably what
the Dean meant to say w^as that they are more comely
to us, seeing that our standard of comeliness is the

Xordic statuary of Ancient Greece. It is quite con-

ceivable that the stocky, short -legged, bull-necked,

bullet-headed, Alpine type of man may be more cornel}’,

because more useful, to the hill cbveliers of his own race.

It seems that in four possessions Somerset is very

poor. She has no traces of glaciation, no Neolithic

camps, no definite Goidehc place names, and no pagan

Saxon cemeteries. Aliout tlu^ last item we are a little

iloubtful, for w’e remember long ago measuring several

Saxon skulls, said to be pagan, fiom Soinerton; wliile

the Saxon burial ground at Camerton wliieh the authoress
describes, agrees quite wdl w ith those of pagan Saxons,
and the fact that grains of charcoal were found with
the skeletons would har<lly be taken, even by Paley,
as one of the evidences of Christianity.
From our past oxperuMire vre doubted whether n'ading

through one of these county archieolomes could be other
than a wholc.^ome discipline, but m this one, though
the wholesomeness remains, the discipline is hardlv
felt. F. G. PARSOXbh

The Archaeology of Surrey. By D. C. Whitnsfer.

London, 1931. 254 pp. I0s‘. fid.

As one County Archaeology succeeds another QOQ
W’e are more and more impressed by the farseeing fcUfc

boldness of the man, w’hoever he w’as. w’ho first

visualized the possibility of the scheme. One thinks,

now it is well under w’eigh, that the plan of marshalling
a team of local experts and enthusiasts and setting them
to work out the archaeology of their own counties on a
common system is so obvious and rational a thing to do
that anyone might have done it. But noboily did imtil

now' and we are just beginning to see the great results

winch a series of handy an<l clieap reference books must
mean to the future of archieology.

Surrey is popularly known as the ' Stocklirokers*
‘ County, which means that it is freely sprinkled with
the homes of w’ell-to-do, middle-class men w'ho live

there because it is pretty and near London. Probably
no county has a larger proportion of well-informed,
shrew’d and successful men living in it. and, since their

estates are small they are able to know every inch of
them. And so, though many records of the county's past
have undoubtetlly been lost through carele.ssness and
indifference, it is probable that much has been saved
and recorded w’hich in a less settled-up county w’ould
have been ignored. We think, as eadi of these County
Archaeologies comes to us for review', that they are
growing more and more interesting and readable.
Mr. Whimster’s certainly is both; though w’hether he
w’lli take tins as praise or blame we do not know, since
the arclueological specialist necessarily demands accu-
rate measurements and minute detail, and to make
archaeology anything like a table-topic is to him a
waste of valuable space and time.
But there is another side of the picture, w'hich shows

us the County Series in every landow'iier's library and
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its owner on the look out for every eliance find ; and
when this view is taken the pleasant reading whi(‘h this

volume gives us justifies itself indeed. Mr. ^^lliInster

has gone more fully into the literature of his suhjeet
than his colleagues hitherto have done, and often gives
actual quotatums of the (piaint old English of Leland.
Camden and Aubrty, but \\hen lie speaks of the
unusually outrageous and inconsistent spelling ” of

the former we cannot think that he has chosen very
happy or just adjectives, for the cjuotation on p. 148
is very cultured English of Henry VIII's time ; ever so
much better than King Hal's own spelling at any rate.
For the rest, the book is a good example of a good

series. Everytiling that we can think of seems to be
there and sometimes, we are glad to say, tlie author is

guilty of the blazing indiscretion of constructing a
theory from the facts at his disposal. It is quite likely
to get him into trouble but at least it shows that he is

human, and can write a book as well as a catalogue.
The maps, illustrations, gazetteer and appendix are

well up to the high standard of the series.

F. G. PARSONS.
Archaeoiog/.
La Prehistoire. By L. C'apUan. 220 jmoes. Pa not

yAA The above vork has been brought up to date
by :\r. Faguet \suh thi' co-operation of Prof.

Breud, who himself has written a preface. The late
M. Capital! was a pioneer m the sense that most of the
remarkable discoveries in prt'historii- r(*search that have
been made since 18o9, when the scientific world first

seriousl\' realized the importance of the subject, were
made during his lifetime. Indeed, he partook hiiU'^elf
in not a few. The abo\'e work is in no sense an exhaustive
study of the subject

; it is rather a readable account for
the interested amateur written by one who has watched
the growth of knowledge on these matters and who has
tried to view the matter as a whole with a due sense of
proportion. The ground covered is from earliest times
to that of the La Tone period. There is a bibliography
but no index. The illustrations are not bad considering
the paper on which they are printed, and there are a few
half-tone plates. M. C. BERKITT.
Cambridge Excavations in Minorca. By M. A.

00/1 chapters by Edith M. Guest,
ADisicortJi Alitchell and T. J. Ward. Trapuco

Part 1. Pp. o(), plates LII, 10| > 7^. Londoti
{B. Quaritch), 1932. Price 12«. Qd.

This book IS a careful and most profusely illustrated
account of what must have proved to the excavators
themselves to have been m many ways a most
di.sappointing dig. The remarkable stone monimients of
Malta are well known, especially owing to the con-
tinuous enthusiasm of Or. Zammit, and Miss Murrav
herself has contributed not a little to their study.
Those of the Balearic Islands are less well known,
although it is now thirty years since M. Emile
Cartailhac published his well-known and excellentlv
illustrated monograph. The plans of the buildings have,
however, remained very obscure, owing especially to
the abundant vegetation which covered them. Wiss
Murray in this monograph describes her efforts to clear
one site, and discover if possible the meaning and
purpose of some of the structures, and especially the
remarkable monoliths, crowned with a large stone set
in equilibrium on the top, like a gigantic oblong stone
mushroom on a stone stalk, and called locally a Taula.
The site at Trapuco appears to fall into three periods.
The earliest is similar in the style of its pottery to the
Maltese bronze age. This layer is covered with ashes and
in the author’s opinion the ash layer represents the end
of the use of the buildings by the ancient peoples. On

the ash stratum was a great accumulation of rubbish.

Finally all the stones, fragments of pottery and other

inde'structible remains were heaped together, and the
enclosure fille'd up leaving only the tops of the taller

stones standing like the mountains after the deluge,

a cata-'^tmphe whose date is probaldy pre-Roman.
Comparatively fi'W whole obj(‘cts were found on the

site, but there were masses of broken potsherds.

Thc^e are catafigued and tU*scribed in great detail.

The original purpose of the buildings and of the Taula
is also discussed, and though Miss Murray's suggestions
may not perhaps appeal to e\'ery one, this careful record
of finds represents a u.seful contribution to a most vexed
problem. L. H, D. B.

Ethnology.
Archiv fiir Rassenbiider. By J. F. LcJnnanns Vcrlay

nor Al linehen. Preis : Jeder BUdanf.satz (8-12,

bUu Kartcn )nit je 1-3 Btldcin) einzeln

Aik. 2, t)ei Bezuy ron 20 ret schiedi nett BildauJ-
satzen Aik. 1.70. 192fi and in progre.^s.

This is a series of sets of cards, 5". giving photo-
graphs of racial types, with physical measurements of

the people photographeil, and with general notes on the
tribe to which they belong. There is also for each set a
useful bibliography. The data havt‘ lieen prepared by
field anthropologists amongst whom are de Zwaan,
Puccioni, von Eickstedt and otlier wi^i-known ethnolo-
gists. Bryn has prepared a set for the Xorwegians,
while Weinert lias a set on Her Xeaudertaler-schadel
von Lc‘ Moustier and K. (rorjanovie-Kramberger on
Der diluviale Mensch von Krapina. I^>r studtmts who
can read German the sets form a valuable outline ini lex

of the salient points about the past or present races

included in the series : they also indicate sources for

more extensive study. R. M. F.

Technology.
Craftsmen's Measures in Prehistoric Times. Lndovic

Ulip AIcLellan Alann. GJas(jou\ 1930, 8l'o. Pp. 2o

;

/y|) plates and grid diagram. Price os. net.

The theme hi're put forward is admittedly, at

the first glance, unfamiliar, perhaps even incredible,

that PalaBolithic man fashioned flint implements by a
foot-rule and a scale of measures.’’ And as science

is concerned mainly with absolute facts,’’ readers
must form their own opinion about measurements
‘‘ oxtract(*d by tracing ’’

(p. 16) from printed illustrations.

A positive percentage " of 62, among objects selected
from Evans' Ancient Btone Implemetits of Gtcat Britain,
would seem to indicate that eitlipr early man or Sir

John Evans* draughtsman diil not observe these
< 'raftsmen's measures " scrupulou'^ly. But 38 is a

high percentage for “ ritualistic " objects, which in

this respect seem to be nonconformist aEo. ‘'To his
*’ further astonishment,” which the reviewer shares,
Mr. ^lanii finds the same units employed in pre-
Chelleaii objects, as in later Paheolithic periods.

J. L. M.

Beekeeping in Antiquity. By S. Alalcolm Frazer.
London : Unircrsitg of Londo}t Press, 1931.

+ 131. lA Plates. 4^. 6J.
This IS a thesis approved for the degree of Doctor

of Philosophy in the University of London, and is

neces'^dl•Ily largely m the nature of a compilation.
It forms, however, a useful and attractive study of a
subject which does not appear to have been hitherto
tlealt with m English. The author has brought together
in a readable form the published views of many ancient
authors on the theory and practice of beekeeping. The
accuracy of much that was written gives us cause for
admiration, and if the belief in the origin of swarms of
bees from the carcasses of dead oxen is no longer tenable,
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it was put forward as a statement of fart as late as m42,
when the operation was said to liave been performed in

Cornwall. Some of tho mysteries of the bee-luvi' have
only been solve<l in rerent years, and the ancient Ih'c-

keepers of Oreoee and Home were practical men who

knew enoufxh for their main purposes—the procurin^r
of honey and wax. Those who wrote about bees, without
praidieal knowledge, were apt to seareli their imagina-
tions too diligently, or to accept earlier .statements too
unr ritieally, and thus keep error in eirculation. H. S. H.

CORRESPONDENCE.
MetaMurgy.

Sir,—Much to my regret, I shall be unable to nnA
attend the forthcoming International Congress of / q X
Prehistoric and Protohistoric Sciences, and for that

reason I venture to write to you on a subject that is near
my heart, namely, the analysis of metallic relics in

museums.
Few of the metallic relics on exhibition have been

analysed, and yet, without accurate knowledge of

their composition, such relics are mere (‘urios, po.ssessing

little informative value, and sometunes even misleading

in the inferences they suggc'st. For cxarnpU‘. owing to

the retention of the old idea of a world-wide Bronze Age,

it is customary to label most of the green .stained piects

of metal as ‘ bronze,' whereas .su(‘h metal may belong

to any one of five c ategories : it may be ( 1 ) true bronze

—that IS, intentional alloy of tin and copper; (2) a piece

of copper containing tm as an inadvertent ingredient,

or impurity; (3) smelted copper— that is, eopper

produced by reduction from ort ; (4) melttal cO])])er—

tliat is, native metal shaped by casting; and (.3) ham-
mered native copper. Many limidred ;s'ears—e\'en a

millenuiiun—may separate these successive stages of

metallurgic progress.

The labelling would not be of much consecpience,

if analyses were quoted. P"or example, the early

Roman coinage is described by numismatists as of

copper, brass, or bronze, confusedl\', these three terms

being employed as synonyms. Analyses are few.

If we had enough of them, the epithets applied to such

pieces of money would be less confusing.

In the prehistoric department of the British Museum
there are shewn two lumps of rusted iron, found at

Tell-cl-Aiuarna, and said to be of tlie ISth dynasty,

or about 1370 b.c. Here are two relics that would be

of extreme interest and signiticance if w e knew" w liLtlier

they are composed of smelt

(

hI iron. They may be

pieces of meteoric iron. An analysis for ni( kel w'ould

settle the question. The date is such that the iron

might possible lie one of the earliest imports into Fgypt
from the iron-founders in the Hittite highlamls, but the

chances are equal that it is bki-a-pct, or (.elestial iron.

A contemporary relic, the iron dagger of Tut -ankh-Amen,
in the Cauo Museum, has not been analysed. I ho

comparative freedom from rust, the preciousness of it

(as indicated by the position in w'hich it was found),

and the datmg all join m suggesting the possibility

that it may be made of hea\'eii-sent metal.

The fragments of an iron dagger found at L r in remains

of the first dynasty, or about 310U b.c., were not

mentioned by Mr. WccIIey in his report for i92B-192/,

but later when placed in the British Museum tiiis most
interest ing relic was assiuned to be tlie product of

smelting and the label stated that it indicated the remote

anticj[uity of the founder's art. Xiie label remained

unchanged for several years. e\'en after it had been

analysed by Dr. Dt‘sch ami proved to contain 10-9

per cent, of nickel, which estabhshed its meteoric origin.

Any iron believed to be older than 1390 to 140o b.c. may
be suspected to be of meteoric origin, and calls for

analysis.

[

In the British Museum also is a copper axe-head
found at Abydos

; it is said to be of the first or second
dynasty, and it is dated ' before 4000 b.c.' This dati*

w’ill he reduced to 3300 b.c. by mc.^t Fgyptologists,
1 believe: but the more interesting point is the question
w"heth(*r the copper is native iiudal or .smelted metal.
If the date w*ere 4000 b.c., I should expect to find it to
l)e native copper; if 3000 b.c., then I shouM expect it

to be the product of a smelting operation. Long before
the so-called Bronze Age began—several thcu^aml years
earlif^r- {•ontemjioraneous. w ith the rudum'ntarv use* of
stone—primitive man used native copper (and other
metals found in the elemental state) as seft (or malleable)
stoiK'. It IS po'^'^ible by analysis aiifl }>y exammatioii
of the nucro.structure of tlie metal to ascertain whether
It has been smelted or ordy hammered.

In this connection the work done by Dr. Cecil H. Desch
on behalt of the Committee on Sumerian copper {Scetiou
H of the British Assueiation) is an examph* higlily to
be commended. The study of prehistciy w ill be greatly
aided by tiUeh acem-ate mformatiou coiicermng the
CO Inpc sit ion of metal relies. T. A. RICKARD.

The Oldoway Skeleton.

SiB,—To my regr(*t I w"as unable to be present
at the meeting of the Institute f21 Juno) when
Mr. Hopw"ood discussed the (>ldow"ay skeleton
{see Xo. 220 of current Man), but thre^e days later T took
part in the discussion which he opened {on 24 June) at the
summer meeting of the Anatomical Society. I should
like to record m print, with more precise referonoo^. the
impromptu criticisms w"hich I ma<le verbally then.
The careful account of the circumstances under which

the remains were fountl and the nature of tlie boiu's,

given by Prolessors \V. Gieseler and Th. MolIi.r,on

(' CnteiMicluingen uber den Oldowayfiind.’ Ft///.

d. (ie.'i. f. Atiihropolotjtc, III. Stuttgart. 1929) con-
tains nothing which conflicts with the idea that the
skcU'ton is tliat of a modtam man not demonstrably
different from the present inhabitants of the region,

the mixed people known as the Masai. I would not
have thuught it nect'ssary to coinniiait ujion this if

it were not for the fact that Dr. Leakey ami Mr. Hopwootl
have cited cultural Lwideiice m support of tin* opinion
they liave expressed that the treatment of the body
differs from that known amfiiig the ^lasai, and have
claimed such evidtaice in suppiirt of the \ kwv that the
rtanains are older than the coming of these people to
Fa.st Africa.

The fact that the skeleton was sharply flex(‘d and
the limbs in positions that they could not have naturally
assumed, but into winch they must ha\e lieeii put by the
use of great force, corroborates the othi'r evidence
that w"e are dealing with a burial ami not with a skeleton
which iuis lieen iiatLU’ally deposited. The degree of
flexion is also very .significant. Altiiough bodies wen*
buried in a flexed position m the Xile valley from very
early times, it w asnot until the tim«*()f the Si'eund Dynasty
—in other words, at the time wlien coffins were first

invented—that the extreme degree of flexion w hich is

iouiid lu tlie Oldowav remains was introduced.
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Special emphasis has been given to the fact that the
body was lying upon the right side, and differed from the
usual Masai practice of burial on the left side. It should
not be forgotten, however, that elsewhere in East Africa
burial may be either upon the left or the right side,

and that in most cases in regions where it is the usual
practice to bury upon the left side, exceptions to this

rule are not infrequent. Hence the finding of an isolated

skeleton buried in a position which is the reverse of
that customary in a region should not be given the
exceptional importance which has been attached to it

in the case of the Oldoway skeleton.

PAKT OF FIG. .3 OF PROFESSOR MOLLISON's REPORT OX
THE OLDOWAY SKULL TO SHOW THE FILING OF THE

LOWER INCISOR TEETH.

The feature of the skeleton to which I desire particu-
larly to refer, however, is the condition of the lower
incisor teeth, which Professor Mollison, part of whose
Figure 3 I reproduce here, has described as due definitely
to filing. It was suggested at the meeting of the Ana-
tomical Society that these teeth were not filed but were
subject to the type of erosion of the neck such as occurs
under pathological conditions in modern human beings.
In reply to this it must be emphasized that the filing

is not on the neck of the teeth, but upon the anterior
enamel surface, and is quite unlike a pathological
alteration. The photograph affords definite evidence
that it was due to filing, and this opinion has been
expressed by Professor Molhson and was not questioned
by Professor Eugen Fischer or by Dr. Weinert, who
took part in the discussion of Mollison’s communication.
As doubt has been cast upon this issue, perhaps I

may quote the actual words used by Professor Mollison
{op. ciL, p. 66) :

—
“ Ein Merkmal von nicht zu unter-

schatzender Bedeutung ist die Deformation der unteren
“ Schneidezahne. Sie weicht vollig ab von den Arten
“ der Zahndeformation, die wir aus Afrika kennen.
“ Die Zahndeformationen Afrikas bestehen durchweg

in einer Meiszelung, durch welche die Seitenrander
“ und Kanten der Zahne bearbeitet werden. Hier

liegt dagegen eine Deformation der Vorderflache vor,
“ die nur durch Feilung, nicht durch Meiszelung hervor-

gebracht sein kann. Die Wirkung des horizontal
gefuhrten Instrumentes, vermutlich einer Sandstein-
feile, hat nicht durch die medialen, sondern auch

“ ein wenig die lateralen Schneidezahne getroffen.
Eine derartige Zahndeformation kennen wir etwa

“ von Protomalaien, aber bisher nicht aus Afrika.”

Mollison was unable to find any record of this type
of dental mutilation in Africa, although he says it is

found in the Malay area. Hence I must call attention

to a record made by Professor Douglas E. Derry and
myself (in Bulletin No. 5 of the Archaeological Survey
of Nubia, published in 1910) of the finding of the
skeleton of a negro in a Ptolemaic-Roman cemetery
near Dakka in Lower Nubia (Cemetery No. 98). In this

case all the teeth in both jaws had been horizontally

filed on the labial aspect. In addition, the upper two
central incisors had had their edges rubbed down and
filed to assume a semi -lunar form. The process of
filing had removed the enamel from the labial surfaces

in a way that is comparable to that found in the Oldoway
skeleton. In the same cemetery there was the skeleton

of a negress whose upper central incisors had been filed

so that their inferior margins inclined to form a wide-
angled inverted V-shaped notch and the lower incisors

had been removed, apparently deliberately. This
operation had been done soon after the eruption of the
permanent dentition, as the other teeth had inclined

mwards towards the gap which is now much too small to

hold four incisor teeth. This suggests that the removal
of these teeth may have been part of an initiation cere-

mony at puberty, such as is the case in other parts of
Africa at the present day.
The variety of dental mutilations found in this one

cemetery suggests the possibility that it was a time of
experimentation incidental to the invention of such
practices, i.e., in Ptolemaic-Roman times. It may be
that the process of filing the enamel was the original

device for removing the incisor teeth, which was almost
immediately superseded both by lateral filing or the
more drastic operation of evulsion of the teeth. As to

the significance of these practices Dr. A. P. Elkin has
made the interesting suggestion in the case of the
aboriginal Australians that the association of the removal
of the incisor teeth with ceremonies of initiation, which
as the late Sir Baldwin Spencer showed {The Arunta^
1927, Vol. II, pp. 301, et seq.), simulate the ritual of
embalming and reanimation, points to the conclusion
that it was the ritual procedure for ' the opening of the
mouth,’ the original purely symbolic act being replaced
by the drastically realistic procedure of knocking out
the teeth.

If this suggestion should be justified, the filing of the
teeth in the Oldoway skeleton would represent the
survival of a practice that was not inv^ented before
about 300 B.c. In the ease of mummification it has been
found that practices (such, for example, as the earliest

method of extracting the brain from the skull by the
foramen magnum, which in Eg^qit is known only in

the case of one Pharaoh, Ahmosis I), which were quite

transitory in the home of their invention, survived for

many centuries elsewhere (in Nubia, for example)
or evnn until modern times (in the islands of the Torres
Straits). Hence the tooth-filing in East Africa suggests

a relatively recent date.
Sir Harry Johnston tells us that the Masai file a

triangular space between the upper incisors, and that
almost all the men and most of the women knock out the
two lower incisor teeth, which he claims to be ‘-a very
“ ancient custom inherited by the Masai from the
“ Nilotic stock which was their origin.”

This reference is of special interest in the present
case because we find in a Nubian of about 300 b.c.

the mutilations which are practised by the Masai of the
present time, associated with a horizontal filing of the
enamel such as is found in the Oldoway skeleton.
These considerations add corroboration to the inference

that the Oldoway skeleton is probably that of a modem
Masai. G. ELLIOT SMITH.
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The international Congress of Prehistoric and Protohistoric Sciences :

London, 1-6 August, 1932. By Professor J . L. Myres, a Secretary of the Congress,

The International Congress of Prehistoric and Protohistoric Sciences, founded by a

conference at Bern in May. 1931 (Man, 1931, 137), held its first session in London
oil 1-6 August, 1932 : President, Sir Charles Peers, President of the Society of

Antiquaries of London and Chief In>peetor of Ancient Monuments ; Secretaries, Dr.

A. W. Brogger and Professor J. L. Myres
; Treasurer, J. Holland Martin. The

meetings were held at King's College, Strand : twenty foreign countries were officially

represented, 654 members were registered, and 16S communications were accepted.

The Congress was received on behalf of His Majesty's Government by the Pt. Hon.

W. Ormsby Gore, First Commissioner of His Majesty's Works and Public Buildings,

in Lancaster House, St. James's, where a special exhibition of the latest results of

prehistoric studies in Great Britain had been arranged in the London Museum by
the Director, Dr. R. E. M. Wheeler, and a display of archj?eological air-photographs

by Mr. O. G. S. Crawford, on behalf of the Director-General of the Ordnance Survey. Special

exhibitions wore also arranged for the inspection of the Congress in the British Museum, in the Royal

College of Surgeons, at Bedford College, and at the house of Mr. Alexander Keillor.

At the opening session on Monday. 1 August, an invitation to hold the second session of the

Congress at Oslo in 1936 was accepted. Sir Charles Peers delivered a Presidential Address (Man, 1932,

241). Dr. A. W. Brogger was elected President for Oslo, with Dr. J. Bee, Dr. S. Grieg and Prof. J. L.

Myres as Secretaries, and Dr. Englestad, as Treasurer.

Evening discounses were delivered by Dr. Cyril Fox, Mr. E. Thurlow Leeds, and Mr. T. D. Kendrick

(jVLan, 1932, 242, 244-5), and another by Mr. 0. G. S. Crawford on the morning of 6 August on A/r

Photography and ArchtcoJogy.

A visit was paid to the well-known implement-bearing gravels at Swanscombe, Kent, and after

the Congress large parties spent the week-end in Oxford ami Cambrhlge, meeting later at Salisbury

for visits to Old Sarum, Stonehenge, Yarnbury, Devizes Museum, the Wansdyke, Windmill Hill,

Avebury and Silbury.

At its concluding meeting the Congress established Research Committees for the preliistoric

cultures of South-eastern Europe and of the Western Mediterranean, wluu’o there is espin-ial ne(‘d for

collaboration between archaeologists of several countries
;
adopted a project for a ])olyglot vocabulary

of current archaological t(‘rms under the editorship of Professor V. Gordon Cliilde
; recommended to

the Executive Committee for Oslo the preparation of authoritative statements of the views of certain

schools of prehistorians for discussion at the second session; and addressed to the Egyptian

Government a request for more uniformly scientific treatment of prehistoric antiquities.

[
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The great success of this Congress is mainly clue to the secretaries of the British Organizing

Committee, Professor V. Gordon Childe, Messrs. Christopher Hawkes, H. S. Kingsford, and C. A.

Ralegh Radford, and to their many willing helpers.

The Beginnings of Prehistoric Studies in Britain. Summary of the Address of Sir Charles

Peers, President of the Society of Antiquaries and Chief Inspector of Ancient Monuments.

941 1 1932 .

The interest of primitive man in his predecessors was inspired by the hope of hidden

treasure, not by curiosity" about former owners. Consideration for the dead would not lead

to any interest in their manner of life or immediate surroundings. Traditions would not be piecise

on minor points. Yet the great monuments of former ages had at no period failed to attract the

attention of the living, and to give rise to folk-lore. Thus our early antic[uaries set about the

explanation of prehistory by the light of history as known to them. A tliick darkness brooded oxer

the unrecorded past
;

mecliicxml legends were mere romance and fable, and only in the rexdxml of

clas.sical learning was any trustworthy record to be found. The exploits of savage men were h(*ld of

little importance to a more cultured age, and where anything remarkable remained it was ascribed

to the Romans.
At the end of the sixteenth century, William Camden set about writing the story of Britain with

Julius Caesar as his first trustworthy historian of Britons and Druids, and the adx^ent of the Belgae.

But Camden .saw no reason to ascribe a date before the Roman occupation of Britain to any notable

monument except Stonehenge.

Aubrey, the Wilt.shire scpiire, was impressed by the absurdity of diTiving such structures as

Avebury (the site of which he first encountered while hunting in KiJS) from classic tradition, as

Inigo Jones had done in the case of Stonehenge. Fifteen years later, Charles II commanded Aubrey

to write an account of it and of Silbury and the other antiquities on the Plain. His account was

careful and in its way thorough, for he had the definite merit that he took trouble to set down

M'hat he saw.

A few years after his death in 1683 was born William Stukeley, a man with vivid imagination

and insatiable curiosity. A world-history in his day was no illimitable task. While we in the

txventieth century are conscious of knowing too little, Stukeley undoubtedly knew too much. Xothing

daunted him. “ What is all learning,*' he said, '' but a knowledge of antiquities ?

The next great investigator, Sir Richard Colt Hoare, set at the head of his first volume "‘We

speak from facts, not theory." He refused to involve himself in controversy, or to place too much

reliance on former antiquaries. Hardly a tumulus in Wiltshire escaped inx^estigation. He realized that

the great hill camps could not be attributed anymore to the Romans, but were the work of natix^e Britons.

Through the xvork of William Smith in 1790, stratigraphical geology opened a new conception

of prehistory, and the palaeolithic xx capons described in 1797 before the Society of Antiquaries by

John Frere were attributed by him to a period ** ex^en beyond that of the present xvorld. Here xve

reached the transition from ancient to modern archaeology. Two principles established could nexmr

again be ignored: that no .science could neglect the collateral exddence of other sciences, and that

science was not a matter for separate peoples, but for the community of learning in the cix^ilized world.

But the dawn of archaeology coincided with a period of xvanton and ignorant destruction. Many
years xvere to elapse before pubhc opinion was ready for legislation in defence of monuments. But

a large number of our prehistoric monuments were noxx^ scheduled for protection. Man s earliest

exddences on our soil were realized to be worthy of preserxmtion, and for such an adxmnce in cixdlization

we acknowledge our debt to the pioneers.

The Personality of Britain : Its Influence on Inhabitants and Invaders. Summary of a

Discourse by Cyril Fox, F.S.A., Director of the Sational Museum of Wales. 2 Auyust, 1932.

049 Position, outline and structure are first involx'ed in this study of the island of Britain

the period 2500 B.c.-lOO a.d.
;
the climate resulting from position, and the soil derixxM

from structure, determine the x^egetable life xvhich she nourishes and the animals which she harbours.

The whole represents Man’s environment, and Britain's ' Personality.’
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KEY TO PLATE I-T. No. 243
INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF PREHISTORIC AND

PROTOHISTORIC SCIENCES.
GROUP OF MEMBERS m THE GREAT COURT OF SOMERSET HOUSE: 3 AUGUST, 1932.

Xo names were recorded wlien the photograph was taken, but tlie following have

been recognized hy officers of the Congress and others. The Editor of Man will be

grateful for further identifications.
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3. Miss D. Stanton.
4. Mrs. E. Holden,
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The j)osition of Britain adjacent to the Continent renders her liable to invasion from any point

on some five hundred miles of the European coast : her indented outline otfers convenient harbourage

for invaders, luu* de(^p estuaries and slow-moving rivers invite penetration.

There are three main routes for invaders : to the western side of the island from the Atlantic

coasts of France and Spain : across the English Channel or the Straits ; across the North Sea.

The objects most in demand, and of greatest significance for cultural development of an island

in a state of barbarism, are the products of higher civilizations. Higher civilizations in prehistoric

times are Mediterranean civilizations, hence the first two routes are then important trade routes.

In the earliest times under review the land was higher than at pre.sent. The Straits of Dover
were either not open, or were but a narrow gorge, through which great tides swept past chalk cliffs,

equal and opposite. The Western European trade route was then the outer sea route by the

Hebrides to Scandinavia : by contrast, entry into eastern Britain offered little difficulty to landsmen
such as the Beaker Folk. When subsidence and sea erosion had moulded Britain into the now
familiar outfine, oversea invasion tended to concentrate on the continental angle Kent and the

Thames estuary.

The structure of Britain has exerted a powerful influence on her prehistory. South of the

Forth-Clyde isthmus the island consists of two parts, the Highland Zone to the west, and the

Lowland Zone to the east. In the Highland Zone, high plateaux and mountains are characteristic

:

in the Lowland Zone, such hills as occur are usually of slight elevation.

The area of Britain adjacent to the Continent being Lowland, it is easily overrun by invaders

and in it new cultures of continental origin tend to be imposed. In the Highland, on the other

hand, these tend to be absorbed. Hence a given culture brought across from the Continent tends

to manifest itself later and less distinctively in the Highland than the Lowland. Again, the

Lowland provides the largest area of fertile and habitable ground, and hence it nourishes wealthier

pojadations than the Highland.

There is greater luiiUj of culture in the Lowland Zone
:

greater continuity of culture in the

Highland Zone. There is some tendency in the Highland Zone south of the Forth-Clyde isthmus

to cultural unity: the Highland north of the Forth-Clyde isthmus, on the other hand, tends by
reason of its remoteness to develop unique cultures.

Britain is subjected to influences from a quarter other than those mentioned—from Ireland.

The more permanent effects of this Irish contact are usually limited to the Highland Zone. The
existence of the Highland Zone tends to isolate the inhabitants of the British coast-lands facing the

Irish Sea : the lands washed by the Irish Sea thus tend to cultural unity.

The distribution of population in Britain in prehistoric times is controlled by physiographieal

conditions. In the Lowland Zone porosity of sub-soil, resulting in open country of forest with not

too dense undergrowth, is the chief factor. Low hills and plateaux of easy contour, possessing such

sub-soil, form the framework of lowland Britain and thus provide the main field for Man s activities

;

but low-lying sandy heaths and gravel terraces by rivers are equally suitable. The areas shunned
by Early Man are the claylands, of which large areas exist in Britain

;
these tend to be w^aterlogged

and to carry dense forest.

In the Highland Zone also soils exert a powerful influence on distribution, but this influence

is masked by another factor peculiar to the Zone—elevation. Above a certain level, whatever the

soil may be, Man cannot comfortably live in our wet and cold winters.

Hence we may say that soil character is the controlling factor in Lowland distribution,

elevation in Highland distribution: also that Man tends to fit himself into the mountain pattern of

the Highland Zone, ern to the hill pattern of the Lowland Zone.

The preference shown by Early Man for upland, whether in the Highland Zone or in the

Lowland Zone, is more apparent than real. His wealth being then mainly in flocks and herds, he
needed porous soil and open or thinly forested country

;
and there was, comparatively speaking, very

little of it in Britain. Moreover, large areas of such country were not available, since the range
within which he could live in reasonable comfort was limited to about 1,000 feet—from sea-level

upwards. Now the most extensive of the areas of suitable country for Man to exploit as herdsman
in Britain happen to be hills or plateaux from between 200 and 1,000 feet in height. On these he
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is accordingly in greater evidence than in the equally suitable intrinsically, but restricted low-lying

areas, in the Highland and the Lowland Zones alike ; there is no difference between the two Zones
in this respect. But whereas this serviceable upland country dominates the pattern of the Lowland
Zone, it is recessive in the pattern of the Highland Zone. The psychological effect of this difference

in environment can hardly be other than profound.

The most complete manifestation of any primitive culture entering eastern or southern

Britain from the continent will come to be in the Lowland Zone. The centre and focus in the

Lowland Zone of such a culture will be the Salislmry Plain Region because it has the largest area

of habitable country, is close to the South-coast seaports conveniently reached by sea-borne

Atlantic and Armorican trade, and is the meeting point of the traffic routes of the Lowland Zone.

As civilization developed, and overseas trade tended to move eastward to the Tliames-mouth.
an economic change began to make itself felt, a change in the type of country and of soil desired

by inhabitants and invaders.

Porous soils are more easily worked, but claviands are more fertile. Hence tlie progress from
subjection to, to control of, environment, which is that from ])arbarism to civilization, is expressed

physiographic-ally by the utilization of the ‘ damp oakwood ‘ forests and their gradual replacement

by arable fields. Though this change made but little progress, save in Roman and late Auffio-

Saxon times, it is not improbable that the preponderance of heavy soils in south-eastern Britain as

contrasted with that of porous soils in south-western Britain (Salisbury Plain Region) intluenced

the transfer of the chief cultural area to the neighbourhood of the Thames estuar}' in the late La Teiie

period. The absence hereabouts of any spot combining geographical and economic suitability (a

sufficient open hinterland) resulted in varied choice of a centre (St. Albans : Colchest(U’) : but these

both lay at no great distance from the Thames estuary, the disadvantages of which for concentrated

settlement were overcome when the Roman civilization was established : they, of course, recurred

when it decayed.

While the Western Sea-route was in full use in megalithic times. Britain wa> in the van of

western European progress. But in the Middle Bronze Age the land routes (amber route>) which

had been developing across Europe sapped the European importance of the Atlantic trade. Britain

from thence onward tended more and more to occu 2)y a position historically familiar : a countrv

on the edge of the known \vorld, the last to receive and absorb cultures moving transcontinentally

from east to west. But the * Atlantic ' trade and culture routes never fell into complete desuetude,

though probably mainly limited in their influence to south-western England and Wales, and
Southern Ireland.

Celtic Art in Britain. Summary of a Discourse by E. T. Leeds, F.S.A., Ketper of the Ashmolean

Aluseum, Oxford : 3 August, 1932.

The earliest historical evidence for the presence of Celts in these islands is generally regarded yAM
to be the account of the voyage of Pytheas (c. 330 B.C.). How much further back their history ^
in Britain goes is a matter of lively controversy, but there are strong arclueological grounds for

suspecting their arrival as far back at least as th(‘ later Bronze Age. Art in Britain down to the close

of that period is of a primitive kind, and not until after the continental C'elts had about the middle

of the first millennium B.c. evolved from borrowed classical motives the decorative system knowui to

archaeology as the La Tene style, can we fairly speak of Celtic art as applied to these islands. It is not

easy to say exactly what place and date saw implanted in British soil the first seeds of this style,

which gave birth to an artistic epoch that, in spite of Roman domination over nearly four centiuaes,

lasted down to the eleventh century of our era. The weight of evidence points to the south coast, and
probably in the late fifth or fourth century B.c. The style does not, however, take firm root until the

third century, by which time it was beginning to discard the naturalistic tendencies of the parent

continental school in favour of purely geometrical arrangements of curving lines. This movement
finds its most brilliant expression in a western school, corresponding to districts first occupied by
Iron Age immigrants, a school whose influences permeated the eastern Midlands chiefly by wav of
the Jurassic Ridge, and spread to Yorkshire and beyond. Its work is exemplified in simple form on
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pottery-designs, such as those from Glastonbury, Somerset, and Hunsbury, Northants, and in more

masterly fashion on engraved mirrors, like those from Birdlip and Desborough, and is characterized

by flamboyant scrolls, alike amazing in the ingenuity of their conception and the boldness and balance

of their treatment, often enhanced by ' basketry ’ shading as a background. On a period of excellence

there ensues one of decadent and unintelligent work, well illustrated by material both from the west

and from the more easterly counties, to which by the first century b.c. the style had been diffused

.

This latter region, scarcely affected by invasion since the later Bronze Age, now experienced an influx

of Belgic tribes, whose chief contribution to Celtic art in Britain seems to have been the introduction

of champleve enamelling or at least its development to the high pitch of excellence which it attained

in Britain. Admirable examples of this work from the eastern counties retain memories in their

designs of some of those naturaflstic motives which were already mere memories in the west. There

a special school of enamelling grew up, practising a craft probably borrowed from more easterly tribes,

but using their own patteaais and devising new forms on which to employ them. In the gradual

geometricization of ornament the British craftsman at this period is seen attempting to obtain novel

effects by the bizarre process of what may be termed breaking the back of the curve. It is to be

observed in a group of brooches with the same distribution as other objects of the western school

and subsequently appears more widely diffused on the later mirrors and enamels. Its life, however,

in Southern Britain was short : the coming of Rome loomed too near ahead : its real importance lies

in the formative influence which it can clearly l)e seen to have exercised in the subsequent development

of Celtic ornament.

Already before the Roman conquest southern Britain was falling under the influences of the

mass-production of the continental factories. Imports of bronzes, pottery and the like were flowing

into the country. The result was a marked deterioration in the output of native artistic work, a loss

of the bold phantasy which stamps its earlier efforts, and the increase of a dry formalism, best seen in

the reduction of enamelled surfaces to small geometrical designs in squares and triangles aiming at

jewelled effects, as on objects from hoards at Seven Sisters, !Neath, and from Saham Tony, Norfolk.

The style can be closely dated by its association with other imports, brought over unquestionably

by the Roman legions on their first arrival.

Only in districts on the periphery of the Roman occupation, Wales, northern England and

Scotland, was Celtic art able to survive. From the.se areas come some of the most striking examples

of the broken-backed scroll in a moulded technique (Trawsfynnyd tankard and Lochar Moss tore).

Prominent bosses, which are a feature of their design, constitute the hall-mark of a large series of

products from lowland Scotland [e.g,, Middlebie hoard) in the first and second centuries. Local schools,

and especially one in northern England, borrowing new ideas and forms from classical sources, stiU

displayed the Celtic genius for adaptation clearly illustrated by such masterpieces as the Aesica

brooch. But from about 250 B.c., a Dark Age of Celtic art sets in. The spirit, however, stiU shines,

though dimly, in the decoration of certain Romano-British pottery, like the so-called Castor

ware, and in analogous scrolled designs in relief on bronzes. These link up in the north with

a style which becomes prevalent in southern Scotland and in Ireland from the close of the fourth

century, one which has lately been dubbed by IVIr. Kendrick the ‘ Ultimate La Tene,’ a title fitly

characterizing its tenuous, ribbon-like scrolls, too arid in conception to have laid the foundations

from which the edifice of Celtic art in the Christian period eventually sprang.

For these we have to look to a fresh outburst of Celtic artistic energy in south-east England.

This manifests itself in the enamelled escutcheons of bowls, like that recently found at Winchester,

of which a large group is known, practically confined to an area east of the Fosse Way. Though
rightly regarded by Mr. Kendrick as initiated by examples decorated with classical motives, the

tendencies which the group displays are hardly those of a “ Romanizing school,'*’ as he suggests, but
rather of a de-Romanizing movement, in which the native, shaking himself free from the trammels
of an imposed foreign art, followed the same road as his ancestors in the centuries before the Christian

era in adapting borrowed motives to his own aesthetic needs. The outcome was the production of the

amazing trumpet-scrolls, arranged in the threefold manner beloved of the Celt, and executed in Celtic

enamel with all the inherent feeling of the Celt for the sweep of curving line. These products of a
renaissance in southern England of the Celtic spirit, amply supported by literary testimony, faU
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within the sixth and seventh centuries. Taken in conjunction with certain zoomorphic designs imbued
with the same spirit as well as with the colour-schemes employed, they alone can provide the key to
the problem raised by the sudden appearance in Ireland at the close of the seventh century, unheralded

anything in the previous art-history of the island, of the earliest representatives {e.g., Book of
Durrow) of that period of Celtic art which gave to the world those wonderful masterpieces, which
have recently been brought together as never before in the admirable catalogue issued from the National
Museum in Dublin.

The Crafts in Ancient Britain. Summary of a Discourse by T. D. Keyidriclc, British JIuseum :

5 August, 1932.

At no period in Britain s past do the crafts present such a remarkable field for research as Q i| C
in the early Dark Ages. Indeed, it is possible that the arch£eologist may soon be able to grope
his way towards the long-expected discovery of what may be rather loosely called the Arthurian
archaeology of this country. \ ortigern, Aurelius Ambrosianus, and King Arthur mean much to the
historian, but archaeologically they and their subjects are almost unknown. A study of the Migration
Period jewellery from the rich and half-continental province of Kent shows that whereas one class of
jewel is plainly of Jutish manufacture, a richer and more magnificent sort is very likely the product of
native post-Roman workshops. In the same way the distribution and the style of certain enamelled
ornaments suggest that they are of British origin.

The difficulty of reconstructing the lost archaeology of the Britons out of the material found in

the graves of their conquerors makes the task excessively hard. Moreover the natural tendency to

suppose that the brilliant Kentish jewellery is a visible expression of the Jutish triumph that culminated
under King Ethelbert has made any other interpretation of the facts seem at first unlikely. But on
examining in detail the chronological position of such a gorgeous and resplendent jewel as the famous
'Kingston brooch’ (Liverpool Museum), it becomes plain that the weight of the evidence is

emphatically in favour of a date that is comparatively early, and as this brooch belongs to the native

class of jewel, we are more likely to be right in supposing it to be British work of the late fifth or
very early sixth century than Jutish work of the days of Ethelbert.

Naturally the position is complicated by the existence of a recognizable British-Teutonic style.

But as this is in a large measure jewellery imitating the fine British work, we get useful chronological

information concerning this last if we can determine the date when the imitative w^ork first appears.

The rich burial from Taplow is extremely important in this connection, and now seems to be early

sixth century rather than early seventh.

These studies certainly increase our respect for the Britons in the days of Vortigern and Ambrosias
;

but the jewels that can still be described as ' native ’ in the days of King Arthur are of inferior

workmanship, and suggest a loss of touch with the continental world.

It is very unlikely that we shall ever find or excavate ' many-towered Camelot,' but there is a
definite probability' of some progress in the task of sorting out minor Arthurian antiquities from the
' Anglo-Saxon ’ cases of our museums. A great deal is to be expected from such studies as that of
IVIr. Leeds [Mais', 1932, 214].

SECTIONAL PROCEEDINGS OF THE INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS.
SECTION I. HUMAN PALEONTOLOGY. Presi^ tricate anthropological problems complicated by
dent : ^ir Arthur Smith Woodward, F.B.S, llJn association of evolutionary processes with
In addition to a programme of two full days, contemporary faunistic and geological changes,

the Section joined with Section II for discussions \^einert. The Palceontological Proof of

of common interest, and assisted at a demonstration Descent.
^

Among the Sunmio -primates, the

at the Royal College of Surgeons by Sir Arthur Keith Chirnpanzee is nearest to Man, and the ‘missing

and Miss M. L. Tildesky, and at University College must be an extinct common ancestor. Among
by Prof. G. Elliot Smith. anthropoids Pithecanthropus is the most closely

related. to the Chimpanzee, and the most primitive
Early Types of Man. fossil man hitherto discovered. Sinanthropus is

Prof. B. Oetteking. Morphology and Human nearly similar
;
so is the lower jaw of iJoaiU/iropMs.

Antiquity in Atnerica. Being the continent most Prof. Adloff. The Significance of the Dentition in
recently populated, America offers unusually in- interpreting fossil remains of genera related to 3lan
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lies in its peculiarh' specific character, its hardness
which frequenth’ preserves this evidence, and its

slight evolutionary modification. As pleistocene

Man already possessed a modern dentition, fossil

forms with human dentition must be Horfiimdce,

and the anthropoids must have branched off from
a human stem, the Chimpanzee lavSt of all.

Prof. A. J. P. van den Broek compared the Jaw
of Heidelberg Man with a similar dental arch of a
recent Javanese woman, with teeth similarly worn.
The relative proportions of the masticatory muscles
in Heidelberg Man must have been the same as m
recent Man, though their absolute strength must
have been greater. Princijial differences are the
massivit\' of the Heidelberg jaw, the breadth of the
ramus ascendens, and the absence of a chin; the
evolution of which is due to the facial muscles and
connective tissue on the outer side of the regio

mentalis. Prof. Elliot Smith thought that the
argument overlooked the growth factor in the
individual human body. Chin development might
be associated with delay in the eruption of the
teeth, and this pause with the period when the
child was learning to use his already very large

brain.

Prof. F. Wiedenreich noted Typically Pithecoid
Characters in the Temporal Bone of Biiiaiithropus

pehintnsis, especially in its tympanic and petrosal
portion, which make Sinanthropus more primitive
than Homo jjritnigenius. Prof. Elliot Smith agreed,

but compared Sinaiiihropus with a child that has
not grown up, " a sort of Pleistocene Peter Pan,'
and urged similar criticism of the Piltdown temporal
bone.

Prof. C. Elliot Smith commented on some ^ew
Discoveries in Human PaUeontology : (1) Dubois
has formd three more femora from Trinil confirming
the peculiarities of the femur found there in 1892
and the use of specific name eredits ; (2) Oppenoorth's
discovery of five fossilized skulls of a new type of
mankmd in the upper Pleistocene beds of the iSolo

valley in Java complicates the Trinil problem by
the possibility that the Trinil femora may belong to
Homo Soloensis ; (3) resemblances with Sinan-
thropus suggest that the Piltdown cranium is as
pithecoid as the jaw found with it, and belongs to
the same individual; (4) the Lloyd's skull (which
was exhibited) was found in fiu\*iatile deposit
forming }jart of the Taplow (Middle) Terrace of the
Thames, and ]Miss Garrod regards it as of Mousterian
age, if not older. Probably it belongs to Homo
sapiens^ and if so is vastly more ancient than any
other known representative of this species.

Africa.

Dr. L. S. B. Leakey described Fossil Peynains of
large Anthropoid Apes from Lower Miocene Deposits
of Busiyiga Island. Kavirondo Bay, Lake Victoria,
Uganda. One species is of the same size as the
Chimpanzee ; it differs from the lower miocene
Proconsul africayius, formd by Dr. A. T. Hopwood,
at the Koru, Uganda, and is of the genus Dryo-
•pithecus : Sir A. Keith has named it D. leakeyi.
Another is larger and resembles D. rheuanus.

Dr. Franz Wiedenreich noted the Occurrence of

Oldoway types among the C-group population of

Aniba, during the Egj-ptian ]\Iiddle-EmiDire and
among the existing Xilotic people of Africa. Two
skulls from Aniba, htqierleptoprosopic with small
brain capacity resemble Watussi or Wahima types
and the fossil skull from Oldoway.

Prof. M. Boule and H. Vallois described the
Fossil Men of Apalou-hou-Phumynel in Algeria,

characteristic of the Capsian culture; of brutal

aspect and various cephalic index
;

unrelated to
Xeanderthal, or Cromagnon, Mediterranean, or

negro t^-pes, but agreeing with types already kno\^ai

from Neolithic deposits in Algeria. Incisor teeth
were knocked out in early life.

Palestine.

Sir Arthur Keith discussed the Late Palceolithic

lyihahitants of Palestine associated with the Natutian
culture in the ca\t‘s at Shukbah and Carmel
explored by ^liss Garrod. They have affinities

with the neolithic people of Malta, with the negroid
element ri'presented amongst south Europeans in

the Aurignacian period, and more di.stantly with
the pred^mastic inhabitants of Egypt and late-

pahnohthic people of N. Africa. They belong to the
Mediterranean stock (cephalic index 72-78) with
cap-shaped occiput, larger heads than pre-dynastic
Fg^q)tians, short, wide faces, with sub-nasal prog-
nathism, low, wide nasal arch, and prominent
chins marked by the fullness of the teeth-bearing
parts of the jaw. They had low stature, strong
thigh and leg bones, and other peculiarities of the
limb bones. They extracted their women's upper
central incisors, practised cannibalism, and for

some reason burned dried human bones, like the
early people of Ur, and the earliest folk at Zimbabwe.
This paper was discussed by Miss Ciarrod, and
Drs. Elliot Smith, Wiedenreich, Weinert, Chevket
Aziz, and Vallois.

Theodore McCown and Sir A. Keith de.scribed the
Skeleton of a Child from a Mousterian deposit on
Mt. Carmel (Mugharet es Sukhul) which they name
Palceanthropus palestinus^ together with the Nean-
derthaloid fragments from Zuttiyeh Cave in Galilee,

and teeth from the Shukbah Cave in Judaea. The
skeleton, buried squatting, with body ffexed for-

wards, differs from a Neandertlial child and from
Sinanthropus but has resemblances with a Nean-
thropic child.

Theodore McCowm further described the Discovery

of a Mousterian cemetery on Mt. Carmel in which,
besides the infant, eight more individuals have
been found this year. They, too, appear (so far

as can be seen at present) to combine Neanderthaloid
physical features with some clearly Neanthropic
ones. Their flint industry is of well developed
Levailois type with tortoise-cores, blades and biu*in.s,

including angle-gravers with facetted butt. Miss
Garrod compared the lowest layer at Mugharet-
el-Wad, the industry at iShukba and M-el-Tabun,
that of Harar Merd in S. Kurdistan, and the Levai-
lois of Kharga Oasis. The Abbe Breuil compared
also the Lev^ailois of Egj-pt and the West

;
and

noted the association of transitional industry with
a transitional variety of Man.
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Mediterranean.

Prof. X. Puccioiii gave a detailed account of the
Tvork of the Italian Institute of Human Palceontology
founded five years ago in Florence, and Prof. S.

Sergi compared the Saccopastore and Gibraltar Skulls,

Prof. R. Battaglia's Human Skulls from Castellieri

in Istria indicate a brachycephalic Dinaric element
in the Bronze Age. but no Slav or proto -Slav
element in pre-Roman Carso or Istria.

Prof. O. Genna detected Cro~iMagnon Elements in

latium in a nef>lithic cemetery at Monte S. Giovanni
Campano in the Liris valley; one skull of this type
had bet'll trepanned (the first Italian instance) with a

stone implement.
Prof, John Cameron reported on Human Bones

excavated in Minorca on sites described below
{]Man. 1932, 250) by Dr. Guest. The crania from an
ossuary were of ‘ river bed ' t^^pe ; one was tre-

panned : some of the hiuneri sliowed unusual range
of rnovtaneiit at their shoulder-joints, and great

muscular power, illustrating the ancient fame of the

Baleares as ‘ sliiigers' islands,’ From Biniatap come
a broad-headed tvpe with another * slinger.'

J. L. M.

SECTION M. PAL/EOLITHIC AND
President: R. A. Smith, F.S.A.,

Museum.

The Palaeolithic and Mesolithic Section

included communications from Asia and Africa

as well as from Euroj)e ; but reference should also

be made to Section V for Tasmanian and Pacific

MESOLITHIC.
British
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material. The Section spent a whole day under
expert guidance in the well-known gravel pits of

Swanscornbe.

Egypt and North Africa.

Miss G. C'aton Thompson. The Prehistory of the

Kharga Oasis (summarized already in Max. 1932,

158), includes Acheulean, Acheuleo-Levallois, pre-

Sebilian (a new facies of Le Moustier), Aterian, and
Capsian to Capso-Tardenois, all in situ in gravels,

silts, and Pleistocene spring deposits. Tufa deposits

date from Acheulian to pre-Sebilian, and moibt

climate to Aterian. Xt'olithic hearths and huge

flint mines on the plateau were deserted after the

Pleistocene fobsil springs in the depression failed.

A remarkable exhibition of specimens from Kharga
was arranged at Bedford Congress.

Dr. K. S. Sandford. Recent TTo/T’ on palceolithic

Man in the Xile Valley showed that the climate, the

behaviour of the Nile, and the peoples on its banks

underwent important changes in late and post

Mousterian times.

R. Vaufrey described Acheul-Mousterian foldings

of alluvial beds at Gafsa ; and M. Reygasse, the

Carnpignian Forms in Xorth African Palceolithic,

and Tardenoisian in Xorth Africa.

Dr. L. S. B. Leakey sent a preliminary note on the

Cidture -sequence at Oldoway. Over the lower beds

I-IV in the Oldoway gorge lie unconformably Va-b
and the * stejDpe-lime.’ Implements from I-IV

progress from pre-Chellean pebble-tools to advanced

Acheulean ovates : in \ are a few tools resembling

Upper-Aurignacian of Kenya. In humus on the
‘ steppe -lime ‘ are small lunates and scrapers like

the Wilton of Kenj’a and South Africa. Fossil-beds
in the Kendu-Homa area, south of Kavirondo Gulf,
have pre-Chellean tools associated with Oldoway
Deinotheriuni. and subsequently Chellean with
Oldoway fauna. Both beds yield human remains.
M. C. Burkitt and E. J. Wayland. The Magosian

Industry of Uganda is of the latest paheolithic
phase. Though middle-period elements persist, the
tendency is towards a mesolithic earlier than the
Wilton phase in Kenya.

China.
Prof. I'Abbe H. Breuil attributed Fire and Instru-

ments of Stone and Bone from Chou-Kou-tien to

Sinanthropus

.

Siberia and Eastern Europe.
Prof. Minns, in the absence of Profs. Efimenko and

Petri, summarized rt‘cent work on the Old Stone Age
hi Europjcan Russia and Pcdccolithic Siberia. Crimea
and Caucasus have a few Mousterian sites; a Crimean
cave Kiik-Koba resembles Krapina and late-

Mousterian ; Kostenki on the Don is related to

Wiilendorf and Prdmost
; W’hite-RubSian sites to

late Solutrean. In Siberia, harpoons with a curious

hafting-notch come from Verkholenskaya-l.Jora.

At Mal'ta on the Belaya R., 50 miles X. of Irkutsk
and lOU miles from L. Baikal, Gerasimov found,
beneath do]n:t'n-like slabs, ivory figures of women
and birds, and a buried child wdth bones broken
and ruddled ; all closer to European Aurignacian or
Russian material than to Sibi'rian.

Dr. J. Boe’s Pcdceohthic Finds from Finmark
challenge Xuinmedal's opinion that sites in Finmark
were only occupied on one occaMon, and correlate

tht'm with iNIagdalenian. The coa^t route lieing

difficult, northward movement was probably across

E. European tundra.

Western and Central Europe.
8. Hazzh'dine Warren. Tim pcdcvolithic industry of

Clacton-on-Sea is now recognized in many ]>art^ of
E. Europe. The lowest 100 ft. gravel at 8wans

-

combe is earlier than the type station : the High
Lodge brick earth later ; so-calU'd Clactonian I at

Swanscornbe perhaps earlier than all these.

Dr. H. Dewey described Early pcdceoUthic imple-

ments from the 100 ft. terrace of the Thames.
A. L. Armstrong described an Opm-air station of

Upper Aurignacian date near Hillerton in Lincoln-
shire, earlier than 8heffield's Hill, and related to

the middle zone of Mother Grundy's Parlour in

Cresswell Crags.

Major E. R. Collins distributed the Pcdceohthic

implements of Xidderdcde. between Early Chelles

and Aurignac, Mindel and Riss glaciations seem
continuous here, and Wurm moraines contain
relics of all preceding periods.

Dr. H. H. Kidder discu.ssed the Dimensioned
characters of Upper PcdceoUthic flint industries in

Correge and Dordogne.
Prof. W. Schmidtgen described Xeiv Sites of

Palceolithic Implements in Loess near Mainz, on
the Rhine; the related Wiesbach terraces are late
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Mousterian; Axirignacian hearths occur at Linsen*
burg.
At a demonstration in the British Museum,

R. A. Smith exhibited St, Acheul implements from
the gravels at Fordwich, Kent.

Prof. G. Schwantes. Kew palceolithic finds from
Holstein (open-air sites at Weilingsbuttel and
Wiilfsdorf, of Hamburg) resemble the Magda-
lenian of Chaleux in Belgium. The borer with
curved point is new.

Dr. X. Niklassen. The Settlemeyit of Sweden in

late glacial times closely followed retreating ice,

using pebble-tools and simple scrapers.

Spain and Portugal.
Prof. Pericoty Garcia described Spanish solutrean

qjoints of leva)dine type and Painted plaques from the

Parpolio cavCf Gandia^ Valencia.

Lieut. A. do Pa^o. Stone lyyiplements from coast

sites in AMF. Iheria include quartzite hand-axes
distinct from the Chellean and Acheulean of Carreco,

which themselves differ from local Asturian forms.

Prof. A. Mendes Correa discussed Portuguese
iMesolithic Questioyis in the light of excavations at

Mage; Cabeco da Amoreira resembles late palseo-

lithic ; C. da Arruda is Tardenois, Asturian culture

is earlier in Is. Portugal, but after Maz d’Azil in

Cantabria : it is distinct from the Capso-Tardenois
of the Tagus valley.

Rev. E. Jalhay asked Is Asturiayi industry purely
local ? but regarded it as a post -palaeolithic and
pre-neolithie development, originating in the south
and spreading slowly up the Atlantic coast; in

Brittany it may overlap aeneolithic.

Mesolithic Problems.
Grahame Clark. The Mesolithic Age i)i Britahi

covers all between finai Pleistocene and introduction

of agriculture and domesticated animals ca. 2500-
2000 B.c. Azilian culture is confined to X. and
X.W. Britain ; Tardenoisian to Pennines, Xorthum-
berland, Isle of Wight, and X. Cornwall. Maglemose
types are more frequently reported.

A. D. Lacaille described the Mesolithic industries

of Scotlayid.

Dr. K Keller-Tarnuzzer. The absolute date of
Mesolithic a)ul fiyud-Magdaleyiiayi is determined
from Swiss sites—Hermitage (Basle), Moosbuhl
(Be^rne), Schotz (Lucerne)—where Magdalenian
passes into neolithic without mesolithic phase.

Mlss D. A. E. Garrod described a Xew Mesolithic

Industry, the Xatufian of Palestuie, first foxmd in

1028 in Wady-en-Xatuf near Shukba, and
characterized by small lunates with blunted backs,
small parallel-sided blades with blunted backs and
ends obliquely retouched, larger blunt-backed
knives, core-scrapers and bone points. Burins are
common but not veiy- t^-pical. Mugharet el-AVad,
a cave near Haifa, yields a similar industry, here
divisible into an upper Xatufian corresponding to
Hhukba B, and a lower Xatufian.

Miscellaneous.
Prof. I’Abbe H. Breuil summarized actual know-

ledge of the Evolution of Wall-pamting in the

Remdeer Ages, Altamira, Marsoulas and Font-de-
Gaume had suggested the sequence, (1) tracing in

colours, (2) shading in black flat tints, (3) poly-

chrome painting and red symbols. But the evidence

from Xiaux, the Cantabrian Pyrenees, Sergeac and

La Ferrassie complicated this. Aurignacian is now
divided into seven stages and is prolonged in E.

Spain ; the possibilities of Solutre are recognized,

and there are seven stages of Magdalenian art. As

Maz d'Azil times approach there is reversion to

tracings in red, but letter-like symbols had no

further development.
Dr. A. Che\Tiier. ‘ Raclettes ’ and the ‘ Retouche

abrupt

e

’ are upper j^alieolithic peculiarities, freipient

in Aurignacian and Capsian, knovm also in Soluti'ean,

and conxmon in Magdalenian.
Prof. Erdtmann's Datuig of Xorth Sea ‘ yyioor-log

by polleyi -analysis recognized both the significance

and the risks of this method.
R. M. FLEMIXG.

SECTION III. AGES OF POLISHED STONE,
BRONZE, AND IRON IN THE ANCIENT WORLD.
This section was divided into three subsections

;

A. Western and Xorthern Europe; B. The
Ancient East, including the zEgean

;

C. Central Europe and Mediterranean.

Ill A. Western and Northern Europe. Presideyd :

Prof. H. J. Fleure, F.S.A.
This subsection interested itself especially in the

culture-movements of the dawn of the age of metal

when agriculture and trade spread to the British

Isles, through a number of contacts, some via the

narrow seas or the Straits of Dover, which in the

third- millennium b.c. may have been only a very

narrow channel or even almost laud, and some
thalassic along Atlantic shores betw^een the Medi-

terranean, Spain and Brittany on the one hand and
the West Baltic on the other, connections being

along the Irish Sea, the Hebrides and Orkneys.

Megalithic Monuments and Similar Structures.

Z. le Rouzic’s absence for reasons of health was
deeply regretted. His paper. The Chronology of

Prehistoric Burials hi Morbihayi, will be printed

shortly, probably in the Journal of the Royal
Anthropological Institute, as it summarizes the work
of many years on the derivation of megalithic

culture from the Mediterranean ;
the corbelled

tomb is a primary type, and there is continuity

down to Roman and later times.

C. D. Forde's Morphology of Breioyi Megalithic

Moyiumeyds makes the dohnen d galerie the basic

tj’pe, suggests detailed resemblances to Iberian

tombs, and develops local tomb types in Brittany

by reference to the multiple-chambered passage

tomb, the angled gallery, and the monuments with

large closed chamber. The allee cauverte shows

connections with north-eastern France. Some
tombs of late Bronze Age show marked break in

grave goods as well as tomb form.

Miss V. G. C. Collum described her Excavation of

an Iron Age burial hi a Megalithic gallery at Tresse,

Hie et Vilaine, Brittany. Associated finds included

a single-edged iron axe, from which it was argued
that Breton megaliths are later than is generally

admitted. In discussion the alternative inter-
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pretation was put forward that the burial was made
at a late period in a monument of earlier date.

H. J. E. Peake gave an’ account of The British

Associations Catalogue of iMegalithic Moninrients
now in course of preparation for Britain and
urged the need for parallel schemes in other
coimtries.

M. Gaffikin described the Catalogue of Megaliths
in iSorthern Ireland in course of preparation and
illustrated a number of these monuments.

Mrs. F. Ayscough's Carvmgs on Megalithxc Monu-
7nents in Guernsey demonstrated the value of flood-

lighting and other devices of night-photography
for the discernment of new details on the statue- ^

menhir la Gran mere, at S. Martin, Guernsey, and
in the Dehus Dolmen, Guernsey.
W. Hansen. Distribution and meaning of Cup

Markings in Europe, These are not to be inter-

preted as imitations of fire -borings in wood. In

the later Bronze Age and afterwards the}^ occur as

parts of rock-carvings. The placing of offerings in

these hollows in recent centuries in Finland and
Middle Sweden suggests a better interpretation.

Discussion revealed much divergence of opinion.

H. G. Leask described the Ornamented Stones of

the Irish Bronze Age, with examples from Dowth, of

incised circles, pecked circles sometimes with rays,

concentric circles, vertical incised lines with cups at

intervals, vertical incised lines with horizontal

interrupted lines, chevrons, and circles with pet ali-

form decoration around.
W. J. Hemp described the chambered cairn

Bryn Celli Ddu, bringing out Mediterranean affinities,

and suggesting a date about 1500 b.c.

W. Lindsay Scott emphasized Mediterranean

Features in Chamber Toynbs in Anglesey, and re-

semblances with monuments of the Iberian penin-

sula, the Balearic Isles, Pro\'ence and Sardinia. The
first type has entrance gallery broadening towards

the outer end, and cross -walls separating aligned

chambers. The second is that of a single rock-cut

tomb (so far) from Anglesey. The third has

corbelled roof.

R. A. S. Macalister illustrated the mommients
formerly at Anaghclochmuilinn and at Clones,

proceeding to a discussion of Horned Cairns in

Ireland, a type of monument remarkably resembling

the Tombe-di-Gigantc of Sardinia.

H. St. G. Gray summarized Fj'cara/m?? .9 at Avebury

:

the finding of Peterborough ware in the deeper part

of the ditch-tilling suggested a relation to the

second occupation of Windmill Hill.

Mrs. M. E. Cunnington. on Timber Circles in

relation to Megalithic Monuments, gave argrmients

for dating British stone and wood circles not earlier

than early Bronze Age, and probably later than the

Long Barrows with which Abingdon pottery may
be associated. Peterborough ware and beakers

are nearly, if not quite, contemporary.

A. E. van Gifien explained that beakers of t^-pe B
predominate in Holland, the Harenderinolen resemble

the British stone circles, and the Dutch Palisade-

Barrows with Mound and Ditch the Atlantic-

European corbelled graves. Timber circles have

been found near Koln by Rademacher and near

Cuxhaven by Bravel. At Hijken in Drenthe is a
barrow with palisade, ring-shaped wall, ring-ditch,
and central pit-grave, i.e., the first disc-shaped
grave motmd found on the C'ontment. A neigh-
bouring barrow shows iimer trench, outer palisade,
and a former wall between. Migrants from Holland
to England, on making contact with the late

megalithic culture, fused their ideas, which led on
to the building of Stonehenge.
W. J. Varley described the wood-circle at Bleasdale

(Lancs) as a blend of the Dutch ty^DC of
wood-circle with ideas (such as entrance passage),
suggesting connections with west -British megalithic
culture. Special attention was drawn to the site of
Bleasdale at the western end of one of the branches
of the Aire gap.

Earthworks and Settlements.

E. C. Curwen, Xeolithic Earthworks in Susses,
described two widely separated groups, of long-
barrows, and the four Sussex camps with cause-
ways, of which AVhitehawk Camp and the
Trundle are the best known. At the Trundle,
between the inner and the outer ring, are elongated
pits in series : roof chambers are foimd, and pre-
sumably also dwellings. The pottery, rotmd -based,
and usually carinated, commonly has vertically
perforated legs and simple stroke-ornament, incised
lines, or impressed dots. Peterborough ware is

unknown in the county. Four clusters of flint

mines ha\'e been foimd.
A. Keiller discussed his Excavations at the Cause-

wayed Camp at ^y tndmill Hill, Avebury, and its

stratified finds
; at the bottom of the ditch, plain

round-based, simple-rimmed bowls with solid lugs,
the earliest backed with flint grains, later ones with
shell and chalk. Ware backed with oolite, found
throughout, appears to have come from the Frome
area. The upper third of the ditch contains
Peterborough ware as well as sherds of Mortlake
type. Overlapping these, but mainly higher up,
are red beaker-sherds of Abercromby's Type A.
Dog, deer, sheep, goat, pig and ox occur. Antler
picks, rakes and combs, bone pms and awL. articles
in carved chalk, saddle-querns and rubbing stones
occur, perforated hammers and iiolished axes of
various foreign materials

; the only di 5>trict with all

the necessary rock types is Xorth Wales and a
special t\'pe from Graig Lwyd, Penmaenmavu’,
has been identified.

C. A. R. Radford, Hill Villages in aV.IT. Britain :

the older are small and rough, the later have
pottery allied to Wmdmill Hill and the beakers.
They continue to the end of the Bronze Age.

C. Burdo, The Pinnacle oencolithic site at St. Ouen,
Jersey, is dependent upon a mass of stones on a
raised beach; the sea being then far out beyond
its present margin : but in the upper part occur
implements of Grand Pressignj' flint as well as a
small fiat copper axe,

Abbe Philippe illustrated the Use of Flint in the
Bronze Age at Fort Harrouard. The oldest remains
include Michelsberg and Chassey pottery, with
flint and bone and antler. Later more and better
Chassey pottery appears. In a third stage the
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flint industry is very fine, Pressigny flint is used,

and the pottery illustrates Chassey and Halstatt
types.

Bronze Implements.

H. J. E. Peake, on the British Association $

Catalogue of Bronze Implements^ appealed for

international co-operation in such a catalosoie, and
illustrated its \ alue by results of mapping, wdiich

suggested connections b'ke those inspired from
Ke-iller's finds of Xorth Welsh stones among imple-
mt'iits at W indmill Hill.

E. Estyn Evans brought forward an argument
concerning British spear-heads. The ieaf-bladed
forms he ccaisiders, with Coffee', are a continental
type distinct from the eared forms. But hybrids
occur, and from some of these hybrids are developed
spearheads with hollow wings, known in Picardy,
Brittany, Spam and Russia.

\V. Amrein described a Village joinid at WiyikeV
horit 4 m. deep m Lake Lucerne, and near it a
lull settltanent with 50 hearths ami finds suggesting
continuous habitation from late Xeolithic to
Halstatt.

L. A. R. Radford classified Pottery of Halstatt

type in Britain, as (o) rough with finger impressions,
diagonal lin(‘s and encrusted bands

; (6) hard,
polished, with incisions, omphaloid base and
narrow neck, found with the AN'iltshire fibula

{La Tene B). so the date is fourth-third century b.c.

and the movement a peasant immigration ; (c) hard,
smooth, with pecked surface {cf. Holland and Rhine),
as.sociated with fibuke not ot W iltshire type, fifth-

fourth century B.c. ;
{d) hard, well-baked, with high

belly, third-second century b.c. Yorkshire had now
extensive relations with the south-west.

G. Bersu, Prehistoric Excacations and Museums^
urged the making of models of places excavated, to

supp>lement the deficiencies of photographs.

Iron Age.
A. E. van Giffcn ga\'e an account of the Early

Iron Age in Holland, laying special stress on the
occurrence of what in England are called Celtic

fields, which, liowexer, do not occur in South
Holland, where are found urn -fields. But something
analogous to the " Celtic fields ’ occurs in Jutland.
Tumuli among the fields were rather later.

T. J. Arne ssummarized Recent Archaeological
Research in Sweden, emphasizing pollen-analyses,
phosphate analyses, and air photography, etc. ISome
dwellings are claimed to be as old as the Ancylus
period. Sweden's i^rehistoric remains are being
officially mapped.

C. F. A. Schaeffer, through R. Lantier, sent a paper
on Hallstattian waist belts found in Alsace and w'orn
by women. They j?how series of signs that appear
to be based on embroidery work. Designs from the
Xear East, taken up in Xorth Italy, have passed on,
not without loss, to regions north of the Alps,

Domestic Animals.
C. Brj-ner Jones, Origins of British Cattle, dis-

cussed the domesticated cow as a poKmorphic
species retaining features of Bos primigenius, and of
the Pliocene Leptohos, The stocks of the pre-

historic herdsmen showed wide range of variation.

Origins of domestic cattle must be sought in Asia.

J. W". Jackson, Prehistoric Po7)iestic A7ii77ials,

agreed that the old names for supposed races of
cattle should be discarded. Remains of the horse
found 111 Britain in various long barrows and
elsewhere with a neolithic associations did not suffice

to decide whether the horse was then already
domesticated.

H. J. FLEURE.

SECTION III B. THE ANCIENT EAST. INCLUDING
THE MEDITERRANEAN. Presidoit : Sid-
)icy Smith, British Aluseum,

Mesopotamian Cultures.
L. C. ^Vatelin : Xeolithic Tools froyn Kish. On

the virgin soil are microliths; above these, a fine

flake-industry with local workshojis. Later still

the workmanship degenerates, as mt^tal comes into
use, and polished celts appear, with finely worked
arrowheads.

Dr. C. L. Woolley : The Chro7iology of the Early
Graces at Ur. These are certainly royal graves,
not relics of a fertility site. The names indugal
may be of persons under the I. Dynasty of Lr.
The graves are >tratigraphically much okler than
the Sargonid and 1. Dynasty layers, and their
contents are in a distinct style. Probably they
contained vassals of the I. Dynasty, and should be
dated about 3500-3100 b.c.

D. B. Harden ; Pottery Fabrics fro77i Kish. The
Culture at Jemd-et-Xasr is less homogeneous than
the tablets w^ould suggest: possibly the 'A'’ palace
was not flooded with the surrotmding areas.
M. E. L, Mallowan : The Prehistoric Cultures of

Xineveh. Stratified deposits 22 metres thick,
beneath the Sargonid levels, reveal five distinct
cultures:— (i) with incised pottery; (ii) with
painted ware as in Waziristan, and polychrome
ware as at Samarra and Tell-Halaf; obsidian
and flint, but no metal

;
(iii) self-coloured burnished

ware, with rare copper ; clay sickles as at Ur,
Abu-8hahrein, and Ai-'L baid; (iv) pottery related
to Lr, Jemd-et-Xasr, Erech

; copper, burnt brick,
seals with patterns and animals as at Ur and
Susa I

;
(v) painted pottery as in Susa II, vSumeriaii

seals, relations with royal graves of Ur. The
series ends about 2700 ; culture (iv) may have
begtm about 4000 : Samarra is therefore earlier

still.

H. Frankfort : Iranian and Aiiatolian Strams in

Pre-Sargonid Alesopoiamia. Comparison of excava-
tion results reveals four periods : (i) Al-'Ubaid
period : culture of the first settLrs when Mesopo-
tamia became habitable, coming from the Iranian
plateau with a culture homogeneous as far as
E, Baluchistan, and perpetuated into the Indus
culture, which as Teil-Asmar shows, was con-
temporary with the early D;yTiastic culture in
Mesopotamia. The black-painted ware of Susa II,

a later stage of this Iranian, with Indian elements,
has no parallel in Mesopotamia, (ii) Uruk period :

closely related to (i) but the pottery is ruder and
related to Anatolian black, grey or red polished.
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which displaces painted ware in Susa, Aiiau, Gavra- scene rather domestic than a public ceremony,
tepe : trough-spouted vases in Persia as in the Miss J. du Plat Taylor added details of the tomb-
.P^gean come (with copper) from contemporary equipment.
transitional phases of Anatolian culture, probably in Miss Winifred Lamb: West-Anatolian Culture
the IV millennium, (lii) Jemd-et-Na&r period : with illustrated by excavations at Thernii in Lesbos. Of
polychrome pottery, burials fired after interment, five layers, (i) and (ii) correspond with Troy I and
seal impressions, tablets and copper tools, (iv) Karly Protesiiaos I, (iii) occupies the interval (2700-
Dynastic period with slip ware ; including the "Royal 2400 b.c.) between Troy I and II; the foundation
Tombs ’ of Ur, and the ‘ Deluge ' layer at Kish. of Troy II and the spread of Troad culture to

A general discussion of the significance of Painted Macedon and Greece reduced Thermi (iv) and (v)

Pottery in the Sear East revealed the lack of agreed to provincial importance. Before the fall of Troy
vocabulary and classification, by which sequences II, Boz-eyuk and Protesiiaos IV, Thermi was
might be described without employing ’ absolute ' abandonee 1.

chronologies. It was agreed to collaborate in the W. A. Heurtley, Prehistoric Macedonia^ sum-
projected international vocabulary under the editor- marized systematic excavation of mound siiea of

ship of Prof. Gordon Childe (Man, 1932, 240). Neolithic, early, middle, and late Bronze Age, and
Iron Age, and proved successive replacements of

Egypt and Syria. Thessalian culture by black-ware, Anatolian (2500-
Prof. M. Amer : Excavations of the Egyptian 2()uq ^.c.), incised Danubian, Helladic (15oo b.c.)

I niversity at iMaadi, )iear Cairo. A new t^V'pe of and Mycen f an elemeiits. A Lausitz invasion with
neolithic culture, with oval house^s, red and black tinted ware, about 1150 b.c. was succeeded by a

]
ot -fabrics, stone vessels, textiles, flint implements, proto-geoinetric style, and conservative re\'ivai of

ami very rare cupper. black-ware types.
Rev. Prof. R. Kuppel, S.J. : Geology and Pre- Prof. M. M. \ assits. Vinca and HyperboreanAMyth,

history of Tell-GhassuL Three momids east of the suggested that Greek legend supports the theory
Jordan with four Bronze-Age layers yielded evidence that Vinca on the Danube was a Gycladic colony,

of changes of climate and vegetation. R. Vulpe : Alhaiiian bronze axes and the rule of
M. Dunand described Adneolithic Byhlos, as Cadmus among the Encheleis. Another comparison

revealed by recent French excavation.
^

of Greek legf'iid with archaological distribution

L. Haixhng described a proposed Corpus of (this time) of Syrian bronze-types.
Egyptian Pottery, to be compiled in collaboration

by the principal field expeditions. Oriental Elements in Primitive Europe.

\sir Flinders Petrie : The Places of Palestine. On Prof. O. Menghin : Merimdc-Saldme and its

sites in Wady Ghazzeh (Gaza) on the Egyptian significance for Neolithic devdopment of Europe. On
frontier, palctohthic and neolithic give place to a this Nile-delta site a neolithic culture before 400U b.c,

copper culture dmins the V-VI Egyptian Dynasties. yields pottery resembling fabrics of MicheFberg and

S>nan conquerors introduced bronze and reached JSwiss lake dwellings, and a flint halberd which recurs

Eg\'pt to found Dyn. VII-VIII. Their palace in Spain,
^

at Gaza was replaced by Egyptian and Hyksos Prof. V. Gordon Childe: TJte Significance oj

buildino-s (Dyn. XV-XVI). certain Metal-types recently found in the East for the

chronology of Bronze-Age Europe. Out of a

Anatolian Cultures in Asia Kinor and S.E. Europe. * Sumerian ’ group of 22 types from the plano-

T. Burton Bro'wn : Pottery from C ilicia. The con\'cx-brick period in iSh'sopotamia (dated 35^10—

fabrics differ regionally W. of the Taurus range ; 2500 by Woolley, 2600-2500 by Christian), 8 recur

incised blackware occurs only on the coast, and in Troy, Hmigary, Czechoslovakia and round the

Anatolian red-ware does not reach the *Fgeaii till Black 8ea. It is. inferred that the Amijetitz culture

2400 B.c. Eastward Aegean fabrics are found ; was contemporary with the piano convex ’ in

Cihcia was in contact with Cyprus, and resemblances Sumeria.

between Cilician and Hittite wares suggest early

movements of Indo-Europeans, perhaps including Minoan Culture.

the ‘ Achaeans ’ of the .Fgean. ^ir Arthur Evans, Knossos and Mycence, discussed

A. Safrastian : Pre-Urartian Discoveries in Ar- the cleavage of * Late Minoan II ’ and evidences of

ynetxicL include rock -sculptures, and earl\ tombs continned leaction of ^linoan C,retc on the IVlycen-

with abnormal skulls. a^an Morld after the fall of the C»reat Palace. The
Dr. H. H. von den Osten : Preliminary Report on earliest remains at Myceme show dominant Minoan

the Neolithic Settlement at Alishar-Huyuk. At a influence and Hellado Minyan survivals. But from

depth of 90 feet on this Anatolian moimd-site are the middle sixteenth century Minoanization was
houses with wooden columns, wooden implements, complete, L.M.I.6. culture prevailing on both

elaborately incised grey pottery, red-ware, and *Egean shores. In L.M.II. this luiitary civilization

occasional painted-fabrics. 'V'as cleft in twain ; Knossos and its domain
Dr. P. Dikaios : Receyit Discoveries in Early developing the * Palace Style ’ while L.M.I.5 on the

Bronze Age Cyprus, from rich tombs at Vounous, mainland degenerated into a distinct L.M.I.c.

included an elaborately modelled scene of worship, irom 1400 B.c, the first ^lycen:^aii style displays

and symbols of mother goddess, bull, and snake. many reactions from L.M.Iil.a in Crete, borrowing

»Sir Arthur Evans and Prof. Myres thought the forms and motives from L.M.II. The substance of
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this paper will appear in The Palace of Minos at

Knossos, voL IV.
C. F. A. Schaeffer : Doors and windows of the

Mycencean tombs of Ras Shamra in North Syria

of XVIII-XIX DjTiasty date closely resemble those

of masonry tombs of Isopata in Crete : the windows
were intended to convey food and drink to the

deceased.

S. Marinates : The Orientation of Minoan Archi-

tecture, Vliereas Babylonian and Assyrian builders

laid out temples and dwellings in practical or religious

relation to sunlight or winds. Minoan palaces usually

lie foursquare with our ‘ cardinal points,' which may
be regarded as inherited from Minoan navigators.

Ivory Carving In the Iron Age of Syria.

M. Dunand : The ivories of Arslayi-tash and their

relations with pre-Hellenic art. Though at Byblos a

temple, civilization, and art existed from the early

third millennium, it is only in the first millennium that

the tombs and sanctuaries of Byblos fully reveal the

characteristic Phoenician mixture of Babylonian and
EgAq)tian elements. At Arslan-tash near Carchemish

the inscribed bed of Hazael with inlaid ivories—part

of the spoil from the Ass^Tian sack of Damascus in

802 B.c.—^shows Egyptian and Assyrian elements

blended by a naturalist inspiration ultimately ^gean,
strongest in animal scenes, but restrained in human
figures by traditional costumes.

J. W. Crowfoot, Ivories from Samaria, partially

gilded and inlaid with coloured pastes, and dated by
stratigraphy and tradition to the ‘ ivory house ’ of

Ahab and Jezebel, about 850 B.c., illustrate the

same composite style, but suggest Syrian rather

than Phoenician provenance.

Miscellaneous.
Sir Flinders Petrie : The Indus Inscriptions, inter-

preted by Eg\q)tian ideographic principles, appear

to have served to seal goods belonging to different

boards for transmission by bullock wagon; their

designs illustrate their users’ culture.

Sir Flinders Petrie : The Value of Decoration lies

in its arbitrary nature, not conditioned by necessity

as are useful inventions. It is not likely, then, to be

repeated in detail independently.
Prof. G. Bendinelli : The Importance of Vase

Forms to determine the cultural grade of prehistoric

peoples is illustrated by the tjq)es devised for various

drinks, especially for wine, the vase forms for which
in the Mediterranean spread with viticulture.

J. L. MYRES.

SECTION 111 C. CENTRAL AND MEDITERRANEAN
EUROPE. President : Professor J. L, Myres, F.B.A.

Eastern Europe.
The progress of prehistoric research in

East Central Europe in recent years has been
remarkable and has not only helped to solve the

problem of the spread of agricultural peoples at the

dawn of the Metal Age but has especially quickened
British interest in it. It was therefore with special

appreciation that the Congress welcomed contri-

butions from that region.

In y. Dumitrescu’s Excavations at Atmaqeana-

[ 2

Tatarescu (Rumania), the ‘ Boian A ’ pottery with

excised spiral maeanders was found, overlaid by

the seneolithic Gumelnitsa culture. The relative

chronology thus established for the region from

north of the Danube to south of the Balkans contri-

butes towards an absolute chronology.

0. Kandyba discussed the affinities of the Dniestro-

Danubian neolithic region with its spiral decoration,

figurines, early painted pottery, pedestalled bowls

(found from the Ukraine and Thessaly to Germany),

polychrome pottery of Ukrainian origin spreading

to the Danube; in fact, one might substitute the

term ‘ Dniestro-Danubian ’ for ‘ Band-Keramik.’

N. Makarenko annoimced a yeoJithic Cemetery

on the Sea of Azov, with imusual ritual and un-

familiar types of flint and bone.

D. A, J. Buxton gave an accoimt of his Excava-

tions at Koszyloivce in Gahcia, in a bend of the

Dzwirn tributary of the Dniester about 300 miles

from the Black Sea, in black earth overlying loess.

There were found wattle and daub houses, figurines,

pottery, flint flakes and arrowheads, a fcAv stone

axes, but very little metal. The pottery includes

thumb-marked ware as well as painted pottery with

debased spirals. The affinities are with Cucuteni
‘ B ’ and Tripolje. Thessalian affinities have been

suggested, but are exaggerated.

1. Borkovskyj : The Origin of the Cidture ivith

Corded Ware in Central Europe, dissented from the

Germanic theory of Kossinna and agreed with

Childe that it reached Central Europe in a

mature stage about 2000—1800 B.c.

L. Horakova-Jansova : Funeral Rites in the

culture of Bohemian stroke-ornamented pottery.

The burials include slightly contracted, cremated,

and burials in dwelling pits, with stroke-ware.

J. Eisner : On the Painted Spiral-ware of Slovakia,

showed that there is no true incised ware here, but

that spiral-mseander pottery spread in from Lower
Austria and Moravia. In the south the spiral

-

mseander people encountered Lengyel culture, and
along the Theiss arose a derivative style with

deeply incised and complicated zig-zag ornament.

At Zeliezovce, and on a^neolithic sites elsewhere,

incised and painted ornament occur together with

arrowheads, triangular and heart-shaped, but

rarely trapezoid, as on early Polish sites.

M,"
Vassits pleaded for International Organization

of Prehistoric Research in the Danube Valley, and

intensive study of other sites to amplify and check

results obtained at Vinca. He thought that Cerna

Voda in Roumania, or Vedbol near Vedin, would

prove useful.

Accordingly a strong Research Committee was
nominated, with Prof. F. Tompa, of Buda Pesth,

as convener, to co-ordinate research in all coimtries

concerned, and arrange for an international study-

tour to the principal sites.

Central Europe.
H. O. Hencken, at Homolka, near Prague, has

examined a fortress wfith hut -circles and post-holes

of rectangular houses and of two palisades. The
culture has many affinities with the pre-metal

culture of the regions farther north. At a later
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stage grooved-ware and Laibach pottery indicate
continuous intercourse with the south-east.

J. Boehm confirmed the occurrence of The Fibula
in the Aimjetitz culture (an association heretofore
known only at Gemeinlebam, near Vienna), by
new evidence from Polepy (Bohemia) and Xemcice
(Moravia). The fibulae were simple and large with a
straight bow and a large spiral. Correlations

with -Bgean phases proposed by Childe and
Reineke left priority to Aunjetitz, though its

known derivations were later. Prof. Mjtcs defended
^Bgean priority, and R. Vulpe described primitive

Rumanian fibuhe.

P. Vouga explained that in Excavations in an
AEneolithic Pile-divelling, the drag and similar instru-

ments disturb submerged strata and confuse finds.

Caissons are costly and speculative. A cylinder of

sheet iron thrust through the deposit conserves

relative positions but risks breakages and is ob-

structed by large beams or boulders. Even when
composed of telescopic sections it rec|uires many
hands, and risks waste of trouble on barren spots.

Better results are hoped from portable wooden
frames. He also discussed a point of method in

regard to the Formation of arckceological layers around
Pile-dwellings. The deposits around lake -dwellings

are so uneven that it is not enough to determine

vertical sequence. Sand and humus lie in false

bedding as in ail shore deposits, and their instructive

lateral transitions over considerable distances are no
less significant for the reconstruction of the settle-

ment.

Italy.

A series of communications from Italy was much
valued.

Prof. U. Rellini announced Palceolitkic exploration

on the Gargano promontory and also Sew Stone Age
sites with painted pottery from Gargano to Otranto,

Macchia has an ameolithic layer; there are burials

in stratified deposits of the Bronze and Early Iron

Ages, and three early villages have been found, one

with a walled citadel and cisterns and a number of

features made by rock-cutting. At Putta near

Altamura, in hut -circles and surface graves, is

much pottery like that of Matera and Pulo-di-

Molfetta, both incised (either before or after firing)

and painted. The name ‘ Apulian protogeometric
’

is suggested for the ccneolithic (Matera) pamted ware

to distinguish it from Early Iron Age * Italo-

geometric.’

Miss E. Baumgartel described excavations on

Monte Gargano. In the cave at Monaccora painted

Corinthian vases overlay local Apuhan, beneath

which, again, a Bronze Age layer has numerous
skeletons and imdecorated pottery related to types

east of the Adriatic. These strata are separated by
layers of marine sand.

R. Battaglia described Rock-engravings at Valca-

monica which represent men fighting, ploughing,

etc., animals, huts or sheds, weapons, circles, cup

markings and other symbols. A horse in archaic

Greek style gives a lower date, but there is nothing

to identify the artists.

Prof. U. Rellini, on Bronze Age Culture and the

Problem of the Italici, described researches in Marche
pro\fince which show an upper Alpine and a lower
Alpine lake -dwelling culture, a terremare culture,

and an Apennine culture without terremare.
E. Galli described Survivals of the Prehistoric

Iron Age in the Hellenistic epoch in Lucania, where
the population persisted without great change from
late palaeolithic to historic times. Outside in-

fluences rarely involved invasions, and there were
Greek colonists only along the coasts. Though
these influenced native styles here and there, the
persistence of autochthonous peoples in their old
ways was most remarkable.

Miss Anna Roes illustrated Sun-symbols in Geo-
metrical and Villanovan Art. These are frequent,
but their wide distribution makes it difficult to

trace them back to their origins. The wheel is

associated in Greece, South Italy and Hallstatt
with symbols of birds and horses, which, as they do
not persist, must be importations. An origin in

Iran should be considered, as sun-symbols are of
extreme anticpiity there.

Prof. P. Ducati said that the Villanovan Culture of
Bologna and Etruria begins in the late tenth century
B.C., ending in maritime Etruria in the early eighth
century, and at Volterra and inland in the seventh.
The Villanovans were of transalpine origin and
identified with the Umbrians. At the beginning of
the tenth century they were the representatives of

the first Iron Age culture in northern and central

Italy. Etruscan colonization came from oversea
into the Villanovan and Umbrian territory south
of the Apennines ; from the end of the eighth century
it spread north, with a focus at Bologna, and also

from Etruria itself from the end of the sixth century.

Western Mediterranean and Iberian Sites.

Dr. E. M. Guest described a Recently excavated
Saveta in Minorca, of the Bronze Age, with finds

like those at the temenoi and iaulas at Trapuco and
Torreta.

Mile. E. de Manneville compared the Early Monu-
ments of Malta, and after discussion an international
Research Committee was nominated to co-ordinate
studv of the earlv monuments and cultures of the
Western Mediterranean.

L. Siret illustrated the ^Eneolithic Age in Spain
from the site at Almizaraque (Almeria). The
leneolithic of Almeria is not the beginning of the
Bronze Age of El Argar

;
but lack of tin gives this

later culture an archaic look and has led to errors

in interpretation. Crushed iron ore from which
the silver has been removed is found in thin layers
in some hoase sites. Copper ores w'ere crushed and
reduced in furnaces to obtain a product which
contained small pockets of metallic copper. The
copper objects showed on analysis little or no trace
of silver.

R. de Serpa Pinto discussed the mapping of
Occurrence^ of Copper and Tin in Portugal, as well
as the remains of pre-Roman mining operations
and the finds of objects of the Bronze Age in that
country.
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Indo-Germanic Origins.

H. Kuhn, on the Origin and Home of the Indo^

Germans^ argued that the distribution of neolithic

culture groups in Europe made it difficult to see,

in any one of them, the original ‘ Indogcrmans,’

nor in the distribution of those languages the result

of a spread from any one of them. Magdalenian

culture, however, offers an ancestral association for

the whole group. The Bandkeramik, Megalithic,

Schiiurkeramik and Lacustrine cultures, all derived

from ^Magdalenian, each de\'eloped regionally, and
within these regional cultures were specialized the

principal groups of Indo-German languages.

D. M. VAUGHAN,

SECTION IV. THE NEOLITHIC, BRONZE, AND
EARLY IRON AGES OUTSIDE THE ANCIENT
WORLD. Presidents : Prof.C.G.Stligman, F.R,S..

and Dr, H, S. Harrison,

nCi Pacific.

^ • Dr. H. S. Harrison described Flint tranchets and
chipped-stone celts from the Solomon Islands^ of which
the typical form comes from Mala I^-Iand, and also

a development in which part of the implement is

finished by battering. The latter types are larger

than ordinary tranchets and adapted for use as adze-

blades, and the most familiar adze -blade of the

Solomon Isles, though ground all over, has one face

bevelled, suggesting tranchet influence. An imple-

ment of tranchet type is re2:»ort('d from British

Honduras, associated, as in the Solomons, with
chipped celts of European neolithic type. Since in

Europe the tranchet is a shell-mound t\'2ie, did it

reach the Solomon Isles and America in mesolithic

times, or survive in the East till it was later carried

into and beyond the Pacific wuth other Neolithic

elements ? Or did it originate independently ?

^lenghin includes the shell-moimd culture in his

Miolithic hand-axe culture, which he regards as

responsible for the spread of plant -cultivation.
Dr. Ivens, answering Prof. Seligman as to the

effect of extraction of sago pith on tools used by
natives of the South Solomons, said that the only
places where .sago extraction was carried on by the
natives were the islands of Bougainville Straits.

He considered that the natives of the South Solomons
liad not long ceased to use woi’ked flint adzes

;

the polished stone celt, made on islands other than
those from which the tranchets came, was of fairly

recent introduction.

Eastern Asia.
H. C. Beck and Prof. C. G. Seligman exhibited

Early Chinese heads of foreign type. ' Eye ' beads
collected m China and attributed to Han period
closely resemble Mediterranean beads and suggest
identical origin. The Chinese ' eye ’ beads are,

however, differently made and are therefore not
imported from the Romanized Orient, but purposeful
copies made at some site still unknown, presumably
in China. But on pottery or porcelain no earlier

turquoise glaze than Ming is known and these beads
do not look so recent.
W. F. Collins gave the results of chemical examina-

tion of the mirror-black and ‘ quicksilver ' patinas

of certain Chinese bronzes. A T'ang mirror was
also examined metallurgically. From the chemical

and metallographic standpoints this mirror is of

metal alloy, probably produced by a process similar

to that in use at the present day, namely melting
the constituents in metallic form in the desired

proportions. The mirror metal is, however, unusual
in containing plentiful droplets of lead, and corrosion

-

pits filled with cuprite (cuprous oxide, CiuO)
distributed throughout the metal. The patina on
the surface was then rubbed down until the silvery

colour of the metal began to show through.
J. L. Shellshear announced an Undescribed Type

of Pottery from So^itheryi China.
Dr. N. Gordon Munro : Ainu Be?nains in Southern

Japan, emphasized that the Hokkaido Ainu made
pottery of great variety of form and richness of

moulded decoration. Excavation of a site, Ishigu

in Kyushiu. a small plateau 1,000 feet above the

shore of Kagoshima Bay, revealed underground
passages and shelters. A stone hearth, a stone mill,

numerous flakes, pumice stone adapted for polishing,

and pottery of Ainu type were found. These imder-

ground passages and shelters seem to identify the

Ainu with the Tsuchi-gumo or earth-hiders of the

ancient Ko-ji'-ki.

India.

Dr. G. R. Hunter described Pock paintings from
Indian cave shelters in the Mahadeo Hills, Central Pro-

vinces. The earliest are of animals, in red silhouette ;

a second series is white with red outlines ; the latest,

in inferior yellow ochre, include an inscription in a
nagari character. Some earlier paintings of human
figures with bow and arrow are reminiscent of

S.E. Spain and of S. Africa. Others hold swords
and round shields, others are horsemen and there

is an attempt to repre.sent a horse-drawn chariot.

Dr. E. H. Hunt has studied Jlegalithic burials in

the Deccan (Hyderabad State). The cLst of stone

slabs set together is buried deep underground.

Stone circles, menhirs, cromlechs and dolmens
are associated, and iron is found throughout the

whole series. The surface remains recall those of

Brittany. Analogies with Eg^-pt include the ' house-
‘ of-cards ' cist construction, polished black and
red pots, lapis -lazuli, and the ka mark. With
Mesopotamia there are racial t^^pe affinities, lapis-

lazuli, and nickel as impurity in copper.

H. Balfour reported On sorne pottery from Paigir

(Hyderabad) discovered by Dr. E. H. Hunt, pre-

viously associated almost exclusively with pre-

D\mastic and Badarian Egjqit. There is apparent

identity of technique between this S. Indian pottery,

found also in N. Arcot (Odugattur, etc.). Research

is needed into this similarity of techniciue in cultures

so remote,
H. C. Beck described Beads from Indian Mega-

lithic Burials and the Egj-ptian ware, though shapes

are very different.

Tasmania.
H. Balfour gave it as his considered opinion,

formed 40 years ago, and confirmed by a recent

examination of some 12,000 specimens of Tasmanian
st07ie implements, that the Tasmanians had reached
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a high level of craftsmanship. Tj’pologically these

flake implements fall into two groups, one exhibiting

a pronounced Mousterian facies and the other,

even more abundant, ha\Tng Aurignacian affinities.

The latter include keeled scrapers, tarte scrapers,

concave scrapers, lames etranglees and grattoirs

a museau; many of the nozzle scrapers exhibit
‘ la retouche aurignacienne ’ in its most specialized

form. However, duck-bill scrapers and burin types

are rare, though the coup -de -burin is not lacking.

‘ Gravette ’ and ’ chatelperron ’ points do not seem

to have been made and bone implements are rare

and poor.

America.
Dr. D. Chaves reported the discovery and signifi-

cance of a Sculptured Stone from Nicaragua.

Africa.
M. Revgasse described some Neolithic Statues of

the Central Sahara.
R. M. FLEMING.

SECTION V. THE TRANSITION FROM PRE-

HISTORY TO HISTORY. President : E. T.

Leeds, F.S.A. 252
The subject included all questions falling

within the period of the post-Roman migrations

^ together with those asj)ect3 of the La Trme period

on which light could be throvm by a combination

of literary and archaeological evidence.

Crannogs.
Dr. Adolph Mahr, on the Origin of Cranywgs in

Britain and Irclaml suggested that the tradition of

such lake and swamp settlements was not, as the

later distribution would suggest, a western one but

that it arose probably in Central Europe in the

Neolithic period and was brought to this country

with the late Bronze Age invasions. A senes of

distribution maps showed that in proportion as this

type of settlement took root in Britain and In^land,

so it disappeared in its original home, imtil in the

final period of the mediaeval Crannogs the distribu-

tion, of which a remarkable map was shovTi, is

thickest in Western and Northern Ireland and in

Scotland, with continental groups almost exclusively

in Eastern Germany and Poland.

Celtic Questions.

More controversial topics were broached in papers

dealing with racial questions.

J. M. de Navarro asked “ Were the Peoples of the

Bkone-Cidture Celts '/ and relied mainly on lin-

guistic and place-name evidence to assault Prof.

Bosch Gimpera s and Dr. Kraft's suggestion that the

‘ Celtic cradle ’ lay in the Urn-field culture of the

Rhone Valley in the late Bronze Age. He main-

tained that this region was rather Ligurian than

Celtic. Prof. Bosch Gimpera re-stated his views

in a later paper and an interesting discussion

followed in which Dr. Kraft and Mr. de Navarro

took part, and the questions in dispute were con-

siderably narrowed.

I. C. Peate, meanwhile, dealing with a different

aspect of the problem. The Celts, a linguistic cotiirF

[ :

bution, deprecated the correlation by archaeologists

of the linguistic differences among the Celtic

-

speaking peojdes with invasions vouched for only by
archaeological evidence. Mr. Leeds in the discusMon

agreed that archaeologists ought to steer clear of the

linguistic question at least until agreement was
reached by the philologists on the distribution and the
significance of the different groups.

Prof. E. ^IcNeil introduced a discussion on '1 he

Piets in which he emphasized the equation of Picti

and Pretanni in ancient authors, and the traces of

Pictish social custom among certain clans in Ireland.

He suggested that the word was a general term for

the Pre -Celtic population of the ‘ Pretannic
'

islands, and in the discussion which followed Prof.

R. A. S. Macalister supported this view and also

Prof. McNeil's application of the principle ofmaternal
descent to the distinction of Pictish elements in

Ireland, which he comiected with the reports of

Pictish polyandry in ancient authors.

Dr. C. Nicolaescu-Plop.sor, in quite another
direction, described the historical associations of a
striking exhibit of Celtic metalwork in Oltenia.

Anglo-Saxons.

A vei’A' important series of papers dealt with the

Anglo-Saxons in Britain and on the Continent.

Prof. F. Boeder, describing Eecent Finds in

continental Saxon cemeteries, drew attention to the

new and important discoveries of inhumation in

cemeteries of which Clalgenberg near Cuxhaven is an
example. Here burial -groimds of several periods

surround a Neolithic passage-grave and associated

fibuhe and pottery show that inhumation was
introduced in the la.st quarter of the fourth century,

well before the migration to Britain. He suggested

that the impulse came from the Roman provinct's of

North-eastern Gaul and that the absorption of such
foreign influences first by the aristocracy would
account for the comparative richm'.ss of the inhu-

mation burials compared with the poorer cremations
which continued alongside them. The appearance of

inhumation as well as cremation among the earliest

Saxon material in England thus bt^comes far less of a

problem than it has been hitherto.

Miss O'Reilly read T. C. Lethbridge's paper
Some jjroblems of the Anglo-Saxon Conquest. In
excavation on the Bran Ditch [Proc. Cantb. Ant. Soc.

XXXI isi XXXII) a large group of skeletons

accompanied by sub-Roman pottery, suggested a
massacre and makes it probable tliat the?>e frontier

earthworks were constructed not against the
Mercians but against the Britons, and that the
victories of Cynric, Ceawlin, and Cuthwulf between
552 and 571 a.u. in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle

indicates the expansion of an early mixed population
(Gewissae) from the upper Thames valley, until

foiled by the Anglian penetration of Gloucestershire

at the end of the sixth century (expulsion of Ceawlin
591). The few early objects from cemeteries between
Bedfordshire (Kempston) and the upper Thames
were due in his opimon to the survival of heirlooms
in later graves.

E. T. Leeds, on the Saxon Penetration of the

Upper Thames Begion, reaffirmed his belief m the
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early Saxon occupation of this district from the

N.E. in opposition both to the route from South-

ampton Water as given by the Anglo-Saxon
Chronicle and to the Thames Valley route which
he had at one time preferred. He emphasized the

distribution of cremation as an indication of the

earliest settlements, and the comparative lateness

of the connection between Kent and the Upper
Thames as evidenced by the decoration of saucer

-

brooches.

In discussion, Prof. Roeder deprecated the revival

of the ‘ heirloom theory ’ by Lethbridge to account

for the early material at Luton and Hitchin, and
thought that Mr, Leeds had established a case for

Saxon penetration of this region from the Wash.
T. D. Kendrick, on the other hand, supported

the ‘ heirloom theory ’ and urged that for that

reason more attention should be paid to the typology
of pottery and glass vessels on the lines laid dovni by
Prof. Roeder in dealing with the Galgenberg cemetery.
The tj’pology of breakables was more likely to

provide accurate dating than that of metal objects

whose durability made serious margins of chrono-

logical error possible.

The main points at issue thus lay in the extent

to which early Saxon penetration of the upper
Thames valley from the north-east can be deduced
with certainty from the archaeological material,

and the relation of such a movement, if it took
place, to the literary evidence. It is clear that
31r. Leeds’ argument would make nonsense of

practically the whole of the story in the Chronicle

dovTi to and including the campaign of Bedcanford
in 571, while Mr. Lethbridge is prepared to accept

the story from 552 onwards at any rate correlating

the Hamham Hill cemetery with the Battle of

Searobyrig in that year, the Guildown burials with
Wibbandun in 568, and the Icknield Way settlements
with Bedcanford in 571. All speakers seemed
tacitly to agree that the earlier part of the West
Saxon narrative in the Anglo-Saxoyi Chronicle

describing the advance from Southampton Water
in the first half of the sixth century is incompatible
with the archaEological evidence, except in so far

as it may preserve traditions of a Jutish rather
than of a Saxon occupation of that region and of

the Isle of Wight.
W. P. D. Stebbing, on Recent Evidence hearing on

the Fifth and Sixth Centuries, discussed the numis-
matic material afforded by the sub-Roman coin-

hoards from Lydney and Richborough and pointed
out the possibility of establishing connections
between these barbarized Roman tj’pes and some
designs on the early Saxon sceattas.

It was unfortunate that Dr. A. Tode and Dr. F.
Zeiss were not able to add to this discussion their

advertised papers on the Mainland Honies of the

A^igles, Saxons and Jutes, and on the Continental
Types in Anglo-Saxon material of the Sixth and
Seventh Centuries respectively.

Norsemen and Normans.
Prof. A. W. Brogger surv^eyed the History of the

Settlement of Ftorthem Horway. Inhabitation was
continuous through the stone and bronze ages to

the Korse settlement in the older iron age, with
steady progress of the existing population but no
fresh Germanic immigration. Archaeological ma-
terial shows that the outermost Xorse posts in the
older iron age lay no further north than Lofoten
and Vesteaalen. Farming, with subsidiary’ whaling,
supplied livelihood as in other Norse coast -districts.

Antiquities of Viking age from Finmark, usually
regarded as pro\*ing fixed Norse settlements,

indicate only isolated colonists trading with the
Finns.

Dr. H. Shetelig, to explain the yorman Invasions

of the Eighth Century, took accoimt of earlier mari-
time communications with northern lands. The
Romans, and then the Franks, occupied Friesland
to secure harbours for northern trade. Between
Demnark and Norway, on one hand, and Great
Britain and France, on the other, there was inter-

course, archoBologically attested, from the sixth
century, and the Norse knew the crossing to the
bhetlands and Ireland, and thence to the Loire and
Spain. The first raids, Lindisfarne 793, Ireland

800, Aquitaine (unsuccessfully) 799, were an
unforeseen danger to the West. Norse colonization

of Shotlands and Hebrides foresliadowed the great
invasion of Ireland in 820. Flanders and Friesland
were raided before 834, when the Frankish Empire
was first reached : in 879 three-quarters of Anglo-
Saxondom was conquered, Flandei*s was ceded to

Godfred 882, and the Norman duchy founded 911.

Colonizmg voyages to the Irish Sea must be dis-

tinguished from piratical descents on the Channel
and Atlantic coasts, often ending in conquest.
But sometimes Norsemen raided the continent, or
Danes attacked Irish colonies.

Miscellaneous.
Freiherr von Richthofen traced the Distribution

and Attribution of Proto -historic Pottery with Wavy-
line Decoration which has been regarded as a
specifically Slav feature. But in Finland, wKere
Scandinavian influence is strong in Viking times,

the wavy-line is found from Roman times onward.
Dr. Arne and Prof. Antoniewicz agreed that more

critical study is required.

Dr. H. O. Hencken developed his views on the his-

tory ofthe Early Tin Trade of Cornwall. His emphasis
on the trade-route from St. Michael’s Mount to the
Mediterranean via the Garonne, the pass of C’arcas-

sonne and Narbonne, led Mr. Leeds to point out
another route which, on the evidence of hoards, was
in more common use after the Middle Bronze Age,
namely, from the Breton ports to the Loire at

Tours, and thence through the Gap of Poitou and
across the central massif via Clermont Ferrand to

Vienne and down the Rhone.
C. F. C. Hawkes on The Life of Britain in the Early

Iron Age, summarized his views recently published
in Archceology in England and Wales, 1914—1931.

Dr. J. Brondsted described the very interesting

Megalithic tombs of the Roman Iron Age with corbelled

roofs in northern Jutland, to which Prof. T. J. Arne
mentioned possible parallels in Sweden.

Mile. F. Henry explained the technique and dis-

cussed the traditions of the Millefiori Enamels in
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Irish Metal-work

y

whereon Mr. Kendrick exhibited
slides of two puzzling circular brooches, showing
cloisonne enamel work, from Colchester and London,
to which Roman, mediaeval and intermediate dates
had been assigned. Mile. Henry, while unwilling

to commit herself to a date, quoted another from
Macon.

Excavations.

Several papers dealt with the excavation of
individual sites. G. C. Dunning described Salmonds-
hury Camp and a Saxon Hut at Bourton-on-the-Water,

J. H. Ci*aw di.scussed the Age of the Scottish Brocks in

the light of recent work on the Broch of Aikerness.

General Xagovicius gave a detailed accoimt of the

timber defences of the Migration Period Hill-fort

ApiiolCy in Lithuania. Prof. V. Gordon Childe had
examined a Small Fort ivith Secondary Souterram at

Castlelaiv, Alidlothian, which opened up important
questions on the activities of the population " between
‘ the walls ' in the early da^ s of the Roman occupa-

tion of Scotland. Prof. A. E. van Giffen’s excava-

tion of a ‘Terp ’ at Ezinge in Holland, revealing houses

of so-called ‘ basilican ’ type in the Early Iron Age
levels, suggested the survival of pre-Teutonic

building trailitions. Dr. H. Kjaer, House and

Village in Denmark in pre-Boman and Roman times,

traced the development of various types of settle-

ment, in the light of recent research in Jutland.
Prof. G. Schwantes gave a remarkable exposition

of the Excavation of Timber Structures at Haithabu,
in Schleswig, on methods which rival (if they do
not surpass) thos.e employed in recent years in

detecting wooden buildings at such English sites as

Riehborough and Colchester.

Dr. W. Hansen demonstrated the Use of Air-

photography for Archceological Purposes in the
Hamburg region. From his illustrations, however,
it would apjiear to have been employed rather for

the survey and description of sites already known,
than for the discovery and identification ofnew ones.

The Section had certainly a most interesting pro-

gramme laid before it. One may perhaps regret

the dropping out of so many promised papers

—

9 out of 35—particularly the disappearance of three

important contributions on the Eastern activities

of the Vikings. But regret is tempered by the
reflection that the time was all too short for the
proper discussion even of the papers which were
delivered, AVhat would have happened, had the
programme been followed in full, one hesitates to

think. J. N. L. MYRES.

REVIEWS: ARCHAEOLOGICAL
Britain: Archaeology.

Christian Art in Ancient Ireland. VoL I. Edited

by Dr. Adolf Mahr, Keeper of Irish Antiquities, nr n
National Aluseum, Dublin. Dublin, 1932. 4.30
Cr. folio, xxvii pp. 80 pi.

This important folio volume, edited hy Dr, Mahr
on behalf of the Government of Saorstat Eireann,

and issued by the Stationery Ottice, Dublin, repre-

sents the first part of a work to be completed in

two volumes. This volume contains a twelve-page

Introduction and SO plates of illustrations prepared
by the Ordnance Survey Office, Dublin.

The Introduction presents, with admirable brevity,

competence and lucidity, the setting in which Irish

Christian art flourished, the problems of its complex
origin, of its amazing excellence, of its decline

;

and defines the successive styles which mark its

evolution. One expected that a study such as this

by a scholar with a continental training would
provide novelties of treatment and outlook and
this is realized. An important and valuable featrue

of the book is the inclusion of material from conti-

nental—^particularly Scandinavian—museums, much
of which is new to most of us ;

another is the stress

laid on the study of all surviving techniques in

various media—^metal, parchment, leather, stone,

for a just appraisement of the culture they represent

;

there is also a warning as to the imperfection of the

record, due to the lost techniques in organic sub-

stances such as basketry and wood carving.

Dr. Mahr discusses the survival of La Tene art

through the “ dark centuries,’' a subject on which
attention has been focused as a result of Mr. Ken-
drick’s recent work on hanging bowls, but though

he throw's out suggestive remarks, he has no definite

theory to present.

The classification of Irish art adopted in the
introduction is as foliow's :

—

I. The Vernacular Keltic Style : 7th-8th
century.

II. The Hiberno -Viking : 850—1000.
III. The “ Last Animal Style ”

: 1000-1125.
IV. The Hibemo-Romanesque Style: 1125—

Anglo-Xorman Conquest.

Each period is summarily related to the historical

background.
This review is a brief statement rather than a

critical survey, for which the materials are not
available. The analysis and dating of the objects
illustrated on the Plates is reserved for the next
volume; and a reviewrer, invited to appraise part
only of an organic whole, may be pardoned for
postponing such appraisement.

It can at least be said that the book presents a
wonderful series of large scale reproductions of
photographs of outstanding, characteristic or ex-
ceptional examples of the marvellous Early Christian
art of Ireland, and we w'armly congratulate the
Government of Saorstat l5ireann on this new
evidence of their appreciation of the “ vital function
which art has in the life of a nation.” But w'e

fail to appreciate why, when a w'ork of such magni-
tude and of such archaeological, historical and
artistic importance is plamied, the Editor should
be so rushed by his official superiors as to be unable,
as he himself notes, to ensure the highest excellence
in all the plates, or to correct errors in the captions.
It is not fair to a scholar of Dr. Mahr’s competence
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and reputation. We can only hope that the second
volume, which will be eagerly awaited, will be
produced in a more leisurely fashion, and that
the world-wide demands of scholars and lovers

of Irish art will soon render necessary a new edition

of the volume imder review, in which the minor
faults will be corrected. CYRIL FOX.

Roman Britain, By R. G, Collingwood, Clarendon
Press. 1932. Cr. 8 i’0 , 160 pp. Xew enlarged

edition. 6.s.

This revised edition of ^Ir. Collingwood's Roman
Britam is the outcome of his desire to place his

argument in the newer perspective created by
Romano -British archaeological research in the last

nine years. It is short, clear, vivid, and may be
read with interest and understanding by those
whose knowledge of history is slight. For this

reason I commend it to ethnologists whose im-
pressions of the material and the methods of history
and archaeology so often seem a dull, grotesque
reflection of ethnological theories. Since the archae-

ologist has to rely mainly on what has been preserved
in the groiuid through many centuries, iiis data
are necessarily concrete and objective, and contrast
in these characteristics with much of the loose
data of ethnology that are so often a product of
introspection followed by projection into savage
behaviour.
Some anthropologists speak about ‘ culture

contacts ’ as though the only way in which they
can be studied is by investigations among primitive
peoples. To these people Mr. Collingwood's book
may be recommended, for it deals almost entirely
with questions of diffusion. The diffusion of
Roman culture traits into Celtic culture is mainly
in the form of indirect diffusion, it exemplifies
diffusion by contiguity as well as by conquest, and
it illustrates diffusion of process as against mechanical
diffusion of objects. By indirect diffusion I mean
that the Romans did not just come from Rome and
dump down their culture on the Britons. Nothing
so crude happened. The Roman armies in Britain
were composed of Romans only in the sense that
they were men who had accex>ted many of the more
pFOininent behaviour-forms of Roman citizens.
The very medium through which Roman culture
was to be diffused to the Celts was something
different from Roman channels, for it had undergone
innumerable cultural modifications and fusions.
Not only was the medium of diffusion, the Roman
legions, a product of cultural fusion, but most of
the objects of Roman culture which they brought
to Britain had been deeply influenced by foreign
techniques. Thus Samian pottery was being pro-
duced in South Gaul about the time when Britain
was conquered, and it is from there, rather than
from Italy, that this type of pottery was imported
into Britain. Romano-British style in sculpture
also probably came from Roman CJaul.

By diffusion by contiguity as well as diffusion
by conquest, I mean that before the conquest of
Britain in the reign of Claudius, the Celts of south-
east England appear to have already borrowed
widely from their semi-Romanized neighbours, the

Gauls. By diffusion of process as against mechanical
diffusion of objects, I mean the importation of

objects which the Celts themselves could manu-
facture and transform through their indigenous
technicpie. Hence, one can tell those objects which
were directly imported from Italy from the same
type of object made in Britain.

Diffusion is never a simple mechanical process,

a wholesale taking over of foreign products without
changing them. It is not a thrusting of culture

traits on a submissive and unresponsive people.

It is a dual rather than a unilateral process; the

people who take over a trait assimilate it to their own
modes of behaviour. A craftsman who has always
worked in the technique of his culture does not
reproduce with complete faith the artifacts of a

superior culture. It is not necessarily a deficiency

in craftsmanship which makes him change foreign

traits when reproducing them, but rather it is due
to the fact that he is conditioned by the training

of his owm culture. Hence wv find imported types

and forms of artifacts w'hich nevertheless display

the dominant traits of indigenous techniitue.

The history of Rtiman Britain w^ell illustrates

these processes of culture fusion, and it has been
excellently brought out by Mr. Collingwood that

diffusion spells fusion. The Roman armies first

used imported pottery, but early in the second

century we find a hybrid Romano-Celtic pottery

displaying Celtic traits in type of fabric, shape of

vessels, and ornamentation (pp. 95-103). The same
fusion took place, but apparently to a far lesser

degree, in metal-working (pp. lOT-lOS). Even
w'here we would least expect it w^e find subtle

indigenization ’ of foreign culture traits. The
Celt had no sculpture before the Romans came,

and w’^e might have expected a mute imitation of

imported forms. But even here we find the same
process at w'ork. For if the Celt had no sculpture,

he was trained in pottery and metal-working,

and this training compelled him to express in his

new" art of sculpture some of the dominant charac-

teristics of his ow"n indigenous art. Mr. Collingwood

makes this point cjuite clear w"hen he asks w"here the

sculptor of the Bath Gorgon learnt his principles

of sculpture, and answers his question by inviting

us to turn back to the photograph of the Desborough
mirror. In both, the serpentine curved lines are

unmistakably the dominant artistic expression.

But in this case we cannot say that a Romano

-

British style w"as established, for specimens are

few and far between, and the first promise of fruit

was early frosted (pp. 114-121). The author gives

the impression that least of all did Celtic culture

stamp the written Latin tongue. ‘‘ Britain contri-

buted little or nothing to belles-lettres ’’ (pp. 122—

124).

An. important feature, admirably brought out

by the author, is revealed by his analysis of the

fusion of Roman and Celtic cultures. Those
things which were already in use in the indigenous

culture and w'hich we may suppose w-ere in con-

sequence best adapted to its social processes,

undergo the greatest ‘ indigenization.’ Around
common pots, which were the ordinary household
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utensils of everybody, was developed^ the stablest

native teclmique. After the tirst retreat before
Roman types of pottery in tlie second half of the
first century, Celtic technique n^vived early in the
second century, and a Inbrid Romano -Cel tic-

pottery comes on the scene. By the fourth century
Celtic elements in this mixture are increasingly

preponderant (pp. 100-101). The common Ceitic

brooch also maintained its own agahist Roman
forms, and there sprang up a thriving industry in

Romano-Celtic brooches in the northern parts of

Britain which were less subject than the south to

Roman influence. Intensity of contact is ht-rc

showTL to be an important factor in the vitality

of native industries. Towards the end of the

second century the Xorthumbrian school ofRomano

-

British metal-work died out, but the continued
vitality of the common Celtic brooch compares,
as Mr. Collingwood aptly notes (p. 106), with the

fate of less widely-used metal ornaments. The
Britons clung to their native brooch-forms far

more tenaciously than to the more ambitious
and expensive objects—mirrors and so forth

—

“ which were especially used by the upper cla.-^ses

;

for the upper classes were most susceptible to
“ Romanizing influences. . . .

’ In speaking of

pottery and metal-work, we are dealing with

productions not only used by the Celts themselves

before the Roman conquest but used widely in

villages as well as in towns, but when we come to

speak of sculpture, we are dealing vith material

not used by the Celts at all and without use or

purpose for the common people. We find that then-

craftsmen made a slight and occasional effort to

utilize it as a medium for their habitual decorative

forms, a failure which contrasts with their success

at incorporating Roman pottery and metal-working

into their culture, Xeither did the Celts have a

written language, and it is diflicult to see to what
cultural use they could have put it outride the

sophisticated urban areas. Here, again, failure to

absorb a foreign trait is evhlent.

In this context of diffusion. Mr. Collingwood ^

conclusion may be mentioned that ” on the whole
“ (it is) probable that the villa -s\ stem is a Romanized

version of something which exi:^ted in Britain

before the Romans came " (pp. 79-80). Owing
to the nature of the data upon \\hieh the history of

Roman Britain is foimded, it is diflicult to discover

what eflect Roman culture had on less tangible

traits of Celtic culture. It is comparatix ely easy

to trace what happened in the diffusiou of techno-

logical traits, because there exists concrete evidence,

whereas spiritual things do not leave such obvious

traces behind them. Xevertheless, it is evident

from concrete remains that fusion of native and im-

ported elements took place in the sphere of religion.

A great part of Romano -Bi-itish theology centred

around gods and goddesses with Celtic as well as

Roman names, e.g. Sul at Bath was identical with

Minerva. It is doubtful, however, whether the

native cults of the peasants were influenced b^*

Roman theology, but such cults leave no archteo-

logical evidences behind them.
Roman Gaul survived the Barbarian invasions,

[

whereas in Haverfield's words between Roman
Jh'itain and Anglo-Saxon Kngland there is a
great gulf fixed.'’ ^Ir. Collingwood Migge.sts

the reason for this gulf. It was only the British

aristocracy which were dt-eply affected by Roman
modes of ifle. Tin- \illage areas v«‘r<‘ probably
little affected by Roman culture. The comparison,
quoted above, made by Mr. Cullmgwood betveen
the fate of Celtic metal-work in broocli forms and
its fate in mort^ elaborate and luxurious objects,

suggests this. Excavation of British village.s also

suggests that they were little subject to Romanizing
influences. Indt-ed, tin- author says that ” the

inhabitants of these villages were almost entirely

untouched by the influence of Roman civilization

(pp. 80-93). though nati\e arts and crafts wen'
dcstroyi-d by imported Roman goods. He com-
pares the process which took place to the way in

whicli a native African village is affected by the
importation of foreign ck>th, and ttjols, which,
though they have driven out native industries,

ha\'e left no deep and la.sting influence on maimers
and customs. The Britons had to use portable
objects of Roman fashion, and that is all.

Roman culture, or rather the culture of Roman
Gaul, was strung only in the villas and towns,
and it is due to this fact that littl(' of it survived
the 8axon invasions. The Saxons had only to

destroy these material evidences of Roman culture,

and tlu'y had swept awa\' Roman culture altogether
since it had not penetrated deep into the tribal

life of the Britons. Only the leaders of society were
Rumamzed, not societv itself.

E. E. EVAXS-PRITCHARD.

Archaeology in England and Wales. 1914-1931. By
T. L). Ktndrick and C, F. C. Ilawkts, London^
1932. 8ro. Pp, xU, 371; 20 plates, 123 255
illustrations. Price 18s. net.

The general interest in antiquity has grown very
rapidly in thi* last twi'iity years, and a book of this

kind was becoming necessary to several classes of
readers. The County Archaologies which Mr. Kend-
rick is ciliting, valuable as they are, need some kind
of backgrounil and geiit-ral book of reference.
Current facilities for visiting sites of all sorts
make the common tourist's ignorance of what he
is seeing more eoiisjiieuous, as his occasions multiply;
and there is a growing number of persons genuinely
interested, and grateful for help to appreciate what
their realU' exteii'-'iN'e tra\a‘ls put within their reach.
Only the newspapers still think it amuses })eople

to be told that archaeologists can talk sense and be
interesting.

This useful book is therefore opportune as well as
excellently planned and written out. Recent finds

stand out clearly, as they should, against a
backgromid of the ’ common knowledge ’ so diflicult

to convey without becoming cither slipshod or
dull. The things-to-be-done-next emerge among the
things -Weil-done, m a stimulating and prov'oeative
way. Tlie subject as a vhole is presented as a
campaign, with a strategy, as well as a drill, of its

ovnci

;

' methods and aims '—to borrow a classic
title-page—are illustrated by achievements, faith
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by works : problems are solved amhnlando,

by cross country field-work and a geographical

outlook, no less than excarmido. by what should

alway.s be a ' crucial experiment.’ So it is the

spirit, no less than the substance, of such a book as

this, that is welcome
;

and doubly welcome,

illustrated in members of the British Museum's
staff. J. L. M.

A Handbook of the Prehistoric Archaeology of

Britain. B>j several authors. Oxford : Printed

for the liiternntloned Prehistoric Congress. 1932.

Sro, Pp. rh'i, 75 .* illustrated.

Tills admirable summary of the main features of

British Archaeology was designed for tlie members of

the First International Congress of Prehistoric and
Protohistoric Sciences, but it deserves a wider and more
lasting circulation. The seven contributors, IMessrs,

Burkitt, Childe, Fox, Hawkes, Kendrick, Leeds, and
Ralegh Radford, are well known in their respeiUive

studies, and have observed a just sense of proportion.

They have rightly avoided controversales, and told a

plain .^tory ot what a foreign visitor should try to si^e ;

what he niay expect to hear British colleagues dis-

cus.-.ing or quoting; and wiu'. Each chapter has a
serviceable list of books and principal articles in

journals : and there are enough illustrations to aid the

memory without distracting from tiie text. The
Roman Periotl is so easily accessible in C)ther popular
books, and takes (after all) so narrow a space in the

long story, that the .six pages assigned to it here are

not unreasonably few : the Roman withrlrawal

was ** the end, not indeed of all that Rome hacl meant
“ for Britain, but rather of what Britain had meant for

Rome ’ ip. 59), How' the topics included in this

Handbook lend themselves to expansion, members of

the Congress by this time know well enough, and the

three Discourses, given at its evening sessions, illustrate

(Max, 1932, 242, 244-5), Before long we may hope to

hav'e them, too, in print
;
but this useful Handbook

will not he easily superseded. J. L. M.

Catalogue of an Exhibition of Recent Archaeological
Discoveries (Prehistoric and Saxon Epochs)
in Great Britain. Fifth Temporary E.rhibition

of the London Museum. Augu.st, 1932. 8ro.

Pp. 46. Published by the Museum. London, /S.UM.
Price 6d. net.

This exhibition was arranged to give to the members
of the Prehistoric Congress '' a concrete illustration of
“ the materials " available for British arclueologists, and
to show the public, too, the extent and variety of current
archieological work. Seeing that it was only about
1880 that General Pitt -Rivers turned from comparative
technology to lay the scientitic foundations of excavation
as an instrument of the study of the past, and only
about 1890 that Haverheld began to introduce young
workers in Roman Britain to the system and team-work
of the German explorers on the Limes, here is indeed
something which we may be proud to show to foreign

guests. A previous exhibition at University College

in 1929 attracted some public attention. This one
should be very popular ; for there is a real and growing
interest in antiquity, and clearer appreciation of what
the past—even the archaeological past—holds for the
present.

All periods of British archccology are represented
here, and the Director, Dr. R. E. M. Wlieeler, acknow-
ledges the help of experts in every field. A special

note of thanks is due to the Colchester and Essex Museum
and its curator, Mr. M. R. Hull, for liberal loans; and
to the Ipswich Corporation Museum, and Mr. Guy

Maynard, for a fine palceolithic series. The special

exhibits should, of course, bo compared with the London

Museum's own rich store of material.

Besides originals of all sorts, a helpful background is

provided by the fine modt'Is of excavatefl sites, sections,

plans, and photographs; and by the Ordnance Survey s

exhibit of air-photographs, of which a separate catalogue

is publisherl. J-

Air-Photography.

Catalogue of Air-Photographs Exhibited by the

rffcp-n Oi'dnance Survey. London. 1932. 8w.

9hX Pp, 13. The London Museum. Price ^vl. yiet.

^ Air-photography is now so well recognized an aid

to archfeological research, an<l our own Royal An Force

has taken such a leading part in this work, that it was

a gracious compliment to the International Congress

of Prehistoric Arclitcology, that tlie Ordiianet' Sur\e\

should authorize its archreological officer, Mr. O. (L S.

Crawford, to arrange a display of arehaailogicai air-

photographs as temporary exhibit in tlie

London Museum [Max, 1932, 240.] Of the 41 views

here described, the majority depict neolithii* camps,

sacred circles, barrows, fortified \’illages, and ' Celtic

field systems ; then comes Porchester Castle, and Caistor,

for Roman sites ; then Wansdyke, some strqi l\uiehets and

ri<lg('-and-fuiTow systems; a wonderful gronji of monu-

ments and tracks around Figsbury Rings; and. finally,

the White Horse at Ufiington, the ' deserted viUage

of Grimsthorpe, and a sunken sea-wall in the fecilly

Islands showing submergence within human times.

The descriptions are supplemented liy references to the

literature ; and, for purchase, each photograph may be

ordered by its negative number. J* B. M.

Forgeries.

Les Fraudes en Archdologie Prehistorique avec

quelques exemples de comparaison en

259 archeologie generale et sciences naturelles.

By A. Vaysun de Prademie. Pp. 676, 46 plates

and 40 [igures. Paris. Xaung, 1932.

In this volume, M. Vayson de Pradenne, a former

President of the Societe Prehistorique F'ranyaise, has

dealt with a problem in archaeological research which

has often been neglected but which has always been

envisaged by those who have desired to introduce

.scientific methods into the field-work of the acti\e

members of archaeological expethtions.

The author is to be heartily congratulated upon his

work. He begins by dealing with a selection of the

well-known frauds in arch eology and shows with what

emotional fervour each was supporteil at th(‘ time.

Commencing with the ieonoliths of Wurzburg he takes

us to view the forgeries of the ?^wiss lake dwellings, the

engra\ed bones of the Chaffaud Grottos, the ' tertiary
’

man of Calaveras, the Mnikow Cave frauds, the Breonio

flints, the Clyde finds, the * jilaiited ' flints of the island

of Riou and tlie inscriptions of La Chapelle. Further

he illustrates his thesis, and throws light on the psycho-

logy of the learned dupe', by an account of other frauds

such as the amazing manuscripts of Vrain-Liicas; the

Curium Treasure; Professor Berg’s mummy; and the

world famous tiara from South Russia, wliieh. resting

in the Louvre, excited the whole of the learned world

for weeks.
Finally he deals in admirable fashion with the under-

lying causes of these frauds an^l the methods by which

their success is achie\ ed. M ith a clear insight he points

out the amazing similarities between the credulous

archieologist and the psychical researcher. Indeed his
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analysis of the fraud and the dupe might erjually well be
applied to the medium and the psychical researcher. The
arguments which are adduced in support of the archeo-
logical fraud are identical with those generally used to
buttre.ss the claims of the fraudulent medium. The
dupe is swayed by precisely the same kiritl of emotional
factors and resists any methoils likely to clarify the
situation and reveal the truth. His passion for ’ finds

'

IS as his brother s passion for ‘ phenomena.' Both
offer themselves as victims and soon become so. Just
as the price of antiquities and mediums tends to rise,

so (hies the incentive to produce fraudulent products
grow. Scepticism is treated with disdain and is often
put down to jealously or ignorance. Thus is the field

for fraud extended and tht* methods of the forger made
easier by the very persons who are destined to be the
victims.

How far such frauds are active in archamlogy few
know. The fact that leading experts have almost
always been found to support the reality of wliat has
afterwards been proved to be fraudulent is not a hopeful
sign. And indeed Vayson de Pradenne is not
reassuring. Xtathtu* iia-^ he any signiticant proposals to
offer in order to a\mid future scandals. The ordinary
archaeologist knows little, if anything, of the psychology
of fi’tiud and misdirection; of malobservation and
transposed memory. Indeed, in this matter, he is

worse ecpiipped than tiie more sober psychical researcher.
Fortimatt'ly, unlike those of his odd brother, his results

are mainly material and permanent. They can be
exainuied, analwsed and compared, and do not vanish
away in the darkness of the seance room. It is here
that the solution of our problem lies. Through the
progress of comparative study and the development of

analytical technique will fraudulent objects be exposed.

and the theorii's reared upon faulty observations will

gradually be corrected. In the meantime the archaeo-

logist ought to be grateful for the warning that M. Vayson
do Pradenne has given him, and, being grateful, may be
led to take heed. g j dixGWALL.

Europe ; Prehistoric.

L'Homme des Cites lacustres. By Oeorffrs Ooury.
Pana Picard. 193-. (2 17*/,5). ^lo. Pyu 77S, nnn
U’ 7/' 40 p/a/cv cuid 940 7/ '(‘‘//n/nja.y Price 00 /c.v. /Kn

This is the s(‘cond instalment of Goury's
Prtcis' (farrheoiogir pre}> istorique. of whirh the first part,
Ornjinc ft i'rolntfon (h VhuiinhC, appeared m 1927.
Tlie title does not epute fully df'seribe its scope, for it

includes land settlements as well as lake-dwtdlings,
and the whole of ' mesolithic ' mdnstnes.
But it is only m the lake-dwellings that we have a
coinprehfmsivc and continuous view of tlu? conditions
of life between tlu^ close of the last ’ cave-]>eriod

and the stratified * tells ‘ of the chalcoiithic and bronze
cultures; and for purpose.-^ of popular reconstruction,
at all events, oni' must ’ begin with the known.'
M. Goury's archtcological competence is attested by
his memoirs on (‘xcavated s,ites, Ln dnietiue dr la

Ju'ftirr dr HfUi-'t and 1/ Enceinte d'Haulzy et sa yie'rrnjtole^

issued by the same publisher. He writes clearly and
easil\ . aii<l M. Bouillon's oriLrmal drawings are .-^upjile-

mented by others from current works. Xaturally, the
antiquities of France and Belgium furnish most of the
examjiles, but justie(' is done to Mork m other countries.

In the second volume, tlie difficult question of racial

distributions and sequences is discussed; and then' is

a couvenaeit summary of the Glozel controcersy m
the intro<iuction. J. L. M.

REVIEWS: MISCELLANEOUS.
Tales told in Togoland. By A. TP. CardinaU.
Pp. 290. 74 oi. X o ni. Oxford Univtr-'^ity Pres-'n.

1931. 20l
Mr. Cardinal! in his leisure hours during his

duties as District C’oinnus-jioncT of the Cioid C'oa^t lia:^

well employe(j lii'^ tune m making thi' exteiir^ive and
interest iiig collt'ction of native folk-tales presented in

tins volume. He hu':. arrayed the stones uitliuiit any
<u>mm('nts or exegctical notes, but a gootl index is

provided. The stones are grouped mainly according
to their tiicmes—^creation myths, fairii's, huntc^^., etc.,

but one cannot htdp regretting that no notes hc'ive been
added, which would greatly have enhanced the value
of the collection. One i.'j grateful, howevt'r. that so good
an example has been set to officials similarly placed
elsewhere, for on the present generation devolves tlie duty
of recording what is left of native loro and custom. Tlie

influence of rail and air communication, of broadcasting
and ciriematograplis, will render the task well-nigh
impossible for tiiose that come after us.

The volume has been published under the auspices
of the Inti'i'iiational Justitut«‘ of African Languages
and Cultur(‘s, but it is regrettable that it has been
necessary to ciiarge so high a price a.s 16s. for a small
volume that coiitaiii'' no illustrations, nor any fo(ttnott>s.

special types, or othei features that add materially to the
cost ot production. This cuiuintnit docs not imply that
the vtiluiiK* IS not worth its price, but unless books on
folklore are issued at really popular prices, one cannot
expect an extended interest in the subject amongst
general readers, who must pf'rforce seriously consi<ler

all ' luxury ' spending. WARKEX R. DAUTiOX.

Gottingen Studies in Ethnology (Vorarbeiten zur

Geschichte der Gottinger Universitat und Bib-
liothek 1931). No.4. Die Besiedlung der alten /Bz
Neuseeland. (Dr. P. TP. Buchrndfui). 1931.

No. 5. Die Gruppen-ehe. [Dr. P. Onni), 1931.
No. 9. Cristoph Meiners und die Volkerkunde.
{A. //7f ), 1931. No. 10. Die Ethnographische Samm-
lung der Universitat Gottingen. (Hoa6- P/7t•^^t).
Pp. 4S, U'dli 24 plintoijrajdnc jdad'i.

tiottingcn's contril)Ution to ethnology is siifPicientlv

indicated by its principal dates. Buttner's private
collection, acquired in 1709, included ‘ foreign costuiiu^s
‘ and masks, a Lappland boat with ruddier, a magic
' drum, a Turkish ornament set with stones.’ and the
like. In 1776, J. F. Blumenba<‘h IxM^ani'* ' suh-inspector
‘ of the academic cabinet ’ before taking liis doctor's
degree, and things began to move, with the help (among
other foreign friends) of Sir Jo'>eph Banks and th(' British
Afrii'an Asmciation. Expeditions wi're organized, and
douhtles.s through Banks valuable material was acejuired
from Cook’s voyages, and ('s])eciHlly from Cook's natural-
ist. J, R. Forster. Certainly, to judge from this cata-
logue and its illustrations. Gottiugmi was very fortunate
in its opportunities.

If Christopher Meiners is not so well known or generallv
appi'(‘ciatt‘d as some of his contem})or<ines m earlv
ethnology, it is rather because be wTote too much than
too little, p’or an eighteenth - century professor a
bibliography of lOa items is unusual, e\en taking into
account Gottingen’s early adoption of periodical publica-
tion forks output of learning, and Heiners' forty years'
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activity. This well-constructed and usefully docu-
mented study is a real contribution to the history of
ethnology, and puts Meiners' work into the high x>lace
it deserves among that of his contemporaries and
successors. Dr. Ihle deserves well of English colleagues
for his generous recognition of the fruitful collaboration
of German and English thinkers as well as explorers, in
the early days of Gottingen.

Dr. Buchmann's anthropogeographical study of the
Maori settlement of Xew Zealand is valuable botli for its

review of a difficult subject, and for its exemplifications of
ethnological method. In little more than a hundred
pages it offers therefore a .substantial contribution to the
student’s equij)rnent.

Dr. Grau describes his essay on group mariiage as a
‘‘ modest contribution to the study of an important racial

institution : but it deals also thoughtfully with
the numerous questions with which the subject is * en-
‘ wreathed,' m the course of a careful review of the
distribution of various types of such systems, including
Ca'sar's famous accoimt of the Britons, and Andrew
Lang's ' Firaum in Scotland ' (Max, FJOS), both of
which he fin<ls good reason to (exclude from his geo-
graphical survey. J. L. M.

Romane Giiia John Sampsoneste. Poems in Pomnni
u'lth Enghsli lietidef tngs. Pg John Sampson^
Oj'jorJ^ 10 ,31 . P]). 28 ,

n'lfk frnyitispicce hy
Angustu-i John. Price Is. 6d. net.

In this choice collection one of the finest English
students and lovers of gyjisy lore has illustrated the
poetic range and power of gypsy speech. A few of
these piece.s are translated or adapted from well-known
metrical originals; the " composed for the pleasure'

of myself and my friends " in familiar accentual
rhymes, with no claim to be specifically gypsy in

thought and feeling,” are nevertheless eloquent
testimony to the “ charm and magic ” of an ancient

[September, 1932.

language “ unfettered by any literary tradition and
no less to intimate appreciation of its excellences by
a poet of rare distinction. While only a few details of

^yP^y folklore 0('*cur. the wedding “ over a branch of the
yellow broom ” (pp, 19, 2.5), and the cutting of the

couple's names *' on the beechen book beside us ” (p. 19),
there are glimpses of a world of old lore in The, Moon
(Xo. 13), the Good Tidings of a new deity (No. 15), and
the Piomani GawJeamus (Xo. 23),

"
J. L. M.

Social Organization and Ceremonial Institutions
Bomvana. By P. A. W. Cook, M.A.,

B.EcL Cape Town (Juta d: (’o.). Xd. Pp. xi

-r 171. 1(3 p/iofographs.
Mr. Cook has not been fortunate in his publishers.

Tlie book is meanly produced. The proofs were read
carelessly, if read at all. The author's composition is

infantile, his grammar not above reproach. This sort of
stopless sentence disfigures his pages : These women

are ^aitl agana they are giving presents (or they are
difoecating as the delicate Bomvana idiom has it).”

(*S3c.) How much of the vernacular he knows, he does
not say, but his reproduction of native terms is erratic,
and on page lu.5 he writes amafJanu., ' five,’ for amatatu,
"

three. The unattractiveness of this little volume must
not, however, blind us to its value. Europeans hav'e been
in contact with the Xosa-speaking tribes of South Africa
for '-.ome centuries, but have written singularly little

about them that is of scientific importance. As a pioneer
attempt to study one of these tribes, Mr. Cook's effort is

worthy of praise. The people he selects live near the
coast in the Transkei, whither they were driven from
what is now Xatal. His description lacks completeness.
Me would draw attention particularly to his account of
the iznluko (the patrilineal exogamous groups), the
fnkahi (names given to a chief's followers and the area
over which he rules), the initiation rites, and the sacred
herds. E. W. S.

CORRESPONDENCE.
The Age of the Skeleton from Oldoway, Tanganyika.

\^The Editor of Xattre has kindly pe^mitttd th^
rcpuhJmatwn of the fothmong J^dU r dated 'Ti)

1932, Xatuke, 130 , 237 ; 13 Aug.. 1932.]

Sir,—-Dr. L. S. B. Leakey s {-laim tha.t the Oldowavman
of Homo sapiens type wa^ iniried in Bed 2 of his succes-
sion, before the formation of the ov('rlying Rials 3 and .5.

rests on his statement that no material from Beds 3 and 5
was found in intimate a^.s(a lation with the skeleton in
the burial, although su(*h material is found lying in the
present surface -slopes of the gorge at and near the site.
{Snhire, 129, 721, 14 May, 1932.)
On discussing the matter with Professor D. M. S.

M'atson and Mr. A. T. Hopwood, I came to the con-
clusion that more thorough investigation of this critical
evidence was desirable, especially as subsequent altera-
tion of rock-material in the neighbourhood of the
skeleton might have rendered it less easily recognizable
than in its unaltered condition. I therefore suggested
that the deposits of Bed.s 2. 3, 4 and .5, as well as the
material found within the ribs of the skeleton, should be
carefully re-examined, yir. Hopwood kindly supplied
typical samples of Beds 2, 3, 4 and 5 collected by him
at Oldoway. The petrological investigation of the
deposits was undertaken at the Imperial College by
Dr. J. D. Solomon, who had formerly worked with
Dr. Leakey in East Africa and was familiar with the
occurrence of similar beds in the field. Dr. Solomon

found that each of the deposits possessed distinctive
lithological and mineralogieal characters. The way
now being clear for a useful examination of the grav^e-
contents. Professor Reck, at Mr. Hopwood's request,
persuaded Professor Th. Mollison of Munich to send us a
sample of material which, he assures us, was part
’ of the material in which the Oldoway skeleton had

been embedded." Dr. Solomon, Mr. Hopwood and I
together examined this material. It contains (u) pea-
sized bright red pebbles like those of Bed 3, and (5) chips
of concretionary limestone indistinguishable from that of
Bed 5 and enclosing at least one mineral (an amphibole),
in relative abundance, not found in Beds 2 and 3, but
present in Bed 4.

Assuming, therefore, that the provenance of the
materials supplied to us is as stated (and we have no
reason to doubt it), the Oldoway interment is not
contemporaneous with Bed 2 containing Chellean-
Acheulean implements, but was made after the formation
of the surface concretionary limestone {* steppe-lime ’) of
Bed 5, that is post-Aurignacian.

The samples are being kept for reference in the British
Museum (Xatural History), South Kensington.

P. G. H. BOSWELL.
Department of Geology,

Imperial College of Science and Teehnologv,
London, S.W.7.

Eyre and Spottiswoode LimxED, His Majesty's Printers, East Harding St., I^Kindon, E,C.4.
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Polynesia: Technology. Hornell.
The oldest complete Polynesian Canoe Hull in existence,* By Jaynes Hornell.

When Captain Wallis in H.M.S. ‘ Dolphin ’ was exploring among the South Sea Islands in 4CQ
1767. he obtained and subsequently brought home a small canoe from an atoll in the eastern £00
section of the Tuamotu Archipelago. This canoe, now one of the prized possessions of the British

Museum, is fortunately still in perfect condition, except for the loss of its outrigger.

To-day such an authentic relic of ancient canoe design is of very great value, for, unfortunately,

much of the data available for a comparative study of the old sea-craft of Polynesia too often is

either meagre, suspect or obviously inaccurate. Even in regard to models, time and again I have
been impressed with the need to exercise great caution in accepting their evidence on structural

details. It is exceptional to find them made to amThing approaching a correct scale ; their small

size and the primitive tools used in their construction usually precluded accurate detail
:

generally

there is a simplification of design and the suppression of what are often features of importance to the

ethnologist. Seldom were they made specifically as diminutive replicas of the actual workaday
canoes

;
more often they were originally toy canoes used by the island lads and men in their water

games
;

these in particular are characterized by a reduction of parts, most marked in regard to the

number of the outrigger booms ; others, more carefully fashioned with a view to please the eye of

the white visitor, are frequently less accurate than the toy canoes.

Actual canoes in the absence of photographs are therefore invaluable as affording authentic

information of structural design and detail in former days and as checks upon the modifications which
their types have undergone since European contact was established. The canoe brought home by
Captain Wallis is an instance in point, for it enables us to certify that a few' remote islands in the

eastern section of the Tuamotu Archipelago retain to-day many archaic features lost in part or

entirely by the islands to the north-w'est.

Strangely enough this canoe has never been described, and the only figure of it that has appeared is

a poor and inaccurate drawing in Edge-Partington's ‘ Album ’ (Series I, pi. 4, fig. 1). Like most of the

inshore and lagoon canoes of the Tuamotus it is quite small, barely 12 feet 9 inches in length overall.

For its length, the beam and height amidships are notably great, being 27 inches and 25 inches

respectively. It is double-ended and carvel built, all parts sewn together with sennit braid. The
bottom is moderately rounded but sharp along the middle line owing to the presence of a prominent
keel, narrow and deep. On this keel rounding sides are raised, built up of four main series of short

lengths of planking sewn end to end to form more or less regular strakes. A short transverse break-

* This canoe would actually be the oldest existing Island, New Zealand, is now in the Dominion Mu.seum,
Polynesian canoe were it not that a primitive dug'Out, Wellington, N.Z.

in fragmentary condition, found in a swamp in South
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water at each enfl connects the top strake of the opposite sides, while an elongated, tapered end-piece

at each extremity keys together the ends of the keel, breakwater and sides.

Lengthwise the three-piece keel is strongly crescentic, curving up rapidly toward each end, where it

joins the elc>ngated end-piece which continnes the crescentic curve at a slightly reduced angle. The

middle section, 64 inches in length, is the longest. The shorter end sections are each 24 inches long.

The three sections are butted end to end and sewn together with sennit braid passed through holes bored

at various angles through the opposed vertical ends ; on the upper side of the keel a narrow batten

is inserted over the seam and beneath the lashing, its function being to make the joint watertight.

The upper surface of the keel, averaging three inches in width, is flat and without any sign of

the channelling characteristic of the keels of the ancient voyaging canoes (pahi) of these islands

according to reliable descriptions. Below the side planking sewn to the bevelled edges of its upper

surface, the keel projects about two inches.

The four strakes forming the sides, taken in order from the keel upwards, may be termed

respectively the garboard strake, the bilge strake, the rubbing strake and the washstrake. The first

two are formed of broad pieces of plank of unequal size, and are sheered upward toward the ends,

thereby being roughly parallel with the sheer of the keel. The ' patches,’ as we may term the short

lengths of plank in each strake, are mostly rectangular and oblong in shape except the terminal ones

which are triangular, in order to conform with the diminishing width and depth of the hull at each

end. The garboard strake, on what I consider to be the starboard side, is made up of seven patches,

while the shorter bilge strake has only four. On the port side the individual patches in each strake,

four in number, are longer than those on the starboard side.

The two upper strakes both run horizontally; as the two lower ones are sheered, a horizontal

line is obtained for the upper strakes by filling in the concavity above the bilge strake with a narrow

adjusting half-strake, curved along its lower edge, horizontal along the upper.

The rubbing strake is a very peculiar feature, found, so far as I am aware, only in Tuamotuan
canoes. Its form closely resembles that of the keel

;
in the large double canoe described by Admiral

Paris'^ the similarity is emphasized as it is stated that both are channelled on the inner side, and that

the outer side of the rubbing strake is prominent and rounded like the keel but in lesser degree.

Here, in this small canoe, the rubbing strake is flat on the inner side and only slightly rounded and
prominent externally, except toward the ends, where the rounding and slight projection are more
pronounced. Each extremity of this strake is cut ofl obliquely on the lower side to allow it to fit

into the acute angle formed by the junction of the upturned end of the keel with the base of the

end-piece, to both of which it is sewii. For about a couple of inches from each end, the outer side is

carved into a sharp horizontal ridge or ledge, apparently to reinforce its strength and compensate

for reduction in depth at this point. Three pieces butted together form this strake on the port side,

four on the starboard.

A deep washstrake completes the structure of the sides. The lower margin is horizontal, the

upper is sheered slightly toward each end, so, while its depth is five inches amidships, the sheer

increases it at each end to seven inches. On the starboard side the washstrake is made up of four

pieces of broad board, sewn end to end ; for the port side a sufficient supply of broad boards must
have been lacking, for while the two forward ones are of the full depth, the after boards are in two
tiers, each of three narrow^ strips.

The various strakes arc sewn together edge to edge, and the individual ‘ patches ’ end to end,

with sennit braid passed through paired holes in the opposed edges
;
the lower edge of each garboard

strake is similarly se*WTi to a bevelled edge of the upper part of the keel.

The fore breakw'ater, fiUmg the gap betw'een the converging ends of the two washstrakes, is lipped

at the fore side of the upper iiiargin ; that across the after ends of the w ashstrakes is without a lip.

The end-pieces. The fore end-piece is hewm from the solid into a long and gracefully tapered
blunt-ended projection, flat on the upper surface, rounded below\ On the upper side, at the truncate

distal end, is a low trans\erse terminal ridge. The wide butt end is hollow^ed out and arched, the

* Essai sur la Construction Navale des Peuples extra-Europeens ; Paris, 1841. Pp. 135-13(5.
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basal part being cut away in (^rder that the sides may be seated directly upon the forward extremities

of the keel and ruhhincr strakes. to whicli they are attached by through sewing as in tlie other parts.

The hinder end of each side of the arch is similarly attached to the lower ])art of the fore end of the

washstrake of the same side, wliilst the bottom of the breakwater is sewn upon the crown of the arch.

This arrangement of the parts leaves a small recess at the base of the end-piece, opening into the

cavity of the hull.

The cifter end-piece is slightly shorter than the forward one. Unlike the latter it consists of two

distinct sections. The proximal is a hollow tapered butt similar in form and attachments to tliat

of the fore end-piece. The distal section, fourteen inches long, is divided by a vertical slot into two

limbs which reunite at the extreme end. Both are carved into the peculiar jointed form seen in

Fig. 1 of Plate K, with, an angular spur or heel alternate on the upper and the lower side. At the

distal end where the limbs reconnect, tw o inconspicuous transverse ridges, slightly damaged, are present.

Fittings ,—The only fitting is a stout, squared thwart, nearly amidships, sewm to the wash-

strakes rather above mid-height, the upper surface a clear inch below tlie gunwale. Xo supporting

cleats are provided, neither are there any ribs as in the large voyaging canoes of which we liave

descriptions.

The outrigger is missing, but the presence of a hole in the port w^ashstrake three to four inches

from each end, directly opposite similarly bored holes in the starboard w^ashstrake, indicates that

a tw'o-boom outrigger had been used, a number common in small canoes of this archipelago at

the present day. A slight concavity in the gunwale is present above the after lashing hole on the

port side : in this the boom w ould rest when in position. The proximity of the booms to the ends

of the canoe is an ordinary and characteristic feature of small Tuamotuan canoes : it is a practical

convenience in one-man canoes as the man, seated amidships, can wdeld his paddle on either side

without being cramped in action by nearness to a boom.

Another pair of opposed holes is also present in the washstrakes, nine inches abaft the fore-

boom holes: what use they subserved is doubtful ; it may be that, like other planks in this canoe,

the ones in which these holes occur were taken from some older canoe in which the holes were

functional, or it is possible that the canoe had a third outrigger boom attached at this place, though

it is most unusual for twn to be fitted so close together.

Technique of sewing, etc .—The sewing together of the various parts is very carefully done by

through turns of beautifully^ made three-ply^ sennit braid, still in perfect condition though more than

a centurv and a half old. The sewing is continuous, carried along obliquelv from one pair of holes

to another. This gives a sharply^ zig-zag pattern on the inner side, while on the outer, straight bands

of the sennit are alone seen, connecting the unit.^ of each pair of holes. The seams between the

different strakes show^ two turns of sennit on the outside, with a single one on the inner, c(ainecting

by a single o})liquely’ running braid wdth the next pair. On the vertical joints where plav is most

liable to occasion a leak, an extra turn of sennit is added to afford additional strength.

Apart from the employ^ment of many^ pieces of plank of irregular size and shape, the presence

of inserted repair patches even on these small pieces is emphatic of the scarcitv of large timber

suitable for canoe construction on the island. Two of these repairs occur in adjoining hoards of the

bilge strake : they are little more than plugged holes, the small inserted squares of w ood sewn in

place by" two and by three stitches respectively". Tw o others are oval patches, each about three inches

and a half in length, inserted in the same section of the starboard washstrake. In one, tlie broader

of the tw"o, ten separate stitches are used to hold it in place, the sennit being passed through ten pairs

of circumferential holes. In the case of the other patch, although the number of stitches is increased

to twelve, three holes only- are made in the inserted patch owing to its narrowness—barely- one inch

and a half wide. Through these three holes, six, two and four stitches pass respectively" from twelve

holes bored at intervals around the margin of the hole thus repaired.

Further evidence of need for economy in the use of the available timber is afforded bv the

presence of at least one piece of plank showing positive signs of prior use in an older canoe. This

particular piece, part of the starboard washstrake. has a row of holes, some intact and others l.roken

dow"n, along its free edge, now- become a section of the gunwale of the canoe.

[
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Every seam whether horizontal or vertical is closed on the interior side of the hull hy means of

a narrow batten of coconut-leaf midrib inserted under the stitches. On the exterior, only the seam on

either side of the keel and that betw'een the rubbing strake and the W'ashstrake are similarly protected.

All holes used in the sewing together of the various parts are tightly plugged with coconut fibre

driven in from the inner aspect except those along the lower side of the keeland garboard strakeseam and

the lovver side of the washstrake seam
;

in these places the plugs have been inserted from the exterior.

Only on the end-pieces which have been hewn out of the solid are adze marks visible. Every-

where else the surface has been carefully rubbed down and made smooth.

A considerable number of slight grooves in the outer edge of the port gunw^ale extend for some

fifteen inches both forward and aft of the thwart fitted amidships. These are friction grooves made
by hand lines used in fishing and show to what use this canoe was put while in the hands of its island

owner 165 years ago.

The great value of this old canoe consists in the evidence it alfords that the small outrigger

canoes still in use in a number of the remoter atolls of the Tuamotu archipelago, from Napuka in the

north to Reao and Nukutavake in the south-east, continue to be built on the same fundamental design.

Any differences there be are either minor local variations or are due to the ability the islanders now
have of procuring timber of larger dimensions from trading schooners from Tahiti which call from

time to time to collect copra. A detail of great interest is that the slight setting back or inw^ards of

the washstrake in the old canoe under notice is emphasized even more strongly in the canoes of

the south-east area at the present day.

Identification of the island whence the canoe came .—Although this canoe has been labelled for many
years past as having been brought from Vanitahi, which presumably is a misrendering of Vahitahi,

it is certain that it came either from Pinaki or, more probably, from Nukutavake. The entire popula-

tion of both islands, named Whitsun Island and Queen Charlotte Island respectively by Wallis, are

recorded to have manned their largest canoes and to have sailed away hurriedly to the westw ardw hen
the ship’s landing parties approached the shore. On both islands canoes were seen in course of

construction, and on Queen Charlotte Island (Nukutavake) ‘ nothing had been left behind except

four or five canoes.’ Probably it was one of these abandoned canoes which Wallis brought away.

The precise identification is, however, of little importance, as the three islands, Vahitahi, Pinaki

and Nukutavake, together wdth Vairaatea, form together a distinct local culture area, termed the

Vahitahi area by K. P. Emory, wherein the canoes are all of similar type.

WaUis never visited or even sighted Vahitahi, which hes thirty-six sea-miles north of the route

he traversed. The discovery of the island was reserved for Bougainville, who passed through the

Tuamotu Archipelago in 1768, a year later than Wallis.

Here it is useful to point out that Brigham in his * Index to the Islands of the Pacific ’ {B. P.

Bishop Mus. Mem. Iso. 1, 1900) is incon-ect in the latitude, 18° 43' 19" S. which he assigns to Nuku-
tavake. It should be 19° 18' S. The latitudes given by Wallis for Wliitsun Island (19° 26' S.) and
for Queen Charlotte Island (19° 18' S.), agree perfectly with those showm. for Pinaki and Nukutavaki
upon the Admiralty chart of the Tuamotus

;
the descriptions left by him of the conformation of the

two islands also agree with what we know concerning their physical characteristics.

For the privilege of being allowed to describe this oldest example of Polynesian canoe and for

the fine photographs illustrating its structure, I am indebted to the kindness of Captain T. A. Joyce,

O.B.E., and Mr. H. J. Braunholtz, of the Ethnological Department of the British Museum, to whom
I am glad of this opportunity of expressing my thanks. JAMES HORNELL.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE K.

Fig. 1,—Starboard view of the canoe brought from the Valiitahi area in 1767. Note the prominent keel-like form of

the rubbing strake, the slight setting back of the waslistrake and the two large repair patches in one of the sections

thereof. The small holes for the attachment of the booms are seen close to the transverse breakwater at each end.
Fig. 2.—Interior of the canoe looking forward and from abov^e. The narrow, flat-topped keel, the batten

covered seams, the stout thwart and the recess at the bows in the butt end of the fore end-piece are well shown

;

also two small wood-plugged holes on the right side ; one is seen just in front of the thwart, and the other just abaft it.

(By kind permission of tfie Trustees of the British Mttseum.)
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Africa, East. Cullen Young.

Three Medicine-Men in Northern Nyasaland. By the Bev. T . CnUen Young.

About eighteen months before I had to leave Xyasaland in 1931, I had put at mv flCT
disposal information regarding the professions and actual practice of two men belonging to fc 0 /

the rather heterogeneous people whom we know as the Tumbuka-Kamanga. By a fortunate chance,

there also came into my hands, quite shortly before my departure, two small books manufactured

out of the loose leaves of copybooks and sewn together with thread, which contained, in almost

undecipherable writing, the materia medica of a third practitioner, member of the Tonga tribe of

the West Xyasa administrative area. All of my material is written, and two-thirds of it beautifully

written, by men of some education : that is to say, by the ' changing ’ African, to whom we now are

paying such particular attention.

This material is not put together by dictation from some man of the older generation, but comes
direct from practising doctors of the present generation. The first, whom I will call ’A,* is a man
now about 30 or 31 years of age. The second, ' B.' died recently at an age approximating to 55,

and was, therefore, born just after the arrival of Europeans in the territory. The third, ‘ C,' I do
not know personally. The books in which he has recorded his prescriptions were handed to me by
a European colleague who was aware that I was at work on tlie customs and folk-lore of the people.

My friend assures me that ‘ C '

is a ' mere youngster.'

Any remarks that I may make here are limited by the fact that I am neither a medical man
nor a botanist. Had I had the good fortune to remain a few years longer in Xyasaland, I had
intended to secure expert co-operation in order to tabulate botanically the lists of trees, shrubs,

leaves and roots provided by these three men. I would also have been able to identify many other

ingredients which do not seem to fall within the scope of botany. Should anyone reading these

notes, who is resident in the northern province of Xyasaland or the contiguous area in Xorthern

Rhodesia, and who is qualified for this form of research, care to carry the matter further, I need

hardly say that the whole of my material is at his or her disposal. The botanical list alone (which

for obvious reasons would be useless here) will provide an exceedingly attractive, and probably

highly useful, line of study.

I can only try here to give some idea of the scope of native medical practice which the

documents reveal and probably the most satisfactory way will be to give an exact (translated)

equivalent of the lists as I have them. It will be seen that A and B have at first sight much shorter

lists than their younger fellow-practitioner, with 20 and 21 entries against C's 97, plus 9 that have

defeated me completely to decipher. But both A and B have in a number of cases grouped several

remedies under a single ' disease ' heading, whereas C has given each remedy a separate place and

number. Figures in brackets opposite disease headings in A s and B's lists will, however, indicate

the number of trees, shrubs or other ingredient -producing substances from which medicine for that

particular trouble may be taken.

Here are the lists :

—

Doctor A.

1 To avoid evil from corpse-contact.

2 To remove sterility or impotence.

3 To restore virility.

4 For pneumonia. (4)

5 For headache.

6 For success in litigation. (2)

7 For venereal disease. (3)

8 To avoid harm after intercourse with a

menstruating woman.

9 For ‘ water.' ( ?)

10 For abortion. (5)

11 To restore women to youthful state. (3)

Doctor B.

1 To possess the evil eye. (29)

2 To remove sterility or impotence.

3 To counteract bewitchment (spells).

4 For epilepsy. (12)

5 Do. (fi)

fi To remove spell on foodstuffs.

7 For quick childbirth.

8 Do. and afterbirth.

9 For snake bite. (2)

10 For safeguarding the community.
11 For abortion. (5)

12 Do.
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12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30
31

32
33

34
35

36

37

Doctor A.

For contraception. (3)

To avoid domestic strife.

To protect when going to law.

To secure ea.sy childbhth.

For safety at night from ‘ ghouls.’

For succe.ss at law.

To conceal intimacy

—

(a) \\ith girl

:

(b) with woman.
For venereal disease.

To restore woman to youthful state.

Doctor

To avoid evil from intercourse with men-
struating woman.

To restore virihty.

For normal development in male organs.

For venereal disease.

Do.

To get rid of enemy.
To purge.

For venereal disease.
‘

' Of Great Things
. '

*

(?)

To secure love.

For success at law.

For all snake bites.

To secure love.

Do.

To coerce a woman.
' To buy a house.’ (?)

For abortion.

For easy childbirth.

To conceal intimacy.

To secure love.

For colic
;
diarrhoea.

For backache.

Do.

To check vomiting.

For dysentery.

To avert death of child if nursing mother
becomes pregnant.

For sore eyes.

For success at law.

To conceal adultery.

For popularity.

To secure love.

To ensure coming of desired woman.
To prevent woman making accusation.

For chest ailments.

Do.

For rheumatism in the arm.

For general fortune.

Doctor B.

13 '' That men may not die/* f.e., in conse-

quence of infidelity.

14 To secure love. (14)

15 Do.

16 For safety from ‘ ghouls ’ at night.

17 For ' closing ’ a grave,

18 For ‘ mbatawata.' (?)

19 For contraception.

20 Women’s love charm.

21 To secure conception.

C.

38 For the illness due to drinking strange
water,

39 For indigestion.

40 For headache.

41 and eight others To secure love.

43 To keep the wife loyal.

44 For general good fortune.

45 To avert the evil eye.

46 For introducing disharmony between man
and wife.

47 For middle -ear disease.

48 For securing knowledge of wife’s unfaith-

fulness.

49 To prevent woman's accusation.

51 To secure compliance,

52 To conceal adultery.

53 For popularity.

55 For advanced syphilis.

56 To prevent woman giving biidh.

57 and 58 For gonorrhoea.

62 To acquire wisdom.

63 and two others Abortion.

64 Dysentery.

65 To end affection of woman TVTonged.

66 That a woman wTonged may forget vour
name.

67 For trapped animals.

68 and two others For success at law.

69 That girls may come about your house.
70 For malaria.

71 For backache,

72 For toothache.

75 For one w^ho has interfered with one’s
wife.

76 To conceal adultery.

78 To secure divorce.

79 For good fortune in ventures.

80 To restore menstruation.

84 To cause miscarriage.
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Doctor C.

—

continued.

85 To persuade a girl who refuses. 89 To appease your wile,

86 For popularity with girls. 95 For proper fermentation in tobacco.

87 To secure silence in a woman you have 96 That a woman may not forget you.

T^Tonged. 97 That the woman may forget and say only

88 To ease birth pains. what suits you.

The first thing noticeable is the preponderance of items in the sex category, particularly in the

case of C, the ' mere youngster ’ or modern village youth, able to write his own notes of what he

sees or has been told, and to manufacture from sheets of paper the necessary books for his record.

He has just under 50 per cent, of his remedies in this sex category.

It will also be noted that medicine of the charm or spell category has hardly, if at all, been

ousted from its leading place by education. And I may, I think, use the word education more
correctly of Nyasaland than of any other territory known to me. We find here this category

including items of a sort that one might easily, but WTongly, imagine as having been banished as

knowledge grew\

It will further be seen that these doctors recognize and treat quite ordinary diseases side by
side with what to us are extraordinary. Pneumonia, epilepsy, syphilis, snake bite, colic and
dysentery, rheumatism, indigestion, middle-ear trouble and malaria are all within their scope,

^^d I may mention here that the ordinary people are in possession of ‘ cures ’ for other maladies,

and, apparently, need no doctor for such as come within the scope of what one might caU the
‘ household remedies.' I shall give one example of this before closing these notes.

It will also not escape notice that in the case of venereal disease—introduced to the country

within living memory—these men differentiate not only between syphilis and gonorrhoea, but also

between the former in its early and in its later stages.

As regards the prescriptions themselves—^which w^ould be useless here, since they are largely

made up of the names of trees in the vernacular—I have compared the lists with some care and

find only five that could be said to occur in all three. But the ingredients are in no tw^o cases

completely identical, nor is there a single case in which the method of one man (w'here method is

detailed) can be said to be the same as that of either of the other two. There must, therefore, be

an immense quantity of varying medical advice available in Nyasaland, w^here the number of

professing medicine-men is so large.

Method varies widely in these prescriptions. Medicines may be taken internally or externally;

worn inside the clothing or round neck, wrist, waist, knee or ankle; smeared on some inanimate

object or concealed in the groimd. They may be held beneath the tongue, or spat out as certain

words are uttered. I notice, how^ever, that sunrise and sunset are the favourable periods in the

day, and this is in agreement with the statement made by a Xyasaland native w^hose article on
‘ The Religion of my Fathers ' appeared two years ago in the International Review of Missions. He
there stated that the proper time to approach the Powers w'as the early morning, ** since at that

time the heart is clean.”

In only one of the 140 prescriptions before me do I find any reference to invocation, and that,

naturally enough, is in connection with the ceremony of ‘ closing the grave.’ But there is one most

interesting point that I have culled from my material, and it is in connection with the cure for the

person lying under ‘ bewitchment.’ The medicine is not only applied to the body by rubbing, but

its ingredients are bound up in the cloth worn, and when no longer required “ must be thrown awny
“ into running water along with a 'piece of iron.'"

The material provides many other points of interest, but much remains beyond me, lacking

the knowledge of the botanist, and also, here and there, that intimate knowledge of a specialized

form of the vernacular used by these doctors. Perhaps it may be of interest, how^ever, to close wdth

a translation of one of the ' household remedies,’ w^hich require no professional aid. It is the Cure

.for Mumps.
“ If a lad or man is taken with mumps, the medicine for healing the malady is that the man
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“ should gather small sticks and tie them in a bundle and place them on his head. Let him sing

“ this song as he walks, the sticks being on his head :

—

‘‘
' Oh, mumps; take the girls and let the boys be scathless.’

“ Let him sing as he walks until he puts the bundle of sticks down in the middle of the path.

“ When he has put it doT\Ti let him not look back until he enters the village. He has now put down

the disease on the path, and anyone stepping over the sticks will get the mumps.”

A girl or woman does the same, changing only the wording of the song in order that the mumps
may leave the females and attack the males.

It is interesting to note in the original that the same word is used here for ‘ cure ‘ as is used

in all other prescriptions requiring definite ingredients. Simply ' medicine,^ munlcivala, which is

the local equivalent of icanga or daica or the other names that we have had to translate as ' medicine
’

in one or other of the Bantu dialects. There is no distinction between a manufactured article as

medicine and some action or song
;
both are equally a ' cure ’ for their appropriate trouble.

^Finally, I may say that the number of trees or shrubs used in the prescriptions amounts, as far

as I am able to identify names, to 90.

Ingredients used.

I have separated into four lists the ingredients that I find in the prescriptions of ' Doctors
’

A and B, but these hsts are given here with no guarantee whatever of complete accuracy. It may
be found that an entry here appearing under ' Trees ' should be listed under ‘ Shrubs,' and vice versa

^

while there are one or two entries under ‘ Grasses ’ which I have placed there without anything to

guide me beyond the form of the word. It will be seen at a glance, for instance, that the vast

majority of the trees that supply some or other form of ingredient—root, bark, leaf—have names

using the mu^ prefix and that a majority of the grasses have the prefix chi-. At least two names

appear among the grasses on the strength of this chi- prefix alone, and I need not say that I realize

how precarious is such a method.

I have not attempted to list the ingredients of the Tonga youth, ‘ Doctor ’ C, because his

manuscript is almost indecipherable in most places, his spelling where decipherable is frequently

baffling, and in the few cases where the names are clear and reading is easy he seems to be dealing

with materials already listed under A and B. There is, however, one mark of distinction about C,

namely, that in many prescriptions he mentions the point at which a necessary formula or incantation

must be pronounced. Neither A nor B do this at all, though one would suppose it to be a necessary"

factor in success. These formulse appear only (so far as I can speak with any certainty about C's

prescriptions) in connection with spells, as opposed to cures belonging to what one might call straight-

forward medical practice, never where preparations, liquid or otherwise, are exhibited in cases where

the patient is dealt 'with personally, but only—and this is natural enough—in cases where a wish

has to be ' wished ‘ in order that something desired may take place in regard to some individual at

a distance.

It must also be pointed out that a name may appear as ‘ Tree ’ or ' Grass ' or ' Shrub,' but that

the actual ingredient used may be some particle taken therefrom to form some amulet or charm.

Where I have any ideas regarding a name, such as might aid identification by anyone using these

notes in Northern Nyasaland, I give it along with the name, but as regards much the greater part

of this material I have to confess complete ignorance.

No description of the prescriptions themselves is attempted here.

List A.

Mparavidivawa : lit., it scrapes hides,” possi-

bly supplies juice to soften hides for braying.

yidivawa is an Ngoni word.

Mphangala

:

Mtundu :

Mlengwe

:

[

TEEES.

Mlimbo

:

prob. the tree from which is taken

the sticky ‘ bird-lime ' and the vehicle used

for smearing poison on arrows, etc., nlimho.

Kapesa : possibly a shrub.

Mlama

:

Chigula : possibly a grass.
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List A. TREES

—

continued.

Kamemenambuzi

:

lit., it makes the goats

bleat.'’

Musivaya : lit., “ the rustler.*'

Msolo

:

the well-known tree connected with

worship, which “ only sheds its leaves at

night," under which the hon buries the tail

of his kill. Tabu for building or firewood.

MjiJiuzainaji

:

fit., “ it drinks water." Mjphuza

is an Ngoni word.

Nyauhango : lit., “ lady of the Hango clan."

Tabu for firewood.

Chithonto : the long green-thorn tree that roots

through its bark if a branch is cut and left

lying in the rains.

Muwanga : the iron-wood tree.

Nyamahijnha :

Musimbwe

:

Mpalapola :

Kundikundi : possibly a grass.

Mthopa : used in furniture making, I think.

Msindilachidu : lit.,
‘‘

it pohshes the ant-hill."

Chidii is a Chewa word.

Mkarankanga

:

fit., “ it snares the guinea-

fowl "
;
possibly a grass.

Mkarakatu

:

Mozga

:

Mporyaminga : one of the thorn trees ?

Chipombola : possibly a grass.

Munyongoloka : lit., it is twisted round."

Kachere :

Fuku :

Mumbwanga :

Mzakaka

:

one of the woods used in fire-

making ?

Munnduka : one of the woods used in fire-

making? lit., “ it flies away."

Mtetya

:

Mzivnziwi

:

Chaufila : possibly a root or tuber.

Vinjekenjeke :

Mnyekamaso

:

produces a bitter smoke and

tabu for fires
;

lit., it irritates eyes."

Mkuyu : the fig.

Kandiibwe

:

Phounbwe

:

Mutowo :

Mtumbati

:

Msongolo :

Khwalala : this produces bark-cloth, I think.

[

Khidumwe :

Chinthundu : possibly a grass.

Mtida :

Chimpufwa :

Fg\vena

:

Kayakayako :

Khwewa

:

Lubano :

Mbangida :

Ckmjere : this may mean nothing more than

a big seed."

Kafidufidu :

3Iukivaju :

3Intnkutu : lit., it has leaves like a man's

ears.*'

3IcJiinka

:

Note.—

O

f the above, most are used by
both A and B

;
those following are used

b}" A alone.

Kabumbu :

Ngicanda

:

3Iuu'uskankuzi

:

lit., it rouses the bull."

3Ilaza :

3Iididuzga

:

Livinya :

Chikonibwe cJia Harare : lit., " the banana tree

of Mashonaland."

Nganyeganye

:

3Iukurunkuru :

31uivali

:

used, I think, for furniture, etc.

Katubwe

:

but compare Kayidubwe in pre-

vious column
;
probably local variation. This

literally means ” the otter."

3Iwengamono

:

Chapampa :

3Iulunganya : lit., “ it straightens things out "
;

used in a prescription for restoring domestic

peace.

Chiwoivo : possibly a grass.

Tirawayemba

:

31bang i

:

I think this is a local form of bhang

y

hemp.

3Iutmda : A forest fruit tree.

31uwaya :

3Ikowo

:

these two last found in another

prescription as rnincayavikoivo.

Lukorozi Iwakupingarna mu ntowa : lit., “ a root

that lies across the path."

]
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List B.

Kawingaivazimu : lit., it keeps off ghosts ;

used in averting spells.

KacJiere iva lumono : possibly connected with

the castor-oil plant.

Chinyolonyolo : a tall, straight plant from which
a frothy substitute for soap can be taken.

Ulimbo kanjeza : cf. 3IUmbo above; evidently a
species of * bird-lime.^

Cheyu : this is the fibrous rock plant from
which brushes are made.

List C.

Chivumulo :

Chitheinbive :

Chinusi

:

this grows on ant-hills and may be
a shrub.

Chint iviva : a reed.

3Isongola : a reed.

SHRUBS.

3Iku'akivazi

:

a tree bearing, I think, short,

white thorns.

Ulambive

:

JIasimbi gha kusi

:

possibly tubers.

Suinya : an underground product, possibly.

3Ibalala : possibly the ground-nut.

Chopiva : the inner bark of certain shrubs or

young trees from which is made native

string.

GRASSES.

Utheka tea pa chidid i pachanya : that is, grass

plucked on the top of an ant-hill.*’

Utheka ica pa Ubwe la jaraice : that is, “ grass

plucked on top of flat rock out-crop.”

Chintyoica cha tete : this is some part of reed;

stem or flower.

List D. NON-VEGETABLE AND ^ DOUBTFUL.’
JIbumbu : these are described in the prescrip-

tion as ‘ black or red,’ and may be a species

of berry or seed, but may equally be some
non-vegetable ingredient.

Bivenkha ea mu lukuni : bivenkha is a word
applied to a sticky relish eaten with porridge,

but I do not know its source,

Alaticativa

:

Kasidii : lit., a little piece of iron.”

2Iphene : lit., ‘ knives,’ but the context suggests

that this must be wrong, as the patient has
to chew them. 3Ipene, a knife, is usually
spelt unaspirated.

3Ivili

:

3Iatongo gha kalulu : the testicles of a hare.
2IaUkhu gha kusi : jnalikhu is the bod^^ sticki-

ness that one gets when unwashed. This can
be washed from the body and ‘ used.’

Malikhii gha kuni : here the malikhu refers to
the soiled state of a tree that has been handled
by people.

Usyalo : a variant of uskalo, beads.
Thope la kuni pasi : fit., the earth at the
bottom of a tree.”

2sgaka

:

a species of fish from the Indian

Ocean.

Kanyoli kakicenda pa maji

:

lit., ‘‘the kanyoli

that travels on the water ”
;
probably a water

insect.

Yintu vikutonya pa kuni : lit., “ the things that

drop water from a tree.” A case where no
name is knovTi

;
the insects that exude water.

ykhorokola : a species of fish.

Sumbi

:

an egg.

Sumbi lakuvivya

:

Water from a standing pool

:

Albatawaia : another species of water-surface

insect.

Ubani

:

Thenthe la zovu : some part of elephant

;

possibly the inner nerve from the tusk, which
is tabu for women to see and which might be

described as thenthe, which means ‘ fear.’

3Itima tea zovu : elephant heart.

Yyoto vya pa chizara

:

ashes from the village

midden.

Shuga : i.e., sugar
;
from the youth C only.

There is one final point that may be worth mentioning. I have noticed that where a tree-root
has been exposed for the purpose of scraping off, or cutting away a section, the earth is never replaced.
I have been told that it is not the correct thing to take a medicine furtively. This does not apply,
of course, to ingredients required by the ‘ death-dealer ’ or ghoul

;
only by the straightforward

medicine-man, and the witch-doctor who protects the community from the ghouls.

T. CULLEN YOLTNG.
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China : Lolo Scripts. Liu.

On a Newly-Discovered Lolo MS. from Szechuan, China. By Clunigsliee Hsien Liu, BBc, (O.row),

F.B.AJ.
In 1929, when carrying out a biological survey in the borderland of Szechuan, Mr. Ping-wen QCQ

Fang, B.Sc., zoologist to the Metropolitan Museum of Xatural History, Academia Sinica. fcUO
Nanking, collected, besides a number of other ethnographical specimens, a valuable Lolo MS. from
the district of Ma-pien, near Taliang-shan, the home of the Lolo tribe. Very kindly he sent it to me
for a further study as it has hitherto been undescribed, and it has thus been at my disposal for

some time. lam deeply indebted to his generosity.

The MS. under discussion is said to be a piece of classical work of the Lolo of unknown date.

It is bound in book form with blue linen thread having a bamboo stick as a roller. Xo covers have

been preserved though they might not have been lacking when it was new. Ol^viously some paper

leaves have been torn off, traces of them being left. All the pages are of the same size, which is 3S cm.

wide and 20 cm. long, so its form is rectangular. The paper used for this writing is evidently a thin

paper made of bamboo. Owing to its antiquity the paper has now become soiled and brown in

colour : the edges of some pages have been worn out. It looks rather fragile.

The MS. contains 35 full pages altogether, but with one page, namely, page 31, blank, thus

making 34 written pages actually. Each page consists of from 11 to 17 vertical columns and each

column again is composed of from 13 to 22 words with the exception of those columns where words

are missing. Since the words were not written in a uniform size, the number of words and of columns

varies considerably. I have calculated that the whole MS. has a total number of 472 columns and

of 8,066 words. Taking the average, I have obtained a result of approximately 14 columns in a page

and of 17 words in each column. Out of the total number of 8,066 words there are 625 different

characters each of which is a new word. Moreover, among these 625 new words I have tried to record

how many times each character is used. On the one hand there is a number of characters which have

been employed once only, twice, thrice and so forth : on the other hand there are two or three characters

which have been used hundreds of times. Those characters which have been used so frequently

must be the commonest words or words used as particles.

It is no exaggeration to say that so far as the number of words and that of the new characters

are concerned, this MS. contains the longest series of ^\ ords and the largest number of new characters,

and thus exceeds all the other Lolo MSS. known to the philological world, since this writing was

first discovered in 1873 by Pere Craboufilet.

As for the technique of the writing, this MS. like some other Lolo MSS. was not done by a Chinese

brush. It was, however, produced xylographically with China black. If the characters are not so

picturesquely done as those of the ancient Eg}q)tian writing, they are undoubtedly as striking as

those of the Chinese ideographic inscription. On the whole, the Lolo VTiting is not so complicated

as that of the Chinese, although the words are also built up of strokes. So far as I can make out the

average number of strokes for each word is not more than three or four, very rarely seven or eight.

Analysing these strokes, they consist, very much like the Chinese, of a dot, a horizontal line, a vertical

line, an oblique line, curved lines, a circle and so on. Following the radical-system of making up the

Chinese dictionary and sorting out the different strokes, I have been able to distinguish 54 radicals

or elements under m hich all the words can be classified in one wav or another. Being simple in structure,

they are, therefore, easily recognized. The penmanship is very artistically done, so artistically that

some characters are practically symbolic markings with the elements of symmetry, curving, squaring,

and circling, and that not a few of them show geometric designs.

Through the whole MS. there is no punctuation whatever {see Fig. 1). The beginning and ending

of sentences and paragraphs are unknown. However, there are certain marks and serrated lines

employed for the purpose of division, but whether they separate a paragraph or chapter I cannot tell.

For a new subject a lined enclosure, usually square, is used, but even so no space between words or

columns has been left blank. At any rate it gives us an idea that a new subject is introduced. The
style of the MS. suggests that it is of a high standard and must have been produced patiently by an
experienced native scholar or tribal priest.

[
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Fig. 1. LOLO ms. from szechuan.

The top of the columns is to the lejt.
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With regard to their method of WTiting, different opinions have been held by the few authorities.

Each of them insists firmly on his o^ra view from the study of the MS. he obtained. First of all

Terrien de Lacouperie describing a Lolo MS, uritfen on satin says :

** The \vTiting runs in lines from
'' top to bottom and from right to left like the Chinese . . Pere Vial, a greater authoritv
on the Lolo writing in Yunnan, states on the contrary that the Lolo writing runs from left to right

of the page. Other writers like Commandant d'Ollone, Sylvia Charria and Fang Wen-pei, for instance,

all express opinions differing from one another, the details of which need not concern us here.

As I have had the opportunity of consulting many Lolo MSS., published and unpublished, I have
come to a conclusion regarding their method of witing. The Lolo, like the Chinese, start their

writing definitely from top to bottom, but unlike the Chinese, their writing runs from left to right.

This is the fundamental difference between the two WTitings. It should be noticed, however, that
owing to the constant intercourse with the Chinese and consequent influence of Chinese culture,

the Lolo have sometines adopted the Chinese way in their method of writing, that is to sav, from
right to left, for convenience sake. That is probably why we have seen some of the Lolo MSS.
written exactly like those of the Chinese, for instance, the Lou-kiian tablet MS. described by Charria.

In other words, it may be safely assumed that the ancient Lolo works were mostly wTitten from left

to right, while the more recent inscriptions are arranged sometimes after the Chinese style in order

to obtain corresponding paragraphs, as it is so easy to change with s\Tnbolic writings such as the
Lolo.

Following the limited vocabulary compiled by Commandant d'Ollone, I have been trying to

read the MS. and transcribe the meaning of it, but in order to complete such a difficult task some time
would be needed.

With regard to the affinity and origin of this WTiting, it is very difficult to say, although some
inferences have already been made. Terrien de Lacouperie, for example, suggested a theory that the

Lolo writing is a missing link among a number of other Indonesian writings. He insisted that it links

most of the primitive writings in the Malay Archipelago with the Japanese and Korean in the north,

and is also akin to the Pali of India. This theory, however, being without facts to support it, is

purely" imaginative.
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PROCEEDINGS
FOLK-LORE SOCIETY.

The Horned God. Summary of a Communication
by Dr. M. A. Murray : 18 May. 1932.

The Homed God appears in the palaeolithic ^R9
period in the painting in the Caverne des

Trois Freres. He is wrapped in a deer-skin and
wears antlers on his head, and is represented as

performing a ceremony in the midst of animals.

[
23
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OF SOCIETIES.

Smaller figures of the same period (Aurignacian-
Magdalenian) are clothed in goat -skins and wear
goats’ horns. Neolithic figures of the god are
unknown, but a homed deity of the early Copper-age
occurs in Egjqit ; the Minotaur—the bull-man—of
Crete is clearly early

; and the two-homed godlings
of Mesopotamia are more primitive than the great
seven-homed deities of late historic times. The

]
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Romans record Cernimnos throughout Gaul,

especially in that part where the palicolithic horned
god existed. When Christianity was introduced the
old gods had either to become saints or the enemies
of salvation; and the homed god, being the chief

deity, was branded with the name of the ' Devil
*

and his worshippers were called ' witches.' Though
the Church made little progress among the common
people for manj’ centuries, she concentrated on the
rulers, and it was not imtil the fifteenth century
that she was strong enough to give battle. The
fight lasted for three centuries, till finally the Church
was victorious.

Notes on the Folk Lore of Upper Calderdale.

Suynmary of a Commimication by F. H,

2/0 : 15 June, 1932.

Ui^per Calderdale is a district in the
extreme west of Yorkshire, closely akin in speech
and customs to the neighbouring county of

Lancashire. Although many old customs, such as

stang-riding and telling the bees, are now extinct,

a good deal still remains for the collector in the
shape of belief in omens and mascots, old children's

games, taimting and weather rh\Tnes, and fimeral

usages. The most interesting calendar castom is

the performance of the Easter Mummers’ Play,
kno^Ti as the Pace Egg, which has twice been
broadcast by the B.B.C. The version is a particu-

larly full one. Its special features are a quaint old

traditional song which ends the play, and a curious

character, known as the Old Tosspot, who may be
related to certain characters in modern ' Greek
folk-plays. A study of the Calderdale version
suggests a close connection between the text of the
Pace Egg play, the Grmpowder Plot ‘ nominy,’
and the words of the Soul Caking Play which is still

performed in other districts.

The paper was read by Mr. G. R. Carline, Keeper
of Bankfield Museum, Halifax.

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF AFRICAN
LANGUAGES AND CULTURES.

Eleventh Meeting of Executive Council.
The eleventh meeting of the Executive

271 of the International Institute of
African Languages and Cultures was held in

London on 8 and 9 July, 1932, in the Conference
Room at the Colonial Office, which had been kindly
placed at the disposal of the Institute by the Secre-
tary of State for the Colonies. The session was
presided over by the chairman, the Rt. Hon. Lord
Lugard, and the following members attended :

Colonel Derendinger, Rev, Father Dubois, Professor
G. Hardy, Professor de Jonghe, Professor B. Malin-
owski, Sir E. Denison Ross, Professor Ryckraans,
Rev, Father Schmidt, Professor C. G. Seligman,
Rev. E. W. Smith, Sir Humphrey Leggett (hon.
treasurer). Professor H. Labouret (director), Pro-
fessor D. Westermann (director). Dr. J. H. Oldham
(administrative director), Mr. H. Vischer (secretary-
general), Miss D. G. Brackett (secretary). Dr. A. L.
Warnshuis and Professor F. Krause, members of the

governing body, Dr. Anson Phelps-Stokes, Mr. L.
Outhwaite, of the Rockefeller Foundation, and
Professor Lloyd Warner, of Harvard University,

who were in London at the time of the meeting,
took part in the proceedings by special invitation.

The members of the Coimcil were entertained by
H.M. Government to luncheon at Grosvenor House
on 8 July, when Sir Robert Hamilton, M.P., Parlia-

mentary Secretary for the Colonies, deputized for

the Secretary of State. In welcoming the guests on
behalf of H.M. Government, Sir Robert Hamilton
paid a tribute to the work of the Institute, referring

in particular to the programme of research directed
towards bringing about a better understanding of
the factors of social cohesion in African society, the
ways in which these are being affected by the alien

civilizations which are penetrating the Continent,
and the tendencies towards new social grouping and
the formation of new social bonds. The approach
to the carrying out of this programme has been
made possible by the wide vision and the generosity
of the trustees of the Rockefeller Foundation.

Sir Ransford Slater, outgoing Governor of the
Gold Coast, speaking as the representative of one
of the twenty-two governments in Africa which
contributed towards the Institute, emphasized the
importance of research into sociological problems
and the practical assistance which the Institute
could render. Colonel Derendinger on behalf of the
Council expressed its appreciation for the hospitality

showm by H.M. Government and for the welcome
which the members had received in London.
The main subject for consideration at the meeting

of the Council was the programme of research, and a
number of grants for field work were made.

Seventy-seven new members of the Institute were
elected, and it was announced that the London
School of Economics and the Museum fiir Volker-
kimde in Leipzig had accepted an invitation to
become members of the governing body.
The director. Professor Labouret, informed the

Council that the Institute had been awarded a
Grand Prix for its exhibit in the section ‘ Native
Policy and Colonization ’ at the International
Colonial Exhibition held in Paris last year.

IMPERIAL INSTITUTE.
Vanishing India. One hundred arid fifty paintings

by Stowitts. Imperial Institute, South

272 Kensington. 17 June — 16 July, 1932.
It is strange that Indian Government

Departments, which are often accused of a mania
for accumulating statistics, have never produced
anything like a general pictorial survey of Indian
arts and crafts. It is stranger still that English
painters have not recorded more of the vast variety
of racial tj^pes which are to be found in the
Provinces and Indian States. A certain amount
of work, some of it of the highest quality, has, it

is true, been done by artists as diverse" in their
methods as Lockwood Kipling and Raven Hill,
but it has remained for an American to make the
first comprehensive collection of pictures combining
ethnographical and anthropological interest. That
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Mr. Stowitts is a gifted artist detracts nothing from
the value of these 150 tempera paintings as a record—^that is their primary purpose—for he has
deliberately subordinated decoration to delineation

;

though, as often happens, the decorative value of
his art is probably not diminished from the fact

that this was not the primary aim.
Most of the paintings too are alive, notably those

of musicians, where the rapt expressions are caught
with uncanny skill. Other notable examples of
Mr. Stowitts's penetrating gift are Xos. 94, where
Ram Kath's drug-sodden gaze is wonderfully
conveyed, and 141, a t>"pical city dame. But
it is impossible, here, to indicate the gi’eat range
and variety of the subjects. The whole length
and breadth of India is represented, from Baluchi-
stan to Ceylon. There are a few full-dress portraits

of notabilities, but most of the pictures are of

handworkers of every conceivable race and occupa-
tion, cotton-spinners, workers in wood, stone and
metal, jewellery, pottery, and fabrics ; mailed
warriors and soldiers, gipsies, ascetics, jugglers,

mummers and musicians. Perhaps the collection

would have gained if more purely rm*al occupations
could have been depicted, for those, after all, employ
most of India's population, and they are of fascinating

interest.

Perhaps, too, Mr. Stowitts makes his t\3)es too

muscular for truth—the plainsman is usually a
rather scraggy creatme, unlike the hill-dwellers

;

and he has made a bad error in including a naked
Muhammadan. The Indian Muliammadans, unlike

some of the Central Asiatic tribes and the fellahin

of Egy’pt, have a horror of nakedness. The
Exhibition has manifold value, the more so as many
of the crafts will probablv die out long before the

year 2000. J. V. S. WILKINSON.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION.

Proceedings of Section H (Anthropology).

President : D. Randall-Madver, M.A., D.Sc.
The Presidential Address dealt with Th e place ^ /u
of Archceology as a Science, and some practical

problems in its development

.

Archaeology is a yoimg
science, dating from the nhd-nineteenth century

;

among its pioneers were Layard, Boucher de Perthes,

Keller, Lartet and Christy, Pigorini and Schliemann.
Archseoiogj" and anthropology are complementary

;

the former deals with the material products which
remain as evidence of the skill of ancient man

;

anthropology, unlimited by time, studies not only
the products of man's brain and hand, but also liis

mental, moral and sociological development. Thus
archaeology derives its theoretical structure from
anthropological studies of man's religious, socio-

logical and cultural relations. The organization of
the science is threefold : (i) the collecting and
recording of material in the field; (ii) the housing,
conservation and exhibition of such material in
museums; (iii) the comparative study of such
collected data and its s^mthesis for publication.

Technique continually improves and therefore a
portion of every site should be left rmtouched so

[

that future generations may study it from new
angles

; the work at Pompeii in the last ten years is

evidence of the value of this suggestion. Museum
collections of the Italian t\q)e, where the results of
any given excavation are kept together in a single

room, and each tomb and deposit is placed in a
separate division of a case, are ideal from the poin
of ^^ew of the archaeologist. A most serious loss to
archieology is the freciuent failure of individuals and
institutions to publish the results of excavations;
material unpublished by the archaeologist concerned
is in great part irretrievably lost. Notes, drawings,
photographs and plans can be interpreted fully by
no one but the man who made them. In the dis-

cus.sion which followed, ]Mr. R. E. Sayce pled for a
wider cultural and literary education of the student
of archaeology so that he would not be seized with

paraly.'^iis at any mention of publication," a
phrase used by Dr. Randall-MacIver in suggesting
reasons for non-publication of results. Mr. H. D.
Acland referred to the pioneer work of Sir William
Boyd Dawkins in making museum arrangement a
scientific stud^-. Mr. M. C. Burkitt pled for better
systems of exchanges between museums so that
knowledge might be more widely disseminated. He
also pointed out the necessity for the would-be
archaeologist actually to handle museum specimens,
and suggested that surplus specimens, now uselessly

stored, might be placed at the disposal of such
students ; even if this meant occasional damage or
loss it was of small consequence compared with the
gain in skill. The President suggested that the
organized sale by museum authorities of duplicate
and surplus specimens would provide fmrds for
firrther excavations and lessen the strain on museum
storage.

It was appropriate that a discussion on ‘ MTio were
the Romans ? ’ should be held in York. Professor
H. J. Rose opened with a brilliant exposition of
the wider horizon as regards religions of ancient
Rome which has resulted from recent work. Momm-
sen s conjecture that in the calendars we know was
embedded an older calendar still holds true. But no
longer can the supposed oldest deities be regarded
as indiyetes. for they include the Etruscan sounding
Furrina; Saturnus, with his Greek cult and Greek-
looking festival ; Liber, with his Greek associations.
The work of Taubler, Patroni and Weinstock has
modified ideas of resemblances between the plan
of the terramara and various parcels of ground used
for farming, camping and laying out a town. The
‘ big letter ’ festivals are a momunent of very early
times, long antecedent to the Rome of the early
Republic. Analysis of them shows a people with
the simple rites and wants of villagers : food, drink,
warmth, protection against fire, protection of their
women in childbirth. It suggests, though it does not
prove, a mixed people, a peasant stock joined to
herdsmen by some process of migration or conquest.
They were a metal-using people in a fairly developed
Iron Age as far back as we can trace them, though
there are hints of a previous Bronze Age. Prof.
P. S. Noble gave detailed accounts of diverse origins
hinted at by lingviistic evidence. Prof. J. L. Myres
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compared the origin ofRome in a fortuitous coalition

of exiled and broken men with the synoekismos or
‘ agreement to keep house together ’ which gave
rise to many Greek city states in the migration

period of the .Rgean. A first element in the plebs

were original corporation-clans which had lapsed

from free and ecpxal enjoyment of the fullest rights

of citizenship. The clientes, alien-born, but received

as inalienable members of a privileged famil\' group,

were another important element, though they were
probably not, as ^lommsen thought, coextensive

with it. In the absence of literary or archaeological

evidence, the philological evidence which might
suggest the superimposition of Sabellian invaders

on the survivors of previous occupants of this part

of Latium demands from the philologists further

suggestions as to the date of this supposed conquest.

Comparison with a similar experience in Athens
sugsrests that the expulsion of a tyrant might lead

to the selection of ‘ patrons ’ from amongst the
plebeians themselves, though they were always
distinguished from true officers of state ; these

tribiini habitually ‘intervened' between the plebs
and the consuls when the former needed protection.

During his year of office the tribune was ‘ tabu '

;

his person was sacred ; the assailant of a tribune was
accursed and every member of the plebs was under
a vow to kill him. The evidence thus adduced
from many sources points to the very mixed origin

of the Romans M^hen they first appear in history.

The President, in summing up, gave further evidence,

this time from skeletal remains, of the diverse

tjqies of early Romans. He considered that the
Etruscan element in the population had been greatly

exaggerated.
Several papers dealt with local archaeology. The

Rev. A. Raine stated that there was no proof that
there had ever been a British settlement on the
site of York. There was, however, a tribal crossing-

place and a British trackway led to the river. Mr.
I. A. Richmond described excavations at Birdos-

wald, Hadrian’s Wall, carried out by himself and
Mr. F. G. Simpson since 1927. Complicated, but
distinct, stratification has revealed three occupations
below the Stone Wall fort. Accurate dating from
epigraphic and numismatic data was possible, and
the stratified potter^" related to these periods now
forms a firm basis for dating elsewhere. Mr. Philip

Corder gave an account of the history of the Roman
fort at Malton as revealed by excavation. He further

described two pairs of potter^" kilns at Crambeck,
five miles from Malton, and an extensive villa site

at Langton, four miles to the south-east. In the
absence of Mr. Elgee through ill-health, Mrs. Elgee
described his excavations at the Bronze Age camp
on Eston Hills. The finds resemble those of the
Late Bronze Age site in Heathery Bum Cave, co.

Durham. Dr. A. Raistrick and Miss Kitson Clark
showed how the geography of the region had influ-

enced history and prehistory. Distribution maps
at different periods showed striking similarities.

Dr. Axel Boethius, director of the Swedish
Archaeological Institute at Rome, lectured on
Domestic Architecture under the Roman Empire.

[
2 .

He stressed the important influence, right down to

the nineteenth century, of tenement house structure

as we know it from Rome and Ostia for the develop-

ment of European town-building. Pompeii, Her-
culaneum and pre-Augustan Rome, with their

unsafe, irregular and shapeless plans, were con-

trasted with the carefully planned and sturdily

built brick buildings of the Imperial xA.ge. Before

A.D. 79 architects in Rome and probably in other

towns had begiui to remodel on Imperial lines.

Beneath Xero’s wide, straight, rectangular streets

were buried the old narrow and crooked Via Sacra

and Via Palatina.

In a joint discussion which followed the Presiden-

tial Address to Section C, on The Contacts of Geology :

the Ice Age and Early Man in Britain, bv Professor

P. G. H. Boswell, Mr.^ H. J. E. Peake asked geologists

to include periods of deposition of peat in their

investigations. Pointing out the dangers of basing

chronological successions on purely archaeological

evidence, he stressed the need for geological w’ork

on terraces. Mr. M. C. Burkitt referred to the finding

of upper palaeolithic remains beneath the lateral

moraines of the last glaciation in Xidderdale and
pointed out the danger of assuming widespread
uniformity of cultures from evidence obtained in a

limited area. Professor Boswell, in summing up,

urged the need for help from archaeologists in deter-

mining the age of implements.
A morning was devoted to the study of the

Mesolithic Age. Mr. J. G. D. Clark gave a resume
of recent work which has made possible finer dis-

tinctions of tjqiology and chronology". He referred

to mesolithic finds in Britain and suggested that

the late Tardenois geometric microlithic culture of

Britain and the asymmetric hollow-based points

of Surrey and Sussex have no counterpart on the

Continent. Mr. A. L. Armstrong described his

researches in North Lincolnshire and claimed that

Risby Warren is the t\"pe station for the Tardenois
culture in England. The Rev. H. G. Williams
exhibited pygmy flints found in the Cleveland Hills.

Mr. F. Buckley discussed mesolithic artifacts from
the Pennine Chain and emphasized the need for

further search for traces of mesolithic occupation.
An important paper by Mr. I. C. Peate dealt with

the continuity and vitality of craftsmanship and
folk culture in Wales. The survival of crafts in

riual Wales is still accompanied by belief in old

folk superstitions which have counterparts in

Brittany and Hungary. The National Museum of
Wales has collected exhibits illustrating material
culture in Wales, but there is need of a folk museum,
and of folk schools where crafts can be fostered.

The Rev. Dr. E, O. James discussed Folk Lore and
Archaeology in Horth-west Spain and Portugal; his

paper appears in ‘ Folk Lore,’ September, 1932.
Canon J. A. MacCulloch, on the question as to

whether fairies were an actual race of men, suggested
that there has been an interaction between animistic
behefs in imaginary beings and traditions of earlier

races regarded more and more from an animistic
point of view. Dr. A. H. Smith showed how the
study of place names helps in elucidating the history

0
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of settlement in Yorkshire. The Danish element is

strong in the fertile parts of the Vale of York and
the Valley of the Derwent, the Xorwegian in Whitby,
Cleveland, and the Western Dales. He pointed out
that in judging place endings by numerical count,
geography muj?t be remembered, e.g., the Xorth
Riding would rather favour the development of
small isolated farms or “bys,' whereas the Ea.st Riding
would encourage the formation of larger estates or
the nucleating of two or three farmsteads to form a
thorp.

Mr. J. P, Williams-Freeman showed a map of the
Chichester earthworks, and a keen discussion on
their origin followed, the consensus of opinion
favouring the Saxons, rather than the Romans, as

the builders.

31r. O. Davies gave an account of his discoveries

on Greek soil of data relating to mining in pre-

classical times and discussed the methods of testmg
the sources of ancient copper specimens by means of

the impurities which they contain. Mr. IM. E. L.

Mallowan deseribetl the five layers revealed at

Xiiieveh in 193 1-2 by the British Museum Expedi-
tion. The earliest layer yieldt^d coarse plain and
incised ware, which camiot be placed much later

than 5,000 b.c.

Dr. Audrey I. Richards gave an account of the
Babemba of Xorthern Rhodesia, one of the tribes
on which her remarkable study * Himger and Work
in a Savage Tribe ' was based. Dr. M. A. ^lurray
described the royal tail festival in Ancient Egypt,
the initiation of the falcon-totem invading kings
into the cattle-totem of the indigenes.

Professor V. Suk, of Brno, as a result of 3,000
precipitation tests, considered that European * races,'

nordic, alpine, dmarie, etc., are only types in process
of making, not fully established races. Only distinct

and geographically .separate groups, e.g.^ Eskimos
compared with Kalmucks, or Eskimos eompareil
with Europeans as a whole gave well-marked diffei*-

ences. Evidence from 4,000 blood-groupings hints
that blood-groups are constitutional rather than
racial. In a further paper he discussed form and
colour in human eyelashes and eyebrows.
The custom of evening sectional lectures was

continued and proved a great attraction. Sir
Flinders Petrie, F.R.S., described the excavation of
Ancient Gaza in 1932 on the palace site and the
cemeteries, and thence discussed the Copper and
Bronze Ages in Palestine. Miss G. Caton-Thompson
gave an account of JRecent Discoveries in the Kkarga
Oasis (see Max, 1932, 158). R. M. FLEMIXG.

REVIEWS.
Pacific. Best.

Tuhoe, The Children of the Mist. Elsdo}\ Best.

Published by the Board of Maori Ethnological

Research for and on behalf of the Polynesian

Society. Two J’ols. Xew Plymouth, X.Z., 1925.

Mr. Elsdoii Best states that he lived for 30 years

amongst, and in close contact with, the Tuhoe or

Urew’era people of Xew Zealand, whose history,

genealogies of chiefs, wars, customs, religion, magic,

myths, folk-lore, cosmogonic beliefs, together with
their philosophizings upon nature he chronicles

in 1,143 pages in VoL I. VoL II contains native

genealogies, and a map of the Urewera country is

included in a folio. There is a good general Index.

The author [see obituary. Max, 1932, 56) was a
competent Maori scholar with a first-class know-
ledge both of the language and also of the

references to historical and legendary persons and
their doings, as well as of the proverbs and
proverbial sayings of the people, all of which things,

as Sir George Grey sliowed, form an integral part

of the speech of the IMaori people. i\Ir. Best had, as

his informants, men of the tribe wdio were steeped in

all that belonged to its life, and who were possessed

of the traditional knowledge handed dowm with
such scrupulous care by their forbears. Some of

these informants were able to write. The records

of the Xative Land Courts with the lists of ancestors

of claimants to a particular block of land, and the

accounts of fights, and the names of chiefs killed

in the wresting of a particular territory from its

former owners fiunish valuable evidence.

The particiilar people under consideration were
mountaineers of a peculiarly truculent disposition.
They resolutely abstained from intercourse with
Europeans in later days, and were suspicious and
sullen in their behaviour, and the elders among them
ascribed all their ills to the abandonment under
Christian and civilized influences of their old-time
customs. Tliey w^ere followers of the ' pro}>het

’

Te Kooti, and Hauhauism found a ready home
amongst them. Of late they have pinned their
faith to Rua, the new Maori ‘ Messiah.’ Their
subjugation during the years of the ^Maori wars was
a long and arduous business, owing both to the
mountainous country in wdiicli they lived (Mr. Best
himself tramped all over it), and also to their
fighting propensities. They actually broke through
the British troops in one engagement. During the
siege of a pa by troops one of the defenders was
reduced to firing peach stones for bullets. The
change that has come over the district is shown by
the occurrence of such wmrds as these in the text,
“ Where now is the butter factory," or “Just by
“ the cheese factory,'’ used in the description ofplaces
where once deeds of violence were done and where
Maori forts once stood.
The author produces evidence showing that the

Urewera peoples have a large achnixture of
aboriginal blood in them, instancing the curly hair,
darkish skin, flat and whde-open noses of individuals
amongst them. Others have the uru kchu. fair or
reddish hair, and very light skin associated with
legendary peoples in so many parts of the Pacific.
Mr. Best speaks of three elements mingled in the
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Urewera people ; (1) Melanesian: (2) PohTiesian of

the earlier migrations
; (3) Polynesian derived from

the migrants who came in the 3Iatatua canoe from
‘ Hawaiki.'

It is interesting to note that fighting with weapons
is said to have been introduced by the immigi-ants

of the later migrations. The story of the pm’suit of

greenstone, p, 843, of which the most valued
weapons were made, seems to confirm this statement.

The causes ofwar and fighting amongst the Ureweras
were

:
{ 1 )

the seizing of a people’s land by others

;

(2) quarrels about women; (3) avenging the death of

a clansman
; (4) insults offered to chiefs or women

;

(o) witchcraft. A husband wliose wife had left

him for another man, fastened her and her children

jn their house and then burned them. Another
killed and cooked his wife's jiaramour in her sight,

and compelled her to eat of the body. One chief

used the liver of his enemy as bait for a bird

tra]). Mr. Best regarded the making of fortified

villages, with their rows of ])alisades, earthworks,

ditches and walls, as an aboriginal device adojited

by the later comers in order to cover their own
numerical wealmess.

This book is the work of a lifetime, the intensive

study of a j)eople done by one who loved them.
Mr. Best was one of the last of those men in Xew
Zealand who, standing in the Grey or IVilliams

tradition, knew the ^laori people from within, and
being thorouglily conversant with every detail

of his subject, he has left an imperishable record

of one Xew Zealand tribe. WALTER IVENS.

Fiji and the Fijians. By G. C. Henderson. Sydney^
1931. Fp. 333. Price 'Zos.

The work, the author tells us, was undertaken
' chiefly, but not exclusively, in the interests of

** anthropological science.*’ Really it sets out as an
apology for the Mission against Sir Basil Thomson,
and develops as an apology for the Fijians, and much
just criticism of the missionaries based upon their owti

evidence. It is readable, sensible, and fair-minded

;

perhaps a little inclined to neutrality, which is a different

thmg from impartiality, for it makes no mention of

certain things for which we have to turn to the less

kindly Sir Basil. Those who have learnt to like the
Fijians will be grateful for this defence, though that people
scarcely needs it, having found favour with all those
who can recognize essential worth at the back of strange
customs. The author is typ)ical, however, of the vast
majority of Europeans in never calhng the Fijian
himself to give evidence on his own behalf. His ease
is based entirely on the records of Europeans whose
knowledge was very superficial and whose bias, as he
admits, was strong. The Fijian has a great deal to
say for himself. The author has visited Fiji and could
have got their views. Ho could have run through the
correspondence of the vernacular gazette, ‘ Xa Mata.’
But it is the fashion to treat the Black Man as a dead
body at a coroner’s inquest, not as a living witness in
a coui‘t of inquiry.
When all is said and done is this book anthropology ?

Is anthropology concerned with the fact that there
was not a smgle mission station in any part of Fiji

“ where the way had not been prepared for a white
“ missionary by a native teacher ”

; that, Baker had
only himself to thank for getting eaten; that, on one
occasion, Williams was wrong and Tuikilakila right;

that Roman Catholics and Wesleyans fought one
another, and who was to blame ? All that is narrative

history, the history of individuals and events. What-
ever anthropology may be, it is not concerned with
particulars; not with quod semel et ab uno. but with quod
frequenter ct a multis. It deals in the habitual actions

of groups, in plain English with custom.s. It may seem
hard to say that so much good work contributes little

to anthropology; but the same may be said of Macaulay
vnthout tlisparagement. Science i.s not everything.

Xarrative history gives us something w'hich science

cannot give, precisely because it is not science, not even
anthropological science. In short our author's wares
may be good, but he has brought them to the wrong
shop. A. M. HOCART.

America : North.

The Indians of Pecos Pueblo. B^j E. A. Hooton
and Asrsistafds ; with Appe/idicc.5 by H* J. Rihan
and E. Reynolds, 11 84 in, ; pp, 391, with

numerous tables atid photographs, London, 1931 :

Price 56^.

This work i.s the magnificent result of team-work
between Dr. Hooton, his statistical and laboratory

assistants ” R. O. Sawtell, E. C. Yates, and P. B.

Hurwitz
;

and the Phillips Academy of Andover,
Massachusetts, under whose auspices it appears, may
well be proud of the result. The work begins by
“ an abridgment and paraphrase ” of Dr. Kidder’s
archseological account of the Pecos Pueblo, in New
3Iexico, first visited by Alvarado, a captain in

Coronado’s expedition of 1540. The history and
archaeology of the site, so far as knowm, are giv^en.

This is followed by an extremely detailed account,

both by measurement and observ^ation, of all the

skeletal material sufficiently well preserved for

examination. The pathology, dentition, and demo-
graphy are all carefully considered, and there is a
special appendix by Dr. Re^molds on the pelves.

The observations were based on 973 skeletons, but
rather less than half of these were either immature
or fragmentary, and so not capable of what the

author calls the ‘‘ routine of graded morphological
observations.” Still, what remains was sufficient

to try anyone's patience, and the statistical sum-
maries must have been of stupendous labour.

Considering the magnitude of the task it is a pity

that the workers did not stop a little more to

consider exactly what is the purpose of statistics

and to use them in a little more restrained manner.
The very essence of statistics implies that the

number of cases is sufficient for such treatment.

The present work, however, includes standard
deviations, errors, and so on, for groups down to 10.

The experience of the Biometric Laboratory in

London takes 20 as the minimum and it is doubtful
whether any real useful purpose is to be gained
unless a larger number than this is employed.
If you have smaller numbers, and that is unfortu-
nately often the case, then different methods,
more suited to the material, must be used. Then
Dr. Hooton, as he has every right to do, selects

his material into certain tjqies ; no one can quarrel
with him there ; but when, having so selected his
material, he proceeds apparently to attempt to
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support his contentions by an appeal to statistics

of very inadequate numbers, one becomes more
suspicious, more especially when he takes the
differences between the various t\q)es and, regardless

of the fact that some measurements are much more
variable than others, he takes a mean difference.

With the perfectly straightforward and scientific

coefficient of racial likeness at his disposal he could
have dealt with his material perfectly simply,
and he might have been able to judge the exact
relationships of his t^'pes, if such they be. But,
in point of numbers, the weakest series of the
book appear to be those often under twenty in

number, which are divided into elaborate tables

with percentages, so that though, no doubt,
14-29 per cent, looks impressive, one discovers

it only rt^fers to 2 out of a total of 14. But against
these deficiencies which, except in the case of the
differences, are rather acts of commission than
omi.s.'^ion—and one could well wish that other
authors had committed as many—we have in the
book a magnificent series of careful and exact
ob.servations on a long skeletal series, and the
ohseivations on the long bones are particulaily

welcome because so few exist. When the book,
we gather, was in its last stages the observations

on absolutt" dates, as calculated by Dr. Douglass
on tree rings, came to hand. It seems to liave

given both Dr. Hooton and Dr. Kidder a nasty
jar because it allows a much shorter time gap
than they sugt^e.'^ted, but they had the courage
to print what they had written, and doubtless the
comparative worth of the two methods of dating
will be evaluated by competent authorities. WTiat-

ever the verdict may be. it cannot take away from
the value of the data set out in the book, though
one might ha\e wished that a little more emphasis
could have been laid on the long series and that

the ine\'itably short ones could have been put
wffiere they might be exhumed to add to longer

series should they become available. Lastly, in a
book of this size, so carefully edited and proof read,

w hy not an index ? L. H. D. B.

The Kamia of Imperial Valley. By E. Tfi. Gifford.

[Bureau of American Ethnology. Bulletin 97.]

BtnitJu'ionian Institution. WaAiington, 1931. Pp. / / #
vii + 94; 2 plates ; 4: text -figures.

The data presented in the monograph were obtained
from field work undertaken jointly by the Bureau of

American Ethnologj^ and the University of California

during 1928-1929.
The Kamia, a people of Dieguefio origin, inliabited the

Imperial Valley m south-eastern California. Lin-
guistically they are an offshoot of the Diegueilos, but
culturally they are intermediate between the Liegueno
and the Yuma. Accordmg to their mythology they
originally came from the vicmity of the sacred mountain
Wikami in the north; but evidences are produced to
show that this could not have been so. Their lineage
organization shows remarkable resemblance with that
of either the Eastern or the Western Dieguefio. Some
of the Kamia lineages are, in part, totemic

; and they
are strictly patrilineal and exogamous—the exogamy
includmg the father’s as well as the mother’s lineage.

The Kamia had no settled villages. Whenever a
person died, the house and furnishings were burned

and the family moved to another place ; but it was not
ascertained if they left tlie settlement altogether.

Painting of the face was practised quite extensively,

but it liad no religious significance. On the other hand
they practised tattooing as a puberty rite. Traces of
couvade are recorded among them, but it seems doubtful
if couvade in its strictest sense ever existed. After tlie

birth of a child the father had to observe certain taboos,
and if he broke them no harm came to the baby but he
himself was the sufferer. Some of their Vjodily deforma-
tions seem to he totemic in nature. Xose piercing, for
uistance, is said ‘‘ to have been in imitation of the
nostrils of various species of large birds *’

(p. 55). They
believed in external souls; these souls could w-ander
about at w ill, be lost or stolen. And a person could also
be tlie possessor of a multiplicity of souls; iii fact,

some persons had as many as four souls, all called
matahaau. Death, they said, w^as caused by the theft

of the soul, but in the case of persons possessing multiple
souls, the theft caused only illness. The soul was visible

when a person w'as dying, and could be seen leaving the
body in tlie form of an apparition. There is one
peculiarity, ho\vever, about the Kamia conception of

the soul. Instead of its being an exact rejilica of the
body it inhabits, it w^as thought that a baby liad a
“ soul and a spirit like an adult ” (p. 71). The heart
w^as probably regarded as the seat of the soul [cf. p. 72).

In summincr up. Gifford comes to the conclusion that
“ the entry of the Kamia into Imperial Valley and their
“ acculturation to the Yuma type may all have

occurred wdthin the nineteenth century ” (p. 86).

Ill spite of its smallness, winch made it necessary to
treat some of the subjects in a rather sketchy manner,
the book is full of valuable matter well arranged, and
IS quite up to the standard of the former publications
of the Bureau. An index enhances the value of the
w’ork. The price, about one shill uiiz, is nierelv nominal.

B. BOXXERJEA,

Religion of the KwakiutI Indians. Boas. Columbia
University Contributions to Anthropology

^ Vol X.
Fart I. Texts ; 67^. 7iet. Part II. Transla^ /TX
tions ; n.p. Xew York [Columbia Unive) sity

Press. Oxford University Press) : 1930.

These texts, collected by Professor Boas' KwakiutI
collaborator, Mr. George Hunt, transcribed and trans-
lated by Professor Boas, contain exceedingly important
material for the study of some aspects of the KwakiutI
religious life. Under the headmg Shamanism we have a
very candid relation of the professional initiation of a
shaman. The new^ shaman comes to know the fraudulent
technique of the established shamans, their sleight of
hand, tlieir sucking tricks, their use of the local
‘ dreamer ’ as a spy and tout for themselves; he invents
an improved technique for his own use, but refuses to
disclose it to his older rivals. Another sceptic, however,
converted by a dream of curing w olves, becomes a con-
vinced shaman. We note the presence of much popular
scepticism as well as popular credulity, but credulity
gets the upper liand with people wfiio are actually sick,
and w’ith their relatives.

Practical medicine is represented by a number of
recipes for treatments which can be carried out by
non-professionals for their wives or near relatives. A
skilled person—not a shaman—is called in to operate on
boils and carbuncles; but, as among ourselves, patients
will submit to tedious and painful treatments in the
hope of avoiding the needed operation. Prayers are
combined with medicinal treatment :

“ I have "come to
ask you to take pity, Supernatural Power of the

“ River Bank (i.e., the alder tree), that you may make
well my poor wife who is spitting blood.” Among
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<levices for maintaining confidence, we note that prayers
are completed by an answer, .spoken on behalf of the

being prayed to. Then the man himself replies to his
“ words on behalf of the birds. He says, ' Ha, I will do
*•

‘ this.’
”

The Kwakiutl Winter Ceremonial is described in

detail. Under Mythological Concepts we have recorded
an interesting example of free discussion on mythological
subjects by members of various tribes assembled at a
feast, “ trving to find out wIkj is the creator " (p. 178).

BARBARA AIl’KEX.

Greenland, its Nature, inhabitants and History. By
Tfi. y. K/abbe. Copenhagen and Ojcj'ord^ 19^0.

Pp. pl>i. 170, 50 portaaitis and ynap.

This IS a general account of Greenland by a

physician who li\-ed there for twenty years. The
Danish original and English translation are given in

parallel columns. The large quarto pages furnish a

suitable setting for the fine series of photographs taken
by the author in many parts of Greenlaiui, which are

accompanied by an additional descriptive text.

The twenty chapters contain, in summary form, a great

deal of what i.s known regarding the country, presented

in a semi-popular style, with a map containing the results

of the most recent explorations. \A e learn that only in

recent years has the exploration of the northern coast -line

been completed, and that the central desert of ice has
now been crossed by explorers several time.s. Nat ui ally

and administratively the inhabited coastal fringe of

this island-continent is divided into three parts. North,
South and East Greenland, the latter including Ang-
magssahk and Scoresby Sound where the Eskimo
population is apparently purest, contact with the Danes
having been established there most recently.

Chapters are devoted not only to the glaciers which
co^'er the whole interior of the island several thousand
feet deep, but also to the fiords, currents, climate, geology,

vegetation, and animal life, as well as the history,

administration, schools, language aiifl trade of the
country. The aboriginal as well as the present culture

of the Greenlandeis is described, this name being applied
to those of Eskimo ancestry with more or less Danish
blood, w'ho make up the bulk of the population of the
A\ estern and Southern coasts.

From the time when Eric the Red lanflcd at

Julianehaab in 983 and found traces of previous human
habitations, skin boats and ^tone implements, until about
1500, a small Norse population existed in southern
Greenland; but it remains micertain whether they
(having lost contact wdth Norway in 1410) were ex-
terminated by the Eskimos coming dowm from the
north, or whether the remnants lost their civilization

through mingling with the intruders. After this lapse

there is a hiatus of three centuries, and w^hen Hans Egede
landed in 1721 he found only a pagan Eskimo population.
It is also uncertain whether the natives of the East coast
arrived there via Southern Greenland or wF.ether they
spread down the East coast from the north. In any case
there is no doubt that Greenland was populated from
the west via Ellesmere Land, possibly only a few
centuries before Eric the Red. The total population in

1926 numbered about 15,600.

While students will turn to the originals for further
information, yet they will find in this work a useful
general account of Greenland and its history. An
interesting point regarding the native population, as
indicated in the photographs, is that although the skin
colour of the face and hands is dark where exposed,
yet the normally covered portions of the body appear
to be as free from pigment as in the white race.

R. RUGGLES GATES.

Africa.

Nuer Customs and Folklore. By Ray Hujfman.
Pp. 105. O.rford I^niversdy Pre*-.s‘. 1931.

As Professor Westermann points out in his

introduction to this book, one conseciuence of the
reserve and seclusion in which the Nuer lived, and
partly continue to live, is that comparatively little is

knowm about them. The present volume w'lll therefore

be welcomed by all interested in the population of the
Sudan. It is not, nor does it pretend to be, a complete
monograph on the Nuer tribe, but it gives a considerable

amount of information, practically all of which is new.
We are given a general description of the character-

istics and resources of the Nuer, and of the daily life,

social ceremonies and recreations of the people, followed

by an account of European Mission work, notes on the
Nuer language, and a selection of folk-tales.

The book does not tell us much about the religion or
social organization of the Nuers, but it contains a
number of scattered clues to these a.spects of their life,

wdnch it would be interesting to see followed up. Thus
it is remarked (p. 73) that on the ileath of one, Gwek
Ngundeng, a number of Nuer “ at once assigned that
” fact as the cause of the rams.*' This w ould appear to

imply the existence of professional rainmakers, but we
are not told about the qualifications or status of such
persons or about the ritual employed.

Again (p. 5fi) " Every Nuer is sure to have a sacred
** animal which he wdll neither kill nor eat.' Which are
these animals ? And are they totems ?

A girl, we are told (p. 27). is taught that “ she must
never eat before a boy of her own age or older. Fur-
thermore, she must never see him eat if tliere is any

“ possibility that he may some day be a suitor for her
” hand in marriage. " Do dualistic soul-concepts,

connected w ith spiritual theories of procreation, such as
are found among West African Hamito-negroids {e.g.^

Jukua and Ashanti) and West and South African Bantu
{e.g.f Bakongo and Ba Venda) underlie these practices?

A man, it is twice pointed out (pp. 4 and 41), must
ne\'er appear before his mother-in-law without a loin-

cloth. Is It to be inferred that this is regarded as a
peculiar observance ?

In conclusion, there is the folk-story (p. 92) concerning
a man who attained resurrection by the aid of a snake
and w ho *' always held that snake sacred as a god. ' It

would be interesting to know' whether the Nuers still

practise a snake cult, associated with the concepts of

procreation and fertility, such as exists among the
likewise cattle-owming and cattle-loving ' Cow' Fulaniot
Nigeria. J. R. WILSON-HAFFENDEN.

Tribes of the Niger Delta. By P. Amaury Talbot^

yi.A., D.Sc. London : The Sheldon Press, 1932.

Pp. XI -r 350. Alap and numerous illustrations.

Price 18.S.

In this volume Dr. Talbot brings together notes,

recorded during the years 1914-1916. He has allowed

the natives very largely to speak for themselves, the

information when given in the vernacular being trans-

lated, or wlien given in English reproduced as spoken or

written—and some of it is West Coast English. He has.

made large use of the records of the courts where they
illustrate features of custom and law'. The mformation
is supplementary to that contamed in the author's,

volumes on ' The Peoples of Southern Nigeria ’ (1926).

The tribes described are those dwelling in the Degama
administrative Division, chiefly Ibo and Ijaw. The
former occupy the dry lands in the north, while the
latter live in marshy country along the coast. Little has
been known hitherto concerning the Ijaw, who are very
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distinct from their neighbours. Dr. Talbot calls them
a survival of the dim past ; they have, it appears,

been pressed onwards into tlu' swamps by the southward
march of the Ibo. One section of the Ijaw* is named
Kalahari. The men are chiefly flshers and trailers. In
the latter capacity it is said they could compete on at
least equal terms wdth Jew or Chinaman. As might be
expected, water-spirits {Oicu) play a great part in the
life of these dwellers in sw^amps, and perhaps the most
interesting chapter in the book is that in which the
‘ plays ’ gi\ en m honour of these beings are described.

The underlying root ideas in the celebrations are. no
doubt," says Dr. Talbot, first, the deshe to appease
the' pow'erfiil water-spirits and entreat their help,

and, secondly, by sympathetic magic to increase their
“ owm oflspring on land and the tish in the water, on
which their living almost entirely depended, especially

“ before the coming of Europeans.” The ceremonies
foliow" one another in the order ordained by tradition

till the full cycle, lasting, roughly, for a Cjuarter of a
Centura', has been completed. Dr. Talbot gives a list

of 36 names of (Jivii in the order in w hich tiieh* respective

plays are performed. There is much else of interest in the

religious beliefs and practices of these people ; the gi*eater

part of the book is occupied wdth them. The drawings
and photographs reproduced are excellent. E. \V. S.

Essai sur la Grammaire Banda. 2?. P. Charles

Tisserant. Parts. Instltut d'Ethnolofjie, 1930.

pp. 185
. 282

Dictionnaire Banda-Fran^ais. P. P. Cha/les

T isserant. Paris. Institut P Ethttoloyie^ 1931. Pp. 617.

The region covering the Oubangui-Chari district in

French Equatorial Africa and the ^Ve.ste^n Bahr el

Ghazai Province in the Southern Sudan presents one of
the most complicated language problems in Africa

to-day, and we are indebted to Father Tisserant for

contributing towards its untlerstanding. The map on
p. 17 of the ' Graminaire ' takes us to the border of the

Sudan, while it is a piece of new s to African philologists

to learn, once and for all, that the Banda dialects are

not Bantu.
The setting of the grammar is of the usual kind—the

chapters running through Xouns. Adjecti\'es, Pronouns,
Verbs, etc., leading to Syntax, without, however, too

pamstakmg an effort on the author's part to stretch

the vernacular grammar over the Latin grammar
skeleton. The book should be useful, both as a reference

grammar and as a primer for tliose learning to speak the

language. If anything, the paradigms are rather too

scanty and inclined to be long, so that the learner of

Bantia wmuld certainly feel the great need of a French-
Banda vocabulary when trying to build up sentences of

his own—which need w’e hope will soon be satisfied by
Father Tisserant. Also one could do wdth more
‘ contes ' (the author gives only two), as nothing helps

the beginner so much as construing vernacular

stories.

The phonetic notation is, on the whole, easy to read,

though it is a pity that the author has chosen to add yet

one more symbol (presumably of his own invention) to

the already formidable array which are used by other

writers to signify the ‘ sh ’ somid.
The Banda-French Dictionary is a great piece of

work for one man to have accomplished, and evidently

represents years of patient study. In its 600 pages of

closely-printed vocabulary are represented seven dialects

and over thirty sub-dialects of the language. Besides
the main dictionary there are two short ' lexiques,’ one
of the names of indigenous plants, and the other of
indigenous wild animals. A. N. TUCKER.

Races.
The Mongol in Our Midst. F. G. (.'rooLPank, M.D..
F.RJ'.P. London. Zrd edition. Svo. Pp. .cii, o-LO.

Price 21^^. net.
283The three faces ot mankmd are a popular and

attractive topic. This much-cnlarged edition brings
the account up to most recent data on the anthropo-
logical and psychiatric sides. From w'hatever angle
tile author collects his data, he finds tliree typt's or
fact^s emerge, each face in turn borne by a man, an
ape, and an idiot. The comparative homologies, set
out in Ills table, are :

—

Race type.

White
(Semitic)

V ellow
(Mongol)

Black
(Nigerian
Negro)

Ape type. ' Reversionary ' type.

Chimpanzee

Orang-utan

Gorilla

Microce2>haUc and
juvenile schizoid

(Dementia pnecox)

Imbecile Mongoloid

‘ Ethiopian ’ idiot

The author sets out physical, physiological and psychi-
cal likenesses between the members of tlie respective
groups, and supplements these points to be generally
observed b^^ others; posture in sitting, hand-markmgs,
and the like, and more special skeletal and visceral
homologies. To explain these he suggests that it must
be belie\'ed that, in the phyletic scheme tlie ancestors
of man and the apes did not separate into two stems,
one of wdiich led to man and the other to the apes,
but into three divisions each of which later subdivided
and produced both a man and an ape.
The novelty in this presentation is the use made of

the imbeciles in a scheme of recapitulation. The
imbecile, an unfinished product, a foetal relic, may
reveal the past. Of the Mongol imbeciles, from wduch
the book has its title. Dr. Crook-ihaiik coiisidiTs the
hospital group that to a large extent die in early life,

the mental-hospital group of siu'vivors, with certain
traits akin to the Northern (racial) ^Mongols, to orangs.
and to the school group. The latter are not imheciles
and may ow^e then traits to racial intermixture within
the last five thousaiid yiairs. The two former groups
are pathological, though there is much in the author's
contention that pathological evidence must not be
excluded. AVhy should patliological action produce
Mongol traits unless there is some factor which may have
given rise to these traits in normal evolution ? The
matter is discussed wdth a w^ealrh of detail not to bo
foimdelsew-here, especially from the side of the defectives.
Anthropological readers perhaps iiecMl to be reminded
that a iVIongol imbecile is not the same thing as an im-
becile Mongol. At least, the few' of the latter to be
found ill London, although undoubtedly racial Mongols,
have none of the characteristics of Mongolian idiocy, and
it is to be hoped that in his next edition Dr. Crookshank
wull have photographic evidence to convince the sceptic
that ^Mongolian idiocy is found in racial ^Mongols. That
he has not done so, W'e may be sure is not his fault,
for he has searched literature far and near. Dr. Crook-
shank's assertion of the rarity of mongolism among
the Jew's has always surprised those W'ho w'ork in
public mental services. In the first two hundred
index-cards of patients with mongolism, locked at to
check this point by the reviewer, twelve cases w'cre
found, a proportion at least as great as that of the Jews
in the community as a whole. If Dr. Crookshank
replies that these must all be descendants of the Khazars,
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thitf can neither be proven nor disproven, for all were
descended from the Eastern branch of Jewry. Whether
we agree or no, this new edition should be read for the

fresh data on the imbeciles, and the collected data on the
orang; perhaps the best general comnumt would be
si non e veto e hen trovato. E. C. iS.

Ethnos, or the Problem of Race. By Sir Arthur
Keith y F.B.S. (“ To-day and To-morrow Series,)

London. 1931. Sm 8i*o. pp. 92. Price 2s. ^d. net.

The substance of this provocative essay is contained
in the writer’s Huxley Lectuie, and in his Open Public
Lecture published last summer in ‘ Early Man.’ But
he has dovetailed them by a continuous argument,
which has been taken a stage further in his Kectorial
Address at Aberdeen. It is a kind of ‘ applied anthro-
" pology,’ an attempt “ to induce politically-mmded

‘‘ people to study the problems of race from an
‘‘ anthropological point of view.” When race meets
* race,” people who have everything to gain by

' working together, find themselves thrust apart by
‘‘ some impulse which is stronger than their individual
“ wills," and trouble results. Does anthropological

knowledge indicate any remedy for this ? Xow the

further back we go the greater do we find the degree

of racial divergence to have been "
;

for it was
” Xatum’s way of evolving higher types ” competi-
tively. In the new economic situation created by
agriculture, race-production became sacrificed to

economic necessity ”—the accumulation of wealth.
A third phase of human history would open ” if

” eugenists have their way " and “ obtain the ear of
“ statesmen.” How Sir Arthur Keith approaches the
problems of the present, and what his solutions are,

readers must discover for themselves. J. L. M.

CORRESPONDENCE.
The Papuan Instrument called Pombo.

Sir,—Last year, at the Kikori station in the
Gulf of Papua, I came into possession of an
instrument resembling that described by Mr.

G. Christian in Max, ^[arch, 1932, 83. It had
been brought in by a patrol officer from the village

of Turoha, on the Upper Purari. I had the services
of a local constable from the neighbouring village of
Vemadu. According to him the instrument was called
Pombo, and was used in collecting the sap of the root
of a tree called Hamu. The root was beaten up on the
boar<l with a stone and the sap collected in a cavity
in the centre. The sap was then poured into receptacles
made of Goru palm, and was drimk by both old and
young men, but not by women. The special virtue
of the sap was that it made their skins clean.’’

The tree from which the Pombo is made is called
Hwaina.
The Pombo when struck with a stone makes a noi.se

like a drum, and I thought at first that it was probably
used like a ilrurn at dances. But the constable assured
me that this was not so. He was describing the custom
of ills own \'illage, Vemadu. Turoha also uses the Pombo,
possibly in a different way. J. H. V. MURRAA".

The Falmouth Ingot.

Sir.—With regard to the origin of the Falmouth
ingot to which reference is made in your issue for

August, 1932, 227. it may be of interest to mention
that the Manchester museum has a set of foundation de-
po.sitsfrornthe temple of QueenTausert of theXIX dynasty
of Egypt, at Thebes. The deposit includes, as is often the
case, miniature models in sheet copper of the tools used in

building. Amongst them is a model mgot of the shape
of the Falmouth example. The finder. Sir Flmders
Petrie, compares it with this {see his work " Six Temples
at Thebes,' p. 15 and pi. xvi, 23). Queen Tausert's date
is roughly 1200 b.c. On the walls of the tombs of

Rekhmara and of Puyemra, nobles of the time of Tahu-
times III, are frescoes in which such ingots appear
(atc XewbeiTV, ' Life of Rekhmara,’ pi. xviii, and Davis,
‘ Tomb of Puyemre,' pi. xxxi). These date to about
1447 B.c. Representations of similar objects are shown
on the clay tablets of Minoan date at Knossos. An ingot
of copper of this size was found at Enkomi in Cj’prus,

weight 81 lbs. 10 oz., with Mycenaean objects. This is

now in the British Museum. It is stamped with a

character of the am*ient Cypriote script. A similar one
was found in Sardinia, and others at Hagia Triada, in

Crete. There seems then considerable evidence that the
ingot resulted from contact with tlie Eastern Mediter-
ranean in remote times.

WINIFRED M. CROMPTON.

Natural and Supernatural (c/. Max, 1932, 78).

Sir,-

—

Dr. F. R. Lehmann writes to me in

justification of the view.s T criticized in No. 78 of

your Marcli issue of this year. He authorizes me
to send you for publication wliat extraids T may choose
from his letter. I do so with the more pleasim^ as Dr.
Lehmann’s work is distinguished by a virtue not too
common, loyalty to facts. For instance, the following

argument seems to proceed on the right lines, whether
we accept the conclusions or not.

"" Mariner reports that his watch was miK'h admired
” by the people of the island of Wiha because of its

ticking. They lield it to the ear and exclaimed,
“

‘ J/ob/U (it is alive), and wanteil to provoke it by
pinching and by blows to expressions of pain. Finally

they took it away from Mariner and then brought it

“ back to him in pieces."

Wilson, on the other hand, tells in ‘ A Missionary
‘‘

‘ Voyage,’ p. 1 31f. of the conception which the natives of

Tongatabu formed of the missionaries* cuckoo clock.

They took the cuckoo for a spirit, and on that account
“ would not touch it. Indeed, the natives also ascribed
'' to the Bird 'Spirit or Spirit -bird the faculty of dis-

covering thieves. Gne native declared he would not
like to have such a spirit in his house.”
“ Where lies the differ#^nce in the native point of view ?

“ For us Europeans there is nothing supernatural in
" either case; for the natives obviously only in the

second case, whereas they took Mariner’s watch to be
” indeed animate, but not for a supernatural; or they
” would not have so much as touched the object, or
” even taken it to pieces.”

The argument is an honest attempt to reconstruct
native beliefs from detailed accounts of native reactions,
and certainly contributes to our iinderstandmg

; but I
think it unconsciously introduces something which is

not in the evidence. I do not think we are warranted in
distinguishing between the two cases. It iloes not follow
that the watch cannot have been regarded as super-
natural, or they would not have touchetl it. Dr. Leh-
mann is here still writing under the influence of the old
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psychological school which attributes our own emotions
to natives.

We regard tlie supernatural with awe.
Ail natives do.
If there is no awe. there is no supernatural.

As a matter of fact the supernatural is so ccjmmon in
the South Seas that it causes no sensation; miracles are
common, and taken as a matter of course. The tidal
stone of Lakemba was >nana ; so far from avoiding and
fearing it, people would hit it just to test it. See my
‘ Lau Islamls,' p. 214.* I am not at all convinced there-
fore that the watch was not equally held to be super-
natural. The evidence is insufficient. Mariner does not
tell us what the people .said about it beyond saying, It
“ is alive.” They were certainly not afraid of it, as the
Tongatabuans were of the clock, but they were different
people, and South Sea Islanders are not all made to the
formulae of European professors.

They are nidi\'i<iuals with varying personalities.
There are sceptics (see my ‘ Lau Islands,' p. 223), and
there arc superstitious folk, reasoners, and others that
take things for granted. They should therefore be
allowed to give evidence each for himself. It is seldom
they are aliowell to in books, and hence Dr. Lehmann
suffers under a serious handicap, as he is not able to go
and find out for himself, to apply to field work that
objectivity and attention to detail which marks his

re.searches at home.
The chief thing is that the argument is on the right

lines. It is a very different thing from the old psycho-
logical school, and its modern representatives, which
set up generalizations about savages or ‘ primitives,'
and deduce from them the character and mentality of

particular tribes. Dr. Lehmann's pre.sent argument, on
the contrary, tries to deduce from the behaviour and
saymgs of a people what its views are on things in

general. That is the obvious procedure, but the obvious
is not held in honour. A. M. HOCART.

Couvade.

Sm,—From time to time I have read letters in

Man : 1930, 28, 02; 1931, 10, 3S, o9, 107, 20o, 281, 28X
about the Couvade custom with great interest.

Rut obviously some of the cases stated in those letters

are not * the word properly restricted to,' uses which
Prof. Myres (Man, 1931, 9b) has already pointed out.

May I put one example of this curious custom on
record ?

In the province of Kweichow, South-western China,
among the aboriginal Miao (or Miao-tse), there is a tribal

group known as the TAin<j-tt<u ^liao or " Husband-mother-
ing ’ Miao who practise the Couvade custom. It is due
to this ver\" reason that they owe their present name.
They are strictly confined to the district of Wei-ning
(105^ E. long., 27' X. lat.), very near to the Tsao-hai
(lake) m the western corner of the said province. Accord-
ing to their custom, when a wife has given birth to a
child the husband must at once assume his duty to look
after the new-born baby in his chamber, wht're he
receives ceremonially congratulations from his relatives

and friends in bed, as if he were the lying-iii mother.
He has to stay in, without going out once, for a whole
month. The parturient wife, however, does all the work
indoors and out as usual. Besides suckling the child,

she provides and serves meals and tea for her husband
three times a day. It is said that if the husband does
not look after the child carefully, and behave himself
properly, he will be sick, but the wife would not be
affected.

This custom wan known to the Chinese writers as early
as the Tang Dynasty (03 8-909 a.d.). For instance, in
his " Yii um chih ’ or ' Treatise of Curious Things,' Hwang
Ch'ien-li, a scholar at that time, reccrdeil this interesting
custom from the Lao people who are said to be a branch
of the Miao m South China.

In addition to the literary description of the rites,

there are pictures painted with colour by native Chinese
artists to illustrate their actual manner. For instance,
in the famous ' ^Iiao Album,' a work of considerable
interest, showing the daily life of the Miao, there is one
folio dealing with the Lanq-tsu Miao with a man holding
his child in his arm, while his wife is ^loiiig work outside.
So far as I am aware, there are three copie.s of this
‘Album,’ more or less of the same nature, in the Oriental
Students' Library of the British Museum, Lendon

;

two copies, formerly belonging to Tylor, in the Pitt
Rivers Museum, Oxford

; one in the library of the Victoria
and Albert INIuseum, London; and probably there are
copies in other libraries and institutions.

CHUXGSHEE HSIEX LIU.
St. Catherine's Society, Oxford.

Immolation of Widows in New Guinea. CJ. Man,
1932, 74.

Sir,—

T

here were in all eight natives accused of /aM
the wilful murder of the three widows. In ]\Ian.

1931, 8, howe\'er, I gave only the evidenee in one
case and sakl : Similar evidence was given m the other
“ cases.” Six of the accused were sentenced to, and
received, fi\'e years' imprisonment with hard labour.
The natives Pedio and Awipi each received only one
year’s impnsomneiit with hard labour.

E. L. GORDOX THOMAS.
Buka, Xew Guinea.

290

E. Griqua Land: Lightning Stroke.
Sir,—\Vhen a hut is struck by lightning it i

necessary for the people concerned to consult
doctor ( I-Gqira ') in order that a recurrence of
the calamity may be averteel.

When the doctor arru es a black sheep or a black goat
or even a black pig is slaughtered. The contents of the
paunch and the gall are mixed with roots. These are
put in a pot on the fire. As the contents of the pot begin
to char, smoke rises to the rafters of the hut and the
hut IS thereby cleansed.
The people of the kraal inhale the smoke from the

pot through reeds as a preliminary act of purification;
thereafter incisions in their skin are made usually round
the root of the throat and the navel and a portion of the
contents of the pot is rubbed in. All the inmates of the
kraal dip their fingers in the pot and take out small
quantities of the contents, which they swallow.
A portion of the medicine from tlie pot is put in a

horn. This is kept in the hut.
A stick from ‘ u-Mahope ' vine {Acridovarpus nafali-

tuis), about two feet long, is stuck into the thatch of the
hut after medicines from the pot have been rubbed upon
It. M^ooden pegs are prepared and after medicine has
been rubbed on, these foui‘ are dmen into the grountl
roimd each hut.
When a thunderstorm is brewing the doctor takes

some of the medicine from the horn and blows it towards
the storm. At the same time he points with the Mahope
stick at the storm, which then divides and passes by on
either side of the kraal.
The doctor, having now' completed his acts of purifica-

tion, the people of the kraal go to a stream and wash

My article ' Les Pierres magiques au Fiji,' Anthropoa, 1911, p, 724. contains further details.
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theiiLselves with the juice of ' m-Telezi ’ {Gasterla) mixed
witli water, whereafter the doc*tor’s fee becomes due.
The doctor follows the trace of the lightning stroke

and digs for the egg of ' im-Pundulu/ the lightning

bird. If the egg is not foimd the bird will retuni to
hatch it, which will be followed bv great calamity.

FRANK BROWNLEE.
Nayar Polyandry.

Sm,—In his letter on Nayar Polyandry (Man,
March, 1932, 99), Mr. Aiyappan states that the
“Tali m Malabar has none of its usual significance

“ as a sjTnbol of marriage except among the Nambudiris.'’
It is interesting that Mr. Aiyappan, a native of the
district who has lived among the people, should make
such a statement. It only shows what a thick crust of

forgetfulness lies over the significance of the ancient
customs and usages of a people. No doubt to-day the
tying of the Tali is a meaningless ob.ser\"ance among the
Nayars and is rapidly being gi\'en up as sueli. The
report of the Malabar ^Marriage Commission of 1894 is

well worth studj" in this connection. Giving evidence
before the Comintssion, Mr. K. R. Krishna Menon states

that on the fourth day of the Tahkattu a cloth is severed
into two parts and one part is given to the Manavalan
(the man who ties the Tali) and one to the girl in the
presence of Enangans and friends. This is supposed
symbolically to be divorce, and even in spite of this

divorce the girl observes death pollution when her
Manavalan dies (Fawcett). It is, of course, unnecessary
to state that tliere cannot be divorce w^Jthout a marriage.
In North Travancore it was a custom to remov'e the
Tah when the Tah tier is dead, thus showing that the
Tall tj'ing stood really for a marriage.

In fact, the Tali is a symbol of non-virginity, and at

one time was the outwaril sign that the wearer had been
imtiated into vv^oinanhood. ^Ir. Aiyappan further states

that the Nambudiri, with w'hom the Talikattu is an
essential part of marriage, was responsible for the custom
among the Naj^ars. But lacking, as it does, the other
features of Nambudiri marriage, f.e., Saptapati, Homam
and Panigrahanam, it is open to doubt whether the
Nambudiri is responsible for the custom. It originated
more iikelv'' in the several raids that were made on
Malabar, when ev'eiy girl wanted a protector and the
Tah was a sign to the foreigner that she could not be
molested with impunity. K. GOVINDA MENON.

Origin of Cruelty (c/. IMan, 1932, 134).

SiK,—Cruelty in animals. I hav^e watched a
leopard playing v\'itii a disabled gumea-fowd m the
same w^ay as a cat w'lth ci sparrow, and monkeys in

Uganda tearing frogs in half, by taking a hind leg in each
hand, and then throwing the halv es away, apparently from
sheer delight. Animals regularly bite each other to impress
their desires on their relativ^es and friends. Lord Raglan
suggests that biting ideas are obtained by children
from representations on the walls of schoolrooras. But
African negro children bite each other, too, especially
w'hen fighting. It is a recognized method among them
for means of offence and defence. Amongst ray captive
monkeys {Qercopitliecus piffjerythrus)^ the ‘ old-man ' of
the troop had only one way of show^ing his displeasure or
of maintaining his prestige among the others, and that
was by biting them severely, despite their yells of fear
and pain. He knew* it hurt them, and that by this means
he instilled fear into them and was all powerful in their
enclosure.

I feel sure that Iov*e of power, not mentioned by Lord
Raglan, is a cause of much cruelty. By mstilimg fear
into his subjects by cruel means, a savage ruler is able
to maintain his position. The old African negro kings

of Busoga and Buganda practised atrocious cruelties in

order to be able toWield power over their communities.
Another cause of cruelty is lov’e of possession. The

history of gold and iv'ory shows this. Who does not
remember the Congo atrocities ? I do not see how lov^e

of power and lov^e of gain can be attributed to ritual

observ^ance.

Cruelty for sheer delight is, I believ^e, v^ery rare indeed.

But to no other cause can be attributed the rev^olting

spectacles staged by the Akikuyu negroes of Kenya
Colony in recent yeai^. Semi-educated Akikuyu were
found laughing heartily at the sight of two duikers

capering about after they had been flayed alive, and on
another occasion enjoying the entertainment of skinning
a captive baboon aliv^e !

Native African.^ are, as a rule, nut cruel, but extra-

ordmarilv callous. The Akikuyu appear to be exceptions.

H. F. STONEHAM.
Lieut. -Colonel.

The Invention of Doctrines. Is there any Evidence ?

Sir,—In his ’ Children of the Sun ’ Hr. Perry
v’ery properly insists on the necessity for evidence
to support anthropological theories. When, there-

fore, he assures us that the priests of Heliopolis invented
the doctrine of div*ine birth (Man, 1932, 218), it is

permissible to ask him whether there is any evidence that

any doctrine has ever been inv'ented by priests ?

In the same number Miss Werner (205) assures us that

people would naturally speculate on the results of the
‘‘ sin," but is tliere any evidence that sav^ages speculate ?

Such assumptions are only too common in anthropo-
logical literature, and I wdll add two which I have come
upon in the last few days. Andrew Lang, in Custom
and Myth.’ p. 202, says :

" Wounded Knee, a not un-
“ likely name for a savage." But are sav^ages in fact

so named ?

In his ^ Greek Hero Cults,’ p. 7, Hr. Farnell says that
it would be an absurdity to suppose that the primitive

“ Hellenes could not arrange a race ora wrestling match
as a .secular frolic." It would be an absurdity to

suppose that Oxford dons could not dine in their pyjamas,
but we should require ev idence to conv^ince us that they,

in fact, do so. RAGLAN.

Oldoway Teeth.

Sir,—The photograph of the Oldoway teeth, w'hich

Rrofes.sor Elliot Smith has published (Man,
1932, August, No. 239) leaves no doubt he is right

in maintaining that the lower incisor teeth have
been artificially deformed by filing. At a recent meeting
of the Anatomical Society I had maintamed that the

mutilation was the result of disease—believing from
photographs I had examined that the erosion was
situated not on the crowns but below them. The photo-

graphs now published show that I was in error.

ARTHUR KEITH.

CORRIGENHA AND AHHENHA.
Man, 1932, 99 (p. 79), for Non-fraternal polyandry
read Fraternal polyandry.

Man, 1932, 243 (p. 203) for A24 C. S. Ft icolaescu-Plopsor

read Hr. Bahor; for A48 Hr. H. Weinert read

Z9B for C23 Prof, N, Puedoni read Hr.
G. Kraft; for C24 T. D. McCmon read Hr. E, Voyt;

for C49 Hr. G, Kraft read Prof. H. V, Vallois,

Addenda to Man, No. 243 (p. 203) : A46 Col.

Statham; A54 R. Rule; B19 A. Safrastian.
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Nubia : Rock Engravings. Parker : Burkitt.

Rock Engravings from Onib, >Afadi Ailaki, Nubia. By 0. F . Parker and M, C. Burkitt.

During the past few years frequent mention has been made of rock-drawings found in the QQ"J
desert west of the Nile. The photographs herewith were taken in the course of a minings Of
exploration expedition to Onib in 1905. This

centre is approximately midway between the

Red Sea and the Nile, its position being

S 21° 48', E 32° 45'. The photographs show

the whole of an isolated group of pictures.

Some one and a half miles distant is another

group situated at the mouth of a rock shelter

;

the natives, while fullyaware of these two groups,

were positive that there were no further

drawings in the neighbourhood.

The mineral deposit at Onib, which was

the cause of the expedition, was interesting

in that it had been worked during the Roman
occupation of Egypt, as shown by pottery and

glass found on the surface and also by a lamp

from the underground workings.

O. F. PARKER.

The whole problem of North African

rock-engravings is still somewhat obscure.

There is ah-eady a considerable literature on

the subject. Among the more important works

may be cited Les Pierres Ecrites, by G. B. M.

Flamand (1921), which deals more particularly

with Algeria, and Hadschra Maktuba, by
L. Frobenius and H. Obermaier (1925), which

covers a wider range of country but still well

to the westward. Hassanein Bey's article,

Geographical Journal, Nov., 1924, pp. 355-6, on

engravings in the oasis of Ow’enat far to the

south is, of course, extremely important, for

area where no giraffe can now exist, but also th

Fig. 3.

s at Onib, not only are giraffe figured in an
similarities with the Bushman art of South Africa
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are remarkable. Some information about rock-engravings can be obtained from de Morgan's Becherches

sii}' les origlncs de VEgypte (1896 and 1897) and also from Newbold s article in Antiquity (Sept.

1928) where rock-carvings from Libya and the

v'estern Sudan are discussed : finally, in

Ij Anthropologie

.

1916, Vol. XXVII. pp. 27-45,

M. Gautier described several sites on the borders

of Algeria and Morocco. Unpublished rock-

carvings are known eastward from Assuan,

between the Xile and the Red Sea, as well as from

near the old emerald mines of Xorthern Etbai,

which are mentioned by D. A. MacAlister in the

Standard newspapei* for 2nd or 3rd Xovember,

1900. There are. of course, many similar finds.

Elsewhere in Africa rock-engravings occur in

Xorthern Rhodesia near the Congo border, in

Southern Rhodesia, in the Union of South Africa,

and (associated with painting) in Tanganyika.

The problem of the North African rock art

is. of course, to determine its date and to say to

what culture or cultures it belongs. Many of

the engravings, especially the more eastern ones,

are probably not older than pre-Dynastic or Early

Dynastic times : some indeed are certainly considerably more recent. On the other hand in Algeria

the figuring of Bubalns antiquus might almost argue for a palamlithic date. The giraffe figured at

Owenat mentioned above v'ould be more significant if tliere had been discovered an exact time scale

of the climate changes in those parts of Africa. It ii.sed to be suggested that the presence of the camel
was a sure indication of a post -Persian date, ])ut this has now been que.stioned. At the moment little

more can be done than to catalogue fresh examples.

Mr. Parker is to be congratulated on the excellence of his photographs and the luciditv of his

notes. :\I. C. BURKITT.

Fig. 4.

Africa : East. Wilson.

The Ancient Civilization of the Rift Valley. By ('aptain G. E. H. Wilson.

QAO Since my original paper was read in Glasgow in 1928"^ the position with regard to the

faMU ancient system of terracing and irrigation in East Africa has materially changed. The existence

of the remains of these ancient works, as will be seen from the map (fig. 1) is now established not

* Deductions from the Reinain.s of an old Ap^ricultural System in Uhehe, Tanjianyika Territory. Pror. Brit.

Assockitio}t [Glasgo^v) 1928; see also East Africi, 1928. Sept. 13 (Vol. W, Xo. 208).

List of tribes whose LOCATION IS INDICATED BY THE NUMERALS ON THE SKETCH MAP.
1. Masai and Wandarobo. 15. Eluguru (tribes of). 28. tYamalila.
o Sonjo. 10. Wakutu. 29. Walambia.
3. Waruaha. 17. Waliehe. 30. Wainparoto.
4. Wamerii. 18. ? Xnrne. 31. Wakukwe.
5. Ciiagga. 19. W'akwaina. 32. Bandali.
6 . Wasambara (tribe.s of). 20. Waziuigwa. 33. ^\’'anyakyusa.
7. A\'am}>ulLi ( Iraku)

.

20a. Wasafagi. 34. Buanji.
8. 'Wainbiigwe (Sarawat). 21, ? Same. 35. Wakinga.
9. tVafionn. 22. Wasaniru. 36. AYajianga.

10. Baraha-ig. 23. Wasafwa. 37. AVabena (tribes of).

11. Warangi. 24. Wasongwe. 38. AA"angoni.
12. Waturu. 25. Was^-ungu. BrSHMEX.
13. Wangamwesi. 26. Waniydia. Bl. AA'atindiga

(
? real nayne).

14. W^agogo. 27. Wanyamwanga

.

B2. ? Same.
X.B.—Xos. 18, 21, B2 are distmct tribes whose names the writer has forgotten.
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I Sketch map to show the distribution of tribes, and location of terraces, irrigation, etc., in

Tanganyika Territory. Horizontal shiding ; areas prestimed to have been at one time completebj terracea.

Oblique shading : Sea and lakes. Xamends irlthin circles indicate the location of the tribes in the annexed list.^
[ 251 J
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only in Tanganyika, but in Abyssinia, Uganda, Kenya and Northern Rhodesia as well, and the

question has now become : Who constructed them ?

Terracing consists, in all cases, of parallel terraces following the contours of the hills (as in fig. 3)

and occurs where either the heavy morning mist or mountain streams aid irrigation.

I have been asked if there are any signs of masonry or retaining walls and the reply is in the

negative, but all who know Central Africa are aware that abandoned stone work is immediately

removed for use to other places.

Many of these terraces are referred to as ‘cattle tracks.' This is, of course, wrong; without

doubt cattle, and particularly goats, use them as an easy road and have helped to maintain them,

but cattle do not walk in parallel lines round a hill nor can they be driven in that way.

Terracing is still practised in some parts of the country, as far as Tanganyika is concerned, by

the tribes in the neighbourhood of Meru and Kilimanjaro and the Wambulu (Iraku) in the North

and the Wabena, who are still experts on hillside cultivation, in the South,

The map (fig. 1) clearly shows the located positions, and it will be noted that there is sufficient

evidence to assume that the whole of the highlands were terraced at one time.

The average width of the top of the terraces, as they exist to-day, is about a foot. They were

probably about three feet originally, and the depth between terraces three feet. The most notable

terracings I have seen are :

—

Ngongongare near Arusha.—Particularly well defined. Below it is an ancient cemetery.

One of the graves was opened by General Boyd Moss, and I understand that the bones showed signs

of cremation.

Aicho on the Mbulu-Oldeani Boad.—^Not as clear as Ngongongare, but distinct.

Iraku—between Mbulu Town and the Manyara Escarpment.—^As terracing is still practised

here, it is difficult to say how much is or is not ancient.

Kilosa, a few miles West of—near where the railway crosses the Mkondokwa.—Very clear from

the main fine in the early morning after the grass is burnt.

Usafagi on the old Mahenge-Nganame Rice-road.—I have a note of mtutas here, but do not

now remember at which place, probably both.

Between Bamhusi and Bumuli (Iringa District).—Terraced hill, very clearly defined.

Mufindi.—Throughout the Mufindi area the terracing is very distinct, connecting the Sambusi
terraces, mentioned above, with those of the old Rice-road. It is here that the secondary forest is

grovdng upon it.

JJniyiha,—At Mlowa near the junctions of the Mvalezi and Ruanda Rivers—a very distinct

specimen.

Bunangwa Bua near Ujiji.—Obviously very fine specimens referred to by Commander Cameron
on page 297 of his ‘Across Africa.’

Graded Boads.—Although fewer traces of these exist than of the terracing, they are of more
importance as an indication of a high state of civilization. When Aerial Survey has had an oppor-

tunity of extending its operations, it is hoped that these roads will connect up, and there is little

doubt that the proof of trunk roads of considerable importance will be established.

Graded roads are much more difficult to locate. As a rule, it is only possible to identify them
on ascents or over hill-tops, outside the limits of routes used at the present time, as naturally

they have become completely lost over flat country inundated during the rains. They have also

in places become a part of roads in use at the present day.

They are, as a rule, about ten to twelve feet wide, and the strata on the hill-side are exposed
and have been worked with a tool- On the road at Fikula (Iringa District) boulders have been
removed and the road had a made-up surface.

Many of these roads are referred to as ' elephant tracks,’ and this is true to the extent that
in many cases they are used by the elephant- It is obvious, however, that although elephants may
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crash through the hill bamboo and use the same \\inding path time and again, they will never

make a road, as in a herd they never follow one another in a straight line, but walk so (fig. 2) :

—

1

3 I
4

Fig. 2.

and the solitary beast, even when he has a path to go along, meanders from side to side and never

by any chance walks straight dowui it.

Cattle will cut a track through soft ground if driven for long periods over the same route, but
these cattle paths invariably lead to a ford or a watering place ; but where the remains of ancient

graded roads can be located, there are no fords near, and notably on the road between the Lofia

and Great Ruaha there is no reason for taking cattle over it in the usual course of a herdsman's

daily work.

The points where these roads have been located (as will be seen frt^m the map) would
suggest a system of communication running from Xorth to South on the Eastern side of the Great
Lakes and in no case does coastal communication appear obvious. This sugge.sts to me that the

lost civilization was complete in itself, having but two main outlets, namely. Xorth by way of the

Xile, and South by Rhapta. It is remotely possible, however, that there was an intermediate route

via Mombasa, the origin of which may be very much more ancient than we think.

The graded roads I liave myself seen are :

—

Oldeani near Kampi Xyoka.—Running from a lost track crossing the Xgorongoro towards the

Serenget ;
a very distinct track about twelve feet wide cut in the hillside.

Giycdci Mog in the Hg'mpai,—This road comes from Mto wa Imbu at the Xorth of Lake Manvara
and i)robably continued through Xalangalangi into the X'gorongoro Crater, and may have joined

the above road. It is well known as the ' Old Elephant Track,' but is not used by the natives;

its grading, how'ever, is very fine.

Maste^ between the Lofia and Great Ruaha.—It comes from the South, out of the Mahenge
Province and goes Xorth, probably crossing the Great Ruaha and continuing in the direction of

Kilosa. From the hill to the north of the Bingu River the cutting can be very clearly seen where

it crosses the hill to the south.

Kivu~Mkonga in Usafwa.—Xot very distinct : it probably comes from the Lbena ami goes

towards Mbeya, If, however, this road could be verified, it would j^erhaj^s be found to he the

connecting link between the coa^t and the Liipa Gold Fields.

Irrigation, in which we must include canals and drainage, is also an indication of a high state

of civilization; as to carry it out on an extensive and organized system demands a knowledge of

hydraulics.

Traces occur in the Uhehe, wdiere an extensive system of drainage was carried out, and in

Mbulu and Ubena where it is still practised.

Canals are difficult to verify. I have been told that a part of the Eugare Olmotoni near Arusha
was deliberately dug, but have seen no actual evidence myself. A large dam is also reported from
the Serenget.

In low-lying districts, such as the ]\[geta River area near Kisaki. and tlie Kilombera in Xorth
Mahenge, there are river diversions which may have been artificial

;
that is to say, although in these

and similar localities the main river is knowni to change its course from time to time, tliere are

particular channels that do not seem to be natural, but eitlier have been completely constructed or

are ' improved ' waterways.

The only distinct irrigation I have seen, apart from that still practised in Mbulu and Ubena,
is at the Iringa mtiitas on the Xdembera River. This extensive system, which first drew attention
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to the agricultural remains in the Tanganyika Territory, consists of a series of dj'kes laid out in
identically the same manner as is practised in the West of England at the present day. I have
endeavoured to shov it in my sketch (fig. 3). This is intended to give a general illustration of the
system used, although it is only in the Uhehe that the terraces and mtutas occur together. Mtiita
is a native word meaning banked-up ground upon which food.stuffs are grown, such as potatoes or
grain, whei'e it is necessary to protect the roots by drainage. The terracing is in parallel lines

following the contours of the hills, like that employed at the present day in South Europe. The
mtutas were laid out in rectangles with the dividing dykes running towards the rivers. They served
both for drainage and for irrigation, but were. I think, primarily intended for drainage, as the land
in which they occur is mostly swamjj-land in the rains.

In connection with these, the following extract from the Agricultural Report on the Iringa
Province dated 29th November, 1927, will be of interest “ The extent of the old cultivated
“ ridged fields is astonishing as is the fact that the Natives now occupying the area know nothing
“ of the.se old cultivations." I would add that it was not until the spring of 1929, when I met a

Fig. 3. terraces .axd i/ht /' at irixga ox the xdembera river, t.vxgaxyika territory.
In thin sketch the details are exaggerated. The average .size of a mtuta is 50-90 yards by 20-30; the average ividth

oj a tarrace feet : of a graded road, 12 feet.

\ ery old W azungwa who told me about the Mdefu and Mangati, and the summer of the same y'ear,
when the District Officer found out from an old Wahehe about the Wamea, that there was any
evidence that tradition about these mtutas existed.

ir^o constructed these Terraces and other TTorts Legends of an alien race dominating the
local peoples occur both in the North and South of Tanganyika where they are referred to as the
JiJrefit (tall), Mdefu (bearded) and Mangati (enemy or stranger).

Mention is also made of a people caUed the Wamea, the meaning of which is not known, who
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are spoken of not only in connection Avith the ancient agricultural system but also in the traditions

affecting the origin of the Rock Paintings of Bahi (A. T. Culwick, Man, 1931, C9) but in the

latter case it may be that the Wagogo only remember this name as that of a mighty tribe of the past.

By the Rift Valley is meant the ^rhole of the region of the Great Lakes and their surrounding

highlands, including all the minor * Rifts ‘ often referred to.

In my original paper I spoke at length not only of a certain coarse grass, since identified as

HyparrJienia sp., but also of the Ru people, and of Taro, more correctly Colocasia. As, however,

these subjects are now likely to obscure the true objective of this paper, beyond a few short remarks,

they are omitted.

The earlier people such as the * Flint Workers,' ' Cave Painters,* etc,, also do not enter into

this discussion, but there still exist in one or two places the remnants of a very primitive race

.dwelling in holes in the ground, living on game and honey beer, and possessing neither crops nor

herds ;
a people short of stature, dark in colour and big-buttocked.

From the map (fig. 1) it will be seen that a large number of tribes are distributed over the area

where the remains of terracing and mrigation have been foimd
;
and when the immense diversity in

.custom and utter difference of language amongst this mass of people is considered it will be at once

realized that anything systematic could only have been carried out by a dominant race.

This raises the question : Are we to assume that there was the same diversity of language and

culture at that time ? We have no data for such an assumption and it is possible they were more

homogeneous. It is probable that the races of the Central Lakes were then much more homogeneous

than now, but I submit that, as the origin of all tribes and clans was a single family, their culture

could not have developed equally, and moreover the formation of the country indicates that, even

if there was a greater similarity between these peoples in those days, there must have been great

.differences between those iiiliabiting the mountains around the Xyasa Lake and, for example, the

people of Kilimanjaro. Hill tribes, plain tribes and p3^gmies would have adapted themselves to a

suitable life and invented words to meet their peculiar necessities.

Many wars and migrations have so mixed their history, with the exception perhaps of a limited

number i)rotected by geographical reasons from outside influence, that to endeavour to trace the

people who engineered the ancient workings by an exhaustive search for tribal origins would be

Razi-hure."^

I had at one time an idea that the people of the Great Lakes were independent of the northern

civilizations. But tradition and such evidence as exists show coiisistently that this unidentified

race came from the north. It is, however, obvious that, to solve the problem, Abyssinia, Uganda,

Kenya and Tanganyika, and possibly Xorthern Rhodesia, must be considered as a whole; that is

to say, it must be assumed for the moment that the Rift country, although populated by many

tribes, was under the domination of a single race.

The probable date of this alien immigration is very difficult to fix. It has been suggested that

very probably it was prior to 1500 B.c.
;
that in the time of Solomon (b.c. 970-937) a flourishing trade

with the East Coast affeady existed, and that the Sheban Port of Rhapta had been established.

At Mufindi, in Uzungwa (Iringa Province, Tanganyika Territory), the secondary forest is

growing on top of the terracing
;
some of the trees are over two feet in diameter, and these being

of very hard wood, if we estimate their growth at a tenth of an inch in 80 years, they must be from

700 to 800 years old
;
and as, in addition, we must allow for the time for cultivated ground to revert

to its original state, we can assume that the Mufindi terracing was abandoned at least 900 years ago.

It may be argued that the Mufindi Ridge may have been denuded since the original abandoning

of the terracing, and this is a point which some expert in forestry may assist in clearing up. Never-

theless the forests on the Mufindi Ridge, which include two Reserves, are very old. They are not

quite identical with those on top of the Mporotas, for the altitude and climate is different, but they

are very distinct forest and could not be described as bush. There are patches which have been

* * Unnecessary labour ’ is not tlie exact description that an exhaustive search into tribal origins, as far as

of what I mean. The Swahili kazi-hure describes it, the question imder discussion is concerned, would serve

but cannot be translated. What I mean to express is no useful purpose.
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old clearings, attributed to the Wazungwa, but these are quite distinct from the heavier growth

which occurs on top of the old terracing, notably on the road from Freyer's Farm to Mayer's in

Central Mufindi.

The above argument, when so much of the ancient terracing is still exposed, may not appear

sound, but it is easily explained by the fact that no native would occupy the Uzimgwa Escarpment

if denuded of timber, and moreover the present occupiers, the Wazungwa, only migrated into it

from the neighbourhood of Irundi and Deteru under the pressure of the Wahehe.

It was the Wazungwa who told me that at one time the whole of this country was densely

forested and that a people called the ' Mangati
‘ and other names came and cleared the forest

land and instituted a system of agriculture so very long ago that the old men have only heard

about it.

Wahehe ayid Wazungiva.—It may not be out of place here to explain why an exhaustive search

for tribal origins, in connection with the present problem, is kazi-bure.

We have here an excellent example of two different tribal names :
—

(1) The Wazungwa are obviously an old people, as they are able to state that before them the

Mufindi Escarpment was occupied by a people called the Manga who came from Ulanga and again

before that a very great people called the Mademu.

(2) The Wahehe is purely the name of a military organization. The father of the Great Mkwava
was possibly a Wakamba or Wahiimba. He came from the Ulugurus. He found in the Iringa

District a small family called the Hehe, and witli their help gradually obtained the domination of

the surrounding tribes, including the Wabena. At his death the country was divided between liis

two sons into Uhehe and Ubena, the former under the Great Mkwava eventually enslaving the

latter and making them their bondsmen.

This is interesting, as it is the names of the great organizations that remain in history, not the

lesser tribes ; even at the present day, when speaking of the British, Ave are liable to forget that they
consist of four distinct nations, English, Scotch, Welsh and Irish, all of Avhom stiJl have their

distinct languages, although conversing in a common tongue.

So I suggest that the ancient civilization originated in the north; that it gradually spread its

influence along the Rift Valley, and over the highlands surrounding the Great Lakes, until it, perhaps,

reached Zimbabwe
;
and that it eA^entually developed into a great and separate nation, whose fame,

reaching the seafaring peoples of the Red Sea and Persian Gulf, caused them to establish trade routes

and build factories, such as Rhapta, in order to open up communication and exploit the East Coast
trade. And it is notable that the terracing iin^ariably occurs where there are elephant, ostrich, and
other items of commercial value, although the only indications of ancient gold AAwkings are, as far

as I know, Ruika in the Lupa near Lake Rukwa, and those of Rhodesia,

But though all the evidence indicates that this civilization originated in the north, I still think
that, at the height of its pro.sperity, it was a distinct nation

;
that the outside world traded AAith it,

but did not dominate it.

Place-names and the ancient agriculture.—In 1928 note I juit much stress upon the fact

that, wherever this ancient system of agriculture either exists or has not yet been forgotten, there

are place-names beginning with ' Rii ’ foreign to the present nomenclature, such as the many
Ruahas, Ruvus, Ruvumas, amongst rh^ers; Rutenganio, Ruanda, amongst names of districts;

Ruwenzori, a mountain ridge
;
and the God Ruwa of the Chagga, who has left many traditions.

Most people think Rhapta Avas near to either KiRva or Kilwa-KisiAAani, but a study of the map
disproA'es this. I am still of opinion that Rhapta aa as not the Avell-knoAATi Pangani near Tanga, but
was near the Pangani Falls near the junction of the Ruaha and Rufiji Rivers; for betAA^een the Lofia

and Great Ruaha, near a graded road, the name Maste occurs A^ery close to where it ought to be
according to the ancient map.

Hyparrhenia and Colocasia as evidence for ancient agriculture,—The Hyparrhenia is acknoAvledged

* Since Avntmg this, I see that Mr. Tutior G. Trevor refers to otlier ' terraced hills ’ in Northern Rhodesia :

lx (1930), p. 391.
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to be a sign of former cultivation, but as this plant, and bracken, invariably occur in the terraced
areas at about the same altitude, it may only be an accident of climatic conditions. Colocasia may
also be a coincidence of the same kind, namely, suitable conditions of climate. It certainlv always
does occur in the foot-hills near the terracing, but that may be simply because they are suitable for
its cultivation.

The QCips between the terraced areas are easily explained, as they alwavs consist of country where
water is difficult to find in the dry season, or where the rivers are far apart ; and it must not be
forgotten that thirty miles is a long way where the average native is concerned, who (except for
purposes of communication) seldom goes further than five miles from his habitation.

Conclusions.—l have confined myself in this paper to my own particular knowledge; and I
hope that it will be the means of encourciging others to supply information, so that eventuallv all

that is knovn of the past of East Africa may be consolidated on a general map, Eor the real
document in this paper is the map. The facts, shorth^ are these :

—

{a) Throughout Abyssinia, Uganda, Kenya, Tanganyika and part of Northern Rhodesia there
are remains of an ancient system of terracing and ii’rigation.

(b) This area is now occupied by a mass of peoples, differing from each other, who have in
many cases forgotten not only the originators of this system, but also its use.

(c) General tradition points to it havmg been carried out by an alien race coming from the
north.

The problem therefore amounts to this : Who were these people ? Whence did they come 1

G. E. H. WILSON.

Ireland: Megalithic. Gogan.
An Irish Food-Vessel of the Megalithic Period. By L. S. Gogan, Deputy Keeper of Irish Antiquities,

Xational Museum, Dublin.

It has long been recognized that corresponding to the beaker or cup potterj^ of South
Britain in the Early Bronze Age the characteristic ware for North Britain and Ireland is the
food-vessel or bowl pottery, which, through varying

types, seems to have persisted to the end of the era

and to have even experienced something like a revival

on the approach of the Iron Age."^ In contradistinction

to the former, which is admittedly derived from Rhenish

derivatives of the South European bell-beaker, the

latter is very usually regarded as a native evolution

from the coarse neolithic ware characteristic of the

Long Barrow civilization of Britain and having its

counterpart from settlement and burial sites in Ireland.

It is supposed that advanced vessels of that class, like

the Mortlake bowl, formed the breaking- off point for

the new tradition. This view of the evolution of the

North British and Irish Bronze Age does not seem to

have been ever questioned and in fact has become an
axiom of West European archicology. But a comparison

of the two series leaves a very strong residuum of

doubt in the mind of the unprejudiced observer, and,

while it may be readily agreed that certain features of the aforesaid neolithic ware may have left

their mark on the Bronze Age ware, that is all that can be said for the alleged affiliation : as much at
least can be said for the influence of the English beaker ceramic : for example, a weff-knowm series
of food-vessels of compressed globate form with a band or bands of ‘ windows ' certainly owes its

decoration to beaker models.

* This phenomenon is dealt with in my paper on a vessel of food-vessel type from a caum-bui-ial in Xorth
Cork, Cork Hist, and Arch. Society, XXXIV, 1929, p. 58.
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The vessel illustrated seems to furnish the true key to the situation. Morphologically it

corresponds to the average food-vessel type, but a glance over Abercromby s series will fail to reveal

anything quite similar either from the point of view of form or of decoration. In regard to the latter,

the domination of incision over every other technique is at once noticeable, a fact which brings us
into contact with beaker civilization. The only plastic features are the skeuomorphic lugs (eight in

number) formed by pinching the paste and the well-knowm impressed ‘ maggot-pattern.’

This horribly-named motif, which is one of the commonest in the decoration of Irish food-vessels,

is said to be produced by a stamp made by ^vdnding a short length of cord on a twig. Recently, when
re-examining the piece of woollen cloth found with the Annoy Hoard, I was struck by the resemblance
between the selvcige and this so-called ' maggot-pattern.* Perhaps tlie motif has a textile origin.*

The uneven treatment of the neck also calls for notice : the shaded chevi'on is characteristic

of West European pottery especially at the beginning and towards the close of the Bronze Age.
Of special importance, however, is the peculiar figure which occupies part of the neck-zone. There
can be no doubt that we have here an example of that other common West European apotropaic figure
the paired oculus, although here only one oculus occurs, the second being replaced by a series of strokes
arranged in irregular chevron. The rest of the corresponding area is blank. This feature is found on
sepulchral pottery of the megalithic phase in Iberia and Scandinavia. In the former the design is

incised, the oculi are double circles with shading, usually the eyebrows are indicated and ornamentation
is continued round the same zone and sometimes consists of stylized linear animals. The lower part
of the vase which is round is left blank. The Scandinavian (chiefly Danish) ware is also round-bottomed
but the vases are more definitely bipartite. The oculi are either incised circles with short radiations
and indications of the pupil or are plastic (raised rings). In the former case the eyebrows and nose
are plastic. Sometimes the brows are missing and alternatively the eyes. The motive therefore
follows pretty closeH the vagaries of the same members in the statue-menhir and the plaque, evlinder,
and drum versions of the same figure, the Mediterranean Mother-Goddess in her capacitv as goddess
of death.

Some of the suns sculptured on the kerb of the Dowth (Co. Meath) tumulus resemble these

;

it is unnecessary to recall the figurative association of ' sun ’ and ' eye *

;
it is illustrated by Irish

sml^ etymologically related to Latin sol.

In this ware also incision plays an important part but impression is freelv used. This ware is

assigned to period 4 of the passage-grave episode. The pottery of the preceding period is morpho-
logically more advanced and more definitely bipartite and is fitted at the shoulder with lugs, while
at a still earlier stage a tripartite vase had been evolved. The relation of all three is postulated to
explain the evolution of the Xorth British and Irish food- vessel and in working this out it can hardly
be disputed that the vessel figured above will pro\'e an important link in the chain.

The question naturally arises as to whether this vessel can have any relation to the megalithic
civilization so distinctively representing Ireland. Unhappily we have no particulars whatever of
the character of the tomb from which it issued. On the other hand, an examination of the sculptured
decoration of our megalithic monuments Will reveal many figures not very dissimilar to that which
forms the leading character of the present va.se. A notable instance occurs in the ceiling slab of the
eastern chamber of the famous Xew-Grange tumulus amongst a wealth of other patterns. This consists
of a double-line rhomb trailing from which is a multilinear chevron scroll. This is pretty much what
^e have here also. On the other hand, the spiral and other curvilinear patterns so numerous on this
slab and so distinctive for Xew Grange are completely out of relation with the decoration of our vessel
which is more in keeping with that of the metal objects (lunuUe and axes) of a somewhat later epoch.

The influence of the serpent-motive, which plays a big part in the phase of Peninsular and derived
Peninsular art, is perhaps responsible for the particular character of the Katesbridge and Xew-Grange
figures compared above. Irish figured art of that epoch has practically passed out of the repre-
sentational phase, and possibly out of the symbolic phase also, before passing into the purely decorative
and geometric. This cycle is, of course, normal to art.

The history of the vase is obscure. It was purchased from a Dublin dealer who at first was only

It is effectively discussed in G. Rosenberg’s Kulturstromungen in Europa zur Steinzeit (Copenhagen, 1931 ).
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able to say that it came from Ulster and, later, ' Catsbridge.' It was at first thought that this was
a case of rising to the occasion as no place of that name could be readily traced. Light was thro\\Ti

on the matter by Eev. L. M. Hewson who identified it as Katesbridge, in Co. Down, where the name
would be pronounced as indicated. This area furnishes an appropriate background for our vase.

The measurements are : height, 4| inches ; diameter at mouth, of inches : at base, 2f inches. The
paste is not so firm as the ordinarj" run of food-vessels and is yellowish in colour with black core.

L. S. GOGAN.

Sudan : Technology. Robinson.

Sudan Drums: Note on the Sketches and Notes of Bazumi Effendi. By Artlinr E. Bohinsoil, Laf€

Sudan InttlUgence Dejyf,

The attached note and sketches were prepared for me in connection with a history of the Qflfl
Sudan I was writing. The author is a son of Bazumi Bey, a Governor of Khartoum, who was UUU
killed by the IMahdists. He does not speak or read English and is a recognized authority on native

matters, and was (ten years ago) attached to the Intelligence Dept.

The earthenware drums are used for domestic purposes only and are probably the only ones

which may be definitely pre>Moslem in origin.

The nomad Arabs appear to have had (noggara) wooden drums for ‘ tribal * purposes at the time

of the Moslem invasion of Egypt, if not before. The metal kettle-drum is of Eastern origin and w'as

introduced to Abyssinia and the Sudan by the mamelukes. The first recorded copper drum in the

Sudan was sent from Abyssinia to the Fung Saltan of Sennar and occasioned a Avar as it was regarded

as a sign of vassalage. The Eung Sidtans subsequently bestowed a copper drum as part of the

insignia to their feudatory kings. These tribal kings adopted the practice of the Mameluke Drum
Emirs in having their drums beaten outside their quarters at sunrise and sunset.

A great many of these tribal drums have disappeared now, but among those who possessed them
were :

—

" The Fung Sultan of Sennar : see my note in ' Sudan Xotes and Records,* vol. 4, pp. 211-12.

The Mek of the Jaalin of Shendy. The last Mek Avas Ximr, aaLo was outlaAAed and fled to

Abyssinia in 1824. Xo trace of the drum noAV.

The Mek of the Gamuia.

The IVIek of the Juhayna (uoav absorbed in Shukria).

The Mek of the Kawahla : drum last knoAvn to be in the possession of the Mahdist Emk Shah

ed Din wad Hamza.
The Diglel of the Beni Amer ; a traditional record only, c. seA^enteenth century.

The Mek of the Dabaina : drum last heard of in the possession of Ibrim Avad Fadl in 1841.

The Mek of the GaAvama
;
drum last heard of in the possession of Sheikh Adam Hasan of Bara.

The Mek of the Batahin; drum last heard of in the possession of Sheikh Muhammad AAad

El Zein in 1803.

The Mek of the Shukria ; drum last heard of in the possession of Sheikh Awad el Qerim Abu
Sin in 1801.

The drums captured from the late Sultan Ali Dinar AA'ere taken to Khartoum and seen there by

me. Those found at El Fasher or other places during the preAuous Egyptian occupation of Dar Fur

or the Sudan Avere sent to Caii*o trophies and there is no record of them. The ceremony of

re-covering the royal drums of Wadai and Dar Fur has been described by ]\Iuhammad ibn el Tuni^i

in great detail, and the Masalit AAere among those Avho flayed their enemies and used their skins for

this and other purposes.

If further historical references are required they Avill be found in my articles in the * Journal of

the African Society'; 'The American Anthropologist,' voL 31 (1929); ‘Sudan Xotes and
Records,’ vols. 5, 8, etc.; ‘The Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society,' January, 1931: and the

various authorities which I haA^e cited. ARTHUR E. ROBIXSOX
Member of the African Society,

Late Intelligence Dept., Sudan,
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SUDAX MUSICAL IXSTROIEXTS,

Fig. 1. * TABL ' (drum)—made of copper and boimd
with goats* or sheep's skm. untanned. Used in religious

zikrs. In the days of the old government was considered

as token of the * Bashbazok ' soldiers (Irregulars), being

tied to the horses' saddles (in front part).

Fig. 2 .
' xahas '—made of copper, large in size,

bound with untanned hides. To be foimd in the posses-

sion of most of the Sudan tribes. Tnev use it in their

battles, on the death of a leading man or a famous

notable of the tribe, or in their merry-makings.

Fig. 3. ' xawba '—made of * hiraz ’ wood or ' zan.

after being hollowed and bound on botli sides with

hides. A man hangs it to his side. Used in religious

‘zikrs.* It is of a recent history in the Sudan; intro-

duced first by the oUl government. Noted as * Tablet

-

‘ es-Sayyid.'

Fig. 4. * xaggara —-made of ' doleib ' wood, hol-

lowed, of longitudinal shape, bound with hides on both

sides. Has thongs on both sides lor hanging. Used by

the majoritv of Sudan inhabitants in their battles,

merry-makings and ftmerals. \ erv anciently intro-

duced into the country and still used ever\"^vhere. even

in the Jebal.

Fig. 5 .
* shatam '-^made of pottery and botmd with

goats* or sheep’s skin, untanned. Used conjointly

with the ' delluka ' in merry-makings and funerals in

the towns.

Fig. 6. * delluka *—made also of pottery, but larger

in size than a ‘ Shatam ’

; bound with goats' or sheep's
skin. Used always in merry-makings and funerals, and
sometimes used as ‘ daholla.’

Fig. 7. ‘ shatam ' also. Of same description as

No. 5 precisely.

Fig. 8. ’ eababa '—made of hiraz wood or ‘ oshar
'

or * gofl.' It is a longitudinal radius m shape. A small
‘ oiul * (beam) is tightly set to it from the upper part,

having three small holes—in them 3 ouds called ‘awtar

'

(strings), hollowed, bound with untanned goats' or
sheep's skin. It is put on the upper oud zeraf hair and
Its lower part is tied to the rababa from inside, and the
upper one is tightly set on the strings. Used in the
‘ abid ' (slaves) country only.

Fict. 0. ‘ TAK '—an instrument made of fine timber,
either zan. hiraz, or gofi lu a longitudinal shape; bound
with untanned goats’ or sheep’s skm. Used in religious

-

makings or zikrs all over the Sudan.

Fig. 10. * el-zinbara
'—a small instrument; looks

like a barrel made of cane, ’ kana,* ‘ sidr ' or ' salam,' etc.

There are three holes from above. Used by the Sudan
Arab tribes, especially the shepherds. This is the one
described by Irby and Mangles.

Sote. Bruce visited iMassotvah in 17()9 and described the drums of the local negroid Xaib (chief)

as “ nogara made of earthen jars." It would appear that the Xaib was not permitted by the Turks

to possess a nahas. The Arab Mek or Sheikh of the Arteiga at Suakim replaced the Fung resident

who fled from there after the Turkish occupation. The Arteiga sheikh wore the Fung ‘ Tagia ' or

horned bonnet and was allowed to possess and use a nahas. See ‘ The Regalia of the Fung Sultans of

Sennar in the Journ. AJric. Soc., Vol. XXX, Xo. CXXI, 1931, pp. 361-76 for further details

regarding the privileges and insignia of the Fung * Mangils. A. E. ROBIXSOX.

REVIEWS.

Physical Anthropology.

The Development and Growth of the External

Dimensions of the Human Body in the Foetal nm
Period. By Richard E. Bcammon, Projessor gy |

of Anatomy, University of Min}iesota^ and
Leroy A. Calkins, Professor of Obstetrics and

Gymecology, University of Kansas, Alinneapolis,

The University of Minnesota Press, 1929. Pp, 367,

180 tables, 73 figs,, 70 grajAis. Price SIO.

This monograph loses nothing by the fact that

this revieu' apjiears long after anatomists and
anthropologists have recognized its value. It is

a standard work of reference on the rate at which

the various parts of the human borly grow- during

fcetal life—that is from the end of the 3rd to the

end of the 9th month of intra-uterine life. Many
papers have been published on the growth of the

human fadus—all of which the authors of this

monograph summarize—but in none has the whole

held of observation and measiwement been so

completely covered as it has now been by Professors

Scammon and Calkins. Their observations were

made on the collections of foetuses assembled in

the University of Minnesota under Professor C. M.
Jackson. From this collection the authors took
400 of the most perfect preserved specimens

—

foetuses ro^presenting all stages of development from
the 4th to the lOth months of intra-uterine life.

On each foetus 71 measurements were made^—^on
head, neck, thorax, abdomen, pelvis, upper and
lower extremities, their results being treated
gi*aphically as w^ell as statistically. It will be some
time before another pair of anatomists will find
themselves with material, skill, courage and patience
to produce a work which will supplement or replace
the monograph by Scammon and Calkins.
The genesis of this work is to be traced to a paper

read by Professor Calkins to the American Asso-
ciation of Anatomists in 1921 in which he maintained
(1) that “the relative growth rates of the external
body dimensions are established in the third
month and remain unchanged» until birth;
(2) that the growth of the external body dimen-
sions in the foetal period follo^vs the law of
developmental direction.*’ The present mono-

graph was imdertaken to obtain a sufficient collection
of data to prove or disprove these contentions.
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The authors are satisfied they have proved that

these laws of foetal growth are valid for almost all

dimensions of the foetal body.
They have come to the conclusion that the best

measurement of the fmtal body to serve as a

standard against which to contrast the growth of

individual parts is the crown-heel length. If we
take the growth of the length of the foetal head as

an in«;tance to illustrate their results they find that

for every 50 mm. added to the total length of the

body (crown-heel length), just under 12 mm. is

added to the length of the head. In the 9th month
the ^linnesota foetuses had a head-length of

122*5 mm. and a crown-heel length of 500 mm.
On the other hand, the increment to head-width

made with each 50 mm. added to the body length

was only 9 • 5 mm. The rate of growth of each

individual dimension pursues its own relative rate

so that when plotted out in relationship to the

growth of the bodj^ as a whole, the increments

fall on a straight line. If the law is valuable the

data bearing on the dimensions of the foetal body
are still more so. As already said it is a work of

reference. It is true that the lower limbs outstrip

the upper in growth, but that is because relative

growth is greater in the lower limbs ; in both, the

increments are rectilinear.

Their second law needs a word of explanation.

The law of ‘‘ developmental direction is really an

application of the theory of child s growth gradients

—that growth and development become manifest

first and most in the cephalic region and that the

vigour spreads subsequently towards the hinder

end of the trunk; in the limbs, the spread is from

basal to digital parts. The authors find that in

the various dimensions of the head growth occurs

more rapidly in the earlier than in the later fcetal

months; that in the thorax an equal rate is main-

tained in all months, while in tlie pelvis and lower

limbs growth tends to be accelerated as the later

months are approached.
We regard this monograph as one which should

have a place on the bookshelves of every anatomical

and anthropological laboratory. The clear sum-
maries, the statistical tables of measurements and
the wealth of graphs make it easv of consultation.

A. KEITH.

Growth In Private School Children. By H.
Uray ai)d J. G. Ayre.^. Vnlverstty of Chicago

Press, 1931. Pp. xv and net.

This is a study of the data obtained by tlie

investigators of the Institute for Juvenile Keseareh of

Chicago from measurements of pupils attending

numerous private schools in the neighbourhood of that

city. Some 32 separate measurements were made on
each individual and the total number of measurings

was over tliree thousand boys and about half as many
girls between the ages of one and ninetecii years. The
authors refer to them as measuring because some of the

children were measured and recorded more than once

at different ages. The fullest details are given of the

procedure adopted so that the results can be compared
with certainty with those of other investigators who
have equally "described their methods. The monograph
gives all data in full and also works out the statistical

data and gives tables by which the variation of any
individual from the normal can be seen at once.

As might be expected, the private school children

are taller, heiu ier and bigger chested than the average

pupil of the ordinary grade and high schools, which is

probably a result of the better economic conditions under
which they are placed. They are also significantly more
dolichocephalic, a result which, perhaps, would not

have been expected. Girls grow faster than boys up
to the age of 14, their epoch of rapid growth antedating
that of the boys by as much as three years. The data
show that there is a period of accelerated growth in both
sexes not only at puberty as has long been recognized,

but also around the age of six years. The tallest

chiklren proved not to be those of old American stock

with all four grandparents native born as had been
anticipated, but m the group with one or two grand-
parents born in north-western Europe. The heaviest

children were those from California, which may be due
to a climate which more favours an out -door life, or may
be due to greater abundant-e of fruits. et<*., in the
dietary and so greater supplies of growth vitamms,
The pos.sible associations of race or economic differences

could not, however, be entirely excluded. There is

useful discussion of the significance of over or under
weight in ehildi-en aiK.l a table is provided whicii will

help materially in interpreting results. Twelve per cent,

of boys and 11 per cent, of girls were overweight, and
4 per cent, of boys and 7 per cent, of girls were under
weight. Over-weight, due to glandular non-balance of

the nature of adipose-genital dystrophy, was found in

about 2^ per cent., a figure whicli agrees with data
collected m Xew York and tends to show that this

condition gradually reverts to the normal in time in the

majority of instances. A stocky typo of build was found
in 15 per cent,, and a slender t\pe in 24 per cent., but
variations occur from age group to age group. Mental
tests show that the intelligence quotient of the private

school group was far above tlie average of the ordinary
schools, no doubt to bo explained partly by hertidity

and partly by the greater opportunities afforded by
good economic conditions.

Tlie monograph contains a full bibliography and
constitutes a valuable source of reference for comparative
data. E. C. S.

Up from the Ape. By E. A. Hoofon, George Alien

and C Ltd., London, 1931. Pp. fi-b ond 28^

303 25 *".

Those who are accpiainted with Professor

Hooton's serious luonograplis on subjects of

physical anthropoloey, especially with reference to

tile American Indian, will not doubt that he is

eminently qualified to provide a popular exposition of

his science which will be both well informed and
reliable. The autiicr. in his preface, tells ns that he is

tired of turning out contributions to knowledge, “ full

“of tables and technical terms, to be perused by a few

‘'yawning, carping specialists,'’ and so he thought he
would amuse himself by trying to write something
that could be read.” The result is the book now under

review. Most of the field covered by the ordinary

student of physical anthropology' is covered in this

volume in a popular fashion, and we have found it to

be. on the whole, remarkably sound in fact and infer-

ence. Anthropologists will find little that is original

here except in those later chapters dealing with subjects

on which the author himself has worked personally.

Yet, in general, the first chapters, dealing with Man's
Relations and the Primate Life Cycle, form the better

part of the book. The illustrations are excellent and the
whole book is attractively produced.

[
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If we were pressed to advance some specific criticism,

it would be in regard to the odd kind of humour which
prevails throughout and which seems to gather in

intensity from chapter to chapter. We find headings

which remind us vividly of typical captions to be seen

in American ‘ movies.' thus :
—

" Dame Eoanthropus.
’* The First Female Intellectual," ” Herr von Heidel-
'* berg. Who fought without Biting," “ The Man from

Klioilesia, Who needed a Dentist.*’ In the same
strain, the various races of mankind are all provideil

with a facetious epithet— The Stodgy Alpine Race,”

The Inscrutable Mongoloids." The Fat-buttocked

‘“Bushmen” and so on ad nauseam. M hy is it that

American scientists are especially prone to this type of

levitv? Perhaps it arises from a kind of inferiority

complex which compels the author to adopt an apolo-

getic attitude in bringing his speciality before a popular

public, and to hide his self-conscious feeling of erudition

under a camouflage of cheap wit. It certainly detracts

from the disunity of his science, Me do not mean to

imply, however, that this book is for this reason to be

passed over bv serious thinkers. M © have ourseh es

enjoyed readimr it and we heartily recommend it to all

those— expert or amateur—who have any interest in

a verv interesting subject. IV, LE CIROS CLARK.

The Search for Man’s Ancestors. G. Elliot-Smith,

F.R.S. London, 1931. Price l^.
Oflil

IVith happy combination of erudition and clear

expression. Professor Elliot-Smith has produced,

within a shilling manual, one of the most important

summaries of recent research in human palaeontology.

The discovery of prehistoric human remains has often

provided the theme of a romantic story, but we have

never before learnt in such detail the stories of the

finding of important fo.ssils such as Pithccayithvopus,

Eoanthropus and SinantJiropus. The author gives us

a critical stiuly of the significance of the fossils in the

light of recent' anatomical research, and we welcome his

mature judgment and methodical reasoning on matters

which often lead to hasty generalizations and bitter

controversy. The element of coincidence is very

strikingly illustrateil in the.se records of fossil-hmiting,

and in no case is it so astcnibhing as in the discovery

of Pithecanthropus^ for Dubois set out for Java with the

precise idea of finding the * missing link.’

The book is well and abundantly illustrated. The last

chapter provides a particularly illuminating discussion

on the problem of tiie location of the birthplace of

mankind. IV. LE GROS CLARK.

L’Evolution Cerebrale des Primates. By Charles

Fraipont. Archives de I Institut de Paheontologie |m_
Humaine. Meynoire S. 1931. Pp.

This monograph deals in a general way with the

changes in the evolution of the human brain wJuch have

been associated with dimiiii^^hing osmatism and the

adoption of the erect posture. Me have been able to

find very little that is original in this exposition, and
there is a conspicuous lack of references to the authorities

who have done most to unravel these problems of

cerebral evciution. The monograph contains some
excellent reproductions of X-ray photographs of the

astragalus bone in Apes, Homo Xeanderthalensis, and
Homo Sapiens. The mam conclu&ion of the author

is that human intelligence (as judged by the relative

development of the brain) is only possible in a micros

-

matic mammal which has acquired a perfect erect

posture and complete liberation of the hands, and which
has a flattened face and a reduced dentition. In these

conclusions, we think the author expresses rather
crudely a fmidamental thesis of human evolution

which has been stated, restated, and indeed generally

accepted, for many years now in this countrv'.

Mh LE GROS CLARK.

The Etiology of Irregularity and Mal-occlusion of
the Teeth. Four lectures by Professor J, C. Brash, nna
J/.A., M,D., with an Appendix by Aliss M, ylJy
Tildesley. London {Dental Board of the Ignited

Kingdom) [1930] : 8ro, pp. 274, numerous illustrations.

Though intended for advanced students of dental

Pathology, the w'ido scope and philosophic standpoint
of these lectures give them interest and value for anthro-

pologists. Especial attention is called to the sections

on sex-incidonce, social incidence, geographical distribu-

tion, and comparative mammalian incidence of dental
troubles, and the relation of these to other results of

variation of the hormones and genetic constitution

generally. Miss Tildesley's appendix discusses the
stamiard by whicli “ rightness ’ is to bo measured,
the causes of divergence from this standard, the causes
of tendencies to divergence, and the possible remedies
for them. In view of the value of historiral data in

such inquiries, there is the more reason for carefully

preserving even fragments of human jaws from
arclueological excavations. In this connet tion, rehwence
must be made to Miss Tildeslev’s recent article. Max,
1931, 112.

“
J. L, M,

Psychology.

Psycho-Analytical Studies. By Theodor Peik. Pp.
367. The Inft.rnafional Psycho - Analytical
Library, Ko. 19. I.oyidon : Hogarth Press. ullf
The papers contained in this book were originally

published in 1914—19. This fact makes it somewhat
diftieiilt to criticize the book now. In 1914, scientific

anthropology- was in its infancy and, though active work
was being earned out, not much in the way of results had
been published, so that one could hardly blame a
psycho-analyst for accepting and reproducing fallacies

set forth in many anthropological works. But the
situation is somewhat different now. A writer who
to-day sets out to explain cultural phenomena and yet
shows no acquaintance with the tlieoretieal and methoilo-
logical implications of the Avork of Malinow-ski, Radclifle
Brown, Kroeber, Lowie, Mrs. Seligman and many others
can hardly hope to escape severe critn-ism.

As this volume is a translation of the second German
edition and is published in the ofticial psycho-analytic
series it must be taken as representing substantially the
present vicaas both of the author and of leading psycho-
analysts, and must be treated as though it Avere a noAv
Avork.

In his introduction. Reik is careful to warn us that
the method to used is the psycho-analytic one. It is

here that our first stricture must he made. He has not,
in fact, adopted this method but lias contented himself
AA*ith psycho -analytic theory. The method he uses is

the familiar pseudo-historical one—an attempt to giA'e

an historical explanation, aa hile dispensing Avith historical
data and substituting instead a compound of .sociological
facts, psycho -analytical iheory and early ethnological
guesses.

In the first pajier on the couvade, the Avhole stress
is on hoAv this strange custom originated. This interest
at once produces a body of assumptions about the
psychology of primitive (early) man. The theory of the
origin ©f the couA'ade put forAvard inA'ol\-es the hypothe-
cation of a cultural series in which the sacrifice of the

[ ]
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first-born displaces secular infanticide and is itself

displaced by animal sacrifice. This is in turn forbidden
by the same force which caused the earlier displacements.
The prohibition on the killing of animals at the birth
of a child follows and thus we have the dietetic taboos
of the couvade. There is no evidence for the existence
of such a senes, but it must have been so, for m this way
the couvade can be sho^n to have arisen historically

out of an oedipus complex, which originated in the
great pre-historic ev'ent. the Primal Crime.
And so we have another volume added to the growing

series of psycho-analytic excursions into ethnology,
at which, however much amusement they may give the
excursionists, the sociologist can only shrug his shoulders
and sigh.

If only Dr. Reik had used the psycho-analytic
method I It would have been of undoubted value to
anthropology had he treated the couvade scientifically,

examined its associations and correlations and revealed
to us the psychological factors involved, free of historical

mumbo-jumbo. He might then have posed and tried to
answer as far as the very incomplete data at his disposal
would allow, a few such questions as the following :

If the unconscious trends finding expression in the
couvade are universal, why is the cou\'ade itself sporadic ?

What takes its place as their manifestation elsewhere and
why 7 Is the occurrence of the couvade associated with
some specific correlation of these trends with other
mental traits or with .sociological phenomena, forms of
social organization, economic necessity, etc. ? What is

the relation of these trends to other factors involved in
the couvade ? How far are they the cause of the couvade
or how far is it the occasion for their expression ?

These considerations of the particular case of the
couva<le and similar ones regarding the other subjects
treated in this book—puberty rites, the ‘ Kol Xidre

’

and the Shofar— woulil inevitably have led to the con-
sideration of the highly important general question :

What IS the relation of psychological phenomena, neuro-
tic aiul normal, and their explanation, to the study of
social phenomena ?

These problems, the solution of which would have
made a contribution of inestimable value to anthro-
pology, remain unanswered. They are not even
envisaged in this volume. T. J. A. YATES.

The Evolution of Human Behaviour. By Cml J.
W(trde}L. Pp. ix, 248; 27 illustratiotis. Xen' York :

The Mactfiillayi Company. Price lo.v. net.

To those familiar with Dr. Warden's work as a
comparative psychologist tlie present volume may be a
disappointment. A consideration, from his pen, of
the evolution of man m the light of the facts of com-
parative psychology would probably be extremely
interesting. Instead, vv^e have here a semi-popular
text based on the discoveries and hypotheses of com-
parative anatomy, palspontologv^, and prehistoiy. The
major part of the book gives a neat resume of the pre-
sumptive hi.story of the human species till the beginnings
of culture. In sketchmg the gradual emergence of the
anthropoid and human stocks from primeval livdng
systems. Dr. Warden seems to stress habitat as the most
significant selectiv^e agent. Inevitably, since he is

perforce so largely lield to speculations and reconstruc-
tions, Dr. Warden has sometimes to adopt an ex cathedra
tone, thus dexterously skirting controv^ersies

; for
example, when he traces tlie origin of culture to man's
manual dexterity and ability to use language, as well as
to the family group * taken ov’er ’ from anthropoid
precursors. *

Throughout a judicious middle course is steered in

[November, 1932.

the controversial issues which aboimd in this field. To
take a random instance, he rejects Keith's hypothesis

about the influence of the endocruie glands in human
racial ev'olution, but not without due regard to the facts

upon which it is built.

Tlie last two chapters deal with contemporary prob-

lems of race. The section on racial superiority, while

making no new contribution to the elucidation of this

tricky problem, leaves us with an appreciation both of

the author's freedom from bias, and of the flimsy nature
of the evidence for dogmas about racial superiority.

The final chapter deals with present trends in human
evolution, and is the least acceptable one to the re-

viewer. Dr. Warden believ'es that biological evolution

takes place in response to cultural changes as well as

to climatic and other physical conditions." He is thus
led to pronomicernents savouring of the ardent type of

eugenics which mistakes its prejudices for facts.

M. F.

Archaeology.

Musees Royaux du Cinquantenaire a Bruxelles.
Behjique Ancietine. Cataloyue descriptif ef

rawoyine'. Par le Baron de Loe, Conservateur
honoraire . I. Les Ages de la pierre, lfi28 II. Les

Ages du metal 1931. Bruxelles {Vromant dr Co.). Im-
pruneurs-uhteurs. 3 Rue de la Chapelle.

All archieologists feel their great indebtetlness to

Baron de Loe for his long-continued efforts, not only to

study the early historv' of Belgium, but to preserv e in

a public museum all recovi'rable remains of its an-
tiquities. We are glad to learn that, hav ing retired after

nearly thirty years’ service as Conserv'ator of this

collection, he has been granted the title of Conservateur
honoraire.

Since he retired from the aetiv*e charge of the section

of * Belgique Primitive,’ he has been busily engaged in

producing a great catalogue of the collection that he
created, and the two earlier parts of this work are the

subjects of this notice.

At the beginning of each period there is a short

introduction, pointing out the general aspects of the
phase as found in Belgium. Then follows a descrip-

tion of the contents of each case, with full details of the

site and the circumstances of the discov'eries. There are

a number of illustrations, among which we may select

for special mention the photographs of the Neolithic

Omalian pottery and the plate givung outlines of the

pot -forms found in the Early Iron Age settlements.

For the visitor to the Museum these v'olumes provide

all the information that he is likely to require while

inspecting the cases. The foreign student vvdll, however,
be a little perplexed, since the cases in each period

follow no precise chronological sequence or geographical

order. A series of distribution maps for each phase
would hav e added considerable v alue to what is, howev^er,

a most important work. H. J. E. P.

Antiquities in the Nile Valley. By James Baikie,

D.D., F.R.A.B. Pp. xxvi, 804; illustrations, maps
and plans. London : Methuen db Co., Ltd., 1932.

Price 21?.

This descript iv'e handbook, as its sub-title rightly

terms it, is v^ery up to date and comprehensive; it com-
prises all Egypt and the Sudan as far as Khartum; to
the usual descriptions of topical guide-books it adds
running commentaries of a somewhat personal tone and
much historical and miscellaneous information compiled
from expert sources. The opinions of the experts are
frequently recorded and the author is not afraid to
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register his own, mostly in matters of taste. The
presentment is not always convincing, largely, perhaps,
on account of the somewhat loose and colloquial style
which detracts appreciably from the real worth of the
book. Xaturally the opinions recorded are often debat-
able. though not offered as such

;
perhaps in a handbook

of this class this reticence is excusable ami matters little

to the lay reader in search only of general ideas
;
yet

some explanation might well have Vjeen allowetl to so
debated a matter as dating : the system adopted,
derived from that governing the early volumes of the
‘ Cambridge Ancient History,' has now been almost
universally abandoned; it was founded on compromise
and should have been explained as sucli bv the author.
If ancient Kgypt were an isolated entity actual figures

would matter little, but its contacts with other countries
such as Elam and ^Mesopotamia make it Aery necessary
to give a clear view of the position.

The commentaries are generally well chosen and the
book can be recomniendeil to the more leisurely traveller

(whether so m fact or only in the armchair) who wishes
to acquire a greater knowledge of the history and
eircuniijtaiices of individual objects than is iLsually

affor<lcd by guide-books.
Xearly sixty jiages are devoted to a characteristic

description of tlie contents of Cairo Museum; it is well
up to date and draws due attention to objects likely to be
of special interest to the ciuious visitor.

A point much in favour of the book is its reasonable
price. G. D. H.

To combine with a general history of the arts the
regional description of the principal styles, it is unavoiil-
able that the course of events in all the ccnintries
concerned should be cut up into periods and described
separately. This makes some objects and topics difficult
to find; but it has the advantage that comparatively
short-lived communities such as Sinjirli can be con-
sidered in connexion with the more permanent centres
of ad\'ancement wliich influenced them respectively.
The bibliography at the end of Vol. Ill is helpful;

but it would have been more helpful still if a list could
have been given, m each chapter, of the principal works
of art and their present whereabouts, as is done in
Petrie’s * History of Egypt.' This would also have the
result of showing wliich periods and regions are well-
documented, and which are (like Israel) still almost
unexplored.

Acuri(^us omission is the evidence from Cyprus at almost
all periods, all the more unexpected because the Louvre
has a fine series of Cyjinote pottery, sculpture, and
jewellery; and in the discussion of the ‘Assyrian’
engraved and einbos^scd bowls, where much important
material is Cypriote, there is little that goes beyond the
views of Perrot-Chipiez and Poulsen. The old statement
(p. 134t5) that the ‘ Amathus boul ’ is in Xew York
marks all this seetion as second-hand

.

But these are minor matters, and all students of
ancient art will he grateful to ]\[. Contenau for having
put his great knowledge and sound judgment at their
disposal. J. L. MYKES.

Manuel d^Archeologie Orientale. By G, Contenau.
Vols. 11, HI. Huston e ilv I'Art iu.sqn'n Ahwmuh'e.
Paris (Pa-anI). 11)31. Sro. Pp. 547-1122; 1123- i

liiSb, Map and many illustrations. U I I

These \'olumes carry the author's survey of ancient
Oriental ai-t from the age of Vr-nina and his successors

in Sumena to the beginning of Hellenistic culture m
Egypt am I Western Asia. For the general reader, as

well as for specialist^ who need ready reference to the
principal works of art, they perform the same service

as the work of Perrot ami Chipiez a generation ago,

but with far more copious material and the greater

experience acciunulated by jM. Contenau as Conseia ateur-

adjoint au Miisee du Louvre. In another a'^pet t one
might compare them with the ‘ 3lanuel d'Archt5ologie

of Dechelette for early European civilization. Evtm
in the inttuval between the publication of these volumes
and their predecessor, important sites ha\'e been
excavated, and luucii iuis, been done to correlate then-

yield. And as this work still continues, M. Contenau
has been obliged to add sections at the end of Vol. HI
on the Painted Pottery of Elam, Sumer and Western
Asia Minor (pp. 1499 jf.), on the Babylonian Flood

(p. 1506 jf.). on the Royal Tombs at Ur (p. 1509), on
the Caucasus and Caspian rt^gion (p. 1564 ff.], on the

pottery and bronzes of Xihawand and Luristan

(p. 1576 ff.), and a summary of preiii'storic contacts

between Egypt and At>ia (p. 15S2 /f. ), in which racial as
well as cultural evidence is reviewed in the light of

recent hypotheses of commercial interiourse and of

conquest

.

In each section enough is said of the history and
cultural background generally to put dynasties ami
individual art -patrons such as Gudea into the proper
perspective. Throughout, sculpture and gem -engraving

have the larger share of space ; and pottery, as usual
in French archjeology, does not count for much ; two
pages, or so, for Palestinian fabrics, so varied and
instructive; less than three pages in all fur Hittite;

fifteen lines for Phmnician.

beventy Years in Archaeology. By Sir Fliwlers
Pttrie. London. 1931. Sro. pp. viii. 284. Por-
traits and other dlust rat ions. Prtec 18^. tut.

312From the acei<lent^ of unusual infancy and
boyhood, to last year's discovery of a real Hyksos town
at rell-el-AjjCil in Palestine, here is a record of persistent
and fruitful energy wiiicli it would bo hard to match.
Beginning with 'Inductive Metrology* m 1S77—which
put an old and intricate problem on to soimd lines at last

—

there has been hardly a year without its published
record of diseovery, often two or more volumes ; and
alongside the senes of excavation reports, frequent
excursi<3ns into subjects vo diver'-^e as Banal Po/tnnf.s
and tn iModern Pf r-snt/aJ B^l uj ton nt Lhftjpt and
Liu G)outh t,f^ the Go-spi l.s. Stotu/a ntfc and the Hdl
Fnyurcs of Enyland. In yet another class ^tamls the
StudiHts Histoty of Etjtipt. of which the etiitor was aho
author of the first three \ nlumes ; it marked as fresh a
departure in historiography as those reports of ext ava-
tic>ns in archaeology. But these are results, ami it is by
his contrilnitions to seientitie method that Sir Flinders
Petrie has acliieved his unupie place in tlie advancement
of knowietlge. Pupils and mutators have introducetl
refinements, hut the technique of scientific ' ihgging

'

owes more to him than to any living excavator; and in
this book, mainly compiled troin Lonteiiiporary diarie':>
and field-books, the tlates and sequence of the princijial
innovations can now be verified more fully than in
' Ten Years' Digging ' or in ' 5lethot{s and Aims.' Yet
another aspect of Egyptology, of which it is right that
theie should be a publisheil record—pour cn^ourayer Its
a Ilfres—is the long tale of official stupidity, international
jealousy, and political corruption, with which scientific
exploration has been hampereil, and the curious inability
of administrators to see that professois are as much
entitled as pedlars to justue and honest dealing.
But this IS a book to be read rather than reviewed.

From the absence of a date from the title page, let u.s
anticipate—and wish the author—another ‘Ten’Years^
Digging ' to chronicle [ J L M
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Technology.

Entstehung und Verbreitung des Pfluge$.

Von Paul Loser. Inter. Samrnlung Ethnol.

Monorjrapkien, Bd. JII^ Heft 3. J^Iunsfcr : /.IT.

A schendorffsche Verlagshuchhandlung, 1931. 9J in. x
64^ m. Pp. viii -f- 677. 3ol text figures and 42 plates.

39 Rm.

Ten years ago the author of this monograph was
advised to leave the plough alone, since enough had
already been said about it ; on the other hand, he had
better authority for the view that the history of the
implement had yet to be written. He therefore wrote it,

though he modestly regards his work as a preparatory
study for the ‘ Kuiturgeschichtliche Durchforschung der
sogeimanten Hochkuitur,’ and as a contribution to the
Instorical structure built up by his teacher Oraebner. The
book was ready for press in 1924. but owing to financial

obstacles it only began to move towards publication in

1927, the end being achieved in 1931. As will be seen
by reference to the heading of this review, the work was
one which could only be printed at considerable outlat',

and it is doubtful whether m this country such a book
would have found a publisher at all ; it is perhaps even
more doubtful whether such a ))ook would ever have
been written—or ever will be written, as long as our
students of teclmology remain m such a forlorn mmority
as they are at present. Even under more encouraging
conditions, however, it seems improbable that the
(jlerman habit of pursuing a subject into the irmermost
recesse.s of its being will ever spread across the Xorth
8ea. As a people, we prefer to compromise, even on
facts, realizhig that most truths are only half truths,

man being vhat lie is. In any case there are always
those who would rather be setluced by a theory than
})ore<l by a fact.

In a postscript to his book, the author, grown older

and less sangume since as a “ glaubige und bcgeisterte

Student ' he completed his labours, lanumts liis dis-

covery that die Gelehrten nicht so sind, wie seine
" Jugendbegei'^terung es glaubte." He has found that
the great, or at any rate the learned, are merely human.
He has, in particular, made the disheartenmg discovery
tluit *'

\ lele Leute dieke Bucher nicht lessen . . . sondern
nur. wie der hubsche Ausdriu k lautet, ' benutzen.’

*’ d.h. durchblattern." For this reason he gives a
nummary of his tonidusioiis, and without making any
confession whatever, tlie present reviewer lias found tins

;=.mnmarv of the greatest value. If the author fears

that his readers will ‘ skip ’ in some portions of his
book, he niay be sure that they will carefully study his

conclusions, and, for the re&t, he may congratulate
himself on producing a work of reference winch will be
the standard authority on the origin and <listribution of
the plough for many \'ears to come. He has no reason
to be downhearted bei aiise the ' Gelehrten ’ do not, or
do not always, read thick books. To use a book is

more flatlering to the author than to read it.

The author's ‘ Oraebncrism ’ is not obtrusive, and in
part at least it follows on lines which fall within the
limits of the unstandardized diHusionism which is not
unpopular at the moment. To summarize his summary
of conclusions would demand far too much space, and
we must be content to note his attitude on the subject
of the origin of the plough itself. Xot the hoe but the
spade is his selection for the ancestor of the plough

—

“ die altesten Pfiugformen sind sammtlich durchaus
Hackenunahnlich . . , ; sie ahneln von anderen
Bodenbaugeraten ihrer Form nach lediglich dem
Spaten." He is not the first to dis.sociate the hoe

from the plough, but he has also brought together the
I evidence that the ' draw-spade ’ has a wide distribution
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(South Arabia, Armenia. Hindu-Kush, Himalayas^
Korea), and may justifiably claim consideration for

ancestral honours alongside the hoe. He may be right

in his conclusion, but as in other questions of origin of

early types, there is no occasion for the dogmatism
wfiiich accompanies an unsure faith.

The reviewer has been unable to find any reference in

the book to the modified diggmg-stick of Ancient Peru,

wdiicli was described Iiy Prescott (following Garcilasso) as

having a crosspiece on which the ploughman could press

his foot, and an attached rope by means of %vhich it could

be dragged through light soil by a number of men pullmg
together. Here w’e have the ‘ draw-spade ’ in a still

more primitive form, as well as (on Hr. Leser's theory) an
embryonic plough. The Korean ‘ draw-spade,’ and
a Japanese type figured in the book, are at least struc-

turally and functionally related to the Peruvian form;
a genetic relationship is more easily assorted than prov^ed.

For the many other interesting questions raised by
Hr. Leser, and duly j^ronoiinced upon, the technologist

must search the volume itself ; unless he prefers to read it,

thick though it undoubtedly is. H. 8. HAKRISOX.

America, North.
Columbia University Contributions to Anthropology.

Volume XI. The Anthropometry of the Ameri-
can Negro. By Melville J . Hershovds. Xcw York^

1930. {Oxford Vniversly Press.) Price 2~ls.

The negro population of the United States had been
neglected by physical anthropologists before the survey
described in this Aoluine w^as luidertaken. The only
earlier anthropometric studies dealmg with it are those

of AVingate Todd and his associates on about 100 cada-
vera. Measurements of 6,000 negroes were taken during
the w'orlil war for the purpose of estimating clothmg
sizes, but these are of litth* scientific value. The present
memoir gives the results of an examination of 5,659
individuals, of wfiiuin 3,766 were under 19 years of age.

These negroes came chiefly from the Xorthern States

and the West Indian islands, the Southern States being
practically unrepresented. Tiiey reprei^ent, perhaps,
a more thoroughly misceg<'nated population tlian any
other m the world. Tlie original African slaves w'ere

crosst'd in \ aiying degree^,, and for several generations,

with representatives of sev(*ral European races, and
there ha^ also been considerable mter-mixture wnth
American Indians. teaiealogical records w'cre made
from information supplied by the subjects, and these

show that 29 per cent, of the total claim to have partial

Indian ance'>try. Tiie possibility of collecting any exact
information regarding the ancestry of the American
negroes has been questioned, but the author contends
tliat his records aiv reasonably accurate. They show
that there were only 20 per cent, of unhybridized negroes

in the sample examined and the census estimate of

85 per c€mt. is probably inaccurate. The other data
collected relate to fairly detailed head and body measure-
ments an<l to skin colour. Comparisons are made
between the means of the adult groups and those avail-

able for several w'hite and other races. The most sur-

prising result is that the variability of the sample
examined is rather greater than those found for most
Airican negro groups, but still less than for wdiite -and

Indian peoples. The type is actually a relatively homo-
geneous one and it shows less variation than some of

the ancestral races from which it was mainly derived.

It is concluded that the physical characters of the
existing population cannot be explained as bemg due to

simple Mendelian inheritance, and if Mendelian prm-
ciples are said to apply it must be assumed that there
w'ere multiple factors for each character. Growth
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curves are giv’en for ail the characters considered, and
those for the cephalic index suggest that there is a
dLstinct negative correlation vith age IWore maturity is

readied. This has not been foimd in the case of some
other series.

It IS of interest to note that special precautions were
taken to determine the magnitu<le of observational
errors. The measuring was undertaken by five people
and Martin's instructions were followed. The writer

of the report remeasured a considerable number of the

subjects, and the same lUU mdivi<luals were measured
independently by two of the recorders. Fairly satisfac-

tory cirreements were found for most of the characters,

but there were observational differences large enough
to affei't mter-racial comparison profoundly in the case

of the head height, the width of the nose and all facial

heights terminating in the nation. A point connected
with th(‘ tt'(-hmque of recording may he noted. !Means

are given throughout, followed by the standard devia-

tions of the ilistributions. This practice is likely to be
misleading in two ways since the symVjol was originally,

and is still laigely, used to denote the jj/obable error of

the preceding con.'<tant, and it ought nut to be used for

any other purpose.
This IS obviously a valuable record and it can now be

stated tliat the American negroes, though neglected

hefoie, have been more ailequately described from an
anthropometric point of view than has any section of

the poj>ulatioii of Kngland. O. M. M.

Etowah Papers. I. Exploration of the Etowah Site

in Georgia. Bi/ Worren Kno} ^looieheml. (Ac^r q j p
Haven, ioirn., Yale nivef>‘(f}j London, J | Jj
1032, H tnnphrei/ Mdfoul.

This is a full account of the excavations conducted

by tlie Phillips Academy, Andover, Mass. Tlie site was
well worth in\'t'stigating. as while to a certain extent the

culture of Ftowah has an individuality of its ov,'n, it is

a good example of tlie rather highly-developed culture

of the ^luskhoot'au liiuiuistic ixroup ot Indians, aucl differs

coiisiderahlv from the Hopewell culture to the north.

It .seems clear that it cannot he ulentified with any
histone town mentioned by the Spanish or French

writers, hut it is equally clear that its inhabitants were

pait of this group and not a [)ie-^fuskhogean people.

On the whnkmt may he considered to represt-nt the high-

water mark of this eultiuv. Especially noteworthy aie

the cojiper plates, some with eagles ami otheis witli

warriors clad with eagle paraphernalia, and the stone

images, evidently representing coipses, Poth can be

explaiiUMl by what is known of the historic* tribes, as is

well shown hv the exti’act-^ from older writers given ui

this book by 'Mr. Charles W illoughl)\'. Some excava-

tion was also doiu^ on cither sites, and mutably on se\eral

sites iclentitieil with the Xatchez. The results obtained

tliere weie cuiiou'^ly disappointing, considering the

French acconuts of the Natchez culture. The pottery

IS fully disci^ssecl by Miss iMargaret 1.. Ashley, and tlie

iiioUuscau shells found are treated of by Professor F. C.

Baker, while :Mrs. Zeha Nuttall discusses possible

Mexican parallels with the designs on the copper plates

and shell gorgets, but in the reviewer's opinion without

proving any deiimte connection.

This book IS m many ways a inochd of what such a

work should be, giving a full and detailed account of the

results obtained, and such information, historical and
otherwise, as is iiecessai'y to interpret these results,

but with a very commendable caution in theorizing.

It IS well illustrated and indexed, but one would have

been glad of a separate bibliogiaphy. However, this

is a small matter in an excellent piece of work.
RICHARD C. E. LONG.

India.

Caste and Race in India. By G. S. Ghurye, Ph.D,
(Cantab. t) ; pp. vii 209. London ‘ ^ —
Keyan Paul, Trench, Truhner d: Co., 19.32. XiK
10^. 6d.

U I U

The author, himself a Hindu, gives us his views on
the history and the origin of the caste system in India, a
suViject on which very divergent opinions have ]>een

expressed. Risley, for example, laid stress upon racial

distinctions and the influence of the idea of kinship, and
Nesfield on the functional basis of caste. Most authori-

ties have referred to the powerful influence of the
Brahman priesthood, at least in shaping the development
of the system. Senart thought that Ibbetson had over-

estimated this influence. Dr. Gliurye goes farther, and
liolds (p. 143) that caste in India is a brahmamc child

of the Indo-Aryan culttu’e. cradled in the land of the
Ganges and thence transferred to other parts of India
by tlie Brahmin-prospectors.” and that endogamy

—

tlie outstanding featme of the system—was tirst de-
veloped by the Brahmans in the plains of northern India
and thence conveyed as a cultm*al trait to the other
areas (p. 111). 4Ve feel that this explanation is made-
quate, and that account must also be taken of such
phenomena as the totemistic septs, the decak(i.s of

western India, and many other factors, of race, tribe,

kinship, locality, religious and s()cial usages and fimction
that liave contributed to the building up of this com-
plicated structure, the foundations of which go down to
times anterior to the so-called ‘Aryan’ uninigration,
the influence of which there has been a tendency to over-
rate. Again, It we regard the system as an ' Aryan ’

importation, we are confronted with tlie fact that it

developed most rigidly m certain I’espects in Magadha
aiui Southern Iiulia. and was weakest in tlie Paiija}>,

wliich is not satisfactorily explained by the argument
of Muslim uifiueiice. It is essential, moreover, to realize

that great masses of the peoples of India, particularly in

remote rural and hilly areas, are largely ignorant of the
Brahmaiiieal sacerdotal literaturt^ and its conventions,
a matter to which Cruoke diew attention liaif a century
ago. must also remember that many of the so-

called castes are really tribal groups or sub-groups; and
between tribe and caste no sliarp distinction can be
dra\\ni.

That in early Vedic literature we find frequent refer-

ence to three classes or orders (va/na) of society, and
that 111 the early Iranian literature aKo we have tliree

clasbOs iiKMiTioued (most passages in tlie Avesta refer
to three) seems but to corrobcirate other evidence of
cultural coimection between Iran and the Paujab m
Vcdic time-;; })ut we must be careful not to confound
these orders of society, whicli may be traced in many
parts of the old world m ancient times, with the complex
‘ caste ' organization, with its peculiar characteristics as
found in India, and in India alone. It should also be
reiiiembered perliaps that while the Rig-vedic evidence
points to origins from the west of the Indus, the traditions
of the Bralmians m the Pamanic texts point to their
original home as having been somewhere about the upper
waters of the Devika river (now known as the Gogra),
i.e., in the direction of the sacred Kailasa mountain and
IManasaro\-ar lake, a region ever regarded by them as
of the utmost sanctity. The difficulty about "the litera-
ture of Dr. Ghurye's second and third periods, cited m
chapters 3 and 4, is to know whether it presents accu-
rately existing facts or rather the ideals which its authors
desired to eiiiorce.

The term ‘ caste ’ itself is not a happy one ; and Ketkar
and others liave warned us agamst applymg this word
mdifferently to the Sanskrit terms rarna and jdti, which
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we consider should be carefully differentiated. We are
inclined to regard the ca.ste system as the result of
imposing the varna tradition upon the conditions found
111 India, and the influence of the Brahman ic hierarchy
as having been exerted with the object of embracing
witlim their fold the indigenous tribes and social groups
and of establishing at the same time an organization
that would conform broadly with the tradition of the
sacred hymns.
The book is well written, and while it does not carry

us much farther towards the solution of the difficult

problems involved, it presents many aspects of the
system in a clear and useiul form. Dr. Ghurye sliows, for
instance, that Risley's correlation of the nasal imiex
with soi'ial procedeiice is true only of Hindustan proper,
and tlieie only in a broad sense, but ‘‘ has almost no
'• basis in fact outside Huidustan.*’ The la.'it two chapters
have ratht'f a political, or .semi -political, trend, and so
need not be discussed here. C. E. A, O.

The Mysore Tribes and Castes. Vol. IV. Ry the (ate

H. r. Xaiijanddyyii, M.A., and Rao
Bahadur L. K, Ananthakrishtui Iyer, B.A.
8^ ' oh oi. Pp. .f -

7- 077, 71 til uf^trations.

Puhli.>h(d under the auspices of the Aly'>(jrc Unirnsity.
Bn}tgalore. IIKH.

This i.'- the fourth and last volume of a woi*k which is

ba^e<l upon the late Mr. Xanj undayva's vahialde
preliminary monographs. Vol-^. II, III and IV have
now appeared, but Vol. I ha-^ yet to be puhU'ihe(t.

The My-ore State eompn^es an area in many re^^iects

of special interest from ethnological and cultural points
cf View, and the authors, while utilizing the information
already recorded in the works of Mes-^rs. Thur^^ton and
Knthoven 011 the Tribes and Castes of Southern India
and Bombay re'^pcctively, have adfled eoiisiderahly to
ouc knowledge of this region. In the present volume
we find many additional details regarding the Kuiichu
tigas, Keidu Kurubas, Malerus, Mondarus, Kachewars,
Salahuva Vakkalus, and others, information about
whom was hitherto either very meagre or not readily
available. The student will find among these Kanarese
peoples many survivals of ancient tribal organization
and of religious and social customs which in other parts
of the continent liave either diefl out or have been so
modified by Brahmanical mflueni-es as to be scarcely
traceable. He will be struck, to f-ite licit a few matters.
With the fiequency of exogamous (dans of a totemic
eharacter. with the large number of tribes and castes
that still practise burial ot the dead, m a varietv of
forms, with the existence ot polygamy and of matri lineal

survivals here and there, and with, tlic wide ditfusiou
of the worship of the kala.ki (pot), the signific-aiu-e of
which merits further investigation.

In the at tide on the Morasu C)kkalus. m nd'erence to
the cultivatoi.s’ calendar, tliere have been cited a
number of mterestmg proverbial sayings relative to tiie

eharacteiistics ot the naksatra^, or '21 lunar asterisms
into which the year is divided, and aecoiding to which,
as in many parts of northern India, the cultixatois
regulate their agricultural operations. Presumably
these ideas are not confined to this particular caste,
but are common to other agricultural coinmimitie^.
The parallelism of th(‘se sayings with those current
among cultivators m the Gangetic basin disidoses a
noteworthy cultural affinity tliat deserves further
attention. ' *

Mliile recognizmg the value of the work of the
authors, we must regret the defects in editing and
printing, ejj., in the transliteration and diacritical
niarkmg of vernacular terms. AVe find even the same

word spelt in different ways, as, for instance, Mahratta
and Maharatta, Lingayat and Lmgayet, tirtha and
tlurtha ; while the botanical names of trees and plants
are often difficult to identify, Bfryelmos myrttfoUuni
appearing for Strychyios potatorum, Serium for Santalum
{yytyrtifolium, or rather alba), Ewjeyila jayyibal Zaai for
Eugeyiia Jaynholayta, Lam., and so on. The article on
Musalman would have been the better for revision :

shab-i-bardt. lor example, does not mean night of
‘ discord.' Xor can we regard it as appropriate to class
the Pindaris under Musalman. A recent di&cussion
ot the C'rigin of the name Pindiii-r by Professor Jarl
Charpentier will be foimd, we may note, m the ‘ Indian
‘ Antiquarv,' Vol. LIX (1930), pp". 149-51.

C. E. A, \V. O.

Pacific.

The Island Builders of the Pacific. By IP. G. Iveyis,

AI.A., Litt.O, Loynloyi . Seeley, Serctee cL* Vo., Ltd.
Pp. 317. jAntes 18. Pnee 2 Is. 1930.
Anthropological literature must be readable

aiul semi-popular to get publisluMl. It cannot contain
all the information that the scientific student rec|mres,
or It would cease to he nnidahlc. Mr. Ivciis has producecl
a readable study of a }>eoph> of iVIalaita I-^land 111 the
Solomons and at the same time lias filled it with as
much information as could be put into it without
making it unreadable. We often wash we had mure
information, but if the information we lack had been
added, it might never ha\e s(mui the light. g(*ncral
public will not constrain itself to the study of all the
intricacies of societies remute frum our own, ur trv to
tollow' the nieauing of peopI*“S w ith moiU^s of expression
different from our.s. Instead of having the people s

ow*n words and concrete cases we must tlicixfore be
coutiuit with th(‘ autlior s summary. YiU the summary
yields much information which is useful to tiie compara-
ti\'e historian. 1 have ircqiaiitiy liad to pause iii my
reading, in order to make an *mtry m my card index,
and liave fouml useful links 111 a ciiam of argument. The
author s rctlcctions on institutions arc sound and basc(.l

on an objective stiul\ . They are quite free from that
pseudo-mysticism winch has been so long m iashion,
and winch is gi\ing place to a more objectiv'c study of
the fa( ts. His historical dediu tions, on the other liancl,

are somewiiat weak and betray an imperfect grasp,
tor instance, of comparative philology and kinslup.
He takes the ero ->8-cousin system to he eviilence of a
previous matrihneal state. There is no lulieient reason
why tins system should he matriiiueal ur ]>arnlineal.

As a matter of fact the people who have tlie cross-cousin
svstem in Fiji are patriliiu'ah aiul the niatnliucal people
haw not got it. Until W'o know' the' origin of the cross-

cou-«in system we cannot decide this point, and no
satisfactory origin has yet been propoundtal. liie

author cj[iiote.s my tlieory of marriage fights m support
of a matriiiueal past ; but that theory has nothing to
do with descent tlirough tin* father or the mother.
It merely idtuitifies such fights with the ritual combats
that precede all the vanetiers of sacrament, such as
imtiatiou, in.stallation, etc. Speaking of marriage, tlie

author uses the term bride-price of the gifts made by
the bridegroom's people to the bride's; yet on page 99
he says, '* Both sales have prepared food, but the

bricle's party brings by far the greater amount.
* They are makiynj the true nturyi for the bride-price.”
Evidently we have here an exchange of gifts such as
IS conunon in the South Seas, particularly Fiji. There
It IS evidently an exchange of offerings such as takes
place on every ceremonial occasion, a potlatch. It is

conunon in such exchanges for one side to present
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food, the other manufactured articles; in Samoa it is

manufactured articles {'oloa) from the man’s side, and
fine mats from the woman's.*
The conclusions are, however, wisely kept apart from

the facts, and only occupy a small part of the book,
which is a welcome account of a people unique in this

respect ; that they are not content to inhabit islands

ready made, but build them at a great labour.

A. M. HOCAKT.

Lau Islands, Fiji.

P, Bishop Museum
1929.)

By A. M. Hocart. {Bernice

BulletiHy 62. Honolulu : 3t9
The population of the Lau Islands is mixed: some

people have Mongolian features. The houses in Lakeniba
are of the Tougan type, raised on mounds. A useful

plan of Tumbou is a good illustration of Mr. Hocart 's

care and indu.stry. The cross-cousin relationship is the

basis of the kinship system. Usually a marriage takes

place between cross-coiisins. Few informants ('ould

trace their descent beyond their grandparents, some not
so far. The people are remarkable for their sua\ity

and good manners, for their comparative deli<‘acy and
restraint m Iiegging, and for an unconquerable aversion

to saying ' No ' to a kinsman and to contradicting a

person of quality. The latter qualities, Mr. Hocart
thinks, vitiated many of the conclusions reached by the

Lam Is Enquiry.
There is a good accoimt of the villages and of their

history, of the kava ceremonies, of agricultui*al methods,
of navigation and ti.shing. Several recipes for witchcraft

are well described, as also is the ceremonial exchange of

gifts between two groups, held m a competitive spirit,

accompanied by feasts and dances. Excellent diagrams
accompany the accoimt of house-building. Canoes are

dugouts, and carry outriggers. No w^oman can enter a

new' canoe w'lth impiuiity or embark in it until a cere-

mony has been performed. Women’s industries mehide
the making of baskets and mats.

Babes are suckled for eighteen months or more.

seldom smile and are never crossed. Food is the chil-

dren’s chief interest. Bastards are common, though
looked down upon. Doubtless the introduction of

Christianity has loosed the sexual regulations (as,

according to Thomson, in wustern Fiji). A girl who is

not a virgin wdien she marries is shamed, the tokens
being w'elcomed by her parents. Adultery and divorce
are common. A w'idow' returns to her own people.
Temples used to be built ; none is extant.
The accurate methods which Mr. Hocart adopts in

tliis excellent monograph might well be imitated by
others, for hitherto scholarship has not been an out-
standing characteristic of social aiitliropology. Every
anthropologist knows that it is only owing to Mr.
Hocart's careful researches that w’e know the meanings
which the natives attached to such w'ords as kalou,

tevoro, etc., in wustern Fiji, and no one will be dis-

appointed when he reads this more extensive survey of

eastern Fiji. Mr. Hocart puts together native accounts
of their own customs. He distinguishe.s (the Fijian also)

between history and legend, gives valuable necrative in-

formation, quotes the native terms, describes tlie native
usage of those terms, w astes no space on purple passages,
abjiues psychological interpretations, anci states his facts

w'lthout his inferences.

There appear to be some errors in the book as pub-
lished. Clearly on pp. 2(H—9 the legends of Lakeniba
have been confused wdth those of Thitliia Island. On
p. 185 the first sentence seems to contain a blunder, or
else there is an ellipsis, for ievolo is the Tongan, not the
Tahitian, form of tevoro.

It is to be hoped that Mr. Hocart will write a con-
sidered w'ork on pagan Fijian culture, for he is w'eli-

equipped for the task. Doubtless, if he does so, he w'lll

be careful to define exactly what he means by dual
organization. In regard to Fiji there seems to be some
danger that the application of the term to the relation-

ship winch exists betw'een two intermarrying groups
may give rise to misunderstanding, for there w'ere many
such intermarrymg pairs. J, D. U.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Nayar Polyandry.
Sir,—The tw'o original observations of Mr. a||||

K. M. Panikkar made in his paper on ‘ Some
Aspects of Nayar Life ’ in J.R.A.I,, Vol. XL\ III,

and referred to in Max, March, 1932, 99, invite remarks

to avoid misunderstanding.
Mr. K. M. Panikkar states ;

(a) that non-fraternal

“ polyandry had no existence among the Nayars, and
that McLennan was w'rong in giving the name to a

“ particular type of polyandry supposed by him to be
“ practised universally among them (Nayars), ’ and (&)

that the only type of polyandry to be found among
the Nayars is of fraternal variety." Desire is also

expressed for the revision of ideas about Nayar institu-

tions, and to disbelieve the accounts of the various

European travellers who have given us descriptions of

Malabar Society. In the absence of any fmther light

throw'n on the subject the information already available

might be considered as fairly accurate. The subject has

been studied by various ^holars in Malabar, Cochin and
Travancore, as well as by me twenty years ago.

The Nayar polyandry is an old institution w'hich is no
longer in existence, in Malabar, Cochin and Travancore.

McLeiman calls the Nayar polyandry as non-fraternal,

and Mr. Panikkar opines it is fraternal. The latter

statement is not supported by any evulence or authority.
Fraternal polyandry w'as common among many of the
Dravidian tribes of South India wdiich tiourished also
among the Izhuvans, Kammalans, Kaniyans, and the
Vilkurups and Panans in Cochin State. Among these
castes the eldest brother married a girl or young w'oman
and took her to his owm house where, after a formal
ceremony, she was allowed, with the permission of their
mother, to share conjugal relations with his brothers.
Here they profess to follow' the custom w'hich prevailed
among the Pandavites of the Mahabharata. The w'oman
resides in the house of her husbands, and the children
are owned by their fathers. The inheritance is patri-
lineal. A few instances of fraternal polyandry among
the Nayars of Travancore came to my notice at the time
of my investigations. Tw'o more instances were recorded
by Kev. Mateer and Faw'cett. The former says that
he had known of six brothers keeping a woman.*’

Further a statement is made by Bnffault in his
' Mothers * regarding the fraternal polyandry among the
Nayars of Travancore, his only authority being a passage
in Camelh Carreri's book * Giro del Mondo ’ (Venezia,
1728). But the custom even there is not said to be
common. The only explanation that could be given is,

that Nayars w'ere recruits originally from various Tamil

* This constant opposition between the gifts fiom one side and food from the other may be related to the kiila
of the Trobriands.
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castes and tribes among whom this must have been
found to be still lingering.
The question now arises as to how the non-fraternal

type of polyandry could ]ia\e pre\'ailed among the
Xayars who were living in the midst of the caste-men
who were practising the fraternal t;y'pe. The former has
been traced to various causes. The popular belief is
** that the Xambuthiri Brahmans brought it about to
accommodate their domestic habits." It has been

suggested that it is a surviwil of fraternal polyandry.
One writer of^ the seventeenth century even states that

although according to the law of the Brahman only
one of their sons takes a wife, all his brothers are after-
wards allowed access to her." Professor Westermarck

him.self doubts the accuracy of the statement. It is true
that the Xambuthiri Brahmans have had undue influence
on the sexual relations of the Xayars; but it is hard to
believe, as Westermarck says, that tlu' Brahmans are
responsible for the first introiluction of polyandrv among
the Xa\ars. A colony of Brahmans who have settled m
Malabar in .small grotqis, could never have succeeded
in eradicating a national institution of marriage, even if

they had attempted to do so, Mr. Moore says ‘‘ that there
appear to he valid reasons for holding that the Xayars
entered the country imder a military organization
before the Xambuthins were lieard of in ^lalabar."

It IS said that the Xayars imported polyandry into
iNIalabar after their separation from their fellow Dravi-
dians of the east eoaftt, or as some say. from Xepal, where
tliey were a subdivision of the Xewars, The architecture
of the Malabar temples suggests Mongoiian influence

;

the faces of the demons carved on them are almost
identical with tho.se of the Tibetan masks. The initia-
tory (‘eremony is the same as that prevailing among the
Xewars.

I he Xaj ar women, according to the matriarchal
system, live m their houses, and their husbands instead
of staying with them are only visitors. The inheritance
is matrilmeal. Smce accordmg to this system the
women enjoyed greater indepenrlence, they naturally
selected men as liusbands belonging to families of the
same status, either from their own allied castes, but
never below. The non-fraternal polyandry was, to a
great extent, due to the military- organization of the
Xayars, and feudalism which tiien prevailed in Malabar.
Lopez de Castenheda writes that the law of interdicting
them to marry, wa.s established by their kings that
the\ might ha\'e neither wives nor cliililren on whom
to fix their love and attachment, and that being free
from all family cares, that they might the more
willingly devote themselves to warlike .service." Mr.

Warden, writing from 18U to 1816, gave a similar
explanation of the origin of polyandry and mheritance
through the female line among the Xayars. " The

profession of arms by birth subjecting the males of a” whole race to military service from tlie earliest vouth
to the decline of manhood was a svstem of poh(*y
utterly incompatible with the existence amons them
of marriage state." The same opinion was exriressed

by Burton ; Dr. Herbert Mtillor in his monograph on
polyandry m Southern India corroborated the same
tacts. Montesquieu ob.serves that in Europe the soldiers
were not encouraged to marry. In Rome also the same
custom is said to have existed.
The writcr of the article referred to states the " Tali-
kettu kalyanam is sometimes brought as an argument
against polyandry." My own view is that it has

nothing to do witli it. This custom prevailed among
all tl^ Dravidian tribes. The tali is only a symbol which
signifies that the girl is fit to become a wife. It is onl^’
a kind of betrothal ceremony as among the Brahmans.Among the Xambuthiri Brahmans it is the father who

ties it. Among the Xayars either an Enangan, a Tirum-
alpad or rarely the mother in poor families was the tali-

tier. on the ground of economy, of a nimiber of girls in a
big family. It is celebrated with all formalities. It is

not a later adoption in ^Malabar, as the writer of the
article seems to think. It partook of a more quasi-
rehgious character owing to the influence of Brahmans
for social distinction. It is difficult to get a clear idea
of tlieir social organization without the knowle<lge of the
history of Malabar and feudalism connected with it.

If the tali-tymg ceremony is not a sacrament or samskara
it has, under modern social conditions, several compen-
sating advantages. Many are of opinuin that the
Xayar marriage is excellent and requires no aid of
law. Under the Malabar systmn there are no ill-

assorted couples fated to render each other’s lives

miserable till death. There are no wives tied irrevoc-
ably to the undesirable, no w<»men to whom life is one
imprisonment m the zenana, no virgin widows, no
divorce proceedings, and no degradeel class of fallen
women. Their real marriage is the Sarnbandhain

(the customary union of a man and woman),’’
Regarding the defloration of a Xayar girl, it must be

said that it is a relic of an old custom prevailing among
the people of low culture, for which various explanations
arc given by anthropologi.sts.

L. K. AXAXTHAKRLSHXA IYER.

Theology and Physical Paternity.

Om —^AVithuut wishing to controvert the main

Ub I
advanced by Dr. M". .J. Perry in ^Iax, 1932,

218, on the alleged ignorance of the Trobrianders
and others of the physiology of paternity, I would like
to invite caution with regard to inferences about ancient
Egypt which might be deduced from the birth-scenes
sculptured on the walls of Queen Hat^hepsut’s temple
at Deir el Bahri.

These scene.s are framed round two distinct elements,
tile fatherhood of the god Ainun-re. the patron-deity of
the district in his solar aspect, and the fashioning of the
child by the god Khnum.

In the matter of Arnun-re, the Pharaonic title Son
of the Sun ' does not necessarily warrant the inference
of the god s direct fatherhood in each ease, but rather
asserts the king s ultimate descent from the Sun, which
must, uniler the matrilmeal convention ruling in Egypt,
be clearly established on tlie mother's side. Eurther,
the king, to possess the complete divine powers flowing
from legitimacy, must marry a princess of pure royal
blood. The mytliK'al beginnings of the descent of the
royal line from the Sun, in the Fifth Dvnasty, are
recounted in the Westcar papyrus, which was probably
edited from a version of the Twelftli Dynasty; the god
is reported as having connection with a mortal woman,
wife of a priest of the Sun, exactly as in many a tale of
classical mythology, but it dues not follow that he was
supposed to repeat the same action with the mother of
e\'pry king; the divine seed would remain potent so
long as it was transmitted in the blood of I’oyal mothers
and wives, and if for any king this condition ilid not
exist, a new m\'th was fabiioated, as will be seen later.
Xow, Queen Hatshepsut, according to the canons then
ruling, was of pure royal descent, but those canons did
not permit of the kingdom being entrusted to a woman
and so, to legitimize her usurpation, she had recourse,
as an exceptional measure, to the old myth of the god’s
actual intervention and added to it the new and all-
important detail of his recognition of her, though a
woman, as king. It may be added that the priestly
story underlying the popular one of the Westcar
pap>T^ was evidently well known to the fabricators
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of Hatshepsut's story, for the scenes of her actual
birth comprise several details found in that papyrus.
The fatherhood of the god was simply physLcai. like

that of Zeus in his earthly wooings; he assumed the
form and garb of the king when entering to the queen,
Hat&hepsut’s mother, and di<l not reveal to her his true
nature till he had aehieved his desire. The case was
evidently a special one, arising from the machinations
of an active and ambitious princess.

The mytli of divine descent inhering in the solar

pha&e of Egyptian religion is found etjually in the
0>irian pha^' that preceded it and, earlier still, in

the proto-totemic Ealeon-eult of pre-historic times,

in tliut remote age the Falcon, as we may legitimately

infer from the beliefs of modern totemistic* peoples, w^as

the foundational element and central gathering-point
of the clan which, in the dim beginning of history,

conciuorecl and unified Eg^’pt. The clan had as ensign a

falcon on a perch and its mutual relations with the bird
are most significantly indicattsl by the adoption of this

ensign, on the introduction of letters, as the earliest

written .symbol cd' godiiead. The Falcon—in Egyptian
horus (UiM'cized form)-—was, in fact, divine, and the
king, himself a Horiis-falcon, was held to be thereby
endowed with diMiie powers; his relationship witli the

Falcon was fully recognized in histcah* times but. with
the spi'ead ot greater knowledge, had gamed ^traiter

dehiiitiou and become phy.sical sonsliip. as we may
read in the Pyramid Texts, par. oOS :

“ The Falcon
has conceived the king in the night.'’ The original

beliefs, starting in a far-off age of really primitive

food-gatherers, had, by their long anticpiity and
sofdal effect ivene'^s, rooted thf'mselves so det'ply in

the philosophy <>f the nation that througlauit its

history the king remained a Horus-falcon despite

the supremacy won later by Osiris and, after him, tlu'

Sun—a supremacy due to the clo.se connection of the

new cults with organized agriculture which W'as then

re.shaping the whole life of the country while the Falcon

-

cult, bound up wdth the hunters' social system now'

disappearing, sutfered ine\itable decline.

The king's position in the new' religious systems w'as a

tangled one and might have proved too parailoxieal even
for the primitive imagination to accept, but for the myths
of (.liviiie birth with w'hich the theologians regularized it.

In tile earlier case the king had to be placed in the same
filial relation to Osins, the luwv di\ ine hero, as he liad

with tlu‘ antiijiie Faleon, thereby reconciling and fusing,

how'e\'cr imperfectly, the two cults. This was effected

by the myth of tlie miraculous impregnation by the

dead Osiris of his .sister-wife Isis, resulting in the birth

of the ' vounger Horus, son of Isis who
was equated, for the purposes of the myth, with the

older Horus ; thus the king, who had ahvays been

identified by his descent with the latter, took up the

same relatum w ith tlie newer form and became the son

of Osiris : it is very significant that Isis w'as represented

for the occasion in the giusC of a lah on. Similarly,

when, later, the king and his circle embraced the Solar

belief, a myth was found by which to affiliate him to

the Sun, as related in tlie ^^‘stcar pap\'rus.

The points to be noted in connection with the debate

on the Trubriandors are, fii'st. that the Egyptian belief

in the divine descimt of kings had its roots in the remotest

antiquity; second, that the god's action, as represented

in the temple of Deir el Bahri. was of a purely*physical

character wdiich. had not the chief agent been divine,

would be considered basely adulterous ; and, third, that

this case W'as a special one, framed to meet the definite

political needs of an aspiring princess.

With regard to the third point we may note that

when Tuthmosis III, a very strong and ambitious young

[ 2

prince, born of a concubine, mounted the throne despite

his lack of legitimacy, he originated another kind of

mvtli to make his po.sition good : backed doubtless by
the priests, like his one-time spouse Hatshepsut, he
caused it to be declared that Amun- re had recognized
him as king at a public function and had greatly glorified

his coronation, making of it a celestial ceremony. But
this W'as a .story too capable of disproof and so, three

generations later, Amenophis III, whose legitimacy w'as

not supported by royal blood in his wife or mother,
reverted to the older si'heme of the god’s actual inter-

vention. and caused it io be pictured in the temple-
chambers which he built at Luxor; in this he was
followed, after many centuries, by the Greek and
Homan kings at Philie, Edfou and Dendera, anxious
to establish a legitimate status before their Egyptian
sulqeets. Alexanfler. liowever. fully occupied during
his fleeting visits to Egypt with the building of his city,

follow'cd the cpiicker metl od of Tuthmosis HI, obtaining
diiect recognition of Ins divine sonship at the temple of

Ammon (the Greco-Libyaii foim of the god) iii the Oasis
of 8iwa.
The second element noted m these temple scenes,

coiu-erning Ivhnum, is quite different, founded on a
\'ery okl form of Iielief and not on mere royal needs of
the moment. Khnum is generally describcLl by writers

as the Creator- or Putter-god; the former epithet is

founded on a mass of inscriptions of comparatively late

periods in which he had become iileiitilieil, to a greater
(jr less degree, with the Sun. Amun and other gods
classed as uni\'ersal creators ; this development is, on
the face of it, a late one, part of the syncretism so notice-

able in the later Egyptian periods; w'e must search
beyond it for Khnurn's primitive character. In the
Pyramid Texts he appears but seldom and plays only an
incidental part ; in tw'o passages he is mentioned as
‘fashioning' the king {kd : pans. 5:14 and 1709); the
hieroglyphs and determinatives employeil make it

likely that his original function was not to ^ create ’ the
child, but in some way to shape its limbs as it lay unborn
within the w'oinb. There is an indication of this, also,

in the Westear papyrus in which Khnurn's function is

limited to endowing tlie royal child's limbs w ith strength
;

in the ‘ Tale of the Two Brothers,' dating from the
Xiiieteenth Dynasty, he fashions a wife, at the bidding
of the gods, lor the young hero, Bata. Again, in chap.
XXX, B, of tile ‘ B^'jok of the Dead,' wliieh w as inscribed

on the protective heart -scarab laid on the breast of the
mummy, the heart is sai<l to he thi* dead man's ‘ Khnum ’

w'ho *' makes his limhs to flourish."

When, theiefore, the potter's craft appeared aiul diapes
were kneaded out of (*lav, it w'as natural that Khnum
should be connected wnth it, by' way' of metaphor, and
that, on the invention of the potter's wheel, that in-

valuable aid tc) the craft, it i-hould he allotted to liim

also ; W'e And accordingly', as early' as the Pyramid
Texts (par. .324), that his name is followed by the deter-
minative of a jar on a potter's wheel—the jar being
of a form adapted to that implement. This simple
figurative device w'as ilevcloped to an extravagant
degi'ce in the scenes on the temple-walls of Deir el Bahri
and Luxor in which Khnum is pictured as throwing on
his wheel two child-figures, one of the newly' <*onceived
king and the other of his A’o—a patent abstu-ditv, for

flgures in clay' must, of course, be tnoulded or modelled
and cannot be thrown on tlii' wheel. The scene seems,
nevertheless, to have passed unciuestioned, with all its

naivet^h for we And it repeated m other places, with one
Agure only'. It is evident that the notion of Khnum as a
fashioner w'as Armlv fixed m the Egy^ptian mind, for
in the late periods w hen, as so often happens elsewhere,
ancient and dee ply'-planted popular beliefs rise more
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conspicuously to view with the weakening of the official wish to show the following particulars concerning A s

forms, the very word hhn.m came to mean ‘ to shape ’ wives :

—

or ' build.’

The body of the newly-conceived child was imagined
to be built up from matter and shaped by Khnum, but
of the implanting of the spirit no accoimt has come
down to us; it is possible that the question hardly
presented itself to the early Eg;}q3tians, for they discrimi-

nated little between body and soul and it is not till

later that a distmction was clearly drawn when, in the
Eighteenth D;yTiasty, courtiers were admitted at death
to the heavenly paradise originally reserved for the
Sun-descended kings, and tomb-inscriptions consigned
the soul to the sky and the body to earth—but even this

was a theological compromise between two phases of
religion, such as is common in the story of Eg\"ptian
beliefs.

It may be added that if we examine the popular tales Xn this case the diagram would be drawn thus
we shall find incidents pointing unmistakably to a time
when the Egj’ptians were ignorant of the physiological
facts and accepted strange accoimts of methods of
female conception, as in the latter part of the ‘ Tale of
the Two Brothers ’

; certain details of this story have
their counterparts among the many myths and talcs

collected by Hartland and published in his ‘ Primitive
Paternity,' with the express purpose of showing that
at one time—in some cases not very remote—all

peoples were thus ignorant, a thesis with which^ it may
be supposed, few of us would now disagree.

The analysis attempted above, summary though it

be, seems to indicate that Egyptian beliefs about divine

fatlierhood were of \'ery remote origin, long before the
beginning, with food-production, of civilization, and The Arabic numerals refer to the order in which the

that they pertain to an ancient stock of ideas wives were taken in marriage, the Roman numerals to

originating with early thinkers—perhaps palaeanthropic their order of seniority in the home, while ‘ h ’ indicates

—the first philosophers of a rude hunting world, strug- that the wife in question has been inherited,

gimg, like Rodin's ' Penseur,' to explain its puzzling If thought fit, further symbols could be adopted, and
phenomena. Such ideas, wdth the coming of civilization the scheme could be extended to cover other persons

and, above all, with increased knowledge in physical on the chart, thereby showing at a glance a mass of

matters, naturally underwent modifications, but, deep- information wdiich might fill paragraphs in print,

rooted and strong in their antiquity, survived in their A. T. CUEWICK,
essence, wdiile adapting themselvxs to new paths of Kiberege, Tanganyika Territory,

thought. Tlius Osirianism, while retaining the essence
of the older ideas, gave them a new aspect, fitted to eijci •e.i.ai*
organized agiiculture, which was soon to be modified, Finland Exploration in East Anglia,

in its turn, by Heliopolitan theories, still crude and AAO —From many points of view the Fen country

anthropomorphic, but informed by a purer science, UitU East Anglia is of extreme interest. Hardly

gained from long study of the ways of the sun. In anywhere else can a more or less complete sequence

dealing with Egjqitian \hought this stratification must of deposits dating from Quaternary times be so well

be taken into full account ; some of the beliefs and studied. Recently the especial importance of the

customs that might seem to have originated on the Nile Fenland has been demonstrated once again by Major

may well belong to the older stratum of thought Fowler of Ely, who has been studying the prehistoric

which l;ad become common to the forefathers of a waterways of the district, and by Mr. Grahame Clark,

great part of mankind, and in this stratum it seems who has been investigating an early Metal Age site

we should place the origins of most primitive theories, below peat. But for a proper study of the Fens

including that of the Trobrianders, concerning the many different lines of investigation are required; not

mysteries of fatherhood. G. D. HORNBLOWER. only is the archaeologist needed, but x>erhaps even more

. ^
the palapo-botanist and the geologist. For some time

Standardization of Pedigree Charts. past several of us at Cambridge have felt that a research

Sir,— I should like to comment on the Sociological committee of experts in the various branches of science

Research Committee's letter on the ' Standard! - required should be formed to undertake a comprehensive
zation of Pedigree Charts ’ (Man, 1032, 141), study of the region. Such a committee, connected with

It is sometimes desirable to show not only the re- the two chief archaeological societies in the area (the

lationships of an individual's wives, but also their status, Cambridge Antiquarian Society and the Prehistoric

the order in which they were each taken in marriage, their Society of East Anglia), has now been formed and will

respective seniority in the liome, whether inherited probably be starting its work during this autumn,
from a deceased relative, etc., and for this reason I The Master ofDowming College has most kindly consented
suggest that provision be made to break the marriage to be the President, and Major Fowler the Vice-President,
coupling-bar, leaving a space in which these particulars Mr. Grahame Clark is the Secretary, and anyone wishing
may be entered. to communicate with the committee in regard to
For example, let us take the first diagram in the the early history of the Fens should write to him at

article mentioned above, and let us assume that we Peterhouse, Cambridge. M. C. BURKITT.

Eybe and Spottoswoode Limited, His Majesty’s Printers, East Harding St., London, E.C.4.
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Papua» Dutch Territory. Beasley.

A Dried Head from the Marind-anim (Tugeri) people.

Material collections from Dutch Papua are, unfortimately, but ill-represented in this

country, and so far as my knowledge serves not a single specimen of these preserved heads

exists in the British Isles. The few explorers who have reached the Tugeri country, situated on the

Dutch side of the former German and Dutch frontier, all refer to the savage state of these people.

Papua as a whole has produced many and unusual types of dried and reconstructed human heads,

and most of these have already been described in Man. In addition to those which may be described

as * preserved heads,' there occur, both in British and the former German territory, examples

entirely reconstructed of clay overlying the original crania. In the present instance, Plate 31, these

two methods are combined, for, while the original skin still covers the features, the posterior portion

is composed enthely of clay. Further certain details stand out as peculiar to these rather gruesome

objects. Haddon^ wrote an account received from a missionary, and Wirz“ has considerably

augmented our knowledge. The Tugeri to-day are an inland people whose country is watered by
the Chester River (Wasi Kusa). They possess, however, large canoes, and make periodical raids

down river on the scattered peoples who inhabit the islands round the mouth. From their willingness

to embark on such sea adventures, one may deduce that formerly they were a coastal people, driven

inland by later arrivals. These raids have the sole purpose of securing heads,' which would appear

to enter largely into their ceremonial and religious activities. Their social organization would seem

to require a steady flow of external captives for the supply of these reconstructed crania, which are

obtained from prisoners captured from the islands and brought alive to the Tugeri villages. It is

recorded that the prisoners’ legs are broken to prevent escape, and death occurs only at the feasts

that are held on the return of the raiders.

The object of these raids is to secure the soul of the victim, since immediately prior to the

death blow the victim is maltreated so as to cause him to cry out. Whatever cry he gives is accepted

bv the Tugeri as the name of his spirit, and this word is treasured, whose influence will hence further

guard and benefit the captor. Of these heads, Dr. Wirz- has further pubhshed a very full account

of the method of manufacture, but space does not permit of its duplication. This writer mentions

the addition of the fibre ‘ wig ' which is such an outstanding feature. This arises from the occurrence

that the coast people who provide the victims always have short hair, so this wig is added, and in

the present specimen consists of numerous lengths of fibre woven together towards their bases, and
uniting in a sort of close-fitting cap which is attached to the scalp.

Since the Dutch authorities have for a number of years discountenanced these head-hunting

raids and, wherever possible, destroyed and confiscated these trophies, it may be assumed that few

exist to-dav. H. G. BEASLEY.

^ Haddon : Int. Arch, fiir Anthropologic, Band IV, 1891.

2 Wirz, Dr. P. : Die Marind-anim von Hollandisch Svd A. Guinea, Hamburg, 19:25, Tiel III, Band II; Die Kopfjagden,
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Pacific : Ethnology. Rentoul.

Papuans, Professors, and Platitudes. Bij A. Bi^ntoid,

one In 3Iax, 1032, 44. Dr. Malinowski takos me severely to task, appan^ntly for having had the

U4u temerity (MA^^ 1931, 162) to question his oft-repeated statement that "amongst the Trohrianders

physiological fatherhood is unknown, and no tie or kinship is supposed to exist between father and
" child except that between a mother's husband and a wife's child."

I would explain that I wrote Max^ 1931. 162, as a layman closely a>NOciated with tlie natives of

Western Melanesia, and I am indebted to the Editor of Max for his kindness in deciding that the

article was worthy of submission to his critical readers.

lam therefore rather surprised that, instead of dismissing my small eifort in half a eolumn of his

inimitable writing. Dr. IVIalinowski should exhibit so mucli annoyance at my statements, that he

absorbs four and a half pages of this valuable publication, mainly in an en(h‘avour to prov(‘ that I

am a person of no account, that I have apparently not read any of his works, and that I " seem to

" have heard about the facts at second-hand from a review or summary."

1 had thought that Dr. Malinowski would have proved more skilled in debat(‘ than to stoop to

personal abuse, a method I have no desire to copy. Jt is my j)urpose to >tick to th(‘ ])oint at issue,

and that is whether oi not the intelligent Trohrianders have or have not the average knowledge of

physiological paternity possessed by any other natives in tlu* vicinity, such as those of the Amphietts

to the South, with whom these ‘ Argonauts of the Pacific ' have had dealings in connection with

the Kula circle of wealth from the earliest known timt‘s.

But as Dr. Malinowski has taken it upon himself to explain me to tlu* rearlers of Max, and to

question my qualifications to speak on behalf of the Trobrianders, may [ be piuanitted to mention

the fact that I am Resident Magistrate in charge of the South-Eastern Division of Papua, embracing

a large portion of Mestern ^Melanesia and the Trobriand group itself, wliere I ^sas at one tinu' a

district officer, and that my only knowledge of anthropology was gained while attending a course

at Sydney University under Professor Radcliffe Brown and Dr, Firth. What knowledge I possess

of my natives has been gained, not only in Churts of Xative Matters, which, as Dr. Malinowski should

be aware, have a very different ' atmosphere ' from an ordinary police court, but also hy living amongst

the people, questioning them, and studying them day by day. That is all I shall say about

myself.

I cannot follow Dr. Mahnowski's keen resentment at my innocent phrase ' a visiting anthropo-
‘ logist however gifted.' He reiterates the phrase, and accuses me of introducing the opposition.

Now to hurt the feelings of any anthropologist was my last intention. What I would explain

is, that in an interesting territory like Papua, we have become used to the appearance of visiting

anthropologists, sociologists, technologists and others. The.se gentlemen spend some little time in

the territory working on their own particular thesis, and then depart to compile a book thereon.

Dr. Fortune, whom Dr. Malinowski quote.s, is of the type I mean.

In my opinion, and I am sure Dr. ^Malinowski will forgive me for again venturing my opinion,

such work cannot be compared in value to the steady and continuous work performed by a

stationary anthropologist such as Mr. F. E. Williams, our Government anthropologist. That is why
I use<l the term * visiting anthropologist ' to distinguish the type from a permanent officer like

]Mr. Williams, whose splendid work there is no need for me to praise.

To get back to the point at issue. Dr. Malinowski asks me to quote my authorities for my
various statements. I will say that my authorities are scores of intelligent natives in the Trobriands

whom I have interviewed, and whose information I have had sense enough to check and cro.ss-check.

It would be impracticable for me to quote the names of all my authorities in such a paper. Perhaps
my word counts for something. Furthermore, Dr. Malinowski accuses me of translating the native

mind incorrectly. He states in a rather involved sentence :
** Xow since what concerns us is what

“ the natives actually think, and not what ]Mr. Rentoul thinks they ought to think, his inferences

are irrelevant.' What, after all, are Dr. Malinowskis writings but his own opinions and
observations, and the results of his own interviews wdth various natives. Is Dr. Malinowski the
only one who has discovered what the natives think ? Does he not admit the possibility of error on
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his part ? With sixteen years of experience of natives behind me, I say that there is every possibility

of error on anybody's part, including my own, of course.

It is in dealing with what Dr. Malinowski terms my police court perspective " that he fails

rather lamentably. With a long experience of magisterial work in Papua, I can only characterize

Dr. Malinowski's statement that ” no native would in good faith bring a domestic case before the

magistrate's Court. Those that do so are invariably branded as renegades and outcasts ” as

absurd and untrue, and an insult to those officers who are giving up their lives to the fulfilment of

the successful native policy built up in Papua during the last twenty years by the Lieutenant-

Governor, Sir Hubert Murray : a policy which has earned, not only the confidence of the average

native in the Trobriands, but Empire recognition.

Perhaps Dr. Malinowski viU allow me to inform him, vdthout quoting any authority but myself,

that throughout the South-Eastern Division of Papua (including the Trobriands) there is fittie

crime, and the most common ofience brought before the magistrate is adultery. Dr. Malinowski, in

quoting my incident in Court for Native Matters, quite unfairly leaves out the most illuminating part

and substitutes three dots. The missing words are “ after the mother has according to custom stated
' her intention of returning with her children to her own people.’’ Those omitted words cast quite

a different meaning on the whole paragraph. Dr. Malinowski is very much aware that a magistrate

in Pa})ua has no power to * divorce ' the parties. What I described was the father pleading, not

with the Chart, but with the offended mother, for the custody of his son !

But to get down to bedrock. It appears to me that Dr. Mahnowski's thesis is best explained in

his footnote to page 109 in ‘ Sex and Repression.' He states : It must be noted that the natives

have no idea whatever of the fertilizing influence of the male semen, but they know that a virgin

cannot conceive, and that to become a mother, a woman has to be ‘ opened up ’ as they express

it. This in the everyday life of the village is done at an early age by the appropriate organ. In

the myth of the primeval ancestress where the husband or any sexual eligible male companion is

*' excluded some natural object is selected such as a fish or a stalactite.*'

This means, I take it, that Dr. ^lalinowski believes that the Trobriand native is fuUy aware of

the function of the male member, but is unaware of the fertilizing influence of the male semen.

Let me enlarge on Dr. Malinowski's statement. He has related the legend of the great ancestress

Houma, the mother of Tudava, ' a hero born of a virgin who was pierced by the action of stalactite

water.' Xow that story, as it was related to me, varied in one or two important features which,

perhaps, cast rather a different light upon the native mind. The girl Houma, desiring a child, fell

asleep in a limestone cave. From above her the stalactite known as Kaibua began to drip, and the

lime water Litukwa entered her womb, and afterwards she conceived and bore a male child Tudava,

afterwards to become famous in legend. To this day the story is told by old men, and that stalactite

is looked upon as a phaUic s\TXLbol. The point is that in the telling of the story stress is laid on the

fact that the lime water Litukwa was the cause of the pregnancy 1

Surely the last paragraph indicates the existence of something more than * a vague idea as to

some nexus between sexual connection and pregnancy '

?

In my own article I had the temerity to quote a practice of ejaculation, simply to prove that the

Trobriand female recognizes that her attempt to expel the male seed ma}" prevent pregnancy.

Dr, Malinowski, in reply, again unfairly prefaces his quotation with the words He is confident that

as an effective method of contraception in the Trobriands, the female of the species is specially

endowed, etc.'’ The words in italics are Dr, Malinowski's own, for in not one word of my
article did I say that I was confident that the method was effective. I had learnt from my friend,

Dr. Cecil Cook, C.M.O. of North Austraha, that such a method could not be rehed upon. My real

aim in pubhshing the hiformation was to show that ' the female of the species ’ in the Trobriands

does reahze that
'
procreation is from the biological father,’ and that to prevent conception the semen

should, if possible, be ejected.

Dr. Malinowski attempts to cloud my meaning by ridicule, but it is amusing to note that in

the same number of iVLvx in which he derides me there has crept in an unobtrusive letter (1932, 66)

from G. A. Gaskell, in which that ^Titer states that Dr. Khseh, in ' The Sexual Life of Woman,’
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mentions this method being used by women in Italy and in Xorth Australia. This wiU be information

to Dr. Malinowski.

One incident which may, perhaps, be of interest. On a recent patrol to the Island of Iwa, which
is a Trobriand Island, while checking the census, I came across a single girl who had given birth to a
male child. On inquiring the name of the father, the girl became shy and embarrassed, and stated

that the baby had no father. At this an old crone sitting near by snorted with indignation and,

pointing derisively at the girl, called a man's name. The people standing about immediately nodded
their heads in agreement, and named the same man. At this the girl, realizing apparently that there

was no longer need of secrecy, appeared relieved, and quietly admitted that the native referred to was
indeed the father of her child. Perhaps Dr. Malinowski, with his anthropological gifts, ma}^ explain

away such incidents to me, but happening as they do in my day’s w^ork, they only serve to e.stablish

more and more firmly my private belief that the intelligent Trobriand natives have quite as much
sex knowledge as an average agricultural labourer and a great deal more of imagination and
‘ religion ' besides.

I am glad that in his article Dr. Malinowski admits that his ‘‘ thesis was not to prove that the
Trobrianders know nothing about paternity, nor yet did I reluctantly admit that there exist

among them paternal sentiments." He appears to have modified his statement slightly since the
quotation in the first paragraph of this article on which I based my protest.

As a daily student of the natives themselves, I am content to believe that, like many professing
Christians, the individual native can hold two beliefs

: (1) that the offspring is the gift of God (or

of the Baloma)
;
and (2) that the child is given to the mother through the agency of the male seed.

The first is the belief that would be expressed to any visiting anthropologist, and if that anthropo-
logist were, like Dr. Malinowski, already impressed by a somewhat similar discovery of Baldwin
Spencer's in North Australia, his acceptance of the same, without making allowance for the second
belief, would be all the more understandable.

Jlishna, Papua. 4th May, 1932. ALEX. G, RENTOtX.

Tanganyika : Ethnology. Culwlck.
Hippo Hunting amongst the Wandamba of Tanganyika Territory, By A. T. Culwicic.

The M andamba Tribe, so called, is a collection of scattered clans, who have been driven
into the sw^'amps of the Kilombero Hiver A alley by their more powerful neighbours, the
Wambunga, the Wabena, the Wahehe, and the Wangoni.

The Kilombero River, which ultimately becomes the Rufiji, is well stocked with fish and hippo,
and these, together with rice, which is cultivated in the swampy areas, form the food supply of this

interesting and backw^ard people. Eor years the Wandamba have been harassed by the surrounding
tribes, and have only retained their individuality by living in marshy country which is inaccessible
to their neighbours, wLo are not expert canoemen, and cannot therefore reach the isolated villages

amongst the sw^amps.

In the course of time the Wandamba have become skilled fishermen and hippo hunters, and
to-day, under the protection of British rule, carry their trade in dried fish as far as Morogoro on the
Central Railway.

At certain seasons of the year they hunt the hippopotamus, partly for food, partly to avenge
themselves for the attacks of these beasts on their canoes and their depredations in the rice fields,^

and partly for sport. This well-built and virile people delight to pit their skill against their greatest
enemy, and although their w^eapons are of the simplest t\"pe, they are fearless hunters, a quality
which saves them from suffering heavy casualties.

They usually hunt with a fleet of three large dug-out canoes, each manned by half-a-dozen men
armed with harpoons and heavy stabbing spears. In the bows of each canoe stands the chief
harpooner, who directs operations, wKile the remainder of the crew are responsible for paddling or
poling the eraft as well as for assisting the chief harpooner in his assaults on the hippo.

The harpoon. Fig. 1, consists of a single-barbed iron blade, which is loosely hafted into a wooden
shaft, about 8 feet long, and an inch to an inch and a half thick. The blade, w^hich is about four
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inches long, ends in a pointed iron tang on which a lateral spike is forged, Fig. 2. Round the tang,

just behind the barb, several small rolls of cloth are tied which contain medicine to render the

weapon effective. One end of a stout rope, which is usually about tliirty feet in length and is made
from raffia palm, is firmly secured round the spike which prevents it from slipping. The rope is

carried up the shaft. Fig. 1, to which it is attached by a light cord, and is then turned over the butt

and carried doT^ui the other side of the harpoon for some two feet. This ingenious arrangement

allows the light cord to be broken as soon as the rope is pulled taut, thereby detaching the shaft and
giving the blade a better chance of holding firm.

Attached to the rope near the butt of the weapon are several small iron bells, which serve to

indicate the animal's presence should he seek refuge in the long grass on the river bank. The other

end of the rope passes through a hole in a stout board about 3 feet long and 9 inches broad, and is

secured by a knot. Should the harpooner be obliged to release the rope, this board acts as a float

in the water and as an anchor on land.

Before the hunt the harpoons are placed on the ground, and near them small heaps of flour are

made, a little being dusted on the blades of the weapons and on the wooden anchors. All the hunters

assemble and invoke the aid of their ancestral spirits. The weapons are then taken to the canoes,

but the heaps of flour remain till after the hunt.

The method of hunting is as follows : The canoes approach their quarry, who invariably sub-

merges himseff. The leader of the expedition silently stations his canoes at points of vantage, and
waits until the beast breaks water. If the hippo continues to hide, the hunters search for him with

long fish spears, poking about irntil he is located. As soon as he is seen within range, a harpoon is

hurled home. The beast dashes off under the water. The hunters grasp the rope, and the canoe is

dragged along at speed by the wounded animal. The other canoes foUow, and as soon as the beast

breaks water again, other harpoons are hurled home. Sooner or later the hippo becomes infuriated,

and being unable to rid himself of the harpoons, turns on the canoes, which he tries to demolish.

Manoeuvring their craft with the greatest skill, the hunters await the animal’s savage rush with spears

and harpoons, and, if they are lucky, kill him in the water. If not, the hippo usually makes for the
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shore, and in this event the hunters abandon the harpoon ropes, allowing him to rush off into the dense

grass where the wooden anchors impede his progress. Guided by the tinkling of the bells, the men
follow', tie the harpoon ropes to the undergrow'th, and spear him to death, a feat W'hich requires no
little courage in the tall Matete grass.

On their arrival home the heart and the liver of the animal and the flour of the sacrifice are

cooked, and all the hunters partake of them as a solemn rite, thanking their ancestral spirits for

their good fortune. A. T. GULWICK.

Kalahari : Ethnology. Schapera.

A Native Lion Hunt in the Kalahari Desert. By I. Schapera, J/.A., Ph.D.

QQT In June 1931, while I was engaged in field research among the BaKxatla of Eechuanaland
Wfc# Protectorate, I was imuted by Mes^^l^s. L. Barnes and W. G. Ballinger, of Johannesburg, to take

part in a short trip into the Kalahari Desert. The object of this trip w^as to make some inquiries

into the status and treatment of the BaKxalaxadi, degenerate BeTsw^ana wdio live in the Kalahari as

herdsmen and hunters of the BaMangwato, BaKwxuia, BaXgwaketse and other powerful tribes. We
motored from Mochudi, the principal village of the BaKxatla, to Molepolole, the headquarters of the

BaKw'ena and a convenient starting-place for expeditions into the Central Kalahari. Here we w'ere

joined by 3Irs. Barnes and Miss M. Hodgson, of the University of the Witw'atersrand, Johannesburg,
and by iMi\ D. J. Knobel, a long-established trader and keen hunter wlio acted as guide and
interpreter.

We left Molepolole early the following morning, and motored for about sixty miles through
heavy sand and dense growths of high grass and low' bush thickly dotted with camelthorns (Acacia

giraffae) and other large trees. It was in the midst of the dry winter season, and once we passed
beyond the cultivated lands of 3Iolepolole the whole country seemed parched and devoid of human
inhabitants save for a few' stray BaKxalaxadi whom we occasionally encountered. In the afternoon
w'e entered a long pleasant valley known to the local natives as Lethlakeng, where we came across

a few' small villages of BaKxalaxadi. We camped for the night at the village of Seloihve, w hich lies

about three miles to the south on the plains overlooking the western end of Lethlakeng. As we sat

round the fire the people of the village gradually joined us. They told us that during the preceding
night a lion had seized a calf from one of the cattle-posts not far aw'ay, and that they had set a trap-gun
for it under a tree wliere the mangled corpse of the calf had been left as bait.

During the night one of our party heard the report of a gun, which w'as confirmed in the early
morning by the headman of the village, who sent a boy to tell us that his people were going dowm to
the tree to see what had happened, and inviting us to join them. About forty natives, including three
MaSarwa (Bushmen, fig. 4), set out in a body, armed w ith old rifles of various patterns, clubs, axes and
spears, and accompanied by a number of dogs. We followed them as far as possible in the cars, and
then marched across country for about a quarter of a mile to the tree wliere the gun had been set.

Here we found the natives gathered excitedly around the paw' mark of a lion deeply impressed in the
sand, close to w'hich were lying some spots of blood. They scouted around until they made sure of
the direction taken by the lion's spoor, and then all came back to the tree (fig. 1).

The leader of the natives now insisted that the two ladies with us should go back to the cars and
not accompany us any farther. ” We cannot go out against our enemy,’’ he said, if there are women
with us.’' It w'as moila (taboo) even to talk of w'omen on the hunt, let alone have them with us. The

ladies accordingly returned to the cars under the escort of a native who was instructed to remain
there with them. As soon as they W'ere some distance away, the ceremony w'as performed of xo bapola
moihlala, to ’* peg out ” or spread out ” the spoor. One of the men, w'ho w as a ngaka or professional

magician, had brought with him the large bulb knowm as sekaname (Urginea sangumf.a), which figures

in many Tswana magical ceremonies, and a goat’s horn containing ihslthlo. Thsithlo is a mixture of
many different vegetable, animal and mineral substances, all of which are cut to tiny pieces, stamped
and roasted together over the fire in an open potsherd, and then ground dowm to powder w'hich is

mixed with some sort of animal fat. This powder is extensively used in Tswana magic. The ngaka
dipped his fingers into the horn and smeared the thsithlo adhering to them on to the bulb. Then he
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placed the bulb on the paw mark of the lion. While this was going on, the rest of the men lounged

about chatting and apparently not paying much attention to what he was doing. He now called on
them to bring their weapons to the spot. Each gun, club, spear or axe was placed in turn by its owner

on the lion's footprint, and the ngnka rubbed it with the bulb. Then he took all the weapons in

a bundle and placing their butts on the ground over the lion's footprint tilted them over in the direction

taken by the spoor. As he did so he said the words : a dl hokn/a, let them kill, Avhich were repeated

by the men around him. He returned the weapons to their owntu*s, and then asked for certain of

the dogs, three in all, to be brought to him. He smeared each of them on the palate, teeth and nostrils

with the thsiihio from his horn. Then he again smeared some thsifhlo on to the bulb, which he replaced

on the lion's footprint. He then handed the horn of tksifhlo to one of the HaSarwa, whom we
afterwards discovered to be the leading tracker of the party. Next he plucked two twigs from

a neighbouring montlira bush (Greirki cana). and planted them in the ground so that they formed

a crossed arch over the bulb. Then he called a few of the men by name, one by one. to tread on the

bulb with one foot, step over the arch carefully so as not to di.'^turb it. and march a few paces ahead,

where they were to stand still without looking behind them. We subsequently learned that theses men
were the more skilful hunters of the party. After them the rest of us, including the Europeans,

performed the same action.

When everybody had passed over the arch, the INIaSarwa began to move ahead on the spoor of the

lion, and we all followed, leaving behind us the bulb lying under the arch. The slight h' bloodstained

trail led across country in a sort of arc, and appeared to present little difficulty to the MaSarwa, who
at times quickened tlieir pace to a run. so sure were they of its direction. Two of them took it in turns

to guide the party, and every few hundred yards one of them would drop hack and his companion

come up to take over the lead, while occasionally they would pause to consult together. The rest of

the partv followed close behind in a disorderly group, apparently taking little precaution against

a surprise attack, so confident were they of their leaders ; hut conversation was throughout carried

on in a low tone, and we Europeans were expressly asked at the beginning not to talk loudly. Every

marked clue to the trail of the lion was painstakingly pointed out to us—liere a deep footprint, there

a few spots of blood, or some broken twigs, or the fresh dung of the lion, or a slight depression in the

sand showing where it had lain down. It was a graceful gesture Avhich we appreciated highly, and

which enabled us to form some idea of the remarkable skill sho\\'n by the ^NlaSarwa trackers.

After about two miles of winding in and out of the deep Kalahari sand and dense nw.vonono bush

(Terminalia sericfa), we came to a small cattle-post. Here we learned that during the preceding night

another calf had been killed by a lion. The corpse had been found a few hundred yards away (and

a little later we were shown the exact spot from which the lion had made its spring), and its meat

was at that moment being cooked over a fire. One of the natives with us wished to eat some of it,

but the ngaka told him that if he did so he would not be allowed to accompany us any farther, so he

desisted. Meanwhile an animated discussion was taking j)lace as to whether the lion which had

killed this calf was the same as that whose spoor we were following. The IVIaSarwa were convinct'd that

it was the same animal, and their verdict was soon accepted as decisive. The trail was again taken up,

and we twisted once more in ancl out of the veld for about a mile and a half. Suddenly one of the

natives in the vanguard pointed excitedly to the left, and a moment later one of the dogs dashed off in

that dffection. We heard it barking in the distance, and made a rush towards it, but shortly afterwards

it was again heard to bark at right angles to the course being followed, and we swung round in that

direction. ^leantime the other dogs had run up after their leader and brought the lion to bay under

a tree. As we ran up we could hear its angry grunts mingling with the barking of the dogs. We soon

sighted it at tiie other end of an open glade. The leading native, planting himself behind a forked

tree, carefully took aim from a distance of about fifty yards, and with a magnificent shot hit the lion

in the right shoulder. Two more shots at close range from a shot gun put an end to it, and the natives

rushed up to the body and commenced to beat it with the butts of their weapons, shouting out

jubilantly Lvomo tseo. Lvomo tseo, those cattle, those cattle ! (fig. 2). Then followed a short chant of

victory, and the men sat down ^fith visible enthusiasm to talk over their happy success. The lion was
a well-developed specimen in the prime of life. The shot from the trap gun had merely grazed its
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cheek, sufficiently to draw blood but otherwise ineffective. It was time for us to return, and we left

them there. Before going, however, we ascertained that the man who had first shot the lion (fig. 3) would

on his return home have to go through a special ceremony of purification, and that certain parts of the

lion's body (penis and testicles,

fat, vertebral bones and their ^
marrow) would be used as ingre- .

dients in the next lot of hunting

Poonyane, a " young man whom
I had trained to conduct in- native hunting party.

dependent investigations on my
behalf and who discussed the subject with the older men of his kxdro (lineage group).

When a lion has killed cattle or goats out in the veld, the owner of the dead beasts

comes to Mochudi and reports the fact to the chief. The latter thereupon summons
together a couple of the
younger rnephato (initiation regi-

ments). While the men are

assembling, he sends ahead his

ngal'a ya motse or tribal magician

to accompany the cattle-owner to

the scene and to ’ doctor ' the

spoor of the lion. The magician

takes with him his horn of

thsithio and a small peg of

rnohxalo wood {Zisyphus mucron-

ata). On arriving at the place

where the beast was killed, he

smears the peg with thsithio and
knocks it into the spoor of the

lion. The object of this rite is

to prevent the lion from leaving

the vicinity—it will be unable to

run away, but will keep close

to the spot and soon become tired.

Fig. 2. kxomo tsko ! those cattle! The rite is known as xo bapola

mothlala, to peg out the spoor,

and the thsithio used as mothsxcari wa dipholoxolo, the seizer of the beasts.

When the rnephato come up to the spot, the magician hands his horn of thsithio to the MaSarwa
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Fig. 3. the max who shot the liox.

{In centre, holding rifie.)

servants of the chief, who have been brought along to follow up the trail. either the men nor the

dogs are specially doctored ’ on this occasion, but all men whose wives are pregnant or whose wives

have miscarried are told to return home, lest their presence cause the hunters to misfire and to hit

some of the men instead of the

lion. The hunters are also told not

to say a word when they see the

lion, "but to knock their weapons

against a dry tree and, having thus

attracted the attention of the

others, to point in the direction of

the lion. The ngal'a then leaves

the party of hunters, which now
begins to form a Jethsolo or large

circular drive. All the men first

sit down in groups according to

their diLvoro (divisions of the

tribe). There are altogether nearly

seventy of these dikxorS in the

tribe, which are grouped into five

main sections. The senior section

is BaKxosing, to which belong the

chief and his people : then foUow,

in order of precedence, BaMorema,
BaThsukudu, BaMabudisa and

BaManama-kxothe. A man from

the small kxoro of BaMalebe, who must be a direct descendant of Malebe, the founder of the kxoro,

is selected to sit a few yards away from the others. He sits with his legs crossed, and faces the

direction followed by the spoor. Then he strikes the ground with his club and says : a tnarumo a

je dikxahvane, let the weapons eat

so that nothing escapes. Then

he again strikes the ground with

his club, and calls by name on any-

one of the five sections. The

men of this section get up and one

by one run past him, each of them

as he does so hitting the ground

at the same spot with his weapon

but saying nothing. As soon as

the first man has passed him, the

MoMalebe points in the direction

he wishes him to take. The rest

of the men, as they pass him, form

into line and run ofi in the same

direction. As soon as the whole

section has passed him, the

MoMalebe calls on a second

section, which passes by him in

the same way and then runs off

in the opposite direction. It has

been arranged beforehand that

the two lines should move away from and then towards each other in a semicircular direction, and

then ultimately link up at a spot which has been chosen by those who know the locality. The third
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section follows the first, the second the fourth, while the men of the fifth divide into two, alternate

men following alternate directions.

All the hunters are thus divided up into two horns which close together at the spot indicated to

form a circle. As they run along in this way. certain key words are used as signals. As soon as the

two horns have come together, a gun is fired, and the word is passed on from man to man : xo rf (lit.,

to say), i.e,, move inwards, and the circle begins to close in on the lion. If the lion shows signs of

breaking through the circle, the word is passed along : xa cU rote, run, " don't stop to urinate," run,

so that it should have no chance of getting away. Or else, if the line has thinned out. a man will call

to his neighbour inomkela, close in. When the lion is at last sighted the word is again passed along :

moernrla, hold, stand still, and then the shooting begins, Xo other animal must be shot at during the

hunt except the lion.

The last lion hunt in the Reserve ap{)arently took place about twelve years ago. A lion had

killed some goats out at a certain cattle-post, and the owner at once rushed back to Wochudi to report

to the chief, who set out with a couple of inephato to the place. They had vdth them some 3Ia8arwa

whom the chief had ordered to come and lead them. On reaching the spot, they found a goat which

had been killed by the lion. The spoor was ' doctored ' in the manner descril>ed above, and then

the regiments set out after the lion, the MaSarwa leading the chase. The spoor wound in and out,

and often doubled back upon itself, but the lion could not be found. At last the chief called the men
together and told them that they would have to alter their tactk'S. He ordered them to make
a lefhsold, and sent the two horns out to surround the place and drive th(‘ lion towards tlu' centre,

where he and a number of men would be waiting for it. The lion broke through the circle and they

again surrounded it, but it again broke through and turned back on its trail. Once more they encircled

it, and this time the chief ordered the dogs to be sent out against it. They brought it to bay, and the

men came up within sight of it. but were afraid to approach too closely. At last the owner of the

goats crept up within range and managed to shoot the lion in the chest. He immediately ran back

again, but it was seen that the lion lay still, and a few bold spirits ventured near enough to see tliat it

was dead. Thereupon they all rushed up to the body and chanted tlieir song of victory :

—

bana ba tan, hee, hce,

re tso bidiira, hee^ he^

,

thsiveu hee^ liee^

re tso bidiira, Jiee^ hee^

bana ba tau, hee, liee,

re tso bidiira, hee, hee,

tairana hee, he^e,

re tso bidiira, hee, hee.

Children of the li(>n. hee, Jae,

we hav'e been summoned, hee, her,

White One, hie, hee,

we have been summon^^d. hee, hie,

chiklren of the lion, hee, hee,

we have been summoned, hee, hee,

little lion, hee, hee,

we have been summoned, hee, hee.

The lion was skinned, and the skin giv^en to the chief, whose rightful tribute it was. The meat

was brought into the village by the hunters, who marched triumphantly through the streets singing

their meepaJam (small songs of honour), of winch the following is one of the most common :

—

Leader : 1 lotJayig kxost e I'xolo, banna, Leader :

Chorus : hee, tsabn di xakdse : Chorus

Leader : E re di xaket^^e. Leader :

Chorus : e re di xaketse. Chorus :

Leader : tlotlang kxosi, banna, Leader
Chorus : hee, tsaba di xaketse. Chorus :

Honour the great chief, men,

hei
,
the nations are aroused;

when they are aroused,

when they are aroused,

honour the chief, men,

hee, the nations are aroused.

The meat of the lion could be eaten })y anybody who wished to do so, but the genital organs,

fat, eyes, lieart and liver were given to the magician to use with his hunting thsithio. The killer of

the lion was given two cows and some goats as a reward by the chief. He was also specially

doctored ’ by the magician, who first gave him some of the thsithio to eat, and then cut him on every

joint of the body, rubbing into each cut a little of the same thsithio. The purpose of this doctoring,

according to Rapedi, was to prevent the man from being bewitched by others jealous of his success.

In all probability it w’as also intended as a rite of purification, similar to that performed on men who
have slain enemies in war, but of this mv informant declared that he was not certain. I. SCHAPERA.
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ROYAL ANTHROPOLOGICAL INSTITUTE: PROCEEDINGS.

Ordinary Meetings of the Institute.

Some Early Migrations in the Far East. Summary of a Co)nmtinication 2irestnted by Dr. P. van Sfehl

Callenfds. 2o October, 19*^2. nimA s^^lthe?>i< wa.s given of the light tlirowii on Papuan-Melanesian migrations 1jy

archaeological research. The term Melanesoid was used to indicate the oltspring of tribes

from Southern Chuia (Yunnan) and Xorthern Indo-China (Tonkin) who by mixing with Polynesians

and other races became the ancestors of the modern PapuanAIelanesians.

Dr, van Stein Callenfels* excavations in a cave in Eastern Java revealed a stratification in which

winged or round-ended arrowheads were found in the earliest bed, the wdnged arrowheads being the

most numerous : these were of stone, but there were no axes or adzes. The layer above yielded a

bone and horn industry, mainly sj^atuiate, and hatchet implements, but also a few awls, arrowheads,

fish hooks, daggers and digging sticks. Above this were sherds of potteix' and polished stone axe> of

the neolitliic Javanese type. Previously no stone arrowheads had been found in the Far Ea.^t, nor

had there been found any industry using bone and horn only.

Later another cave about 225 miles from the first yielded the same bone implement and stone

arrowhead culture. Gordon Mungo in * Prehistoric Japan ’ had illustrated similar arrowheads from

Jaj)an.

The French had previously found in Tonkin (X. Indo-China) and in East Sumatra a palgeohthic

civihzation using roughly chipped, not polished, stone axes ; this civilization was later found also

in the Malay Peninsula. A second stage encountered throughout S.E. Asia was reached when the

edges only were polished. In X. and S. Tonkin and in Annam this second stage was found associated

with the same kind of bone imj)lements as those found in Java, though in X. Tonkin the finds were

mainly stone and there were but few bone implements.

Xot all cultures reached the East Indies through the Malay Peninsula. A polished axe, oval in

section, is found from the British Isles to India and Burma, and also in China and Japan. Its distri-

bution, however, stops east of the Irrawaddy, and no axe of this type is known in Java or Sumatra,

though it appears again in Xew Guinea and Melanesia. Six or seven years ago Dr. van Stein Callenfels

found axes of this type in neolithic graves in Minahassa, Xorthern Celebes : these had probably

come south from China and Japan and were not of Indian origin. The modern Papuans make exactly

the same type of axe as those from Minahassa.

In Xorthern Indo-China, on the east coast of Sumatra and in some places in the Malay Peninsula,

is found the original culture of roughly chipped, unpolished stone. Evidence as to its origin is not

yet available. However, all the later stages clearly arose in X. Tonkin, hence development increases

towards the south. The first southward moving wave knew polished stone work only, the second

wave used bone implements, and the proportion of the bone to the stone tools increases from north

to south.

In 1860 skeletal remains from a shell heap near Penang were considered by Huxley to be related

to the Papuo-Melanesians. The same results were obtained from Indo-China and Java. Hence this

southward migration was a Papuo-Melanesian one. Another wave later mixed with the Japanese,

for the roughly chipped stone industry reached Japan and was found by Dr. van 8tein Callenfels in

a shell heap near Tokio covered by about 10 ft. of clay. The arrowheads, on the contrary, reached

S.E. Asia from Japan. Whereas in Java the arrowheads belong to an older culture before the Melanesoid

wave, in the Liu-Kiu, in Formosa and Kikuna the chipped stone and bone implements were mixed.
Thus either the arrowhead civilization existed in Japan first or the Melanesoid civilization wave found
it on the way to Japan.

The fixing of the date of the migration of the Melanesoids is important because it must have
occurred after the neolithic civilization with arrowheads spread through the islands of the Far East
and before the Polynesians left the Phifippines on their migration through the Pacific,

Some slides illustrating the Javanese bronze age were then shown which indicated influences from
Yunnan. The first Indian influence in the archipelago was shown in tanged arrowheads. Finds
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from Bali in bronze age stone coffins showed marked Indonesian and not Chinese influence. The

lecture was illustrated not only by lantern slides but by remarkably fine specimens of the various

cultures discussed.

Benin Brass Castings and Handicrafts in the Cameroons: Summary of a Communication presented

AAn Major P. H. G. Powell-Cotton : 8 November, 1932.

UfcU During a big-game expedition in 1931 the hunter took the opportunity of making small

film-camera records of native craftsmen at work, and these films were showm, with personal

observations. Perhaps one of the most interesting arts described was the ancient cire perdue
”

process of brass casting at Benin, which has recently been revived by the Oba. In addition to the

pictures of this process the speaker exhibited actual moulds, crucibles and castings in their various

stages.

At canoe building on the Ongiie .Creek, South Cameroons. only the older men seemed to be

engaged. The craft is hollowed from a green log, and the worker seen in the film explained that he

could complete a small boat, 14^ long, worth 50 francs, in five days. An unpractised white man fails

lamentably to keep his seat in these canoes, but the native maintains his balance with ease, and that

long after the wood is perished. The lecturer saw a woman with an infant lying on a pUe of

plantains before her, carelessly" manoeuvring her craft, of which the forepart had rotted away, the

whole vessel so tipped that the end where the bows had once been was well above the stream. The

Bakoko natives were seen making fishing nets of mesh of various sizes. Palm leaves were used by

them for roofing, and often for the walls of mere temporary buildings. Each frond is bent over

a strip of palm leaf rib, over which it was sewn. The shoil; rigid cross bow in general use among

the Bakoko requires considerable ingenuity and strength to string. The bending is effected with

the aid of one foot. The poisoned dart is held in position by a dab of wax, and the butt is placed

close to the eye for sighting, as there is no recoil.

European oil presses are very rare in the Cameroons, and palm nut oil is extracted by the natives

by boiling and kneading the pulp on a stone or in a very primitive press.

The Xorthem Cameroon potter is usually a woman, who builds up her pot by adding clay bit

by bit, and moulding it by hand. In the X'Velle country, on the other hand, the spiral method is

followed.

A popular musical instrument in the Bakoko country is the mouth bow of wood, strung with

cane, which is pressed across the mouth, and vibrated with a small stick.

They also use a harp of hollowed wood with six strings.

Other pictures showed the manioc flour industry, weaving, hair-dressing, shaving, and a tobacco

vendor.

PROCEEDINGS
HELLENIC SOCIETY.

The Excavations at Ras Shamra. Sumynary
o/ a Commimicatioyi by 3/. Claude F,-A.

Keeper of the Prehistoric and Gallo-

Poyyiayi Miiseion of the University of Strasbourg,

and Director of the French Excavations at Pas Shamra
in Syria. 18 October, 1932.

M. Schaeffer showed first the numerous finds

from the Necropolis of Minet-el-Beida. He recog-

nized, in the great beehive tombs filled with objects

from Cy"prus, Rhodes and Mycenaean Greece, the
resting places of important personages, probably of
Greek, or Cyprio-Greek or Creto-Greek origin. This
colonization of the Ras-Shamra region by Greeks
in the fourteenth century b.c. is confirmed by a
legend reported by Malalas according to which a
mythical king named Kasos, of Mycenaean origin

OF SOCIETIES.

and ha\rLng family connections with C\q)rus, had
brought Aegean and Cj'priot colonists to the Syrian

coast.

The Necropolis was also a cult -place where curious

rites designed to assure the fertility of the earth for

beasts and men were performed. There were special

constructions for the reception of offerings and for

magical practices, the mechanism of which has been
revealed by a cimeiform tablet formd in the fibrary

of Ras Shamra.
In the second part of his communication, M.

Schaefier showed the principal discoveries which he
has made in the temples and in the fibrary of Ras
Shamra, where important monuments dating from
the first half of the second millennium b.c. have been
brought to fight.

The now famous library has furnished diplomatic
documents and real epic poems of particular in-
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terest, being written in a hitherto uiikno\vn cunei-

form script and disclosing the most ancient known
alphabet. Several of the texts discovered at Ras
Shamra seem to record episodes mentioned later

in the Bible. The library contains documents
written in at least eight different languages.

The city of Ras Shamra seems to have been

strongly attacked and partly destroyed in the
invasions of the ‘ People of the Sea ’ at the begin-
ning of the twelfth century. Its commerce, based
entirely on the importation of copper from Cyprus,
was endangered by the use of iron instead of bronze
during the twelfth centur^', and the city with its

port fell into obii\don.

REVIEWS.

In the Beginning. By G. Elliot Smith, F.B.S.
New and revised edition. No. 29 of the -m-
Thinker's Library. London, dc Co., XXI
1932. Small 8ro. Pp. xv and 109. Price Is.

This is a revised and illustrated edition of a small

book which served as an introduction to a series of

elementary histories of various human activities,

as envisaged by members of the well-knowm
difTiisionist school connected with the author's name.
The main additions are Chapter \1 , in w^hich is

put forth a revised explanation of Totemism and
Exogamy as arising from ancient Eg^^pt, and
Chapter VII, on Primitive Religion, which gives in

short the reflections on Tylor's theory of Animism
which the author has expressed in previous works.
To ancient Eg\^t are attributed practically all

the human inventions and social institutions on
which ci\'ilization has been built since the great

change wrought by the discovery of the art of food-

producing; the enumeration of them all in so small

a space tends to heighten the feeling of unreality

which the author admits to be at first sight natural,

but proceeds to combat with his reasoned views

of their course in human history : such an enimiera-

tion, admissible, may be, in an introduction to the

series, rather overloads a little treatise intended

like this one to stand alone.

The introduction is new and gives, as do also

parts of the ensuing chapters, a clear, if too brief,

review of the qualities of the human mind on which
the theory of diffusion is fotmded ; a more de\'eloped

treatment of this cardinal element would ha\'e been
of great assistance to the kind of reader for whom
the book was intended, especially coming from so

high an authority as the author, and it would have
been calculated to strengthen his case, founded
mainly as it is on the powers and, no less, the

limitations, of the brain. Thus we should get,

what is much wanted, an exposition of the biological

reasons for the unoriginality of man's mind, as apart

from his ingenuity in adapting to his circmnstances

ideas newly presented to him.

The author's general arguments have been set

forth more fully in earlier works and have met with
so copious a treatment, with much opposition—not
wholly imexpected—that it is needless to discuss

them here. But attention may be drawn to a
very relevant consideration which seems hitherto

to have received little notice, namely, the existence

of a strong background of primitive beliefs whose

origins date from imknown ages before the
beginnings of the civilization founded on food-
producing.*' These beliefs survived vigorously in the
new social frame, adapting themselves to it by the
modifications wliich they had perforce to undergo;
the process was exemplified by the present writer in

the last issue of Max (1932, 321), in connection with
the claims of Eg^qitian kings to divine descent

—

an extreme case and so complicated that it left the
king with a triple sonhood, from the Falcon, Osiris,

and the Sim.
Man, as the author and others have taught us,

talked and thought, with a capacious brain,

thousands of years before the rise of civilization,

exercising his reason on many things if only m order
to conquer or circumvent them. He originated
the philosophy of magic ; he learnt to work in

physical harmony with the band to which he
belonged, for that is surely the meaning of the right-

handedness foimd, with one exception, in the most
ancient cranial remains so far discovered—a feature
noted by the author and first made recognizable by
him from the particular structure of the skull which
indicates the dominani lobe of the brain. With the
right hand thus developed man could work more
effecti\*ely with his fellows in activities requiring
their strict co-operation, such as coping at close

quarters ivith big game; he eouUl shape and
sharpen wood or bone, dig pits for traps, twine
creepers together in a kind of rope for hunting or
other purposes—the foundation, doubtless, of
basket-work—prepare the skins of animals and
so on

;
but time destroys the traces of these tlungs

and small indeetl can be our real knowledge of his

physical achievements. Yet of his mental activities

we can infer much from the comparative examina-
tion of the oldest records, material or literary,

that have survived from ancient civilizations,

together with accounts of xhit beliefs and customs of
modem backward peoples. In the mental field it is

hardh' necessary to mention the cult of the dead,
evident e\'en in the distant ^Nlousterian period, with
its later development of ancestor-cult which imder-
lies, though obscured, so much of the fimerary
practices of ancient Egypt. Again, the first origin
of the ^Vlother-figure, which became a goddess and
took in Eg\*pt the form of Hathor, goes back at
least as far as the Aurignacian age; her cow-form,
starting with the domestication of animals,
originated perhaps in Mesopotamia, though the
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author claims priority, as in all such things, for

Egypt—a matter still under debate but, in this

connection, of no outstanding importance, since,

even if the Egyptians borrowed the idea from abroad,

its further diffusion might still be due to them

—

nor should one deny, surely, the possibility of some
diffusion from Mesopotamia.

The cult of Hathor is discussed in more than one
passage by the author but without reference to the
development that it imderwent with the passage of

time; for example, his fig. 6 (from Lanzone's
Dh. Mit. Eg., tav. cccxxii, 2 ), which shows a dead
man and his soul riding heavenwards on the cow-
goddess's back, is copied from a late mummy case

and cannot be taken as proving that this was an
original function of the goddess. 8he was the

earliest ileity in human shape, motherly protectress

of the dead as of the living and ever dear to the
heart of the people, and when, with the weakening of

official forms and the growth of syncretism, old

popular beliefs rose up with added strength, her
role was widened and made sometimes to comprise
that of Osiris, as in the fimerary texts of the lady
Sais, of the Roman period, published by Schiaparelli,

or. as in the present case, that of the primitive

ferr\’man who conveyed kings to the solar paradise,

a privilege once peculiar to them, then bestowed on
their courtiers, and finally taken by anyone who
could afford the cost of the necessary priest 13^

services. This extension of function with regard

to the dead was not unnatural for the great goddess
who, from the earliest times, was revered as their

protectress and had accordingh^ been adopteil as

^listress of the West, whither the dead wert‘ b(‘lieved

to go.

About animism we must be cautious, for the
word appears to bear different meanings for different

people and ma\^ include the more primitive mode of

ideation called b\' Marett animatism : it is certain

that at one time man, or rather, perhaps, the
members of the hominal race from which man has
descended, had no notion whatever of spirits, but
it is also clear that the ^lousterian, with his orderlj^

burial of the dead and provision for them of food,

must have belie\'ed in their survival, in some manner,
after death; this concept, then, cannot be
claimed as originating in civilized Egypt. In the
same wa^' it ma^^ be concluded that an earl 3” stage
of totemism, which we ma3^ call proto -totemism,
preceded the appearance of food-producers, being
founded on the mentalit3'' of hunters who li\'ed, as it

were, in communit3" t\dth animals, looking on them
in much the same wa3" as the3^ did on their own kind,
and who could easiU' imagine themselves turned into

animals or descended from them, as many backward
tribes do to-da3'—^and even civilized children,
^ pla3dng bears,’ will show a strange but real fear

lest their companion should indeed ' be a bear.’

Among the man3' kinds and degrees of totemism,
belief in actual descent from a totem, though not
universal, is wide-spread and fairh’ common; that
it reigned at one time in Eg3^t seems to be proved
b3’ the example of the Falcon clan discussed b3^ me
recent I3" in Ma>;

(
1932

, 321 ). This 13"pe of totem may

well have been the first, undergoing man3' meta-
morphoses as it spread from the centre of origin,

man3" thousand 3'ears ago, ar^.ong various peoples,

and thus providing a good example of the ingenuity of
men in adapting original ideas to their own circum-
stances, not without adding little touches of their

own, a process which will accoimt for the multitude
of forms taken b3' totemism, .'?o great that no single

explanation has t^et been geiK^ralh^ accepted as

covering them all.

The cases here enumerated will suffice to show
how man3’ jiroblems had been faced b3^ reall\’ primi-

tive thinkers and solved, in their uninformed wa3',

long before the rise of civilization. The solutions

mentioned, and perhaps others too. liave left

mainft‘st traces in Eg3"ptian remains, and a stiaW
of those remains directed towards the elucidation

of the earlier beliefs would 3 ield invaluable material
fur the histoiw of the human mind, a branch of
studv ver3^ close to the author's thought, as his

brilliant contributions to it avouch. Before long

we ma3’ liope that the basis for that stuih^ will be
great I3' strengthened on the conclusion of the

arduous work of Drs. Alan OardiiK'r and De Buck
on the Coffin Texts of the Middle Kingdom which
provide a connecting link between the P3ramid
Tt^xts of the Old Kingdom and tht^ so-called " Book

•
' of the Dead ’ of the Xew Empire and later, and
which, when interpreted in the light of these, will

contribute much also to their interpretation, at

present too often doubtful ; thus we shall have a

seijuence of invaluable magico -religious texts, more
fulK' imderstood than has been hitherto possible,

dating from the earliest to th(‘ latest periods in which
consecutive writings are known in ancient Egx’pt.

G, D. HORNBLOVVER.

Man and Technics. A contnhiitio^} to the phHosophg of

life. Bif O'Sicalrl Bpeogler. London : George

332 A^'Cnirhi. Ltd., 1932. Pp. 1U4. Price 6.v.

The author uf this book hojjes that it ina3'

serve to help the reader to a provisional glimpse into
“ the great secret of Man‘s destiin ." With the

publu-ation of his lars:er work, upon which he has been
engaged for 3'ears. the secret will be more exphcitU'

revealed: this little volume of inspr-^sated pessimi.sm is

merel3^ a foretaste of direr things to come. The author
has incubated a philosoplyv, and the phrases in which he
thrusts the worst upon us have a glitter which attracts

without convincing. Man is a beast of prep." “ Ideals

are cowardice." Scepticism, the last remaining
philosophical attitude that is possible to (na3% that

“ IS worthy of) this age.” Ever3" high Culture is a
“ tragedy. The histoiy of mankind as a ivhole is tragic.'.'^

Onh" dreamers believe that there is a way out.

Optimism is cowardice." Man, civilized man at least,

moves towards catastrophe, and, indeed, his mode of

emergence has been catastrophic—the origin of the

hand must hav'e been sudden; in terms of the tempo
of cosmic currents it must have happened . . as

abrupt^" as a flash of lightning or an earthqua e."

We have to emancipate ourselv es from the nineteenth-
” century idea, based on L3’eirs geological researches,
“ of an ‘ evolutionary ’ process,” ” The earh ^

remains of man and of his tools are equally ok
Clay vessels,” agriculture and cattli breeding, hi

building, graves, indications of travel, appear as c»
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‘'mutation" som?\viiere in the fifth millennium b.c.;

apparently, also, ^speech had it.s catastrophic origin at

about the" same time. We are foredoomed, since “ the
“ loni of the World [

Xordic man] is becoming the
“ slave of the Ma< hine," ami since we have fatuously

broad'‘a.st knowledge and iua<'hinery amongst lower

races with a lower standard of living, who can undersell

us. Hence our “ Faustian C’ulture " will go the way
of the older civilizations—** all the great Cultures are
*• drfrats."

It IS obvious that the author, throughout the bcv-)k,

IS looking something in the face, hut this is more often

a distorting mirror than objeetive fact. His assurance

IS provocative, and if we are constantly reminded that

he* is a thmker by profe^slon. we are not convinced

that he has a monopoly of pure reason. As a prophet

of woo It js indeeil hrs faith in his own gospel that guides

him to his gloom. H. S. HARRIk50X.

Medical Aspects of Old Age. Ry Ro- Humphry
liollcsfott , Tiurt.^ (yC. I .0., iv.C./j. Hdoniilnn ct’ OQO
Co. Pp. 20.0. Fnce Is. 6d. UUU

This work of Sir Humphry Rolleston (*ertainly

mteiesta the anthropologist, though not so much as it

does the physician. One very important point which

he proves is that longevity is hereditary and that though

an indiviilual may lengthen Ins span by careful attention

tf> diet, exercise and avon lance of worry, excitement and
jealousv. he is unlikely to make * old bones if be comes
of a short -lived stoek. He instances the Eskimo as

a short-lived, though healthy and happy people, and
citc's them as an exception to the rule that people in

a cold climate live longer than those in the tropics.

The Jew.s, on the other hand, he points out, are dis-

tinctly long lived-

Otherwise race seems to interebt him little and one
wonders whether there is any association between
longevity and the Xordic physical and meiital traits of

the inhabitants of the colder parts of Europe, traits

contrasting so markedly w'ith tho.se of the Eskimo.
One w'ould gladly pick out many of the interesting

<letails with which this book is hlled, but they are

written for the physician and, perhaps, the man in the

street ;
and doubtless will be fully noticed by reviewers

elsewliere. The literary style, of course, is excellent,

tliough uneorrected slips of the pen, inevitable in first

editions, ai'o to be found. One occurs on p. 52. where
*' man's last occupation " shoukl be *' his lost occupa-

tion"; and perhaps another is on p. 176, where

appendicitis is said to cause pain in the left, instead of

the right, liiat* fossa. i - O. PARSOXS.

A History of Experimental Spiritualism. Vol. 1.

Prim it ire Mao. By Caesar de T estne. Trans- nt%M
lated jrom the French by Stanley de Brath.

Pp. 2S6. London : Rater dr Co. (ItKH). Price

IOn. 6d. net.

This book claims to demonstrate that the origins of

magic and religion are to be sought elsewhere than is

commonly supposed. With Andrew Lang the author

is inclined towards the hypothesis that it was through

the observation of what are termed ^ supernormal ’

facts that primitive man began to form theories which

eventually were woven into the fabric of religious

sp< ;uIation.

'he importance of so-called supernormal phenomena
in anthropological studies has been .stres.scil by Bastian,

Haddon an<l Lang, yet nowadays the subject is again

ding into disrepute, mainly owing to the puerilities of

hritualists and psychical researchers. Mr. de \ esme

as succeeded, how'Cver, in showing that the occurrence

of these alleged supernormal phenomena is not rare
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among primitive peoples. Indeed they are recorded
from widely-separated parts of tlie world and similar

narratives can be found both in ancient and modern
times. Xor i.s there any reason to doubt that they
played their part in the formation of religious ideas

and practices.

Although w'e doubt if Mr. de Vesme's thesis can be
fully sustaine<l, the book is a useful attempt to persuade
anthropologists how one-sided their learning must be
as long as they neglect the study of these odd oc cmTonces.
Miu-h of the evidence adducetl by the author m this

book is poor : much would have to be discarded on
expert examination, but such is the case m every
attempt to evaluate second-hand material of an obscure
nature.
The book is describe<l as volume one of the author's

* History of Experimental Spiritualism,' the last word
being interpreted in its philosophical sense.'’ It

lacks an imlex, which will, we hope, be included in the
se( ond volume when this appears. The translation is

well done, the printing clear ami the binding neat.

Although It IS but a sketcli of the subjetd in dispute,

we hope that anthropologists will not be put off by the
author’s somewhat naive theories, but w*il] be tempted
to pursue the path he has indicated and to realize

that the literature concerning these phenomena is not
wholly to be neglected. E. J. DIXUWALL.

A Nova Antropoiogia Criminal. By A. A. Mendes
Correa. Pp. viiiy 330. Pijrto, 1931. QnC

This volume is partly made up from a collection JqJi
of lectures, memoirs and articles publishetl

between 1911 and 1930. Many of the later papers stress

tlie importance of individual p'^vchologv' in the treatment
of crunmals, and attention is also paid to sncli relevant
problems as those concerned with endocrinology and
hereditary dispositions.

After a iliscussion of the anthropological problems
involved, tlie author proceeds to deiil with the tpiestion

of delinquency m general, not neglecting those factors

which are now being more and more recognized as
important to criminal anthropologist.s.

As proceeding from tlie Institute of Anthropology in

the Faculty of Sciences in the L'mvcrsity of Oporto the
book IS a notable example of tlie service anthropology
can render in clarifying and illuminating social questions.

E."^J. DIXGWALL.

Moral Vocabulary of an Unwritten Language
(Fulani). By Frada Fhyehnayi. Reprinted f,ot)i
* Anthropos,' Bd. jc.vrii {St. Gabritl^Modliny Sxn
bei Wien. 1932.)

'

Miss Fligelman, after studying Fulani (Fulfulde.
'Poular') imder the direction of M. Henri Uaden,
set herself, inspired by a dictum of the late iManria
Helafosse, to explore the possibilities of this language
with regard to the expression of mental and moral
ideas. She has come to the coni *lusion that “ the moral
“ vocabulary, as it now exists, is fairly adequate for
“ living a so-called civiiizeil life in the ordinary Western
“ sense of the term.’’ This is illustrated by "a detailed
analysis of the vocabulary under the headings, ' Good
Character,’ * Bad Character,' * Foolish Character,’
' Troubled Character ’ (including ideas of * astonisb-
* ment,’ * sadness,' ' worry.' ' fear,' ‘ shame,’ etc.),
* Judgment,' ‘ Ideas,' and * Understanding, etc.’ It is

impossible, without an inside knowledge of the language
to estimate the accuracy of this analysis, or the author's
deductions from its data, and the notation adopted
necessitates a constant reference to the tables of abbre*
viations and the * Key to the Data,* and even then is

somewhat perplexing. But it may be said that, on the

]
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whole. Miss Fligelman would appear to have made out
her ease, and it is extremely probable that her thesis

would hold good for other forms of African speech,
e.g., the Bantu languages, which are eminently capable,
not only of enrichment from alien vocabularies, but of

development out of their own resources, equal to any
demands likely to be made on them in the future. It

may be of interest to note some figurative expressions,
w^hich often hav^e a familiar ring, though there can be no
question of borrowing from Europe. ‘ To put one's
* foot on a person *—to treat him without respect. ‘ To

i^N [Decemb^, 1933.

‘ have a dry hand ’—^to be miserly. The notion of

dryness lends itself to a number of metaphors, some
of w^hich appear to contradict each other, thus ‘ dr\' in

knowledge ’ is ‘ very learned,’ but ‘ dry intelligence,*

is ‘ not very intelligent,’ * dry-eyed ’ is ‘ shameless,*

which recalls the Swahili idiomatic use of -hav-u.

‘ Black in the abdomen ’—thoroughly bad. ' Insects
‘ that gnaw holes in wood ’—mischief-makers. ‘ To
‘ carry on the back,' as a native woman does her child, is

to protect. ‘ To point with the finger ’— to boast of

deeds yet to be done. A. W.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Polyandry.

llll_ Sir,—Mr. Hocart {Man, 1932, 130) wants me to

explain certain points which it was not possible for

me to make quite clear in my note on Xayar poly-
andry (Man, 1932, 99). When I wrote that fraternal

polyandry was the exception among the Xayars and the
non-fratemal (McLennan’s Xayar polyandry) was the
commoner form, I meant to coimote by ^ brothers ’ both
classificatory and own brothers. Marriage of any sort

was strictly prohibited between classificatory relatives.

Rules regulating non-fraternal polyandry are not
definitely known, nor is it possible, as we are dealing
with an ancient institution whose very existence is

questioned ! It is, however, almost certain they were
similar to the rules governing marriages of the present
day. There are the various sub-castes within the caste,

which are generally endogamous, but inter marriage is

permitted on the AnuWrna principle, males of a higher
caste {e.g.. Xamputiri Brahaman) or a higher sub-caste
marrying women lower in gradation. In each sub-caste the
tarvdd (a small clan or kindred) forms the social imit. The
Xayars are strictly matrilineal in descent, inheritance,

etc. ; the tarvdd is an exogamous group of matrilineal

families consisting of people descended from a common
ancestress, and hence having kinship also with one
another. Kinship is reckoned unilaterally on the
maternal line—on the tarvdd side—only. So classifica-

toiy’^ brothers and sisters are kin and cannot be partners
in any form of marriage, much less in a polyandrous one.
Though the relatives of the father (members of quite
another ‘ family ’ or tarvdd) are addressed as though
they are relatives, it is easily recognized that they are
only very nominally so. To illustrate this point, the
instance may be cited of a girl marrying a near classifi-

catory brother of her father’s. The word inangu had
better be explained also, especially as its significance is

being rapidly forgotten. Dr. Gxmdert, one of the earliest

Malayalam lexicographers gives its meaning as ‘ relation-

ship ’ or ‘ those of the same caste.’ I think " members
of the same sub-caste ’ would be nearer the truth, for
every member of the caste is not considered as an
inangan. One of the witnesses examined by the Malabar
marriage commission, who was a member of the judicial
ser\dce, defined an iriangan {i.e., a member of the iyiangu)

as a “ reconciled member of one’s clan. Of one's owm
“ clan, some may be friendly, some not. The former
“• are inangans. The division line is apparently drawm
by tradition.” Inangu, therefore, is a local group

within the sub-caste. Geographical prejudices make
caste men of a different area ineligible for marriage, the
inangu thus becoming mainly endogamous.
Inangu and inangan have now a much more limited

signification. Each tarvdd nowadays has three or four
neighbouring tarvdd as its inangUy for the performance
of certain social and ceremonial duties, €,.g., (1) cooking
food for the members of the tarvdd when they are under

death pollution and cannot use their kitchen: (2) acting

the part of a minor priest at death ceremonies, when he is

fed sumptuously; and (3) officiating as the tier of the

marriage badge or tali, at the initiatory ceremony known
as tali kettu kalyanam (very often misunderstood as

marriage). These priestly fimctions make one doubt
wdiether the inangan was not a priest also within the

sub-caste, like the barber priest for the entire caste

{see Visscher's ‘ Letters from Malabar, 1743 ').

The following sentence of Mr. Thorne, I.C.S., who was
recently Collector of Malabar, may be quoted in support
of what I wrote on Nayar polyandry : However much

the present-day Xayar may dislike the fact, there
' IS ample authority that polyandry as described

by Barbosa was once common among >iayars.'’

(Barbosa ; Coasts of E. Africa and Malabar," Hakluyt
Society, London.—Footnote on p. 41.)

A. AIYAPPAX.
Madras.

28.7.1932.

Couvade.

HHH Sir,—Although it has long been known that

3uu Couvade was practised by the Miao-tse, the letter

of Mr. Chungshee Hsien Liu (Man, 1932, 288)

has supplied important additional information for which
all who interest themselves in this strange custom will

be grateful, but he is evidently unaware that the picture

in the Miao Album, to which he refers, is reproduced as

the frontispiece to my Custom of Couvade (Manchester,

1929), from the example in the Victoria and Albert
Museum.

I have recently heard of a case of the surviv al of the

Couvade in Scotland. A fisherman on the Cromarty Firth

during his wife's confinements (for she has had a large

family) inv^ariably abstained from going to sea and from
all other activ'^e employment, and remained wdthin the

house, seated by the fireside, for a week or so after the
birth of each child.

I would like to take this opportunity of quoting a
few lines from a poem by Saccombe, a doctor of Car-
cassonne, written in 1792, under the title Luciniade.

This was printed by Dr. Marevre in the journal
Medicina, Xos. 11-12, Paris, 1926, p. 27 :

En Amerique, en Corse et chez I’lberien,

En France memo, encore chez le Venarnien,
Au pays navarrois, lorsqu’ime femme accouche,
L'epouse sort du ht et le mari se couche

;

Et quoi qu'il soit tres sain et d’esprit et de corps,

Contre un mal qu’il n’a point Fart unit ses efforts.

On le met au regime, et notre faux malade.
Soigne par I’accouch^, en son Ht fait couv^ade.”

This, I beheve, is the earhest known instance of the
use of the word “ couvade.”

WARREX" R. DAWSOK*

Eyre and Spottiswoode Limited, His Majesty’s Prmiii^, East Harding St., London, E.C.4,



Notice to Fellows of the Royal

Anthropological Institute.

In consequence of the disastrous fire at the

University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg.-

last December, we are informed that the whole

of the teaching library for Anthropology, as

well as the Ethnographical and Stone age

collections, has been destroyed.

Mrs. A. \V. Hoernle requests us to announce

that the offer of copies of any standard

works on Ethnography or Archceology would

be gratefully appreciated. The Hon. Secretary

of the Royal Anthropological Institute will

be glad to hear of such offers from Fellows,

and undertakes to forward any volumes

received to the University of the Witwatersrand

in the name of the donors.
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SOClCHiOglCAL BmSABmiXMnnTTiaB : J. H. Hsbzbbbo, Gonrener.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS OF TffE ROYAL ANTHIIOPOI.OGICAL
INSTITUTE, MARCH, f9^

OBDIHABT MEEIIHGS.
Toesday, Mazeh 8. 8,30 p.m, Aaiiiiopological Observatibns m Ceat]^ aa^ Nor3iom.
W. D. Waxjceb, Bbq.» B,Sc,, M.B. 0<mimittee8 :---L^ratr^, # pan,i ^Bss&siOiee^ $ p-in^

Taes&^9 ttueb 8.^ PJXl Ck^xnnoxi Fioblems in Fs^aho-AoaJbjw BSid Anthropology, Xbr. £• €rX4>TSB»
Ocmni^OpjD.

mmia biiKiOgt kesbakct ooMHm^ : Mi» 'NL, B, Tili»bszx7, CwYESife^*
Ftiiay; Xareb C OJIO p.m. Gmi&nl of tiha Puzpoee^.Soo^ and Btocedoze of ibB CommEttee:
Chairman^ Fr*d» Cr. Either Sisrm, F,RB. -

AFIBPieAll RFaBBARCaEI (^MMinEE : T. J. A. Taxes, Esq., ConvenBr. .

-

TuMday, Bbu^ I. 5,30 pjiu

SQI^OIiOCiH^AL BESEABCH COMMiraBE : H. VmsmBa, Ccmvmet.
fjdday, Xar^ H. 4 pan. Stages of Eeanomic Development m C. H. Wkdgwooo,

OPEH PUBLIC LmUEES : SCHOOL OF OBISTPAL SflHHES, HRSBUBY mxm, EJOX
see (Uao Cover, p. 3.

Wednesday, Xahih S. 5 pan. The Place of Polk-Tales in Afirican life. Bev. K. W, Ssoxh.
Wednesday, Maich 9. 5 pan. The Oraft of the African Pottm^. H* J, BsAtrEiHOLSa^ 'M.A,
Wednwday, Kaz^ 18. 5 pan. African Systems of Education. J. H. Dbibbibg, MA«

BDIBBUBOH AMD THE LOTHIAW} BBAMCH (Tel. : Edin. 81488). Dr. B. Ksbb, Secretary.
Priiay, Mandl 18. 8 pjn. Becent Excavations in l^glajid. Dr. B. E. Mobxqkeb Wbeelbb, FJSLA. {Joint

Meeting with Edinburg League of Pr^mtozians). Department of Prehistoric Art^seology, Cbwbers
Street.

NOTICE TO CONTRIBUTORS TO “ MAN.»»
Mat for 1932 unll c<n^dj9t of twelve monthly izmtalmeats, each tisualfy ci tweiify-foiirpages,with

one or more fn]l>j)age plates, and immerous illxiatrations in llie text.

Each number of Mat includes (1) anginal articles, (2) reports of proceedings cf the Koyal
Anthropol(^oal Institute and other Softies, (3) conespon&sce, (4) leviewB of recent books.

Articles published in Mat should be quoted by the year and the refereisce mimber of the
article, not by the page number : for example, the article which b^pns on |Mige 7 of January Maw
^ould be quoted aa Mak 1932, 5.

All Gommumcations printed in Mam are sagn^ or mitiaOed by their authors. ^Dbe CSoundl cd
-the Institute desires it to be understood that in gndng pabbei^ to it o^^eple no zespouGflNBly
for the statemeuts or opiniems expressed. ' _

Contributors to Mam receive one or more free copies (m proportidn to the length of tto artik^)
of the issue m which their contributions ^pe^^; and may obtam separate reprints^wi^ or witiio^
cover, on terms which are notified iriien the proo& are submitted for cxxrr^tkm.

Books sent for review ace the property of the Institute, «nd mi^ be returned wiih^ the
manuscript of the review to the librarian. But reviewers are entitled to a small payment for th^
contributions. -

.* DAVmMUTT,Lornkn t G. E.STECHERTa $FELIXALCAHNKXTLA ZamCHElXX, Bglogwij RUIZ HmriiAHOS, PWtof THE

“SCIENTIA•^SCIENTIA” ««sss5i»isaar'5affis!^^
BTHE ONLY SilEW l,™ ^
IS THE ONLY REVIEW tfaat has & lealiy w(^-wide ebciSiiiloai; ^

IS REVIEW Ql flc^iaiSG r^Blbeds usft Uot SeOKwmttbefiiBaBneatalfliaBfeiQDscraS sdaen: URbfetorv^ cifeBceg, Rgfaooflcay, geciogy^ ^lygles, dMa^gljy, lioiogy, jigrebeSt^jmd^ ufhuA^ frifetfe immeikU^ k^tem^MmaaOstfUBio^ miitibaABiksgmhmiiaimmmm md ImPortOS

*® *^”*®““** Bhiibfcww«ot iaia.tattei^

Wa^a«ai»glAlBateTOt«3Mrccmto.mMirtoeOT»iitirt6<!nieMi..y'^^ Vmaammt sz,m^fms.bm.
„ ffinQe:ia»A.D.ii^t34iiifema
Gmmd SeaOmm: Poeb TJuaa B^aap ,
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ANNOUNCEHENTS OF THE ROYAL ANTHROPOLOGICAL
INSTITUTE APRIW ftaSL

0BSDIASZ BEEHSC^
Twusikiij^s AiieS UL &8d y-n*- The Significaa«» of Afdeaa Folk Music, H. T. Tm^^cby, Fsq. ]MB>
Toesda^, Apnl ^ 8AQ pjn* Chi^AiTiship in the BaBemba tribe, HJS. Rhodesia. Miss Attobbt 1.

Richards, FIuB. (lantern). CouneU, S pJXL

AtBICM RRSBABCH €0MMi3TE&: T. A. J. Taxes, Bsq., Caavenfflr.

Tuesday* April 5* &80 poa. Subject : Colti^e IKst^nyi^ Maps lor AMca.

SCKmOCOCAL BESEABCS IKMOlITm : J. H.
Triday* April lA 2 P.1D. Economic Stages of Developiinent in Airies. J. H* Diucbhbg* Esq.

HinUH !BiaU)GT BESEABCB GOMIIITXIEB : l^fiss M. L. Teldesley, Omiymier.
EcMay* April 22. A30 pjn.. Subject : Present knowledge oonceming Mood><^iq)s. Prof. J. B. S. Haloahh

aa^ Br. Liokel Psamc^ wffl be present by inYitatkm to contribute to tiss dcseassion.

NOTICE TO CONTRIBUTORS TO <* NAN.**

Sf&K for 1932 win consist ot twelve monthly in^ialmenia, each nseolfy^ of twmiiy-feitrpages, witih

one or more foil-page plates, and nnmeroos ilhistrati<»is in 1^ text. ^

Each munb^ ^ Mas mdodes (1). original arricles, P) zeptnts ol jnoceedii]^ the Boyal

^ihiopologieal Insritnfe and oth» Soderies, (3) conesptBdence, (4) leviewB of zeemt boc^

ibrricles poblished in Man should be quoted by the year and the lefeimioe ninnb» of the

article, not by the ps^ number : for example, the article which begins on page 7 <d January Mah
should be quoted as Man 1932, 5.

All communications printed in Man are signed or initialled by their authors. The Ciounoil of

the Institute desires it to be understood that in giving publicity to tlwm, it acc^ts no rec^anmbilUy

for the statements or opinimis expressed.

Contributors to Man teedve cme or more free co]^es^ prqpmtuHi to tiie Imigtb of the artibfe)

of the issue in which their contributions appear
; and may obtun separate roj^intB, witii or wiQio^

cover, on terms which are notified when the proofe are submitted fist correetiao-.

Seeks srait for review are the property of the Institate, and must be tetumed w8h tiie

manuscript of 'Uie review to tiie lihrathm. But revtewets are oufiEtied tb a paymm^ fear Mnir

oontributiKHiB.

ffiVAlJUAKS TO MJL TKAVEIUEIS Am AMONG

NOTES AND QUERIES ON ANtHROPOlOGT.
BHIED TC« THE DranSH ASSo6AXK»f F(Ht TlUl A^VVAIiCElipfr ^

ETexk Eraxxcnr, eidatged msi thfinn^l^ zeviseA -Itebv 6^; ^

THE ROYAL A!frHmH>mju6itALmmnjm.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS OF THE ROYAL ANTHROPOLOGICAL
INSTITUTE, MAY, im

ORDIHABT MEEXIHGS*

Toesdayr May 10.^ 8^ sum. The Fre-iusto^ of Kharg& Oasis (lantern). Miss 6. Catok Thompson.
Tuesday, Say SCT 8.30 PJOI. Tribal Int^mistizre in Nor^iem Nyasalanfi. Bev. T. Ouhlhn Yoono.

AFKiOftH RK8KARGH CK>HHIfTEE : T. A. J. Taxes, Bsq., Conv^r.
Tuesday, Say 3. 480 pJn. Methods of Stady of Culture Distribution in Africa^

SOCiOLOCOEOAL BigSRATOH I^HMlfTKE : J. H. Dbibebg, Bsq., MA.., Ckmvnner.

Sdday, Say 13. 5.30 pja. Economic St^^ of l>evelopm^3tt in AMea. J. H. IheassBO, Esq., MJL
HOSAH M0I4^Y BE8RARCT COHMIT^E : Miss M. D Tttiokst.ey, Convene.

F^May, 87. 3.30 pjou Di»n2^^n on the Standardization of Antte>poxset^c Method, be <^esi0d by
Dr. G. Mohant, Miss M. L. Tiu>ESX£rr, and Mr. L. H. Duoucr BirsiON.

NOTICE TO CONTRIBUTORS TO ‘ MAN.*

MjlJX for 1932 will consist of twelve monthly instalments, each nsoaDy of twenty-fourpagw,with

one or more foil-page plates, and numerons inustrations in the text.

Each number of Mak includes (1) original articles, (2) reports of proceedings of ih& Xtoyal

Anthropological Institute and other Societies, (3) correspondenoe, (4) reviews of recent txM^.

ArticlBs published in Mah should be quoted by the year and the reforence number of tim

arlacle, not by the p^e number ; fmr e^nnple, the ariicle which begins on page 7 of Janimry Maw
diould be quoted as Manf 2932, 5.

An communications printed in Mar am signed or miriajfod by Ibeir autiuns. The Ckmmul dE

the Institute desires it to be un^rstood that m giving pubUoity to tihem, it ae^pts no respmimfailify

for the statements or opooions expressed.

Gontrihutms to Mak receive one or more free copes (in propcartioa to the lenglb of tte arlide)

of the imue in which their contributkms appear; and nmy obtain ^parate reprints, with or wi&cmt
cover, on terms which are notified when tiie poofo are submitted for correction.

Books smit for review are the property of the Institute, and must be returned with the

manuscript oi review to the Isbrarian. But reviewms are entitled to
.^

amaJ! payment for their

contributions.

BWAIJU^^ TD AIL TBAVHllRS Am RE5H«NIS Mf/KMC raiMITlVE

NOTES AND QUERIES ON ANTHROPOLOGY.
ENTED F<% KtinSH A^>C3*nnON FCHt THE AEnrANOraKNT €tF SC^QE.
Kdxh Edxcioh, eokiged sod zeTeed. fziee 6b, To J'eUiOWS^ 4s. 6d.

Pabliahed b]r

THE ROYAL ANTHROPOLOGICAL INSTITUTE,
52. UPPER BEDFORD PLACE. LONDON, W.C. 1.
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!PiieBdajv Hovemb^ 8. 8.80 p-m- Benin Brass Castuig and Handiciafts in the Cameiooiis {JUm» and
specwmenai). MajOT P. H. G. PowKEii-OoTT02f, Mxecvikief ^pJS^ '

TnirfftT, SmmlMnr 28. 840 pjn. Life in the Vrestdi Cox^ {JUm and kmtem MUt). Madame Gawboiwji
M. Vassai.. CmmeUt 5 pJB.

Ttifrfny, Bovemher 29* 8.80 p.Bt Huxley Memorial Lectme. C. G. S^UOXAV, FJLS.

H0XAB EmLOGT M^UBG. WecbMiiay; Bofraaii^ 28. 0 8^ ZMscusskm on the Evidenoe of Man’s
TTimihip with the Primates. Op^ed by Dr. Soixy' Zuckbkbiabl

NOTICE TO CONTRIRUTORS TO « MAN.*

Mak for 1932 will consist of twelve monthly instidizifix^j,^

ime or more fan«>page plates, and ntuaeroas iUttstaitiOiis m text.

Each nomb^ of Mak inclodes (1) crnginal arti^e^ (2) reports oi prooeediiigB of the Royat

AnHiropological Institute mid other Societies, (3) eorr^pcmdeiic^ (4) leyiews of reeeat hooka.

Articles published in Mak shouM be quoted by the yeair and the leferenoe nninher of the

article, not by the page numb^ : for eiuunple, the arttie lAkh begins on page 7 of January Man
should be quoted as Mak 1932, 5. ^

AH communications printed in Mak are s%ued ik mitiaBed by titefr antiioils.. !Ch0 Ckapoil lidv

the Institute desires it to be understood that in giving publicity to them, it accepts no xe^ponsflnlity

for ihd statements isc (pinions expressed.

ConMbuIxHS to Mak receive one (»r more free copies (in proportiocn to the length of the artiek)

of the issue in wMch their ccmtrilmticms appear; uid may obtain separate reprints, with or without

eov^, on torms which are notified w^n proofs are submitted for GcwiectioiK.

Orntribations to Mak riiould be sent to the Assistant Editor.

Books sent for review are the property of the Institute, and must be returned with tiio

manuscript of the review to the Librarian. But reviewers are entitled to a smaH payment for'

cerntributions.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS OF THE ROYAL ANTHROPOLOGICAL
INSTITUTE, DECEMBER, 1932.

OBlHlIMtT nOBBTOS.

Xmiiart December 6. 8.80 VJB. The Dhrecsit^ of Cbdtaio io Melawwa.. t^SW, Ivms^ BmeaHe^ Sljtj

Tiwililiy, December 18. &80 pju. The Yasb Sudan. XL S. M.4. (^antew). OtmmfO, iwiM,

NOTICE TO CONTRIBUTORS TO ‘MAN.*

Mak for 1932 irill consist of twelve monthly instohnents, axk wtaBy o{tiRply^>fiQNBrpagOs,w^

one or m(He foB-page plates, and nomraons illnstratiom in tim tOzt.

Each niunbw of Mab includes (1) oo^inal aytusles, (2) v^NKts of ^oceefii^ of tine Boyal

Anthropological Lutatate and otliar Societies, (3) cmeepondeaioe, (4) leviefint of leo^ hoolDB. ;

Articles pnblffihed in Mas dmuM be q^ooted hy tiiq year and the rrihceifee muiaber of li»

aiticfe, not by the page number : for example, the article begias on page 7 Of Jai^naiy ]f4v

should be quoted as Mah 1932, 5.

AB commumoatiom printed in Maw are ^pwd or imtiaBed by ttuir anthon. 7^ OotuM^ of

the Institute desires it to be undrastood that in giving pnUidIfy to tiiean, it aooefts no t0$pamQ0l^

for the statemmits or Of^cms ezjpessed.

OimtdbotoiB to Maw receive one ox msxe free ocqnes (in pcopwtkm to tiie ieogth of thaaiti^^

of the iasm in which their contabutions appear; and tnay obtain separate lepants, with ox wSAowl

oovm, on terms which are notified when the jkoc^ are snbmitted for ecareeUon.

Conixibnticms to Maw should be sent to tiie AauMrfmiriL Editor.

Books sent for review txe the property cd the Institate, and must he retmnad with the

mimuBcr^ of the review to the Librarian. But revieweis are entitled to a saiaB paymei^ for.ti^

oontribations.

INVALUABLE TO ALL TBAVELLERS

NOTES AND QUERIES ON ANTHROPOLOGT.
EDITED FOR THE BRITISH ASSOCIATIOM FOR Tifli ADVJOfqEMSEl^^^

Foth Emnow, emlaigied and tbonn^ghly ntind. r PkIflB .fiik
;
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METHUEN'S NEW BOOKS
ARCHAEOLOGY IN ENGLAND

AND WALES
1914-1931

T. D. KENDRICK and C F. C HAWKES
With 30 plates and 123 iiiustmions

18s. n^
^

I
'HE rapid advance made in r^rent years towards a more complete

* tmderstanding of mu' country’s distant past is summarised here in a

thoroughly documented and well-illustrated survey ; the authors explore

the whole field of pre-Conquest archaeol^y, and record all the important

new discoveries and ideas that since the War have enlai^d or alter^ our

knowledge of England and Wales in I^ehistoric and Koman tim^ and
in the D^k Ages.

THE COUNTY ARCHAEOLOGIES
General Editor: T. G. KEMNHCK, HA.

Ke^>«- of and Medtevtd Andqultier at^ BritM Musmbi.

‘tOs. 6d. net »ch

The volumes of this.new series are deigned each to |ue^t in lmt<fy

form a concise and adequately illustrated description, in chronolc^

gical order, of the antiqwdes of a county, and to coves' die -vdidle

ranoe of the archaoilooicd material from the earliest to" the Normanrange of the archaoilogical material from ^e earliest to the Norman
Conquest. ; %
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BERKSHIRE - - - ^ Hakc»i» F&abx
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SURREY. - - * w D. C. 'Wraii^liBK

CCMtNWAli Airo SCIUar m O-lfeiii Bbrc^ ^
:

TORKSIQKE - - - By F. Ezgeb. > J« '
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